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Cigar-Box Tesla Coil
WORKS WEIRD WONDERS

POPULAR SCIENCE JANUARY, /DJ6

By Tracy Diers

"IS THERE, I ask. can there be a more

I
interesting: study than that of alternating

currents?”
Willi this question, put to ft group of out-

standing engineers and scholars more th3n
half a century ago. Nikola Tesla opened an
address and an epoch. These words ushered

the lending scientists of two continents i- to

a veritable fairyland of crackling brush dis-

charges. Indescribably beautiful gaseous
glows, and space-spanning energy that wires

could not coniine.

On tlmt historic night, young Tesla
brought Into public view the wonders of

high-frequency, high-voltnge alternating

current (H.F.H.V.A.C.). Its source was the

now famous Tesla coi*

A Tesla coll is a transformer used for

stepping up medium-high voltage, H.F.A.C.,

to fantastically high voltages. By following

the instructions given on the next page, you
will be able to construct a coll capable of

producing all the effects described In tnls

urtlclc. When your coll Is complete, close

the filament switch. Ten seconds later, close

the high-voltage switch. Immediately a
arc will leap from the high-voltage

terminal Into the surrounding: Mr. If It

doesn't, the primary colls arc probably

bucking, and cither one should have Its con-
nections reversed.

The things that this corona can and will

do arc legion. Two of them nrc Illustrated

by the four photos on page 193. For experi-

ment No. 1, your equipment consists of a stiff

horizontal wire supported on a free-mov-
ing metal spinner. If the wire is coated with

shellac along Its entire length so that the
corona can discharge only at the tips, then
when the H.F.A.C. rushes into the wire, it

will drive it merrily and luminously—
around.
Experiment No. 2 demonstrates the in-

cIToctlveness of glass l.t resist the hoi elec-

trical energy that bursts fvrth from the Tesla
coll. One of the two metal rods of the spark
gap goes to the high-voltage outlet: the

other returns to ground. Both are shielded

from any mid-point contacts. When the gap
operates smoothly, insert a sheet of Vi

”

plate glass- -and watch the spark continue
right through.
Notwithstanding these facts and its terri-

fying appearance, the corona is quite harm-
less. ]( you hold a copper rod in your hand
and bring Us free end close lo the discharge,
the current will jump to the rod. and race
via your body back to ground. But you
won't even feel It!

Not enough current ? Don’t kid yourself!
While it is true that the power output or
this coil Is not very high. .*>0,000 volts at the
current you have here would normally ferry
you into another world. Safety lies In the
frequency of the current, which is well above
a million cycles a second. All high-fre-
quency currents travel on. tho surface of

conductors: when you arc the conductor,
your skin carries the current and your In-

ternal organs aren’t affected.

A nuu.h more stilklngly visual proof of

this phenomena Is shown at bottom right
on the facing page. Since H.F.A.C. insists

on traveling only on the surface of con-
ductors, these conductors may be hollow
pipes instead of wires, but they must hove

High voltages don't l»le lo be fenced in. Il's a
lerioui problom for engineer*, but for Testa-coil

oiporimenlcrt the corona, right, is a welcome sign.
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Radiant power ii only port of tHe wonder of o Te»lo coil. When brought within the field of the energiiod
coil, on ordinary bulb glowi with o ilraoge violet light ot roty itreomort ihoot out from tho filomont.

Is this the lighting of the future? The young
lady's reading light consists of a fluorescent
tube without wired connections. Tho Toslo coil

thot powers the tube is locoted in onother room,
but plain walls are no obstacle to its energy.

Wires of small diameter can't confine tho high-
frequency currents generated by the Toslo coil.

Current leaps out of tho wiro sondwichod be-
tween the gloss plctos, moling it glow in the dorl.
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surface area— lots of it. If you try to con-
duct high-frequency currents through fine

wires without enough surface area, the cur-
rent will leap clear into the surrounding
air. causing the inadequate wire to glow
with a ghostly light. If you spell out a word
with a continuous piece of 30- or 32-gauge
hare copper wire, connect one end to the
high-voltage terminal, and sandwich it be-
tween glass, the word will light up.
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One of Tesla’s great dreums concerned the

transmission of power without wires. He
didn’t quite make the idea practicable, but
he came close enough to enable you to
amaze your friends and amuse yourself with
these stunts based on wireless power trans-
mission. Connect a metal plate to the high-
tension terminal. This power transmission
plate must be well insulated from the ground.
A short distance away, arrange another in-

Induction Coil Replaced by Vacuum Tubes in Cigar-Box Tesla Coil

HIGH
VOLTAGE
TERMINAL
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WITH a Tesla coil built from a few familiar radio
parts you can try for yourself tho fascinating experi-

ments described in this urticle.

The colls are wound on ordinary cardboard tubes. A
core 24" In diumeter by 26' long Is used for the high-volt-
age secondary. Coat the outside of the tube with hot
parnllin. and. when dry. wind n 21" coll of 30-gaugo D.C.C.
wire evenly and smoothly, starting 1 " from tho bottom.
The end of this wire Is brought up Inside the tube
through a wood block and Insulator. Drill n %" hole
In the round block, boll it In parainn, and glue It Into
the top of the tube. Screw the Insulator directly to tho
block.
For the other coils, cut an putineal box down to 6" in

length and use lC-gauge D.C.C. wire for both windings.
Li can start 1

" from the bottom and extend for 15
turns. Leave another 1" space and wind 20 turns for L,.

Cover all tho colls with n good shellac.
When dry. attach the secondary coll to tho cigar box

with small metal brackets. Bring tho ground lead insldo
the box. making sure that It docs not como near the
primary. Then slip the larger form over tho other and
attach It In the same way. Carry the lends Into tho box
through four small holes and fill tho holes with shellac.
Connect the high-voltage side of a power transformer

—500 volts or more—to the Input of tho Tesla coll
through a single-pole, single-throw switch, and uso a
separato switch for the filament leads.
A pair of four-prong sockets Is needed for tho typo-10

lubes; other parts shown In the wiring diagram nro:
K„ It,: 2.700 ohms. 10-watt wire-wound resistors; R,: 40
ohms, centertopped; R,: 5.000 ohms, 10 watt; C,: .001
mfd.. 1.000-volt mica; C,. C,: .0005 mfd., 1.000-volt mica
condensers.
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Tha spinner used in hSs e«porimen» can be made of any liqht wire. Drill e smell hole so the! the motel
will pivot on a pin attached to the high-voltogo terminal. Shelloc all but the tips of tho horiiontol wire.

If you‘vo always had high respect for glass os an insulator, mole the test shown below. The spark seems to

lump tho gap dospile the '/«" gloss plate. You may hove to shorten the gap a bit after inserting the gloss.

sulatcd plate so that its face is parallel with
that of the first. If you touch this power-
receiving plate with a screwdriver, you will

draw sparks from it even though it has no
wired connection with any source of electri-

cal energy. At still greater distances—say 8'

to 10’—you should be able to light a neon
tube by bringing It close to the receiving

plate. Small nails scattered on the table
between the two plates will also throw
sparks at your screwdriver.
Now for the public part of your demon-

stration. Place the Tesla coil in one room
and locate the power-transmitting plate
close to a wall that connects with another
room. Draw a chair up to the adjoining
wall in the second room—preferably dark-
ened—and begin to read a book. Do you
need light? Easiest thing in the world!
Just pick up a 20- or 30-watt fluorescent

tube. As long a3 you keep your hand on
the tube, it will stay lit. This works well
as far as 12'. Perhaps it even presages the
day when we will carry our lamps from
room to room without wires.
Are you tempted to do just that with

your homemade Tesla coll? Well, don’t! In
the first place the system would provo
relatively incfllclcnt. Even more impor-
tant, it will reduce your neighbors to a state
of frenzied hair pulling. This Is a point
well worth bearing in mind when conducting
your experiments. All high-voltage devices
generate some static, causing Interference
with radio and other electrical equipment
in the vicinity. Out of consideration for

your neighbors, you should avoid using
your Tesla coil at those hours when you
know that most people are listening to

their radios.

Clearly, a good deal of electrical energy
is popping out of your Tesla coll. As you
might expect, it packs a lot of heat. Hold
the end of a cigar or cigarette close to the
output tap, and it will readily light up. If

you pass the cigarette through the corona,
a large number of tiny holes will appear in

the paper. An alcohol-soaked cloth will

also hurst into flames on being brought into
contact with the corona.

Fine metal wire, such as steel wool, pro-
vides a tine fireworks display. Arrange a
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The stiff wire shown of Ihe light carries the high volt-

age from the coil output to o wad of steel wool spread

out on the loop. Con the steel wool tote it? See above.

slifT wire structure, as shown at right, so one

end will make contact with the terminal and the

rest is well Insulated from ground. Spread some
steel wool across the wire loop and close the

Tesla-coil switch. The steel wool will carry the

current for a moment only—then it becomes white

hot and disintegrates. That's a picture of what's

left of the stuff right above.

4 Ks J
v

...J
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TOUR LAYERS N0.24 WIRE

BEARING

Crnlc-miil special run* on 3 In G soils, AC of (in plate IxmiI over ill lop lo retain shaft

or DC. Although it lias four field poles. ton- against end play. Because of dead area on (lie

MiiicI ion is simplified hy having only two of commutator, armature must be in a favorable

them net on the armature. Bearings arc strips position in order to slurt by itself.

POPULAR SCIENCE, Oct. 1813

i\jiils lor in Ma^urls
»t IMitltfol Motiir

A I IANUKUL of shop scrap. plus mi hour
or two. are the chief ingredients of this

little homemade motoi. Showing in capsule

form how tin* l»ig ones work, it'll bu// furi-

ously on three 01 lour dry evils.

Cut oil IS” liom a husky nail, and urotind

it bend a straightened paper clip as slumii

at right, lie sine tin- extending shaft parts

lire aligned. Bind with a layer of friction

tape. Starting near the shaft, wind half the

armature with four layers of No. 24 insu-

lated copper wire. Continue with the same
wire, crossing the shaft to wind the second

half in the same direction, finishing at the

shaft. Slip on a bit of radio spaghetti tubing,

scrape the ends, and bind them on.

Shape field magnets from two thick nails,

and bend heavy copper or brass wire inti*

supports. Bind with tape*, then wind on

lour layers ol wire, starting and ending at

the bottom. Mount so the armature dears

the Held poles by I/1G". Attach two bare

wires to bear on opposite skies of the com-

mutator.—AV/imf/i Rogers, Chicago.

iwpta

cup"

tour
iavirs

-SILK
THREAD

: If ARMATURE
) LEADS

COMMUTATOR

WIRING DIAGRAM

Kririimi lnpt* join* armature coil and shaft,

as well as Held magnets and supports. Wood
hasc will do instead of plastic one shown. If

motor won't run, reverse leads to one field.
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MODERN ELECTRICAL PROJECTS
AMATEUR CRAFTSMAN , 19

M

S
OME boys (and some girls) seem to l>c fore-

ordained electricians. They love batteries

and wires and signals from the start. If you

are one of these, the working out of the two

projects here given will be “ as easy as rolling

oil a log."

THE TELEGRAPH SET

You will enjoy making it from start to

finish, the operations are varied but simple,

Olid you will value the instrument when it is

completed. Making the instrument involves

woodwork, metal work, and electrical work,

and when it is completed it “goes,” and gives

a good, loud sound.

Base. A nice piece of wood should be

selected for an instrument of this kind, and

it should be carefully planed and finished.

Mahogany is usually too expensive, but gum
wood is cheap and makes a very good base.

For a good method of planing the base, see the

note at the close of this description (page 370).

'flic bevel around the upper edge is marked

off with a pencil, Y% in on the top, and the

same measurement down on the edge. There

is an advantage in planing the bevel on the

ends first.

Key. The telegraph set has two parts, the

key and sounder. The key is operated to send

a message, and the sounder receives it. With

the key is a switch. Now for a little metal work.

A strip of sheet iron No. 24 gauge (al>oul the

thickness used in making stovepipes), 12" long

and Yi wide, will supply all of the iron re-

quired for one set. A piece of this iron 1

wide, cut 4" long, will make the key, another

piece 3" long will make the switch, and another

piece \Yi long will make the contact piece

for the switch. This leaves 3V2" of the 12"

strip to be used on the sounder.

When the pieces for the key, switch, and

contact piece are cut to length, the places for

the holes are laid off on them and they arc

then punched. A nail-set and a piece of hard-

wood, with the end grain up, are satisfactory

tools for punching. The drawing shows just

where the holes arc located. All of these holes

may !>c punched just large enough to fit the

No. 4 Yi round-head blue screws that will be

used. The second hole on the key, and the hole

on the contact piece, may afterward be en-

larged to fV diameter with a iV drill bit in

a brace, or a drill that may be at band. For

neatness the corners of each strip may be

either snipped off or filed olf i\»" each way.

It is well to mark these corners off with a sharp

|M»int before culling them olT.

The knob on the switch is a piece of \/ round

wood Yi l«»ng. A piece of dowel is good for

this. The knob on the key is made from

round wood or dowel 1' diameter and

long with the under side whittled to a con?

cave, as the drawing shows. The switch and

key knobs are fastened to the iron strips with

No. 3 £ screws. The key, switch, and con-

tact piece each have bends, made with flat-

nosed pliers. When these pieces arc finished,

they may l»e located on the base. A light center

line is drawn for the key 2 1 from the end of

the Imisc, and the two boll holes and the screw

hole located on it. The center line for the

switch is i
1 |" in from the end, and one screw

hole and one l»oIt hole are placed where the

drawing indicates.

Sounder. How it works: The licks of

the sounder are made by the hammer striking

the anvil, 'fhe magnet pulls or attracts the

iron armature that is fastened to the hammer.

This armature should be of soft iron (a 2Yi
piece of sheet iron Yi wide), so that when
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Ihe current of electricity goes through the
magnet the armature is attracted down-
wan I, and as soon as the current slo|>s the
magnet lets go. The hammer cannot be iron
or steel, as the magnetism would travel along
it. One strip of brass iV thick, wide,
and 4 \<i long will make an excellent hammer.
A hole Js' in diameter is bored where the
armature is fastened, and another Y£ hole
at the end of the hammer, where it is to
be pivoted. The armature is fastened to the
hammer by riveting. A piece of a nail will do

for a rivet. The anvil is a straight piece of

brass i
1*" X X 3*. A notch is filed on

one edge Yh wide, Y\ deep, beginning

Yv from the top end. The lower end is bent
at a right angle ? from the end, making the

base. Two holes for No. 4 J round-head blue

screws are bored in the base end. The yoke
carries the pivoted end of the hammer. It is

made something like a letter A, out of the

same \V X x/{ brass strip. A piece $[/
long is doubled in the center, leaving a full

iV." between each half, and then Y/ is turned

outward at each end for the base. One screw

hole is put in each part of the base. A hole

Ir" in diameter is bored \ from the top, or

doubled end, where a piece of a nail, or a rivet,

goes through to hold the hammer, and is riveted

loosely.

Till-: magnkt may be secured by purchas-

ing small cheap bell magnets from an electri-

cal supply house at ten or twelve cents each, or

they may be secured from a discarded electric

bell, or they may be made bv winding two
stove bolts iV X iV," each with about twelve

feel of No. 24 magnet wire. 'Hie lower ends of

the bolls should be connected by a strip of

sheet iron 1 •/ wide, long, with a to* hole
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at each end, that the threaded end of the bolt
may pass through, and then the nuts pul on.
The wire should be wound in the same

direction 011 each bolt, and the two inner
ends of the wires should be scraped naked and
twisted together. In most cases it is preferable
to purchase the small bell magnets.

All of the sounder is located on the base, on
a center line, as was the key. It is convenient
to mount the magnet first. A handy way to
fasten it is to take a strip of sheet iron \Yv
long with a screw hole at each end, slip it in
over the connecting bar of the magnets, and
fasten the strip with two No. 4 Yi screws,
one in front of the magnet and one in back.
'The yoke, with the hammer connected, may
then be placed, and lust the anvil is screwed
down. .

Two stove bolts are used for binding posts,
and arc placed near the corners at the back
of the instrument, as indicated in the drawing.
To understand the connecting of the wires
on the under side of the base, trace out the
path of the electricity, beginning with the
right-hand binding i>ost near the key. We
will assume that the current comes in from
the battery to this binding post, then along a
wire to the key, along the key itself,when pressed

down, down through the bolt under the handle
of the key through a wire to the magnets, from
the magnets to the left binding post. Also,

when wc arc listening, the key is not pressed
down but the circuit is “closed” by the switch.
There is a short wire from the right-hand
binding |»ost to the bolt that holds the switch.

T he switch, when closed, is in contact with
the short contact strip under the knob of the

key. Now, then, when wc arc “sending,” the

switch is open and the current is interrupted

by the pressing and rising of the key, so that

the magnet in the sounder attracts the armature
and lets it go each time the key is pressed down
and rises. If we arc listening, the switch

is closed, the interrupted currents sent by
the oj»cralor at the other end come in through
the switch to the contact bolt under the key,

then to the magnets, and oil out to the other
binding |>osl.

The commercial telegraph systems arc sup-

plied by electricity either from dynamos
or from “gravity” batteries. The amateur
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generally uses dry cells, which operate satis-

factorily in sending signals, but will run out
in a short while if the current is left on con-

tinuously. The drawing shows a little cut-out
switch arranged at the back of the instrument,

between the key and the sounder. When the

operator is using his own batteries in send-

ing, he pushes his cut-out switch toward the

key; but if he should want to listen without

TELEGRAPH CODES

LETTERS MORSE CONTINENTAL NAVY
A
B
c
1 U

• wmM • • •
• # #
a m • •

9 mm 9 »

c
r

•
• n •

•
• •••
wm wm 9

• m *

-H • • • •
# •

*

jj •
jjj

•

m wm

9 9 9 9

• 2m 1

• mm 9 9

•

• wm wm •

O • • JJ
• • •

*

mm 9
p

Q
n

• • •
• • •

• m* wm 9

• mm 9
• SM
wm 9 9

S
T

• • • • M—
U
V

' w
y—

*

• • • ntan
9 wm 9 9
• • • •

• • •

9 9 9 wm
• • wm

9 9 wm 9

9 9 9
• • • •
• i •

BBBBB • • "" ""
1

2

—
• w •
9 9 wm 9 9
• 9 9 mm 9

mm mm • •

jjj
• •H

• • wm wm wm
m w 9 wm wm

— • • • •

• • • •

9 9 9 wm

9 9 wm mm
mm mm 9 9
9 mw wm vi
wm 9 9 9

mm 9 9 mm

•

1

• rn t pnm • a • • mw mm mm 9 9 9
• • • • • —

using his batteries, lie may leave his circuit

closed by pushing the cut-out switch to the

left or toward the sounder.

Most boys know that they can buy discarded

cells at autoinobilcgaragcs. These batteries will

last quite awhile for the telegraph work. In

connecting them, they should be arranged, as the

electrician calls it, “in series”; this means that

the carbon of the lirsl battery is connected

to the zinc of the second, ami the carbon of the

second to the zinc of the third, and so on until
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the carbon of the last battery is connected to
the binding ik>sI on the right of the instrument.

While we are making our instrument, we
should be gelling acquainted with the codes,

which are given here. Telegraph operators

generally use the Morse; wireless operators
arc apt to use either. The advantage of the
Continental code is in the fact that it does not
depend on spaces, but substitutes dots.

Boys living near each other may have
considerable fun if each of them makes an
instrument and connects his home with
wires.

'I’lie following notes give the necessary de-

tails for completing the apparatus.

Steps for ri.ANiNc. (0 Plane one broad
surface smooth and true, mark one. (2) Plane
one edge square to one, mark two. (3) Score
a knife line close to one end, square to surfaces

one and two, block plane end. (4) Measure
length from finished end and repeat No. 3 on
the second end. (5) Gauge width from No. 2

and plane to gauge line. (6) Gauge thickness

from No. 1 all around on edges and ends, and
plane the last surface down to this line.

The hardware needed for one telegraph

set includes: seven No. 4 y/ round-head
blue screws; eight aV X round-head stove

bolts; four conical head brass lacks; one small
screw hook; two No. 3 y round-head blue

screws; one piece of brass i‘c" thick, y/ wide,
10" long; 1 piece of stovepipe iron (No. 24
will do) wide, 12" long; some bell wire.

In Imring the wood base for the bolls, bore

through with a fV bit, and then make a
recess iV deep for the nut on the under side

with a y or iV bit.

Finish. After all of the parts have been

assembled, and before wiring, it is well to take

the parts off of the base and lightly clean the

wood with a fine piece of sandpaper wrapped
tightly around a block. Sandpaper with

the grain, not across it. Be very careful not

to round off the bevels. All the dust should

be wi|»ed olT, and two coats of white shellac

pul on. When doing this, handle the brush

lightly; don’t press it down hard. Lay the

coat on with afew light strokes. As soon as the

shellac is dry, the parts may be put back,

the wires put on the under side, and the con-

ical lacks put on for feel.
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THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH STATION

The station to be dcscrilxxi is a small one,

and in some localities can doubtless l>c operated

without a license from the Federal government;

but the amateur who builds it should write to

the inspector in charge of his district, describing

the station, before iie attempts to do much
sending, lie may receive, however, without a
license, before starting construction read care-

fully all the directions for any given piece.

The apparatus commonly found in a wireless

station consists of a spark coil, spark gap, key,

fixed condenser or Leyden jar, sending coil,

aerial, detector, receiver, variable condenser,

tuning coil, and |>otcnliomctcr. The amateur
had much belter buy the spark coil, of }

•'»'

spark, from some dealer in wireless supplies, and
also purchase the receiver.

The spark coil having been obtained, let us

make the spark gap for it. Get two old zinc

rods from a used-up battery and break them
olT about 2" long. File the end op|Misitc the

screw until it is round as at A, A, Fig. 1. Make
a wood base, C, about 3' X Yf X 2', and on

it mount two uprights, l>, 1),
1' high, to hold

the zincs, bore holes through and put a small

brass screw, b, through one of them to hold one

zinc at any place. Make this zinc to slide, but
have the other tight. The uprights may be

nailed on from the bottom. Now find a widc-

moulh glass jar, such as a preserve jar, and
clean it carefully. Line it on the inside ami
outside with tinfoil to within one inch of the

top, as in Fig. 2, C. Make a wooden bung for

the jar, A, and pass a stout copper wire, b,
through it, coiling it so as to make a good con-

tact with the inside coating and forming the

outer end into a terminal, lightly twist a
second wire, 1), around the outside coaling near

the bottom. This jar is known as a Leyden jar
or FIXED CONDENSER. The KEY is for the pur-

pose of controlling the current of the spark

coil so as to make signals. To make a key, get

a piece of spring brass 6j long and
j

” wide

and bend it into the shape shown in I’lg. 3, and
with the dimensions there shown. Drill screw

holes near each end. Cut an empty thread

sjMxd in half, and, plugging the hole, screw it to

one end of the brass strip for a handle, as at b,

using a round-head brass screw. Make a wood
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base Y" thick, 3" wide, 7" long. Make two
small screw holes at C and D so as to take small

brass screws. Screw on brass strip so that b is

directly over C, touching it when the key is

pressed down.

Tiie sending coil is shown in Fig. 4. Cut
out, or, if you have a lathe, turn out, two wood
discs Yh" thick ami 10' diameter, as at A. Plane
up four slicks %m

square and 8" long and four

more Y\ square and 9" long. With brass
screws fasten these slicks to the discs as in the

figure, alternating the long and short ones, so
as to make four legs for the piece to stand on.

On one of the longer slicks drill a hole for a
binding i>osl 2Y/ up from the bottom, and a
second hole 1 Y/ from the other end, as at li

and C. Get some stout bare copper wire, about
No. 8, and wind on ten turns, keeping the wire
light enough to keep from slipping, but also

keeping the turns nicely rounded. Two pieces

of flexible conductor (lamp cord will do) about
a yard long can be used for connections by at-

taching to them small spring dips such as come
on some makes of suspenders. These clips may
be clipped on the wire at any place. The aKkial
must next be made. This is simply a wire

held in an elevated position and connected to

the spark coii. You will need to look around
your back yard, or consider whether you can

have the use of the roof of your house, before

you dedde how long to make the aerial wire.

Get two pieces of wood about 24" X 3" X J «".

Cut notches in them as in Fig. 5. 'Pic porcelain

knobs or glass bottle necks at these notches
and string through them some stout copper
wire, making the space between the two wood
bars as long as your space will permit. Twist
connecting wires across the first wires at the

places shown in the figure and attach wires at

A and b, twisting them into a single wire to

lead into the house to your wireless station.

The wires must not touch anything, if possible,

till you get them into the house. Make a hole

in the window glass, or put a porcelain tube

through the wall of the house to carry the wire

inside. 'Flic aerial may be set up on the roof by
making two masts properly guyed. We have
now completed the sending part of our station.

Tub detector, F ig. 0, consists of some crys-

tals held between brass dips. Various sub-

stances arc used, such as carborundum, galena,
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puricon, and silicon. As it will l»c interesting to

try different ones, this holder has been made
to take any of them, l'o make it, get some
spring brass x/£ wide and 0" long, rather still.

Cut it into two pieces 3
r

long and bend one
into the shape shown at A and the other like

It. The two pieces should l>e al>out a|>art

when set on a Hat surface. Drill a binding
post hole in the end of each piece, and in A
drill a second vY’ hole for a stove bolt, about
i

1 1" from the straight end, as at E. Make a

small wood base, l\ about 4" long X 1* wide
X 1

2 thick, and on it mount the two brass
springs by means of the two binding posts.

Directly below the iV hole in A drill a hole for

the stove bolt at K, making it a tight tit for the

bolt. Insert the Iroll from beneath the base

and put on it a nut just below the spring. Screw
the nut down and force the bolt through the

spring and put a nut on the lop of the bolt, so
there will be a nut on each side of the spring.

By means of these two nuts you can change
the pressure on the crystals held between the

brass springs. At C place your crystals. A
good pair to try is this: from some dealer in

wireless supplies buy a little zincite and chal-

copyritc. Crack them into small pieces and
test them against each other in the detector,

while you arc listening for signals when the

station is ready for work.

To change the working of the detector we
need to provide a means of varying the current

through it, and this can be done by making a
simple piece of apparatus called a potkntiom-
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ETER. This is shown in I'ig. 7. Make a base-
board 9" square and Vg thick. Mount on it

brass round-head screws about 1 long at the
places marked 1 to 12 on the figure. Let the
screws project about y, and around them wind
lightly a piece of bare German silver wire,
about No. 30. Connect one end of this wire
underneath the base to a binding post at A
and the other to A'. On the other side of the
apparatus mount two more binding jiosts ami
drill small holes near them, as at C, C near
11 , IF. Fasten pieces of lamp cord about a yard
long down through the two holes and to the
bottoms of the binding posts. To the loose ends
of the lamp cords fasten spring clips as used on
the sending coil. These clips arc to enable you
to connect to any part of the German silver
wire.

To help in receiving long distances, the op-
erator makes use of an instrument called a
VARIABLE CONDENSER, shown in Fig. 8. Make
a board 7 long, 4" wide, andy thick, as
at A, top view in the figure. Make a second
board 7V/ X 4'/? X rj", as at IS. I lingc these
together by small brass hinges, as in the figure.

Now cut twenty pieces of tin, rather stiff, each

3/ 1" X which we will call the “plates” of

the condenser. Cut also two tin strips x/£ X 8*

for connectors, as at K. Rend each one of the
large plates into the shape shown in Fig. 9,
keeping the sides exactly A" apart and not get-
ting any buckled places in the plates. Place
each sheet saddle fashion over a piece of hard-
wood and punch two small tack holes in the
sheet, as in the figure. Lay one of the • /
strips, 1C, on A and llush with one end of it, as
at C. Tack ten of the plates or “saddles” 011

the strip A, starting llush with the first one at
C. Ily using a piece of * % hardwood for a driver
you can tack them on easily. Space them ex-
actly Yg apart. In like manner, put a strip on
b and lack over it the remaining ten saddles,

arranging them to come just between those on
A, when A and b are closed up to form a square
corner. There should then be 1Y between
metal everywhere, be sure there are no places
that come near touching, bend over the ends
of the strips and fasten them by two binding
posts. Mount the whole on a base 9' •/ X 7' X
Vh- Fasten only the piece A, with end C down.
Cut off the bottom of b, so that B will just
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swing clear of the base, and fasten to it a small
screw eye, D. by looking at the top view you
will see a simple scheme for holding A in any
Position. When the plates are all sandwiched
together, the condenser has its greatest effect.

To assist in receiving from a distant station,
the operator will have need of a piece of appa-
ratus called a tuning coil, shown in Fig. 10.

Make a wood base of ]A" wood, 15' X as
at A, I-ig. 10. Make two pieces 4%" square
out of >

./ stock, as at b, IF, and draw a line
across the middle of each. Measure 2y in

from one side on this line and make a dot. On
B drill ay hole halfway through at this dot.
On IF mark a circle 3^* diameter and cut it out,
saving the squared part to use. Turn or cut
out two discs Vy thick and 3%" diameter, with
V* holcs through them, at their centers. Glue
one of them on b, as shown at C. On a round
roller 3?:s

v
diameter, roll up a paper tube with

walls A' thick ami 6' long, as at I). Make a
|»air of small holes at K, 1" from one end of the
UiIh.-, and two more at F, ]// from the other
end. Mount the paper tube temporarily on
something so you can revolve it, and wind on
it one layer closely of No. 20 single cotton-
covered copper wire, leaving a 6" terminal at JO

ami just enough to fasten at F. Slip this tube
over C and tack it firmly in place with copper
tacks. Now slip IF over the tube and lack as
before, be sure the two wood squares stand
firmly on a Hat surface. Get a piece of %"
dowel rod or other round rod and cut it itf//
long, put glue on one end and drive it into C
ami IL Let the other end he supported with
the center 2* </ above the base till all is set.
Screw b and IF neatly to the base from below
and nail across their tops a strip of wood, G,
y*

!
hick .

*' wide, and (>y/ long. Fasten a
binding |x>st at each end, connecting one to 1C

ami the other to an 8" piece of lamp cord, II.

Wrap eight turns of stout bare copper wire
around G at 1J to make a sifiler. Fasten the
lamp cord at I and make J rub along the wire
on the cylinder, sandpapering a path for it.

Call this the primary winding of the tuning
coil. To make the secondary winding for it,

roll a pajier tube, K, 6" long with walls V/
thick and outside diameter 3". Make a wood
disc, L, thick and 2?-*' diameter, and another
like it at M. bore a ,V hole through L in the
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tenter and a hole in the center of M that will Pass six little bolts (stove bolts arc good)
be a loose lit on l he dowel rod. Now make a through the six holes from the inside, as in Fig.
piece « / thick, 3 1

5

" long, and 3!
<>" wide, N. ic. They should project about '/£ beyond the

I )ot it i}.i

"

from one side and i?4 " from one end. washers and nuts. Wind on the paper tube one

Pore a hole through it for a loose lit on the dowel, close layer of No. 2 2 single cotton-covered copper

Fasten it to M with the holes in line. Referring wire, starting 1 x/£ from the right-hand end, by

to Mg. 11, lay out on M a circular row of holes, passing the wire through hole O for a 4" tcr-

No. i-6, each to be |V diameter, llore hole minal and then plugging the hole. Wind on

No. 7 also for a piece of lamp cord to pass, closely till you have ^4" wound on. Then pass
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AMATEUR WIRELESS OPERATORS AT WORK

A home-made machine that sent 300 miles; tuning up his
the 1*

tireless, hot tom: Sending on wireless; «i7tiiiiiii£ iur
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the wire in a loop down through a hole, 1>, plug
the hole, and continue winding. The loop
should reach to the end of the tube, as at M.
Continue winding and looping till you have
five loops. End the winding from the left
end of the tube and pass the end down through
hole Q, then through hole No. 7, and leave
12" extra. Plug hole Q. Fasten the disc M
inside the tube with copper lacks and fasten
the wire through O to bolt No. 1, first loop to
No. 2, etc., then put in the disc E, ami lack in
place. Slip the completed coil over the dowel
rod and into I), with hole No. 7 down. Make
an upright, R, ]•/ thick, 1' wide, and 3' high,
bore a */$ hole halfway through one side

from the bottom, and then fasten the 'dowel
rod into it with glue, making sure it stands
Upright on the base. Screw the upright to the
base. Put two binding )>osts on the lop of this

upright, as in Fig. 11. Connect one |>ost by a
piece of lump cord 8" long with a spring clip, S,

making a firm contact, arid connect the other
post with a piece of lamp cord twisted to the
wire through hole No. 7. Push the excess wire
and part of the cord back into this hole.

We arc now ready to install our apparatus
mill connect up the station. First look at Figs.

1 2 and 13. lu Fig. 1 2 connect with stout copper
wire one end of the key, R. to a battery of five

dry cells. To do this loosen the screw on the

key and put the bare copper wire under it. screw-

ing down again linnly, then connect the other

screw of the key to li. Connect the remaining
terminal of the battery to C on the primary of

the spark coil. If you buy the spark coil, the

primary posts, B, C, arc those closest together,

generally at 011c end of it. Pressing the key will

now send current into the spark coil. Connect
the two other posts, F, N, of the spark coil, one
each to the two sides of the zinc spark gap, O,
and set the gap at J The keyshould now send

sparks across the gap when pressed down. Con-

nect also one side of the spark gap to one side, G,
of the Leyden jar, P. Connect theolher terminal,

II, of the jar to post l on the sending coil. Now
connect the other post of the sending coil to a
water pipe for a “ground,” as it is called. Do
this by filing a bright place on the pii»e and

winding several turns tightly around it, as at k.

Connect N to a dip to be placed on M
, and con-

nect your wire from the aerial by means of a clip
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to the sending coil at L. The receiving set, Fig.

*3» has the aerial connected to one post of the
primary of the tuning coil at A. The other post
of the tuning coil, E, is to be connected to a
water pipe, K. Connect one post of the second-
ary to one side of the detector at F, and connect
•be other side of I) to a high-resistance receiver,
T, which you were advised to buy. The ter-
minal G is connected also to one side of the
variable condenser, VC. The other side of the
condenser, VC, goes to the second j>ost on the
tuning coil at II. Fasten a wire also from the
side of the detector at F to I on the potentiome-
ter, K. Connect J to the remaining side of the
receiver, T. Attach a battery of three dry cells

to L and M of the |>otcntiomeler, R, and snap
0,1 fbe two spiing clips at any two places on the
German silver wire. You must arrange to dis-
connect the aerial from the sending set when
you are listening, and vice versa. This can be
done by a double-throw switch, or by simply
removing the wire on the binding post, A. To
listen, connect aerial to the tuning coil as shown,
place the receiver at your car, then slowly slide

in the tuning coil secondary, or run the slider
along the primary, or try changing the pressure
on the crystals in the detector, till you catch the
distant signals. They may sound like a faint

high-pitch note. By experimenting with your
apparatus, you will find the best adjustment.

T he descriptions of apparatus for these tele-

graph and wireless sets are technical, but the

machinery is not too complicated for you to
study out and make. Mr. Hall, who writes
the directions for the wireless apparatus, is a
teacher of high school boys. He says that he
has acted as “ consulting engineer ” more than
once to lx»ys who were setting up wireless sta-

tions. T he telegraph set is described by Mr.
MacNary, principal of the Vocational School,
S| »r ingficld, Massacl 1 usetts.

To make and use this apparatus with any
satisfaction, you must have not only mechan-
ical skill but a knowledge of the principles of
electricity. Read the chapter on “ Electricity ”

in Volume II, where the story of these two in-

ventions is told, but do not be content with
Ibis. Read everything you sec on the subject,

and learn all you can about this mysterious
force which you arc making your servant to

enable you to talk across space.
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POPULAR MECHANICS* 1945
By C. A. CROWLEY

AS THE satisfactory operation «f numy
electrical appliances and devices de-

pends on the (low «f electricity across si

pair of closed movable contacts, as in ther-
mostats, relays, etc., Fig. 1, it is important
that they he kept clean, and that the prop-
er type he used for the particular job. No
matter what type or style contacts are used
they get dirty or pitted and require occa-
sional cleaning. Emery paper or cloth

should not he used to clean contacts. Fuzz
or grit is liable to be left between the faces,

leaving the contacts little better, or even
worse, than before. Carefully drawing a the accumulations of greasy dirt resulting
thin, Hat file between the faces will remove in better performance. Where contacts
the scale and pits. The filings and accumu- carry a heavy load, a resistance coil of
lated greasy dirt should be wiped off with about 1 ohm per volt in the circuit should
a piece of chamois moistened in cleaning be connected in series with the condenser
fluid. The capacity of condensers across a to prevent the contacts from overheating
pair of contacts, when this method is used during the break or when they chatter
to prevent sparking on d.c. circuits, should slightly as often may l>e the case. Although
not he so high as to eliminate the. spark many metals and alloys are used, contacts
altogether. A little sparking burns away of silver or tungsten are best usually.

CON IACT
MCAO

PIN6 BLOCKS
A/ -/

Simple Tester for Short Circuits

If a lamp or some appliance in the a socket containing

home is blowing fuses, you can make a wires. To use the le

tester to locate the trouble. Just take a j liance wires and th

short electric cord with a plug on one to each one in tun
end and a socket on the other. Remove appliance or conne
the insulation in the center and connect fuse in the tester w

a socket containing a fuse to one of the

wires. To use the tester, remove all ap-

I liance wires and then plug in the tester

to each one in turn. When the faulty

appliance or connection is found the

fuse in the tester will blow.
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-"^“EXPANDING
SIOE MADE OF
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BIMETAL

SHANK

® T“fRWOSTAr WITH
\iiucn silver contact
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Silver contacts: Pure silver has the low-
est electrical resistance of any metal, and
makes the best contacts where the voltage
amt the mechanical pressure holding the
contacts together are both low. Relays,
thermostats and other devices operating
with a voltage not greater Ilian G volts,
IK-rform better if the contacts are of silver.

Silver rivet contacts: Silver contacts are
mac e m the form of rivets for convenience,
•ts the metal is soft and malleable. Due to
the mechanical impossibility of perfectly
aligning two flat surfaces, silver contacts
arc provided with radius faces as in Fig. 4.
lo illustrate the use of this type of contact,
a thermostat of the type shown in Fig. 3
which closes and opens a low-voltage elec-
trical circuit with a rise or fall in air tem-
|>einturc, is used as an example. Using a
block of soft white pine ns a base for the
contacts, Fig. 2, will prevent deformation
of the face when mounting. The mounting
assembly also shows how the contact face
is piTssod into the soft wood by the force

of the hammer blows in
heading over the shank.
In those cases where a
vise must be used to
press-fit the contacts into
a mounting thicker than
the length of the contact
shank, the soft pine block
will protect the head from
deformation by the jaws.
Silver wire contact

points: Contacts for small
assemblies like the relay
shown in Fig. 5 con be
made easily from silver
wire and formed right on
the mounting. Fig. G illus-

trates the method used,

which is nothing more
than forming the head or
face of the contact with a
hammer.

Tungsten contacts: In
building large relays, au-
tomatic switches, buzzers,
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and similar devices with volt-

ages ranging from 6 to 135 volts,

it is best to use tungsten con-

tacts. Tungsten is very hard, so

contacts of this metal are al-

ways furnished welded to a soft

steel base screw or rivet.

Tungsten rivet contacts: Riv-

et contacts like the one shown
in the circular detail of Fig. 8

arc the easiest to install. On devices like

the switch on the photographic printing

box they can he used to advantage since

they need little or no adjustment. The
flange on tungsten rivet contacts allow for

a firm support of the head on a metal block

when mounting them.
Internal adjustment contacts: The dis-

advantages of having to drill and tap the

mounting for screw -type contacts is offset

by their adjustability. They can be re-

moved for cleaning or replacement. In

mounting, two precautions mast be ob-
served. First, the lap drill used must l>e

exactly the right size for the thread to as-

sure a tight fit to the contacts. Second, n

lock nut must he used on the contacts to

lighten them in place after adjustment.

The internal adjustment-screw contact

shown in Fig. 10 is provided with a hexa-

gonal flange just back of the face. This

type of screw contact is used where instal-

lation and adjustment must he done from
between the two mountings. The electrical

overflow control for water tanks is a good
example of this.

Headless contact: Useful on very thick

mountings is the headless, slotted, tungsten
contact screw shown in Fig. 7. It is in-

stalled from the outside of the mounting
with a screwdriver. The solenoid relay is

just one example of a device using heavy
mountings with this type of contact.
External adjusting contact: On

some devices adjustment and in-

stallation of the contacts can only
he accomplished from the outside
of the mountings. In Fig. 9 is

shown a tungsten screw-contact
unit designed to meet these condi-

tions. The hexagonal adjustment
head is on the end opposite the
face. Two of these contacts, in-

stalled with lock nuts from the
outside on the stationary mount-
ing of the alarm control, oppose
two rivet-type contacts installed

on the movable mounting.
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EASILY TESTED AND SERVICED

POPULAR MECHANICS, 1945
By JACK BEATER

of the most popular types of oscil-

lating magnetos, which is used exten-
sively on small one-cylinder gas engines
supplying power for boats, lighting plants,

light machinery and pumps, cannot be
tested on any ordinary type of generator
or magneto test bench as the magneto
lias no rotating parts. The crossbar or
“armature” of this magneto is “kicked” up
and down on the pole ends to make and
break the magnetic field, and to open and
close the primary circuit. It is a simple
high-tension magneto, consisting mainly
of two laminated pole pieces, eight plain-
bar magnets, two coils containing both the
primary and sec-
ondary windings,
points, condenser,
and laminated ar-
mature. The oper-
ating principle is

easily understood;

The bar magnets,
clamped between

the pole pieces, sup-
ply the initial en-

ergy and make one
pole piece a north

pole and the other a
south pole. The coils

are hollow and slip

over the pole pieces.

The laminated
crossbar, or arma-
ture, rests upon the

tops of the pole
pieces and provides
a path for the mag-
netism to travel

from the north to the south pole.
When the engine mechanism
moves the crossbar from the tops
of the polo pieces, the Mow of mag-
netism is interrupted. This action
creates an electrical current that

(lows through the primary wind-
ings of the two coils. An instant

after the crossbar has left the polo
tops the continued movement of
•be crossbar opens the points, and
the current flow in the primary is

suddenly interrupted. This inter-
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minal button on one coil is always
grounded to the ouler cover, while the
oilier bullon connects through a small
coil spring to the high-tension terminal

of the magneto. The paths
of the primary and second-
ary circuits are shown in
the circuit diagram, Fig. 3.

The coils can he tested on
one of the standard mag-
neto coil testers such as
that shown hi Fig. 4.

The construction of a lest

HPnuKdil stand for this magneto is

'adMOMUON I
shown in detail, in Figs. 5

lI'SKi
0' and Thc channel-steel

P 1 mowinO upright is welded to the

pPifi slecI hnso plate. Above this

'-|/H a small steel block is weld-
:

C<1 lo the upright to hold

Cft 11- the magneto in the right
7P71 position for testing with the

/ crossbar do\vn, Fig. 1. Jm-

/ mediately above the mng-
~~

nclo, Uie trip-shaft guide
block is welded to the
frame. The guide block is

assembled from ordinary square and flat

steel stock and spot welded together. Near
the lop of the upright a 3-in. length of 2-in.

pipe is welded through and at right angle
to the frame. Before welding into place,
this pipe is machined inside to take the
two hall bearings used to support the fly-

wheel shaft. The flywheel can he of cast
iron or steel and is a press fit on the shaft.
A floating boss is mounted in a drilled hole
near the rim of thc wheel and controls thc
action of the spring-loaded connecting rod.
The latter is made of %-in. cold-rolled
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nq>lion induces a high-voltage current in
the secondary windings of the coils that
passes out of the magneto terminal and to
thc spark plug. The engine mechanism
then returns the crossbar to its original

position on the ends of the pole pieces,
completing the cycle. .

The coils of this magneto are quite
rugged hut occasionally become defective
due to excessive moisture or other causes.
The high-tension terminal of each coil
consists of a small brass button, and the
high-tension connection between the two
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sleel rod, threaded at one end and heated
and flattened at the other. A turned collar

at the bearing end supports the Ixittom

loading spring, while the tension of the top
loading spring is adjusted by means of a
nut and lock nut. The loading springs arc
of the coiled-wirc type.

The trip shaft is easily made from %-in.
square steel bar. It must be notched at

both ends as shown and must slide freely

in the guide. A crank handle can be pro-
vided on the flywheel shaft for manual op-
eration, or a pulley for motor drive.

Now, in operation the floating lx»ss com-
presses the top spring as it moves upward.
Slightly before top dead center the coil

spring is fully loaded and the continued
movement of the boss “bumps” the con-
necting rod upward. The latter being en-
gaged with the lifter pin of the crossbar on
the magneto, snaps (he armature from the
pole tips and pulls it upward as the spring
unloads tension. The hump of the flywheel
Imiss on the fully compressed loading spring
causes the initial separation of the arma-
ture from the pole tips but the balance of
the snappy upward movement of the arma-
ture is caused by the unloading of the top
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coil spring. On the downward half of the
cycle the flywheel boss loads the lower
coil spring and re-engages the armature
with the pole tips. Unless the armature
makes a good contact with the pole tips
after each spark the magneto will miss on
the next revolution. Hence the lower load-
ing spring is important but not critical in
adjustment.

A small Bakelitc panel is mounted above
the magneto on the front of the trip-shaft
guide housing, Figs. 2 and 5. The panel is
fitted with an adjustable spark gap for
checking the condition of the spark. A
high-tension cable and clip are permanent-
ly attached to the panel for connection to
the magneto high-tension terminal.
When operated by hand the magneto

can l»e tested at any speed, from one revo- .

lution per minute up to several hundred or
more. Because it duplicates the tripping
notion as found on all engines using this
type of magneto, the tester can be depend-
ed upon to prove the condition of the mag-
neto lieforc it is put hack into service. The
tester shown here was designed and built
m a magneto repair shop, where it has
given splendid results.

How to Care for the Household Utility Motor

Oil in Iho wiong place is an enomy of small motors. W.po oil
tho commitfator-keep if clean. Radio noisos can be oliminatod
by grounding a 20 m.f.d. condonser across tho circuit. Brushes arc

important. This shows how thoy aro cleaned.

C IVIC that little mill break." says Esten
Morn, a Packmag reader. "Nothing

about the household is so ahused and so given
to neglect." And then in these words lie tells
how to service the little fellows:

Usually the midget utility motor,
developing only from 1/20 to %
h.p., is subjected to loads and lack
of attention (through ignorance)
more than any oilier piece of ma-
chinery on the face of the earth.
When they get worn and growly,
they affect the radio, and cause no
end of dissatisfaction that is really

no fault of their own hut of the
gentleman who runs them. Clean
thrill up and watch the difference.

l ake the end plates off. Clean
the cunmiiitntor by scraping lightly
with a sharp knife. Do not scrape
m. hard that the copper comes off.

i"si remove the scum from the
burned oil. No emery or sandpaper
should I»r used unless the commuta-
tor is badly scored. Even then it

might be best to put the armature in

a lathe and face it off a little.

Oil is never to be allowed on the
commutator. Th rough ignorance
sometimes people oil the whole

works. Oil should be used only on the hear-
ings. When the commutator is clean, next
attack the brushes. Sec that they are square
on the ends. When worn they are hollow and
cover more segments than they should.
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YOU CAN BUILD

YOUR OWN
POPULAR MECHANICS, 1951

TRANSFORMER

By Harold P. Strand

I RESIGNING and making small slngle-LJ phase transformers, such as the elec-
trical experimenter and radio technician
require, is an interesting mid educational
project. Although transformers of stand-
ard voltage rating can be purchased, it is

often necessary to obtain special voltages
for experimental work or new apparatus.
It is far more economical to make the trans-
former yourself than to have one built to
order.
An elementary transformer consists of a

laminated iron core on which a coil of in-
sulated wire is wound. The coil may be a
single winding with taps, such as an auto
transformer, or one with two separate coils
as in Figs. 1 and 5. The latter, being the
most widely used, will be discussed in this
article. As indicated in Fig. 5, one of the
coils is called the primary and is connected
to the current input. The other coil, from
which current is taken, may have more or
fewer turns than the primary and is called
the secondary. The core must be built up.
or laminated, from thin sheets of silicon
steel, because the constant reversal of the
alternating-current flux sets up eddy cur-
rents in a solid-iron core. Therefore, the
use of a solid core would result in excessive
heating of the transformer. Laminating
tends to break up those eddy currents.
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A X B EQUALS AREA
Of CORE

SECONDARY IEADS
(CURRENT OUTPUT)

PRIMARY
IfAOS

(CURRENT
INPUT)

C-SIIAPED
LAMINATIONS

ary is in direct proportion to the
number of turns in that winding as
compared to the number of turns
in the primary, except for a slight

loss which will be explained later,

example, with 100 turns in the primary
coil and 200 in the secondary and with 100
volts applied to the primary, 200 volts are
delivered at the secondary. The transform-
er also automatically controls itself. When
the line voltage is applied to the primary,
n counter E.M.F. (electro-motive force), or
voltage, is induced in that winding, which
is practically equal to the line voltage at
no load. With the secondary open, this back
voltage prevents all but a very small
amount of current from flowing in the pri-

mary. Thus, at no load a properly designed
transformer draws practically nothing from
the line. This current is called the excit-

ing current and serves to produce the flux

in the core.

When a load is placed on the secondary,
the current flowing in that coil must, in
accordance with Lenz’s law. flow in such a
direction as to oppose the flux in the core.
This opposition tends to reduce the value of
the flux which, in turn, causes the back
E.M.F. to be reduced. As it is due to the
latter that the current is held in check, it

is obvious that more current will be al-

lowed to flow in the primary to satisfy the
demands of increased load on llie second-
ary. Thus, a transformer acts much like
an automatic regulating valve.

The first step to consider when designing
a transformer is the core size and its re-

lation to some value of volt-amperes or size

rating. For the benefit of the amateur de-
signer. the table. Fig. 4, can be used as a
general guide. This does not mean that the
table must be followed to an exact degree
because, when less iron is used in the core,

more primary turns are put on to offset it.

Note in the formula, Fig. 6, that the rela-

tionship of core area to turns is maintained
so that a safe flux density is kept in the core.

However, it is not good practice to use an
excessive amount of either iron or copper,
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The table, Fig. 7. shows the cross-sectional area
of copper wires. If the decimal point in the column of circular mils is moved three places
to the left, it is possible to quickly determine the ampere capacity of each size. The sec-
ondary is to carry .5 amperes and from the table. No. 23 wire at 509 circular mils is the
nearest size. To determine the current in the primary, divide the volt-ampere rating, 1 15,
by the primary volts, 115, which gives 1 ampere. Since transformers never run at 100
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FinUh end of pnmary-<oil wife St laid over

of tape for odded insulation where it

percent efficiency, an addition of 10 percent
or a total of 1.1 amperes is a good estimate.
No. 19 wire at 1288 circular mils is.the near-
est larger size. •

The first step in building a transformer is
the selection or making of the laminated
iron core. Standard E-shaped pieces of iron
for this purpose may be purchased or the
iron from a burned-out transformer may he
used. The core can also be made of sheet-
metal strips. In either case, the estimated
size of the finished coil must he known, so
the window openings of the core can lx*
checked for sufficient clearance. The coil
will consist of primary and secondary wind-
ings of wire, several layers of insulating
paper and a wrapping of white cotton tape
applied around the completed coil.

To calculate the cross-sectional area of
the wire coils, refer to the table, Fig. 7 on
page 158. The No. 19 wire lo be used for the
primary is listed as having GG5 turns p
in. Dividing the 300 turns needed by
gives .451 sq. in. The No. 23 wire is listed

Use o piece of wire with small hook bent

end to draw <oil*tybg s’ring through slo*s form

as having 1G00 turns per sq. in. Dividing
636 by 1G00 gives .397 sq. in. Adding these
two figures makes a total of .848 sq. in. re-
quired for the wire coils. An additional 25
jiercent of the area needed for the wires
(in this case, .212 so. in.) will take care of
the space required for insulating material.
This will give a grand total of 1.06 sq. in. of
window space needed for the completed
coil. Since the window openings of the core
iron selected for this transformer, Fig. 9,

arc x l 7/« in. or 1.17 sq. in., the coil should
just fit. provided the turns of wire arc
wrapped tightly and are close together.

To wind l!:? coil, a form ns shown in Fig.

10 will ho needed. The dimensions of the
form should he carefully figured in rela-
tion to the size of the laminations. The
dimensions given arc suitable for the lam-
inations shown in Fig. 9. The coil can be
wound by hand or with a hand drill

clamped in a vise. However, considerable
time can he saved if the form is mounted
in a lathe equipped with a turn counter.
The counter, shown mounted on the lathe
bed. Fig. 8. is driven by a light-fitting rub-
ber vacuum-cleaner belt which fits over
a l-in.-dia. wooden pulley on the counter
shaft and a groove turned in the hub of

the lathe chuck. Both pulley diameters
must be the same size lo assure an accurate
turn count. The center block of the form
is first wrapped with one turn of flexible

armature paper of .010-in. to .015-in. thick-
ness. The start end of the wire coil, which
should be about 6 in. long, is fitted with a

sleeve of cotton insulating material.

After winding on the 300 turns of the

primary coil, snip oil the wire, allowing
altoul 6 in. for a lead. Cover this with cotton

sleeving' :and run it out from the coil
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through a slot in the narrow side of the
form as indicated in Fig. 10. A piece of
tape is then placed across the top layer of
wire and under the lead wire. Fig. 11, for
added insulation. A quick check can be
made at this time by holding one of the
E-shaped laminations against the coil) as
in Fig. 12, noting the diameter of the tfoil

in relation to the window openings of the
core. Next, nlace one turn of insulating
paper around the primary windings, and
over this the G3G turns of the No. 23 wire
for the secondary coil. A piece of cotton
sleeving should be used around both leads
of the secondary coil and carried out
through the slot in the narrow side of the
form. Some transformer designs call for a
fairly heavy wire with only a few turns in-
volved. If the wire is too heavy to wind
easily, two wires having a cross-sectional
area equal to that of the single wire may
be paralleled or wound side by side for
easier winding. A neater and more uniform
winding will result if a hammer and a
block of wood are used to tap the turns in

place after winding each layer. Another
block of wood placed under the form and
resting on the lathe bed will offer a sup-
port while tapping the turns of wire.

After both colls are wound, the form and
colls are removed from the lathe and four
lengths of string drawn through the four
slots and grooves of the form with a wire
as shown in Fig. 13. The coils arc then
tied tightly together and the form sepa-
rated. Care must be taken when knocking
out the center block to avoid disrupting
the shape of the coils. After this, the coils
arc wrapped with 3,4-in. white cotton coil
tape as in Fig. 14. Cut and remove the
strings one at a time as the strings arc ap-
proached with the tape and secure the
end of the tape with a needle and thread.
Dipping the coils in insulating varnish is

the next step. Use air-dry varnish and al-

low the coil to remain submerged for about
five minutes so that it is thoroughly im-
pregnated. Then hang it up to dry for
several days in a hot, dry place. If the coil,
after drying, is too large to fit the window
openings of the laminations, reinsert the
center block of the winding form and com-
press the coil in a vise between two pieces
of wood, as in Fig. 15. Before assembling
the core laminations, place thin pieces of
fiber on the sides and edges of the coil that
will be covered by the core.

The laminations are stacked around the
coil in alternate positions. This is done by
placing the center portion of an E-shaped
lamination in the core opening, as in Fig.
JG. A straight lamination is then butted
against the edges of the E-shaped lamina-
tion on the opposite side of the coil. Then,
the center portion of the second lamina-

Compleled coils or* loped together with white cotton
top*. Remove the tie tlringt at tape approach*! them

If outside of coil it too large to fit window open-
ingt of lamination!, comprett between jowi of a vlte

In assembling core and coil, olternole positions of the
straight and E-shaped laminations from tide to tide
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Klcctrnmagnct lo charge I»nr or
horseshoe magnets such as used

in (ruck and tractor magnetos,
oullionrd motors, small gas en-

gines and radio speakers
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thick are made up In-fore the
winding of the colls is start-

ed. A 14-ill. hole is drilled

in the center of each of these
blocks, after which the holes
should l»c cotmlerho red to

house the cap screws.
The four la-in. liher disks

that lit over (Iiq ends of the
cores to form the winding
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MOW COILS ARE COMMUTED selector
SWITCHES

1
j»;i|»cr out lint, coat it with shellac, and
wrap it around the core, using rubber
bauds or string to hold it until the shellac
has set. The round disks are now pressed
over the ends of the cores, and the cap
block of each core is screwed in place to

bold the upper disks. Counterbore two
blocks of hardwood, duplicates of the steel

cap blocks, to hold the lower disk in place
on each core while winding. The best way
to wind the coils is in a lathe where a

steady, moderate speed can be maintained.
The head of the lower cap screw can be

chucked in the lathe headslock, while a

center hole drilled in the head of the upper
cap screw supports the core on the tail-

stock center. The cores are wound with
30 lbs. of No. 17 single cotton-covered,

enameled wire, 15 lbs. to each core, and
5 lbs. for each of the three windings per
pole. This winding will take the full am-
perage of a generator at 15 to 18 volts. Be-
fore starting the winding, place a protec-

tive layer of tape or cotton sleeving over
that part of the wire that will reach
from the outer edge of the lower disk

lo the ere. Place the wire in the

V -groove, then wind on the first half

do7.cn turns by hand. Start up the lathe

in slow speed and feed the wire evenly
along the core, then back and forth

across the core until 5 lbs. have been
wound. Bring the finishing end out at

the top of the coil—the end opposite

from the start Tape the part of the fin-

ishing end that will he covered by the

second and third windings. The second
and third coils are wound in the same

manner as the first, except that the start-

ing end of each coil is cut a little shorter

than the first for later identification. A
layer of heavy paper is wrapped around
the coil between windings 1, 2 and 3, Fig. 5.

The outer insulation of the completed coils

consists of another wrapping of heavy pa-

|K*r, then a tight banding with cotton tape

and an application of shellac. For a final

trim the coils can be painted or enameled
in color. The second core is wound exactly

like the first except that the winding is

done in the opposite direction. In other

words, one coil is wound right hand, the

other left hand. In this way all the starting

ends will come out at the bottoms of the

coils and the finishing ends at the tops.

Before assembling the coils to the base
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plate each of the three windings on each
coil should be tested with a G-voll battery
and an accurate ammeter. Each individual
winding should show a current How of ap-
proximately 2.G7 amperes. A slight varia-
tion is permissible but if a full live pounds
of wire have been used on each winding
the readings should be within close limits.
A high reading shows that a number of
turns or layers are short-circuited.

The two coils are bolted to the steel base
before being connected together. This as-
sembly is then screwed to a wooden sub-
base in the manner shown in Figs. 3 and 5.

Connections are made as shown in Fig. G.

Each pair of windings is connected in

parallel, ns this allows double the amperes
to flow. All six starting ends are soldered
together to form a common connection to

the battery or other source of d.c. current.
The two starting ends of the two No. 1 coils
arc soldered together and carried to a sin-
gle-polo knife switch. The starting ends of
the No. 2 windings are joined together and
connected to No. 2 knife switch, while the
starting ends of the two No. 3 windings arc
connected to switch No. 3, Fig. G. Will, this

arrangement it is possible to connect either

MODERN MECHANIX, 1934

Induction Coil for Experimenters

AN Old) Ford spark coil will make a very
salisfaclory induction coil for experi-

mental purposes. Nail together a wooden
box lo house llie spark coil snugly as shown
in I lie diagram below.

Ncxl. solder insnlaled wires, as illnslral-
ed. lo I In* spark coil lo provide connections
lo be fastened inside I lie box lo t lie binding
posts. Use radio binding posts for I lie pri-
mary connections. Select I wo large brass
binding posts lo hold llie sparking roils.

The sparking rods also should lie brass.
Suitable material can be purchased at a well
slocked hardware store for a few cents.
Fse a rod having a diameter of approx-
imately one eighth of an inch. I’cdrill llie

holes in the two binding posts if llie holes
are not large enough lo aecommodale the
rods.

Two dry cells couueeled in series with
llie primary connections on the box will
operate llie coil very satisfactorily, or il

may be operated from a loy train trans-
former.—George Stui III.
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one, two or three of the charger windings
into the circuit, depending upon the mag-
net being charged.
The charger can be operated on from

one to three or more G-volt batteries, or
from an automobile generator capable of
delivering 15 or more amperes. The charg-
er described here is connected to such a

generator; the output to the charger is 2G
amperes and 18 volts at 1,800 r.p.m. This
overload results in no harm because the:

generator is used for only a minute or so
at a time. In charging a magnet the north
pole of the magnet must always be against
the south pole of the charger. Small mag-
nets can be spun above the charger, Fig. 1,

and allowed to assume the right position
of their own accord, but for the bulky
magnets a pocket compass should be used
to identify the proper polar relationship.
Tapping on n magnet with a non-metnllic
mallet during the charging process aids
somewhat in magnetizing, Fig. 1.

To complete the magnet charger outfit
an assortment of steel blocks, Fig. 1, will
be needed. These arc used to make a firm
contact with vurious shaped magnets.

—
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TRANSFORMER

_ I icoriiic
Tlin.liXiMft
of Stir* N„,
I.IMol InT*M«

I. 7. 1 ai>4 <

shell Tri..

r PHANSFOItMKKS lo suit any require-
1

1 1lout can easily he built by carefully
following the ilist rue I ions contained in

this article. There are two types of this

apparatus, the shell and the core type, both
sin.;vn in Fit*. -• They differ in that the
burner has its windings on n center cross-
piece of the core ami takes less copper,
while the latter has the primary coil on
one and the secondary on the other leg of
the core. Cures may lie built up from
standard si Iicon -steel F. ami I-punchings,
obtainable! in many sixes, or assembled
from strips of No. 2G-gnugc silicon steel,

cut to size with tinners’ shears.

The starting point in transformer de-
sign is the exact determination of the out-
put r« ipiircd in walls, which is the product
of amperes and volts. For example, a G-
vull transformci delivering 20 amp. lias an
u'.dput of 120 watts. Let is assume that

ore going to huikl a shell-type trans-

h inner and that the frequency of our 110-

V'.dl supply circuit F GO cycles. Hefcrring
to table No. I. does not give the exact
size of transformer desired, one of 120

waits, and lliciefuiv the next larger si/.e is

selected, which is laO watts. The turns of

wire required for ihe secondary coil is

found by multiplying t!ie turns j>er volt as

given in table No. I. by the volts required,

which in this case is 0 volts times 1.90, oi

>10 Miff, at n,V. .MuMIm. »n.| uw a* I•*"«« *"‘1* ft*'*" «*«1 the
|

11.7G turns. The next higher even number,
or 12 turns, should be used.

Next, we should determine the size of

wire needed for the secondary, which de-
pends on the current to be passed, already
known to be 20 amp. Multiply the amperes
by 750 for the shell type, or by 1,000 for

the core type lo find the cross-sectional

area of the wire in circular mils. In the
example, this would be 15,000. Table No. G
gives the wire sizes corresponding to the

circular-mil area. As the figure 15,000 is

not given, take the next one above it,
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CONSTRUCTION

TADI E NO. 6—WIRE SIZES

Circular
MIU ftuutt*

Cotton
Covered

Mlttflc
rollon
Cox crc%f

19930

KB

which is 10,510, corresponding to No. 8
wire, which is the c«» --cct si/c to use. Ilow
much wire is needed for the secondary coil

depends on the size of the core on which
it is to be wound, the number of turns

already being known. To estimate the
weight of wire needed, consult table No. 6.

where we find that No. 8 s.c.c. wire will

wind 55 turns per square inch. Dividing
our turns, or 12, by this number we get

.218 sq. in. as the cross-sectional area of
the wire on the coil. Multiplying this num-
ber by the distance around the core, as
found in table No. 1, we gel 8*6 times 218,

or 1.8, which is the number of cubic inches

of wire needed for the coil. Table No. G

also gives the number of pounds of No. 8

s.c.c. wire per cubic inch as .228. IJy mul-

tiplying this number by 1.8 cu. in. we girt

• IG lb., or the approximate weight of wire
for the secondary coil.

The next step is to lind the size of the
core and its weight. From table No. 1 we
find that the width of the core leg on
which the coil is wound should be 1 • j in.

This table also gives the thickness of the
core as 2 ,:,

io in. and the approximate
weight of silicon steel required as 5.8 Hi.

Fig. 12 shows how all the core dimensions
are based on the width of the core leg

which is indicated by W. It only remains
to determine *he turns, wire size and
weight of wire required for the primary or
input coil. Referring again to table No. I

you will find that there are to lie 212 turns,
•'•nil that the winding will weigh about .!»

lb. Refer to table No. 5 to find the size of
wire needed, which in this case is No. HI.

The coils arc wound on a wooden form,
ns in Fig. 4. The primary is wound first.

The form is cut to a width and thickness
slightly greater than tin- dimensions of the
core, which in this case is 1 "4 by 2'Tw in.,

and is covered with two or three layers of

heavy brown paper for a distance equal to

the length of the roil, which in turn is

made Vi in. less than the length of the
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or Hi* W, will be 1 Vg in. The paper wrap-
P ,“K ls hold in place with two turns of
friction (ape. If the first and last three
turns of each layer of wire arc wound over ),<

a Icrif*tli of friction tape, and this is duu- [0
hied hack over the coil, as shown in Fig. 3.
the end turns will he securely held in „l
place. A thin sheet of lough paper should t„
he wound between layers of wire if space
permits. If there is not room for this, use K
a sheet between every other, or every he
•bird layer. When the primary coil has (a
been completed, cover it with two layers of be
heavy brown paper and wind on the sec- he
ondary coil. Great care should be taken to sh
prevent contact between the two coils, ty
When completed, they are slipped off the sli
form and hound with tape, as in Fig. 1. j()
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brought into the can through a
porcelain bushing. Low-voltage
secondary connections arc made
to brass screws or binding posts
mounted on a fiber or Bakelite
strip, as in Figs. 16 and 18. Then
the can is filled with melted insu-
lating tar, Fig. 17, obtainable at
battery-service stations.

If you need a size of transform-
er not covered in the tables, refer l
to table No. 5. Locate the desired
size, or the nearest one of higher
value, in the first column. Oppo-
site this size is a design number
needed for figuring the other val-
ues. This table also gives the wire
size to be used for the primary
coil. Let us assume that you want
to build a core-type transformer
to convert 110 volts to 220 volts

on a 60-cycle circuit, and that you
will need 5 amp. from the second-
ary. The watts will he 5 times 220
or 1,1000. Consulting table No. 5,

GRANDDAD’S ELCTRICITY BOOK
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you find the design number for

1,100 watts to be 33.20, and that
the primary coil should be wound
with No. 9 wire. Remembering
this, you turn to table No. 3, which
contains formulas for calculating

60-cycle, core- type transformers.

In the space under the first col-

umn listing the size in watts, write
1,100, which you have already
found. For the second column
divide the design number, or 33.20,

us found in table No. 5, into 8,200

and you will get 217 for the num-
ber of primary turns. The weight
of primary wire for the next col-
umn, and the weight of secondary
wire may be calculated later by
the same method as has already
been outlined. The >
secondary turns per /

f

volt is next determined /
|

by dividing 75 by the / '

design number, in this /-

case 33.20, which gives f* m
-

2.25. Likewise, multi-
plying .093 of the next ;

column by 33.20 gives £
3.08 for the cross-sec-

tional area of the core.

To decide on a core
size, look up the col-

’

umn and select a size \.
proportional to those \
given for other sizes

of transformers. In
j

this ease 1^« in. will be
satisfactory. The

GRANDDAD’S ELCTRICITY BOOK

5 thickness ofcorcnced-
<‘d can now be figured

*' ~ by dividing the area
already found, or 3.03,

/ by the core size, or
KlX / jag,

i,,.. which gives

/ 1-89, although we can

S'
.

ttsc* n l la
;irt-in. core to

’ make it even. The
S weight of steel needed

can he found by refor-
ing to table N«». 8,

which gives the weight of a l%-
in. core, 1 in. thick. Multiplying
the thickness of the core, or I'-Yn;

by 10 . 1
,
gives approximately 10 *;.

lh. as the core weight. With these
new values for tabic No. 3, you
can proceed to design the 1

,
100-

wali transformer by the same
metii.Nl as was used for the 150-
it. However, the I.lOO-wall trans-
vill have more turns on thcscc-
lian on the primary, and is there-
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MOWl RACING BOAT

WIRE TO IOWER
BRASS CONTACT

RING
INSULATOR IONG EXTENSION REEL

Current can be passed through this ro-
tating contact unit to operate model speed

-

boals, small machines that must be moved
about to the work, lawn mowers, power-
driven hedge shears and any oilier equip-
ment of a similar type which must operate
at a considerable distance from the power
source. No dimensions are given in Fig. 1 as
the unit can be made any convenient size.

It is necessary, however, that the spring-
brass contacts have a cross-sectional area
equal to or greater than that of the line
which supplies the current. Another im-
portant point in the construction is adjust-
ment of the spring contacts so that they

bear uniformly and yet lightly on the con-
tact rings, thus avoiding any undue drag
when the unit is rotating. Surfaces of the
contact rings should be polished glass-
smooth and the ends of the spring-contact
arms must be slit with a hacksaw as indi-
cated. This helps to prevent arcing. For
use on 110-volt current a guard made from
a tin can is a good safety precaution. Fig. 2
shows the unit in use delivering current to a
model speedboat running a circular course.
Fig- 3 suggests another use, that of deliver-
ing current to electrically driven hedge
shears through a long extension reel.

C. L. Meehan, Lakeview, Out., Can.
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changing the core si/e, divide the cross-
sectional area of the core, as given in ta-
bles No. 1 to 1, by the width of the new
core, to find the proper thickness to use.
For low-voltage transformers, where the
amperage is high, it is best practice to
wind several small wires side by side at
the same time, connecting them together
at each end, instead of using a single large
wire. The total circular-mil area of the
small wires must he equal to that of the
single wire for which they arc substituted.

GRANDDAD'S ELCTRICITY BOOK
Welding transformers, passing several
hundred ani|>eres, should have secondary
windings of heavy copper ribbon or strips
of sheet copper. To figure the number of
amperes a strip of copper can carry safely,
multiply the width by the thickness to get
the cross-sectional area in square inches,
and multiply this product by 1,275. Cop-
l»cr ribbon or strips of sheet copper are
insulated before winding by wrapping
them with plain linen tape or strips of
varnished cloth. Splices must be soldered.

POPULAR MECHANICS , 1948

Rotating Electrical Contact Has Numerous Uses
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Three-Phase Variac
This variable transformer controls voltage to

three-phase motors

By HAROLD P. STRAND
EUclrielly Editor

I N THE testing of electric

I motors, you need to bo
1 able to obtain exact volt-

ages, according to the case
at hand. This is especially

required when taking am-
meter and wattmeter read-

ings both under no load and
various load conditions,
where a few volts high or
low in the line would make
readings inaccurate. Watts
increase ns the square of
the applied voltage, while
amperes Increase directly
as the voltage. It is there-

fore very necessary to be
able to control (lie voltage
supply when testing.

With single-phase motors
a simple variable transform-
er, known as a "Variac,"
which is made by General
Radio Co., Cambridge, Moss,
is a useful instrument to use
for the purpose. Three-phase motors, on the
other band, require a special three-phase variable
transformer to do the job. While such a device
can be purchased, they are quite expensive and
not always easy to obtain. A very satisfactory
one can bo built in the electrical shop, as de-

tailed in this article, in which three
single-phase Variacs are built into a
convenient caster-equipped stand and
connected into "Y” to form a three-
phase voltage regulator. Jacks allow
connection to the line and others to

the load, while special jncks (shown
in drawing) make it easy to connect
ammeter and wattmeter in the cir-

cuit while motor is running if de-
sired.

Note in drawing, dial wooden base
is made of three thicknesses of in.

maple or birch, which are laid in al-
ternate grain positions similar to ply-
wood. A frame is made from 1 in.

angle iron to dimensions shown, with
short pieces welded on top and lx»t-
tom to allow holts in drilled holes to
secure frame in place. Top panel is

1 in. slate, filler !>onrd or Bakclitc,
and drilled ns shown. Four heavy
commercial type casters attached to
underside of wooden base make it

easy to move unit around.
Discard original Ti in. steel shaft

furnished witli each Variac and cut
n new length of -T, in. cold rolled
steel 23*i in. long. This shaft passes
through the tlirce Variacs and rotat-

L«!|. clovo-up ol lop ol Vaiiac show-
ing 0 2$0 dial plalo and jack con-

necting points.
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ing element of each is moved to
its extreme left hand position and
then locked to shaft with set *

screws. In this way, movement i*

of shaft rotates three rotors to- e«-

fiother. The three units are held ££
together by using % in. dia. f"
spacer sleeves or risers, which are

in. high, with at least a % in.

I.D. These can easily be cut from
pipe, and 3 are used between each
unit, or G are required in all. Place
them at the 3 corners of the hex-
agonal frame, which leaves orig
inal clamping bolts at the other 3 i
corners. Use short % in. bolts
through spacers to secure units

‘
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SWER*.
BOLTS

3 mod# I JOO Q. •iBoU-phow "Vartan”, .cal. 0130 volt*
(G.n.ral Radio Co.. Cambridge. Man.).

I dial plale (• um with nm», 0-210 .oil.
(Oon.ial Radio Co- Cambridge, Man.).

1 &£)."* *• •ho1 ' ”v«’ ,on« * v*m d,°- •ppir
I pc.. pa«.J.Ial. or Bak.Iilo, 1” x 18" x 16" (large elec.

•.L
0
.
ek

.!’.
,,eh or maPlt »oln*d and

. in dlrocllon and glue
ood may b. lubitiluted.

. .. who.I. (mill and heavy

J lay.ii amooth l

*o VT x 16" x 16' All.mat. gra
together tor ba«*. plvw,

‘

4 commercial lypo ca.t.r*. 214"
hardware • tor*).

,

2 3 polo 2SO roll cutout block. (.I.ctrlcal .apply .lor.).
6 20 amp«t.. cartridge lu.o..
6 «i..l pip. .pac.r .Were., lone x W O.D. x

is Cf*

i

1
- ll •

upply hou,*
)
-

is pc*. I angle |(0n 214'' >9. lor corn.r brace..

BRASS. BRONZE AND BAKELITE STOCK

* f?’ a?*
ll

i»i-
U
i5j

ng fU"*' a°d ,oad pluq * 1 ' , D"

* rr ,,r<k aia* and 100,1 Ho* dia..

7 pci. bra., .lock pin* and load Jack.), »/,- dia., 2' la.
4 h.x. bra.. n«U thick. V4"-20 Ihr.ad. can bo mad.
and Ihr.adod In .hop.

1 Ba
A*4,# ,ublnR (ln.Uura.nl plug). I.D.. «?i«"

O.D.. 2" lg.

I pc. bra., .lock (inil.um.nl plug). dia., 2y4" I,.
1 pc. Bak.Iilo (hr. I .lock (in.ulalion between halve,

ol plug). x 14" x 3" long.
2 pcs. Bok.lit. rod (lor locking plug.), W dia. x 2"

long, turned lo .210 and threaded 12 24. Cut oil JIu»h
with plug flat, aller in.lalllng in hole..

3 pc. Bckellte .heel .lock (in.ulating dl.c. top ot lack.).
*>•" «bick x 114" square. Cut to circular di.ee Hi”
in diameter with center hole and .crew hole., .ee
drawing.

6 pee. photphor bronze .beet .lock (laslrument lack
contact*). .035 .040 thick x 14" x 3%" long.

6 pet. bra., .lock (instrument jack .pacer.), \V’ x Vj"
x »/.*.

Ei.c- .crew., bolts. nut*, wit*.

together. At the base end, use 3
.n in. bolls, about

3Vi in. long through holes in lower frame and
drilled holes in base; these bold assembly in a
rigid position.

This unit was designee1 to be used on a 230 volt,

3-phase line and voltages from 0 to about 260
volts can be obtained from it in very gradual
ste|«. Dial pinto furnished with eaclt Model 100

Q Varinc, used in this project, is stamped 0 to

130. which is not suitable for this job. Therefore,
a plate can be obtained from the manufacturer
which reads 0 to 200 as required; this stamping
is sometimes found on the reverse side on the

original plates which are furnished. Or you can
make one up, using stamping dies for the numer-
als. One of the original hand wheels is used at

top end of shaft as shown. Make up the jacks
and plugs used with the transformer from brass

stock (see drawings). Three round jacks receive

plugs from the line and 3 others of the same type
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are used at the load side. An additional one is

used for the "Y" connection which, for special

testing, inay he useful to have out at the panel.
•Tacks for the instruments are also made up

as shown. Note that with instrument plug out
of its jack, lower spring contacts will be closed
and thus circuit Ls closed to the load. Insertion
of plug separates points nnd eur-ent is diverted
through instruments so readings can be taken.
The line nnd load jacks ore turned on the lathe
from V* in. dia. brass stock to In., leaving a
shoulder ns shown. This is threaded Vi in. b/
20 threads and two thin brats nuts arc used
for clamping nnd connection of wires. For the
plugs turn Vw in. dia. brass stock to •Vn in., leav-
ing a shoulder ns shown. A saw cut in the end,
a small hole drilled at top end for the lead wire
nnd a piece of Bakelite tubing for a handle,
complete this job. Wires for lends should be
extra-flexible #10 rubber-covered, single con-
ductor cable. Heavy spring battery type clips
with rubber protectors arc useful at the ends for
attachment to line and to motors.
Follow details for making instrument jacks

nnd plugs closely, as they must work right in
the circuit. Note that phosphor bronze strips
arc bent up to shape, so when secured in in.

hole in panel, their ends are lightly held to-
gether. Small brass plates used ns spacers and
a top Bakelite ring with a rectangular center
hole, make up assembly of the jacks. Turn plugs
from 9'i« in. dia. brass stock to *,-• in. dia.. with
a shoulder as shown. Mill or file two sides flat

and split piece length-wk'* removing in. of
stock. Then place a piece of in. Bakelite be-
tween the two halves and place assembly in a
vise for drilling. Drill and tap two boles for
12-21 thread at points indicated and thread pieces
of Bakelite rod or similar insulating material for
the holes. When dressed oil, assembly will be
tightly held together and yet two halves of plug
will be insulated from each other. A piece of
Bakelite tubing pressed on the top end. after
wires have been soldered in drilled holes of plug,
serves as a handle and also holds top ends of
split plug together.
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Wiring of transformer is simple (see diagram

of connections). Attach two 3-pole cutout blocks
to the perforated cage of top Variac and use 20
ampere fuses protection against overloads. Wire
with ordinary #12 solid rubber-covered wire,
placed neatly as shown. Drawing shows which
terminals to use at each terminal board.
In 3-phase motor testing, use a single watt-

meter and ammeter and connections as shown in
drawing. Always leave instrument plug out of
its jack when starting motor, to protect in-
struments from the usual heavy motor starting
current. After reaching full speed insert plug
in jacks 2 and 3 in turn. Note that wattmeter
potential lead with its spring clip is attached to
line under panel at #1 jack, which will not he
used in this test. At no load, it will he found
that with meter plug inserted in jacks the same
way. unit will give one up scale or positive
reading and the other will tend to read down-
scale or negative. Turn plug over or reverse
wattmeter, if it is equipped with reversing
switch, so as to gel a reading on this negative
value. The true no load watts result from sub-
tracting low reading from the higher one. At
full load, l>oth readings will he up-scalc, with
plug placed In jacks the same way (they are
simply added for the watt value).

»oom mnwoBMiR
»”«* »o Vi
UUM.HAl
vmoco.
fwui

MIMS
COtftato

WATIMUC*.
) /AMMtTIBiAIKl

ON TOP PANU
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A SWfrll WAI1MIU ft

ASP AMM(T( 0 IN I • PwAM VATlAC

AMMtUQ

INSIStlUIMI
KUO

(PI 001,1 TO

iTlfl
fill

HIAOITICS)

If desired and instruments arc available, two
wattmeters and ammeters, each group equipped
with one of the instrument plugs, will he found
more convenient. This saves switching from one
jack to the other. Potential lca«ls of both watt-
meters are clipped to same line terminal at #1
jack. Readings can be taken in two legs of cir-
cuit at the same time, which is preferable. Am-
meter readings of current can be taken by plug-
ging instruments into all three jacks. You can
average the readings to get the current value.

Brace on
Miter Box

• A strip of wood
bracing top of a

miter box keeps

sides more rigid

and insures more
perfect cuts.—M.
I-1GOCKI.

ea*r $Tocw.T>iti«s
*toc*c* muu toi
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J'
wO pieces of wire of different metals
or alloys, welded or bra/ed together

al one end, and connected to a d.c. milli-
vollmeter at tfic oilier end form a thermo-
couple pyrometer. The welded end is

inserted where temperature is to he meas-
ured. Ileal al this end causes a difference
in elect t ie potential which is shown on the
millivolt meter, the scale of the instrument
having been calibrated in degrees. The
millivoltmeter is simply a voltmeter which
is sufficiently sensitive to read as low as
.001 of a volt, or less in certain
These are available from instrument man-
ufacturers and, unless the pyrometer is to
he used for extremely accurate work, the
inexpensive fund will serve the pur,>osc
adrnira bly.

In designing a thermocouple, it is fust

iHERMocoont-''

<V C.A. Crow/ey
1 01 ULAH MECHANICS 1934

of all necessary to decide upon the
type of metals which should be used
1,1 ,he coupk itself. Fig. 2 shows the
maximum working temperature which
can bo used with seven different types
of thermocouples. The first type of
couple shown in Fig. 2, Chromel-
Alumel, can he used for measuring
temperatures as high as 2,500° F. It

*> is impractical to build thermocouples
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MEASURE

Mm*.

ZERO
ADJUSItK

IIAODWOOO
HANDLE *

for measuring temperatures higher than

2,500" F. because all thermocouple metals,

with the exception of platinum and ex-

tremely expensive alloys, melt or cease to

he sensitive at about this temperature. If

it Is not necessary to measure tempera-

tures this high, one of the other couples

shown in Fig. 2 may be selected for the

jol>. A couple made from Nichroinc IV
and Advance wires, is the most sensitive

of all of the couples described. Thermo-
couples made from these metals may be

used up to 1.000" F.

After deciding which metals will serve

the purpose at hand, it will be necessary

next to decide upon the form of couple

and pyrometer which arc to be construct-

ed. If the couple is to be used for measur-
ing the temperature of molten metals in a

crucible, the design shown in Fig. 3 is ex-

tremely practical. This type ot pyrometer

consists of a millivollmeter mounted in a

handle turned from wood. The ends of the

thermocouple wires are attached to the

binding posts of the millivoltmctcr as

shown. If rigid No. 8 or 10-gn. wire Is used,

this arrangement is quite handy around
the shop. If the thermocouple required

must be permanently installed for indi-

cating the temperature inside a furnace
or oilier inaccessible place, a unit such as

shown in Figs. 8 and 9 is more satisfac-

tory. With this type of installation, the

millivollmeter is mounted on the wall ns

in Fig. 8, at a suitable location where it

can he read easily and the wires run to

the thermocouple which is permanently
installed in the furnace or other equip-

ment as in Fig. 9. If you wish a rugged

portable pyrometer, Fig. 10 shows the most
convenient method of construction. In this

case, a section of steel tubing is welded
closed at one end and the thermocouple
junction inserted and sealed in place. The
lead wires from the couple to the instru-

ment should he well insulated and may be

made as long as required, provided a-

sufficiently large size of wire is used. To
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use this type of pyrometer, the instrument
is set at any convenient location and the
thermocouple tube inserted into the fur-
nace or oilier location nl which it is de-
sired to read the temperature. This type
of pyrometer is particularly desirable
when the unit is to he used for mctalluigi-
cal work. Many metals and alloys when in
contact with thermocouples, will alloy
with them and therefore change the in-
strument reading.

After selecting the particular thermo-
couple metals, which will operate at the
maximum temperature which the unit is

to be used on, from Fig. 2, and after you
have decided upon I lie form of unit which
will be the most serviceable for your pur-
poses, the next step is to procure the ma-
terial needed and start construction. In
Ibe ease of all of the instruments, it is de-
sirable to use as large a wire size as pos-
sible for the construction of the couple in
order to prevent losses and to make the
instrument as accurate as possible. Ther-
mocouples which are to be operated at
high temperatures particularly, should be
constructed of at least No. 10-gn. wire.
For intermittent use and when short leads
are used. No. 12, H or even 18-ga. wire
may be selected. The exact length of ther-
mocouple wire required to reach from the
couple location to the instrument is meas-

ured and this exact length is cut from
both kinds of wire. Many of the alloy
wires used in making thermocouples

are diflicult to cut ami, accordingly, the
corner of a grinding wheel will he found
convenient for this purpose. The grinding
wheel is also handy to use in removing
oxide or corrosion from the surface of the
wires to insure a good contact with bind-
ing posts. Next, the ends of the wire are
fastened side by side in the jaws of a vise
as shown in Fig. J. The ends of the wires
should protrude above the vise jaws about
an inch. They arc then twisted together
as shown, with a pair of pliers. The twists
should he made regular and firm to insure
good contact. If the thermocouple is to be
operated at a temperature below the melt-
ing |K>i»t of silver solder or brazing spel-
ter, the junction may be brazed neatly by
healing it in the torch, Fig. 4, sprinkling
with borax and applying just enough sil-

ver solder or brazing speller to llow into
the junction and insure good contact. For
high-temperature work where brazing
would not be satisfactory, an oxyacely-
h-iie torch should be used to weld the ends
of the wires together. In making thermo-
couple welds, it is convenient to hold the
torch in the vise so that the flame will be
horizontal, ns in Fig. 5. The gas valves
nro then adjusted to produce a slightly
reducing flame about G or H in. long and
so dial the inner cone is between l‘A and

.
* -z m* long- A reducing flame is produced
when a slight excess of acetylene is being
fed to the flame. Now, the twisted junc-
tion is held in the flame until both wires
become red hot. The junction is then with-
drawn and dipped into a good welding
llux as in Fig. G. The flux will stick to the
wire due to its being melted by the beat.
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The wire junction is now ;W[| !|

V

returned to the holiest pail
of the Maine and kept niov-

\

in« to insure oven healing
us in Fig. 7. In all cases, one
of the wires making up the
junction will tend to melt before the other
and some care will ho required to prevent
it from (lowing before the other wire
comes to its melting temperature. Careful
manipulation in the flame will easily over-
come this and insure a good neat weld.
When both wires have just reached their
melting points, rotate the couple carefully
so that the metal from both wires Hows
together and forms a ball of molten metal
at the lip. If the Job lias been handled
satisfactorily, this hall of metal which will
Mow to the end of the couple will consist
of an intimate mixture of both metals. In
welding a thermocouple by this method,
care should be taken to avoid overheating
and burning. A burned junction will be
weak and in addition will not give accu-
rate temperature readings when connect-
ed to the millivoltmclcr. It is important
that the weld he completed at the first

attempt, inasmuch ns repealed healing and
cooling is likely to bring about certain
changes in the alloys which would pre-
vent them from functioning properly. If

the first weld is unsuccessful, the joint
should he cut olf and a now junction pre-
pared. After a little practice, the job can
be handled quite easily.

Having completed the junction, the oth-
er ends of the thermocouple wires are filed

or ground clean and bright to insure good
contact and connected to the terminals of

Hie mi Hivoltmeter. To test the instrument
for polarity, and also to check the effec-
tiveness of the weld, the thermocouple
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may he placed in the flame of a burner
while watching the voltmeter needle as in
Fig. 11. If the needle tends to move in the
wrong direction, this indicates that the
couple was connected wrong and then, the

connections to the instrument should be
reversed at the meter terminals. If heat-
ing in tli- ILnno produces a regular de-
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fleet ion of the millivollmclcr, you are

ready lo assemble the pyrometer accord-

ing to the plan which has been decided

upon. If the unit is to be built according
to the plan shown in Fig. 3 the wires will

need to be bent carefully lo the proper

shape so that the ends can he fastened

lightly in the binding posts of the milli-

volt meter. After this, the wires may be
formed so that they arc of convenient

shape for inserting into the furnace while

holding the handle of the instrument in

such a position as to facilitate reading. If

the unit is being built along the lines in-

dicated in Figs. 9 and 10, porcelain beads
or glass beads, if the temperature to which
the pyrometer is to be exposed is not high

enough to melt them, should be slipped

over the wires as shown to prevent their

coming in contact with each other and
with the metal case. If hare thermocouple
wire is used, it may he insulated by slip-

ping sections of asbestos tubing over the

entire length of each wire. A convenient

plan which produces a neat job is to place

asbestos tubing over the wires and to en-
case the two jointly in a length of rubber
tubing. This will effectively prevent con-
tact between the wires.

Fig. H shows a inillivoltmelcr scale to

which has been added figures giving cor-

responding temperatures for use with a

Nichrome Advance thermocouple. If the

HUH SEN
Buimta

pyrometer is to he used with other types
of thermocouple metals, the meter scale

can he drawn up according to this plan by
using the temperature values correspond-
ing io millivolt readings as shown in Fig.

2. If you do not wish to remove the face
from the mlllivoltmcter and thus take the
chance of impairing its accuracy, it is quite
satisfactory simply to prepare a chart
which gives temperatures corresponding
to millivolt readings. A chart of this type
can be placed on the wall near the py-
rometer for instant reference.

To use the pyrometer thus altered, ad-
just the 7.e ro adjuster on the millivolt-

meter until the needle points lo the milli-

volt reading corresponding to room tem-
perature. This should he done with the

couple out of the heat. Upon inserting the

couple into the furnace the needle will

then read correctly. For more accurate

work the couple should be calibrated by
placing it in melting tin and then in melt-
ing lead, Figs. 12 and 13. As the metals
arc heated the millivolt reading will rise

gradually until the melting point is

rea- hi'd, then the reading will hold con-
stant for a few seconds. The reading at

which the temperature holds constant is

the melting point. To chock this value let

the hot molten metal cool while watching
the millivoltmeter. Here again the needle

will hold at the melting point.

|(When mixing paints, an accurate meth-
od of assuring that each batch will be

identical in color, is lo put a sample of

each one on a clean paddle and let them
run together by inclining the paddle. If a
blend is noticeable when the two samples
mix, the colors are not identical.
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Quick-thong* loads and coils or® Its iocioU (loll).

Multi -Voltes

FOR the HOME

U Walt**

In your shop work. Save you had occasion
lo uso u voiluye lower than your power
supply? This transformer has 07 dllftrenl

step-down volluyos to* fill your needs.

Mechsuix Illustrated August. 19U

n /\VK you over wanted n par ticular voltage
. lowe • limn that supplied hy the light

line and found it unavailable? This easily

huill tiiui.ifoimcr will supply an almost un-
limited inline of separate voltage* without
switches 01 Inps. and with n iiiluiinum outlay
for wire mid other constructional materials.

The iiumhur of separate voilnp.es at the dis-

posal of the builder will Ik* limited only by
the number of secondary coils he wishes to

wind. For instance, with secondary coils

wound for 3 volts. I volts. G volts, and 8 volts,

the builder will have 18 separate voltages

available. Hy ndding only one more coil

wound for 20 volts, the number of scpniMc
voltages will have increased by 19. making
37 voltages available by tire use of only 3

secondary coils.

The secret of the transformer's usefulness

lies in tin* aimlicaiimi «<f n principle that is

generally overlooked in small transformer
cou»truction. Tlrst principle is Hint when n
current flows tlnougli two adjacent secondary
coils in op|*osilc directions, with these colls
connected in sciios, the voltage available at

tin- two terminals of the coils will be the
difference of the voltages that would be set
up in the coils when lire current flows through
them in tlw same direction. For example,
when we connect the 3-volt coil and the 4-

volt coil in M-iies with the current Mowing
thioup.h each coll in the same direction, the

total voltage available will be the sum of the

individual coil voltages, or 7 volts. If we
connect the two coils so that the current flow-
ing in one coil is in the opposite direction lo

the CUircut Mowing in the other, the voltage
available will be lire difference of the in-

dividual voltages, or one volt. Hy means of

quick-cliaiigc leads and terminals, coll con-

Tup# lamination- ftmoviav live Icun. Secli*m ol !h
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Winu..,, with (obo*«)j nmorlna wit* coll (below).

nections may l»e changed within a
few seconds. Wheii it* is necessary
lo remove a coil from the trans-
former and replace It with an-
other, the removable core section
makes it possible to complete that
operation within less than two
minutes.

The transformer is designed for
operation on 120 volts, GO cycles,
and has n conservative output rat-
ing of 100 watts. Since the output
voltage requirements will vary
with each Individual builder, data
for winding secondary coils with
definite voltage output will not be
given. Instead the builder may
wind coils to meet his particular
needs.

The first stop in building the
transformer Is to cut the core
laminations to the sires shown at
figures 1, 2. 3. and 4. The steel
sheets for the laminations may be obtained isMIi numbers or#

from the salvage stock of power companies.
If that i.i not obtainable, stove-pipe iron of
2G or 28 gauge may be substituted. Cut
. imugl. pieces of each size to make stacks ns
follows: Fig. 1. 1" high; Fig. 2. 2" high; Fig.
3. 1 • nigh; Fig. 4. 2". Make two wood forms
for forming the core sections, as shown at
figure 5. One form should have an Inside
length «.f 4%~ and the other form an Inside
length of fi". Cut four wood blocks, W thick.
1 %" square, for holding core laminations In
place before they are taped. The method of
forming the core sections is shown at figure 5.

Strips of friction tape are placed In the wood
form to facilitate removing the laminations
from the form. Wrap the tape around the
wood blocks and the laminations, place the
whole assembly in a vise and wrap the center
section lightly with friction tape. Hie com-

lo In tost
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ploted core section is shown at figure 6. When
assembling the core section which will be
removable, paint each lamination with shellac
or varnish as they are assembled. This will

hind the laminations into a solid section. The
longer sections of core then are assembled
in a similar manner in the larger wood form,
with the exception that only two wood blocks
will be required. The wood blocks arc placed
in the form on top of a \’

z
" stack of lamina-

lions, figure 2. The center laminations, figure
3. next are placed in the form between the
wood blocks, followed by another stack of
long laminations.

Assemble the core with a short section on
the bottom and the two long sections in an
upright position. Drill the two pieces of
angle iron as shown on the side-view drawing.
The boles for clamping the two pieces to-

gether should be Vi". Drill 5/32" holes in
the ends of the angle irons to hold the wood
block. Thread the ends of the Vi" round rods,

figure 11. and clamp the angle irons to the

core with hexagon nuts. Insert a wood block
between the ends of the angle Irons to hold
the terminal strips in place, as shown on the
side and end-view drawings.

Drill the wood terminal strips as shown at
figure 9. Turn the ends of the 8-32 brass
machine screws as shown at figure 13. Insert
the machine screws in the wood terminal
strips so tiial the heads of the screws rest in
the countersunk holes. The heads of the
screws should be below the surface of the
wood strips so that they will not make contact
with adjacent screw heads. Secure the wood
terminal strips to the wood block and join
the two strips together at the top with a wood
screw.

A winding jig for winding the primary coil

is shown in the drawing. Jig consists of two
square wood sides and a wood center block,
held together with a threaded crank. Slots
are provided in the sides and center block
for the insertion of tic wires which will hold
the completed coil together while it is being
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removed from the jig. Before starting (he
winding of tin- primary coil, place a piece
<«f scrap wire about 9" long in each slot.

Wrap n piece of thin 3"xl2" cardboard
nroiiiid lire center block of the winding jig.

Drill a i’Y' hole in a piece of wood to serve
ns a support for the threaded end of the
winding Jig, plncc the coil support in n vise
and wind 360 turns of No. 20 D. C. C. wire
evenly on the Jig over the cardboard
center. Before starting the winding, allow
an end of the wire about 6" long to extend
through one of the slots In the side of the
winding jig. Twist the ends of the tic

wires together mound the coil and remove
the coil from the Jig. Connect n piece of
lamp cord to the two ends of the coll, solder
and tape the connections, then tape the
whole coil with cotton tape, In and out
through the ccnler of the coil and parallel

with Us length. Be sure to remove the tie

wires wh-n they are no longer needed.
Dip completed coil In shellac or varnish

and allow it tc diy. The secondary colls
are wound ii. a similar manner, with the
oxccptlon tig**, the center block of the
winding jig should be only long. Since
tbe builder will undoubtedly wish to select
voltages best suited to Ids needs, no datn
for winding par ticular secondary coils will
lie given. By allowing 3.3 turns of wire
for each volt that he requires, he may wind
his colls accordingly. Each coll should lie

wound in the same direction and after each
coil is completed, the starting end should
K- painted or marked to mnkc Identifica-
tion easy. The sire of wire used In the
secondary coils will depend upon the
amount of current required at the par-
ticular voltage for the finished coil.

Total current in amperes which will l»c

available from any secondary coil may be
found by dividing (lie wattage of the trans-
homer. 100 wntts

%
by the voltage of the

secondary coil. For example, the total
current nvnilnblc at G volts would be 1G*S
amperes, hut there arc few applications
where that nmount of current would Ire

requited. By allowing a cross-sectional
area of 1,000 -jliculnr mils for each ampere
of cm rent required and referring to a wire
table fur the nearest corresponding size,

the numerical size of the wire may lrc de-
termined easily. Mark the voltage on each
secondary coil to permit a quick selection.

Drill the two pieces of band iron ns in-
dicated at figure 10. The holes in one
piece should be

Chorine cell*: their voltage* are marked on eldei.
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VV. and those in the other piece »V- Cut a slioul-

der on the two pieces of Vi" round steel and thread
the opposite end as shown at figure 11. Rivet the
ends of the threaded rods in the holes in the
piece of band steel. Place the two pieces over
the upper section of the core and clamp in place
with two wing nuts. To change secondary coils

it will be necessary only to loosen the clamp and
remove the up|>er section of the core.

The sockets for the coil-connecting leads are
made for pieces of W round brass rod. as shown
at figure 14. A ft" hole is drilled in one end of
the brass piece, after which it is slotted to make
a tight lit on the end of the terminal screw, figure

33. A 3/32" hole is drilled in the opposite end, in

which the connecting wire is soldered. Four con-
necting lends will be required: two short leads to

connect between adjacent terminal screws and
two long leads to connect between terminals on
opposite sides of the terminal strips. The connect-
ing leads should be of flexible wire as large os the
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largest size used in the secondary coils.

ELECTRIC TORCH
ater Elements
(lovT-heat) posi-
tion, only n litllc

current passes
through the torch,
whereas in the

mv
on” (hlgh-heal)

lloOQWWfffiifflf
position, built hent-

1 UN er c *omc‘n,s oper-
;,l° t° scn.J full ant-

Iffl/rC
perage through Iho

'soon
)

Plugged in, Uw
/ torch becomes

CWanhcwUMt electrically ‘•hot"U
'’“‘I should be

I f lUCCto treated as .such to
avoid a shock from

Mining the exposed parts. In use the?
'!** °* the two cat lions arc brought ln-
;« Iher by squeezing .lie handles. The enr-
*;»:xs are bchl together momentarily and
hr-n slowly spread apart. This produces an
uhiio flame which is directed at the work
ml controlled by varying the pressure on
no. handles. ’I lie arc will form better with
lie switch at high heat, after which the
curn-m is cut to low heat. Use only cored
carbons made especially for electric torches
aiul readjust carbons its they burn away.
When brazing, silver soldering or liard

soldering, be sure that the parts to be treat-
ed are clean and covered with a good flux
before beginning. Use an asbestos board
for a base when doing extensive work.
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Fig. 1. Th. completed tromlonner It be-
Ing tested at the low voltage leads. This

one leglstecs 5.2 volts.

Complete step-by-step in-

structions for building a
transformer for 115 volt,

60 cycle input, with three

secondary voltages.

By HAROLD P. STRAND

SCIENCE ANU MECHANI

y
ou cnn cattily build
a very serviceable

IH>\vcr transformer
which will «lo excellent
duly in n radio ortlie am-
plifier of a record player.
First, you will need to

luive a means of winding
a coil with a suitable
Imn counter attached.
By studying the design
procedure given in previ-
ous Sen Nit; ANDMK HAN-
K'S articles and substi-

tuting other factors as
required, you can design
and build a transformer
for any voltage, current
output or frequency tie-

sired. Our problem in

this example, however,
is l lie building of a
transformer fur 113 volt. Gy cycle input and with
I luce secondary voltages—GOO volts. 00 n»a.. 5
volts. 2 amp., and G.3 volts, 2.5 amp. The GOO volt
and the G.3 volt windings aie to have center taps.
The first step is to determine the total wattage

or volt-ampere capacity of the transformer, to
do Ibis, add the outputs of the separate windings:
GOO X .030 - 30 walls. 5 X 2 10 watts. G.3
2.5^-- 13.7 watts. Adding these gives a total of
55.7 watts, bfo we will design the transformer for

; :ul iron cleaned up.

--*-J
1,10 cenlcr ,e8 of the E

~
-

,
sections measures l*/«r in.

*
' --55^3 • so a slacking of 1

held loqvihcr with a i/4 In. j
n - would give US 1.5 Sq.

>» lathe chuck, g.ootci in. Ordinarily litis would
' ^ouah

'

a"0W ^ do,,C
- bul in 0ur

r
there are several factors

.
which will result in

quite a large sized coil, including the large num-
ber of secondary turns and extra insulation be-
tween the windings. With additional iron, how-
ever. fewer turns will be required and thus the
oil will be smaller and more liable to fit in the
lamination space. Let us lake the figure 1.8 for
cross-section and see how many turns are neces-
sary. using alx.ul GO.OOO line as a reasonable flux
density. The formula which should he nml
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first voltage to consider is 5 volts or 5 X 3.43 - =
17.1 turns (18). This gives slightly over 5 v., us-
ing 18 turns at no load. IJccause of few turns
involved, losses will lie slight and if hut a light
load is to l*e connected, the turns can stand at 18.
However, under full load, there will l»e a drop
of about V . (regulation) in voltage and if 5 volts
at full load is desired, another turn should be
added.
The G.3 volt winding is figured the same, way:

GJ X 3.48 = 21.9 turns (22). This will give close

600 V IIAOS
/rr.

OUT THIS SS. 1

vot ... A I,

Turns

4,1 1 X GOX 1.8 X GO.OOO

wun 400 primary turns established, the
size is found hy first dividing walls capaci
line volts; GO + 115 = .52 amp. Adding
about 10'/o for loss in efficiency a total
expected current draw in the primary
will he .57 amperes. Consulting the wire
table, No. 22 is the nearest larger wire
size, allowing 1000 circular mils per am-
pere.

The turns per volt can then be found
by dividing 400 by J 15 = 3.48. Multiply-
ing the desired secondary voltages by ibis
factor gives the necessary turns for each
winding, plus an allowance for losses. The uuwfttMCNis or i aminations

io ee siackco
i \ MioN(b)

HARDWOOD
MOCK v

i
AUtimU/f 1 rrHJH AI

~ |S“m
lIjn *"«>

plywood WAititR

now COIL ronw IS BUILT TO
COIKoUM lOlAMinAHOM

MIASVRCMCNTS

coil TAPI0 AMD DIPPI0
tllOHt ASSIM0LY

Fiq. 3. Primary shown her* I* partly wound.
I

Iho luma o. dully and c.cnly ai possible and k.
reasonable tension on ih* wit* durinq windinq

Fiq. 4. Primary here has been wound and the 5 volt
windinq has boon placed over Iwo turn* ct Duro in-
sulation. Nolo soldered, taped lead*. Next step it

6.3 volt windinq.



riq. S. Allor lying, the form I* opened and Iho eoll will look like

IhU. Nolo how liirnrd up edqet ol Duro insulation proeonlt Iho

winding* Irom conlacllnq each olhor.

Fig. 7. llcie'* a well laped coil. Cut and rrmotr tiling* at they aio
reached in Iho loping operation.
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the opening of the lamination, 'ViU
x 2 ',h in., we get 1.4G s. in. Now the
insulation and taping will take up
probably about 20'/e more space so

this is added to the 1.05 figure, mak-
ing a 1.25 total-. A coil of this size

should fit in a space of 1.4G nicely if

care is exercised in winding. In

making these calculations, the mini-
mum number of turns for the 5 volt

and G.3 volt windings are used. A
turn or two added to cover the drop
as suggested will not take up enough
extra room to worry about. Figures
given here were taken from a table

for Enamel S. C. wire; Formex wire
will take even less room.

The first step in the building is to

make a wooden form for the coil as

illustrated in the drawing and shown
mounted in the lathe chuck (Fig. 2).

Dimensions of this form will vary
with laminations to be used, but the

drawing shows how to figure correct

measurements. The main considera-

tion is that finished coil must be fit-

ted over core leg without forcing it.

Apply two turns of Duro or .010

thick armature paper “over center
block of form, allowing paper to

come about 'A in. up the sides. Sol-

der a piece of No. 18 flexible lead

wire lo the start of the No. 22 wire
and wind on the primary in neat,

even turns, avoiding overlapping and
crossing the turns as much as possi-

ble. You don’t need to layer wind it,

but it will make a belter job.

Solder and tape piece of lead wire
lo the finish end. Carry both these

lend wires out a slot in the form at

one of the 1% in. sides, or in other
words so that it represents the meas-
urement of the width of the core
center leg. Place all leads on this or

the opposite l'» in. side so as to pre-

vent interference of the leads with
the laminations later.

After completing the 400 turns pri-

mary. cover with two turns of the

.010 Duro paper. Over this slurt the
18 or 19 turns of No. 17 five volt

winding. Solder and tape Ilcxible

leads to start and finish as beforu
and bring them out the same form
slot. Next apply one turn of Duro
paper over the last winding and
wind on the 22 (or 23) turns of

No. 1G for the G.3 volts. Again solder

leads to start and finish, as well as a

third lead which is lapped at the

center point (lltli or 11.5 turn).

Identify this lead with a band of tape

or a different color.

Now wrap two turns of Duro over
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winding after turns have been gently tapped
down with a fiber hammer or block of wood to

even them up. Put on the high voltage winding
over this insulation, winding 2200 turns and tap-
ping at the 1100th turn. Bring out three flexible

leads in the form slot at the opposite side (see
photos). When making taps or splices, do not
use a knife to scrape off enamel as this might
nick the wire. Use sand paper instead. Use rosin-

core rather than acid core solder or paste flux.

Fig. 3 i'.iows winding of primary in progress and
Fig. 4, the completion of the 5 volt winding. In

Fig. r>, the 1500 volt winding has been completed,
binding strings passed through slots of form, and
coil securely tied in shape. Now remove from the
form carefully (Fig. G). Note how ends of Duro
insulation are carried up a hit to prevent adja-
cent windings from coming in contact. The next
step is to tape the coil with white cotton taping
(Fig. 7). Then dip taped coil in a good insulating

varnish and hake it or hang it up over a hot stove
for 4 hours to dry.

To assemble laminations and coil, alternate

placement of E sections and straight pieces so
that joints ore covered by each succeeding layer.

If core Is to he made up with all cut pieces ns
shown as nu alternate method in the drawing,
these are also laid in alternate form in the usual
transformer stacking. Figure 8 shows core partly

in place. Note that pieces of insulating |>apcr are
used between the core and the coil at top, Itoltom,

and sides; this eliminates the chances of winding
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Test l’mtls Have Self-Contained
Current Supply

These lest prods me unusual in that a

llnvh light cell is contained in one of them
In supply the electric current when used in

• Juiutlon W:*l, n pair of headphones,
thus dispensing with the usual connecting
wires. The bodies of the prods are made
from n 5-in. screw-cap fuse cut in half,

and the points me made from ice picks.

The wood handles in the open ends of the
fuse halves me pieces of broomstick whit-
tled down to size. Jacks in the handles of
the plods permit quick attachment of the
phones. As shown, one jack is connected
lo the dry cell, which is in turn connected
lo tin* prod point by means of a coil spring.

The jack in the other prod is connected to
the point by means of a met'd strip.

—Theodore Kropitslick, St. Louis, Mo.
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grounding to core. After completion of stacking,
pieces of */% in. fiber are driven in as wedges be-
tween the center core leg and the coil, so as lo

tighten the center section, which prevents on
unnecessary hum from loose laminations.

Before proceeding further, make a ground
check. If a hypo transformer has been built from
the plans given in a previous article, this is a

good chance to try it. Apply 1100 volts between
the core and the bared ends of all leads, The
pilot lamp should not blink or go out. Otherwise,
use at least a series lamp on 115 volts os a ground
test. The finishing touches include making four
side brackets, which with four bolts serve to

clamp the laminations tightly and also nllbw
mounting to the chassis. Use a low reading volt-

meter on the two low voltage windings as a test

(Fig. 1). In the example Illustrated, 22 turns
were put on for the G.3 volts and 18 turns for the

5 volts, because the transformer is to he used on
a small three-tube amplifier and the loud will be
light. The test slewed G.4 volts and 5.2 volts,

which is satisfactory for this application. Without
a voltmeter with a GOO volt scale it is not possible

to test the other winding. But the exact vollago

is not critical and from the turns figured, there

is no doubt but you have at least GOO volts.

Improving FIcccc Quality

• Stockmen report that wool sheared with elec-

tric shears nets as much as 30 per cent more cash
because of improved fleece quality.

F



V-PULLY MAKES NEAT ARMATURE RACK

I\?od*rn HI echanix Mar. 1940

ARMATURE SHAFT V-OELT PULLEY
—

,
3"OR 4" IN DIA

WOOD BASE

MACHINE SCREY/S
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AN ARMATURE
rack that will

•dress up an electrical

bench without de-
slroyinj; utility can he
made easily from a
wooden base and n dis-

carded V belt pulley of

3 or 4-in. diameter.

Saw the pulley into 4

equal sections and
mount two of these on
the base at the proper
distance apart. When
set on the base and
enameled a contrasting

color the resultant
rack lends an ex-
tremely neat appear-
ance to any test nr re-

pair bench.—IV. C. IV.
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V
:
Pulley Makes

Armature Rack

Homemade Spray Gun
r IM US homemade spray Run can be used for

spraying oil, solvents, paint or insecticides

in n wide variety of uses. Use an '/«-in. nipple

nlKMit 0-in. long and drill a hole in it about
114-in. from one end, the exact size of an
ordinary brass lube. Saw one end of the lube
at an angle of about GO* and insert it in the

pipe, as shown. Attach a rubber hose to

the brass tube and insert tbo end in the

material you want to spray with. The longer
end of the nipple is attached to the air hose.

—

J. L. • . -

Making A Molor Reversible
•

ONK workshop fan wanted a reversible

motor for his metal turning lathe. He
was using a V:t h.p. split phase motor which lie

converted with the help of an ordinary four-
v ay house
switch. He in-

serted the
switch in the
line, then took
two leads from
the coil of the
starling molor
and ran them
to the other two
terminals of the

HOUSE SWITCH MQUNTCd

switch. To reverse the molor lie merely
throws this switch the way he wants motor to

run, Ihen starts it with regular lathe switch.
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A Scionco Fnir Project:

Build a Fan
with No Moving

Parts

GRANDDAD’S ELCTRICITY BOOK

OUK fail with no moving parts works
on electrostatic principles (which

we’ll explain in a minute) and can make
a dramatic project for a Science Fair or
science class. But it is for demonstration
only and not meant to cool a sweating
brow, in fact, it even has some dangers
(which we’ll also explain in a minute).
The term electrostatics has to do with

electrical charges, which can he posi-
tive, negative or neutral. Our fan gen-
erates a current of air because positive
or negative charges are forever trying
to balance themselves by hooking up
with charges of the opposite sign.
Ben Franklin experimented with elec-

trostatics as early as 1780 but after the
battery came along the subject went into
decline. The phenomenon remained, to
be sure, but nobody talked about it.

An electrostatic device that would
move air is one of the oiliest ideas in the
field. Though not ns efficient as a me-
chanical fan (our electrostatic rig is

only 1 |»cr cent efficient), it still can
move 100 cu. ft. of air per minute.
The secret liehind the electrostatic

fan lies in the electric field between
anode and cathode. A charge amounting
to J 4,000 volts is put on these plates (the

Winn EXACTLY an shown. Lollial voltages aro progont when fan Is plugged in.
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anode is positive). The intensity of the
field between the two is not necessarily
uniform and tends to become especially
intense if one plate has points (such as
the points of nails we use for the cath-
ode) .

The eleetrostaf' charge around the
cathode eventually rises high enough to
cause electrons (negative charges) to

stream olf the nail points and head for

the positive anode, which now has a tre-
mendous attraction. Along the way, the
electrons bump into atoms of oxygen,
which normally have two electrons, and
join up. The result is 0. (three atoms),
or ozone. All tins bumping gets the
ozone and other atoms in the air to mov-
ing toward the anode so fast that the
mass goes right on by the anode and
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shoots out as a stream of air f^illi ozone
added). Ergo, one has a fai

The electrostatic fan is not dillicult to
build. Hut be aware of two dangers. The
|K»wer supply generates 14,000 volts—
more than enough to kill you. And ozone

PAHTS 1 1ST

Cl C4—00022 Ml. 6.000 vult disc ceramic
0|MCilO>
01.02— High volt j«c diode: 18.000 volli PIV
<ri> OOOI .imp* (tee lc«l)

HI— 1.000.000 ohms. Vt wall carbun resistor
112—2ZO.OOO.OOO ohms. 2 wall taibou
resistor (tit leal)

SI— OPSf loggia Switch
II—Power transformer; primary: 11/ VAC.
secondary: 5.000 VAC Isco Ic.l)

H- 1IIIC.K

mxir.iAs

x- i'ISUI AII0
, SIAU. Oil (S)
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is harmful. It should be breathed only
in exceptionally small doses and for
short periods. In other words, demon-
stration of your electrostatic machine
should be of short duration.

Fan circuitry is housed in a Vfe-in.-

fhick Plexiglas box measuring 8x8xiq
in. Follow our drawing exactly to pre-
vent arc-over.

Mount filter capacitors and rectifiers
on %-in. insulated stand-offs. Use GC
Electronics’ part No. G778C or equiva-
lent. Screw the power transformer to a
separate Plexiglas plate cem-nted to the
bottom of the box. All hookup wire
should be able to withstand voltages
greater than 20 kilovolts. We used
Holden type 88GG.
House the fan assembly, a set of cath-

odes and anodes, in a 3-iu.-dia. plastic

tube. Fit this assembly into the match-
ing holes in the box.

Space the anodes, consisting of two
rectangular pieces of aluminum measur-
ing 2 lA in. long by 2 in. high, 2 in. apart
and parallel to each ojhrr inside the
!u he. Mend the ends closest to the calh-
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Homemade Annunciator

When one electric bell is operated
fn-m two push-buttons it is impossible
to tell which of the two push-buttons
is being operated unless an annuncia-
tor or similar device ;

s used. A very
simple annunciator for indicating two
numbers can be made from a small box.
I’ig. I, with an electric-bell magnet,
A, fastened in the bottom. The arma-
ture, If, is pivoted in the center by
means of a small piece of wire and has
an indicator or hand, C, which moves
to either light or left, depending on
which half of the magnet is magnet-
i*cd. If the hack armature. D, of the
magnet is removed the moving arma-
ture will woik better, as this will pre-
vent the magnetism from acting on
both ends of the armature.
The wiring diagram. Fig. 2, shows

how the connections arc to be made.
If the push-button A is closed, the hell
will ring and the pointer will point at
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odes over so no sharp edges face tiie
cathodes. Screw the anodes to the sides
«»f the tube and solder a jumper across
ibcin. Connect to the positive side of the
liower supply.
The cathode consists of four lVfe-in.

common nails inserted in a 3 x Vfc-in.-dia.
piece of Plexiglas rod. Space the nails
•'

i in. apart in the rod and push through
the rod halfway. Solder a shorting bar
across the nail heads. Then solder one
lend of HI to the shorting bar.

The transformer (Tl) is available from
I'.lectrot Uorp., 15U West End Ave., Now
York, K Y. 10023 for $37.50. The diodes
are GC Electronics No. 1G-506. Compo-
nent 112 is a siring of ten 22-megohm,
2-watt carbon resistors soldered to-
gether. This resistance discharges capac-
itors CI-C4 when power is removed.
The negative side of the power supply

is connected to the nails through resistor
HI. This resistor protects the power sup-
ply in case the air between the anode
and cathode assembly breaks down and
energy arcs from one assembly to the
other .—Herb Cohen O

Annunciator nml Wirlnc DioC roin

1. while the closing of the push-button
11 will ring the hell and move the
pointer to 2 .—Contributed by II. S.
Boll, Beverly, N. J.

4. When diilliiig spring steel with a regular
vni Im'ii steel drill, place a piece of lint iron
under the work, instead of the usual wood
block, and you will be less likely to break
liic di ill.
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Wiiloc Pl»n for Waicr Ki.coiut

The materials necessary arc: One
fi-point wood-base switch, -I jars, some
shed copper or brass for plates, about
6 ft. of rubber covered wire, and some
No. IB gauge wire for the wiring.

The size of the jars depends on the

voltage. If you arc going to use a

current of low tension, as from bat-
teries, the jars need not be very large,

but if you intend to use the electric-

light current of 110 voltage it will be
necessary to use large jars or wooden
boxes made watertight, which will bold
about (* or 7 gal. Kacli jar to be filled

with 20 parts water to 1 part sulphuric
acid. Jars arc set in a row in some
convenient place out of the way.
Next c:.l out eight copper or brass

disks, two for each jar. Their size

also depends on the voltage. The
disks that arc placed in the lower part
of the jars are connected with a rubber-

covered wire extending a little above
the lop of the jar.

To wire the apparatus, refer to the

sketch and you will see that jar No. 1

is connected to point No. 1 on switch

;

No. 2, on No. 2, and so on until all is

complete and we have one remaining
point on switch. Above the jars place
a wire to suspend the other or top disks
in the solution. This wire is also con-
nected to one terminal on the motor
and to remaining point on switch. The
arm of the swilch is connected to one
terminal of battery, or source of cur-

rent, and the other terminal connected
direct to remaining terminal of motor.

I'ut arm of switch on point No. I

and lower one of the top disks in jar

No. 1 and make contact with wire
above jars. The current then will flow

through the motor. The speed for

each point can be determined by low-
ering top disks in jars. The top disk

in jar No. 2 is lower down than in No.
I and so on for No. 3 and No. 4. The
connection between point No. 5 on
switch, direct to wire across jars, gives
full current and full speed.-
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wed colds tmd asbestos-insulated cords
should always bo wrapped willi tliroad

when making plug connections to prevent
fraying, os sliowii in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The
insulation should be Intact right up to the
point of contact, Fig. 4. The underwriter’s
knot for plugs as shown in Figs. 5 and 0
lakes the strain of pulling on the cord and
prevents strain on the connections. It is

especially good with the popular parallel-
wire rubber cord. Steps in making plug
connections after tying the knot are shown
in Figs. 7 and S. The best practice is to

leave the wire long and the insulation in-
tact until actual fitting. Fig. 8 showswhere
to cut and clean. Fig. 9 shows a plug prop-
erly connected— Iho wire is pulled around
the prongs and fitted clockwise under the

screw heads. A frayed weak sj>ot in a coid
should he splicedpromptly instead of wail-
ing until the wire or fuse burns out due to

a short circuit. The common splice joint is

host made with pigtail splices, as shown in

Figs. 10, 21 and 12. Each joint is wrapped
separately with friction lope; then the two
wires are wrapped together.

TfST IfADS

now or currtnt
1M CIRCUIT ICSIER

X/UGHTS \/
OMN CIRCUIT SHORT CIRCUIT CIRCUIT OKAY

0

12

TV
(
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touching the sole plate or cover.
No light across the terminals
shows that the circuit is broken.
In this case, remove the handle,
.•over, and any other parts neces-
sary to expose the heating ele-
ment. The most common type of
heating element is ribbon Ni-
chiorne wire wrapped on mica and
insulated on either side with mica,
as shown in Fig. 17. Belter grade
elements arc covered with a metal
case, Fig. 18, and it is necessary to
pry off the case. Still other ele-
ments are built right into the sole
plate in a solid mold; tikis ty|»e is

not repairable except by obtaining
a new replacement part.

Patching Nichrome wire: A
break in the Niehrome ribbon or
wire can be patched by twisting
the two ends together, as shown
in Fig. 21. A better method is to
fuse the broken ends together with
a small makeshift are-welding
outfit, as 111 Figs. 19 and 20. In use,
the pointed carbon should be
touched to the break delicately
and only for an instant You will
get a Hash of white hot wire and

the two ends will fuse together. Prolonged
contact generates too much heat and burns
the Wire completely. No llux is needed al-
though borax can be used if desired. Somc-
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times the break is within a few turns of the
post terminals, and in this case it is prac-
tical simply to unwind the broken section
and make a new connection.

Electric-iron switch: If the iron has a
heat-control switch, test it across the ter-
minals as shown in Fig. 22, to determine
if the fault is in the heating element or the
switch. If the switch is defective and a
replacement not available, the iron can be
made usable by twisting or welding the
two ends together, as indicated in Fig. 23.
There is little that can be done with a de-
fective switch; make certain, however, that
the thermostatic disk is not jammed open
(saucer shape). Try mild pressure with
your fingers in manipulating the disk—it

should have a curved bell shape when the
iron is cold.

Other hcatcr-lypc appliances: Apply the
same general tests as described. Always
check the cord first (use test lamp and run
current through both wires separately),
and then proceed systematically until the
fault is discovered. Some appliances, such
as inexpensive toasters, can bo checked
visually since the heating element is in full
view. Breaks in round Nicluomo wire enn
be spliced much the same os described for
ribbon wire. In all cases, press the splice
Hat and make it as tight ns possible—any
slight amount of arcing from a loose joint
will immediately burn the wire.

POPULAR SCIENCE JANUARY,

Strip Prevents Short Circuits

Siiokt circuits sometimes do much
damage to costly apparatus when a test

cord attached to spring clips is used to
connect electrical equipment. Such mis-
haps can he effectively guarded against
by clipping the equipment lends upon
a thin piece of wood, or other non-con-
ductor. ns in the photograph. This will

keep the clips from accidentally swing-
ing against each other and tlius causing
a short circuit which might do irrepara-
ble damage to the electrical equipment.
Little lime and effort are required for
this simple precaution.—-W. E. B.

Lubricating an Electric Clock
An excessively noisy elcctric-clock motor

usually indicates a lack of oil. which can be
applied to most motors without opening
the case. To do this turn the motor so that
the exposed pinion is at the top and, while
wanning it with the heat of a 60-watt bulb,
apply a few drops of light household oil

to the pinion. During the operation small
bubbles will appear. As soon as the bub-
bling ceases remove the heat but continue
to apply oil that will be drawm in around
the pinion as the motor cools.
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I lg. • •"eh lam. on. itatlonary and ih* other oscillating. are about to booverhauled, Put away without cov.rln,. ,h.y a,, du.ly and d»My.

Scitnc* and Mechanics April-may 1948

ELECTRIC FANS
Get set for the hot summer days by overhauling

your fans now. Here's how it's done

By HAROLD P. STRAND

into service, without first

giving them an over-
hauling.

Proper care for all

fans would eliminate
such a condition. Motors
should be blown out in

the Full when through
using them. Air pres-
sure, hand bellows or
the pressure outlet of a
vacuum cleaner, con be

riq. 2. Tho proper way to
tloro lam li to covor thorn
with a protective covering.
Hod at Iho bottom llho tho

ono shown above.

WITH the coming of worm weather,
thoughts naturally turn to cooling aids,
such ns the electric fan. This useful

appliance, however, is often neglected and
abused, but is expected to be
ready to run on a moment’s
notice. Two examples of neg-
lect arc shown in Fig. 1. which
illustrates two old-model fans
which were photographed just

as they were taken down from
a top shelf in the storage
closet. Dust and dirt has set-
tled on them during their slay
over tho winter months and
no doubt it has found its way
into the motors where it mixes
with oily deposits to cause
overheating, wear in the bear-
ings and generally poor effi-

ciency. It would be a mistake
to put fans in such condition

used for this purpose. Tins removes all dust and
du t drawn in during use. Then wipe the surface
ofT and apply n protective covering, tied at tho
bottom, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Fans put away

xan .c being taken aparl lor cleaning
a he rotor turns on a hollow fixed shaft*
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in this manner will keep clean

indefinitely and when the lime

conics to use them, all that is

usually necessary is to apply

some fresh lubricant to the

bearings and gear box (if one
exists), wipe them oil, and

start them up.

The fans illustrated in Fig. 1

oro both 8-inch models; one is

fixed for direction while the

other oscillates. Let us start

first with the stationary one

and sec how it looks inside.

Removo the guard first by

loosening the retaining nuts.

Then remove the four-bladed

fan unit. With most fans this

is done by loosening a set

screw on the hub, but in the

fan illustrated, ruthcr novel

construction has been em-
ployed. The motor has a fixed,

hollow shaft on which the ro-

tor turns and the fan unit

screws on an extended hub of

the rotor, so it will turn with

the rotor. To disassemble such

a fan, the motor end cap is re-

moved ns far as possible to

allow a pair of gas pliers or

other suitable tool to be passed

so that it can grip the hub of

the rotor. The fan unit can

then be unscrewed; you may
find this a left hand thread.

PORCELAIN
RECEPTACLE

USE 60 WAIT
LAMP

Fig. 5. Th* Ian hai b«*n riauimbled
and iome ell Is being applied to the

oil cup, prior to elarllng the Ian.

6-12 FIATMIAD
SCREW.WASHER
AND NUT

MAMPCORD^*
FLEXIBLE WIRE

SERIES TEST
LAMP

BAKELITC TUBE

„ BRASS TIPS

NO LIGHT \
SHOULD M GIVEN
(GROUNDED IF UGH

A LIGHT SHOULD
BE GIVEN ACROSS

PRONGS
(OPEN CIRCUIT Vt

rig. 4. All removed parti are thoroughly cleaned.
bon loltachlorlde or h<

ilie cna cap can uicn ue en-

tirely removed and after unscrewing a special

locking nut on the end of the shaft, the rotor can

be slipped oft as in Fig. .3. Take care to note

the number of ami location of the washers on

each end of the rotor and replace them excctly

os they were. They serve the double purpose of

lining up tiie rotor iron properly with the stator

iron and they will also take up excessive end

play-

With other types of fans, it may be merely

necessary to remove the motor screws found at

Tig. 6. Teiting the Ian lor unbalance
by placing a hand on Iho motor.

the end caps and after tapping the

caps olT, the rotor can be withdrawn.

Sometimes, however, only one end

cap is removable. When doing any

of this work, use a plastic or fibre

hammer. Do not use a metal ham-

mer on the parts. Secure a shallow

tray with some carbon tetrachloride

or kerosene and on old tooth brush.

Place the removed parts in this bath

and clean them well (Fig. 4). Then

dry them with a clean cloth. The

stator can be cleaned with a dry brush, together

with a cloth dampened in carbon tel. Check oil

passages to bearing surfaces and see that they

arc clear. Tne cleaned parts arc then examined

for wear and the rotor is tested on its shaft for

looseness. Other fans using conventional design

should have the shaft tested in its bushings for

llie same reason. Wear over about 2 or 3 thou-

sandths will cause noisy operation and in cases

of excessive bearing looseness, new bushings

should be installed. These can either be ob-
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Fig. 8. Altvi removing lha guard and Ian unkl, dliconnacllng lh«

op*rating Uv*t at lh* bottom ol tho motor, and dropping lh* lack
halt In tho goat box down, tho motor can bo oponod up and tho

rotor romovod.

rig. 7. Checking and corroding tho

alignment ol the Ian blade* may help
to cul down vibration.

rig. 8. On removing Iho cover ol tho

gear box on the oiclllaUng Ian wo dis-

covered that the gear* had boon run-

ning dry.

rig. 10. Alter a thorough cleaning, tho part* are laid out on the

bone'., lot lnipoctlon.

tnined from tho manufacturer or made in the

lathe. After pressing in new bushings, use a
hand reamer to get a perfect fit for the shaft.

The, windings should receive a simple test at

this time. Using a series test lamp, equipped
with a pair of test prods (Fcb.-Mar. ’48 S. St M.),
test for a ground to frame and also for open
circuit. The drawing gives details of this job.

Also examine the line cord for damaged insula-

tion and check the plug, replacing them if ques-

tionable. A grounded motor should be rewound,
unless the damaged place in Ihe insulation can
be found and fixed. If an open circuit is indi-

cated, check the cord carefully. If the splices

where the cord joins the winding can lx? reached
easily, open these joints so the cord and winding
can be tested separately. An open winding usu-
ally means a rewind job.

With the fan illustrated, everything tested

O.K., removal of dirt and old oil mixture being

the most important factor in this case. After

wiping the fan blades clean, as well as the guard,

it was ready for assembly. A few drops of oil

placed on the shaft before inserting the rotor

will assure lubrication at’ the Start. In Fig. 5, the

fan has been put together and a little oil is being

added to the one oil cup provided. With many
other fans, a second oil cup will be found at the

other end of the motor. Grease lubricated fans
usually have a grease cup at each end which
require filling.

After starting the fan (as in Fig- C) a test is

made for unbalance by placing a hand on top of

the motor. It should run smoothly and quietly

with very little vibration. Unbalance is gener-
ally caused by the fan blades being out of lino.

To check for this, hold a screwdriver tightly

against the guard, as in Fig. 7, with the end just

touching the edge of a blade. Pull the other blades

around in turn and if they do not touch the tool

as the first one did, bend them until all are the

same. If the guard has become bent in use, it

can be straightened with a pair of pliers, adjust-

ing it to clear the blades.

The second fan, which is of the oscillating

type, involves further thought in overhauling.

The cover of the gear box is first removed
(Fig. 8) and the first thing noted is that the

gears have been running practically dry, while

they should have been well supplied with grease.
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It will also be seen that a worm is cut on the
end of the motor shaft, which engages a gear on
a short jack shaft. This sliaXt has a worm on the
other end, which runs with a gear on a vertical
shaft. A disc attached to the lower end of the
latter rotates at a very slow speed, and by means
of a short lever attached to the disc with a screw
and, at the other end, to the motor, the latter is

caused to rotate buck and forth. This principle
is employed in most oscillating f£hs. In some
models, a vertical shaft with a knob on top is

built into the gear mechanism with a sort of
clutch. This allows the fan to be used either as
a stationary or oscillating model. Failure to
oscillate is usually caused by the stripping of
worm or gear teeth and most frequently this
occurs in the short shaft piece. A new part is

the only remedy in such a case. It might also be

mr i*m» »ooe* Acoots
*•«. b c. c o
V0V10 ll«MT l»M*.
0IHI0AI5I IHCVAIO

OPtNOMwr
•oil - tOMI in Mvu vrt
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UMI cs »im <».! .«!«««

xiuhi

Mtl MOOS
'Out HID to

mi coao

caused by wear in the clutch end of the control

shaft, if this type of mechanism is involved.

The next step is to remove the guard and fan

unit, and also disconnect the lever from the

driving disc- Then loosen the motor clamping
screws in the end cap. but before the rotor can
he withdrawn, it is usually necessary to drop the
short shaft in the gear box down, so its gear is

out of mesh with worm on the rotor shaft.

Loosening a set screw and pulling out a sleeve
will allow this to be dune. The end cap can then
be tapped oil and lire rotor removed. Figure 9

shows the removal of the motor screws. The
removed parts arc cleaned well, as was done
with the first fan. In Fig. 10. the parts have
been laid out for inspection. Carefully examine

p*oee« »iu«
coHNicnoMS

COROJUWE\

tWllCH IN 1

MOTOR
winOimg
/CT1 I 7 IT71

0it POllVlCtt
J H

DIAMAM o* *•»(*«««>
. CONTROL.At ACTOR

Fig. II. Adjusting tho twitch contacts in the bat©
in ordor to obtain bettor contact.
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Fl9- 12. A 12-inch o»ciliallng Ian wllh Ihi.o apo.d
control, with tho bat. opened lor inipoctlon ol lha

reactor.

each part for wear, checking among other things
the fit of the motor shaft in its sleeve bearings,

ami the condition of tho gears.

This fan has u small toggle switch In its boso
for controlling its operation. This hnd been giv-

ing trouble with intermittent contact- This hap-
pened to be an open type switch and witli n pair
of long nosed pliers (Fig. 11) it was possible to

b«md the spring contacts together to correct tills

difficulty. If this had been a' closed type of

switch, a new switch would have to be installed.

As witli the other fan, the cord and plug should
be examined and replaced if required. The test

lamp can be used to test the winding for ground
and open circuit, as shown in the drawing. One
frequent trouble witli oscillating funs is that
the short cord connecting the motor witli the

base receives a lot of bending in operation. This
eventually breaks the conductors, causing an
open circuit. This condition can be checked with
the test lamp and if it shows open, the piece of

cord can bc replaced.

After all tests and inspection have been made,
assembly of the fan is quite simple. Fill tho gear
box with medium grease and also refill the
grease cup at the other end of the motor. Apply
a drop of oil to each of the pivot screws in the

main outer ring, and adjust these screws so
there is no lost motion, yet the motor is allowed
to swing freely. Also apply a drop of oil to the

operating lever at cadi of its screws.
Some fans, especially in the larger sizes, are

equipped witli three speed control through a

lever switch in the base. This is usually done
with a tapped reactor built in the base space.
The opened base of sudi a fan is shown in

Fig. 12 and a diagram of a typical circuit is given
in the drawing. Trouble here is usually due to

cither burning out of the reactor winding or an
open circuit. The test lamp can be employed
to check tliis condition. A defective reactor must
be either rewound or replaced.
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ELECTRIC FAN REPAIR
j^AlLl.'RE ,if small electric-fan motors

t

ui»ua Ily is iluc l«» four common causes

—

lubricant hardened o; dried. bearings
•-•logged with dust, brushes worn short and
n loose connection. Any one of these can
put the motor temporarily out
Most small fan motors
quite easi

guard
shield

On others, this is not necessary. Fig. 2
shows a common arrangement of parts on
the brush-holder plate. After removing the
two screws A in Fig. 3, work carefully in
removing the end shield or damage may
result. Removing the end shield generally'
exposes the brush-holder plate, 13, the'
brush holders, C and D, and the resistance1

unit, R. Excessive wear of the brushes fre3
quenlly causes the brush pigtails to jam in:

of service.
CUU lx> dismantled

ly by first removing the wire
the fan unit and the motor end
On some fan motors, it will be

necessary to unsolder wire leads before
l be brush-holder plate can be removed.

brushes are so badly worn that the pigtails the first
jam or the follower springs no longer bear solder,
on the top ends, then they should Ik* re- badly «
placed. If new brushes arc not readily move ill

available, replacements can be made from armatur
common generator brushes. Mike the okl drill clu
brush ns in Fig. 5 to get the exact size. Then mutator
cut the generator brush to these dimen- in Fig. 1

sions and drill for the pigtail as in Fig. 6. a solven
Drill another hole at right angles through lubrican

It th® biuth trade on the commutator it badly car-
bontd, ll can b® cleaned with ordinary line land-
poptr. Do nol uie any olhtr obro.lv. for ihit work

Tbi* it wbal you'll find intide n l/piml electric-
tun molOr when ll>. ®nd ll.idd it r.mov.-d. On tumO
motor t. witet ore uni older -d lo frea llie liruth ptuiO

Abov., a common taut, of motor failure It jamming
of th® bruth pigtail® in «b- h:!dc;; when bruthet
b®(om® worn. 8clow, replacement bru.h-t tan bo
mad® from generator btuthet. Meaturo bruth for tic.
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nialcly 10 seconds. In using the demng-
nc izcr, always turn off the current afterwithdrawing thewalch to prevent burning
out the coil. To determine when the watch
is demagnetized, hold a compass over itand note if there is any attraction.*
lhe demagnetizer consists of a hollow

wooden core or spacer fitted between twosides ami wound with 3500 ft. (1.1 lbs.) ofcommon everyday use, J*o. 30 enamel-covered wire. Wire salvaged
from the field coil of an old radio speaker

to a partially be used if the insulation is not worn
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SCFTV,S P'ovide terminals
lor he coil leads and for attaching a lamp
cord Tlie coil is neatly enclosed by a sheet-
metal cover which is attached with smallscrews to the rabbet ted edges of the ease.

Dan W. Dainrow, Chicago.

i~xr
OPINING

rvrui,AK MECHANICS, 1948As most watches arc exposed to stray
magnetic fields in common everyday use
a pocket or wrist watch often will fail to’
keep time accurately due
magnetized hairspring. Or, you may have
n screwdriver or pliers that has become
magnetized. If so, you can demagnetize
them quickly with this little "demag” box.
To use, simply plug it into a current source,
place the watch inside the core and then
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A «‘<>iiil)liinil»ii Yollmcicr
him] nmiueic-r ilmi lokra
lln' pIllM* of (cm difft-rcni

iiislriiiiKMiiN. IiiyiiIiiiiIiIo

<o ilio cx|i«*rlineiiier.

iiv iiiai v mens
Mechanix Illustrated March, 1946

r 1
1

1 fK i oming ol age of ever)* elec-
1 ubal cx|ieiimciiicr is sympioiii-

i/cd by his increased [Mission lor

grvatei accuracy. Hut lie may find
his desire lo buy good measuring in-

struments IniMtaicd by high prices.

• loitunately ii i> possible lo make
a good (ombiiiaiion voltmeter-ammeter
having many voltage and currcnl ranges.

I lie < igai box multi-tester described in

ibis ankle "’ill lake’ (lie place of 10 dif-

fereni instruments. I bis is acconiplislictl

by converting a 0-1 mil DC milliannncicr
inio bi ub a DC voltmeter and ammeter.

I bis cigar box mulli-lcstcr lias tbe fol-

lowing ranges:

DC Voll* 0 lo 10
DC Veils 0 lo 50

DC Ampere. 0 lo 1 mil (1/1000 ol an ampero)
DC Ampere* 0 lo 10 mil*
DC Ampere* 0 lo 100 mil*

DC Amperos 0 lo 500 mil*

DC Ampere* 0 lo 1 ampore
DC Ainporo* 0 to 10 ampere*

You will need tbe following items to

construct ibis versatile instrument:

A clqar bo*, preferably wood.
One 0 lo 1 mil DC rollllamnieler.

METER MEASURES SMAU.
CURRENT IN TMESC WIRES

TERMINALS

AN AMMETER
CONVERTED INTO
A VOLTMETER
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Somo coppor wire Nos. 30. 24. 22, 20.

and 16.

Somo fixed reslitors (doicxlbod late:).

2 single polo, 6-polnt rotary selector

switches.

A pair of lest leads fitted with prods.

3 Bakellto Insulated Up lacks, 2 red and
ono black.

1 ploce ol masonite.

The 0 to 1 mil meter can be
bought in many large cities. After

you have obtained this meter
write to the manufacturer and
find out what the resistance of the

moving coil is. In this article we
shall use a meter whose moving
coil has a resistance of 27 ohms. If

your meter has a different coil re-

sistance simply substitute that

value in the calculations.

To understand how a 0 to I mil

meter is converted into a volt-

meter see figure 1. The resistance

R is a protecting resistance called

a multiplier. This multiplier pre-

vents the moving coil in the meter
from receiving more than the one
mil for which it was designed. By
using different sizes of multipliers

we can make the meter react vari-

ous voltage ranges.

Figure 2 shows how the meter
can be made to act as an ammeter.
In this case wc connect a heavy
conductor across the poles of the

meter. 'This is called the shunt,

and as before, varying the size of

the shunt makes it possible to
read different amperage ranges.

The rotary selector switches

make it possible to quickly switch

from one shunt or multiplier to

another.

The actual resistance of the 0
to 1 mil meter is not important in
the construction of the voltmeter

section of the multitcstcr. If your
meter resistance falls anywhere
between 20 to 75 oluns then the
following will be the correct mul-
tiplier resistances:

The 0 to 10 volt tango 10.000 ohms
Tho 0 to 50 volt range 40.000 ohms
The 0 to 250 volt range 200.000 ohms
The 0 to 1000 volt range 750.000 ohms
The 0 to 5000 volt range foot, one
mogobm resistors In serlos.

All ono wall. The on9 megohm resistors

may bo Vt watt.

|
Measuring ©M wire lor the shunts. Don't strolch.

This should be done very accurately and carefully.
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The best multiplier resistances are, of
course, wire wound but the cost is high.

As a compromise, use wire wound for the
0 to 10 volt range and for the 0 to 50 volt

range. Good metallized resistances may
Ik- used for the other ranges. Any metal-
lized resistance having a tolerance of

± 5% will be satisfactory. These resist-

antes may be obtained in any large radio
More.

.

T he shunts come next. As slated before
if your meter lias a 27 ohm coil you will

not need to |»erforni any calculations but
if it has any other resistance you will

need to use this formula to calculate your
own shunts.

Resistance ol Shunt - T°u.
r

The values of X arc:

For Iho 0 to 10 mil seals use 9

ForthoOto 100 mil seal* use $9
For Iho 0 to $00 mil scale use 499
For Iho 0 to 1 amp scale use 999

For the 0 lo 10 amps scale uso 9999

When these figures arc substituted for

X then you will obtain the resistances

necessary to make the shunts. When this

formula is used for the 27 ohm meter we
get these resistances:

0 to 1 mil range. resistance ol shunl ( none )

0 lo 10 mil rango. resistance ol shunl ( 3 ohms)
0 lo 1 00 mil range. resistance ol shunl ( .27 ohms)
0 lo $00 mil range. resistance ol shunl ( .054 ohms)
Olo 1 amp range, resistance ol shunl ( .027 ohms)

C lo 10 amps range. resistance ol shunl (.0027 ohms)
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Bottom view o! the wiring ol Iho mulU-tesler

AU windings should be shellacked In place

The shunt* arc all matlc of corner
wire and for the 27 ohm incur have

the following lengths:

Resistance ol shunt Length and site ol wire

3 ohms 2 it
‘

,'s It. Mo. 30 DCC
27 ohms

|
10 It. 31* In. Mo. 24 1>CC

.054 ohms
I
40 tS In. No. 22 DCC

.027 ohms
|
32».k In. Mo. 20 PCC

.0027 ohms 8 In. Wo. 16 DCC

If you do not have a 27 ohm coil then

you will have to use different lengths of

the above wires. Use only those si/cs.

no substitutions.

First calculate the resistance of your
shunts, then from this table figure out

the amount of wire you will need
for each shunt:

pull tightly but do not stretch. The shunts
aic made by winding the wire on small

pieces of wooden dowel % in. in diameter.

A piece *1 in. long should be used for the

No. 30 wiic, 2 in. long for the No. 2-1. ami
the numbers 22 and 20 can be wound on

1 54 in. pieces. The No. Ifi wire does not

need to l>e wound on a dowel support since

it is very short. The wire must be wound
neatly and when necessary more than one
layer may be used. Allow end pieces for

connections and shellac the windings in

place.

The cigar lx>x in which the multi-tester

When measuring olf the pro|»er :

amount of wire from the spool t

Good soldoring Is most Important;

tost your connection* by pulling.
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is to l»c constructed may now be prepared.
T lie hole for ilie meter is cut with a circle
cutter. Holt the two selector switches in
place and also attach the jacks for the test
prods. The shunts may be glued to the
inside of the cigar box.
The face of the 0 to 1 mil meter should

mnv be removed and the new scale made.
Most meters have a scale composed of 50
divisions. Either letter the new values on
the face of this scale or remove it and cut
a new one out of thin white cardboard.
The old scale is shown in ligurc 5 and

the new one appears in ligurc G. The 50
divisions of the old scale should be copied
on the new scale in exactly the same place.
If you photograph the old scale on process
him and make a print on double weight
paper you will have an exact reproduc-
tion. The unwanted numbers can be
blocked out on the negative with opaque.
The new numbers can be inked in on the
print with India ink.

If the original scale on your meter had
more or less than 50 divisions then it will

be necessary to assign different values to

each division but the sum totals for scales

1.2. and 5 should still be 10. 250, and 1000.

A scale should now be made for both
the voltmeter selector switch and the am-
meter switch. These are cut out of white
catdljoard and pasted on the cigar box.

The multipliers and shunts may now be
hooked up (figure 3). When making
connections to the shunts do not attach

extra pieces of wire but make the connec-

tions with the. end pieces of which the

shunt is wound. All connections must be
well soldered. cs]>ccially the shunts. The
|*oints on the selector switch should be
correctly connected to correspond with

the labels oil the switches.

Your multitcster is now ready for serv-

ice. Plug one of the test leads into the

black tip jack. T his is always negative.

To read volts plug the other test lead into

the red voltage tip jack. This connection

is |M>silivc. If your meter reads back-

wards reverse the connections. Always

set the selector switch at the next higher

reading which you expect to lest, if too

high you can then switch to the next

lower.

To read current remove the positive

lead from die voltage tip jack and plug it-

into the current jack. See Figure 8 for

testing with meter of known accuracy.

Lvov* end placet on ahunlt tor connection*
to that no extra soldering will be required.

The multiplier r#titlancet mounted on matonlte.

II you ujo cardboard or plywood, ihellac it welL

Flnlthed shunts. 10 amp thunl needs no doweL
Mote the leads loit over lor making connections.
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Switch on ElectrodeHolder Decreases LineLoad
In almost any welding shop andP0

,

PUL.AR MECHANICS , 1 948
especially on construction jobs
there are intervals when the weld-
ing machine continues to run
without actual welding being
done. At such times the load on
the primary line to the machine
can be lessened considerably by
breaking the excitation current to
the shunt fields of the generator
by means of a button or other
pressure-type switch on the elec-
trode-holder handle as shown in
the detail. The saving on a 300-
ampere welding machine amounts
to approximately G amperes at 230
volts. Moreover, this arrangement
renders both the holder and rod
“dead” when not in the hands of
the operator, thus preventing any
accidental "short” which might l>e

produced between the rod and the
work or ground. On any of the
self or externally excited motor-
generator sets the switch may be
attached by disconnecting the
rheostat from one terminal and
connecting a wire from the rheo-
stat to the switch on the electrode
holder. Then connect another wire
of equal length to the other ter-

minal of the switch and lead this
back to the rheostat terminal as
shown in the detail. Any ordinary
rubber-covered wire of No. 1*1 ga.
will do since the amperage carried
in this circuit is relatively low.
The wires are taped to the welding line at it has a carrying capacity of G amperes at
intervals as shown. Any type of toggle or 120 volts.
push button switch may be used as long as Wm. R. Lewis, San Francisco, Calif.

Wafer Thermostat Control

for Electrical Devices

For operating electrically heat-

ed brooders and similar devices

where changes in temperature is

the controlling factor, a sensitive

thermostat can be made from a

cheap wafer thermostat and the

vibrating points from an old Ford
coil. The thermostat lias two ad-
justments, a coarse one obtained

by raising or lowering the wafer

with a stove bolt which attaches it

to a supporting arm, and a fine one

obtained by the regular adjust-

ment on the points.

A slight change in temperature causes this thermo •

«fot to open or dose an electrical circuit
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POPULAR MECHANICS, 1941

By C. A. CROWLEY

Conve'dinq CXecltic Clocks

bmssmssEm
1Y0 YOU need a lime switch lo turn oil

lights or electrical appliances at a

predetermined time when no one will l>c

there to turn the switch by hand? Perhaps

your problem is to turn one circuit oil and

another on nl the same time, or after an

elapse of time. By simply making a few

alterations in one or two electric alarm

clocks and making relays from some scrap

iron and some copper wire, you can have

these automatic servants to save your time

and labor. In effect you are altering them

to form time switches, which turn electric

circuits on and off at any time for which
the clocks are set.

Three models: Three models of time

switches will cover many needs. The re-

lays used are the same but the circuit con-
nections vary, as shown in the diagrams

Figs. 7, 8 and 9. The arrangement in Fig. 7

is n straight cut-off switch. Merchants will
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find it useful for shut-
ting uir display lights.

Or, this arrangement is

useful for turning olT ;

radio, ventilating fan.

outdoor lights and oth-

er appliances. A slight

dalioratiou of the cir-

cuit. as shown in Fig. 8.

enables one to turn one
circuit olf and another
on at the same time, or
nil her one of these
f n lie l i ons separately.

With this switch a ra-

dio can he turned on in the morning, or a
solenoid- type water valve can be o|>cncd
to start a sprinkler system, etc. The third

model has two electric alarm clocks and
two relays. Fig. !». This one will turn a cir-

cuit on and then olf after a lapse of time,

such as turning hall and |M»rch lights on
early in an evening ami olf at a later lime.

As all of these time switches arc designed
to he portable and compact, they can be
moved around wherever needed.
Making the relay: Fig. I shows the gen-

eral assembly of the relay, and the parts
comprising it. Hat iron 's in. thick is used
for the frame, pole piece and armature. It

is advisable to anneal the bends from a

cherry-red heal to relieve the strains set

up in them. This can he done over a gas

stove or even in the furnace of your heat-
ing plant. Dress up the pieces with a file

and drill the holes as indicated. When
drilling the holes to fasten the pole piece

to the frame, it is advisable to clamp them
together and drill through both pieces at

once to insure a perfect matching of these

holes when the relay is assembled. Drill

the hinge-pin holes in the frame and arma-
ture before notching them out to fit each
other. Care must be used not to allow the
holes to wander olT center.

To wind the armature and switch springs,

a small Hat. is filed on the side of the nail

so that the end of the music wire can be
clamped to it in the vise. Wind the turns

as closely together as possible. No. 24-ga.

music wire is used for making both springs.

See Fig. 1. In notching up the ball tip of

the toggle switch do not attempt to form it

by hammering. Use a file, as the toggle is

usually made of hard brass and is brittle.
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in the sumo way on a piece of sheet brass

The notch for the switch catch is

filed on the side of the toggle that

is held by the relay armature
•vhen the switch is in the on po-

sition. Details of winding the coil

on a form are shown step by step

in Fig. 2. It is not necessary to

wind the coil in layers. Single

cotton-covered magnet wire, No.

24, is satisfactory, but enameled or

oilier insulated wire may be used.

In assembling the relay, first

place the mounting screws in their

holes, then hinge the armature
and mount the toggle switch. The
armature or switch catch and the
toggle switch usually have to lx?

adjusted to each other. This can
be accomplished by carefully

bending the catch with a pair

of pliers if necessary, and also

by moving the switch, up and
down by means of the mount-
ing nuts. A piece of stifT wire
will serve ns the reset catch
when bent to shape. Slip the
coil on the frame, insert the
pole piece, and fasten the two
together. Tighten the fasten-

ing screws securely to prevent
the pole piece from chattering.

Modifying the clock: Alter-

Ations on the clock are the

same for all the models and
consist of installing a pair of

electrical contacts in the

alarm system. Where two
clocks arc used, the procedure

is exactly the same for liotli

clocks. The clocks do not need to he alike

so long as they both have an alarm system.

The alarm system of an electric clock is

very simple. As shown in Fig. 4, a vibrator

arm, which lies next to the motor coil, is

riveted at one end to the laminated core of

the clock and is held in place at the other
end by a movable detent or catch, which
releases the arm, allowing it to vibrate.

The vibrating arm is cut olT as indicated.

A contact point on the detent is made by
removing the detent, drilling a hole in it

at the point shown, inserting a short piece

of silver wire, (obtainable at jewelers) and
riveting over the ends with a hammer. Use
a hardwood block to hack up the work
while riveting the wire, to prevent exces-
sive flattening of the contact on the other
side. A second silver contact is mounted

cut to fit your particular clock. This con-
tact must he electrically insulated from the

rest of the works when mounting it on the
laminated core as shown in Figs. 3 and 5.

Then the lead wires are soldered in place.

Bring these wires through the cord hole in

the hack cover plate and close up the clock.

Cut off the clock cord about 3 in. outside
of the cord hole. If, by chance, you have
clocks already equipped with contacts,
these may he used and this part of the
work omitted by simply bringing out leads

from them after disconnecting them from
the rest of the clock works.
Mounting (lie parts, wiring and testing:

If the clock lias a wooden frame, the relay,

the lamp receptacle and the load plug-in

socket can be screwed to the top and sides.

GRANDDAD'S ELCTRICITY BOOK GRANDDAD'S ELCTRICITY BOOK
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ASARtVSIOR IMP ON AT-

PflLSET HOUR

cases, stranded wire is preferable to
solid conductors.
Use a GO-watt lamp in the resistance

1

receptacle, pull the reset back until
the catch holds the switch, and plug
the switch clock into the line. Do not
touch anything until you have made n
test to find the grounded side ns in

Fig. G. This is done by touching oilc
lead from a lamp to the metal back of
the clock and the other lead to a water
pipe or radiator valve to obtain a good
electrical ground connection. If the
lamp lights, reverse the cord plug used
to connect the clock to an outlet. After

I this has been done, plug some con-—
* venient lest load such as a desk lamp

into the load receptacle. The lamp
should now go olf at any time to which

the alarm is set. In Figs. 8 and 9, three-
way switches are used. In the diagrams,
connections are made to the switch as in-
dicated in the doited portion although the
switch itself is shown attached to the relay
without any connections.

co-tact
novutio

tOW.li

CIRCUIT /

Of 1IMC

Otherwise these parts and the clock are all

mounted on a wooden base of suitable size.

In wiring, do not use a wire size of less

than No. 14 gauge where the lines on the

diagram are heavy, but No. 20 gauge wire
is sufficient for the lighter wiring. In all

Writing with Electricity
THE BOY MECHANIC- 1913

•Soak a piece ol white paper hi a so-

lution of polas- in in iodide and water
for about a minute and then lay it on
a piece of sheet metal. Connect the
slice i metal with the negative or zinc

side of a bat lory and then, using the

positive wire as a pen, write your name
or other inscription on the wet paper.

The result will be brown lines on a
while background. Electrolyte Wrilin,;
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I^0YOU have an electric clock
that won’t run? Just follow

these simple steps and it’s ten to
one you can start the hands go-
ing again. First, dismantle the
cluck. This is a simple proce-
dure, which involves taking out
a couple of screws to remove the
clock back or the entire mech-
anism from the case. It may 1 m*

a simple unit like the one shown
in Figs. 1 and 3, or the driving
mechanism may be sealed, as
those shown in details B and C of
Fig. 5. At any rule, the actual
operation is the same as dia-
gramed in Fig. 3—the current flows through
the coil, setting up a magnetic field in the
pole piece that causes the rotor to revolve.
Obviously, the first thing to check is the

coil. Plug in at power source, then hold
the clock to your ear. A faint hum indi-
cates that the coil passes current. The coil
hum is sometimes very faint and a more
positive check is to touch a screwdriver to
the pole piece near the rim of the rotor, as
shown in Fig. 4. A gentle vibration indi-
cates that the coil is in good condition. If

the coil does not seem to pass current go
over the wiring. Use any kind of electrical

tester and test the current flow right up to
the coil, which is easily done by using
sharp test prods and sticking them into the
wires near the coil, as shown in Fig. 1. If

the line tests okay and if the coil is not
dead, the trouble, then, must be at the rotor

or other point of the mechanism. Perhaps
something is jammed.

In many cases, a dry, gummy hearing at
the rotor is the source of the trouble. Clean
the clock as well as you can with n small
piece of cloth wrapped around a matchsliek
and dampened with any kind of cleaning
fluid. Then, with a pointed match, care-
fully oil all the hearings that you can see,
and the rotor shaft, as in Fig. 2. Use any
good grade of nondrying, nongimuiiing oil,

such as watch oil, gun oil, etc. After this,
it’s probable that the clock will run. If it

doesn’t, check the mounting—sometimes
this is rubber tubing over studs and the
rubber may have deteriorated, letting the
clock sag so that hands or other parks run.
Rubber mounting can be i» placed with
“spaghetti” tubing used in radio v/urlc.

Spin the rotor of the clock with your linger
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wo»“
•OtAt 8, and unwind

the first layer of wire. If

you find a break, you can
fix the coil by soldering.

If you don't find the break in the first layer

you can stop right there because invariably
the break is near one end or the other. Ob-
viously, you can't get at the inside end.

The final remedy is to write the manufac-
turer for a quotation on a new coil. Many
manufacturers will exchange rebuilt units

for defective ones at a nominal charge.

il should revolve freely. Don't worry
about end play :»l rotor shaft: it is made
that way and centers amon.ideally in the
magnetic field when the clock is running.

If your clock has combined coil ami mo-
tor like the one shown in detail C of Fig. 5,

remove the whole unit by unscrewing two
nuts lint hold it in place. It will then l«*ok

like Fig. 0. Willi slim pliers or other suit-

able tool, pry off the worm gear. The parts

are shown at Fig. 7. Then the long bearing
surface can be cleaned and reoiled.

Adding Life lo Glecfric Clock

Sometimes an electric household clock

stops running because the gears arc worn
and do not mesh proper ly. If this is the cast*,

the clock can he restored for many mere
years of service simply by turning the

works upside down and replacing them in

thecas.: in this inverted position Before re-

assembling the clock mechanism clear, all

visible working >arts with a soft cloth

•ilsrhllv coated tfilha fine machine oil.



a Vi hp split-phase or ca-

pacitor motor. A 48-to-l

ratio gear unit is re-

quired to reduce the 1725

rpm delivered by the mo-
tor to 3G rpm, which is an

average cranking speed.

This also increases the

power output. While this

item can be purchased

new for about $20.00 to

$25.00, the one illus-

trated was picked up in

a second-hand machin-

ery shop for $5.00. Hav-
ing a Vi in. input and
output shaft, no belts or

pulleys are required.
Flexiblo couplings are

used between motor and

gear unit and between
gear unit and freezer.

One of the features ol

this electrified freezer Is

a breaker type control

switch, which carries the

motor current until the

frozen mixture becomes

stifT. The current has

then reached a value

that causes a heater ele-

ment in the switch to

trip the switch ofT. This

not only protects the

motor against an exces-

sive overload, but shuts

ofl the power when the

ice cream is finished. A
selection of heater ele-

ments, a list of which is

printed on the inside

switch cover, allows the

use of a heater which
will be exactly suited to

the particular motor cur-

rent and which will trip

the switch off at the de-

sired time. Experiment

until you find the right

heater.

The freezer used for

this conversion is a typi-

cal hand-operated type

(Fig. 2) using a wooden
tub. The rotating metal

cylinder in which the ice

Science and Mechanics Aucust, 1950

Lot a motor do tho work while you just

wait for that rich, cool goodness

By HAROLD P. STRAND
Etactilcitr Editor

WHILE ice cream made ^

^

in the lircrcr tray* Pj
of automatic refiig- ‘

and quantity cannot compare '

• V
with that made in tire old- : Jr-*

fashioned hand-turned freezer. fy -

However, if you find the chore > v
I

'

of turning the cvanl: very tiro-
.

some, here’s how you < --

^

.

vei l a standard White Moun- i Kfe y '

tain freezer of 2-quart capacity . ..

to an electn«*lly-o;>c(ate<l one » * \< ; • • -r r • V
Freezers of larger size can also \ .

'
• i

he electrified, if you use a M’Vl il . > \

blgn ft.'.’Ot ..Ill ir •
t I

speed redwing unit than Unit !
teed on this job. yS
For the use
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MATERIALS LIST—ELECTRIC ICE CREAM FREEZER
No.

Roq'd. Horn

1 •/« hp 1725 »pm splll-phaso or capacitor molor.

Vs" Shalt

1 Whlto Mountain 2 ql. ico c.oam freezer

1 v'orm goal spood reducing unit. <8 to I ratio.W shalts (or larqor). Source* ol supplr: W. W.
Grainger Co.. Dept. M. 740 W. Adam*. Chicago,

III.; Boston Gear Work*. Dept. S. 14 Hayward SI..

Boston, Mass.; Grant Goar Works, 154 M W. Sec-

ond St.. South Boston, Mas*.

2 lloxlblo shall couplings: one. W 'o W. other \i"
to approx. 'Vis" or bush as reg'd lo lil Iroezer

shall. Latter lo bo pull-aparl variety

1 pc. shoot aluminum, brass or sine. lOW’xStY’x
Its" (tub baso)

2 spring hood latches from an old automobile

1 Arrow-Hart and Hegemon Load Limit Switch. Cat
28210. with suitable heater

2 porcelain or hard rubber bushings lo fit > i" knock
oul holes

6 ll. 3 10 Iwo-wlro rubber SJ cord
I attachment cap
1 pe. Vs" rubber hose. • lo 10" long

2 pcs. rxW' angle iron 11Y* long, shaped lo Cl

side ol tub

2 pc*. Vs" *W angle Iron T' long (securing ele-

vated motor base)

4 ih stove bolls V«" x 3" long (securing gear unit)

4 ih stove bolls •/«" x Hi" long (securing motor)

WOOD
1 pc. hard pine, glued up lo width. 20" x If x l',Y*

(base board)
2 pcs. hard pine If x 2VY' (bottom cleats)

2 pcs. Vs" plywood If x S'V* (sides ol molor base)

2 pcs. Vs" plywood SVY* x 5V«" (ends ol motor base)
1 Pc. Vs" plywood If x 7" (top ol molor base)

1 pc. maple or oaK AW x 4Vs" x Tie" {block under
goar unit)

1 pc. maple or cak 5" X 1'/*" x IVY* (back lub block)

2 pcs. maple or oak 4" x iy«“ * HY* (side lub blocks)

Mlsc. screws, paint, etc.

crenm ingredients ore placed, is operated through

n set of bevel gears In the top housing. It was
purchased in n local department store for $7.95.

The first step is to unscrew the hand crank,

which is no longer required. To do this, hold

the cylinder so it can’t turn or use a small Still-

son on the shaft, and turn crank to left. ’Next
mount the motor and reducing gear on a tem-

porary wooden board, with a block under the

gear unit, so the two shafts line up. Use flexible

coupling to join shafts. With this set up, place

board on a box or other suitable support, so that

output shaft of gear unit will line up with that

on freezer when placed on a level surface. Use
shims or pieces of wood to get this alignment.

From this, it is easy to take measurements of the

necessary height of the permanent base for the

motor and gear unit, as well ns dimensions of

the baseboard. Place a piece of Yi« in- aluminum,
brass or zinc under tub of freezer, including it in

the height of latter. This piece of metal is used
in the finished jol> to take the wear of sliding the

tub into place, so enamel finish of baseboard is

not worn off.

Make elevated motor base (Fig. 3) from in.

plywood, firmly glued and screwed together, and
give it a coat of light grey enamel (Fig. 4), a
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finish selected for the entire job. Use Vi in.

stove bolts to secure units to base and leave bot-

tom side of base open (Fig. 5).

Make baseboard of V/t in. thick hard pine with
two cleats on the under side. If you cannot ob-
tain a piece of plank of the required width, joint

and glue two pieces of 10 in. width. After clamp-
ing and drying, put the piece through a thickness

planer to smooth up the board and get the re-

quires! thickness. Attach cleats with heavy fli

(fiat head) screws (Fig. 6), countersinking for

screw heads, to make a solid, non-warping base
for the job. This is necessary to maintain per-

fect alignment of driven shaft with gear unit.

Give a coat of paint to baseboard and allow

time for drying, then secure motor base in place

with 2 pieces of 3,4 in. angle iron (Fig. 7). Use
vi<; in. stove l>olts through ends of motor baso
and 1 in. #9 /h screws into base lioard, counter-
sinking for the heads in the angle iron. To lo-

cate base properly, put frcczx-r In position (Fig.

7)

, with freezer coupling in place on shafts (Fig.

8)

. Coupling must separate by pulling apart, .so

that freezer can l»c slipped hack to remove it.

This uses 2 leather discs with 4 holes to fit 4

studs in coupling flanges.

Cut back block or stop for freezer from hard-
wood such as maple or oak (Fig. 9). Cut a groove

in concave side for lower hoop to fit in, with a

Dumorc Duplex motor tool equipped with a rout-

ing burr (Fig. 10). Attach side blocks also with
a groove for hoop, to base and through aluml-



nuin plate with 2\i in. wwVeVsw* —
> i^T

itu III wood screws. ^ <oul

placing them so tub will 6 ^
slide easily in place (Fig. “ ^
Two hood fasteners v*.r <m.noi si mmo.io

from an old automobile
can bo used to hold ,1
freezer firmly hi place .— y

r l
r

<luring churning opera- I Ml
«

lion (Fig. 12). Obtain n

pair alike with good ||f»/
**Ta

,
?iT*****|*ll -

spring tension. Attach • I . •
1
_rra I

lower ends to side blocks j |A '*
f-Vi'i** A?.!

with 1 in. #'J wood
screws and hook top
ends in holes in angle

brackets secured to tub. Make brackets (Fig.

13) from short pieces of 1 in. angle iron, curving
surface to fit against rounded tub, by hammering
in the vise. Use 10-32 r/i (round head) brass

machine screws, washers and nuts to hold brack-
ets to tub at required height.

Now make the electrical connections (Fig. 14).

Mount the breaker type switch box to side of
motor base with short screws and rubber grom-
mets or porcelain bushings used in knocked out
holes In the 2 ends of switch l>ox. A short piece

Make brackets (Fig. of rubber cord runs from top end of box to mo-
»- angle Iron, curving tor and the line cord of the same material comes
d tub, by hammering in the lower end. Since this switch is of the

(round head) brass single pole variety, one soldered and taped splice

d nuts to hold brack- is made between the 2 cords, the remaining free

ht. ends being attached to switch terminals (Fig. 15).

onncctkms (Fig. 14). After making connections to switch and securing
vitch box to side of latter to box, put healer in position and tighten

VS and rubber groin- its 2 screws (Fig. 1G). In action, coiled heater
used in knocked out increases in temperature with added load, until

» box. A short piece this is sufficient to cause a bimetallic spring piece
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to bond and trip the switch. A piece of rubber
hose is fitted into hole in side of tub, to allow
water from melting ice to run out into a bowl
or pan (Fig. 1).

Before placing the machine in operation, lubri-

cate all working parts. Place a few drops of oil

in each motor oil cup, the oil holes at the bear-
ings of gear unit, and apply a little light grease
to worm gear, unless it is of enclosed self-lubri-

cating type. The manufacturer of the freezer ad-
vises applying 2 or 3 drops of light oil in the hole
of top gear housing of freezer and a like amount
to the shaft bearings. Avoid too much oil, as it may
work into the ice cream.

Scald in double boiler, 2 cups oj miIk. Combine
2 beaten eggs, 1 cup oj sugar, 1 tablespoon oj

flour, *4 teaspoon salt. Stir constantly until it

thickens somewhat. Cool, then add I pint of light

cream. Allow this mixture to thoroughly coo! and
keep in the refrigerator or on ice until ready to

use. At that lime, add about 1 pint oj crushed
fresh or frozen strawberries. If sonic other flavor
is desired, omit the berries but add 2 teaspoons of

vanilla when adding the cream, for plain vanilla

tee crcnm.

When ready for the freezing job,

fit the beaters in the can and place

can in position on center point in

tub. Pour in mixture, filling the
can not over three-quarters full.

Put cover on and fit top gear unit

in place. Line up studs of cou-
pling with their holes and slide

tub into position. Use side spring
latches to hold tub.

Pack the Ice and salt mixture
around^can, tamping it down well
so that all surfaces of can will be
in contact with freezing mixture.
Keep can completely covered dur-
ing freezing, adding ice ns re-

quired. Turn motor coupling by
hand for a few revolutions, to

make sure can turns freely and
all parts arc in place. Allow
freezer to stand fully packed for

a few minutes, then throw on the

switch, notation of freezer shaft
should be clockwise, or the same
way as the crank would be nor-
mally turned. This lx Important
and should be checked during
building of freezer, reversing mo-
tor rotation if necessary.
Generally speaking, split-phase

motors with 2 leads nrc not re-

versible outside the motor. One
end of the main winding and one
end of the starting winding arc
tied together in a splice, which

How fo Oporato

tho Freezer

To use the freezer, ob-
tain some rock salt and
ice, together with 2
wooden boxes or metal

containers. Use one box
to crush the ice and tho

other to mix the icc and
salt. The finer the Ice is

crushed or chipped, the
quicker the freezing ac-

tion. A White Mountain
ice chipper accessory

can be purchased cheap-

ly and reduces the
amount of work neces-
sary. Salt has a great

attraction for water and
causes the ice to melt.

The melting icc absorbs

heal from the mixture
in the can, reducing its

temperature. The cor-

rect proportion of salt to

crushed Ice is one part

salt to five parts ice.

Prepare the icc cream
mixture before mixing
the salt and ice. A recipe

for strawberry ice cream
is as follows:

*« cii uni
MUHIItt wiim. tvt& *»0

IM9CVC**TW5

ARROW-HART AMO HEGEMAN
LOAO LIMIT SWITCH CAT. 20210

5OL0ECC0 AMO TAPED

HEATER TRIP* SWITCH Off
WHEN A CCPTAIN CURRENT
VALUE IS REACHED

RUBBER PROTECTCD
BATTEQV CLIPS » .

h HOLD JUMPER 0»t

D WHILE MOTOR IS

S STARTING

CORO CONNECTOR
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connects to one side of the line (Fig. 18A). Since
reversing is accomplished only by interchanging
the starting winding with respect to the main
winding, it is necessary in this case to disassem-
bly the motor and open this splice, so the 2 ends
of the storting winding can be reversed. The
stal ling winding is usually of much smaller wire
than the other winding and is located in the top
of the slots. Then too. it can be traced as one
side going to the centrifugal starting switch.
Some of the binding tape may have to be cut

and later replaced, in order to trace out this
common splice in the winding and effect the
change suggested. It is a good plan, once the 2

windings have been separated, to bring out sep-
arate loads, 2 black ones for t!*c main winding
and 2 red ones for the starting winding. In this

way, the motor is easily reversible in the ter-

minal box (Fig. 1815). Some motors are nlready
wound as reversible type, in which case it is

vory easy to reverse them by simply interchang-
ing the 2 starting loads in the terminal box. Some
4-lead motors arc for 115 and 230 volts, the leads
being connected in parallel for 115 volts and in

series for 230 volts. Such motors cannot be re-

versed outside the motor as suggested with the

other 4-lcad motor. To make sure, examine
namoplntc; if it slates a single voltage, such as
115 volts and you. have 4 leads, the chances arc
that i is n reversible motor. If both 115 and 230
volts mo mentioned, it is not, unless additional

leads are also present

Should nil 4 leads of single voltage motor be

of the same color and no identification is given

otherwise, use an ohmmotcr to test the windings.

Obtain a circuit across one pair of leads, with no
connection to the other two; this must be one
winding. Testing across the other pair should
also show a circuit, with no connection to the

tirst two. Now read resistance of each pair. The
one showing higher resistance is the starting

winding, and connections can !>e made for either

direction os shown in 15 of Fig. 18.

An ammeter can bo temporarily connected in

series with one side of the line to record motor

current at start and at final period (Fig. 19). In
this way it is possible to determine how much
current is involved, so as to select the right

heater for the switch. At the start, the cream
is comparatively thin and the load on the motor
will be light. But after freezing has taken place,

it begins to get very stiff and the motor will

have to operate at near its full load, in which
case the current will rise. It is important to

oj>cn the switch before an excessive load is

placed on the motor or its driven units, to avoid

damage. Therefore, the heater tripping value

must be carefully selected.

Timo Delay for Thormal Types

All thermal type heaters have n time delay,

before they will actually trip the switch. The
author also found that their ratings seem to be
much lower than their tripping current value for

the period of time involved In this freezing ap-

plication, or 15 to 18 minutes on the qvorage. In

our case, the ammeter recorded 2.8 amperes at

the start and after about 15 minutes this had In-

creased to 3.9 amperes. Slopping the motor, the

shaft coupling then was turned by hand and it

np)>caicd that the mixture was quite stiff and
almost ready. The churning was resumed for a

few more minutes, in which timo the current

lapidly increased to 4.5 amppres, indicating that

freezing was carried far enough. However, the

switch had not shut off automatically, ns It was
designed to do, so it was turned off by hand. It

was quite evident that the heater originally se-

lected, with a trip value of 4.3 amperes, was too

high for this particular setup. One of 2.9 ampere
rating was substituted which, while appearing

rather low, proved to do the job satisfactorily in

tire next batch of cream made. •

Spare Fuse Storage

o Threaded shells removed from discarded elec-

tric-light sockets are ideal receptacles for spare

fuses. Fasten several shells to a wooden panel

and mount near fuse box.—

W

m. Swallow.
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LECTRIC-ARC
FURNACE

\ A/IlfcKK high temperatures arc needed

for melting small «|UDiiliUcs of mct-
nls, making alloys, or. performing chem-
ical experiments requiring intense heat, a

small elccti ic-are furnace, which is easy to

make am! costs little, will often he found

indispensable in the home workshop or

laboratory. It is built in a flowerpot, as

shown above. Holes for two electric arc-

light carbons are cut into opposite sides

of the pot about three-fourths of the

height of the pot above the bottom. The
holes should be just a fraction larger in

diameter than the carbons. They are best

made by slowly drilling through with a

small drill, after which they can then be
carefully reamed to the proper size with

a coarse rat-tail file.

A good refractory lining fur this fur-

nace is made by mixing while dry, equal

parts of lire clay and ground asbestos.

This filling material is worked to a thick,

even, putty-like cement with a small uuan-

tily of water glass. Only liie amounts to be

immediately used should he made up, as

when allowed to stand, this cement gets

stone hard and becomes useless. The bot-

tom of the flowerpot is covered with the

refractory cement to a depth of about 1%
in. It should be pressed firmly in place

and tamped level and even with a flat-

ended stick. A smooth drinking glass

whose sides taper slightly is now set up-
right on the center of tins bottom lining

to serve as a mold for the side lining. The
arc carbons arc next wrapped with a lay-

er of asl>cslos paper, which may be secured

in place with a short length of thread.

They are then inserted through the holes

in Uie pot and their ends pushed square

against the drinking glass. The asbestos

is used to prevent cement from slicking to

the carbons and thus making it impossible

to remove them, after the lining has hard-
ened. The space between the glass and
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the pot is next filled to

wi’hin Vh in. of the top

with the lining cement.

It should he applied in

small quantities, park-

ing thoroughly to elim-

inate air pockets. The
drinking glass should he

carefully removed im-
mediately after the
packing is complete,
otherwise it may perma-
nently stick to the cement and have to be
broken away after the lining has hardened.
If the glass is to be saved it should be
immediately washed in water to remove
the water glass. The carbons should next

be carefully turned in their asliestos wrap-
pers to make certain that they are not

stuck. They should not be removed, how-
ever, until the lining has dried for a couple

of days. The lining may be dried out in

;ui oven in about 5 hrs., although a tatter

job will be had if it is allowed to dry in

the air for a week.
To make a lid for the furnace, get a

round cardboard carton of the same diam-
eter as the inside of the flowerpot, and cut

it to a depth of about 2 in. to serve as a
mold. Before pressing cement into the

box a piece of stiff iron wire is bent to the
form of an eye at one end. The other end
should be buried in the cement cover so
that only the eye projects to serve jis a

handle for removing the cover

from the furnace with u pair of

tongs. The cover should be al-

lowed to dry in the

mold and the cardboard
is torn away after the

cement has hardened.
When the lining has

dried the carbons may
he removed. A 3-ft.

length of heavy-duty
healer cord is connect-

ed to each carbon at its

unpointed end. The
strands of flue wire in

the heater cord may be
held in good contact
with the carbons by

binding with wire as shown, or if a more
permanent job is wanted, brass clamps
may be made to bold the wires. The other

ends of thc.sc wires are connected to the

binding jwisls on a small block as shown.
An electrie-arc furnace cannot be con-
nected directly across the lighting circuit

without blowing fuses, so the family elec-

tric flatiron comes into play as a limiting

resistance. The iron is plugged into the

socket also mounted on the board. With
this arrangement the iron is connected in

series with the carbons. To start the arc,

push the carbons together with their
points about in the center of the furnace.
This should be done with a pair of pliers

having taped bandies to avoid shock and
burns after the furnace lias been running
for a few minutes. After the carbons have
been in contact for a few seconds they
will become hot on the ends, and then one
of them may he carefully pulled away
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from Hie other for a distance of about Yi

in. A little practice will enable you to draw
an arc without dilliculty. The cored-type
of carbons are the easiest to use. The arc
should not be viewed with the naked eye
but a pair of goggles should be worn and
with these you will bo enabled to see the
condition of the arc without danger to the
eyes.

Copper wires held in the arc are imme-
diately melted and burned. Almost all

common substances undergo similar chem-
ical change when they are exj>osed to the

high temperature of the arc. If a few
scraps of line copper wire are cut into

short lengths, placed in a small crucible

and sprinkled with borax to prevent the
formation of the black ixnvdcr, or copper

oxide, which was formed when the wire

was held directly in the arc, they may l>e

melted in 10 or 15 minutes. The lid should
he kept on during the melting of copper
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as a great amount of heat will be required.
The copper will glow red and finally white,
and you may think that it is not going to

melt at all, but do not give up, for the
wires will presently and unexpectedly lose

their shape and form a molten pool of
mirror-like brilliancy in the bottom of the

crucible. If you add to the molten copper
about half its weight of zinc and then
turn off the arc, the zinc will melt and
mix with the copper to form the common
but very valuable alloy known as brass.

Brasses have varying proportions of zinc

and copper, depending upon their pur-
poses. Similarly, if tin is added to molten
copper an alloy known as bronze is

formed. There are hundreds of interest-

ing and valuable experiments in this magic
of metals known as alloying, which may
be performed with this arc furnace. New
alloys arc discovered or invented almost
every day.

1949

RADIO
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ELECTRIC MIXERS
If the mixer didn't do a good job on your favorite

cake last time, here is how you can repair it

By HAROLD P. STRAND
Science and Mechanics Dec. 1948

S
MALL electrical mo-
tor-driven appli-

ances such as mix-
ers. portable drills, vacu-

um cleaners, hair dryers,

and hand power tools,

all use a universal motor
in their design. This

type can be distin-
guished from an indue*

lion motor, from the fact

that they have a commu-
tator and carbon brushes

like a dc motor. In fact,

they will run satisfac-

torily on either ac or dc;

hence their name. All

iron in the magnetic cir-

cuit must be laminated

in a universal motor, or

else when In'ing oper-

ated on tie eddy currents

will quickly cause exces-

sive heating. Arma-
ture ami field are series

connected, which gives

this motor some characteristics of n dc scries

motor, such as high speed without load, good
torque, and. in addition, easy adaptation to speed
control. However, some people think that any
dc shunt motor can be re-connected to series and
it will run satisfactorily on ac: unfortunately, this

is not usually correct. For one thing, many dc
motors have a cast iron field structure instead

of a laminated one. In addition, windings of a

taking the Magic Maid rust, remove motor
unit from stand, and remove heaters and also

handle, by removing four base screws. Loosen
and remove two nuts that fit on the long motor
tie bolts. Next remove brushes by loosening and
i 'moving two insulated retaining plugs. Then
tap outer casing apart at the center joint and
pull oil the half at the gear box end. This allows

exposute of armature which is pulled out of its

far bearing (Fig. 2). Now you are ready to in-

spect and clean. The armature receives first con-

sideration. You note that, from long wear of

brushes, commutator has become badly black-

ened and rough. Placed between centers of a

small lathe, make a light cut across face of com-
mutator (Fig. 2). Follow with fine sandpaper.

Turning should be carried to the point where all

roughness and blackened copper is removed, re-

sulting in a clean smooth surface. Some com-
mutators were originally undercut at the factory,

or in other words, a slot was cut between each
segment to reduce height of mica insulation be-

tween. In such a ease, a tool should be used to

clean out chips from turning and old carbon
deposits, after the turning job. Should turning

result in reaching depth of original undercutting,

commutator should be undercut again. A piece

of hack saw blade in which "set” of teetli have

been ground off will do for a tool. Draw the

blade carefully between segments, with rake of

teeth towards you. until mica is down about Un-

in. jt a little less. Finish up with fine sandpaper

to remove any sharp edges. In our case commu-
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rig. 2. Oldeat ml»»r ahown <Uaa*t«mbUd an bench lor •ivlclnq.

Fig. 3. Turning Iho loco ol a commutator In a lathe,

rig. «. Testing the armature In a growler lor shorts.

Fig. i. An ohmmoter mokll o uselul Instrument lor testing armaturos.

lotor was never under-

cut, so we left it as it i

was. H
Next test the armature

winding. If a growler is t««c I :

at hand or can be bor-

rowed, place it in posi-

tion between the poles Lj-

(Fig. 4), and use a thin “U
piece of steel at the lop, \

as arinnture is slowly Schema

rotated by hand. There "»'• ««

should be no attraction 'sane*
for the steel, at any

point that the armature is turned

attraction a short exists. In an undercut com-
mutator this could be due to metal particles be-

tween segments which can lx? cleaned out. In

other cases, a shorted winding usually has to be

replaced. Another useful test is with an ohm-
meter (Fig. 5). Touching cadi pair of adjacent

segments with test prods, uniform readings

should be obtained all around the commutator.

An open or shorted coil will usually register zero.

Extremely high or low readings from some pair

of segments may indicate partly shorted coil or

other winding trouble

make a ground check, using about 500 volts from

our high voltage test transformer between shaft

and commutator, which should show no circuit.

A series lamp on 115 volts will answer if other

equipment is not available.

Field section of motor can also l*e tested with

the ohmmeter by touching prods to bared ends

I fj* each unit as a continuity test and also

fOOOlJI to measure the resistance. In our case
1— 1 a reading of 50 ohms was found for

dioqiam ol siar- each unit, which would be about right,

r Mold' ml»*t. typl- For inspection of these resistance units
iY*>«ai molar ap-

OIMi replacing cord, other half of outer
Y.ih 3-tpeed twi*b. ^ was first removed (see photo).

If there is Check condition of four-point switch, cleaning

contacts if required, and bending movable arm
to increase tension if needed. With all parts

cleaned up, a few drops of oil placed on each end

ol armature shaft, ami gear liox re-packed with

fresh grease, motor was rc-asscmbled. Brushes

were still found to be of reasonable length, so

they were replaced in their holders. On testing

the finished job at the bench, it was found to

operate almost as well as new.

The Knapp-Monarch mixer is taken apart by
first loosening a set screw in speed control dial

Following these tests, and removing this piece. Under this is found a

nut. which is unscrewed. Next brushes ore re-

moved. On the under side of gear unit at the

other end of machine, remove two screws found

there, and then gear unit can 1>C withdrawn. At

extreme forward end, under this unit, three

screws will be found; remove these and then you

can remove the handle. It is now possible to re-
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move housing ut commutator end. Parts arc
then laid out fur inspection. (Fig. C). In this
machine, a rheostat mounted at (lie end is used
for sliced control. Outside the rheostat is a lever
type switch which is actuated by control dial,
and serves as an on-and-ofl switch for motor. In
Fig. 7. contacts of this switch are being held open
for inspection. If found dirty or pitted, a small
fine-cut file can be used to clean them up. After
a thorough inspection, ports seemed to be in

good order in this one. so further dis-assembly
was unnecessary. The beaters, however, struck
each other in operation, so they were placed in

the lathe chuck and were found to run out in.

out of true. Center rods were bent (Fig. 8). but it

was an easy matter to strengthen them by band
in the chuck. This mixer was assembled again
and oil was applied to two oiling boles provided
(Fig. If).

The first step in taking the Mixmasler apart is

to pry out center disc in speed control dial and
remove a nut, as was done in the hist one. This
allows dial unit to lx* removed. Two screws will

lx* found in rim of next section; after removing
them this part can he taken oil. Next you'll find

a rotating switch and two small brushes that bear
on collector rings. Keinove brushes and loosen
the Allen set screw and then you can pull ro-
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tating switch element off the shaft. Fig. 10 shows
machine in the condition described where parts
can be carefully studied. In this machine, speed
control is accomplished by means of a governor,
the chief element being lire rotating switch. Ac-
tion of centrifugal force on pivoted arm causes
contacts to ojx*n and close, which serves to cut a‘
resistance :n and out as required to maintain'
desired speed. This round resistance unit is at
right of shaft (Fig. 10). The action of moving
sjieed control dial (on end of machine) is to

move a conically shaped, slotted piece in and
out; this affects the contacts in their opening
cycles, thus regulating speed. With this sliding
piece in fully-in (losition. lowest s|>ecd is ob-
tained. because contacts will be held open, thus
allowing full use of resistance. With contacts
held closed, on the other hand, highest speed w ill

lx* delivered, since resistance will be shorted out.
Further action of dial is to actuate a plunger rod,
which connects with an on-and-ofl switch, for the
otr position of the dial. A condenser shown at
left is also connected in parallel with the con-
tacts, and licl|>s to eliminate radio interference
and lessen arcing at contacts. Both resistor and
condenser can be replaced when defective by
simply spreading brass supporting strips apart

’

and lifting raised buttons on their ends out of

riq. C. Tito Knapj. Moi.arch mix.. U .how,, disassembled lei In-

spection and whutever i.rvtc. It required.

rig, 7. The control end. showing rheoital and twitch. Points are
belnq held open to check contact tuftocet.

Hq. 9. Dealert can be checked and tlraiqhtened in lathe chuck.

rig. 9. Two or three drops ol medium oil should bo applied every
two months or so to oiling holes provided on mixer.
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Th* Mixmas’ar ii shown partly dls

assembled on Ihe bench..

Fig. II. A loose conlacl al the condenser has
caused Ihe end ol the condenser lo be partly

burned awuy Irom Ihe arcing.

Fig. 12. Lubrication ol Ihe gears is accora- I

plished by removing a cover and applying 1M
some Iresh medium grease.

holes in strips.

In service checking determine cotuliiion of

these two units. Itcsistor can be tested with an
ohinmeter ami should read about 2f»0 ohms. If

open, this condition can be quickly noted on
meter. Condenser is rated at Ilk) volts and .08

infd.. ond can be tested by a radio technician.

Check to sec that good contact exists at the etuis

of these units; ends of strips can l*o adjusted for

good pressure and the metal cleaned for good
measure. Fig. II illustrates what may hapi>cn

from poor contact. It was found that metal end
of condenser had burned almost away from loose

contact, and a new condenser was required.
While contacts of both switches seldom give
much trouble, it is well to check them anil clean
the surfaces if required. Any work necessary on
motor itself can be carried out by further disas-

sembly, testing ami repairing components as de-
scribed for the first mixer. Access to gear l**x al

front of machine can be hod by removing single

screw holding handle in place and then removing
four machine screws in the cover. In Fig. 12,

some fresh grease is being added after inspection

of gears. In some mixers, after considerable use.

motor bearings may become worn loose. This is

usually indicated by a noisy motor and, in some

casc*s. one which will not run full speed. II bear-
ing wear is sus|>cctcd. armature shaft should be
tried in sleeve bearings and if found a loose Fit,

new sleeves should be installed. l’ro|»er lubri-

cation, however, should eliminate this condition

to a large extent.

The Mixmaster was assembled following a

thorough inspection ond the minor work out-

lined. Take care in assembling parts at the gov-
ernor end to sec that they go hack as they orig-

inally were. A short pin with one square end
lils in a hole in metal cover piece, with its square

end lilting in circular groove in inside of dial

control. The long push rod also fits in n hole in

this cover, with ils insulated end resting in a

recess in the on-and-olf switch arm. When re-

placing this cover on end of motor, seo that

slotted sliding piece fits in place in grooves in

center of rotating governor unit. Brushes, if

worn sltoi t, should be replaced. If brushes pur-
chased come with their ends not shaped to curva-
ture of commutator, a piece of round slick of the

same diameter, with a piece of fine sandpuper
wrap|>ed around it. can be used to shape them.
After running in for some time, they will even-
tually wear in to a perfect fit.

IIomc-Alade 13 1cc trie Battery
/Ylassage

i’Hc BOY MECHANIC- 1913

A simple and cheap electric massage
device can lie made by using three or

four cells of dry battery connected to
two ordinary silver tablespoons, as
shown in t lie sketch. The handles of
the spoons should be insulated or the

ojicrator can wear cither kid or rubber
gloves.
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DC Motor-Generator Set
By HAROLD P. STRAND

EUctrical Editor

WITH on old 6 volt automobile generator and Mi hp capacitor motor

as the basic units you can build a very useful motor-generator set

(Fig. 1), which will deliver tie voltages of about 6 up to 30 or 35 v.

At the lower voltage, you con do light electroplating, battery charging or

test various small 6 volt automo-

bile motors and similar experimental

work. I3y operating the field rheostat

and adjusting the driving pulley

ratio, you can run the voltage to any
desired value up to its maximum. A
simple belt tightening rod allows

cither belt tension adjustment or

slackening of the belt when chang-

ing pulley steps.

The generator can be self excited,

or by throwing a double-throw

switch the fields receive separate ex-

citation. In the self excited condi-

tion it can be run at the lower speeds

or under conditions of load where

the voltage will not exceed alx>ut 8

Should the voltage rise

Ih» motor ivnoiator col dollvotinq 21 veils dc lo a surplus dyna
motor. Iiom which 220 volls dc can bo obtalnod.

or 10 volts

much beyond this value, the fields

will receive too much current and

may burn out. Therefore, separate

excitation is provided from a seleni-

um rectifier unit, which supplies a

constant voltage to the fields. In this

way wc can increase speed to the

maximum for the highest voltage

value, yet keep lield current normal.

The generation * of 28 volts dc

should find wide appeal among read-

ers who have surplus 28 volt dc air-

craft motors of small size and wish

to use them. Dynamotors
operating on this volt-

age provide dc voltages

up to GOO volts or more.

In fact, there is vir-

tu a 1
1 y no end to the

uses that can be found

for such a versatile
power unit. JvS

Fig. 1 shows the com- ifl

pleted job, with its neat

front panel, on which

are a voltmeter, a field •

switch, a rheostat knob
and output terminals. A .

switch is located at the V

right for turning the
driving motor on and olT.

A small surplus dyna-
motor is shown being

supplied with 28 volts,

as one example of appli-

cation; 220 volts dc is

obtainable from this dy-
numotor.

A % hp 15 v. ac
motor is shown, which
proved satisfactory for

loads within the capac-
ity of the generator, or
about 120 w. Figure the
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Clean (he armature commutator or (urn, if neces-

sary, lo provide a smooth surface. Use a thin

tool to clean between segments or undercut be-

tween segments. Placed in a growler, it should

test free of shorts.

If other models of automobile generators are

used, some experimenting may have to be done
with the values given all around, since the wind-
ings may be considerably different in various

generators. To rewind field colls, remove the old

winding and measure the size of the wire, the

inside of the coil and the thickness of the coil

(Fig. 13). Make up a wooden form to these

dimensions and wind new colls on the lathe, using

the same number of turns as counted on on old

coil. Solder on flexible leads, tape the coils, then

dip in insulating varnish. Bake for a few hours.

While still warm, shaj>e lo fit in the frame.

One end of the field winding will be found

connected lo the third brush and the other end

lo the terminal post marked F (Fig. 5). Discon-

nect the wires at these two points and solder onto

the field leads two pieces of # 18 insulated leud

wire, about 1 ft. long. Tape the splices. It is to

these two leads that resistance measurement Is

taken. With the two main brushes in good con-

dition. reassemble the generator, bringing the

field leads out one of the openings at the end of

the frame. Install a new step pulley on the shaft

later to replace the orginal pulley and locknut.

One brush will be found grounded to the frame;

connect the other to the terminal post marked A.

amperes it is safe Co use on any voltage by divid-

ing the voltage into 120. The generator is mount-
ed by its original projecting arms at the bottom

by using in. cap screws through the IkiIcs.

which turn into the ends of a piece of Ti in. sq.

steel stock, placed between the arms and secure*!

to the base board. This makes a swinging mount,

and a threaded rod with a hand knob at the top

(Fig. 4) permits adjustment of belt tension and
loosening for changing pulley ratios. Ollier de-

tails are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

First, secure a good used automobile generator.

While most any type will do. a Delco Kcmy Model
935X was found satisfactory and only cost $5.00.

This is u third brush generator, but the movable
brush is not needed, so remove it. Take the gen-

erator apart and clean it in carbon tetrachloride.

Next, make the following checks, then reas-

semble: the flyhls must not be grounded to the

frame; they must also lest to have about 2 ohms
resistance, as tested with an ohm-meter or bridge.

If shorted turns ate present, the resistance will

be much lower and will require a rewind job.

Also, a giouuded winding must be replaced.

MATERIALS LIST—DC MOTOR GENERATOR SET

Materijl Ai

hard pin* 23 i 12'/, > 1! o» Fa
>i“ pl,«ood glued togethee. baseboard

traimte board 8'/, « 4 « ’/a". reetrber bait l lb.

Masonite board 11 * 9 « V*. «»•"« **"tt 4 pc

auto 6 •• generator (Dtlco-Remy Model 935X)
'/» hp cap- I»P». 115 . ac mol**. Unit 1 PC

3«len V pulley*. 4—3—2". »" boro 1 PC

D.«»lon Cop Bril. AJOl—E9 v plain "V" bell 1 pc

0-50 toll dc panel toHmtlt.

O.P.D.T. batter | knife *»itch 1 P«

4 6 gl.ro. 50 75 po-er rheostat. with knob 1

(G.E. cat. U RC-2005 50 watt *ho«) 2

M O.. S.P. 0* D.P. panel top. *. motor control

n-troat mi. rectangular plate l«t.Nr Uack. t

modi'. 4JSDJ428A. i' wur.atetl
Iranitjrmer tor» tiom 0tl P««er tranilormor X 6
Allegl>en> lodlaro Steel Corp . Pittibnrjh 22. Pa.,

lam,nation* EI-125H. E teclioo J?i loo* by

2> Center If3 1* a" wide- Window 00e»u>0

l',.Ji'. lamination* lo ttacl 1! *" tb<».

St"l 25 8*Jf. electrical tramtormee *h»»t.

Arp.o*. -t 2‘ . lb* E pc* .
12' a or straight pc*.

Matoiial

318 Forme* magnet wire, wound on two *po«t*.

Iran*. »ec.

322 Forme* magnet wire, Irani, pn.

Bat cold rolled *t»rl V/t x '/* * tran»formir

bracket*

t.r.*. 9/a x% x U", pen. mountin* block

c.r.*. Va" round. 7" long. pen. belt tightener

c «.*. l'/« * ^4 « bale (or abore rod

large radio knob W' hole, tightener rod knob

C M. 1*'/,*'/,'' light, rod iwi.el bate In gen.

y,»" * 24 (bid. dome not. *wl«el btk. to gen. lock

•,a" * 20 thread 2*'," long *tore bolt*, wilh wash-

m. gen. block to bate
y,»“ * 18 thread cap »err»* 1" long, wilh waihee*.

gen. to dig. block

rubber icrew-in bumper or *hock mounting knob*,

under ba*e

310 Beiible insulated lead wire

318 Beiible Insulated lead wire

Mi*c. *errm, paint etc.

•/," angle iron 10'/," long. Cut and bend 90*.

then weld to lorn angle bracket* Tor front panel.
2 pc*. .
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Next, make up the rectifier unit, consisting of

n step-down transformer and selenium rectifier,

arranged in n center tap full wave circuit (Fig.

G). This unit provides about 8 volts dc for the
field excitation, from the 115 volt ac line. All
winding data for tho transformer to follow is

based on GO cycle oporotlon. The transformer re-

quires a core with a cross-sectional area of 1.56

sq. in. This means that the center leg of the E
laminations can measure Hi in. and the core
stack to Hi in. or any other combination

which, multiplied together,

gives the same area. The win-
dow or winding space, side of

the center leg, should be at
least 1% in. long by % in.

wide, in order to fit the coil to

be wound. Some old radio

power transformer or other
electrical control transformer
might fit the specifications, and
its core could be salvaged for

this job. Or, you can build

one from pieces of sheet trans-

former steel.

Make a suitable wooden
winding form (see past trans-
former articles and Fig. 8) and
place a turn of .010 insulating

paper around the center block.

Wind the primary with 420

turns of #22 Formex wire,
bringing the start and finish ends, equipped with
sleeving, out one of the form slots. Place a turn
of insulating paper over the closely and tightly

wound primary, then wind on the secondary.
This consists of two # 18 Formex wires in parallel

or wound together, is equivalent to one #15
wire in carrying capacity, but is easier to vpnd
than the single heavy wire. Wind 43 turns ond
then scrape a small spot dean and solder a tap
lead, with a piece of # 10 insulated wire as the

tap (Fig. 7). Insulate the tap well and continue
winding for 43 more turns or 8G turns in all. Bring
tin? start, tap and finish out the form slot (Fig. 8).

Tie tiic coil at four points and remove from tho
form, then tape with while cotton coil tape, dip
in insulating varnish and thoroughly dry. Next,
fit laminations in the coil, alternating the posi-

tions of the E and straight pieces, so joints will be
alternated ond never together (Fig. 9). Use the
side brackets (shown at left) to clump the core
tightly and provide mounting feet.

For the rectifier, secure u 500 ma. half wave
unit, from a radio supply store. A Federal Tele-
phone and Radio Model 438D3428A unit was ser

Icctcd, being in the form of G rectangular plates

(Fig. 9). Take it apart and rearrange the plates
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ii> form lwo groups of parallel, connected plates,

tlirce plates to a group. This will then carry the
required 3 amps., when arranged in a center tap

full wave circuit (Fig. 6).

Cut one of the spring washers at the end of

the stack and then use a knife blade to separate

the spacer washer (Fig. 10). Separate between
center washers and no! next to a plate, as this

original contact must be maintained. One side of

the plates is plain, while the other side has a
light selenium coating. Make terminal strips

from sheet brass stock, with holes to slip over
the fiber tubing; place them between washers.

Use five washers between each two plates; it may
be necessary to add a few bi ass washers to those

supplied. This is necessary for proper ventila-

tion. You will probably need a longer fil>cr lube

and mounting rod. Use an insulating Uakdilc

washer between the two sections nt the center of

the stack. Make two angle mounting brackets

from steel stock. Join all plain faces of the plates

ns a common, with a connecting jumper at the

hutlom (Fig. G). Also join three of the selenium

faces of each group, hut separate at the center

with the Dokvlitc washer. Test each cell with

an ohmmeter before making the jumper con-

nections; nn extremely high resistance should be

shown with the leads connected one way to a cell,

but upon reversing the leads, the resistance

should be low. Cells should

test about the same; if consid-

erable difference is noted in

either direction, in one cell

from the others, it Indicates

faulty contact, a defective as-

sembly somewhere or possibly

a defective cell.

Mount the transformer and

rectifier units on n piece of 1
1

in. Translte (asbestos-cement)

board, with terminals as

shown. When wired, lest with

a dc voltmeter, with the trans-

former connected to the line.

A voltage of around in volts

should he recorded at no load.

The ac Input to the transformer

should be quite low. or some-

where around .2 to .8 amps,

since this should be only ex-

citing current at no load. If

the ac input to the transformer

pr imary should be high, under

no load conditions, there are

shorted primary turns, wrong
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turns, or too little iron- stacking in the core.

Solder the secondary leads to the rectifier (Figs.

G and 11).

Next, assemble the components on a base of 2

in. planed hard wood, with heavy strips let in at

the ends to help prevent warping (Fig. 2). The
complete circuit diagram is given in Fig. 12. Lay
out the motor and generator, so that pulleys fitted

on their shafts will line up. The generator shaft

is slightly over in., so a in. bore pulley will

have to be bored out in the lathe. The motor

will probnbly take a standard in. pulley. The
new generator pulley requires that the original

fan Ik- attached to one side (Fig. 14). Do ns

shown, drilling for machine screws. Take care

to center the fan pro|K*rly.

.
Fig. 15 shows the charging of nn automobile

battery with the unit. With the belt on the sec-

ond pulley stop, it was |xmiblc to charge at a 15

amp. rate cnsily, using cither scif-cxcited or sep-

arately excited position of the double throw
switch. The latter is preferred, since there is

less load on the generator. Don't use the self-

cxcitcd position at a light or no load, where the

indicated voltage is much over 10 volts, as the

field current will lie excessive. On the other

position of the double throw switch you can drive

the generator at any speed, or generate any volt-

age desired.

Should the generator fail to build up when
first started, try the lower switch position; if it

falls, try reversing the leads at the lower ter-

minals. Then throw the switch to the upper

position, and, if the vbltage falls oil. reverse the

WASHERS UHOEP DRILL - TAP FOR 6 )1

A I voll automobile being climqod Irom tha gen-
aioior. With ilia tailing ol Haiti ihooiiui and twitch
petition tbown the ballary la being chargod al a 7

amp. rola, which It bellar lor Iho ballary than balng
chargod al a high rale.

two top leads. When the direction of current
from both sources, through the fields, is such as

to aid the residual magnetism polaiity, so neces-

sary for the build *ip process, the machine will

o|>crate correctly.

Basin Prevents TV Tube from Rolling

• Place TV lubes in hard rubber basins, avail-

able at surplus stores, for safe keeping while try-

ing another tube or handling other repairs on the

set. The hard rubber is less likely to damage the

tube than metal containers.—II. Lkeplii.
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Eo.37 Electrical Experiments
POPULAR MECHANICS

March. 1903 »*• **•

HOW To MAKE AN ELECTRIC GYROSCOI*E.

'I In* gyrn.rnpe lm« lone lieeii known lo physicist. n« nn
Inlcrc.lliig .dentine toy. In nil elementary form II linn been
used probably by ninny of llir young renders of lids paper.

The form nnunlly sold In Iny shop*. constats of n lend wheel
with nn Mlii'inHy heavy rim moulded In n |«nlr of pivots

supported on n ring. \Yln*n set Inlo extremely rapid million
liy men nn of n siring wound around On* axl«. Ilio wheel mny
In- inmli 1 lo perform nunirrou-. Interesting foul' •«'li ns hang-

ing liy mm nlile from Hie edge of a b.bte e» ntbrg convenient

support. 'I in* common lop no «<•«. lo every iny'n lionrl l«

onlr n n|M*i lnl form of gyrosrnp- Every one known Hint nn

•I lop spins rnphlly II will nliind op..:. It. point In nppnrent

dCflnilCC of Hie Inw of gravity. nnd If displaced from lln

ponl IIon will lend lo nuniinie nn ertrt position again. If we
Inko n Ideyele wheel from lln frnme nnd grasp Hie support.

Ini! axle III Hie two llRlldn. we mny III! Hie wheel en«lly lo

nnr nimh' provided Hie wheel l.e nl re«|. If however, we
net the wheel spinning quite rapidly nnd then try to change

the direction of rotnllon of the wheel l.y grasping tin* nth*,

we shall 11ml Hint It In nlniont Impossible to nmldenly wrench

the wheel out of Itn norinnl po-ltlon.

In nil there cnscs. It In nppnrent Hint n body In rapid mo-

lion possesses properties which n Itody nt rest doe. not pos-

resn. T hey nre only npeclllc llluntratlon of the Important Inw

Of motion which sintr. thnt n body once net in motion can-

not of Itself chninte either the direction or the value of It.

own motion.

In the enite riled |he motion noon censes nmi me enecr i*.

therefore, only n lempornry one. In the Instrument to lie

ih'Milhed In (Ids ••.•per electric. I menu, nrc employed to

keep the liody In vmisliint rotnllon. tliun making jK><slldc the

demr.ii.lmtlon of ninny liiti-rcHlug physlcnl fnctn. One of

these which Is or especial interest Is the \lslble demon.trn-
Clou of the rotnllon of the enrtli upon which we live. We
ordlimrlly necept :is true Hint the enrtli ndntes on It. axis;
the cyro-cope makes (Ids rotnllon n visible fnvt.

We will need lbs*, of nil. n henvy l.rnss wheel such ns |«

shown In Flit. I. lids wheel In 3 Inches In external diameter
nnd Inis n henvy rim Inch thick, the width of this rim
helm: S Inch. 'I lie wheel mny be turned from n % Inch plnte

of lirann. Kspeelnl core should Ik> taken to ncrurntely cen-

ter nnd turn the wheel. The central portion of the wheel
HumId he I down to n thickness of Mi Inch, the rim

h« Inc of the dimensions nlrendy given.

t»n one face of the wheel nnd within the rim. Is to ho
mounted n piece of soft Iron shown nt S which Is 2'-- Inches

lout:. 7 1C Inch wide mid 1-16 Inch thick. It Is fastened In

place bv four flat hind Iron screws counter sunk flush with

lln surface. On the other side of the wheel nnd nt right

nligh** lo I he Ural piece of Iron Is mounted a second piece

indicated hv the dolled Hues.

llnvine done this. Imre through the exact center of the

wheel n hole which Is a scant V. Inch In diameter. Throuch
lids hide Is to he driven very tightly a shaft who«e total

h-nglh Is 2r<. Inches, the wheel home In the exact center of

the shaft. The shaft Is turned down for V, Inch from each

ml in a diameter of Vs Inrh thus forming two shoulders hi

lit in bearings to lie described Inter. If any doubt exists
as to the shaft Indus exactly III the center of I he wheel a

lest should lie made nl this point nnd the wheel turned
down by taking a very llcht cut until both Inside nnd out-
side of rim mn perfectly true.

Ai t* n 'e -how i* »w.» mnl.iet wheels made of 316 Inch
brass driven tlcbti; upon the shaft. These contact wheels
sue .2 made that they will make contact with a brush which
Is to pres, upon them for one-fourth of n revolution, then
l-reak the contact during the next qunrlcr revolution, llion

make routnrl during the next qunrlcr nnd so on. Accordingly
they hare the .hnpe shown In the left linml part of the
rtjrure. the diameter measured between circular portions be.
lug K Inch. They should l*c placed In Ihe fm.ltlon Indicated
In the figure. Ihe discs on opposite side of wheel being
iwImcI around so na lo Ik* at right nnglea to each other.
This point w-ill Ik* explained more fully Inter, nfler w© have
built Ihe remaining parla of the mnetdne.

(To 1k* continued next week.)

IIOW TO MAKE A GYROSCOPE II.

In il«- last chapter Ihe » -Inline pail of our lindruincnl
•*'•» ll-s-sl <»iis|s||iiV „r « bni«a wheel with an cxireniely
l.eovv vim supported on suliac•-.* shaft. The Held mnuuels
and supporting frames ..f ll.U umloi will u»tv In* described.
A of Hu* fillme Is given In Pig. U with two of the

four mil. composing It In place. It rniinlHn of two side

strips of iron marked A nud I) which nre 4 Vi Inches long.

Inch wide nnd M, Inch thick; the eml pieces of Ihe frame
f and It lielng made of piece* of brass % Inch square and
?'t Inches long. At n illstniice of I 5-10 Inches from Hie
end of Ihe Iron strips, bore two holes 3-16 Inch III diameter.

These are to anpisirt the circular lr«u cores shown nt II.

These circular Iron cores are of the dimension, given In the

Hgure nud nre drilled nnd tapped nt one end *o ns to be
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riM'Piml to the Iron -Hip. by round headed machine
pun-lug through the hole- .ilrcndy drilled. J |,c frame la
fnatcnr-d together nt Ihe cud l,y Iron -rrewa pa.alng through
!!"“ "»•! l"l<> the end* of Hip |.ln-a -trip-.
r.XI renin euro niunt bo tnkon lo aco (lint Hie frame la rigid

pcrfcrlly Imlnnml Mirniiglmul. To aecnrr iheac mm|ltl~i™ ro -Imutd bo taken lo niili.li the rarlou. - 1 , 1 ,.. carefully.
Arirr IIm> frame In -crowed together boro will, n .1,111
ii liolo clnan lo the en.l a.rewa nml piinalng throncli the Inn.
"’rip" l»lo Hie hroa. -trip. lo n depth of \ Inch. In Hic-e
«n.nll Ill'll* drive n tight filling pin which will help t..

prevent racking of (he frame.
Colla nre noil lo he wound upon the four Inwardly pro-

JitIIiik «'"»«•«.
'I wo of Iheae are aliown In llie figure ihe

other loo brim* omitted to make the diagram clearer
I urn out from a piece of brnr-. right pleeea 1 |« inch thick!
ond ir.-ld Inch In diameter, with a hole la the center lurtM* Ptioiwh no that the dlac ir.ar he driven lightly ui~.ii
the circular Iron core., lo form lieada to contain the wire
to he wound upon the corca.
About four oiuicra of number 30 double -Ilk covered mag.

net wire will Ini required. Wind rncli core with a layer of
paper, fnaiened on with rhoilac. and rover the Inaide of
the hrn-a head with a paper cllae. ao that the wire cannot
poiodbly come In contact with the core. Then wind the
colla on the four Iron corca, ao aa to make a cotl 16-16 Inch
In diameter. Connect all Ihe colla In -eilc- when they nre
eoniplide. runner I lug them In am Ii n manner llmt n north
pole Of one coll will be oppoalte to the aouth pole of llie
cull oppoalte.

Ih’fore fualeiilliR llie eorea In place to the aide atrip- A
ami II, bole a hide In llie e.viu t

center of the two atrip- A
ami II, Hie Imlea la-lug •/, loch In diameter. To three lode,
lll'e III lie lined lira— lill-liltiga nf the -till pc ahown at llo-
left of the figure. ‘I here lira— Im-liliiKa are to form Inwr-
Ini-a for the amipnrt of llie revolving wheel dcarrltwd In llie
hint Clinplcr, and accordingly mu-t I- tlnah with the -nr-

»'f Hie Iroll on II- Inner fur*. ‘llie liualilnga had lo-ller
la- Ihrcndcd Inin llie lion and fiialeiird by menna of a -H
ncrew.
Wc inil-l provide meana for atippurtlng llie apparnlua when

It In compleled. It I- to lie eilp|Hirleil by tiring hung up. ill

the nteel pivot p. Till- plmi |- tlirendrd Into n lira— elrip
^ Inch wide I I illa the rliupo almvvn. In order lu exactly
bnliiiee the min hlue It will lie uece-enrly protaildy to exm-llv-
H«ln piece of bniaa ii little eu Hint llie ecrewa which fa-fin 11

la llie frame pu«a Ilirmigh elata ml In the hra-n lualrnd
•d lliroiigh laden,

We are now ready to put llie uppurnlua together, but llie
de-erlpHuii of Ihl* will have la lie left In Hie following
chapter.

IT* I H* roiilliMirtl )

En.ny F.lectricnl Experiments

llr fa. P. P H‘M I N MO N

HOW to MAKF A fiYPOSf«PK -111

‘I In i util Him and Hu* lived p.Hla of mir InMruinrnt hnvinr
been i oinploieil. Iliey nm i- a—••ruM.-d together nft.-r Hi«*

rnnnio-i ludlmtcd In the fl.rnic below. II will l-c -cen that

the wheel W I- mounted -<> a to aw Inc freely In tb«* cenlei

of llie frame, already nai-lra. led. II I* i—etitlnl Hint tbl-

u lieel «h nilil run very amonthly and evenly and -lionld le

perfectly I*m hint i d. The iron :iruiatnr>- fa-i. n.-d lo ll- *lili-

-lliaild |M— very < h lo III.- pole- of Hie elect in llllglt.t- C.

nf Which I here nre two ou each ride of the wheel, without
touching Hie latter. For thin renaon the wheel can have
bnrdl.r nny able motion. The atrip of |.ra«a Into which the
pivot 1’ I- fastened mu«t Ire Inaulaled from the frame. To
ancanpIMi thi* -trlr- of hard rulilwr are placed klwf'n It

and the frame nml nl'n under Hie head of the -crew. which
damp It, the latter In-Inc provided n« well with an Inautatlug

bu-tilnc.

At the l*oltnin of the frame are a tinelied two rprinr-.
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marked 5. which are nT-o ln-itln|ed from the metnl frame,
l ut -re rwnnerlrd n|lli each other and to n piece or wire
ha "ft op from the IhiIIoiu nf the frame to n dl«lniiee of nlioiit
one Inch. The four roll- are connected In -erlea lu the uinn-
"rr prerlou-ly dmrrltrcd. and one terminal of the wire I-
connected in the H.-ilntrd plvn t |\ The other tnmlnnl of
,h* rnllm U I- •"•nr part of the metal frame.

A -ullalde l-n-e, -boon In the flgure. I« provided with nn
nprlct.l |w-t f, w Id. It cnrrlea at the upper end the heavy
•HIP of bra« n. The height of (Id. -hould be -ucl. n«
lu allow the frame lo awing clear of the M»e |. r -bout Minch.
I*1rrr||y nnder the middle of f|.e frame a hole |« to In- fgjred
In the M«e to a depth of inch. Into r hlrh 1- lo In- poured
a Inhale of mermry. Th- pmlerllng wire already inentlonnl
ahmibl dip Into llda mermry when Ihe frame I- au-pended In
poalilon. The pivot P alinubl be very -harp and hard and
-honld I-ear upon n piece of hardened «|ecl fa-lened to the
bra.- -i, Ip. n -o that the gym-cope may turn with very llltle
frleilon Into any poeltlon.

lla action la aa followa: rurvenf I- IdI Into |h- lower mer-
cury cop hv a wire aa Indicated. Il.enee to the Inaolated
•prior* R. lo Ihe contact maker K. lo the frame of the roa.
• hlne. thronrh Ihe cdla r to the ptvot |\ and thenee out of
ihe wtr, ahown at n. The action of the contact maker Ku a- fellow.- When the Iran -trip II la M of a revolution
from llie pob-a of l

-

. K -lionld iimko contnct with R. cloalng
llie chTKir ciivult lliroiigh C. which enu-ea |( to be ntlrncted,
I Ida -ti.Hild continue until || la exactly opimalto to the [H»le«.
when the ••.ut:ii-l -limikl lie limkeli. Now for W, of n rcvolu-

,hr Vrvult Will be open, l-ul after Hil* Interval the atrip
. epp-viie -hie ,.f Hu- wheel -lionld In- M, of n revolution
'"•i" ,l"' '""CIM-Ia on that -Ide. The contnct maker mi Hint
-id.- -tiuuhl now vlu-e Hie ••In ult nml net lu Juat the milliner
n-.-'l K net- V.iieu || coiliea In DUllacI with R. if tlirce or
l-nr -Hone blf lm.ir.iin- cell- be iimnI, the wheel ought to re-
v..lve at a high rate of «|u-v-|.

Ii- gy rt-'-opie .-H-tlnn-th.-it I-. Ii- ro-l-lnneo (o nny clinnue
•ii Hie plane of Ha loiailnn I- v.-r.v murkevl. if no force were
acting on llie wheel. It woiibl I-. lni|Mt—llde for It when once
-lari.-I lu t-bange llie plane of ||a loluHon. If the pivot I*
I- Mil bout frill hm. llie |.:i-e mny be luriiDl nlimit In any
•ilierth.il vvillioul altering llie |Hi«i(|ou of the wheel 1|. Sup-
I—.e the wheel lo l*e -l:uti-.l «o Hint II- plniie polnla exactly
iN-rlh and mmiHi. Ii will rnnlliiiie to run lu Hie direction lit

w hh-ti It I- i-rtlniDl, even tliough Iho ha<e A and ttie earth
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iiii<l» r A bIioiiM rhnin;.* llielr jmslilun. Sow thr rail

h

I* ron-
slniiHy rotn Mm:. :tn«l ivliaf It imrfh for n pi>r«Hi In onr plac*>
i-i nol norlli for a intwhi In nnollior plan*, for (lie reason
ll. at tin* mi*rlilinns of Inticltwk* ruiivrna* at tin* pole and ore
IhiTcforc rio| parallel. |f the wb«*H l** starttil to minting In
a north and ninth meridian at a given lime, it does not mean
that fill* wheel "III eonllliue on llil* «imt> no-rhllan. hut ll

"III ninny* •oiitllilie to rotate Innnnh umih- (l».-.| |.,.|nl In
'pare. After a time. Iherefore. I lie « lieel will apparentli

lave elm Hired ll« direction of imdlon and will no Imieer point
1’nrlli and multi. It Is not tin* wheel whleh lias changed.
Iiowoirr, hut the earth. Hr making a small sphere and
draw Inc llims upon It to represent the meridians, ll will I*
iery easy to understand this mailer. of course. It |« under*
'*'<ed lliat tin* force of cmill r will make the wheel io always
••Hate In a plane passim: llirniigli the renter of the earlh.
toil tills can In no wl«c nfTi-et the horizontal direction In

" Ideli Hie w heel |»ilnf*

Noir - Is i »iH*( I lb« r»BI*d •Ulp' -•** laha.l-t •• nr
"t nsil*f I B| I, l«»M|nt|..ii Ik*) t~t -*i» i. ~i a i.g-bun*
• 1 • I I HI*

Test Board Accommodates Lamps
of Various Sizes

It nlways creates n heller Impression if

the lamps a customer hoys are tested while

he is watching. By using a mogul hose, the

ordinary hull* can ho tested in a second or

two without removing it from the wrapper,

and the same applies the candelabra

hulhs which arc tested in an ordinary sock-

et. Rudio and llasliliglil bullis are tested

with a doorbell transformer. A fixed radio

rheostat hooked in series with the socket

will lower Ihu current to 2',(t v«.lls or what-

ever nueduil.—Morris Katz, Aurora, III.

REVERSING SPLIT-PHASE MOTOR

A SPLIT-PHASE motor may be temporarily
reversed to lake care of work that occasion-

ally require this.

This is done by wrapping about three feet ol

slout cord around Ihe pulley in the direction the
motor must run. Now give the cord a sharp
yank (the way you would start an outboard

motor) and immediately turn on the switch. The
motor will now continue to rotato In that direc-
tion. When the motor is stopped it will, of
course, be in position to run in its normal direc-
tion or rotation.

It is important, when cord is pulled, to spin
the rotor fast enough to open the starting switch 1

which is in series with the starting winding. 1(

connected to a load (as shown in illustration) it

may be necessary, to avoid drag, to shift the
motor abend so the belt will be looso and slip;
then tighten when motor is in operation.—W-J.H.

“Simplest" Test Set ,

consisting of earphones and a flashlight

battery connected in series, will locate
most of lire troubles with radio parts.

Touch the wires to a suspected part to

find out if it is burned out or shorted.
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fuses. The porcelain socket for testing

plug fuses has its core removed and n piece
of brass tubing substituted so that fuse;;

may be pushed in for testing. The brass
strips mounted below the socket arc for

testing cartridge fuses. The most sensitive

tester is shown in the lower right detail.

A telephone magneto is used os the source
of power, while a telephone hell serves as
the indicator: This instrument is most use-

ful for locating grounds which would not

show up with other testers. It is also lrnndy

when testing circuits having very high

resistance but is not very satisfactory for

coils of fine wire as it sometimes rings

when a circuit is open if the wires in the

coil are close together.
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ELECTRICAL TESTER

Utilizing rqulpmmt found In almoit any shop or

homt, thru slmpfo tnttro moho it poiiiblt for you
to thtth your ou>n motors, toll i anJ olhtr tlttlrital

opparatuo lor "rounds. shorts or optn circuit

Ilcrc are six methods of making electri-

cal testers from inexpensive equipment to

locate grounds, short and open circuits. In

the two upper details the methods are

identical with the exception that the test

results arc audible on one and visible on
the other. The hell will ring or the bulb

will light when the lest leads are connect-

ed together or to an unbroken circuit. The
next left-hand detail shows a tester using

two 110-volt lamps and operated from the

lighting circuit. In this case also the lamps
light when the leads are connected to a

dosed circuit or in case of grounds. Bril-
liancy of the lights is a rough measure of
the resistance in the circuit being tested.
The adjoining detail shows a sensitive
method which makes use of a pair of radio
headphones. At the instant the leads are
connected to a circuit in good condition
there will he a click in the phones. In the
circular detail is a tester for all kinds of
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Electrician's Test Light Built From Stock Parts
VEN15 . T£ST UGlir

SCREW

IfOlfS

k-mou
ino nuo

CROSS 4ICIION Of SUie ASSiMHY

CIRCUII Of lisr UCMT

Iii addition lo the regular llcxiklo prods
for locating defective fuses and open cir-

cuits, Ihir. lest light lias a novel and useful
feature. A removable end cap allows the

light to be plugged into n 110-voll outlet

for testing fuses and locating grounds or
open circuits without danger of grounding
the source of power. The housing is made
from a length of fiber tubing and the bulb
holder is a round piece of wood cut from a
shade roller. Two 1 10-volt candelnbta-bnsc
bulbs are used. With care these can lie

turned into the holes in the ends of the bulb
bolder lo form their own threads. The end
plug supporting the plug prongs and cap
can be cut from the same wooden slock ns
the bulb holder. Contact strips for thewhole
assembly are made from n. spring-brass
strips. V\ in. wide. After assembling and
wiring the parts, the assembly is forced into

the liber holder. Slip the end plug over the

plug prongs and close the opposite end of

Self-Lighting Arc Searchlight

THE BOY MECHANIC -1913

A practical and easily constructed
self-lighting arc searchlight can he
made in the following manner: Pro-
cure a large can, about G in. in diam-
eter, and cut three holes in its side

about Z in. fioni the back end, ami in

the holder with a fiber disk notched to pro-
vide openings for the test prods. The cap is

fitted with n bent strip of metal held in

place with n small brad. A disk of thin fiber

is glued to the outer face of the cap to cover
the small boles drilled in the cap to take the
ends of the strip. When the cap is in place,
the metal strip closes tire circuit between
the two prongs so the unit may be used to

locate defective fuses and open circuits in

the usual manner. Removing the cap and
plugging llie tester into a receptacle on the

end of an extension cord allows the user to
tost grounded motors and other equipment
for open windings and circuits without dan-
ger of grounding the “live” side of the cir-

cuit, as one lamp is in each lead. With the

(

•rods touching, both lights will be on at
lalf brilliancy. However, contact with a
grounded circuit will cause one light to be
extinguished while the oilier roaches full

brilliancy.

the positions shown in the sketch.

Two of t lie holes arc cut large enough
to hold a short section of a garden hose

lightly, as shown at AA. A piece of

porcelain lube, 15, used for insulation,

is lilted tightly in the third hole. The
hose insulation A should hold the car-

Ih»u F rigidly, while the carbon E
should rest loosely in its insulation.

'flic inner end of the carbon E is

Continued on page 115



Tl* ftlini'lc electric ocC *r,

sh<»M» at Mi «**• tiled in

» Iroalcat
1 .

Ilrlow. in pitying this tm«
•intal ii.ilt untent only one
ley ftt ft lime »• |*«o»cd

FOR ABOUT FIVE DOLLARS
POPULAR SCIENCE, APRIL iv)i

W ITH 111 d»«p. mellow notes. tin*

elect tie otkiii is last gaining

the niiftknl limelight.

A* A Mile, lime inMnim.nli
me l.iiKr mid c«**tly . Vet, I«»r tin* |ni««r

id it in vv ti ll, you cm* huilil .1 doplii.ite of

it Micill 0IU.1II llcil win fi.il iiiciI in. i recent

CtKisMiM mirt radio In .mihurt.

Complete, llo* oiiginal iu»l i hoick t '.oi

in designer, Klnioie It. I.yfonl, n Now
Voik electrical engineer. a little none Iban
live ilnllai*. In s|»itc "f id bnr *>-( ii»

licit •Kin-like* 1 1* it i*i delighted llu* Hell-

known nnllo pianists llaal lingered id key*
mol ill simplhily inleiisled ilu* rngimef*

llnil ciniiiiiinl il.

All you neeil to lmil«l die ihimii i* idn**

5iyM0-uliin vnii.ihle resistanu s. a •*>«

microfarad condenser. some brass. .i y|ar

’M voltage regulator lulu*, a socket. and n

few fret of insulated < onnei ling wire, I or

|lower, lli«* iniMii u'i*. lime forty-

livc-vill H-Kitleiics.

Although die oigan .»ii Iw con-
lireled directly lo n l<a*l>|< >;ilii'r, Iml
itMills me obtained if nil audio not-

pliliir ii Hied with ll»* .speaker Ilf

i mine, if you l.ive a mod' hi mlio,
you i .in use id aiiij.Ii... r and speaker
by miking tonnrclinns lo the detector
till**- or llimuch tin* plimiogrniib jack

attachment. In the plinlucripli, a

separate amplifying unit and speaker
me shown.
The keys can he hent from stii|*

of brass or ordinary ptidi buttons
an 1«c used for the contacts. In fact,

if you arc really ingenious the key-
board of ail old toy piano can I-*

rigged as y»ur electric console. Al-

(Immm-U only eight keys. corresponding
to the Male, were Used ill die vricin.il,

• "i he added lo obtain the ill-

lelnnbale toms.
Willi the lube in place and Ihc

oie.in roiniei Ini in ihc speaker cir-

• mt. vini are ready for the siniple

tuning 1 1|trill ions. As shown in die
di.ici.ilil. e.nli key i ircuit contains n
’•id.il de lesidor. 'lid* resistante con-
• n ,l*. die lone of die note formed
"Inn dm

|
in lit ular key is pressed.

’Hi.' ii-'iM.lines should l»c adjusted
imiil e.nli key. si.mine al die left,

pm-In es a note in I lie scale.
I lie m.isti-r lesislame. nuiked A

in Ihe ili.ij-r.ini, <out mis Ihc lone of
die enliie lance. Im leasing Ibis re-
sislain e lowers die enliie lone of
Ihe -< ah* and decreasing il miles it.

Wln-n you play die orjian press
only one key at a time. In die be-
ginning Mail with a sim|rfc lune, and
y..ii will be surprised how easily you
i an pick nut On* notes by ear. As
• -uli key L pressed, ymir loudspeaker
will reproduce die noil-, in ihc rich

ticiiinl.K i luiacIrriMic ol .1 fine organ.

•H' rt

•• MUIac oJ

n*\n*r, immuK
•IK «*«»•• 1* ftsl.
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How lo Build an

Organ
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How many appliances and lights can you safely

use In your home at one time without risking a

blown fuse? This chart provides the answer.

By Ed Bukstcin

Manufacturers of electrical appli-
ances invariably rate their products

in watts rather than in amperes. To the
user of such appliances, this poses the
problem of. how ninny of the appliances
may be used at the same time without
overloading the circuit and blowing a fuse.
The accompanying graph, based on a 110-
volt circuit, provides a rapid solution to
such problems.

To use the graph, find the wattage rating
on the vertical scale, follow this line until
it meets the diagonal line, and then read
straight down to the amperes scale. For
example, suppose you want to know how
many amperes of current will be drawn
by a 150-watt light bulb. Locate 150 on
the watts scale, follow this line until it

meets the diagonal, then read down to the
amperes scale. •

W ATTS

1300

1000



A lew UU ol dir paper are placed In Iho
inverted cover oi a tin can and a dry piece
o! glare le placed over It When the eur-
lace o! thlr glare le rubbed brirhlr with a
dry Piece ol eilk. Iho bilr o! paper will fly

upward and adhoro lo the glare.

There are two klnde ol electricity, current electricity which mover,
and rlatic electricity which eland, rtlll. The elecUophorue or elatlc
generator I. made with a cake oi molten eulphur and an Intulaled
glare or rubber handle cemented lo the metal cover ol a coiloe can.
A piece ol pure, dry wool it ured lo brltkly rub the eulphur cake alter
v/hlch the tin cover Ir placed over It. the operator making rure to ure
the Inrulated handle. Alter reatoval. a long electric rpark may be

drawn Iron, the tin cover with the knuckle.
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SCIENCE.....
ONE’S ATTRACTIVE. THE
OTHER'S FAST. MEETTHE
2 TYPES OF ELECTRICITY
Science and Mechanics

December, 1947
"V. oh~.Mc cell Ir, aiadu 1st a
f-'Ay by pl'iciag piece, ol
rcpptr and loud or uny
dte.iuiilar inelal. la vinegar
•elution. A telephone receiver
connect 'd lo it/o metal placer
will emit a loud click Indicat-
ing rjlalivel/ powerful current.
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A piece of qlass rod U hold lo

the bottom of a tin con cover
with aoatlnq war and pro-

Tided with a copper wire arm
from which Is auipended a
vail piece of pith by meant
of a Bilk thread. Plecet ol

leallnq war, rubber or qlate

brlekly rubbed with wood or

Ilk will either attract or repel

the pith balls.

An electric coll Is made In a |lf<7 by piec-
ing piece* ol coppor and lend or any two
dissimilar molals in vinegar solution. A
telephone receiver connected lo two rootal

pieces will emit a loud click Indicating
relatively powerful current.

Rubbing a pleco ol "rating

wav v* 1th a piece of won* or

•Hit gt-ne*a»o a i.lronq

electric charge which ’gill

greatly ayllal* email bit* ol

paper on a pone ol glaM.

All ol tho articles ui«d In

•tatlc exjiarlments muM ho

perfect'.’/ dry If good vo?ull«

ate to l»o obtained.

Puro water will not
conduct oloctrlc current

te any groat extent.

Conduction comet
through tho pretence of

Impurities that form
electrolytes (conduc-
tors). Wo provo this

by trying to make a
• park when the dry cell

shown Is connactod to

the pieces ol metal Im-

mersod In tho glass ol

puro wator. 11 we drop
in a teaspoonful of

table salt, however, the

•park can be seen im-
mediately.
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MODERN MECHANICS

Designed lor the ama-
teur scientist, this easily-

built instrument records
earth tremors occurring
in all parts of world.

by Don Murphy

oni5i. On nn average, more lliuu 0.000 of
those dwells occur every year -some of
them sending buildings crashing lo the
giouml and leaving ruined cities in their
w;d;e. otlieis going unnoticed except by a
f«-w scientists who specialise in this subject.

"Fishing" for these tremors with n home-
made instrument, built from odds and ends
at little or no cost, is a s|>orl with thrills all

its own. Using an instrument similar to

that described below,
» Marlin G. Murray, its

designer, bagged com-
l»lclo records of the

disastrous March, 11)33,

. earthquake that devas-
'

.

l

(
"A laled n wliole section of

•' soutlicrn California. So
;i y good were his ’grams

. that seismologists of na-
tionally known observa-

•
•' ' '

lories were glad to

exchange records with

In III, r•<«<>" «l—>r. M.nin «. Munif m
•"'< »*«mii» a aai.iaegiam matlr on liii

rsnlirjiislr trroidrt. A <lotr-up of tfifiio*
If*!* 1* *rr**re at |ff|. Note ill ft t il itv

r«t|M>iMfi nidi • preiet r#fit« rnteiiM •« a
stabler tiled dtutti (ftriMRf and vanri
luhtnrtinl in oil to tUmprvt vibiftttoni.
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HI*.in* in**ml i <iu<h«l to «f>»

•uni of lli. Klimn»rli m iii|.in,.ij,»||,

Un lo rro.irf. • li"i*
ili» ikiniI <l'.ll. A i-..|. K.onil .lullil
il.Kfc. Kith (ii. i.mo' »•!. h pi...i.|.J -ilk
• Ir.iiir <<»<i<il< ll.lt <li>a( oitMiu limil.

Iiim from llieir big. complicated machines costing hun-
dreds of dollms.

A seismograph is nothing hut a large pendulum with
a pointer which scratches a fine line on a revolving di uin.

Strangely, when n quake comes, it moves the drum Itself

—nvi the pendulum, which swings freely and whose
inertia kcc|* it at rest, while the ground and everything
attached rigidly to it quivers and shakes. The vibration
of the earth Is greulty magnified hy a long arm attached
to the pendulum bob. so that the record may he more
easily studied. Simply liy changing the length of the
pendulum, the machine may he 'tuned" to fnr-nwny
quakes much as a piano is sot to a tuning fork.

To (mild a simple, yet effective, seismograph, first cut
a trlongular piece of scrap plate or 14-inch thick nml
18 to inches on the side, ns shown in Fig. 1. Your
l.nral blacksmith will liclp you out oh this for a small
charge. Drill n 14-Inch hole through the plate near each
corner and weld a 12- inch piece of 2-inclt angle iron,

vertically, in the center of it.

Near the top of the angle Iron, drill a ’A-incIi hole
through each face and fasten a \\ by 114-inch bolt.

riG.3 LCAD
WEIGHTS

\V {*AM AOO« II ocmt L

Fig 2- SUSPENSION
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Th« ....mogf.pl) 1. p..p..,d
*7 • •!*•»« ol wrap.
p>n| papar, attached «o lha

V.r
u"- "i,h « fc*roi«na lamp.

Fiaiahad ... moji.pl, peo .

«.«ud br d^pln, i, In .
Iui.bo of .liillai and alcobol.

•^ssssssssssst
•paiail.m ml lha .li.li.i,

•pindla m altiih U» (aaoid-
d.um ra.ojva. la alaa.lj

f K. A UEIAIl nr
DWVIUt. HOCAMO
l/’.iJM SPINDLE

O.lall t..l.« ill... Kao a IMg.
"iar ba <vii.a.iad Inin a

•-* rmm........
ilia dil.a tad la <lo,b I,

Approximately 7 Inches above (lie base, make
(luce or four center punch luniks, one above
another, on each face of the angle Iron.

This frame comprises the pier or support
for the magnifying arms. It is now ready
to be bolted to some firm, stationary founda-
tion such ns the garage Hour. Cnrc should
he Liken in placing the base (see Fig. C), so
that the faces of the angle iron will be in a
true easi-west, north-south position, so
that you may determine the direction of a
distui hancc registered by the instrument.
By using double nuts on the foundation,

you are able to level the base and so keep the
recording arms, to be mounted later, parallel

to each other.

These magnifying aims should be made of

some light metal beam, thirty indies long.
Strips fiom an old Venetian blind or other
light wood may be used instead, provided
cross members and wire braces are attached
to sLillen them.

Fashion two wooden shafts, as indicated

MOUH MMP T

OP CLOCK

m
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COf*P£CT SETTING FOR PIEP

REGULATE PERIOD OF
OSCILLATION WITH BOLTS -

in Fig. 2. about %-inch In diameter and
from 4 to 8 Inches in length. Into one
end of ench, insert an old phonograph needle,
pointed end out. The other end of ench
shaft is later fitted with the lead weights.
Referring to Fig. 3. make two lead

weights, exactly alike in heaviness, by
pouring lead into two small tin cans.

The weight of ench should be between
5 and 10 pounds. Before pouring the /

lead, fasten in place two lengths of cop-
per tubing such as used for automobile
oil lines. One lube should run down the

center of the tin can; the other should
ho run dingonnlly through the can.

forming an angle of 45 degrees with the

center tube. After the lead has cooled,

PROJECTS
A" FROM
WEIGHT

SCREW
EVF.IN
WOOD
PLUG

Wf.OGF. ARM
INTO TUOF OR

IMRECT IWO WEIGHT
rif. hftnw. »K|»M

of r#<oti|ing

M4cn«u lot mu
I** ItfClJlM iMMifty II#

|I'»I»|| It*ir Im MMldlril
I* ti«tf of m«fitifymr itmt
by vivivtC ibtm m iIiomi.

DETAL AT WEIGHT

REST POINT m
cENiinnwcM
INDENTATION

cross piece
or WOODS.

ANCHORED RASE

SLIDING SHAFT NUT ABOVE
AND BELOW
TO ADJUST
BASE LEVEL

see fig. a ron
SHAFT DETAIL

LIGHT METAL "
SHAFT SUPPORT

RECORDING
SHEET

PLANK BASE

FIG. 6 PRINCIPAL ASSEMBLY

CLOCK DRIVE
BLOCK UP TO
SHAFT LEVEL

*lh» <*mpl>wd U >l.|».t»<) .l.o.. i- p»«.
A <M«lnl •im-It at lit ilculn will am

huililrr o( J" inatiunMiit of piniiioa kiuiii-

removc the tubing and insert in the resulting

holes the %-inch rods, leaving the needled
end protruding about 4 inches. Into the
diagonal bole is fitted one end of the

GRANDDAD'S ELCTRICITY BOOK 114
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recording nun. Nw prepare lire stirrup-: a! I he ends of
!hc ircoi.1"..: nunc. fuMii.g •drip* -f aluminum ns diown

1 'i:- 5 punching small links in llic si-ks ihc
sin i ups In acmiinii.Hlalc the recording needle*. These iimllu
i "ii'i't simplv nf two ordinal y sewing needles urn llimugli
:i Pircir of rnrk al right angle*. mic serving as an axis
uliilr tin* nlIn-r traces n fine line nil the iron ding drum.
The a*'" i«mI> In mount oil'll"* pier. Man* the

weights fmm the |vvn \\ -inrli kills al llir |np nf Ik pirr,
peine l!|*lil. sluing wile and entling in small triiulmeklrs
for adjustment. Now place flic points r.l llie phonograph
nrrdlc* in llic punch marks ami adjust llic wir«- until Hie
mugnif) mg amis route In ns| parallel In cadi oilier. This
cnii‘l Million is deal ly rklailul in Tip. 6.

II
I
lie aims ami weights arc exactly alike they will have

llic «ame natural "pciinrl" of vilualimt. Set them in motion
iitnl lime rat h line's mnvtinenls. shifting the wire mi the
! i •nidi hilt until llicv have exactly Ihc same rale of vibra-
lion. Moving the wile tnwiml the pier lengthens the period;
tltviiy fioin the ni«r. slim lens it.

The t cent it hip drum. ul'» slmnu in Fig. is a canlhqnl
loll fi In H inches in diameter ami 20 inrlirs king ami may
In- sertll erl fm the asking at a fnrriiliirc store. I.im4enm is

shipped mi sin h mils of v at inns si/e». A drum of tlirsc
dimensions will tun a week s record without renewing the
nc'inl shed.

I'mm your nriphlmrlinorl pliunher, : - hia«s tube about
.10 inches long and a luass rod that will slip snngli into the
lube fm a ili-.liinee nl 2 nr .1 inches. This luass n~l •Imuhl
lie nlmnl M inches in Ictiplh and tlucaded. 12 or l«» linearis
pet inch, lot a distance nf |0 inrlirs.

A Sipiare hole washer nnvv should Ire soldered in one end «>f

tin- Iniiss Itihe. which forms (he axis for the recoding dtnnt.
V mini the drum murflv mi this axis. having llir in inches
id tlniaded brass rod nmjrcliup frnm the cti-l nf lltr ilium.
Ihc Ihrcmll mil ill Ihr "V" tif ON of the kniie edged
•nppnrls made fmni mrlal slrin. -u the <1111111 will move
hmkmilalK I Inr "Mill of Ihirad f<ir eaejr retidiilion of

lire duim. Ihc iillrri suni>orl. id cninse. carries the opposite
end nf lire ilium, ns pielureil in I’ig. I.

Make a srpraie shaft which will slide smoothly in Ihc
•"'Mi.' ic link in Ihc washer of the dinin'* axis. Conned one
end uf this S'luarc shall to Ihc hour shall of ihc iliiving
*'lnck (piefcmhly an cledric or 8 day instrument so as not
In Strip al iuuppoiliine liniments) and inset 1 the oilier end in
the washer.

I'm connecting lire dtiviiiK red to lire clock a universal
ioinl of some sort must he used to allow for frkl inn lh.it

nmy develop Ihinnph mis alignment nr Icmpernlure changes.
Fashion this universal joint tiy usintf a srpiarc washer with
holes on four sides, nr a small hloek of rnhhcr will sntlice.

I lie mstuimrnl mny he irlined somewhat liy mounting ihc
dink on a 1 uhhci -tired toy cart which moves horizontally
with (he drum, thus eliminating the sliding driving rod and
icduciiip f riel iun.

Continued from page 100
sU|)|K»riC(l by a piece of No. Jt.j Ger-
man-silver wire. C. which i> about G
in. lung. This wire runs through the

poreebun lube to the binding post 0.
The binding post is fastened to a wood
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Use a shed of wrapping taper for a recording sheet.

Wiap it smoothing around the drum ami pine the edges
lightly. Revolve the drum slowly ns you now smoke the
1 rentding sited Mack Iry use of a coal-oil J^tinp minus
chinnier.

With recording sheet in place, carefully cheek over the
apparatus. See that llic magnifying arms arc parallel; that
lire instrument is protected from air cut refits; and that the
needles rest lightly on the recording drum. When every-
thing is ship shaiT. start the clock. As the drum slowly
revolves a hue line- will appear 011 the smoked record c> limler.
To make a really accurate record il is well |u provide

kind of lime clock.* A simple scheme is lo wind two
Imy mils and place one mi each magnifying arm in such a
iHisithiu that when the coil is energized hy current from the
light socket, it will all 1ad llir needle ami lift il momentarily,
leaving a minute break in 1 lie seismogram. Rig. 7 and llic

acromnauyiiig photos show details of magnets.
A second ,!\K. preferably an alarm clock with a sweep-

second hand, should he filled with contacts so that each
I11.u1 ihc contact will lie made and the magnet coil energized,
•inducing an hour mark on the drum. A small hell-ring lug
Imisf01 nier will step down the 110 rolls from the lighting
service lo llic right voltage.
When Ihc ilium is filled with a record, remove lire shed

and slip il into a trough containing shellac diluted in 50
percent alcohol. thru hang it up to dry. The alcohol not
only thins llie shellac, lull also gives a dull finish lo Ihc
locmd and protects it agaius! blurring.

Don’t rxiiect immediate results —yon may register n «|lliikc
five minutes after starling llic instrument, or you may have
In wait several days. Hut on the average, there is a ifiatiir.'t

eauhiinake somewhere on this earth once every hour and
some of them will register on Ihc recording drum.
When studying your fust seismogram, note tlml Ihc waves

seem to come in bunrlies. That is because each <|itnke consists
of at least three distinct groups of shocks—a primary wave,
a secondary wave following a link later, nml n long suc-
cession of minor shocks. The spreading of the waves ns
they travel tlimiigh the eai til’s crust gradually separates
these groups, and lor a eprake 8000 miles away, lliey mny he
as fat as twenty seconds apart. Ily noting the time htlwccn
these wave groups ymr may form a rough idea of how fur
away the shock originated.

In Ihc study of seismograms you will doubtless find of
loir rest two booklets that can lie liouglit from the Superin-
tendent of Documents, Government Hunting Office, Wash-
ii'rtwi.D. C The fust is a 01 page booklet wltbdi man uf
the D. S. ami is entitled, l£arlln|iiakc History of the U. S.,
•-'elusive of the Pacific Region"— Special Publication
f*n. 149 . and costs IS cents. The other. "Destructive and
Nerr lies! •'•dive F,ai Unmakes in California and Western
N'.S'la, i. 10 19.1.1."— Special Publication No. 191— is
wired .at 5 cents am! is a 24-page booklet

pbij; ill the end of the tube. 'Hie tube
It is adjusted so that the cud of the car-
l"*n li is pressing against llic carbon F.
llie cleclric wires are connected to the
cat hon F and the binding post 1). A
M >;slnncc, K, should he in the lir e.

'i hc current, in passing Ittftnigh the
hnup, ’neats the strip of ( icnnnu-silvcr
wire, causing it to expand. This ex-
pansion lowers the cud of the carbon
I’-, separating the points of tin: two
catboiis and thus providing a space be-
tween them for llie formation of an arc.

When the current is turned off, the
German-silver wire contracts and
draws ihc two carbon cuds together
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Electric Fence Plans
Here are long-awaited plans for a low-cost, safe and effective

I 10-volt A.C. electric fence unit.

S-PS.T. TOGGLE
SWITCH

to no
VOLTS
AC.

TO FENCE
AND

LIGHTNING
ARRESTERWATT CARBON

RESISTOR
TO

GROUND ROD
LINCCCRD
AMO PLUG

Of USE BLOCK iGROUND
“ MLTAL CMLTAL CABINET
Of UNIT

Rear vltw ol complolsd
unll. Il will ollocltvoly
and *aloly cliuiga ovoi
25 miles ol Jtnckng.

Circuit diagram ol 1 10-

voll A.C. oUciric lonco
unll. Plugging Iho lino

cord Into a wall oullol
and clouing witch 5

placot Iho unll In opor
allon. There aro no
moving parts lo wear.

II dog* poriUI In knocking over Iho garbage cant.
|utl hook up your 110 volt A.C. Electric Tence unll
at shown hore. ai.U in a lew weeks every dog in

your neighborhood will be permanently educated.
Bo turo lo warn 111" garbage collector beforehand,

and show him now lo turn oil Iho unil.

E
LECTRIC fencing, n relatively new mid un-
usual use for electricity, keeps animals in

a defined territory not by brute force or by
indicting lmdily injury, but by means of an elec-
tric charge which produces physical sensations
which arc so new and puzzling to the animal ns
to discourage further contacts with the fence
wire. The fencing itself usually consists of a

single strand of plain or barbed wire supported
by insulators on posts spaced up lo IK) feet apart.

The charge is applied by an electric unil which
operates from a 6- volt battery or from a 110-'

volt A.C. |Kiwer line. It is estimated that more
than 100,000 of these units arc in operation to-
day. charging over 250,000 miles of fencing.
The ideal electric fence unit must, first of all,

ready for lighting again. The feed can
he adjusted by sliding the carbon F
through its insulation.

A resistance for the arc may be made
by l imning the current through a water
rheostat or through 15 ft. of No. 25

gauge German-silver wire.—Contrib-

uted by K. II. Galbrcath, Denver, Colo.
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be sale lo humans as well as animals under ab-
solutely all conditions of operation. Secondly,
it must deliver n strong enough shock to be ef-

fective on animals in dry as well as wet weather.
Finally, the operating costs must be low.

No Inferrupfer Needed

The unit for which constructional plans are
presented here meets all of these requirements,
yet it is one of the sim-
plest and least costly. It

consists of a special con-
stant-current or current-
limiting transformer which
steps up the 110-volt A.C.
line voltage to approxi-
mately COO volts A.C. and
yet neve r delivers more
Ilian the universally ac-
cepted safe electric fence
current of 8 milliamperes
r 008 ampere) even under
short-circuit conditions.
This transformer elimi-
nates the need for costly

and often! lines t rouble

-

so m e circuit-interrupting

devices.

The output voltage Is high enough to Ik- ef-

fective in dry weather or in sandy regions where
earth resistance is high. 0|»eraling costs are only
a few cents a month. Initial erecting costs are
only about one-lifth those for old-fashioned
four- to six-strand fences with closely-spaced
posts. All parts, except the easily replaceable

neon lamps, last indefinitely. The unit is port-

able. It may be set up anywhere by plugging

the line cord into the nearest 110-volt, GO-cydc
A.C. outlet, connecting the insulated output ter-

minal to the fence, and connecting the ground
tei initial to any convenient water pipe or 5-foot

metal rod driven Into the ground.
The other pails shown in the diagram, while

not all essential, add to safely and convenience.

Two 10-nmpcrc fuses, one in each A.C. line, arc

protection against accidental shorts in the pri-

mary circuit. The S.P.ST. toggle switch makes
it possible to turn the unit oil without pulling

out the line cord.

The Vi-watt neon lamp across the primary
winding of the transformer serves as a pilot

lamp, glowing ..!>• when the electric fence unit

is in operation. Any other 110-volt lamp which
can be seen at a reasonable distance may be
used.
The 1-watl neon lamp in the secondary or

fence circuit, protected by a 12.000-ohm shunt
resistor, glows only when the fence is grounded.

That lamp and resistor also serve to protect the

transformer insulation against resonance effects.

If both pilot lamp and ground-indicating lamp
glow when the unit is connected, the fence is

grounded somewhere. This ground must lie re-
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moved to restore effectiveness. A ground will

have no damaging eflccls upon the transformer,
however.

A Special Warning

Do not attempt to use a radio set transformer
for this unit. Such transformers do not have
the special type of iron core required lo limit

secondary current to a safe value. Do not at-

tempt lo wind your own
transformer. It may prove
to be dangerous. The cur-
rent-limiting transformer
required is not expensive,
so there is no reason for

experimenting with dan-
gerous makeshift trans-

formers.

Assembly of the unit is

simple. Either the sche-
matic diagram or the pho-
tographs may be used as a

guide. The parts may be
mounted on a single board,

but a completely enclosed
metal or wood cabinet will

be safer and more satisfac-

tory. If a metal cabinet is used, the 0“ x 5’ x G”

size shown in the photographs will be found
ideal.

Mount the pails in approximately the posi-
tions shown in the photographs. One coil on tho
transformer will have two black leads; these

identify it as the primary winding and should be
connected to the terminals of the Vi-watt neon
pilot lamp. The lends for the secondary winding
arc red. One goes directly to the ground termi-
nal; the other connects through the ground-indi-
cating lamp and its shunt resistor to the fence
terminal.

For protection against lightning, an extra sol-

dering lug should be placed at the back of the

feed-through insulator for the fence terminal.

This lug should Ik* bent until its end is about
onc-sixtccnth inch from the metal chassis. A
standard lightning arrester of the air-gap type
should be mounted outside of the unit, cither on
the outside of a building or on the first fence
|H>st. and connected between the charged wire
and ground. In most cases fire underwriters re-

quire that an outside lightning arrester be used.

Locating Iho Unit

Ordinarily the cabinet used for the electric

fence unit will not be water-proof. Therefore
it must lx? located inside a building or in some
other shelter. An ordinary porcelain tube, like

those used in radio antenna installations and for

house wiring, may be used to bring the fence
wire through the building wall. The wire used
to connect the unit to the fence may be either

bare or insulated. For a neater looking installa-

tion insulated wire is preferable.

Front flow ol completed 110-volt A.C. electric
fence unit. Number* are the mime a* thoie on
corretpondinq part* In the circuit diaqrain.
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When electric fencing is used along highways,

it is advisable to post small signs every few hun-
dred feet to indicate that '.he fence is charged.

Detailed instructions for erecting electric
fences, including types of i>osts, insulators, and
wire to use, how to erect corner posts ami gates,
correct fence heights for various animals, etc,
were given in the February, 1938 issue of Science
and Mechanics. This article points out many
uses for electric fence units other than on farms,
such as for keeping dogs in their own yards or
out of gardens, and also tells how to build a
battery-operated electric fence unit which is en-
tirely satisfactory for occasional use (not suited

for continuous operation because current drain
from the G-volt battery is quite heavy).
For information as to where you may obtain

the special current-limiting transformer re-
quired for this 110-volt A.C. electric fence unit,
the completely-drilled metal cabinet, or a com-
plete kit of parts including these items, send a
letter or postcard to Radio Editor, Science and
Mechanics, 800 North Clark Street. Chicago, III.

A detailed list of the parts required for the unit
will be included free of charge, for your conven-
ience. Indicate also if you desire information as
to where electric fence accessories, such as in-
sulators and gate ltooks, may l«o purchased.

Electric Blue-Light Experiment

Take a jump-spark coil and connect it

up with a battery ami start the vibra-

tor. Then lake
cue outlet wire, R,
anil connect to

one side of a 2-cp.

electric lamp, and
the other outlet

wire, B, held in

one hand, a n d
press all fingers of the oilier hand on
globe at point A. A bright, blue light
will come from the wires in the lamp
to the surface of the globe where the
lingers touch. No shock will be per-
ccpliblc.
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Interesting Electrical Experiment

The materials necessary for perform-
ing this exper iilicnt ar-: Tcfcphoue re-
ceiver, transmit tc: . sonic wire and
some carbons, either tile pencils for arc
lamp?, or ones taken from old dry bat-
teries will do.

Run a line from the inside of the
house lo l lie inside of some other build*
ing ami fasten it to one terminal of
Ihe receiver. To the oilier terminal
f.TSl «'ii atiol her piece of wire and ground
it on ilu; water faucet in the house. If

lltetc is no faucet in the house, ground
ii with a large niece o( zinc.

Fasten the other end to one terminal
oi llw transmitter and from the other
terminal of the same run a wire into

the ground. The ground here should
consist either of a large piece of carbon,

or several pieces bound tightly to-
gether.

If a person speak into the trans-
mil ter, one at the receiver can hear
what is said, •'.vui though there arc no
batteries ill the circuit. Jt is a well-
known fact that two telephone re-

ceivers connected up in this way will
transmit words between two persons,
for lit. voice vibrating the diaphragm
causes an inductive current to ilow and
the other receiver copies these vibra-
tions. But in this experiment, a trans-
mitter which induces no current is

used. Do the carbon and the zinc
and the moist earth form a battery?

—

Contributed by Win. J. Slattery, Ems-
worlh. Pa.
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lllnstrnted A nr." tt. I9SI

and see in

tonal darbies

L'Y Harold Pullalt

PICTURED above is only one of the pos-
I sible applications of the modified war-
time sni|>crscope. Thi* unit, called a

snooperscope. L< an enlarged version of the

instrument used l»y (II riflemen to enable
accurate fire power in total darkness. When
the iufiaied light source is turned on. the

user, by employing the special eyepiece,

can see in the area covered by the light,

although to the naked eye total darkness
still prevails.

A number of more practical applications

have been developed with the snooperscope
because of its ability to peer through any
opaque material that passes infrared rays.

Crime detection laboratories are now using
similar equipment for reading through cer-

tain types of main ini. Since the infrared
reflection of pigments in paints and inks is

different from that of white light, it is pos-
sible to detect forged paintings and checks
by the way the colors appear. You can
demonstrate Ibis by writing a message with
India ink and then painting over it with a
coat of ordinary fountain pen ink. Your eye
will only see the blackened spot but the

snooperscope will peer through the top
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mm

Graphite coating Metal ring

Near
infrared
filter

1
" focal length

magnifier lent

(tripod type)'

Paint walls

flat black

3'/i“ focal
length

eyepiece
(optional)

Hole cut in cep bottom
for magnifier lent

(tlott clear tripod tfabi)

'/•" plastic

disk dipt
onto rimARRANGEMENT OF UNITS IN PLASTIC DRINKING CUP

hiycr of ink and reveal the writing just as
clearly as if there were no top coating. This
type of inspection can be made photo-
graphically if infrared film is used in the
camera. The electronic method permits
instantaneous examination which often is

a great convenience.
As you might have thought, there are

several photographic applications. Using
this device, you can take photographs with
no visible light source. (For instructions
on this type of work, see Shoot ’Em In The
Dark, January, 1951, MI, pgs. 148-149.)
One of the handiest uses is using the snoop-
erscope as a darkroom viewer. Difficult op-
erations that have to be carried out in total

darkness con now be viewed clearly
throughout the process. If you run into
trouble loading film tanks you will appre-
ciate a viewer when the film becomes
snarled. A test for fogging should be made
before the viewer is used. Within the next
few years every modern darkroom may be
equipped with infrared viewers.

In scientific laboratories a modified unit
such as this is used to study the behaviour
of small nocturnal animals in total dark-

ness. A converter tube has been used with
a microscope to study bacteriological and
botanical specimens under infrared rays.
Certain large molecules may now be ex-
amined in a different way, since they be-
come transparent under infrared light.

Military uses are obvious. The sniper-
scope has already been mentioned. The
Germans used infrared-equipped tanks
and trucks for driving during blackouts.
Under these conditions they could travel
almost as fast as during the day. Cars
equipped with a snooperscope would have
the advantage during fog. Certain types of

fog are transparent to infrared (depend-
ing on the particle sizes) and during such
weather increased safety of the road could
be obtained. The experimenter is cautioned
about building a unit for this purpose, as
very good lenses are required as well as
powerful headlights. Such specialized con-
stitution is likely to prove difficult and
driving with makeshift equipment would
be dangerous.

In the actual construction of your snoop-
erscope. your best tube would be one of
several British models, which arc available
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Gl<m type Infrared filter

UNIT FOR SUPPLYING LIGHT SOURCE

Elements o! Ihe light source. Bulb employed Is a
standard 100 to 300-wall lamp. Although this caso

W ol metal you may use plywood II so desired.

on the surplus market. Two of these are

type CHI M3 anil CV 147. For operation at

the highest voltages, the tubes should be
cm chilly r.eleclcil. Other electronic parts

required are a 4.01)0 to G.OOO-voIt low cur-

rent power supply (less than one inillinm-

pere), a light source and two filters.

For indoor operation a 4.U00 to 5.0U0 volt

neon sign transformer operalcs the tube

satisfactorily. Two 1-megohm resistors arc

used, one in series with each lead, to limit

the current. HccUfication is not necessary

unless the objects ate in motion (objects

in motion cause >• stroboscopic effect wlicn

AC is employed.
For portable use cither indoors or out-

doors a handy -sized power supply may be
constructed that operates off three standard
flashlight cells. For continuous operation

leave the power supply on as long as re-

quired. Very long battery life can be ob-
tained by switching on the power supply

only momentarily to charge the condenser.

The condenser will then store this energy

and continue to operate the tube for some
lime after the unit is turned ofT. Place a

small piece of rubber tubing over. toggle

switch handle to help eliminate charge

pickup.
The high voltage is supplied by a model

airplane ignition transformer with a vi-

brator to interrupt the primary current.

These transformers are available on the

market with the vibrator already built in.

Only two wires need be attached for op-

eration. You can make up your own vi-

brator coil arrangement bv using the parts

of an old buzzer or bell. Some types of buz-

zers can simply be connected in series with

the primary of the transformer. Try yours

to sec if this is possible (lVfe volt buzzers).

Caution: Avoid contact; these voltages

arc high and while not dangerous, can
give you a rather uncomfortable shock.

Construction of ihe snooperscope: The
image converter tube is mounted in a plas-

tic drinking cup V/z in. high by in. in

diameter. The optical system required de-

pends upon your intended use. We used a

small tripod type magnifier lens of 10 power
(1 in. focal length) for the front lens and

objects from three inches to one and u half*

feel can be focused. There is no reason why
a greater range cannot be bad with this lens

by moving it closer or farther away from
the tube.

After selecting the lens system mount it

in a hole cut into the bottom of the cup. A
jewelers saw or coping saw is ideal for cut-

ting the hole. Paint the ihside of the cup
with black paint. Black airplane dope
works fine. No light other than that from
the lens must be permitted to hit the tube.

Place an infrared filter between tube and
lens to reduce cfTccts of stray white light.

The image converter lube is inserted

with the graphite side toward the front

lens and the metal ring toward the mouth
of the cup. A thin flexible lead from the

metal ring connects to the positive side of

the power supply. Some tubes were manu-
facturer! without tills lead, in which case a
piece of spring metal pressed against the
metal ring will work just as well. The front

end of the tube has a graphite ring around
it. This is the end where the infrared image
is to be focused. The graphite coating is the

cathode or negative lead. Connect this lead

to the B minus side of the power supply. A
piece of spring



Top i low ol tlmplllied power mpply lor portable
«W. Coll* nro llio ordinary llorhllqlil type. The en-

tiro unit l« mounted on a *'« In. plywood boieboard.

The •noopertcope Itioll. Tor Indoor mo a imall
neon algn transformer (right) may l»o used lo

power the infrared lube within Ilia plastic cup.

Model airplane .

ignition transformer
with vibrator

To qraphlte
coated ring
on tebe

V* megohm rcilitor

Condenser i

Three "D
1.5 volt
rtushltgh*

cell*For 1X2A tube, utc pin* 2 A b
For 1B3GT/8016 tube. me 2 & 7

rORTARLE POWER SUPPLY UNITS ON WOOD PANEL
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brass or even the flat sheet metal carefully
removed from a tin can should be formed
with the Angers so it fits snugly around the
cathode terminal.

The rear viewing lens is optional as it is

only required if you wish to view the images
closely with the eye. It should have about
three power and a focal length between 2\i
and 4 in. This lens is mounted and cemented
to a piece of plastic or wood. The material
should be opaque and have good insulating
qualities. The handle is a plastic bicycle han-
dlebar grip which is cemented over a hole
drilled into the side of the drinking cup for
the high voltage leads. The lead wire can be
the plastic type of zip cord, over which is

placed plastic insulating tubing.

LUjht source: The main limit to the view-
ing distance is the power and type of light

source. Greater intensity means greater dis-
tance. For the direct viewing of glowing
objects this imposes little difficulty. Such ob-
jects as the moon ami extra bright stars may
be viewed directly. A small flashlight with a
plastic filter may be detected at quite a dis-

tance. Reflected light from objects requires
the use of heat lamps, photofloods or standard
100 to 300-watl lamps to illuminate them. Of
course these lights arc filtered so that no
visible light is seen. The light source shown
on page 100 consists of a 300 wall scaled beam
outdoor type floodlight (115 volt), a glass

type infrared filter and u 10x10 in. recessed
lighting box.
Outdoor applications involving greater

distances require a bulb with a sharply fo-

cused reflector. Gold-plated reflectors give

very good results. The smperscope used a 30
watt, G volt bulb similar to the type used in

auto headlights. This was operated on a small
rechargeable storage battery. Good substi-
tutes are auto spotlights of the scaled beam
type such ns Westinghousc type 4535 or the
General Electric 4524. Standard type flash-

lights with small dry cells will not provide
ample infrared for viewing by reflection.

Never point your snooperscope at extremely
bright light sources like the sun. Damage to
the lube may result.

Infrared filters: Experimental fillers can be
made by sandwiching several layers of dark
red and blue cellophane between two sheets
of clear plastic. Both plastic and glass typos
are available from photographic and scientific

supply houses. The latter type is to be used
whenever heat is involved. Infrared filters

cut out all or most of the visible radiation and
allow the heat rays to pass through unob-
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strucled. Since a tungsten lamp produces
much more infrared than it does visible light,

the action of a filter reduces its strength only
slightly, while to our eyes it now becomes
total black. Don’t forget that it is possible
to overheat even glass filters, so light sources
should not be left on longer than necessary. •

SNOOPERSCOPE PARTS LIST

light Source:

Soalcd beam light or standard 100 to 300-

-atl lamp and rofloclor » •

Metal homing lor above iterm
Infrared Tiller

Snooperscope (Eyepieco unit):

Image convertor tube

Plastic drinking cup
Plastic handlebar grip

Jeweler’* eye loupe (approsimately 2 to 4-in.

local length)

Tripod magnifier, approximately 10 k. l-in. focal

lenqlh

Five ft. plastic-insulated cord (do not use

cord with rubber or cloth insulation)

Near infrared Trite.

Black paint or airplane dopo

Tower Supply, AC: ,

Neon liqn trentformor. 4 lo 5 kilovolts at undor

10 mills current rating

Two '//-megohm resistors (may be as high as

S mog.)

Po»er Supply, Portable:

Three flashlight cells

Model airplane ignition coil

Small buuer
.005 mid. condenser, 6.000 volts

.1 mid. condenser. 600 volfs (if not built into

vibrator coil)

Two '//-megohm rosistors

I *2A or ID3GT/80I6 lubo

Socket for obove lubo

Wooden baseboard
D.P.S.T. switch

Grid cap
Two fahnatfock dips

Wo/e: These parts may bo obtained from the

P.ecise Measurements Co.. 942 Kings Highway,
Brooklyn 23, N. Y.

u*<~l • o»U>»»rd •»•!•*. this fc.n4i.tK. mofl-t
».lt, relxKi twMlIlully. Cm.lriwtl.it li mo.1l, at t»l«i. .ill.

1
1
'* »*4 t*f’4 vfcrr. «.lr» .I'fnelfc I. r.«iiiro4. t or ).o c.ny

f lfc..o rnwlrtr. Ml lire ntMNb r.mtt 50 ««n» t. MICIIANIX
lllUSIRAIEU run. Sonic, r.xelt BM«. Grtonwlth. Conn.

Pico «r*rlty rl»« No 420.
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EXPERIMENTS

POPULAR 8CIBNCF JANUARY, I9M
IN A TRANSFORMER the voltng*.ratio be-

I wet'll III*' two mils Is almost exactly equal

In lit.* illfTruMitro III I lie number of turn* In

I lie rolls. Willi IIMI turns oil the primary, or.

ln|Mii roil, l•ull u» tm ns on the secondary, or

output roll, the voltage from the secondary

will he on*’ (.'ill Vi "I Hint Impictscd on ttie

primary. A transformer In which the sec-

ondary’ vnllngc Is less than the primary

voitnRe is i 'it I It
1
. 1 si step-down transformer.

Itrli i :::« i lov trains arc

operated with trims*

formers of this type.

With mieli :• Iransforni-

rr in a I in-volt A

.

1'.
line, a hrtv-vollnge hull*

may he lit safely.

'i'lml I lw voltage rati©

Is leversil'le tail Ire

proved by impressing
low-voltage Interrupte«|

elirretll on til'' Sf-oii-

lary and oMaiiilng high
.•rdlage from the pri-

mary. i '.•nneel dry cells

In serir-s with the sec-

THE PRINCIPLE OF INDUCTION.
which causes electric current to bo

transferred from one circuit to another
with which it has no metallic connec-

tion. can he demonstrated with the

simple equipment at the left, first,

bring to a red heal an Iron holt about 0"

long, nml allow it to cool slowly. Then
wind alioiil IU0 turns of hell wire
around half the Im«11 nenresl the lieatl.

Wind a second coll of about 200 turns

of liner. Insulated wire around a illicit

pencil or dowel of such a sir* thut when
It Is removed the coll will IU loosely

over the boll. Connect a flashlight bulb

ami socket to the cuds of this second

roll, and then connect the ends of I he

roll «>u the boll in series with a resis-

tance such ns a heater unit and to u
source of 110-volt niter lulling current.

Now slide the second coll onto tho

bolt, and the bulb will light. Increasing

In brightness ns the colls are brought
closer together. Transformers nml
spark colls operate on the same prin-

ciple. except Hint llie efllclcncy of com-

mercial equipment Is lucicnsod by pre-

cise design of core nml windings.

j
|

ondary." connect n small. 110-volt argon

lamp "to the primary, and Interrupt the cur-

rent" by drawing one of the wires lightly

over a die connected In the circuit, ns illus-

trated. The lamp will glow brilliantly, al-

though only one pole will light up. Tills Is

due to the fact that direct current Is em-

ployed. If you reverse the leads, you will

lind the opposite pule will light when tho

Intermittent current Is supplied.

' *
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A HOMEMADE D.C. MOTOR llml will

really run ran l»o constructed quickly by
duplicating tlie apparatus at the right. Two
bolts about 2" long should be annealed by
heating, ns in the first experiment, and then
wound with a continuous Irngth of licll wire.
Wind SO turns clockwise on one bolt, leave
4" straight, then wind r»n turns munterclock-
wlse on the other. The direction of winding
must in both cases I* considered from the

bullhead end. Mount the bolls about 2" apart
with bend facing head. Then, when connected
with one or two dry cells, they will become
the Held magnets of your motor.
For nil armature, or rotor, wind a slight-

ly smaller Imlt with about Ml turns of liner

wire and mount the unit on n shaft con-
trived by thrusting n length of stllf wire
through the coils of Hie winding. Crude
ben rings mid n commutator are now all Hint
me needed (o complete Hie motor.

The hearings are strips of notched tin. A
cork will mnkc a good commutator when
tilled with two strips of thin sheet metal.

Press the cork onto the rotor shaft, ns indi-

cated. ami glue the two Strips of sheet metiil

to its sides. The strips should be Just wide
enough to go around Hie cork except for
alight separations between them. Solder the
two ends of Hie rotor windings to these im-
provised commutator segments; then ar-
range n terminal \v:ro from one of the field

magnets so Hint It presses lightly against
the underside of the cork, and connect the
other who from the Held poles to one
terminal of several dry cells in sciles.

Hold the other termlnnl wire from the
dry cells lightly against the cork, us shown,
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and the motor .vill spin rapidly. The func-
tion of a commutator 13 to reverse the di-
rection of current flow through the arms-
Hire twice In every revolution so that each
pole Is lirsl attracted and then repelled by
the adjacent pole of tlio field magnet.

ELECIRIC GENERATORS produce their cur-
rent by rotating wire coils between the
poles of powerful magnets so that they cut
magnetic lines of force. This principle of an
electric alternator may lie demonstrated by
menus of the equipment used above, minus
Hie commutator, but with a galvanometer
added to the circuit as shown below.

For Hie galvanometer, use a toy compass
wound around the center with 50 turns of
fine, insulated wire. Connect this currcnt-
detecting device with the two ends of the
armature winding, and station It far enough
from the magnets so that the needle will not
l*e influenced by stray magnetism. If you
now twist She rotor shaft while current

Hows through the field

coils, you will discover
that the compass needle
is deflected Jlrat In one
direction and then In
the other na tho rotor
passes through each
half of a full turn.
In a regular alternator,
brushes would collect

alternating current
from rings filled
around Hie rotor shaft
and connected with the

windings which arc
built into the rotor.
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^TMIAT all energy is somehow related is

X very evident in the behavior of heat and

electricity. The toaster and electric iron

convert kilowatts into useful heat. But a

thermocouple—simply two pieces of dis-

similar metals welded or soldered together-

changes heat directly into electricity when
one joint is put into a llame.

Ih-at a fleets electrical conductors too.

When you turn on a 100-watt bulb, its

cold lilaincnl has about a tenth of its hot

resistance, and there is a tremendous surge
of current—about 0 amp. for a millisecond

or two. But the filament immediately gets

hot. In a tenth of a second its resistance

rises until it draws only its rated .8 amp.

POPULAR SCIENCE , Dec. 1947

llenf Iimtojino* You of metallic conductors by connecting a 3-

can safely use more lights on a single circuit volt flashlight bulb in scries with two dry

without blowing a fuse if you turn them on evils and about 10* of thin iron wire wound
one at a lime. The reason? Almost all around a strip of asbestos. While cold, the

metals, including lamp filaments and heat- wire has a low resistance and enough cur-

ing elements, have greater resistance when rent passes to cause the bulb to shine bright-

tlicy are hot than while cold. Hence, they ly. But put a flame under the wire, and

pass less current alter heating up. the resistance becomes so great that the

You can demonstrate this characteristic light will dim-and may go out. .

IIcjiI Henvases llosist ;i ncr. In to the water until the bulb lights dimly,

tin- case of conducting solutions, or clcc- Now put a flame under the solution. As the

Irolvtcs. the resistance decreases as they solution becomes hotter, the light will grow

are healed— as you can demonstrate by an- brighter. Because of this lowering of rc-

othcr pair of tests. Connect your bulb and sistance, electrolytic rheostats must be dc-

drv cells in series with two metal plates sus- signed !: •** enough to carry the current

pended in a water -lilled beaker. Stir salt in- that is required without overheating.
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Parallel Versus Series. Ilcat dc- wait hull* on the light in the left photo lias

pernls on the current and resistance in a Jess resistance and so gives more light than

circuit. Thus, if two or more appliances of a companion 40-watt Imlh. Hut connect the

similar type, such as light hulhs or heal- same two Imlbs in series, as at the right, and
ers, arc connected in parallel, the Imlh or the reverse holds true. The same amount of

heater with the lowest resistance—which current now passes through Imlh, hut it

draws the greatest current—gives the most creates more light and heat in the hull)

light or heat. As an illustration, the GO- where it overcomes the higher resistance.

STRING

DOWEL

NAIL

WEIGHT

lit‘ill A<*f u«if <‘.s M«‘f«‘i*s. Because (lie suspend a wire hook connected to a string

heat produced in a wire or circuit is propor- hold taut by a weight. Drill a hole through

tional to the square of the current flowing the center of a short dowel, cement a card-

through it, and because healed metals ex- laiard pointer to the dowel, and mount the

pand in a predictable wav, the heating cf- dowel to turn freely. Loop the siring once
feet of electricity is used in one type oi around the dowel so that the pointer moves
instrument to measure amperage or voltage. to the right when the weight is pulled down.

You can easily demonstrate the principle Connect a single dry cell to the supporting

of a "hot-wire” meter. Stretch a strand of nails, and the |K>intcr will move slightly as

iron picture wire lmrizoulally l>elwecii two the wire heats, expands, and sags. Connect

nails driven into a lmard. Al the center, two, and the movement will increase.
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An ELECTRICAL PICTURE TRANSMITTER
DRAWING AHAPP£0

APOUNO CAN -^3 OPAWING
REPRODUCED
HERE

DRAWING
ON CAN

45 VOLT
&ATTCPV

5TN- /

CHRON
12INC
BELT

TRANS-
MITTER

6/32
SOLDCSTYLUS

SARtNNf CAHflltO WITH SOL
Or POTASS'iiu lOOtOC /C’lOING

POSTS

kru.fi. u
_

•"•'•"U Ol iHdurc luniiniiitr

/ l»o»p. »>«•<•• ilwi ilir inlhion on inolvri in tl,«

rJSl l u
"
7

1 fl ‘ ,,,p “*,u ' piclur*.
I •»«• pullrt brill ol time ifiainrlrr imuir vn<liio„ir4-

J"'i? *' £|?*2 ".'P
.

anil
P0*1* ‘> ' *'* MMKflwigMbl,, illmiraird

-i imrtl <1 lop. will, one bum. .»»»«•„ boll, end,.

carried lu binding posls mounted on llic
hsixi*.

M o (I c r if M i* c h a n ix 1934

A COMM.K of sordini* and salmon cans.
0 few bils of brass mid several pieces

of wood :ni' :i 1 1 I In* m:ilrri;ds Dial are limi-
t'd In assemble :in cxpcrimeiilnl ImiI very
practical picture Iransuiillcr mid receiver.
Two of eneli of (lie cans will lie nt-«*<l«-*l.

Tlir salmon mils should lie of Hie siikiII

or Imir mil si/e mid the end I li.il Ii:is been
opened should be replaced by soldering in
w.der liglil, :« new disc of tin.

Two eenler boles are drilled, one in eneli
end of I In* snlinon can mid over one hole
:• brass .S-,'12 mil is placed by soldering.
This is lo guide Ihe mil over I lie Ibreaded
brass rod as illustrated. This Ibreaded
brass roil is seem ed lo I lie wooden pulley
"‘heel which lurns llic cans.

Tile sardine can is moulded lo llic base-
board by punching lwo Index in Ihe IhiIIoiii

and driving in I wo sliorl wood screws.
« liieli are soldered around I lie edges lo
preveid leakage. A hit of inolleii wax
poured in will elimiiiale ilanger of nisi.

Stylus Mad. From Copper Strips

Now for Ihe slvliis. This is formed by Iwo
copper pieees nil as illtislraled in the inset

sketch above. They are held to the wooden
arm by small brass brads. Wires are sol-
dered lo each of Ihe slvlus members and

hi synchronism. which is imperative. Two
of these devices will be needed, each serv-
ing as a eomhiiialioii Irnusitiiller and re-
ceiver.

Operation of die Traiuiniltcr

Operation t»r Ihe inslrmiieiils is surpris-
ingly simple. Upon Ihe stylus «»f the Inins-
miller Ibere is plaeed Hie picture lo be
Iransmilled. Tins is drawn with n very
sofl pencil. The stylus of Ihe transmitter
plays over the entire ilrawiug as Ihe can
is revolved along I lie rod.

As each line of the drawing passes under
llic slvlus. llic carbon will form a con-
ducting medium between Hie stylus mem-
bers autl a small current will Mow.

Al Hie receiver, a similar slvlus is playing
over llic surface of a piece of paper that
fins been “weth-d with a solution of potas-
sium iodide. When the current flows, de-
composition of Ihe solution will lake place
mid a brown line will be left on Hie paper,
forming Ihe same picture as llial al Ihe
Iransmilter.
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S WINDOWS
»'«y, cach

icad st.vc.s-

spring BRASS

(lihil drawing jjivci iCmeti

*

of 1(10 m^liaitKjl
rolK)f. Noi* il«c position of cfovd wlirft boi.W puJi Uucoa.

ROBOT Plays CARD Games
Press Button— IT DEALS A HAND

line <» 4 •Ir.iuin; of the completed m«.
clunical ««.|.ol. Will, Cadi pil.fl of I lie
•UIIUM, caitlt Ait* •luilllrj and 4 new
liaud appeal, in il.e window.

Alin liiminini; ike Coed. loin 4 contact ••ini of the itrgA*
"•ci. t I.K* in. io t*4 .l. ol live xl.nl> u >I.okii al.uve.

milder :nnl V’ thick. The wheels sire
weighted with lesul slugs mill revolve
loosely oil si Icnglli of doweling. Kuril
wheel lisis leu snisill lirsuls nsiiled into il

Mini one brad lixed near (lie axle In en-
K»Be si hit of NpriiiH liras*, iliiven into llie
doweling.

When I lie doweling axle (urns in a
eloeliwi.se dircelion, the wheels are en-
gaged and turn with il. Mopping (lie axle
allows tin* wheels to eoiilinue lo turn with
Ilieir own iiiouieulinii. When they llnally
slop. ;i strip of spring on the baseboard
brushes two of the ten brads in order to
frame one of llie rants of each wheel in
i

I

n window. Ksirh ol llie springs lisis si

dilfereiil tension so Ibal no two wheels
rnlale willi llie ssinie speed.

I low lo Make tin Control Hutton

I'lie control bulb ni is annlher piece of
dowel resting in a drilled-niil block COil-
lainiug a slid' spring. Il slioubl be covered
wilh sm inch of Ihin rubber lulling where
il rubs against llie dowel axle.
A press of Ihc billion spins llie axle,

giving llie card wheels snllieienl momen-
tum so lliey rnlale si number of limes.
Ivsieh stop*, sit si dillVreill nioiiienl.

Tin dowel wheel .contact* the po.li btMMt
0 ihown abate in the tide »iew of the
mechanic >il robot. The photo on the right
it a cltne.ip of a wheel giiing detail* of
l*ra«l .pacing,.

nereiy press
•e cards are speedily

WO Pl.AY a game of cards
1 willi Ibis mix

si I111I Ion. Miniature cun Is are soceiliiv
.slilillled and :i full bsilitl of live cards Hash
iuln view. Knell band is awarded points
according to the value of the cards. A
>;dr counts live, three of si kind counts
flvon, 11 straight represents lifts, amt sti

on up the scale.

The miniature cards are made by past-
ing, side by side on si sheet of cardboard,
lifly ordinary playing cards (a complete
deck excepting I wo deuces). These arc
Inkcn oubloors and phologruphcd, sis large
ns possible, wilh a r*x.V* or post card
.size camera. Trim the liny cards from si

contact print of the negative.
Ten of Hu* cards are glued In each of

live wood wheels measuring I! Vi” in di-
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Makinq YOUR OWN B
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dcast Microphone
1934^ r 'MODERN MECHANIX

Dimension* lor «ll put* ©I ltome-m.it!* mile

*rt* M»*«I In u>p lr ft df4winc«. AiMmblr tlirm L——
ill nuntirr illliMiJtctl l>#luw. Spj« lMl«t«a it* C#II#|4m»
I T IS possible for I Ik* average cxpcri-
I inenlcr lo construct si real high c|ii:>lil

y

nii(ToplioiH' llml will compare very favor-

ably with I lu* more conventional broadcast
type. II requires no ureal skill and very few
lunls, Inil si large slock of pal icnee nml
sieeiirncy III milking Hie purls. All purls, un-
less otherwise speeilieil, are insnle of wood.

First. make I he two enrhon eleclroiles

li-B. An old No. fi dry cell carbon pole
furnishes the insilerisil. Cut il roughly lo

shape with a hack-saw and finish olf hy
rubbing it very carefully against a sheet of
sandpaper. Then drill, very slowly ami
very liyhlly. a hole through il for its con-
necting screw.
Now to begin building the case. Disc A

is first. Drill two holes sm inch from Ihe
edge lo receive Ihe machine screws that
hold the carbon electrodes' in place. Pill the
electrodes in place and pull Hie screws up
securely— hid not too tight or Ihe electrodes
will break. In between the electrodes glue
Ihe spacing block C.
Now. glue disc 14 or. top of Disc A. Stand

si weight on It while it dries. Jlcfore going
any further drill s« Vi -inch hole through \
and C. for Idling the mike with enrhon
grains later on.

With an eighth-inch drill very carefully
drill tlie face of each electrode -until you
have a pair of electrodes that look like a
reduced version of a wall'lc-iron. Now
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SI

If you've found coniinerciaf units

Really compact and IIvIikj up lo III name, tlio

(•II contained IniUutnenl li ranlly poilakle.

Ml picscnl* herewith whnt is prob-
ably the smallest and most inexpensive
(•ciger counter Hint will actually worlt
Complete with battery. it is only 4',-,

m he. it, 2'.<r in. wide and ITk In. deep,
mid noddy slips into a coni pocket.
If you linvc tkmc any radio work you
may have seven of the eijjht required
parts in your "spnres" hox.
Kiunished especially for Ml hy the

Tenninnl Itndio Cor|N»rnlion, New York
City, this counter uses n tricky hut
rosily duplicated circuit. The heart of

the instrument is a Victorceil Type I IMS
radiation counter tulie, n pencil-like
cylinder only •!« in. in diameter and .'I Vi

in '.is. All 'oiitPi tulies reipiire rather
high vohnRes for ihelr operation, hut
this one is rated ns a "low" voltage

number bemuse it needs about 300 volts

instead of the «»<»«» or 1,200 required hy
its bigger brothers. A very ininiile cur-
rent is involved at this voltarc, so all

the circuit coinponeiils con he very
small.

The only battery in the counter is a

size C flashlight cell. When the push
switch is plimped rapidly, current from
this battery jerks through the prininr>

of the transformer. The varying mng-
netlc field huill up hy the varying
primary current induces a voltage in the

secondary of

foo expensive, here's good news.

MECHANIX ILLUSTRATED, May 1951
AS n'pilbllc-spiiitcd .-Iti/on you become
/\ Interested in your local Civil Defense
program. With ynm head lillcsl with sloiies

alioul Ihi' perils of radioactive radiation

followtiig an A-liomh attack, you h*»k Into

the availability of Criger counters, devices
that doted the presence of gamma rays.

You find them listed in elect runic catalogs,

hut many of them arc prohibitively high.
'***• n*f

»ri<«
(•I »OI

wwrwi cr 1-^is simw awt ico
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llie transformer, wliich is closely wound
around the primary. This voltage is in the
neighborhood of several hundred volts be-
cause the secondary lias many times the num-
ber of turns of wire as has the primary. The
action is exactly like that of a common auto-
mobile ignition coil. The Geiger tube acts as
a rectifier to straighten out the varying sec-
ondary voltage, which charges the condenser
connected between the tube and the sec-
ondary winding. When the switch is allowed
to come to rest, it connects an ordinary radio
earphone into the primary circuit and causes
the voltage buildup and charging process to
stop. The condenser, now containing quite
a charge of electricity, discharges slowly
through the Geiger tube and enables the latter

to perform as a gamma ray detector.

What do you hear in the phone? For a few
seconds after the switch has been pumped,
there will be a slight scratching sound; after

that, no sound will be heard if no appreciable
radiation is in the vicinity. Tiny samples of

weak pitchblende, the ore from which radium
is extracted, arc available from chemical sup-
ply firms. If such a sample is brought within
an inch or so of the case you will hear a steady
clicking. It sounds like radio static, but is more
uniform. An excellent indication is also given

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

IIow to Make a Small Medical

Induction Coil

The coil to be described is Vf* in.,

full length of iron core, and % in. in
diameter.

Procure a bundle of small iron wire,
say fi in. in diameter, and cut it 3>/2
in. long ; bind neatly with coarse thread
ami file the ends smooth (I*’ig. 1 ).

This done, make two wood ends, V/4
hy t'/i in. and % in. thick, and varnish.
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by the litiie giow beads tliat are attached to
electric pull cords to help you find them in

the dark.

Because this counter is not equipped with
measuring facilities (as distinguished from
indicating facilities, meaning the earphone),
the strength of suspected radiation can only
be approximated by loudness of the clicks.

• Since the counter responds nicely to the

extremely weak radiation from glow beads
and watches, it probably will go mad in the
presence of uranium ore in any quantities
large enough to qualify the user for the
$10,000 reward offered by the Atomic Energy
Commission for new sources of Uiis element.
Happy prospecting !—Robert Herizb.erg. •

GEIGER COUNTER PARTS LIST

l&diation Counlar tub*. Victor*en Typa IBS* (Colli

•bowl SI 00)

Iraaiformar, midgat output for .mall loudipaakar,

R.0M ©hmi to 4 ©trim. Slancor A-II2J

Condantar. .1 m(d.. 400 «oll, paper

It ilit or. 47.000 ohmi. Vi -all

Jock. phonograph pickup type, with matching plug .

fat phone, ilngl# or double, high Impedeace type .

Switch. SfOT, puih button type, make-break

•allery. .lie C fU.MIgh! cell

Bore holes in the center of each so the

core will lit in snugly and leave about

V\ in. projecting from each end (l
rig. 1).

After finishing the core, shellac hvo
layers of thick paper over it between
Ihe ends; let this dry thoroughly.

Wind two layers of bell magnet wire

over this, allowing several inches of

free wire to conic through a hole in the

end. Cover with paper and shellac as
before.

Wind about Vs in. of fine wire, such

lCRIMINALS WIRE NO. 31 TO HOLDERS

WIRE NO. 31 W 1 1CAD

PLATINUMTERMINALS NO. 24
CR DELL MAGNET WIRE

DELL MAGNET WIRE

Fig. I

My battery

Medical W-.ction Coil Continued on page 138



Experimental Ray Tracer
By HERBERT C. McKAY. F.R.P.S.

Science and Mechanics April, 1949

Pi

PHOTOGRAPHERS
and other experi-

menters often have

need to know the action

of lenses, but the com-
pulation is an involved

oiio even for those fa-

miliar with the vorious

factors involved. As a
result diagrams are used
which are only approxi-

mately correct and often

erroneous. It Is easy to

moke a simple ray
tracer which will show
Uie actual path of rays

through lenses and other

shapes which may be
given to transparent ma-
terials. The ray tracer

is a small table, about 9x13 in. and 3 or 4 in.

high. Dimensions given in Fig. 2 may be varied

within quite wide 'limits to iL>e a table which
you may have on hand.

At one end of table, place a sheet of thin metal

cut from a large tin can or a sheet of pressed

wood or thin plywood, at least 2 in. high. In

lower edge cut an opening about 2 in. long and

1 in. high. At sides -I opening place slides of

p
A 11

i ^ |i

Is a
• ft

1

0 n
1

t
1

t LJ Inrurl
» f

ntu

l • O'

bent metal so cards may
be dropped into them to

obscure opening. Those

cards (Nos. 1 to 8 in

Fig. 3) have narrow slots

cut into them to form

ray bundles. No. 1 has

a single central slot and

is used when n single

ray is desired, ns in

plane refraction. No. 2

lias two single rays for

showing in simplest
manner the action of a

lens. No. 3 is a continu-

ous scries to show the

paths of individual rayj

in a broad beam. No. 4
has two groups of slots

to provide a compound
beam to show focusing

action of a lens. No. 5

is the same as No. 2 but
uses broad beams in-

stead of narrow ones.

No. U is a single broad
beam. No. 7 is the same
as No. 5 plus central

beam, while No. 8 is the

same as No. 7 except
that individual beams arc^ narrow. Many other
shapes will occur to you while using the tracer.

Fig. 4 shows tracer and a collection of shapes
used for tracing. Each shape corresponds to a

section through the diameter of a simple, spheri-

cal lens. Sections do not have spherical surfaces,

but are, optically, narrow cylindrical lenses so

that their action is exerted only in the plane

cf i*.e table. These shapes may be made of glass,
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ri«. S. Plan* reflection ol 90* Irom a 45
# minor.

Fiq. 6. Hollcctlon lion, a concavo mirror mad* ol «at*.
lully cu.rod atrip ol poliehed. chrome-plated m*tal.

l’l«|. 7. Reflection Irom a eon»o« tirluce pear ol inn*
Ulp at riq. *).

but transparent plastic material such as Lucitc
or Plexiglas Vi or % in. thick is the easiest ma-
terial to use.

Cut deshed shape from block of plastic with
band saw or hand scroll saw, taking care nut to

cut into outline. Smooth rough edges with a

bastard file, then with a single cut smooth file.

When this is done, give surface a final smoothing
and shaping by hand grinding with pumice pow-

der. Grind convex surfaces by placing n small
portion of wet pumice upon a slnb of glass and
using a rocking motion to prevent formation of

flats. When possible, cut corresponding convex
and concave surfaces so finishing can be done by
grinding these together. This will result in a

surface sufficiently accurate for the purpose. It

Hq. ». Dun* refraction showing displacement ol ray
patiinq through a lian. parent medium with plan*

parallel sides.

nq. *. Multiple internal reflection. Ray Is throe Umoi
reflected within body ol prism.

Flq. 10. Critical angle Is shown by lacl lhal rays ars
partly reflected within prltm and partly retracted Into

surroundlnq ai*.
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is essential that the pumice smootliing should

leave a perfectly flawless, satin-smooth surface

resembling the finest ground glass without the

slightest indication of irregularity or scratch.

Plane surfaces are best ground upon the flat

glass slab.

;
When smoothing is completed, polish edges by

hand or with a power bufT, using plastic polish-

ing soap or tripoli buffing compound. Coat buff

well with compound and push edge of piece

firmly into buff and then away. The first buffing

should' be heavy, but do not hold piece in con-

tact with buff for long or surface will burn and

pumice step will have to be repeated. It is not

enough to polish out a burn on the buff.

After the first surface flow, complete polishing

with a series of quick strokes against buff with

Increasingly lighter pressure until final strokes

barely touch bulf. This produces a surface equal

in finish to original sides of plastic sheet, neces-

sary for flawless optical operation. If pumice

step has not been done correctly, the edge will

polish but it will show Irregularities which will

deflect the ray just as a cheap mirror produces

waves in the reflected image.

Construct table, ami
.
dnt it black, with top

flat white. Make lens shapes while paint is dry-
ing. Finally, cut masks from black cardboard.

Light source may be sunlight introduced through

Flq. II. Loll, refraction by potiflv* Ion* backed by a
negative one. Right, refraction and locus by a posi-

tive lens.

rig. 12. Left, refraction by a negative lens backed by
a positive one. Right, refraction by a nogulive lens.

on aperture in a window shade by a mirror, but
unless mirror is clock driven, motion of sun will

not leave it for long in one position. It is better

to use an artificial source which can he focused

into a substantially parallel beam. To do this,

remove objective of a slide projector and uso

condensers only, if they can be focused to paral-

lel position. If objective has large aperture, It

may be used to produce a slightly divergent

beam. A miniature spotlight equipped with n
pair of condensers instead of the usual Fresnel

lens or a good microscope lamp may also be used.

If none of these is available, improvise a lamp
from an incandescent bulb inside a dark housing

and focus it by a bull’s-eye. The lamp used in

Pig. 1 is a bulb type mercury vapor arc or mi-
croscope lamp. The double convex lens on table

focuses beam of light from lamp.
Some suggested uses for the ray tracer are

shown in Figs. 5 to 12. Tracer will also illus-

trate loss of light through repeated reflection;

loss of light at a lens by reflection from both

outer and inner surfaces; deviation and disper-

sion of light by a prism and many other funda-

mental optical phenomena. In addition you can
use it in planning optical systems such as pro-

jectors, telescopes, simple spectroscopes, sights,

levels, magnifiers, stereoscopes, and in laying out
telephoto attachments for cameras.



By HAROLD P. STRAND
I'OPULAIC SCIENCE JULY, I0\i

T
WO old automobile generators picked up
in a junk yard for four dollars form the

main generator and exciter of this lighting

plant. It delivers 110-115 volts, CO cycles, at

1..SOO r.p.m., and is capable of carrying 800

watts lead - all that is necessary to render

cxccUcul service on the farm or at ii summer
home or camp where power service is not
available.

The advantages of generating the same
kind of current as that supplied for ordinary

house service arc many, including the possi-

bility of using standard lamps and appli-

ances up to the capacity of the plant. In
addition, it is easy to transform the voltage

up or down to meet special requirements as

desired. This is something that cannot bo

done with direct current.
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LIGHTING PLANT
FOR FARM OR CAMP

This generoting unil

supplies alternating

current at NO volts

(or lighting and for

standard fans, radios,

and other opplioncos
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STRINGS TOR

TYING COILS
6D. FINISHING
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INSIDE LENGTH
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\*SlOTTHICKNESS Of OLD COIL
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The larger of the two generators was one
of the heavy 12-volt type, but any ordinary
G-volt generator will do for the exciter. The
latter is used to supply D. C. voltage to the

Held colls of the main unit. The gas engine,
rated at 2 h.p., was bought second-hand for

twenty dollars and Is air-cooled. The as-
sembled unit la shown In Fig. 1, where the
engine is about to be Blurted for the first

lest.

The Imsc is solidly built to prevent vibra
lion -a 12" by 2" hardwood plunk secured
to three 6" by 0" blocks. A sheet of refriger-

ator cork was used under the blocks to less-

en the noise of operation during the test, but
for a permanent Job, the blocks can Ik* se-

cured to the lloor by setting them In cement
or any other convenient means. The exhaust
should be piped to carry the fumes outside

for safety.

The first step In constructing the plant is

to dismantle the large generator completely
and have two pieces of 2

~
angle iron welded

on at the sides, with two Hat pieces for

braces (Fig. 2). Two holes arc drilled in

each plcco to clear •%” bolts. It Is a g*H>d

idea, when taking off the pole pieces, to
mark them so that they can later be re-
placed in exactly the same way.
The new field coils are wound »n a spcial

form, shown at A in I lie drawings. This can
be put In the lathe, or in a breast drill held
In the vise ( Fig. 3). The taping Is first re-

moved from one of the old coils, and meas-
urements arc taken of the inside length and
width. The placing of the nails in the sides

of the form will be governed by these meas-
urement;). The length of the spacer block
determines *he thickness of the coll, which
should he made the same as the old one.

Put a piece of string in each slot and wind
200 turns of No. 17 single-cotton enamel
wire (about a pound).

Tie the strings tightly around the coil and
remove it from the form. Make four ;•( these

. CONNECT TO BiUOlNG POSTS-

•MlSI

III4IMI

I
. K. f •’ 7 r I

lAPtO JOINT

« FINISH

ART I STARr

r. a.-cw
< _ : i—

.

lAPtO JOIN!

FINISH

s

START

Tr<
tapeo jbmr

(§)
eweloped View ofr tficld WUidUu}
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the terminal post. The coils are then con-
nected. start to start, fiuish to finish, start
to start. and the last finish end connects to

the oilier post. This reverses the current for

each jH>le as indicated.

In Fig. G the screws that secure the pole

pieces arc being drawn tight, the latter be-

ing replaced ill their origiual positions.

After the three joints have been made,
solder and tape them. Two binding posts are
then mounted on the frame with insulating
washers, and the leads connected to them.
Testing is done with a battery and compass
as in Fig. 7. As the frame is turned over
to bring each pole in turn near the compass,
the opposite end of the needle should be
attracted in each case in successive order.

Also use a series lest lamp to make sure no
grounds exist to the frame.
The work on the armature is started by

coils exactly alike. For flexible leads, solder
6" pieces of No. 1G flexible rubber-covered
wire to the ends of the windings. Mark each
inside end for later identification.

In Fig. f I he taping is being done. The
first layer is wound with strips of varnished
cloth. Take care to wrap a small piece of
the cloth around each joint and then hind it

down tightly with the succeeding turn. Fol-

low with a wrapping of cotton tape.

Next, insulate the coils thoroughly with
a good insulating varnish

I Fig. 5). They
are allowed to drain for a short period, after
which a baking in a moderately hot oven
is recommended.
The placing of the new colls in the frame

should be done with due respect for the
polarity. In the drawing It the connections
are shown, and it should be noted that a
'‘finish" end of the first coil is left out for

Continued from page 132

as used on telephone generators,

around the coil, leaving long terminals.
Soak the whole in melted paraffin and
let cool

; hind tightly with black silk.

The vibrator is made of a piece of
(hill tin to which i< soldered the head
of an iron screw and on the other side

a small piece of platinum, which can
he taken from an old electric bell

('•ig- 2).

Of course, a regulator must be had

for the vibrator; this can be accom-

plished by bending a stout piece of

copper wire as shown. The connec-

tions and the base for selling up arc

shown in the figures.—Contributed by

J. T. K., Washington, D. C.
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After winding orma-
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is a continuous length.
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get in the required
turns. Molo all end
loops alike to loop
armature in Lalonco
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stripping off all the old wire and insulation.

In Fig. 8 a hack saw is being used to cut off

the old coils. The slot wedges can l»e

punched out. and the wires unsoldered from
the commutator. It is then an easy matter
to pull out the wires and clean the armature
down to the iron core.

The slots are reinsulated with some 0.010"

armature paper cut In strips that will pro-
ject over the ends of the slots a Unit ami
about above the top. These are laid in

each slot and fitted against the round
surface by using a round stick or |>eiicil.

The general winding scheme is made clear
in drawing C and Fig. 9. Use No. 15 S. C. K.
(single-cotton enamel) wire and start with a
turn around the shaft. The wire then enters
slot J, proceeds to slot 3, and continues for
21 turns. From there it Is carried in the
same direction to slots 25 ami I to make 21
turns. Twelve turns are then put in slots 21

and 5, from which the wire is taken in a
reverse direction to shit 9. and 21 turns arc-

put in sluts 9 and 7. This method is carried
out for the entire job. Use one continuous
wire, without Joint or splice. Kacli coll hi a
group is wound In the same direction, but

each group ns a whole is wound In reverse
fashion from the preceding and following
one.

Connect the start of the winding to the
Shaft by drilling and lapping the latter for
a 10-32 machine screw, as in Fig. 10. The
finish end is soldered to a commutator riser,

ami a continuous hand of solder Is carried

all around the tops of all risers to form one
complete collector ring, liefore attaching
either end of the winding, it would Ik* well
to use a series test lamp to make sure the
winding is not grounded to the core. Thin
strips of fiber can then lie placed in tin-

slots to keep the wires In place. Follow with
a good application of the Insulating varnish,
and hake as before.

The generator Is next assembled, with • •lit?

Insulated brush only hearing against the
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collector. A No. 14 flexible lead is con-

nected from this brush to the insulated

binding post, which is one of the original

heavy posts cm top. See that the other
heavy post is grounded, which means that
no insulation at all is used under it, and all

paint or grease is scraped off the frame at
this point to insure a good contact. Figure
11 shows the two units being set up on the
base, and the method of tightening the ex-
citer iTelt. The exciter is pivoted upon its

lower mounting lug, and adjusted by moving
the other holt up or down in the slotted
bracket at the extreme left. Some holes arc

siors
24
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3 •

4
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6 -
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TO 10P Of
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''foeinil* o(j Re&i&ta*ux> 'Unit

nccllons. anu how Llio

load that normally con-
nects to the third brush
Is carried up and connects

drilled in the bearing housings .>f the main

generator before assembly to improve venti-

lation.

The exciter must bo tested by driving it

to learn its direction of generating. As you

face the commutator, it should generate

when running clockwise to l*‘ the same as

the alternator. If it generates when going

the oilier way. open it up and reverse the

two held lead*. Aiso, tnc third or regulating

brush is removed.

Drawing D shows the diagram of cou-

lo some resistance wire
to limit the Held current.

Tho amount of tills wire

must be determined by
experiment with an am-
meter. Use some colled

No. 18 or 19 resistance
wire (the usual heating

element used in electric

ranges). Drawing E illustrates the method
o£ making a terminal block and form for the

wire on top of the exciter. Sufficient resist-

ance must he used to allow only about 3

amperes to Mow in the exciter field circuit,

which in the average case may take about

G~ of closc-eoiled wire if it is wound on a

3/ 10" arbor.

To prevent the grounded side of the A. C.

current from having to pass through the

liearings, a special grounding brush should

be made and attached to the end of the bear-

ing housing as ill drawing l'\ The method

of extending the shaft to take the second

pulley is also shown—a threaded collar made
to screw on the threaded end of the shaft.

Drawing G shows the general arrange-

ment of the units and the wiring plan. A
speed counter should be used when first

starting the plant to determine the best en-

gine-speed settings. For GO cycles the gen-

erator must be run close to 1,800 r.p.m.

Once set, the engine governor should regu-

late it fairly uniformly. Tlic voltage is then

checked, and it should be around 115 volts.

,u> load. If it is high or low. don't change

the engine speed, but try varying the ex-

citer speed with a larger or smaller pulley,
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ns may be required. ^—-<o)l

Another method is to \ I 1

vary the resistance in 1 \
ihe exciter Held circuit r

(!•:>, which in turn will
'4* pulley

affect the A. C. output.
|

In calculating pulley s>

sl/.es required to drive /gv *7^
Ihe generator at the 's2'

correct speed for dO-
cycle current, tiie usual
simple formula is used
I see "Pulley Speeds ami Sixes." P.S.M.. IX-

.

‘38. p. 195). The engine In this ease has a
pulley and runs at 1,300 r.p.m. To lliul the

speed at wlilch an alternator must turn to

generate GO- cycle current, multiply the num-
ber of cycles (GO) by the number of seconds
in a minute I GO) and divide by the nunilier

6 PULLEY'

l rtAAmu+etn&fit of 'UniiA
c**u£ 'IViAifUfr Connection^

••f /mi/., of poles. Our four-pole generator,
must therefore turn at 1,800 r.p.m.

To lind the size of the generator pulley,

multiply that of the engine pulley <G") by
its speed i I.MiO) and divide the product by
the required generator speed < 1,800), which
will give ns tiie required pulley size.

r

RUBBER-STAMP NEGATIVES
( METAl ETCHING— 7)

In some cases it is desired to etch metal with a ruhlter stamp In such a way
that the background is etched, hut the trade-mark, letters, or numbers remain
untouched, in bright metal. This is the ncgnllvu or reverse process.
Clean the metal thoroughly with dry abrasive. Use a camel's-hatr brush to

paint Hsphattum varnish very thinly over the surface of a piece of glass. Press
tho rubber stamp upon the glass o as to coat the letters evenly with nsphnllum.
Now press the stamp down gently on the metal. Remove it carefully so as not

to smear the Impression. l>-t dry hard before applying the etching solution.

Clean the stamp thoroughly with kerosene ..r thin oil and wipe it dry after each
Impression Is made.

Build a putty or wax fence mound the section to he etched. With a cotton swab,
apply a few drops of the etching solution and lei it remain until the metal is

etched to the desired depth. For steel, use equal parts of muriatic acid and com-
mercial nitric acid. After Ihe nsphnltum has been removed with kerosene or
lacquer thinner, polish and apply oil to prevent rust. For copper or brass, use
water to which an equal amount of nitric acid lias been added, or, for a quick
job. use full-strength commercial nitric acid.

fOrUtAR SCIENCE MONtlllT Slior DATA FILE
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Auto-Trasasfiormer
Design and
Consfiruction

POPULAR MECHANICS, 1948
By Harold P. Strand

AN AUTO-TRANSFORMER thal will

provide a wide selection of voltages

and have enough capacity to care for rea-

sonably heavy loads is a handy piece of

equipment to have around the workshop.
The one Illustrated in Fig. 1 is designed for

such service and will he found easy to

build, requiring a minimum of materials.

If 115 volts are supplied, G, 12, 24, 50, 100,

125, ISO, 200 and 230 volts can be taken olT.

For 230 volts, connect the output leads to

terminals A and C, Fig. 2. Otherwise con-

nect to terminal A and the required voltage

terminal. These arc no-load voltages, and if

it is desired to maintain this potential at

load conditions, about 2 or 3 percent can be
added to the specified turns for each tap.

You can apply 230 volts across the full

winding also. In this case reduced voltages
are delivered down to (J volts.

The winding is done with No. 1G enam-
eled or double cotton-covered wire. This
will handle loads of 3 to *1 amperes, or high-
er for short periods. If greater capacity is

desired, add about 25 percent to the cross-
sectional area of the core and use No. 14

wire for the coil. This will result in a larg-
er coil, however, and the core will have to

be altered to accommodate it.

In figuring the number of turns j>er volt,

it will be noted that the 115-volt line is

across 300 turns. Therefore, dividing 300
by 115 gives 2.G turns per volt. For the first

tap. G volts, there should he 6 times 2.0
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llflt ll«^ Ifoiitfocmv# It b«Si«9 uttd on a lott bench After the coil hat beon toped, it it impregnated

to check an electric motor that hat been repaired with Sntuloting varnith and baked for teveral hours

which equals 15.G or 1G turns. This is the

way in which all the taps arc figured and it

thus Is possible to design the transformer to

deliver any special voltages desired.

To make the coil, the form shown in Fig.

3 is used. The center is hardwood and the

sides are plywood. The slots arc used as
channels through which string is passed to

lie the coil. A %-in. boll holds the form to-

gether, the end being chucked in a lathe

for winding. Wrap 2 turns of armature pa-

per around the center, allowing it to lap

over the sides about '» in. Secure the paper
in place with cellulose tape.

When winding, use a very slow speed ami
be prepared to stop quickly. To start the
coil, solder and tape a length of No. LG flex-

ible insulated lead wire to the end of the

coil wire and place this in Ihc slot next to

the chuck. The first tap is made at the six-

teenth turn, Fig. G. No. 10 magnet wire is

used and a cotton sleeve is placed over it.

After taping place a small piece of var-

nished cambric under the connection and
another one over it. using cellulose tape to

hold the cloth in place. Bring the lead out

the same slot as the original o»»e. Continue
the winding, making the taps at the ic-

quired number of turns, '-hen you have

made 300 turns, again use flexible insulat-

ed wire for the lead. All taps so far. includ-

ing the one made at 302 turns, are brought
out the same slot. The last two connections
are brought out the corresponding slot In

the opposite side. The lead connecting to

the end of the wiring, after soldering and
taping, is fastened to the body of the coil

with cellulose tape. This last lead is, of
course, flexible insulated wire. A total of
GOO turns is required.
Four strings arc (Missed through the

channels in the form and the coil is tied

tightly. Fig. 7. Taping is done with white
cotton coil tape, which is wrapped tightly

and evenly, as in Fig. 8. The completed
coil is dipped in insulating varnish and
baked in an oven at 200 to 275 deg. F. for

2 or 3 hours. If such facilities are not avail-

able, pour the varnish in a codec can and
use a brush to impregnate the coil thor-

oughly, Fig. 9. Then let it drain for about
had an hour and suspend it over a stove

until thoroughly dry.

The core is made from strips of 2G-gauge

silicon, transformer grade, steel. All strips

are cut l
v
io in. wide. They are cut in 2 lh

and -Ha-in. lengths. All duplicate pieces

should match exactly and the ends must be
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When mumbling the core, be lure ihol the lamina- Neel, terminal dipt are teldered to all the load*
lioni are perfectly flat and that the endi are square after they hove flnl been cut to the proper length

square. It imaht bo well lo chock Iho di- arc assembled, the core can be squared up
mcnslons of the coil to sec that the core by laying Iho three exposed sides on a
pieces, cut to those dimensions, will fit the metal plate and tapping with a hammer,
coil. Make two piles of each length and Terminal lugs are soldered to the leads
when iho stacks measure l^i in. high, tight- from the coil, Fig. 11, and fastened to bind-
ly compressed you have enough. The lam- ing posts on the instrument panel. The
illations must be absolutely flat to make a leads are connected in the sequence shown
cojx* that will work well in Fig. 2. It would be well to letter and

Details of the channel- ron brackets, pan- number the terminals as indicated on this
et and method of assembly are given in Fig. same drawing. All metal parts and the pan-
4. lhe laminations are assembled as in Fig. el should be given several coats of enamel.
10. Overlapping of the pieces should be al- Fig. 5 shows the completed unit in service,
ternated for each layer. After the brackets ready to test a motor that has been repaired.

Combination Tape and Compass
Performs Dual Function

If you have a steel measuring tape, make
it do double duly by adding a compass at-
tachment. With this improvised instru-
ment you can draw large circles and do
oilier layout work that ordinarily requires
a beam compass. Secure the pencil clip
from an inexpensive compass of the type
used by students and solder it to the case
in such a position that the pencil will be at
right angles to the tape when it is extended
as shown in the illustration.

Orville Buser, Kankakee, 111.
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Experimenting with a

"Souped-Up"
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lluiky 4-|n. biuth dWcharg* radial** *nough *n*rgy with a crackling noli* lo light Circlin* bulb In Iho noxl room.

bc'illNCK AND Mechanics OcTor.::it. 1953

By HAROLD P. STRAND
Electrical Editor

Craff Prinf Project No. 191

WITH more power from this Huger Tesla

coil, you can perform more of Ihe eerie

electrical wonders first demonstrated. by
Nicola Tesla in 1892. This hotter coil develops

70.000 volts at £Go,000 cycles per second fre-

quency and Is now n;, permanent display at tlh*

new Museum of Science in Boston, Mass., where
it is demonstrated daily. With more potent

power, you can perform experiments no] open to

the smaller coil described in the April 1952 issue

of Science and Mechanics (Fig. 7).

Even though you'll he experimenting with

70,000 volts, the high frequency (500,000 eps)

keej»s it harmless. Currents at high frequencies

travel over conductor surfaces only, traveling

over your skin to ground without damaging any

internal organs. Basically this Tesla- type coil

uses two vacuum tubes as high-frequency oscil-

lators and a resonant coil tuned to altout 500,000

r/is. Because of the tuning requirements, you
must use the values indicated for parts, or the

coil will not perform.

To wind the tall secondary coil, secure the

linkclitc 1Tii-in. tubing (polystyrene is better but

more expensive and harder to gel). Wind on the

2100 turns of #29 Former magnet wire and cover

the lxrftom and top leads with varnished tubing.

An easy way to wind this coil is to fit wood plugs

at «K*h end of the tubing and mount in a lathe.

Hand feed the wire and wind the turns closely

together. Cover the windings with hot parallin

wax. Wind the primaly coil according lo Fig. 2.

Both coils should lx* wound in the same direc-

tion when mounted in position.

Make up the lower mounting box from Ti-in.

plywood for the base and Vz x '. 2-in. angle irons

at the corners. The lop is a % 1-in. thick piece of

Bnfcclifc. Mount the top and bottom lo the corner

irons by cutting away one leg of angle and bend-
ing other leg over. Bolt through with C-32 ih

bolts. Lay out the bottom piece for mounting
the parts (Fig. 8) and drill mounting holes to

suit the holes in each part. Form the metal

screening to enclose the three sides of the base.
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MATERIALS LIST—TESLA COIL

Vi. ilKtl B»fc<lft« (black) II. 11" 1 .0005--
B..k.lili Iuhi ii j .

• -jll. 2</4" O.O.. 26*i" loaf 1 .COS--(<
Oakdilc tubing. l/

a
”

wall. IJj" O.D.. long 2 poicdait
If bakrlitr tubing is unj,j,ijbi f at Ihis length. use polyi- 4 •/»*' pott

lyiene (betll or cardboard well sealed in hoi pa.atm wai 1 lose -ou
(Iasi choice) •

i 1 10-ang
BaVelite tubing. •/." wall. 2«i" 0 0.. 2” Icon 1 ’.to-in

•0005 -fd. 3009-iolt mica t.ammiltmg capacitor
.COS-14. 2500-ielt mica IransmiHinj capacitor
poicelain 4-pin jacket* .

•/a" porcelain spacers

oi.niie tuning, •/. wall. 2>8" 0.0, i" Icog
Bakelile lubmg. /,*' wall. V/S 0.0.. 5»/.* koj
sheet Balelite. 2'.2«2i/,»'/4 ''. Top cap I

sheet P.<h elite. 3 ’ i«J lower coil cap
I

sheet Balelile, 2.20 4". Wash,,, botlo- of co.l
Johnson J162 porcelain insulator and mounting ring

plywood. ll.IIa’i". Base boaid

\
angle iien

iiibbcf has* Irnobs

Dfrlorated sheet steel or aluminum Base cage
About •/* lb. -J29 liea.y forme, wire, or foemrar. tHea.y

meant Insulation)
About 25 II. -16 lira., formee wire

About 30 II. -It Hear, Termr. wilt
Vamished luhinj (nr wires under panel
plale transformer, US spits 60 cycles pel. 1200 soils sec. at

350 ma.
filament traiisfuemer, 115 .oils 60 cycles pel. 7.5 .sits al S

amp. see.

1250 ohm. 25 wall arljuslablc ecslslor

.0007-mfd,. !—.0005 mf.J. 1—.0001 mid.. 3000 .ell mitt
liansmilling capacilois

1 lasc —os— I lor 3AG pl*ss fuse

1 10-a-p. 3AG fust

1 2-lcriainal Jones terminal strip

8 It. "IS two wire rubber cord

1 attachment plug cap
2 Hyt'Wi 5514 Iram-itting lobes
2 S-P.S.T. toggle switches 6 amp.. 115 eolts

1 insulated prosnwl terminal post (make Irons 10-32 Uieer.
nut, washer and Bakelit- thumb nut)

Misc. wire. Keens, nuts and so on
Material to make attachments tor experiments taken Iron

drawings

SOURCES or SUPPLY
Radio and electrical parts— (Allied Radio, 833 West Jackson

BNd.. Chicago 7. III., oe Radio Shack Op, 167 Washington SI..

Bosier. Mass, or Haley and Young. Inc, 811 Boylslon SI, Boslon).
Magnet -ire—(Now in short supply. Try radio stoics, electric motor
repair shops, tf Insulation and Wilts. Inc. 1040 Tremonl Street.

Boston. Mass.). Sheet phenolic (Bjkrlite) and phenolic tubing—
(Heie-Liberly Uka Company, 171 Camden Street, Boston, Mass,

forest Products Co. 194 Broadway, Cambridge. Mass.) Lucite

tubing -a/ also be used as an excellent substitute tor Bakelile

and is cheaper.

hut do not fasten it in place until

all parts are mounted and wired.

Three G-32 rh bolts along the back
of each side hold the screen.

Turn the DakcUlc washers and

mounting discs for mounting both

primary and secondary coils. Use
varnish instead of cement to bold

them together. When all parts

arc assembled and wired accord-

ing to the schematic diagram

(Fig. 9) cover the tall coil with a

2'A in. O.D. x in. DakelHr tube

to protect the winding and help

reduce radiation of the high-fre-

quency current to the surround-
ing air. Connect the ground ter-

minal to a water pipe or other

ground connection. The coil will

work, however, without this

ground connection. To put the

coil in operation, fust throw
switch #1 (Fig. 9). wait 30 sec-

onds, then throw switch #2. This

allows time for the on lube

filaments to warm up. Ou the first

trial, connect a G-SOC ma d-c mil-

iininiucler from the center tap of

the filament transformer to

ground as shown in Fig. 9. Cur-

rent rending «*ti this meter should

he 32f»-375 Jim max. or something

is wrong. Itcchcck wiring and

make sure primary coil leads are

connected right.

Let's get on with the experi-

ments. With the coil operating

properly, you should be getting

a brush discharge from the top

end of the coil about 4 in. high (Fig. 1). A powerful coil. Use a 12-in. length of .IHIG-.(H)8-In.

spectacular sight is the rotating whe experiment JVicfiroute wire shaped according to Fig. 11A. Fig.

which takes o:i added tempo with this more 3 shows the result of a very energetic whirling

•um.i.wir

cvi ca

A»4t>*!>**€]
e*-u»r *0*1*
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rig. 3. Whirling wire showei« brilllanl lavender

parks Iram whito hoi Ups ol Nkchrome wit*,

l'lg. 4. Varloly pa IUrn Irom whirling wires and lav-

ender spark*.

Fig. 5. EUctrlcal llroworks Irom pknwheel propelled

by sparking dlschargo Irom wlro lips.

Fig. 6. Bulb In sockol laslonod lo lop ol coll with siift

wlro blossoms wllh wa*#rlnq roso llamas Inslda whIU
supports ar* bright purpla.

of the wire ends with bright lavender streamers

coming out nil along the wire and rotating in

almost perfect 6-in. circles.

Another rotating wire effect (Fig. 4) can be

obtained by shaping the wires as shown in Fig.

1113 with the ends pointing up.

A real rotating pinwheel is a new experiment

possible with the added power of this coil Make
the wire and pivot according to Fig. 12. When
you throw the switch, vivid lavender discharges

at the ends of the wire vane exert thrust and
start the wire to rotating. It soon builds up
lo a fairly high suecd and forms a ring of lav-

ender fire with bursting discharges (Fig. 5).

The lamp experiment (Fig. G) which could be
performed with the first coil is even belter \yilh

more power. Attach a short piece of stiff wire

to one terminal of a porcelain lamp receptacle

with exposed screw terminals. Form a loop in

the free end of the wire and fasten it to the top

end of the coil with a V^-20 nut (Fig. G). The

other terminal of the receptacle is not used. Screw-

in a 200-watt clear lamp and throw the switch.

Beautiful rose colored wavering flames seem to

"Souped up" Tssla coll

ou loll shows how much
blggar II is than smallor

on# described In Sci-

ence and Mechanics lor

April I95J.
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flout from the filament to the glass. The main
wires supporting tlie filament arc lighted in la-

vendor for a colorful contrast.

To prove the high-frequency current actually
passes through glass, hold a small screwdriver,
with a well insulated plastic handle and touch
the end of the blade to the bulb. The names in-

side will reach toward this point of external con-
tact. If the screwdriver is drawn slightly away
from the glass, short sparks will jump to the
end of the blade. The current actually finds a

path to ground through the glass bulb, screw-
driver and your body. Fig. 6 shows the names,
but it would take color to do the sight justice.

An experiment that will mystify your friends
is the remote lighting of a fluorescent lamp, like

the 32-watt Circfhn? type shown in Fig. 1. First,

place the Tesla coil on the floor in an adjoining
room, but in'or the wall. Throw the switch for

the usual brush discharge and then close the
door, hi the room away from the coil but near
the wall. ; it down and prepare to read in a dim
light. To get more light, simply pick up the
fluorescent lamp in your hand and hold it near
the wall and there you have it—electric light

GRANDDAD’S ELCTRICITY BOOK

Bock ol base box with Hylton lube* removed.* Nolo
how lubo sockets are mounted on porcelain spacers.

All wiring is covered with varnished tubing.

» ooe- on.
HIOMOMC

»l«t *CIOUT M'lONQ
BfC*C COiliN*

without wires! Tesla first dreamed of radiating

energy to light entire buildings in this manner,
but the scheme would bo Inefficient, not to men-
tion radio and TV interference.

The high frequency radiating from the Tesla

coil lights the lamp several feet from the wall,

but with diminished light ns it gels farther away.
Interference from the coil can be picked up on
radios and television sets all over the ncighbor-

IkxxI. so be considerate of your neighbors and

do your experimenting early in the morning or

when they might not l>e listening or viewing their

favorite programs.

Hadialing energy through the wall shows how
hard it is to confine tills high-frequency energy.

Therefore, cover all parts of any metal used

with enamel, lacquer, shellac or varnish except
where actual discharge is wanted. - Varnished
tubing is another good insulating material. None
of these insulators actually confines the energy,

but they do help and keep visible discharges to

;>oints nut covered. Nichromc wire resists the

heat generated at the end of the wires, so use

it instead of copper, which burns away and often

throws hot metal from pinwheels. End
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PART 1-0. C. RELAYS

POPULAR MECHANICS, 1948

By C. A. Crowley

A RELAY is a simple device for con-

trolling one electrical circuit by means
of another. A low-voltage current flowing

through the coil of a relay energizes it and

causes moveipent of the relay armature,

which, in turn, opens or closes one or mor<

circuits toJ>c controlled. Relays are im-

portant in places where a controlling de-

vice such as a homo or office thermostat, n

photoelectric cell, a burglar alarm, a fin

alarm or other equipment is used, that can

stand only a small current, but which mus<

control a heavy current such ns that re-

quired by n healer or motor. Relnys als<

can be used to control shop motors re

moldy at n number of locations with ordi

nary push buttons. .... ,

It will Ik* seen from Fig. 4 that the reins

consists of a core, a coil wound on the core

a frame or "heel” piece, an armature an*

an arm on the armature which moves tin

contact springs. In some designs there an

additional springs as in Fig. C, A, when
the moving contact is placed directly oi

the armature, while in Fig. G, B. ns welln

in other designs shown, the fixed and mov
ing contacts are insulated from the frame

and the moving contact is operated by ;

fiber "button” mounted on the armature

This form of construction generally i

preferable to grounding the moving cop

tact to the frame and armature. In en-

case, the contact springs must be insulate'

SSSSSSSSSi
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carefully and completely from
each other as shown in the detail
Fig. 4 .

When deciding upon the type
to use for a given purpose the fol-

lowing generalizations will be
helpful: Heavy contact springs to
handle largo currents— use de-
signs shown in Fig. 2, D, and Fig.

4; light contact springs to handle
medium or small currents— use design
shown in Fig. (?, B; simple two-contact re-
lays for low voltages—use design shown in
Fig. 0, A, and for sensitive relays to o|>erale
on very small currents such as those avail-
able from photoelectric cells, radio tubes,
etc., use design shown In Fig. 2, A.
The frame and armature should be

formed from %-in. soft flat iron, which
should be about the same width ns the
diameter of the coil to be wound. Contact
springs are made from nickel silver or
spring brass, and contact units may la? as-
sembled as in Fig. 7, details B, C and D.
Two or more spring units also can be oper-
ated by one armature, either “piled up” as
shown in Fig. 7, A, or side by side as in
Fig. 9. Contact points for light and medium
currents can bo made from silver wire,
forced into a hole drilled in the spring and
then riveted down as tn Fig. S. For heavier
currents, silver rivets or tungsten contacts
of the type shown in Fig. 8 should be used.
The arm which opens and closes the con-
tact springs must be an integral part of the
armature or must be rigidly attached to it.

It also should be insulated from the contact
springs as in Fig. U.
Having determined the general design

characteristics the next step is to calculate
the coil size and winding data. The gov-

o' Co..
• 7 i 4 s *

u- .0* JO .u .70 .77 •JO

H- .11 .77 .77 .44 .77 66

H* TO 79 .79 .79 ,91 1.17

s- Jl 41 .97 17 2 • ij 1 l~

D -BREAK" ONE CIRCUIT
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poses a %-in. diameter core will bo ample.
However, for larger or heavy-duty relays,
a heavier core may be more desirable.
Refer to Fig. 5, from which it will be easy
to calculate the pull required per sq. in. of
core area, that is, the cross-sectional area of
the core. As an example, suppose it is de-
sired to construct a relay to operate three
light springs. The pull required would be
.0G25 by 3 or .1875 lb. Now, referring to the
table it will be seen that a %-in.-diamcler
core wound to give a pull of 4 lbs. per sq.
in. of magnet surface will pull .2 lb., or a
little more than the requirement. However,
as indicated in Fig. 5, a %-in. core wound
for a pull of 2 lbs. per so. in. or a %-in. core
wound for a pull of 1 lb. per sq. in. would
also meet the need. Since it is desirable to

tise the smallest practical core diameter,
the %-in. core is selected. However, for
low-voltage relays it is sometimes desirable
to use a larger core to reduce the current
required.
Next step is to determine the number of

ampere-turns required to give the desired

C
ull. This depends on the air gap, or space
etween the end of the core and the arma-

ture when the relay is in the open position.

See Fig. G, A. This gap should be not more
than Va in. and preferably should be less.

In highly sensitive relays the allowable gap
usually is between lAz and Yin in. For pur-
poses of illustration use an air gap of Va in.

Referring to Fig. 3, find the air gap, Vfe in.,

along the left-hand edge of the chart, then
read straight across to the line marked with
the required pull per sq. in. Then read
down to the bottom where the number of
ampere-turns required will be found, in

this example approximately GGO. Thick-
ness of the coil should roughly equal the
diameter of the magnet core, in this case

approximately % in., making the overall

diameter of the coil % in. Length of the coil

proper should be about l 1
,2 in., which is

the length of the winding space. The core

erning characteristic is the pull required of

the magnet which will operate the relay.

This, in turn, depends on the tension of the
springs which hold the armature and con-
tacts in their normal positions. Tension on
an average contact spring should not ex-
ceed 1 07.., or .0G25 lb., anti may be less with
very light springs. For a greater number of
contact springs operated by one armature,
or if an auxiliary spring is used, the pull

required will be correspondingly greater.

Alter estimating the puli required, the next
step is to determine the core size. The core
required will range from \\ 'to <2 in. in
diameter for most relays. For ordinary pur-
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ever, inese uuncnsions arcmn criucai. x nv
coll can be made longer or thicker.

The wire size for the coil is determined

by tiio operating voltage. As an example
assume that the relay is for an alarm sys-

tem which will be operated on four No. C

dry cells in series, giving n total of G volts.

The "design fnctor” for a d.c. relay is found

by dividing the ampere-turns by the volt-

age, that is, GGO ampere-turns divided by G,

or 110. Next determine the average diam-
eter of the coil by adding the diameter of

the core to the outside diameter of the coil

and dividing by 2. From this it will l»e

found that the average diameter of a coil

% in. outside diameter, wound on a %-in.

core, is 0.5 in. Now. with the aid of the
chart, Fig. 10, find the design factor, 110,

along the left-hand margin. Next, find the

average diameter of the coil, 0.5 in., along

the bottom. Finally, read straight across

from the left:and straight up to the inter-

section of the two lines. This intersection

is nearest the line marked "No. 28 13 & S,"
which is the size of wire required.

. With these calculations completed you’re
ready to wind the coil after the manner
shown in Fig. 1. First, cut the core lT'i in.

long and fit a fiber insulating washer at

each end with a space of l*/fe in. between.
Washers should be a tight fit and slightly

larger than the outside diameter of the fin-

ished coil. Wrap the core with several turns
of brown paper and coat with shellac. Start
the winding as in Fig. 12, A and B, which
suggest two methods of anchoring the start-

ing end of the wire. Each two or three

layers of winding should be wrapped with
thin paper and coated with shellac. In

winding d.c. relays it is not necessary to

count the turns of wire but care should be
taken to wind evenly so that the space will

be filled uniformly. When the coil is fin-

ished it should be wrapped with paper or

TO
*UAY
»OWI«
»vmv

"HOT"
CONTACTS

IfAOS TO
KIIIASI
—COII /

varnished cloth. If wound with fine wire,
heavier leads should he soldered on and
taped securely ns in Fig. 12, B and C. The
coil then can be mounted in the frame in

the manner indicated in Fig. 4.

Contact springs should he fastened rigid-

ly to the frame and fully insulated from it

with fiber, bakelitc or a similar insulating

material, as in Fig. 4. Usually it will he
found that the greatest sensitivity is se-

cured when this adjusting screw just barely

extends below the lower face of the arma-
ture. Provide a lock nut so that the screw
can be held in the proper position. Fig. 13

details the connections for two practical

applications of relay-controlled circuits.
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By C. A. Crowley

must not be operated at a.c. voltages higher
than the rating of the rectifier used. Since
that is usually less than the line voltage,

the relay must be operated with low volt-

age from n transformer. The type of con-
nection shown in Fig. 1G, having a full-

wave bridge type of rectifier, should 1m*

used. To design a relay to operate on recti-

fied a.c., it is necessary to calculate the pull
and ampere turns as for a d.c. magnet. Then
divide the ampere turns
by the a.c. voltage and
multiply by 1.35 to get
the design factor. This •UXd IUMO
design factor can be used

,0,0,
“ \

In the same way as for a r«m
d.c. relay to determine
the wire size from the ^
chart, Fig. 21. The coil cotroN

then can bo wound as
described in Part I. > /

If the relay is to Ik* I

|operated continuously, / *.

frequently, or on a volt-
[

I

ago of more than 25, it is ® s
best to use a coil wound s [1

on a laminated core. A

*lOT *A*(D
TOW SMAO»«G

CM
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laminated core taken from on old radio
transformer will be suitable but will re-
quire some alteration. The laminations
can be sawed in half as in Fig. 19 to make
a U-shaped core. The number of turns re-
quired to wind the coil for 60-cycle current
can be found by multiplying the voltage
by 4.7 and dividing by the winding-core
area. For example, if the core is xh in.
thick and Vs in. wide, the core area is 0.25
sq. in., and to operate the relay on 110 volts
a.c. will require 110 multiplied by 4.7 di-
vided by 025 or 2070 turns.
On 25-cycle current, the number of turns

is equal to 115 times the voltage, divided
by the winding-core area. The wire size
can be calculated by measuring the mag-
netic path, indicated in Fig. 17, dividing by
the number of turns and multiplying by
50,000. This gives the required wire size
in circular mils. Assuming that the mag-
netic path measures 4.25 in., the wire size
required is 4.25 divided by 2070 multiplied
by 50.000, or 103 circular mils. The corre-
sponding gauge number can be found by
referring to the chart, Fig. 21. Here you
can see that the closest size to 103 circular
mils is No. 30 wire, which has a cross-sec-
tional area of 101 circular mils. Using this
wire size, which is only n little smaller than
the calculated size, will slightly reduce the
pull of the relay and also will reduce its

operating temperature. Since a slight re-
duction in pull will be satisfactory In this
case, the relay can be wound with No. 30
wire. If the next larger size of wire above
the calculated value Is used, the pull of the
relay will be increased, which is not neces-
sary, and the relay also will heat more,
which is undesirable.

The coil can be wound directly on the
core if desired, using essentially the same
method ns for a d.c. relay coil. However,
due to the shape of the laminated core, it ;

will be necessary to wind the coil on the

(jl) Wltf SIZ« AND CAVGf NUM01K5

1
•ISC— A^jCWulqe ».HQ

[

l&SCe^ A>M(CtK^Mlli)

10 10380. 24 . 404.

11 8234. 25 320.a 26 254.

CPI 27 202.

14 icnziSi 28 160.

15 3257. 29 127.

16 2583- 30 101.

17 2048. 31 80.

18 1624. 63.

19 1288. mum 50.

20 1022. 34 40.

21 810- 35 32.

22 642. 36 25.

23 510.
1 1
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bottom of the “U.” Another mctho<l is to

wind the coil on a form and then slip it

onto one of the arms of the core% In this

case, the form should be constructed as
shown in Fig. 14, about Ziu in. larger each
way than the core on which the coil will l>e

lilted, and with the winding space between
the end blocks slightly shorter than the

space for the coil on the relay core. The
form should be long enough to be held in

the hand, Fig. 22, or in a lathe, Fig. 18,

while winding. Small blocks are nailed to

the form at the proper place, leaving a
slight space between two of the blocks for

the start end of the coil. The end block is

attached with screws for easy removal,
and the form is tapered slightly toward
that end so that the finished coil can be
slipped off the form without binding. Four
pieces of plain cotton tape then are placed

lengthwise in the winding space, and a
strip of brown paper is wrapped two or
three times around the form, Fig. 14. It is

held in place by a band of friction tape.
The coil is wound to the required number
of turns in tight, even layers. After each
layer of windings is finished, a layer of
brown paper should be wrapped around
the coil as additional insulation, Fig. 27.

If space is lacking, use a layer of brown
paper over every second or third layer of
wire. When the remih ed number of turns
has been wound, the ends of the cotton
tape are brought together over the coil and
tied tightly. After removing the end block
from the form, the coil can be slipped off

and placed in correct position on the core.

The shading coil, shown in Figs. 15 and
24, is very important, os without litis an
a.c. relay will hum. The shading coil can
be Installed by sawing a slot in one of the

poles of the magnet. Fig. 30, and inserting

a flat copper bar. This is looped around
the laminations, Fig. 25, and the ends of the
bar are lapped and soldered together. Un-

cutting o»
rAftwc or

tOWMSUMlV
1QUND* At AtM
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Jess Ihe joint is lapped and sol-
dered, the shading coil will not
perform its function properly.
The armature of the relay can

consist, of a piece of flat iron of
suitable dimensions, hinged as
shown in Fig. 19 or in some other
convenient way. Other methods of
armature attachment were given
in Part I. The armature can be
used to operate spring contacts in
the same way as shown for d.e.
relays in Part I. A.c. relays offer
the advantage of convenience of
power supply and, if properly de-
signed and built, can be made to
operate satisfactorily.

Numerous special types of re-
lays will be found valuable in a
number of applications. The “re-
lease” type relay shown in Figs. 20
and 24 can bo adapted to alarm
systems and the like. The advan-
tage of relays of this type is that
they do not require any power ex-
cept when the traps are sprung.
When the armature is pulled down,
it releases the spring arm which
closes the circuit and sounds the
alarm. Once started, the alarm will
continue to sound until the relay is

reset by hand. The “hold” type re-
lay shown in Figs. 23 oiul 2G is

similar in action except that the
contact spring is held as long ns
the relay current flows. The con-
tact spring is released whenever
the relay current is interrupted,
and remains in' that position until
reset by hand. This type can be
applied advantageously to burglar-
alarm systems, ns in Fig. 23, and
has the advantage that cutting the
power supply to the relay will
sound the alarm. By use of fusible
strips of metal foil in the circuit,

the “hold” type relay also can be
used for fire alarms. Although
these types of relays generally are
designed for d c. current they can
be ojierated. on a.c. witli dry-disk
rectifiers, or if desired can bo de-
signed for n.c., using a laminated
core ns described.

Figs. 28 and 29 show two systems
for control of motors which add to
shop safely. The system shown in
Fig. 28 uses an a.c. relay, operated
directly off the line, to control the
motor. Pushing the “start” button,
winch isa normally open push but-
ton, operates the relay and starts
the motor. The second pair of con-
tacts on the relay energizes the
coil and holds the relay in closed
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position.The “stop”push buttons,which are
normally closed push buttons connected in
series with the relay as shown, should be
placed in convenient locations near every
machine operated by the motor and con-
venient to every operator. Double-contact
push buttons can be used for the slop
switches if only the top contacts are used.
Pushing any one of the stop switches disen-
gages the relay and stops the motor. The
motor then can be restarted only from the
main control station where the start switch
is installed. If the stop button is blocked
down, it is impossible for any worker in the
shop to restart the machine until the block
is removed. This is very important when a
repair is being made to a saw, press or other
machine which might cause a serious acci-
dent if it were started while repair work
was being done on it. The system shown in
Fig. 2i) accomplishes the same result; how-
ever, the relay and stop buttons are oper-
ated on low voltage and therefore the con-
trol wiring can be installed with ordinary
bell wire, without using conduits or fittings
required with 110-volt installations.

Another very useful type of relay is that
shown in Figs. .'11 and 32. This consists of
a pair of solenoids, with the plunger oper-
ating a toggle switch. The coils are best
wound on a fiber or bakclite thin-walled
tube, with washers of the same material at
the ends. The coil dimensions are calcu-
lated just ns for an ordinary d.c. relay. The
contacts can be arranged in any desired
way, using single or double-throw and sin-
gle or multiple-pole arrangement. It is im-
portant to adjust the length of the fixed
and moving cores os designated in the plan-
view, Fig. 32. The sole-
noid-type relay can be
used to stop and start a soum
motor with push buttons,

A
and has the advantage r

that current need not co£?ci
flow through the relay ,

N
except during slop and
start operations. Those .

—
uses of relays which «•<**

comucis .

have been described thus m*
far doubtless will sug-

"" ,Hlu£0*t

gest other applications I ps,— ~——

>

in which relays of differ- l „££ »

cut types can be made to *
serve a practical purpose «omo
in controlling circuits or --—Nr
appliances about the woom«mW
home, oflice or manufac-
turing plant. By using SSSSSS:
tlie.se fundamental sug-
gestions it is possible to «ow»wcm^
build much more eiab- /
orate control systems

"***“*

than those described.
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Eur/ef Your Own RELAYS
PART 3—THERMAL RELAYS

By C. A. Crowley

THERE are two principal types of ther-

mal relays; the hot-wire type, Figs. 35

and 3G, and the thermostatic or bimetal
type, Fig. 44. The hot-wire relay consists

of a resistance wire held under tension by
a contact spring. When current from a

battery or low-voltage transformer is

passed through the wire it is heated and
expands or stretches, permitting the con-

tact to close or to open, depending on
which type of relay is in use. Thermal re-

lays can be used to control motors, lights,

heaters or any other electrical apparatus.

It is frequently desirable to insulate the

low-voltage controlling circuit, which op-

erates the relay, from the circuit that is to

lie controlled. A method of insulating the

relay circuit from the controlled or oper-

ating circuit is shown in Fig. 37, A.
Both the hot-wire and bimetal types are

actually delayed-action relays, since the
contacts will not close until the wire has
had time to heat and expand. The time

interval between closing of the relay cir-

cuit and operation of the relay can Ik* con-

trolled by adjustment of the gap between
the contacts, using a machine screw ns in

Fig. 37, B. Another method of speeding up
the operation of a thermal relay is to slip

a length of glass tubing over the resistance

wire ns in Fig. 40. This will retard heat
loss from the wire and cause it to expand
more rapidly. However, relays which arc
speeded in closing by this method will be
correspondingly slower to open when the
current is shut off. To slow down a hot-
wire relay, one can increase the gap l»e-

CONIACI
ifUHO

mt&iANCt wi»i

HGIO
CONTACT

WING CONTACT

CLOSING SWITCH CONTACTS
n CAUStS WITH orcN

TO HEAT WHEN
RESISTANCE

WIREm EXPANDS

MOT-WIPE PEIAY
TURNS ON MOTORS

OR OTHER APPIIANCES

IO POWER IUPPIY

MOTOR



Iween the contacts, but if the gap is too
great the contacts won’t close. Another
method is to connect n rheostat in series
with a hot wire as in Fig. -13. By increasing
the resistance it is possible to increase the
time interval to almost any desired extent
Fig. -13 shows how two Identical relays can
bo made to operate consecutively by ad-
justing the control rheostats to different
positions. Details A and B in Fig. -11 show,
by comparison, how a short length of wire
can be used to give a larger contact move-
ment as indicated by positions LI and L2.
For example, by connecting the wire in
the position shown in Fig. -11, B, the wire
must expand only in. to move the con-
tacts Vic. in.

The design of hot-wire relays is simple.
Where alternating current is available, a
low-voltage transformer with an output of
C to 20 volts is the most convenient source
of the relay current. By using low voltage,
all relay wiring can be laid with bell wire.
If a.c. current is not available, a G-volt stor-

age battery, Fig. 37, is a good power supply.
After selecting the length of wire and the

disign or iioi.wm ariAvs

Velio*.
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voltage, the required B & S gauge of ni-

chrome wire can be determined will* the

old of the table in Fig. 38. For example, if

the wire is to be 8 in. long and operated at

14 volts, No. 32 or 34 wire can be used. The
smaller wire will operate at higher tem-

perature and give faster operation. Increas-

ing the voltage with a given si/.e of wire

will increase the speed of action. The con-

tacts should be capable of carrying the cur-

rents required. Silver contacts can be made
ns shown in Fig. 34, A and B.

Hot-wire relays can bo used in place of
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TO PREVENT
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magnetic relays in most eases except on
emergency controls where rapid action is

essential or where heavy sparking will oc-
cur when contact is broken. In Fig. *12 a
group <if thermal relays is used for remote
control of a group of lamps. By setting the
selector switch any one of the remote cir-

cuits can be controlled and time delay can
be made short or long. In P'ig. 43 two mo-
tors are controlled by one switch, but can
be made to go on at any desired time in-
terval after throwing the switch by adjust-
ing the rheostat controls. The delayed ac-
tion hot-wire relay also can be used to ring
a bell if a door is left open for an appreci-
able period of time, Fig. 33. Normal use of
the door will not cause annoying ringing,
bul warning will be given if the door is left

ajar.

Bimetal-type relays. Figs. 44 and 45, con-
sist of u strip of thermostatic bimetal about
which a healing element of nichrome wire
is wound. A thin layer of asbestos paper is

wound around this, as shown in Fig. 44.

When the resistance coil is healed, it causes
the bimetal to bend and open or close the
contacts. To lengthen the time delay, a
heavier layer of asbestos is wound around

the bimetal strip. To shorten the time lag,

the nichrome wire is wound over a thin
layer of asbestos paper, and a layer of as-
bcslos is wound over the coil. In either case,
the relay will be slower to open. Tlio time
lag of bimetal relays also can be controlled
by adjusting the contact gap and by con-
necting a rheostat in series with the healer
coil, os already explained for hot-wire
relays.

The design of bimetal relays often re-
quires a little experimentation. Ordinarily,
a strip of bimetal 0.030 in. thick, Vz in. wide
and 4 to G in. long will be suitable for the
element. The size of nichrome wire re-
quired then can be found by referring to
the chart. Fig. 39, which also gives the ap-
proximate length of wire required. The
ends of the nichrome wire must be fastened
to the copper-wire leads with machine
screws or by brazing. Figs. 44 to 47 inclu-
sive show a number of applications of bi-

metal relays. In Fig. 47 the bimetal thermo-
stat without winding is secured to Uic metal
frame of an electric motor so that a bell will
ring if the motor overheats. Fig. 4G details
a snap-action type of bimetal relay.
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ATANY m e the applications for this syn-
chronous rectifier, which is one of

the most economical methods of rectifying

electric current. Model railroaders will

find that it will carry their entire system

—

polarized relays, block signals and perma-
nent-magnet locomotives—delivering a re-

liable source of power necessary for smooth
performance. It also can be used in elec-
troplating, battery charging, operating
electric-eye mechanisms, polarized relay
control systems, arc lights and other elec-
trical equipment requiring a d.c. source of
current, the exception being radio.
The heart of the rectifier is a 3G00-r.p.m.

single-phase 60-cycle motor. It need not be
powerful, for a Vfe-hp. motor will handle a
commutator capable of carrying a 2-kilo-
wott load. The synchronous speed is nec-
essary to agree with the frequency of the
generating station. In Fig. 1, details A and
B, the manner in which alternating current
functions is shown. The current goes from
peak voltage to zero twice during the cycle.
When the current is rectified it becomes

ON . 60-CYCIE ALTERNATING
CURRENT A UGHT BULB
WINKS ON ANO Off 150

•TIMES A SECOND

COMPETE CYCtl
IS Ho SECOND ABOVE 2ERO

COMPLETE CYCIE IS

I'Aiouc. \ /k
kfoSEC J - l Hto SEC. JV y' IEIOW 2fRo\^-/

(5) 60CYCIE CURRENT AITERNATES
WOO TIMES IN ONE MINUTE

both Halves are now
ABOVE OR BELOW THE
TIRO LINE

v

ABOVE ZERO

RECTIFIED AC. HAS EVERY OTHER
HALF CYCLE TURNED UPSIDE DOWN
SO All ARE EITHER ABOVE OR BEIOW
ZERO LINE. POLARITY CAN BE RE-

VERSED BY HIPPING MOTOR SWITCH

BELOW ZERO

THE CURRENT IS NOW TOlARIZIft- AND
WILL OPERATE DC. EQUIPMENT
REQUlRINO + AND - CONNECTIONS

SYNCHRONOUS
CURRENT
RECTIFIER

By Alexander Maxwell
POPULAR MECHANICS , 1948

One of the simplosl and most convenicnl ways lo obtain a source of direct curront
Is first to transform alternating current to the desired voltage, and then rectify
It. This synchronous rectifier will handle high and low voltages equally woll, the
capacity in amperes being limited only by tho sizo of tho commutator and brushos

polarized and will operate equipment re-

quiring positive and negative connections.

When the rectifier motor is rotating in ex-
act synchronization with the power-station
generator, a commutator with mnkc-nnd-
break switches will divide the cycles as
shown in detail C of Fig. 1. Then positive

current is delivered at one terminal and
negative at the other. To get full efficiency,

the break must come as the cycle starts. At
this instant the line is dead and there will

1h? little or no tendency to arc. Should the
change come at the peak of the cycle,
enough arcing might result to melt the
brushes. To adjust the commutator, rotate

it on the motor shaft until I he point is found
where arcing is at the minimum, then light-

en the locknut. Use .only a 6-volt power
source when making this adjustment.

Since most synchronous, motors are in-

tended for direyt connection to the devices
they operate, they usually have long shafts
and are centered so the entire armature
may be placed in a lathe and the shaft
turned down to specifications, Fig. 3. Bake-
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lile is list’ll for the insulating material on
the commutator, Fig. 3, which is rough cut
to the dimensions given with allowances
for finishing. The Bakelite tube should be
made from a piece of molded rod, although
it can he cut from molded sheets. Bore
first, then turn to size while on the motor
armature. This tube should be a snug fit.

One of the most diliieult steps is building
up the copper commutator segments. After
boring and rough finishing, the segment is

cut ns indicated in Fig. 7 and the portion
that is shaded is filed flat, Fig. 2. The rough-
cut Bakelite segments are secured to the
copper commutators with flathend machine
screws. Fig. 3, and the unit is slipped over
the tube. It should be an easy press fit; if

it binds it will throw the commutator out
of line when the locknut is tightened. This
assembly is slipped on a special mandrel,
Figs. 4 and C». and turned down until all

lines disappear. Then the commutator is

placed on the armature which is chucked
in tl»e lathe and a series of light finishing
cuts are taken, Fig. 8. All cuts should be
light, and sufficient oil should be used.
The brush assembly is supported on a

boll or roil which screws into Uie end bell
of the motor. It will be necessary to drill

and thread a hole at the proper location.

Or a wooden pedestal can be screwed to

the base as a support. The brushes are held
between two Bakelite plates, the lower one
resting on the support rod. Since the lower
plate rests on the rod, a V-groovc is cut
down the center for a belter fit. Bore
mounting holes at each end of the plate,

and drill and tap two similar holes in the
support rod. Mount with flathead screws.
The upper plate has six shallow slots cut

in it to take the brushes, Fig. 5, and it also
must be drilled'and tripped for the six set-

screws and locknuts. Six assembly bolts

are used to hold the two plates together.
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The brushes are made of thin strips of

phosphor-bronze spring stock built up to a

thickness of Vi. in. The ends to which the

wires are connected are soldered together.

File the contacting end to lit the curvature
of the commutator. When adjusting the

brushes, remember that the pressure need

be only enough to assure contact.

Fig. 5 shows the wiring connections and
Fig. 9 shows one of the connections being
made. Use stranded insulated wire heavy
enough to carry the load. To secure the

proper operation, the two halves of the

commutator must register so the make-
and-break lines arc in perfect alignment.

Also, to secure the correct connections, the

two outside brushes should ride on the

copper when the two inside brushes ride

on the Bakelile and vice versa.

The polarity meter, Fig. 5, is required

because a synchronous rectifier will pro-

duce positive or negative current at either

d.c. outlet terminal, depending upon which
half of the cycle it starts. To reverse po-

larity, quickly open and close the motor
switch, repealing this if necessary until

correct polarity is obtained. The meter is

an ordinary charge-discharge ammeter of

sufficient capacity to carry the load. In ad-

dition to the motor switch, there is another
one which connects to the a.c. input. The
terminals for this switch are connected to

the line directly or through a transformer,

depending upon the voltage that is desired.

When starting the unit, always turn the
motor switch on first and the line switch

after the motor has been operating at full

speed for 10 seconds. When stopping the

rectifier, always open the line switch first.

Doing this avoids serious arcing. There
should never be any load on the commu-
tator when the motor is not in operation.
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Flashing Neon Sign for Your House Numbers

«?AOIO

^“POPULAR MECHANICS, May 1934
Distinctive from ordinary house num-

hers, your friends will easily find your

home at night, if you have a Hashing neon

sign, which is both simple and inexpen-

sive to make. The parts needed are a neon
I u he, a condenser, a rheostat ami an old

radio H-eliminator. By adjusting the rheo-

stat, the number of Hashings per minute

can lie controlled. The house numbers arc

cut out of a tin box, which is painted

black, and a piece of frosted glass is

slipped behind the cut-out letters. This

gives the contrast necessary to sec the

numbers during the day time. One or

more neon tubes are mounted inside the

box. It is suggested that three tubes he

used if you have three numbers. The tubes

are held in regular four-prong radio-tube

sockets, mounted on a wooden base that

Ills inside of the can. It i> important,

when connecting the tubes, to gel their

polarity correct. This is easily determined

by connecting them to the eliminator; if

the large plate does not glow red, reverse

the connections. It the plate glows red

but only over a part of its surface, the

voltage is too low. Most tubes require

about 135 volts for good operation. When
the positive prong has been located by this

method it should he marked so that no
mistakes will be made when making the

final connections. I f your number has only

two numerals, use two tubes and a 4-infd.,

300-volt condenser. For other sizes of

signs, allow an extra 2-mfd. capacity in the

condenser for each tube. The rheostat

should be wire wound, as the carbon-pile

type will not give good results.

,vou»«

Improving V-Hclt Drives on Motors

The manner in which an electric motor
is belted determines the life of the bear-

ings to a certain extent. When a multiple

V-pullcy is used on the motor shaft, :md

only two or three bells are used, they

should be run on the part of the pulley

closest to the motor, as shown, as this

puts less strain on tho bearings than when

is one reason why

' \ .
'.'A,'.’ a hi e to single-plv

ones. The center
'

- o of pull of a doil-

ble-ply belt is clos-

er to the center of the bearing.—W. F.

Scliaphorst, Newark, N. J.

$[ Remove the burrs front the slots of

screws after driving them into the work,

as they are dangerous to the hands.
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Tester to Check Circuits in Multi-Wire Cables

TRANSMITTER

CONDUIT
OR CAWE

GROUND

POPULAR MECHANICS, 1945
Electricians who install or repair tele-

phones, annunciators, burglar alarms, etc.,
that are connected with multi-wire cables
will find a set of these testers a time-saver
in tracing the circuits through the cables.
A set consists of two individual testers
each having a single headphone, transmit-
ter (carbon microphone), and two clips
wired as shown. Tester A has two three-
cell flashlight batteries or six Hi-voll sin-
gle cells, connected in scries l>etwcen the
transmitter and the headphone. In use,
tester A is connected at the source of the
cable. One of the clips is attached to a
water pipe or, if the cable being tested is
armored, the clip can be clamped to it.

The other clip is fastened to one of the
wires to l»c traced. Tester B at the other
end of the cable is connected as shown

—

one clip to the ground and the other to the
various wires individually until the voice
of the workman using tester A can be
heard. Each wire in the cable is checked
in tins way until all have been traced. The

carried in the jiocket. If a chest support
for the transmitter is not available, one can
be made from a heavy piece of wire to fit
around the neck or chest so that both hands
are free. Care should be taken so that the
attachment clips do not contact each other
in order to avoid injury to the transmitter.

Lacquer Coating Protects Insulation on Car Ignition Wires
If the insulation breaks or peels off the

high-tension ignition wires of your car,
the efficiency of the motor will be reduced
considerably. If it is impossible to replace
these wires with new ones for some time,
they should be protected against heat aiul
grease, which rapidly deteriorate the in-
sulation. To do this, give them a coat of
clear lacquer. Before applying the lacquer,
however, clean the wires of all grease by
washing them with gasoline and allowing
the wires to dry thoroughly.
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EXTENSION CORDS
Sharp kinks in

extension cords
caused by hanging
them from hooks
or nails arc likely

to result in broken
insulation and
dangerous expo-
sure of the wire.

The cords can be
stored convenient-
ly without kinking
or tangling simpiy
by winding them or. discarded metal wire

spools. These spools, on which wire is

wound for shipment from the manufac-

turer, can usually be obtained from a local

hardware or electrical-supply dealer.

Made from two
blocks of wood
bolted together,
this clamp pre-
vents breaking the
connection of an
extension cord. It

is especially handy
when using an ex-
tension cord to op-
erate portable

electric tools, hedge shears, or a vacuum
cleaner where there is a considerable strain

on the connection. The clomp is made by
drilling two parallel holes, slightly smaller
in diameter than the extension cord,

through a wooden block. Then the block is

sawed apart lengthwise through the centers
of both of the holes. The **ord« arc placed in

the holes, as shewn, and uie two pieces of
the block are bolted together. Thus, any
strain on the extension cord will be ab-
sorbed by the block and the connection will

not be broken.

Toolbox Handle Serves as Reel

For Winding Extension Cord
To keep an ex-

tension cord from
becoming tangled
or buried-under an
assortment of tools

when stored loose-
ly in a toolbox, one
man made the cen-
ter partition of his
toolbox into a com-
bination handle
and reel. The partition is jigsawed from one
piece in the shape shown, a handhole being
cut in the top. When not in use the exten-

sion cord is wrapped around the handle,
reeling off smoothly when required.

Wire Solder Used as Tie Siring

On Electrical Extension Cord
To keep a long

extension cord
looped when not
in use, tie it with
a length of wire
solder as indi-
cated. The solder

will always be at
hand i' it is. given
two or three turns
around the center
of the cord and
taped in place.

Extension Cord Wound on R*el
To Hold It Off the Floor

If an extension cord is wound on a reel
it can be set directly on your work, and
the cord will be kept off the iloor where it

might be walked on or otherwise damaged.
A reel can lx? made from a metal spool of the
type used for holding lamp cord or water-
putnp packing. A hole is cut in the reel as
shown to take the cord, which is protected
from abrasion by a rubber grommet. After
the cord has been pulled through the hole
so that the socket seats tightly in the spool
core, tiie core is filled with tar to hold the
cord, which then is wound on the reel and
fed out as required. The cord can be kept
from unwinding by a notch filed in the low-
er flange anil smoothed to keep the insula-
tion of the coi*d from being cut. If desired, a
wire cage may be attached to -the reel to
protect the lamp.
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POPULAR MECHANICS, 1948

By Alexander Maxwell
'T'HIS A.C. current regulator gives a smooth
* and continuous voltage control from zero to

maximum and con he used os either n step-up or
step-down transformer to increase or reduce
voltage. The transformer is of the “doughnut”
type, mounted on a panel, and is designed to

carry a 100-watt load continuously, but easily is

constructed for higher voltages by increasing the
transformer core and wire sizes proportionately.
The panel is fitted with two sets of binding posts,

Fig. 0, those marked “high” connecting to the
two ends of the coil, while those marked *low"
connect to the slide and one end of the coil.

When used ns a step-down transformer, the elec-

trical source is connected to the “high” terminals
and the slide is adjusted to get the desired volt-

age. If the regulator is used as a step-up trans-
former, the electrical source is connected to the
“low” terminals. It’s best not to build up the
voltage to more than twice that of the input, be-
cause of the loss by heating.
In making the regulator you begin with the

transformer core which is wound on a wooden
mandrel in the lathe as in Fig. 3, using trans-
former iron of the "ribbon” type. Start the wind-
ing by cutting a shallow groove lengthwise in the
mandrel. Then bend a hook in one end of the
iron ribbon and insert in the groove. Run the
lathe at the lowest speed with the hack gears
engaged. It’s advisable to wind and unwind the
ribbon several times to soften the metal so it will
bend easily and fit snugly. When the winding is
finished the core should be about 4 in. in diam-
eter. It then is fitted with a compression band of
the same material, as shown in Fig. 10. This band
should reduce the diameter of the core to about
3% in. The band is left in place under the wind-
ings as it holds the core securely and reduces the

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
h&L nuuttf, uAeA



tendency oC the regulator to create a hum.
The load-carrying capacity of this type

tinnsformer is primarily determined by
the amount of iron in the core and the

size of the wire used in the coil. This one
is wound with No. 22-30 cotton covered
wire, the windings being in one layer at

t lie circumference of the core, three or
more layers at the center opening of the
core. The winding is done with an im-
provised “shuttle" as in Fig. 12. Care
should be taken to keep the wire under
uniform tension and to wind the turns
tightly together side by side. When the
winding is finished coat with a baking
enamel and dry in an oven. To bare the
wire for the slide contact, use fine emery
cloth and he very careful not to damage
the insulation between the windings. The
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wire also can be bared with a fine scratch
wheel as in Fig. 7.

The finished coil is mounted on the panel
as in Figs. 1, 2 and 6, the latter showing in
detail how the mounting is assembled.
First turn two hardwood end plates to the
dimensions given in Fig. 11 and mount the
coil and end plates on a sleeve made from
brass tubing as in Fig. G. Be sure that the
coil is centered on the sleeve, then draw up
ihe nut to grip the coil between the end
plates and hold it securely in place. Next,
the V\ by 4-in. steel shaft carrying the slide

is cut to length and turned down to ^io in.

in diameter at one end to take the slide arm
as indicated. The slide and arm are made
as in the upper right-hand detail of Fig. G,

and are soldered to the shouldered end of
the shaft against a collar as shown in Fig. 2.

The slide must be adjusted carefully at the
point of contact so that it touches only one
wire at a time, as indicated in the upper
left-hund detail of Fig. 10. An adjusting
knob completes this assembly. The bake-
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lite panel is screwed to a hardwood base

and, after fitting and wiring the high and

low terminals, the unit is ready for use.

Figs. 4, 5, 8 and 9 suggest a number of

uses and give the wiring diagrams for each

application. For these particular purposes

a smooth, positive change from one voltage

to another is especially desirable. For ex-

ample, regulating the output of a projection

bulb as in Fig. 4, or controlling the bril-

Jiancy and illumination factors of photo

lights ns in Fig. 5, are common applications

of this type of voltage regulator. In both

instances the light intensities can be varied

to emphasize delicate detail on the screen

or on the subject lobe photographed. And,

of course, by cutting down the voltage

when posing the subject for an indoor shot

as in Fig. 5 you prolong the life of high-

intensity bulbs ns the lights can be raised

to full brilliancy for the short interval of

the exposure and then immediately de-

creased In brightness. Be sure that the

combined wattage of the lights does not
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exceed the capacity of the transformer.

Th1* regulator also can he used to con-

trol a small series motor through a range

of speeds without the current loss due to

heat, ns is the case where a rheostat is

used. Often, on large model railway lay-

outs, there is a portion of track where a

number of factors combine to slow the

speed of the train. This portion of the

track can be insulated from the rest and
the regulator used as a step-up trans-

former to feed it Current for the regu-

lator is taken from the section just ahead.

As the train enters the “slow" section the

regulator slide is advanced until the train

maintains the desired speed. When the

train reaches the end of the section the

locomotive again receives power from the

regular source.
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his equipment Is particularly
suited for science class-room demonstrations. At
no time should a demonstration be attempted by
one unfamiliar with the apparatus. Although the
yiant brush discharge Is harmless to the average
person, a shock from any part of the equipment
other than the high-frequency transformer will

carry with it serious consequences to the person
involved. It is suggested that when Ibis apparatus
is demonstrated before a group of persons, they
be warned not to touch the ap/taratus and to stand
a respectful dittanpe from the low-voltage equip-
ment.

Modern Mechanix July, I9J7

' jPIIE apparatus about to be described is

sap?**1? of throwing a spark four and a

half loci long. In spile of its deadly ap-
peal mice, this spark is quite harmless. The
operator may hold a metal rod in his hand
and lot it jump to the end of the rod and run
through hia.' body to ground, not only without
harm, but without any sensation of shock.

A lather spectacular stunt is to hold one
wire leading to an incandescent light, and
bring the other end near the coil. The lamp
will be lighted by the current passing through
the body and may in a few minutes even be
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burned out. A mystifying trick is to hold a

short length of neon tube in one's hand, and
approach the coil. Long before there is any
sign of a spark jumping to the tube, it will

light with its characteristic glow.
Many interesting experiments can be per-

formed from an insulated platform. Since
the spark jumps to grounded objects, if one
stands on a board supported by glass in-

sulators (milk bottles will do temporarily)
and touches the discharge ball with a tnelal
rod, sparks may be drawn from one's l>ody
by anyone slnnding on the ground. Caie
must be taken not to draw sparks from the
bare skin, as they might cause a blister. A
linger ring, or even a spoon in the mouth,
can be used os good contacts from which to

draw the spni k. A peculiar and weird efTeet

can be had. when one is so charged, by
raising the free hand ni«ove the head in a
darkened room. The person will then be
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dimly seen outlined by a Purple discharge. Small flame*
will dart from the raised hand, hair, and even from the
lips of the cars.

Perhaps the most awe-inspiring spectacle is the coil oper-
ating under full power in a dark room. Long streamers of
purple fire dart out in all directions from the discharge ball,
emitting at the same time an almost deafening noise. A
grounded wire is now slowly moved towards the discharge
hall. 1 lie streamers change their direction and snap at the
wire. Suddenly a heavy spark bridges the gap, and the air
becomes thick with ozone.
Many experiments can be performed with this apparatus

and this short sketch gives an iJea of some of them.

,
Itefore beginning the actual construction of the device.

K well ,tp know something of the principle involved.
Ilriclly, it is tlns:

(
as the frequency of an alternating, high

voltage current rises, it loses many of its normal charac-
teristics. At extremely high frequencies it is almoM a
totally different kind of electricity. It produces no sensa-
tion of the shock when taken through the body,* Itecauve
as the frequency becomes higher, the path of travel be-
comes closer to the surface. At extremely high frequencies
this path of travel is so close to the surface that it does
not touch the nerves. This is known as "skin affect." It

lias a tendancy to diffuse off the conductor into the air.
causing the beautiful brush discharges often seen on insulated
wires. This also accounts for the lighting of neon tidies
PiiliCHt r/.»v connection. The current refuses to lie slopped
by nearly nil insul.U.rs, oil being one of the few insulators
having some protective qualities.

j
In order to Produce a current of this nature, four

distinct pieces of apparatus are necessary. They are: a
low-frequency transformer which converts the low voltage
current from the lighting circuit into high voltage current
suitable for charging the condenser: a condenser which is

composed of alternate sheets of metal and glass; a spark
RHP which consists of two electrodes separated by air; ami
a high ftcquciicy transformer.
The low frequency transformer should have an output

of 3,U<>1» to 5.000 volts. The transformer is of Ilie magnetic
leakage type such as used for radio purposes. Since the
construction of a transfoimcr of this size embodies con-
siderable difficulties, the reader should, if possible, obtain
one already constructed.
A power line transformer may Ire converted into one of

the Urngnetic leakage type at little • rou'-l- or expense. A
small traiisfoiiner. such as r> put on poles to step down
current fiom 5.000 volts to 110 or 220 can tmdonbtahJy l«c

purchased from an electrical juuk yard or direct from the
local power company nt a very reasonable cost. The power
drawn by the unaltered transformer protrably will Ire loo
large, Imt this need cause no worry, as it* may be reduced
by the cholic about to be described.

The choke consists of 510 t.:rns of No. 10 f). C. C.
copper magnet wire. This coil is wound in four layers on
n bnkclitc tube 16 inches long and two inches in diameter.
To wind the coil, lightly force two squaie blocks into the
ends of the tube and mount it in a lathe. In the absence
of a lathe one can easily coustiuct a coil winder to Ire turned
by hand or a foot treadle. Shellac the lube and cover it

with a layer of waxed Paper. Then Itegin winding the mil

!

,
.-i'

, "l| fmr; the end of the tube to the other end. leaving
t!iC saive i .*.1,‘in. After completing the first winding, cover
the layer with six 'beets of waxed pi|;r*and wind track in

the starting end. Solder a tap of wire to the last tain of

this layer, cover as before witli waxed paper, ami wind
another layer. This layer also should be tapi»ed and insulat’d
yzith waxed paper. The last layer is wound to within 1 inch
of the end and the wire anchored to the coil with friction

tape. The completed coil is now covered with ten sheets of
waxed paper and liberally soaked with shellac.

The tube to contain the core should be small enough to

slip in and out of the coil easily. It is packed with v>ft

iron wire of No. 20 gauge and the ends trimmed to make
a smooth job. About ten pounds will be needed for the
cote, Ily using the taps to vary the number of turns and
by sliding the. core back and forth in the coil, the value
of reactance is readily changed. If the reactance is not
sufficient to prevent "blowing’ 1

of fuses, wind another lajcr

of No. 14 wire on the coil. The reactance mil is connected
in series with the primary of ihc iow iicqucucy trans-
former, as shown in the diagiam.
The purpose of the condenser is to Store the high voltage

Current momentarily. When sufficient energy charge is

stored it discharges across the spark gap. While this dis-
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charge may seem to be only one continuous spark, it is in
reality thousands of discharges first in one direction ami
theu in the other. No sooner does the potential fall to a
low value than the condenser is recharged, starting, the
cycle of operations all over again. By this process the
frequency is raised to the required point.

The condenser is made from class plates, shed* of tin
foil ami copper libbon for tab connections. The glass

H ues *.an be Itouglu from a pholngraphcr already cut 8x10
inches and arc luefcrable to window glass because they
an- free from bubbles and other imperfections. To clean
•lien, they should lie soaked in hot water and then scoured
to remove the rmulsion.-
To make the condenser, 132 plates will lac required. It

mi I»r wcil to have a lew extia iti ease some arc broken
«•’ riove defective. Sixty of the cleaned plates arc now
covered in the center on both sides with heavy tin foil

cut 6x8 inches. 'I'liis tin foil may be purchased' from
wliolcsale hardware dealers in rolls a foot wide. As is

i caddy seen. 40 led will lie needed. If it cannot lie obtained
in ibis form, a floiist might be able to supply it in sheets.
To fix • be tin foil in place, the plates are 1 ited in an

oven, inblieil with a cake of liccswax, and the tin-foil sheet
Mt-ssed on the center so as to leave a margin of one inch
on each edge. Both sides of the plates are coyeicd in litis

manner. Any ridges or wrinkles in the foil should be
l-i r«*e»| out by nibbing gently fiom the center with a wad
of cloth. Copper stiips of nil inch wide ami three inches
l-mg aie soldered to lli-i tipper left hand corner nf each
sheet of tin.foil after which the condenser is ready for
MMrrnbling.

l iist a plate •• !"iont tin foil is taken, then a plate pre-
paid with the f»i| is placed on top of it. then another
.Iran one is placed on 1-;- ol the prepared plate. These
plates are slacked tog-'hcr until five of the prepared plater*
have been used. A clc»n plate is then placed on top of il:c
pile to act as a cover. Th* unit is thru hound with fiiction
tape to prevent tbr plates from separating during the in-
r ul.tmg proves. When all the plulcs have been used there
Will l«e 12 units ready for insulating.
The fust method of insulating i» perhaps the lien! if it

I*- not desirable to. move tbr condenser very much. It

romisls of submerging the entire condenser in a tank of
transformer oil. If this is done l*c sure that the wires from
the milividu.nl units aie aimvc the surface of the liquid.
'I be other method of insulating consists of. dipping the
• -Igel of each unit to a depth of two indies ill n hot mix-
ture consisting of equal weights of beeswax and rosin.
We now come to the construction of the spark gap. This

consists essentially of a fau motor turning a copper or
steel disc, slotted as shown on \>nge 94. The discharge
elect "-lex are placed on cither sub- nf this disc so that
when it revolves new faces are constantly bring presented

the spark. This not only keeps the nirtal from oxidizing
but constantly circulates a current of ficsli cool air between
•hr electrodes.

The motor for this gap may be nf any convenient size.
An old fan motor is l»cst as it uses little current and bus
a fairly high operating speed. 'Che rotating disc should he
at least Js-mch thick ami 10 inches square. After finding
the center nf the piece of metal, a circle of 10 inch diameter
i- drawn, then one of 9 inches ami finally- one of 3-iuch
diameter. The metal plate is next mounted on a wooden
faceplate ill the lallie and a cut taken through the metal
on tl»e .t inch circle ami a similar cut taken on the 10-ioch
circle. The disc should now l*c divided with 24 radial lines
running from the center ami crossing the edge nt 24 equi-
distant i>niuts. Since (lie radius of i circle is equal to
tbr circumference, the V inch circle can easily he divided
••••«< six parts with a compass, each of these pails cut :.i

half ami then each pari more halved making 21 equal
parts. Alternate segments Itctwcen the 9 inch circle and the
edge are removed. This is ltc»t done by cutting the two
edge* down as far as the circle ami then breaking off thg
fragment. This is entirely pciiuissahe since the bottom
of the cut docs not have to be smooth.
To insulate the motor from the high tension current, the

disc is mounted on an insulating hub, which in turn is

fastened to the motor shaft. The disc is placed on the fibre
and MX biles drilled around the edge of the fibre and nn
through the nictal. The two arc then [tolled or riveted
together.

'I he motor with the completed rotating disc mounted on
tlw shaft should lie Itoltcd to a suitable base. Opposite the
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m-hM winding will lie rc«|ui«cd. The miiiiniy supports
rn.,-,,, of 8 ••ew of fibre 8J5 inches long. 2 inches
" r"" 1 1 * h,ck - '!,c fo"r ««••• piece* haven scclimi

'" lv « l " *•« *{**•”*,•*** iokvrp .he coil f nun
5|o rulii.R. Moles arc drilled in these Piece*. H of m. inch

iiitl'i" uli.*
arRC e"oa£,, lo

*
<r,MI «- ll>c .irasgajp of six

III

The pi unary coil is moun.nl on n wooden lane 37‘-inchcs
• Iiaint.cr mill Ihc four blue |*icc«* In support Hlie'.-tirt-

inary located so that Ihc primary will Ik? in* the center
' vfthe Uard. I lie supports me then lulled to the base!, thus

IioMiiir .he primary securely in place. •> '• •,./
Mount the secondary insiilr the primary coil oil '|v wooden

'V*'" ,n
.

r
;
,r* square. supported on four wooden Mocks.

Ilace the Meeks so they rr*. |ln*h with the edges at the
on m is of the Itoaid. ami drill holes for a good sired troll
to |«a*s through each corner of the IkniiiI for ‘luounting
the secondary coil to Ihc lia'c. A piece of copper ribhnn is
soldered to the inside turn of the primary coil, alnl t6 the
i^l.in ol the secondary, winding, completing the coil
construction. .

•
>

.

.•>
..

’Hie apiara.ua is now ready for connecting nmi operating.
IIip wiic* aic connected nccnling to the iliagrAni. J'or the
sake of simplicity the rotating disc is omilled in Ihc din-

**» «ne spark gap. Ihc spark gap motor is of course
connected to the input line thiough a suitable switch. The
win- iimnihc secondary of ihc low frequency transformer
* *'dom*fiv*. Ingh tension wire; that from the condenser

. ^ special,- heavily insulated neon sign calde. ns
Shonl.l lll.t also f nun .he spark gap. (illKAT CAK1?
MJSrYl' TAKKN NKVl'It TO TOUCH Ti l' M \V
I'KF.OUF.NCV TKANSPOHMI'K. .The condenser when
charged Jw ill retain, n comiilei.ihle ipianli.y of elcclrlcily
lor day*. I. u well In "short" the coiiurrlious for a
second (w.|h a well insulated metal Jod) hefoie touching
them Mir grounded cmmccltmis may Ire of braided lihlrmi
or other heavy uiiiiiMilateil wire connected to n water tripe.
I Ins gfoniKi slioyld re a water pipe, never a ,;u« Under
no ciiciimstaiicei should the coil he operated .unless this
ground is established. '

II- coil is uoiv -ready to he set in operation. Clip the
-Oies fur. the condenser and the spark gap to convenient
tuni**-c(_lhe primary of the high firqnoncy transformer,
start llie*V>srit. gat. motor, ami turn on Ihc powci. A loud
crackling noise should be heard mid streamers of Cue seen
darting, from the dVhargc lall. Vary the numher and
poMltoii of the turns hvd in ihc primary of the IiirIi fre-
quency Iraiisfomier 'and per hap* alter Ihc rapacity of the
condenser until maximum oulput is obtained, lie sure that
all dower. Is shut off when these adjustments ore made, and
di«chaige the condensers as mentioned above beforo touch-
ing .anything metallic.
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edge* of the disc screw a piece of fibre jS-indi thick,
l-.ncli wide and high enough to extend an inch nlmve the
motor shaft. I hese form tire supports for the stationary

f-r'ii* 1- . .

c,*‘c,r°',c9
-V

c n,»‘lc of brass ami ground
t>r hleil slightly concave to fit the curve of the disc. The
sole opposite the concave face of each electrode is drilled
.iixi threaded upon a ,Vi»cli brass rod which in turn paws
Ihrongli ?n -nirli holes drilled in the fibre suppoits in such
si position that Hie electrodes are nearly level with the
nn tor shaft. Strips of heavy copper rihlron arc soldered to
tin- brass rods and establish connection with binding iK»sts
placed a few inches hcncntli the rods on the fibre supports.We now come to the final piece of apparatus and perhaps
the mo«| dilTiCnlt to construct, the high frequency Wans-
'2‘i•?.

' transformer consists essentially of a large
«>iu.. t upon which wire is wound in a single layer lor
• bi' scconda

i y coil with a flat spiral of coppci or liras*,

lilihnn about the base to act a* the primary. l«ecao*e it

deals with IiirIi frequency elc«iri--<ty. no metal core is
necessarv. The cylinder for die secondary is 53 inches
high and 15 inches in diameter. It i* constructed without
the use of nail* thronglimit for nails will cause consider-
able loss in ciiireiit -due to. bri|sli leakage. The cylinder is
fount'll on' three plywood /Uses 14J4 inches in diameter
from mounting board or strips of wood V5'iuch wide, iiinch
thick and 53 inches long.' The strii-s are placed *i.le by
side and as close together as possible. When tlie entire
ciieumfercnce lias been covered you should have a* solid,
well constructed, wooden cylinder. It should now he shel-
lacked and covered with a layer of wrapping paper. . This
serves to remove the rough edges left by the (trips. •

Tjic winding on tlio .secondary consists nf 700 turns of
No. 12 I). C. C. copper magnet wire. With Ihc turn* spiced
H t" Hie inch. This will' amount to nlwtit 2.670 feet or 5 2
|in lilirlg of wire. To Wind the coil pas* 3 inct»|'r»| tbcosigh
•hr rylimlci mul inoimt it between two snw•horses, llcforr
n imlliiR the wire on the cylinder, glue a bam! of ' one inch
cupper libhon mound the cylinder, one inch from the top
•uid another placed three inelie* from the bottom. 'I be
l-'iiols should not mret, a space of about one inch lieing left

I••'tweeu end*. Solder mu: cn-l ol tlie wire to tlie top laud
mul slur I winding. 'Ihr spacing between turns may Iks

obtained by winding lira \ i curd alongside of the wire.
Slollac libel ally applied will hold the turn* in place.

The discharge ball is of metal ami alrout 5 • inelie* in

diimclcr, innuillrd on top of tin- coil. A toilet lank llojt

will sene the Purpose vet v well. Complete the secondary
toil by roiineclmg a wii-; '.'t-vtcn lire metal ball

:
ami the

lop "f Ike coil.

The Primal v coil i* vvm.i:-' with copper or bra«S' riM-m
I

'
.• inelie* wide in the form oi a llal spiral. About S3 feel

pi the rililmn for ihc 21-iiich miter iliameler of Ihc 10 tutu
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Ilow to Make a Small Electric

Furnace

Take a blo«*k of wood and shape into

a core. Otic like a loaf of bread, and
about that ‘d/.e, serves admirably.
Wrap a layer of asbestos around it and
cover this with a thin layer of plastor-

of-paris. When tlie plaster is nearly

dry wind a coil of No. 00 wire around
it. taking care that the wire does not
touch itself anywhere. Put another
course of plastcr-of-paris on this, and
a^ain wind the wire around it. Con-
tinue the process of alternate layers of
plaster and wire until 500 ft. or more
of tlie latter has been used, leaving
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about 10 in. at each end for terminals.

Then set the whole core away to dry.

For a base use a pine board 10 in.

by 12 in. by 1 in. Bore four holes at
one end for binding-posts, as indicated
by E E. Connect the holes in pairs by
ordinary house fuse wire. At one side

secure two receptacles, B B, and one
single post switch, C. Place another
switch at I and another binding-post

at F. The oven is now ready to be
connected.

W ithdraw the wooden core from the

coils of wire and secure the latter by
bands of tin to the board. Connect
the ends of the wire to binding-posts
E and F, as shown. From the other
set of binding-posts, E, run a No. 12
~r No. H wire, connecting lamp recep-

tacles, 13 B, and switch, C, in parallel.

Connect these three to switch, D, in sc-

rips with binding-post, F, the terminal

ol the coil. Place lti-cp. lights in the

receptacles and conned the fuses with

a 110-voll lighting circuit. The appa-
ratus is now ready f"r operation. Turn
on switch, D, and the lamps, while C
is open. The coil will commence to

become warm, soon drying out the

plaslcr-of-paris. To obtain more heat

Electric Furnace

open one lamp, and to obtain still more
open the oilier and close switch C-

—

Contributed by Eugene Tuttles, Jr.,

Newark, Ohio.
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Homemade Telegraph Key

A simple and easily constructed
telegraph key may he made in the fol-

lowing manner: Procure a piece of
sheet brass, about r.V in. thick, and cut
out a strip 3 1

/:* in. long by % in. wide.
Bend as shown in Fig. 1 and drill a
hole for the knob in one end and a
hole for a screw in the other. Procure
a small wood knob and fasten it .in

place with a small screw. Cut a strip

of the same brass 2% in. long and A
in. wide and bend as shown in Fig. 2.

Drill two holes in the feet for screws
to fasten it to the base, and one hole

in the lop part for a machine screw,
and solder a small nut on the under
side of the metal over the hole.

Mount both pieces on a base d/
by 2% by J

/i in., as in Fig. 3, and where

the screw of the knob strikes the base

when pressed down, put in a screw or

brass-headed lack for a contact.

Fasten the parts down with small
brass wood-screws and solder the con-
nections beneath the base. Binding-
posts from an old battery cell are used
on the end of the base. The screw on
lop of the arch is used to adjust the
key for

tributed

Canada.

a long or short stroke.—Con-
by S. V. Cooke, Hamilton,
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Homemade Electric Stove

F. THOLL

7
oo J
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lor Part* of the Electric Stove
Fio.3

The construction of r. :t electric stove
is very simple, ami it can lie made l»y

any Imine mechanic having a vise and
hand drill. T he hotly is made of sheet
or galvanized iron, cut out ami drilled

as shown in Fig. I.

Kach long projection represents a
leg, which is bent at right angles on the
center line by placing the metal in the
jaws of a vise ami hammering the
metal over Hat. 1

1
just the rim is

gripped in the vise, it will give a round-
ing form to the lower part of the legs.

The small projections arc bent in to
form a support for the bottom.
The bottom consists of a square

>icec of metal, as shown in Fig. 2.

loles arc drilled near the edges for

stove holts to fasten it to the bottom
projections. Two of the larger holes
arc used for the end; i i the coiled rod
and the other two lor f Lc- heating-wire
terminals. The latter holes should he
well insulated with porcelain or mica.

T he lop consists of a square piece of

metal drilled as shown in Fig. Four
small ears are turned down to bold the

top in place.

One end of the coiled rod is shown
in Fig. 4. * T his illustrates how two
pins are inserted in lades, drilled at

right angles, to hold the coil on the
bottom plate. The coiled rod is -fa in.

in diameter and 2? in. long. The rod is

wrapped with sheet asbestos, cut in

*4-in. strips.

1 he length of the heating wire must
be determined by a lest.' This wire

cai. be purchased from electrical stores.

Stovepipe wire will answer the pur-
pose when regular heating wire cannot
be obtained. T ile wire is coiled around
the asbestos-covered rod, so that no
coil will be in contact with another
coil. If, by trial, the coil docs not heat
sudicicitlly, cut some of it of! and try
again. About \)l/2 ft- of No. 2d gauge
heating wire will be about right. The
connection to an electric-lamp socket
is made with ordinary flexible cord, to

which is attached a screw plug for mak-
ing connections.
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Controller for a Small Motor

An easy way of making a controlling
and reversing device for small motors
is as follows:

Cut a piece of wood (A) about G in.

by 4/j in., and / in. thick, and another
piece (B) G in. by 1 in., and in. thick.

Drive a nail through this near the cen-
ter for a pivot (C). To the under side
of one end nail a copper brush (D) to
extend out about an inch. On the up-
per side, at the same end, nail another
brush (F) so that it projects at both
sides and is bent down to the level of
the end brush. Then on the board put
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Reverse for Motor

a semi-circle of brass-headed tacks as
shown at F, leaving a small space at
the middle and placing five tacks on
cither side, so that the end brush will

come in contact with each one. Con-
nect these tacks on the under side of
the board with coils of German-silver
wire, using about 8 in. of wire to each
coil. Fix these by soldering or bend-
ing over the ends of the tacks. Then
nail two strips of copper (G) in such
position that the side brush will re-

main on the one as long as the end
brush remains on the tacks on that side.

Put sides about V/j in. high around
this apparatus, raising the hoard a little

from the bottom to allow room for the

coil. A lid may he added if desired.

Connect up as shown.—Contributed by
Chas. 11. Boyd, Philadelphia.
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To Explode Powder with Electricity

A I-in. hole was bored in the center
of a 2-in. square block. Two Imishing-

nails were driven
in, as shown in

the sketch.
These were con-
nected to termi-

nals of an induc-
tion coil. After
everything was
ready the pow-
der was poured
in the hole and a

board weighted with rocks placed over
the block. When the button is pressed
or the circuit closed in some other way
the discharge occurs. The distance
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between the nail points—which must
be bright and clean—should be just
enough to give a good, fat spark.

—

Contributed by Geo. W. Fry, Sail Jose,
Cal.
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Homemade Annunciator

When one electric hell is operated
from two push-buttons it is impossible
to tell which of the two push-buttons
is being operated unless an annuncia-
tor or similar device is used. A very
simple annunciator for indicating two
numbers can be niLac from a small box,'
Fig. 1. with an electric-bell magnet,
A, fastened in the bottom. The arma-
ture, 13, is pivoted in the center by
means of a small piece of wire and lias

an indicator or hand, C, which moves
to either right or left, depending on
which half of the magnet is magnet-
ized. If the back armature, D, of the
magnet is removed the moving arma-
ture will work belter, as this will pre-
vent the magnetism from acting on
both ends of the armature.

The wiring diagram, Fig. 2, shows
how the connections arc to he made.
If the push-button A is closed, the bell

will ring and the pointer will point at

Annunciator and Wiring Diagram

1. while the closing of the push-button
B will ring the bell and move the
pointer to 2 .—Contributed by II. S.

Bott, Beverly, N. J.
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Simple Wireless System

The illustrations will make plain a

simple ami inexpensive apparatus for

_ »«.*? nvoocn insulator.

S
*''MOnGE KEY (WBmJ

Kim-

COPFEn flATL 3' SQUA/Vi

0 cnc ACCUMULATOR

IIAFO nuOBLn INSULATC

rrvremitting station.

r;£ I.
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of wood. One of these plates is con-

nected to metal top, and the wire from

the other passes through the tube B,

which is filled with melted rosin or

ccrrcn plates and insuiatoao
SAMl AS no. I

RTCCIVING STATION.

f;S 2.

Simple Wireless System

Wireless telegraphy by which I have
had no difficulty in sending messages
across I /> miles of water surface. It is

so simple that the cuts scarcely need
explanation. In Fig. I is seen the send-

ing apparatus, cor*> :<lmg of a 10-ccll

battery connected with two copper
plates bv :j<» by \u ill. The plates

arc separated C in. by a piece of hard

rubber at each end.

Jn Fig. 2 are seen duplicates of

these insulated plates, connected with

an ordinary telephone receiver. With
this receiver 1 can hear distinctly the

electric signals made by closing and

opening the Morse key in Fig. I. and I

believe that in a short time I shall he
able to perfect ibis system so as to

send wireless messages over long dis-

tances.—Contributed by Dudley II.

Cohen, New York.
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Small Electrical Hydrogen Generator

A small hydrogen generator may be

made from a fruit jar, A (see sketch),

with two tubes, B and C, soldered in

the top. The plates E can be made of

tin or galvanized iron, and should be

separated about Vs in. by small pieces

wax. to make it airtight. This wire
connects to one side of a battery of two
cells, the other wire being soldered to
the metal top of the jar, as shown. The
jar is partly (died with a very dilute
solid 'on of sulphuric acid, about 1 part
of acid to 20 of water.
When the current of electricity

passes between the plates E, hydrogen
gas is generated, which rises and passes
through the rubber hose D, into the
receiver G. This is a wide-mouth bot-
tle, which is filled with water and in-

verted over a pan of water, F. The gas

Generator

bubbling up displaces the water and
fills the bottle.

If the receiver is removed when half

full of gas, Ihc reinaining space will be
filled with air, which will mix with the
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gas and form an explosive mixture. If

a lighted match is then held near the

mouth of the bottle a sharp report will

be heard.

If the bottle is lilted with a cork
containing two wires nearly touching,

ami the apparatus connected with an

induction coil, in such a manner that a

spark will be produced inside the bot-

tle, the explosion will t>! v*v out lire cork

or possibly break the bottle. Caution

should be used to avoid being struck

by pieces of Hying glass if this experi-

ment is tried, and under no condition

should a lighted match or spark be

brought near the end of the rubber

hose 1 \ as the presence of a little air

in the generator will make an explosive

mixture which would probably break

the jar.
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Simple Open-Circuit Telegraph Line

By using the circuit shown in the
sketch for short-distance telegraph
lines, the extra switches and wiring
found in many circuits arc done away
with. Closing either key will operate
both sounders, and, as the resistance of

Caur</*r Scufh/tr

Simple Tclceraph Line

the sounders is very high, the batteries
do not run down for a long lime.—Con-
tributed by A. D. Stoddard, Clay Cen-
ter, Kan.
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I low to Make a Thermo Battery

A thermo battery, for producing
electricity direct from heat, can he
made of a wooden frame. A, with a

number of nails, B, driven in the

vertical piece and connected in series

with heavy copper wires, C. The
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connections should all be soldered to
give good results, as I he voltage is

very low and the resistance of an un-
soldered joint would stop the current.

The heat may be supplied by an al-

cohol lamp or other device, and the

current may then be detected by means
of a simple galvanometer consisting

of a square spool of No. H or No. 10

single-covered wire, 1C, with a pocket

compass, F, placed oil top. Turn the

spool in a north and south direction,

or parallel with the compass needle.

Then, when the nail heads arc heated

and the circuit completed, the needle

will swing around it at right angles

to th; coils of wire. Applying ice or

cold water to the nail heads will reverse

the current.—Contributed by A. C. A.,

Chicago.
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I low to Discharge a Toy Cannon
by Electricity

A device for discharging a toy can-

non by electricity can be easily made
by using three or four dry batteries,

a switch and a small induction coil

capable of giving a Y$-in. spark.
Fasten a piece of wood, A, to the can-
non. by means of machine screws or,

179
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Elcctr'cal Attachment for DUihaieint; Toy Cannoa

if l lie re arc no trunnions on the can-
non, the wood may he made in the
shape of a ring: and slipped on over
the muzzle. The fuse hole of the
cannon is countcrhored as shown and
a small hole is drilled at one side to

receive a small piece of copper wire, 1C.

The wood screw. C, nearly touches IC

and is connected to one binding post
of the induction coil. The other bind-
ing post is connected with the wood
screw, I), which conducts the current
into the cannon, and also holds the
pieces of wood. A and It, in position.

When the cannon is loaded, a small
quantity of powder is placed in the
coiinloburc, and the spark between C
and SC ignites this and discharges the

cannon. A cannon may be lired from
a distance in this way, and as there
is i»c {Linger of any spark remaining
after the current is shut off, it is safer
than the ordinary cannon which is

lired by means of a fuse.—Contributed
by llenry Peek, Dig Rapids, Mich.
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Direct-Connected Reverse for Small
Motors

A sinv>;{; .cvcrsc for small motors
can be attach'd directly to the motor
as shown in Rig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the
construe lion of the reverse block: A
is a strip of walnut % in. square and
% in. thick with strips of brass or cop-
per (DD) attached as shown. Holes
(CC) arc drilled for the wire connec-
tions and they must be flush with the
surface of the block. A hole for a Mi-
ni. screw is bored in the block. In Fig.

1. D is a thin strip of walnut or other
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dense, bard wood fitted to the binding
posts of the brush holders, to receive
the screw in the center.

Before putting the reverse block on
the motor, remove all the connections
between the lower binding posts and
the brush holders and connect both
ends of the field coil to the lower posts.

Bend the strips BB (Fig. 2) to the
proper position to make a wiping con-

tact with the nuts holding the strip of

wood D, Fig. 1. Put the screw in tight

Direct-Connected Kcver»e

enough to make the block turn a little

hard. Connect as shown in the illus-

tration. To reverse, turn the block so

the strips change connections and the
motor will do the rest.—Contributed by
Joseph B. Kcil, Marion, Ohio.
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Easy Experiments with Electric-Light

Circuit

An clcctric-lighl circuit will be found

miHi les** expensive than batteries for

perfoi ming eb-’trical experiments. The
sketch shows how a small arc light and
motor may be connected to the light

socket, A. The light is removed and

a plug with wire connections is put in

its place. One wire runs to the switch,

B. and the other connects with the
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water rheostat, which is used for re-

ducing the current.

Arr. Light Motor and Water Rheostat

A tin can, C, is filled nearly to the

top with salt water, and a metal rod,
I), is passed through a piece of wood
fastened at the top of the can. When
the metal rod is lowered the current in-

creases, and as it is withdrawn the cur-
rent grows weaker. In this way the
desired amount of current can be ob-
tained.

By connecting the motor, E, and the
arc light. 1\ as shown, cither one may
he operated by turning switch B to the
corresponding point. The arc light is

easily made by fastening two electric-

light carbons in a wooden frame like

that shown. To start the light, turn the
current on strong and bring the points
of t lie carbons together; then separate
slightly by twisting the upper carbon
and the same lime drawing it

through the hole.

THE OOY MECHANIC - 1913

How to Make
an Electric Toaster

The electric toaster shown in the
sketch is not hard to make. The frame-
work comprising the base and the two
uprights may be made either of hard-
wood or asbestos board, says Popular
Electricity. If constructed of the

former, the portion of the base under
the coil, and the inside surfaces of the
two uprights should be covered with
a J

/fc-in. sheet of well made asbestos

paper, or thin asbestos board may be
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substituted for this lining. Asbestos
hoard is to be preferred, and this ma-
terial in almost any degree of hard-
ness may be purchased. It can be
worked into shape and will hold wood-
screws. The detail drawing gives all

dimensions necessary to shape the
wood or asbestos board.

After preparing the base and up-
rights, drill 15 holes, l

/\ in. deep, into
the inside face of each upright to sup-
port the No. C gauge wires shown. The
wires at the lop and bottom for hold-
ing the resistance wire arc covered
with asbestos paper and the holes for

these wires arc :t
/i in. from the top and

Imllom, respective! v, of the uprights.
The wires that form the cage about the
heater coil and are used for a support
for the toast arc Jfi pieces of No. G

gauge iron wire each 8 in. long. The
screws that hold the uprights in posi-
tion should have the heads counter-
sunk on the under side of the base.
The binding-posts should now be set
in position and their protecting covcr-

Dctnll of Toaster

ing containing the reinforced cord left

until the other pans are finished.

To assemble, secure one upright in

position using lVi-in. wood-screws.
Place the other upright where it be-

longs without fastening it and put the
stretcher wires for holding the resist-

ance wire in place. Put the asbestos
paper on these and with the assistance
of a helper begin winding on the heater

coil. Use 80 ft. of 18-pcr-cent No. 22
gauge German-silver wire. Wind the
successive turns of wire so they will
not touch each other and fasten at each
end with a turn or two of No. 1G gauge
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Toaster Complete

copper wire. When this is complete
have the helper hold the stretcher wires
while you tip the unfastened upright
out and insert the wires of the cage,

then fasten the upright in place.
The • v i : c f'C'.’i the binding-posts to

the coil may he what is known as un-
derwriters' wire or asbestos-covered

wire No. 14 gauge, which is held in

place by double-headed tacks contain-
ing an insulation at the head. These
may be procured from electrical sup-
ply houses. Connect the reinforced

cord and terminals to the binding
screws and fasten the cover in* place.

This toaster will lake four amperes on
1 10-volt circuit.
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How to Make
a Simple Water Rheostat

The materials necessary arc: One
5-point wood base switch, 4 jars, some
sheet copper or brass for plates, about
5 ft. of rubber-covered wire, and some
No. 18 gauge wire for the wiring.

The size of the jars depends on the

voltage. If you are going to use a

current of !«*\v tension, as from bat-

teries, the jars need not be very large,

but if you intend to use the electric-

light current of 110 voltage it will be
necessary to use large jars or wooden
boxes made watertight, which will hold
about (I or 7 gal. Each jar to be filled

with 20 parts water to 1 part sulphuric

acid. Jars arc set in a row in some
convenient place out of the way.

Next cut out eight copper or brass
disks, two for each jar. Their size

also depends oil the voltage. The
disks that are placed in the lower part

of the jars arc connected with a rubber-
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covered wire extending a little above
the top of 1 be jar.

To wire the apparatus, refer to the

sketch ami you will see that jar No. 1

is connected to point No. 1 on switch;
No. 2, on No. 2, and so on until all is

complete and we have one remaining
point on switch. Above the jars place
a wire to suspend the other or top disks
in the solution. This wire is also con-
nected to one terminal on the motor
and to remaining point on switch. The
arm of the switch is connected to one
terminal of battery, or source of cur-
rent, and the other terminal connected
direct to remaining terminal of motor.
Tut arm of switch on point No. 1

and lower ono of the top disks in jar

No. 1 and make contact with wire
above jars. The current then will How
through the motor. The speed for

each point can be determined by low-
ering top disks in jars. The top disk

in jar No. 2 is lower down Ilian in No.
I and so on for No. II and No. I. The
connection between point No. 5 on
switch, direct to wire across jars, gives

full current and full speed.

How to Make an Ammeter

Every amateur mechanic who per-
forms electrical experiments will lind

use for an ammeter, and for the bene-
fit of those who wish to construct such
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an instrument the following descrip-
tion is given : The operative principle

of this instrument is ibe same as that
of a galvanometer, exept that its

working position is not confined to the
magnetic meridian. This is accom-
plished by making the needle revolve
in a vertical instead of a horizontal
plane. 'flic only adjustment neces-
sary is that of leveling, which is ac-
complished by turning the thumb-
screw shown at A, big. 1

, until the
band points to zero on the scale.

First make a support, Fig. 2. by
bending a piece of sheet brass to the
shape indicated and tapping for the
screws CC. T hese should have hol-
low ends, as shown, for the purpose of
receiving the pivoted axle which sup-
ports the hand. The core, Fig. 3, is

made of iron. It is 1 in. long, Vi in.

wide and Vs in. thick. At. a point a
little above the center, drill a hole as
shown at 11

, and though this hole
drive a piece of knilling-r.ecdlc about
V4 ill. long, or long enough to reach
between the two screws shown in Fig.
2. The ends of this small axle should
he ground pointed and should turn
easily in the cavities, as the sensitive-

ness of the instrument depends on
the case with which this axle turns.
After assembling the core as shown

tummmtiitm

Complete Ammeter and Details
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in Fig. 4, it should be filed a little at

one end until it assumes tile position

indicated. Tii*.- pointer or hand, Fig.

5, is made of wire, aluminum being
preferable lor ids purpose, although

copper or steel will do. Alakc the wire
4 l

/j in. long and make a loop, D,
in. from the lower end. Solder to the

short end a piece of brass, 12, of such
weight that it will exactly balance the

weight of the hand. This fs slipped

on the pivot, and the whole tiling is

again placed in position in the support
If the pointer is correctly balanced it

should take the position shown in Fig.

1. but if it is not exactly right a little

filing will bring it near enough so that

it may be corrected by the adjusting-

screw.

Next make a brass frame as shown
in Fig. (». This may be made of wood,
although brass is better, as the eddy
currents set up in a conductor sur-

rounding a magnet lend to stop oscil-

lation of ‘lie nnguet. ('l'hc core is

magnet :
./.cd w.icii a current (lows

through the instrument.) The brass

frame is wound with magnet wire, the

size depending on the number of am-
peres to be measured. Mine is wound
with two layers of No. M wire. 10

turns to each layer, and is about right

for ordinary experimental purposes.
'I hc ends of the wire arc fastened to
the binding posts B ami C, Fig. 1.

A wooden box, D, is then made and
provided with a glass front. A piece
of paper is pasted on a piece * .v< od,
which is then fastened in the box in

such a position that the hand or pointer
will lie close to the paper scale.

'flic box is C>Zj in. high, 4 in. wide and
I

:

Y\ in. deep, in-i'b- measurements.
After everything is assembled put a
drop of soldci ci* Hie loop at D, Fig.

to prevent it turning on the axle.

To calibrate the instrument connect
as shown in Fig. 7, where A is the
homemade ammeter; LI, a standard
ammeter; C, a variable resistance, and
1>, a battery, consisting of three or
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more cells connected in multiple.

Throw in enough resistance to make
the standard instrument read 1 ohm
and then put a mark on the paper scale
of the instrument to be calibrated.

Continue in this way with 2 amperes,
3 amperes, 4 amperes, etc., until the

scale is full. To make a voltmeter
out of this instrument, wind with
plenty of No. .‘IG magnet wire instead
of No. 11, or if it is desired to make
ail instrument for measuring both

volts and atuples, use both windings
and coiincci to two pairs of binding

posts.—Contributed by J. E. Dussauit,
Montreal.
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How to Make a Water Rheostat

A water rheostat may be made by
fitting a brass tube with a cork,

through which a piece of wire is passed,
'l’hc brass lube may be
an old bicycle hand
pump, A (see sketch),
filled with water. Push-
ing the wire, 15, down
into the water increases

the surface in contact,

and thus decreases the
resistance. An appara-
tus of this kind is suit-

able for regulating the
* urrcnt from an induc-

tion coil, when the coil

is not provided with a
regulator, and by using
a piece of pipe instead

of the lube, it can be
used to regulate the

speed of a motor.
When the pipe is

used, a piece of brass or copper rod
should be substituted for the wire, in

order to increase the surface. Adding
salt to the water will decrease the re-

sistance, and, when used with a motor,
will give a greater speed.—Contributed
by John Koehler, Ridgewood, N. J.

Water Rheostat
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IIow to Make an Interrupter

'Hie Wenult interrupter is an in-

strument much used on large coils and
is far more efficient than tlie usual

Detail* ci Intcriuiil«r

form of ’vibrators, ii can also be used

with success on small cods as well as

large. Although it is a cosily instru-

ment to purchase, it can he made with
practically no expense and the con-

struction i:’. very simple.

First procure a wide-mouthed bottle

about I iu. high, provided with a rubber

stopper. This stopper should l»c

pierced, making two boles about \\ in.

in diameter.

From a sheet of lead V* in. in thick-

ness cut a piece shaped like A, Fig. 1.

Common tea lead folded several times
will serve the purpose. When iu the
bottle this lead sliouhl be of such a size
that it will only reach half way around,
as shown in 15. To insert the lead
plate, roll it up so it will pass through
the neck of the buttle, then smooth it
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out with a small stick until it fits

against the side, leaving the small strip

at the lop projecting through the neck
of the bottle. JJend this strip to one
side and Jit iu the stopper, as shown in

C. A small binding-post is fastened at
the end of the strip.

Having fixed the lead plate in posi-

tion, next get a piece of glass tube
having a bore of about 1/32 of an inch

in diameter. A piece of an old ther-

mometer tube will serve this purpose.

Insert this lube in the hole iu the
stopper farthest from the lead plate.

Get a piece of wire that will fit the

lube and about 0 in. long, and fasten

a small binding-post on one end and
stick the oilier into the lube. This
wire should fit the hole ill the lube so it

can he easily moved. In the hole near-

est the lead plate insert a small glass

funnel.

The interrupter as it is when com-
plete is shown at D, Fig. 1. Having
finished the interrupter, connect it with
the electric-light circuit as shown iu

big. 2. Fill the bottle with water to

about the line as shown in 1), Fig. 1.

Adjust the wire in the small glass tube
so that it projects about Vh in. Add
sulphuric acid until the water level

rises about V«i >»• Turn on the current
and press the button, II. If all ad-

justments arc correct, there will be a
loud crackling noise from the interrup-
ter, a violet damn will appear at. the
end of the wire and a hot spark will
pass between the secondary terminals.
If the interrupter docs not work at
first, add more sulphuric acid through
the funnel and press the wire down a

lamp cord, passed through a hole in

the bottom of the can and knotted in-
side to prevent pulling out.
A disk of thin sheet-iron, such as is

used by photographers for tintypes
(Ferrotype), should he cut to the di-
ameter of the can, taking care not to
bend the iron. The magnet should
then be placed in the bottom of the
can in an upright position and enough
of a melted mixture of beeswax and
resin poured in to hold it in position.
While the wax is still in a plastic

condition the magnet should be locatedThe Completed Instalment
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centrally and adjusted so that the end
will he I’a in. or less below the level

of the top of the copper ring.

After the wax has hardened the disk
is slipped in and fastened tightly by a
ring of solder when the instrument is

ready for use.
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IIovv to Make a Hygrometer

A homemade hygrometer, for deter-
mining the degree of moisture in the
atmosphere, is shown in the accompa-
nymg sketch and consists of a board,
A. with a nail at each end to hold the
silk thread II. A second piece of silk

thread, l'. is tied to the center of 15

and connect with .*.n indicating hand
or pointer supported by the bracket D.
The axle on which the pointer revolves
consists of a piece of round wood, about
l he size « »f a lead-pencil, with a pin
driven in each end. A piece of tin, 1C,

is cut V-shaped at each end and bent
up at I he ends to form hearings for Un-
pins. The silk thread C is fastened
to the wooden axle and is wrapped one
or two turns around it, so that when

the thread is pulled the pointer will

movTon the scale. It will be noticed

that the thread 15 is not perfectly
straight, but bends toward D. For
this reason a very small shrinkage of
I», such as occurs when the atmosphere
is dry, will cause an increased move-
ment of C, which will he further in-

creased in the movement of the pointer.

An instrument of this kind is very in-

teresting and costs nothing to make.

—

Contributed by Reader, Denver.
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A Controller and Reverse for a
Battery Motor

Secure a cigar or starch box and use
to make the base, 15. Two wood-base
switches. S S, arc cut olT a little past
the center and fastened to the base
with a piece of wood between them.
The upper switch, S, is connected to
different c«|iial points on a coil of wire,
W, while the lower switch, S, is con-
nected each point to a battery, as
shown. The reverse switch, R, is

made from two brass or copper strips

fastened at the top to the base with
screws and join -1 together by a piece

of hard rubber or wood with a small
handle attached. Connect wires A to

the armature and wires F to the field

of the motor. By this arrangement
one. two or three and so on up until

all the battery cells are used and dif-

ferent points of resistance secured on
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the coil of wire. The reverse lever

when moved from right to left, or left

to right, changes the direction of the

armature in the motor from one way to

the other.—Contributed by J. Fremont
1 1 ilschcr. Jr., West St. Paul, Minn.
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How to Make a Galvanoscopc

A galvanoscopc for detecting small

currents of electricity can be made
from a coil of wire, A ; a glass lube, IJ,

full of water; a core, C; and a base, D,
with binding j*osls as shown. The core

(\ which is made of iron and cork, is

a trillc lighter than the water it dis-

places and will therefore normally re-

main in the top of the lube; but as

soon as a current of electricity passes
through the coil, the core is drawn
down out of sight. The current re-

quired is very small, as the core is so
nearly balanced that the least attrac-

tion will cause it to sink.

. The glass tube may be a lest tube,
as shown in Fig. 2, or an empty devel-
oper lube. If one has neither a test

tube nor developer tube, an empty pill

bottle may be used. The washers at
the ends of the coil can be made of
fiber, hard rubber, or wood

;
or can be

taken from an old magnet. The base
may be made of wood or any other

insulating material and should have
four short legs on the bottom. Make
the coil of single-covered wire about
No. IS and connect ends to binding
posts as shown in Fig. 2.

The core is made by pushing a small
nail through a piece of cork, ft should
be made so that it will rise slowly when
placed under water. Some filing may
be necessary to get the weight just

right, but it should be remembered that

the buoyancy of the core can be ad-
justed after the parts are assembled, by
pressing the cork in the bottom of the
lest tube. This causes compression
in the water so that some is forced into

the upper cork, reducing its displace-

ment and causing it to sink. The lower
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cork is then slowly withdrawn, by
twisting, until the core slowly rises.

Galvanoscopc

Hie instrument will then be adjusted
ready for use.

Connect the binding posts to a single

cell of battery—any kind will do, as a
slight current will answer. On com-

Interior View

plcting the circuit the core will de-
scend; or put in a switch or push
button on one of the battery wires. If

the button be concealed where the op-

erator can reach it, the core will obey
his command to rise or fall, according
to his control of the current. This is

a mysterious looking instrument, the

core being moved without visible con-

nection to any other part.
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flow to Make a Telegraph Key and
Sounder

The sounder, Fig. 1, is made from an

187
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old clcctric-bcll magnet, D, fastened to

a wooden base. The lever, A, can be
made of brass and the armature, C, is

made of iron. The pivot, E, is made
from a wire nail and is soldered to A.
It should be fded to a point at each end
so as to move freely in the bearings, B,

which are pieces of hard wood.
'I'hc spring, II, is fastened at each

end by pins, bent as shown, and should

not be too strong or the magnet will be
unable to move the armature. The

SOUNUBK-A. brnsa: 11. woori; C. aofl iron:
1)1 >. colli wound with No. 71 wire: K. nail
noldricO on A; FK, bimlini; posts; II aprinc

stoj), K, is a wire nail driven deep
enough in the base to leave about \$
in. between the armature and the mag-
net. The binding posts. F, may be
taken from old dry batteries and arc
connected to the two wires from the

magnet by wires run in grooves cut
in the base.

KEY— A, wood: B. bras:' v iron roMrind *o
nail; C. blind ; D. brass; E. •••—•.«; F. connection
of D to nail: JIH, binding post;.
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d hc base of the key, Fig. 2

,
is also

made of wood and has two wooden
bearings, E, which arc made to receive
a pivot, similar to the one used in the
sounder. The lever of the key is made
of brass and has a hardwood knob, A,
fastened near the end. A switch, D,
connects with the pi vet at F and can
be either made from sheet brass, or
taken from a small one-point switch.
'Hie binding posts arc like those of
the sounder, and are connected to the
contacts, K, by wires run in grooves
cut in the wood
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3

Easily Made Wireless Coherer

A good wireless coherer may be made
with very little expense, the only ma-
terials necessary being a glass tube,
two corks, a magnetized needle and a
quantity ol iron and silver tilings. Push
a piece of wire through one cork and
place in the bottom of the lube, as
shown in the sketch.

Pour in the filings and insert the top
cork with the needle pushed through

To Antennae

Cork

ReceiverMagnetized
Needle

Switch
Iron Filings

Silver Filings

-Wire

-Cork
Ground

!***»!! of Coherer

from above. The point of the needle
should barely touch the filings and by
slightly agitating the tube the iron
filings will separate from the silver and
ding to the magnetized needle, as
shown.

In operation, the device must stand
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on end and should be connected in the
circuit as shown in the sketch. When
the electrical waves strike the needle,
the conductivity of the filings is estab-
lished and a click is heard in the re-

ceiver.—Contributed by Carl Forni-
hals, Garfield, 111.
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Electric Door-Opener

A very convenient and cdicicnt de-

vice for unlocking any door lilted with
a spring lock is shown in the accom-
panying sketches. A fairly stilt spring,

A. is connected by a flexible wire cord

to the knob 11. The cord is also fas-

tened to a lever, C, which is pivoted at

D and is released by a magnetic trig-

ger, E, made from the armature and
magnet of an old electric bell.

When the circuit is completed by
means of a secret contact device out-

side the door, the magnet, l7 , pulls

down the armature, which releases the

trigger and allows the spring to open
the lock. If there arc metal numbers
>»> i no outside of the door they may lie

u..; J for the secret contact, if desired,

Apparatus Placed on Inside of Door

but if there are no numbers on the

door, a small contact-board may be
constructed by driving about 1 2 brass-

headed lacks into a thin piece of wood
and making connections at the back as
shown in the wiring diagram.

In this particular diagram the tacks

numbered I and 7 arc used for unlock-
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ing the door, the others being con-
nected with the clcctric-lcll circuit as
indicated, for the purpose of giving an
alarm should anybody try to experi-
ment with the secret contacts. I5y

means of a pocket knife or other metal
article the operator can let himself in

at any time by connecting the lacks
numbered l and 7, while a person not
knowing the combination would be
liable to sound the alarm. Of course,
the builder of this device may choose
a combination of bis own and may thus
••rcvci. t anybody else from entering

the door, even those who read this

description.—Contributed by Perry A.
Borden, Gacbvillc, N. B.

One-Wire Telegraph Line

The accompanying wiring diagram
shows a telegraph system that requires
no switches and may be operated with
open-circuit batteries on a one-wire

line with ground connections at each
end. Any telegraph set in which the

key makes double contact can be con-
nected up in this way.—Contributed
by K. A. Brown, Fairport, N. Y.
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Homemade Grenet Battery

Procure an ordinary carbon-zinc, sal-

ammoniac battery and remove the zinc

rod. If the battery has been used be-

fore, it is better to soak the carbon
cylinder for a few hours to remove any
remaining crystals of sal ammoniac
from its pores.

The truncated, conical zinc required

is known as a fuller's zinc and can be
bought at any electrical supply dealer’s,

or, it may be cast in a sand mold
from scrap zinc or the worn-out zinc
rods from sal-ammoniac batteries. It

should be cast on the end of a piece of

No. 14 copper wire. Amalgamation is

not necessary for the zinc one buys,

but if one casts his own zinc, it is nec-

essary to amalgamate it or coat it with
mercury. This may be done as follows:

Dip a piece of rag in a diluted so-

lution of sulphuric acid (water Hi parts,

acid 1 part)
;
rub the zinc well, at

the same time allowing a few drops of

mercury to fall on a spol attacked by
the acid. The mercury will adhere, and
if the rubbing is continued so as to

spread the mercury, it will cover the

entire surface of the zinc, giving it a

bright, silvery appearance.

Next procure what is known as a

wire connector. This is a piece of cop-

per tube about l/> in. long having two
thumb screws, one on each end on
opposite sides (Fig. 2). The upper
screw is to connect the battery wire,

the lower one to raise and lower the

zinc. The battery is now complete,

and the solution (Fig. 1) must be pre-

pared. Proceed as follows:

In 32 07.. of water dissolve 4 oz.

potassium bichromate. When the bi-

chromate has all dissolved, add slowly,

Stirring constantly, 4 .?z. sulphuric

acid. Do not add the acid loo quickly
or the heat generated may break the

vessel containing the solution. Then
pour the solution into the battery jar,

until it is within 3 in. of the top.
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1 bread the wire holding the zinc
through the porcelain insulator of the
carbon cylinder and also through the
wire connector. Pull the zinc up as far
as it will go and tighten the lower
thumb screw so that it holds the wire
secure. Place the carbon in the jar.
If the solution touches tiic zinc, some
of it should be poured out. To de-
termine whether or not the zinc is

touched by the solution, take out the
carbon and lower the zinc. If it is wet,
there is too much liquid in the jar. The
battery is now ready for use.

To cause a How of electricity, lower
the zinc until it almost touches the bot-
tom of the jar and connect an electric

Details of Homemade Battery

bell or other electrical apparatus by
means of wires to the two binding
posts.

This battery when first set up gives
a current of about two volts. It is use-
ful for running induction coils, or small
electric motors. When through using
the battery, raise the zinc and tighten
the lower thumb screw. This prevents
the zinc wasting away when no cur-
rent is being used.—Contributed by H.
C. Meyer, Philadelphia.
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A Battery Rheostat

In a board 7 in. long and 5 in. wide
bore holes about \'\ in. apart, in a semi-

circle 2 in.

from the bot-

tom, and cut

notches in top

end to corre-

spond w i t h

the holes.
From a piece

of b r a s s a

switch, C. is

cut with a

knob soldered

on at the end.

Nails for
stops arc
placed at DI).

Two binding-posts are placed in board
at A and 15. With about 1) ft. of line

iron wire attach one end to the bottom
of post A and run through first hole

and over in fust notch to back of board

and then through s 'cond hole and over
second notch and so on until E is

readied, where the other end of wire is
fastened. Connect switch to post B.
—Contributed by Edmund Kuhn, Jr..
East Orange, N. J.
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IIow to Make an Efficient

Wireless Telegraph

By GEORGE V/. RICHARDSON

A simple but very efficient wireless
telegraph may be constructed at slight

cost from the following description:

The sending apparatus consists of
nothing but an induction coil with a

telegraph key inserted in the primary
circuit, i. e., the battery circuit. This
apparatus may be purchased from any
electrical-supply house. The price of

the coil depends upon its size, and upon
the size depends the distance signals

can he transmitted. If, however, one
wishes to construct his own coil lie can
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make and use, with slight changes, the
jump-spark coil described elsewhere in
this book. This coil, being a 1-in. coil,
will transmit nicely up to a distance of
one mile; wMb. a 12-in. coil made on
the same plan wig transmit 20 miles or
even more under favorable conditions.
Change the coil described, as fol-

lows: Insert an ordinary telegraph
key in the battery circuit, and attach
two small pieces of wire with a brass
ball on each, by inserting them in the
binding-posts of the coil as shown at
B B". Of these two terminal wires
one is grounded to earth, while the
other wire is sent aloft and, is called
the atria! line. This constitutes all

there is to the sending apparatus.
Now for the receiving apparatus. In

the earlier receiving instruments a co-
herer was used, consisting of a glass
tube about %-in. diameter, in which
were two silver pistons separated by
nickel and silver filings, in a partial
vacuum. This receiver was difficult of
adjustment and slow in transmission.
An instrument much less complicated
and inexpensive and which will work
well can be made thus:
Take a 5-cp. incandescent lamp and

break off the tip at the dolled line, as
shown in Fig. 5. This can he done by
giving the glass lip or point a quick
blow with a file or oilier thin edged
piece of metal. Then with a blow-torch
beat the broken edges until red hot and
turn the edges in as seen in Fig. G. Re-
move the carbon filament in the lamp
and bend the two small platinum wires
so they will point at each other as in
Fig. G, W W. Screw the lamp into an
ordinary wall socket which will serve
as a base as in Fig. 7. Make a solution
of t part sulphuric acid to 4 parts of
water, and fill the lamp about Uvo-
thirds full (Fig. 7). This will make an
excellent receiver. Jt will be necessary
to adjust the platinum points, YV W, to
suit the distance the message is to be
worked. For a mile or less the points
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should be about i\j in. apart, and closer
for longer distances.

The luuing coil is sin.ply a variable

choking coil, made of No. 14 insulated
copper wire wound on an iron core, as
shown in Fig. 7. After winding, care-

fully scrape the insulation from one
sine of the coil, in a straight line from
top lo bottom, the full length of the

coil, uncovering just enough lo allow a
good contact for the sliding piece. The
tuning is done by sliding the contact

piece, which is‘ made
of light copper wire,

along the convolu-
tions of the tuning
coil until you can
hear the signals. The
signals arc heard in

a telephone receiver,

which is shown con-
nected in shunt across the binding-
posts of the lamp holder with one or
two cells of dry battery in circuit,

1% 7 -

The aerial line, No. G stranded, is run

from binding-post I’, through the chok-
ing or tuning coil, and for best results

should extend up 50 it. in the air. To
work a 20-mile distance the line should
be ICo or 150 ft. above the ground. A
good way is lo creel a wooden pole on
a house or barn and carry the aerial
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wire lo the lop and out to the cud of a
gaff or arm.
To the end of the aerial wire fasten

a bunch of endless loops made of about
No. M magnet wire (bare or insulated),
attaching both ends to the leading or
aerial wire. The aerial wire should not
come nearer than ! ft. at any point to
any metal which is grounded.
Run a wire from the oilier binding-

post, A, to the ground and be sure to
make a good ground connection.

For simple experimental work on
distances of 100 ft. only, an ordinary
automobile spark coil can be used in
place of the more elaborate coil. Figs.
1 to 4.

The above-mentioned instruments
have no patents on them, and any one
is at liberty to build and use them. The
writer docs not claim lo be the origi-
nator, but simply illustrates the above
lo show that, after all, wireless is very
simple when it is once understood. The
fundamental principles are that induc-
tion travels at right angles, 90°, to the

direction of the current. For an illus-

tration, if a person standing on a bridge
should drop a pebble into the water be-
low, after contact lie would note circles
radiating out over the surface of the
water. These circles, being at right
angles, 90°, to the direction of the force

SECONDARY

VlDHATOn

CONDENSER

GROUND GROUND
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that caused the circles, are analogous
to the How of induction, and hence the
aerial line, being vertical, transmits
signals horizontally over the earth’s
surface.

THE BOY MECt IANIC - 1913

To Use Old Battery Zincs
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2). Nail a strip of tin along the under
side of the trap near the spring and
fasten another strip on the baseboard,
so that they will not touch, save when
a weight is on the trap. Connect up an
electric bell, putting the batteries and
bell anywhere desired, and using rub-

When the lower half of a battery
zinc becomes eaten away the remaining
part can be used' again by suspending
it from a wire as shown in the cut. lie

sure and have a good connection at the

zinc binding post and cover that with
melted |»:»i a llVu. This prevents corro-

sion, which would otherwise occur
from the action of the sal ammoniac or
other chemical. The wire may be held

at the top by twisting it around a piece

Showinc Zinc Su*pen<le«l

of wood or by driving a peg through
t lie hole iu the porcelain insulator.

—

Contributed by Louis Lauderbach,
Newark, N. J.
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Callers’ Approach Alarm

This alarm rings so that callers ap-
proaching the doe- may be seen before

they ring the boil and one can exercise

his pleasure about admitting them.
If one has a wooden walk, the aiarni

is easy to lix up. Take up about a ft.

of the walk and nail it together so as

to make a trapdoor that will work
easily. Place a small spring under one
end to hold it up about V\ in- (A, Fig.

Alarm Rines When Caller Approaches

bcr-covcrcd wire outside the house, and
the* alarm is complete.
When a per*, r. approaching the

house sir ; oil ilv trap, the bell will

ring and those in the house can see

who :
t is before the door bell rings.

—

Contributed by R. S. Jackson, Minne-
apolis, Minn.
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Rasy Method of Electroplating

Before proceeding to electroplate

with copper, silver or other metal,
clean the articles thoroughly, as the

least spot of grease or dirt will prevent

the deposit from adhering. Then polish
the articles and rub them over with
a cloth and fine pumice powder, to

roughen the surface slightly. Finally,
to remove all traces of grease, dip the
articles to be plated iu a boiling potash
solution made by dissolving 4 oz.
American ash iu l'/. pi. of water. Do
not touch the work with the hands
again. To avoid touching it, hang the
articles on the wires, by which they
are to be suspended in the plating bath,
before dipping them iu the potash so-
lution; then hold them by the wires
under running water for ten minutes
to completely remove every trace of
the potash.

For plating with copper prepare the
following solution: 4 oz. copper sul-
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t'liatc dissolved mi 12 oz. water; add
strong ammonia solution until no more
Kicen crystals arc precipitated. Then
add more ammonia and stir until the
tfreen crystals arc re-dissolved giving
an intense blue solution. Add slowly
a strong solution of potassium cyanide
until the blue color disappears, leaving
a dear solution

; add potassium cyanide
again, about ouc-fourth as much in
bulk as used in the decolorizing
process. Then make the solution up
to 2 (|t. with water. With an electric
pressure of 3.5 to I volts, this will give
an even deposit of copper on the arti-
cle being plated.

A solution for silverplating may bo
prepared as follows: Dissolve % oz. of
commercial silver nitrate in 8 oz. of
water, and slowly add a strong solution
of puUSsIu'rV: cyanide until no more
v.hitc precipitate U thrown down. Then
pour the liquid off and wash the pre-
cipitate carefully. This is best done by
Idling the bottle with water, shaking,
allowing precipitate to settle and then
pouring off the water. Repeat six
times. Having finished washing the
precipitate, slowly add to it a solution
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of potassium cyanide until all the pre-
cipitate is dissolved. Then add an ex-
cess of potassium cyanide—about as
much as was used in dissolving the pre-
cipitate-—and make the solution up to

1 qt. with water. This solution, with
an electric pressure of 2 to 4 volts, will
give a good white coat of silver in
twenty minutes to half-an-hour; use
2 volts for large articles, and 4 volts

for very small ones. If wore solution
is required, it is only necessary to
double all given quantities.

Before siivcrplating, such metals as
iron, lead, pewter, zinc, must be coated
with copper in the alkaline copper bath
described, and then treated as copper.
On brass, copper, German silver, nickel
and such metals, silver can be plated
direct. The deposit of silver will be
dull and must be polished. The best

method is to use a revolving scratch
brush

;
if one docs not possess a bulling

machine, a hand scratch brush is good.
T ake quick, light strokes. Polish the

articles finally with ordinary plate

powder.
T he sketch shows how lo suspend the

articles in the plating-bath, if accumu-
lators arc used, which is advised, be
sure to connect the positive for red)

terminal to the piece of silver hang-
ing in the hath, and the negative (or
black) terminal lo the article to he
plated. Where Bunsen cells arc used,

the carbon terminal lakes the place of

the positive terminal of the accumu-
lator.—Model Engineer.
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An Ingenious Electric Lock for a

Sliding Door

The apparatus shown in Fig. 1 not
only unlocks, but opens the door, also,

by simply pressing the key in the key-
hole.

In rigging it to a sliding door, the

materials required arc: Three Hal pul-

leys. 'an old electric bell or buzzer,

about ?“» ft. of clothesline rope and
some No. 18 wire. The wooden catch,
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Elrclric Lock for Sliding Door

A (Fig. 1). must l>c about 1 in. thick

and S in. long; 13 should be of the same
wood, 10 in. long, with the pivot 2 in.

from the lower end. The wooden block

C, which is held by catch B, can be
made of a 2-in. piece of broomstick.
Drill a hole through the center of this

block for the rope to pass through, and
fasten it to the rope with a little tire

tape.

When. all this is set up, as shown in

Fig. 1. make a key and keyhole. A */*-

in. bolt or a large nail sharpened to a
point, as at F, Fig. 3, will serve for the
key. To provide the keyhole, saw a
piece of wood, I, J in. thick by 3 in.

.square, and bore a hole to lit the key
in the center. Make a somewhat larger

block (F, Fig. 3) of thin wood with
a I/s-in. hole in its center. On one
side of this block tack a piece of tin

(K, Fig. 3) directly over the hole.

Screw the two blocks together, being
careful l<* bring the holes opposite each
other. 1 hen, when the point of the key
touches the tin. and the larger part

(F, Fig. 3) strikes the bent wire L, a

circuit is completed ;
the buzzer knocks

catch A (Fig. 1), which rises at the

opposite end and allows catch 13 to fly

forward and release the piece of broom-
stick C. The weight D then falls and
jerks up the hook-lock M, which un-
locks the door, and the heavier weight
N immediately opens it.

Thus, with a switch as in Fig. 3, the

door can only be opened by the person
who has the key, for the circuit cannot

be closed with an ordinary nail or wire.

I’*, 1?,S- 2, shows catch 13, Fig. 1, en-
larged; O, Fig. 2, is the cut through
which the rope runs; II, Fig. 1, is an
clastic that snaps the catch back into
place, and at G the wires run outside
to the keyhole.

1 his arrangement is very convenient
when one is carrying something in one
hand and can only use the other. Clos-
ing the door winds up the apparatus
again.—Contributed by F. 11. K|jp-
stein, lit; Prospect St., Fast Orange,
hew Jersey.
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Kcvcrsing-Switch for Electrical

Experiments

A homemade rcvcrsing-rv/itch, suit-

able for use by students ui electrical

and engineering courses in performing
experiments, is shown in the diagram.

Referring to Fjg. 1, A represents a

pine board 1 in. by 4 in. and a is a cir-

cular piece of wood about Vi in. square,

with three brass strips, b1
,
b2

,
b3

,
held

do -Vi 1 on it by two terminals, or bind-

ing posts, c 1

,
c2

,
and a common screw,

d. Post c 1 is connected to d by means
of an insulated wire, making them
carry the same kind of current (

-|- in

the sketch).

About liic center piece II moves a

4isk, held down by another disk F (Fig.

2), which is fastened through the cen-

ter piece 10 ‘lie wooden base. A, by

means of two wood screws. On the

disk G arc two brass strips, c' and c2,

so arnnged that, when handle K is
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turned to one side, their one end just

slips under the strips b\ b2
,
or b2

,
b3

,

respectively, making contact will*

them, as shown in Fig. 2 ,
at L, while

their other ends slide in two half-

circular brass plates f‘, f
2

,
held down

on disk F by two ol! ^*r terminals,

c3
,

c‘, making contact with them as

shown at y, Fig. 2 .

The action of the switch is shown in

Fig. 1. Connect terminal c 1 to the car-

bon of a battery, and c2 to the zinc.

Then, if you turn handle K to the right,

so that the strips c 1 and c- touch b 1

and b2
,
respectively, terminal c3 will

show -| ,
and c l — electricity; vice

versa, if you turn the handle to the

left so that c l and c2 touch b2 and
b :i

,
respectively, terminal c J will show

—
,
and c* -|- electricity.

'File switch is easy to make and of

very neat appearance.

Mow to Receive Wireless Telegraph

. Messages with a Telephone

Any telephone having carbon in the

transmitter (all ordinary telephones
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have carbon transmitters) can be used
to receive wireless messages by simply
making a few changes in the connec-

tions and providing a suitable antenna.

Connect the transmitter and receiver

in series with three dry cells and run

one wire from the transmitter to the

antenna. Connect the other transmit-

ter wire to a water or gas pipe in order

to ground it, and then hold the re-

ceiver to your ear. Any wireless tele-

graph message within a radius of one
mile v. ill cause the transmitter to act

as a coherer, thus making the message
audible in the receiver.

Uy using an ordinary telephone

transmitter and receiver and a %-in.

jump spark coil, a complete wireless

tel graph station may be made, which
w

i

1
1 send or receive messages for a

radius of one mile. The accompanying
wiring digram shows how to make the

connections. 13y putting in an extra

switch three of the sending batteries

may be switched in when receiving,

Wiring Diagram fur Wirclc&a Telegraph

thus obviating the necessity of an extra

set of batteries.—Contributed by A. E.

Jocrin.
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Connecting Up Batteries to Give Any
Voltage

Referring to the illustration: A is

a five-point switch (may he home-
made)

:
1> is a one-point switch, and C

and C 1 arc binding posts. When

196
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switch B is closed and A is on No. 1,

No. ;i, from three, batteries; when
on No. I, from four batteries, and when
on No. 5, Irom live batteries. More
batteries may be connected to each
point of switch 15.

1 have been using the same method
for my water rheostat (homemade).
I have the jars of water where the bat-

teries are and the current coming in at
a ami b.—Contributed by Eugene F.
Tuttle, Jr., Newark, Ohio.
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Relay Made from Electric Bell

h is not necessary to remove the ad-
just ing-screw when changing an elec-

tric bell into a relay.

Simply twist it around
as at A and bend the

circuit -breaking con-
tact back as shown.
It may be necessary

to remote the head of

the screw. A, to pre-

vent short-circuiting

with the armature.

—

Handy Electric Alarm

An electric alarm which one may
turn off from the bed without arising

combined with a light which may be
turned on and off from a lying position,

so one can see the lime, is the device of
II. F. Redmond, of Burlington, Wis.
The alarm clock rcsls on a shelf, A,

which has a piece of metal, B, fastened
in such a position that the metal rod C,
soldered to the alarm winder, will com-
plete the circuit and l ing the bell. 'The
two-point switch 1> is closed normally
.m E, Iml may be closed al F any time

desired, thus turning on the small in-

candescent light C, which illuminates

the face of the clock. \\ lien the alarm
goes off, the hell will continue to ring

until the. switch is opened.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

To Keep Dogs and Cats Away from

the Garbage-Can

Last summer 1 was annoyed a great

deal by dogs upsetting our garbage-

can on the lawn, but finally executed

a plan that rid the yard of them in one
afternoon.

I first secured a magneto out of an

old telephone, the*, lrove a spike in a

damp place under the porch, attached

a wire to the spike and ran the wire to

one of the poles of the magneto. Then
I set the garbage-can on some blocks

of wood, being careful not to have it

touch the ground at any point. I next

ran a wire from the other polo nf the
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magneto to the can, wrapping the wire
around the can several times. Then l

sal down on the porch to wait.
It was not long before a big grey-

hound came along, putting his fore-
paws on the top of the can to upset it.

At the same instant I gave the mag-
neto a quick turn, which sent the dog
away a very surprised animal. This
was repealed several limes durog the
afternoon with other dogs, ai<j with
the same result.—Contributed b, Gor-
don T. Lane, Grafton, l*a.
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Battery Switch

In eases where batteries are used in

series and it is desirable to change the

strength and direction

of the current fre-

quently, the following
device will be found
most convenient. In
my own ease 1 used
four batteries, but
any reasonable num-
ber may be used. Re-
ferring to the figure,

it wiil re seen that

by moving the switch
A toward the left the

current can be reduced from four bat-

teries to none, and then by moving
the switch I J toward the right the cur-

rent can be turned on in the opposite
direction to the desired strength. In
the various positions of these two
switches the current from each indi-
vidual cell, or from any adjacent pair
of cells, may be used in either direc-
tion. - Contributed by Harold F Mor-
ton, Ivj;mica polio.
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Return-Call Bell With One Wire
To use only one wire for a return-

call bell connect up as shown in the
diagram, using a closed circuit or grav-
ity battery, B. The current is flowing
through both bells all the time, the
same as the coils of a telegraph
sounder, but is not strong enough to
ring both connected in scries. Pressing

Wiring Uiaeram

either push button, P, makes a short
circuit of that bell and rings the one at
the other end of the line.—Contributed
by Gordon T. Lane, Crafton, Pa.
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Circuit Breaker for Induction Coils

Amateurs building induction coils

arc generally bothered by the vibrator
contacts blackening, thus giving a high
resistance contact, whenever there is

any connection made at all. This
trouble may be done away with by de-
parting from the old single-contact vi-

brator and using one with self-cleaning
contacts as shown. An old bell mag-
net is rewound full of No. 2(» double
cotton-covered wire and is mounted

listen upter for Coil

Upon one end of a piece of thin sheet
iron 1 in. by 5 in. as per sketch. To
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llic oilier end of llic strip of iron is sol-
dered a piece of brass I/O4 in. by \\ in.

l>v 2 in., on each cud of which has been
soldered a patch of platinum foil \'± in.

square.

The whole is connected up and
mounted on a baseboard as per sketch,
the contact posts uoing of in. by
in. brass, bent into shape and provided
with platinum tipped thumb screws.
The advantage of this style of an in-
terrupter is that at each stroke there is

a wiping effect at the heavy current
contact which automatically cleans olT

any carbon deposit.
in the wirin * diagram, A is the cir-

cuit breaker; l>, tin* k hiciion coil, and
C, the batlei y.—Con»iibuted by A. G.
Ward, Wilkinsburg, l a.
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IIow to Make an Electroscope

An electroscope for detecting electri-
fied bodies may be made out of a piece
of note paper, a cork and a needle.
Push tlic needle into the cork, and cut
the paper in the shape of a small ar-

row. Ikikmec the arrow on the needle

as shown in llic sketch, and the instru-

ment will then be complete. If a piece
of paper is then heated over a lamp or
stove and rubbed with a piece of cloth
or a small broom, the arrow will turn
when the paper is brought near it.—
Contributed by Win. W. Grant, Hali-
fax, N. S., Canada.
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A Short-Distance Wireless Telegraph

The accompanying diagrams show a
wireless-telegraph system that I have
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used successfully for signaling a dis-
tance of 3,000 ft. The transmitter con-
sists ot an induction coil, about the
size used for automobiles, a key or
push-button for completing the circuit,
and live dry batteries. The small sin-
gle-point switch is left open as shown
when sending a message, but when
receiving it should be closed in order
that the electric waves from the an-
tenna may pass through the coherer.
The coherer in this case is simply two
electric-light carbons sharpened to a
wedge at one end with a needle con-

VViriiie Diaciam (or Witclcas Tclccroph

Heeling the two, as shown. An ordi-
nary telephone receiver is connected
in scries with llic coherer, as shown.
To receive messages hold the receiver
to the car and close the switch, and an-
swer by oponing the switch and operat-
ing the key.—Contributed by Coulson
Glick, Indianapolis.
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Miniature Electric Lighting

Producing electric light by means of
small bulbs that give from one-half to
six candle power, and a suitable source
of power, is something that will inter-
est The average American boy.
These circular bulbs range from */»

to 2 ia. in diameter, and cost 27 cents
each complete with base. They arc
commonly known as miniature battery
bulbs, since a battery is the most popu-
lar source of power. The M*-cp. bulbs
arc usually 2 l/2 volts and take Vi
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ampere of current. Ii requires about
(luce medium dry cells !o operate it.

However, there is now upon the
market a battery consisting of 3 small
dry cells connected in series, put up
in a neat case with 2 binding posts,
which sells for 25 cents. This is more
economical than dry cells, as it gives
about 1 volts and 3 amperes. It will

mn as laif.c a lamp as O'/j volts. 1 cp.,

for sonic time very satisfactorily. More
than one lamp can be run by connect-
ing the bulbs in parallel, as indicated
by Fig. I. which shows the special bat-
tery with 3 dry cells in the ease, and
the 2 binding posts for connection with

the bulbs. In this ease it is also ad-
visable to connect several batteries in
parallel also, So as to increase the cur-

rent. but maintain the voltage constant.
Thus, the individual cells are in multi-
ple series, i. e., multiples of series of
three. l»y keeping in mind the ampere
output of the battery and rating of the
lamp, one can regulate the batteries as
required. It must be remembered, in

this connection, that any battery which
is drawn upon for half of its output will
last approximately three times as long,
as if drawn upon for its total output.
Thus, in any system of lamps, it is
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economical to provide twice as many
batteries as necessary. This also sup-

plies a means of still maintaining the
candle power when the batteries arc
partially exhausted, by connecting
them in series. However, this must be
done with very great caution, as the
lights will be burnt out if the voltage
is loo high.

Persons living in the city will find an
economical means of lighting lamps by
sec;:rmg ohausted batteries from any
garage, where they arc glad to have
them taken away. A certain number
of these, after a rest, can be connected
up in series, and will give the proper
voltage.

J11 conclusion, for battery power:
Connecting batteries in series increases

the voltage, and slightly cuts down the
current or amperage, which is the same
as that of one battery; while connect-
ing batteries in parallel increases the
amperage, but holds the voltage the

same as that of one cell. Thus, if the

voltage and amperage of any cell be
known, by the proper combination of

these, we can secure the required volt-

age and amperage to light any minia-
ture lamp. And it might be said that

dry cells are the best for this purpose,
especially those of low internal resist-

ance.

For those having a good water sup-

ply there is a more economical means
of maintenance, although the first cost

is greater. Fig. 2 shows the scheme.
A small dynamo driven by a water
motor attached to a faucet, generates

itower for the lights. The cost of

the smallest outfit of the kind is about
$3 for the water motor and $A for the.

dynamo. This dynamo l;: r. t.i output
of 12 watts and will produce from 18

to 25 cp.. according to the water pres-

sure obtainable. !t is advisable lo

install the outfit in the basement,
where the water pressure is 1 he great-
est. and then lead No. IS 1. & S. double-
insulated wire wherever needed, 'flic

dynamo can also be used as a motor,
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and is wound for any voltaic up to
ten. The winding should correspond
to the voltage of the lamps which you
desire to run. However, if wound for

t> volts, one could run par;.!iei series of
two 3-volt. 1-cp. lamps; as in
l
r ig. 3, 1 1 series, or 22 lights. If wound

for 10 volts, it would give 1 Vi amperes
and run four IS-cp. lamps. Thus, it will
he seen that any candle power lamp
can he operated l*y putting the proper
number of lights in each series, and
running the series in parallel. So, to

secure light by this method, we simply
turn on the water, and the wafer con-
sumption is not so great as might he
imagined.

bor the parly who has electric light

in his house there is si'll an easier solu-
tion for the problem of power. If the
lighting circuit gives !!0 volts he cm
connect eleven JO-voIt lamps in series.

These will give It cp. each, ami the
whole set of l l will take one ampere
of current, ami cost about the ?m::c as
a 32-cp. lamp, or I / cents per hour.
Simply connect the miniature circuit

to an Edison plug, and insert in the
nearest lamp socket. Any number of
different candle power lamps can be
used providing each lamp takes the
same amount of current, and the sum
of their voltages equals the voltage of
the circuit used. This arrangement of

small lights is used l«* produce a widely
distributed, ami diffused light in a

room, for display of show cases, and
for Christ mas trees. Of ail these
sources ef power the two last arc the
most economical, and C.'.-mf these

two has in its favor the small initial

cost. These lamps «:c by no means
playthings or experiments, but arc as

serviceable and practical as the larger
lamps.
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Reversing a Small Motor

All that is necessary for reversing the
meter is : ;

>olc-clianging switch. Con-
nect the two middle post's of the switch
with each other and the two outside
posts with each other. Then connect
one of the outside posts of the switch
to one brush of the motor and one
middle post to the other brush.

Connect one bar of Use switch to one
end of the field coil and the other bar
to one pole of the battery, and connect
the other pole of the battery to the
other field coil. To reverse l lie motor,
simply change the switch.

motor; JJ1J, brushes of motor; AA,
bars of pole-changing switch

;
HI), ren-

te* points of switch ; CC, outside points
of switch.—Contributed by Leonard E.
Parker, Plymouth, Ind.
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To Drive Away Dogs

flic dogs in my neighborhood used
to come around picking up scraps.
After 1 connected up my induction coil,

as shown in the sketch, we were not
bothered with then* A indicates the
ground; P», switch; and C, a bait of
meal, or tempting bone.

Shocking-Machine
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An Automatic Lock

The illustration shows an automatic
lock operated by electricity, one cell

being sufficient. When the circuit is

broken a weight. A attached to the end
of the armature 'ends t*» push the
other end of the armature into the

screw eye or hook C. which is in the

door, thus locking the door.

To unlock the door, merely push the
button 1C. The magnet then draws the
armature out of the screw eye and the
door is unlocked. The dotted line at
\J shows the position of the armature
when the circuit is complete and the
door unlocked. The weight must be
iii proportion to tile strength of the

magnet. It it is not, the door will not

lock, or would remain locked. The hut-
ten can be hidden, as it is the key to

the h'c ! —Contributed by Claude B.
Melchior, Hutchinson, Minn.
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Simple Current Reverser

On a block of hardwood draw a
square (Fig. 1) and drill a hole in each
corner of the scpiarc. Mil these holes
with mercury and connect them to four
binding posts (Fig. J).

On another block of wood fasten two
wires, as shown in big. 2. so that their

ends can be placed in the holes in the
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first block. Then connect up with the

motor and battery as in Fig. 3. When
the block is placed on with the big
arrow A pointing in the direction in-
dicated in Fig. 3, the current flows with
the small arrows. To reverse turn
through an angle of ‘JO degrees (Fig.
*0- — Contributed by F. Crawford
Curry, Brockvillc, Ontario, Canada.
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How to Transmit Phonograph Music
to a Distance

An interesting experiment, and one
calculated to mystify any one not in

the secret, is to transmit the music or
speech from a phonograph to another
part of the house or even a greater dis-

tance. For an outdoor summer party
the music can be made to come from a
hush, or tree, or from a bed of flowers.
The apparatus is not diflicult to con-
struct.

The cut shows the arrangement. Pro-
cure a long-distance telephone trans-

TJie Lone-Dislance r-ionoeraph
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milter, D, including the mouthpiece,
and fasten it to the reproducer of the

phonograph. Also a watch ease re-

ceiver, R, which fasten to the horn.
These parts may be purchased from
any electrical-supply house. Connect
two wires to the transmitter, running
one direct to the receiver, and the other
to the battery, thence to a switch, S,

and then to the receiver. The more
batteries used the louder will be the
sound produced by the horn, but avoid
using loo much battery or the receiver

is apt to heat.—Contributed by Win.
J. Farley, Jr., Camden, N. J.
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Another Electric Lock

The details of the construction of an
electrically operated lock arc shown in

the illustration. When the door is

closed and the boll A pushed into posi-

tion, il automatically locks. To unlock,

push the button 1>, which act will cause

the electromagnet to raise the latch C,

when the bolt may be drawn and the

door opened.—Contributed by A. D.

Zimmerman, Duody, 111.
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Simple Switch for Reversing a Current

Take two strips of copper or brass
and fasten them together by means of
gutta-percha (Fig. 1); also provide
them with a handle. Saw out a rect-
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angular block about one and one-half
times as long as the brass strips and
fasten to it at each end two forked
pieces of copper or brass, as in Fig. 2.

Fasten on the switch lever, as at A and
13, Fig. 2, so that it can rotate about
these points. Connect the wires as
shown in Fig. 3. To reverse, throw

Simple Current-RcvcrBlnc Switch

the lever from one end of the block to

the other.—Contributed by R. L.
Thomas, San Marcus, Tex.
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Homemade Arc Light
By rewinding an clectric-bcll mag-

net with No. 1G wire and connecting
it in series with two electric-light car-

bons, as shown in

the sketch, a small
arc will be formed
between the carbon
points when the cur-
rent is applied. In
the sketch, A is the

clectric-bcll magnet;
13, the armature

;

C C, carbon sockets;
D, carious, and E
E, binding posts.
W li c n connected
with 10 or 12 dry
batteries this lamp
gives a fairly good light.—Contributed
by Morris L. Levy, Sail Antonio, Tex.
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Lighting an Incandescent Lamp with
an Induction Coil

An incandescent lamp of low candle-
power may be illuminated by connect-
ing to an induction coil in the manner
shown in the sketch. One wire is con-
nected to the metal cap of the lamp
and the oilier wire is fastened to the
glass lip. If the apparatus is then
placed in the dark and the current
turned on. a peculiar phosphorescent
glow will Id I the whole interior of the
lamp. The induction coil used for this

purpose should give a spark about ]
/j

in. long or more.—Contributed by Jo-
seph 1>. Hell, Brooklyn.

Ociulcr Tube

I-Iow to Make a Jump-Spark Coil
THE BOY MECHANIC * 1913

'Flic induction coil is probably the
Most popular piece of apparatus in the
electrical laboratory, and particularly
is it popular because of its use in

experimental wireless telegraphy. Ten
years ago wireless telegraphy was a
dream of scientists; today it is the
plaything of sehool-bov< and thousands
of grown-up hoys ns well.

Divested of nearly all

technical phrases, an in-
duction coil may he briclly
described as a step-up
transformer of small ca-
pacity. It comprises a

core consisting of a cylin-
drical bundle of soft-iron
wires cut to proper length.
Uy means of two or more
layers of No. XI or No. 1(»

magnet wire, wound evenly
about this core, the bundle
becomes magnetized when
the wire terminals arc con-
nected to a source of elec-
tricity.

Should we now slip over this electro-
magnet a paper tube upon which has
been wound with regularity a great
and continuous length of No. 3G mag-
net wire, it will he found that the lines
of force emanating from the energized
core penetrate the new coil-winding
almost as though it were but a part of
the surrounding air itself, and when
the battery current is broken rapidly
a second electrical current is said to be
induced into the second coil or sec-
ondary.

All or any of the parts of an induc-
tion coil may be purchased ready-made,
ami the first thing to do is to decide
which of the parts the amateur me-
chanic can make and which would be
better to Imy ready-made. If the
builder has had no experience in coil-

winding it would probably pay to pur-
chase the secondary coil rcadyrwound,
as the operation of winding a mile or
more of line wire is very difficult and
tedious, and the results arc often un-
satisfactory. In ordering the second-
ary it is always necessary to specify

the length of spark desired.

'flic following method of completing
a 1-in. coil illustrates the general de-

tails of the work. The same methods
and circuits apply to small and larger

coils. The ready-made secondary is in

solid cyliiuiricu! bvm, about G in. long
and 2% in. diameter, with a hole

through the winding V/t in. in diam-
eter, as shown in big. 1. The second-
ary will stand considerable handling
without fear of i.-jury, and need not be
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Juiup-Sr^rSc Coil

scl into a case nuiil the primary is com-
pleted. The primary is made of line

annealed No. 24 iron wire cut 7 in. or
H in. in length, as the maker prefers,

and bundled to a diameter of ~/$ in.

The wires may be straightened by roll-

ing two or three at a time between two
pieces of hard wood. If the amateur
has difficulty in procuring this wire,

the entire core may be purchased
ready-made.

After the core wires arc bundled, the

core is wrapped with one or two layers

of inaniia paper. The straightcr the
wire the more iron will enter into the
construction of the core, which is de-
sirable. Beginning half an inch from
one end, No. 10 collon-covcred magnet
wire is wound from one end to the

other evenly amt then returned, mak-
ing two layers, and the terminals tied

dovvii to the core with twine. Core and
primary arc then immersed in boiling

paraffine wax to which a small quan-
tity of resin and beeswax lias been
added. This same wax may be used
later in scaling the completed coil into

a box. Over this primary is now
wrapped one layer of okonile tape, or
same thickness of heavily shellacked
muslin. This completed primary will
now allow of slipping into the hole in

the secondary.

Should the secondary have been pur-
chased without a ease, a wooden box of

mahogany or oak is made, large enough
*

to contain the secondary and with an
inch to spare all around, with room also
for a small condenser; but if it is not
convenient to do this work, a box like

that shown in Fig ~ may be purchased
at a small cost. A %-in. hole is bored
in the center of one end, through which
the primary core projects Vs in. This
core is to be used to attract magnetic-
ally the iron head of a vibrating inter-

rupter. which is an important factor of
the coil. '1'liis interrupter is shaped as
in big. -I, and is fastened to the box in

such a way that the vibrator hammer
plays in front Y*f the core and also that
soldered connections may be made in-

side the box with the screws used in
affixing the vibrator parts to the box.
The condenser is made of four strips
of thin paper, 2 yd. long and 5 in.

wide, and a sufficient quantity of tin-

foil. When cut and laid in one con-
tinuous length, each piece of tin-foil

must overlap the adjoining piece a half
inch, so as to form a continuous elec-
trical circuit. In shaping the con-
denser, one piece of the paper is laid

down, then the strip of tin-foil, then
hvo strips of paper and another layer
of foil, and finally the fourth strip of
paper. '1'h is makes a condenser which
may be folded, beginning at one end
and bending about 0 in. at a time.
The condenser is next wrapped sc-
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curcly with bands of paper or tape, and
boiled in pure paraffine wax for one
hour, after which it is pressed under
considerable weight until firm and
hard. One of the sheets of tin-foil is

to form one pole of the condenser, and
the other sheet, which is insulated from
the first, forms the other pole or ter-

minal. (This condenser material is

purchasable in long strips, ready for

assembling.)

The wiring diagram, Fig. 3, shows
how the connections arc made. This
method of connecting is suitable for
all coils up to 1 Ms-in. spark, but for
larger coil better results will be ob-
tained by using an independent type of
interrupter, in which a separate magnet
is used to interrupt the circuit. Besides
the magnetic vibrators there arc sev-
eral other types, such as the mercury
dash-pot and rotary-commutator types,
hut these will become better known to
the amateur as lie proceeds in bis
work and becomes more experienced
in coil operation.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

Combined Door Bell and Electric

Alarm

This device consists of a battery and
bell connection to an alarm clock which

also acts as a door
bell, the whole be-

ing mounted on a
board 18 in. long
and 12 in. wide.

Referring to the
sketch accom-
panying this arti-

cle, t li c letters

indicate as fol-

lows: A, bell; B,

battery; C,

switch; D, V*
shaped copper
strip; E, copper

lever with 1-in. flange turned on one
side, whole length, -l in.; F, spring to

throw lever E down in V-shaped piece
to make connection; G, lever to hold
out E when device is used as a door
bell; lines II, go, one from bell, A, and
one from battery, 15, to the door; I,
shelf for clock.

See that the ring in the alarm key
of the clock works easily, so that when
it is square across the clock it will drop
down. Fasten a piece of copper about
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Why Gravity Batteries Fail to Work
Many amateur electricians and some

professionals have had considerable
trouble with gravity batteries. They

Setting lip o Gravity Battery

follow directions carefully and then
fail to get good results. The usual
trouble is not with the battery itself,

but with • lie circuit. A gravity battery
is suitable only for a circuit which is

normally closed. It is therefore un-
desirable for electric bells, induction
coils and all other open-circuit appara-
tus. The circuit should also have a
high resistance. This makes it im-
practical for running fan motors, as the
motor would have to be wound with
fine wire and it would then require a
large number of batteries to give a
sufficiently high voltage.
To set up a gravity battery: Use

about 3 J
/j lb. of blue stone, or enough
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to cover the copper element 1 in. Pour
in water sufficient to cover the zinc V2
in. Short-circuit for three hours, and
the battery is ready for use. If desired
for use immediately, do not short-cir-
cuit, but add 5 or (i oz. of zinc sulphate.
Keep the dividing line between the

blue ami white liquids about in. be-
low the bottom of the zinc. If loo low,
siphon off some of the white liquid and
add the same amount of water, but do
not agitate or mix the two solutions.
This type of battery will give about 0.9
of a volt, and should be used on a cir-
cuit of about 100 milli-ampcrcs.
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How to Make a Simple Wireless

Telegraph

lly ARTHUR E. JOE.’UN

An efficient wireless-telegraph receiv-
ing apparatus for distances up to 1,000
ft. may be constructed in the following
maimer: Attach a watch. ase telephone
receiver to a dry cell, or battery, «.f any
make, 'flic negative pole, or zinc, of
the cell is connected to a ground wire.
This is done by attaching to a gas
or water pipe. The positive pole, or
carbon, of the cell is connected to the
aerial line. This aerial collector can
he made in various ways, either by
using a screen wire or numerous wires

For Distances up to 1000 Feet

made ill an open coil and hung in the

air. Pile a V-shaped groove in the
upper end of the carbon of the cell.

Attach a small bent copper wire in the
binding post that is attached to the
zinc of the cell. In the bend of this

wire add the V-shaped groove tiled

into the carbon, lay a needle. This
will complete the receiving station.
Use a spark coil in connection with a
telegraph key fur the sending station,

making a ground with one wire, and
have the oilier connected with another
aerial line.

15y connecting the telephone re-

ceiver to the cell and at the same time
having a short circuit a receiving sta-

tion is made. As the telephone olTcrs

a high resistance, part of the current
will try to take the shorter high resist-

ance through the needle. If the waves
strike across the needle, the resistance

is less, and thus less current travels

through the telephone receiver. If. the
wave ceases, the resistance between
the needle and the carbon is increased,
ami as less current will flow the short
way, it is compelled to take the longer
metallic way through the windings of
the receiver, which will cause the click-
ings that car. I»c heard.
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How to Make a Small Storage

Battery

The cell of a storage battery con-
sists of two plates, a positive and a
negative, made of lead and placed in
a dilute solution of sulphuric acid.
Large batteries made of large cells

have a great number of plates, both
positive and negative, of which all pos-
itive plates ^rc connected to one ter-
minal and ihc negative plates to the
other terminal, 'flic storage

%
cell, as

described below,
is the right size

to be charged by
a few gravity
cells and is easily

made.
Secure a piece

of 1%-in. lead
pipe, 5 in. long,

and cut both
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cuds smooth and
square with the
pipe. Solder a
circular disk of
lead to one end,
forming a cup of

the pipe. As this

cup must hold
I he sulphuric acid it must he perfectly
liquid- light.

It is also necessary to get an-
other lead pipe of the same length hut
only in. in diameter. In this pipe
should he bored as many %-in. holes
ns possible, except for about 1 in. on
each cud. One eiul uf this tube is ham-
mered together as shown at A in the
sketch lo make u pocket to hold the
paste. This, of course, does not need
to be wulerlighl.

A box of wood is made to hold (lie

larger tube or cup. This box can lx*

square, and the corners left open around
the cup can Imj tilled with sawdust. A
support is now made from a block of
wood lo bold the tube, U, in place and
to keep it from touching the cup U.
This support or hlock. J), is cut cir-

cular with the same diameter as the

lend cup U. The lower portion of the

block is cut away so it will just lit in-

side ol the cup to form a stopper. The
center of this block is now bored lo

make a hole the same size as the smaller

lead pipe. Place llie lead pipe in the
hole and immerse it in smoking hot
para Iline wax, ami ieave it until the
wood has become thoroughly saturated

with the hot wax. Use care to keep
the wax from running on the lead at

any place other than the end within
the wood block. Two binding-posts

should lx* attached, one to the positive.
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or tube B, and the other lo the nega-
tive, or lube C, by soldering the joint.

A paste for Hie positive plate is made
from 1 part sulphuric acid and 1 part
water with a sullicieiit amount of red
lead added to make of thick dry con-
sistency. When mixing the acid and
water, be sure to add the acid to the
water and not the water to the acid.
Also remember that sulphuric acid will

destroy anything that it comes in con-

tact with and will make a painful burn
if it touches the hands. Stir the mix-
ture with a stick and when a good dry
paste is formed, put it into the smaller

lube and ram it down until the tube is

almost tilled. The paste that may have
come through the holes is scraped oil'

and the tulx* set aside lo dry. The
large tubo or cup is tilled with a diluted
solution of sulphuric acid. This solu-
tion should be nlmut one-twelfth acid.
The cell is now complete and ready for

storing the current.

The cell may bo charged with three

gravity cells. These arc connected in
series and the positive terminal biud-
ing-|xwt on the storage cell is connected
to the wire leading from the copper
plate in the gravity cell. The other
plate is connected lo the zinc. The
lirsl charge should be run into the cell
h»r about one week and all subsequent
charges should only take from 10 lo 1Z
hours.
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How to Make a Lightning: Arrester

Secure a piece of wood about 3$ in.

square that will furnish a nice finish

and round (lie corners and make a small
rounding edge as shown in the sketch.

From a piece of
brass -fa i n.

thick cut two
pieces alike, A
a n d B, and
match them to-

gether, leaving

about At in. be-

tween their upper edges and fasten
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fliein to the wood with binding-posts.
The third piece of brass, C, is fitted

between the pieces A and B allowing a
space of iV* 1** all around Hie edge.
One binding-post and a small screw will
bold (lie piece of brass, G, in place on
the wood. The connections are made
from the line wires to t lie two upper
binding-posts and parallel from the
lower binding-posts to the instrument.

The third binding-post on G is connect-
ed to the ground wire. Any heavy charge
from lightning will jump (lie saw
teeth part of the brass and is grounded
without doing harm to I he instruments
used.—Contributed by Edwin Walker,
Chicago, 111.

Heat and Expansion

'I ako an electric light bulb from
which tliu air has not been exhausted
ami immerse it in water and then

break oil* the point. As there is a vacu-

um in the bulb it will quickly fill with

water. .Shako i lie bulb genlly until a

purl, of the water is out and Hum screw

the bulb into a socket with (lie |»oiiit

always downward. Apply Hie current

and the healed air inside will soon ex-

pand and force Iho water out with great

rapidity. Sometimes this experiment

can be done several times by using the

same bulb.—Contributed by Curtiss

1 1 ill. Tacoma, Wash.
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Howto Make a Small Slngle-Fhasc
Induction Alolor

IJy C. II. Dell

The following notes on a small sin-
gle-phase induction motor, without aux-
iliary phase, which the writer has made,
may be of interest to some of our rend-
ers, says l lie Model Engineer. The
problem to be solved was the construc-
* ion of a motor large enough to drive
a sewing machine or \cry light lathe,

lo be supplied with 1 10-volt alternating
current from a lighting circuit, and to
cmmime. •: possible, no more current
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'.ban a lG-cp. lamp. In designing, it

bad to be borne in mind that, with the
exception of insulated wire, no special
materials could be obtained.
The principle of an induction motor

is quite different from that of the com-
mutator motor. The winding of the
armature, or “rotor,” has no connection
with the* outside circuit, but the cur-
rent is induced in it by the action of
the alternating current supplied lo the

winding of the field-magnet, or “sta-

tor.” Neither commit tutor nor slip

rings are required, and all sparking is

avoided. Unfortunately, this little ma-
chine is not self-starling, but n slight
pull on the bell just as the current is

turned on is all that is needed, and
Urn motor rapidly gathers speed pro-
vided no load is put on until it is in
step with Ihc alternations of the sup-
ply. It then runs at constant speed
whether given much or little current,
hut. stops if over! »aded for more than a
few seconds.
The stator has four poles and is built

up of pieces of sheet iron used for stove
pipes, which runs about C5 sheets to the
inch. All the pic<vs are alike and cut
on the lines with the dimensions as
shown in Fig. 1, with the dotted line,

(\ lo lie tiled out after I
hoy arc placed

together. Each layer oi four is placed
with tin* pointed ends of the pieces al-

ternately lo the right and left so as lo

break joints as shown in Fig. 2. The
laminations were carefully built up on
a hoard into which heavy wires had
been driven to keep them in place until

all were in position and Ihc whole could
to clamped down. In the middle of
the pieces 1-in. holes, B, were then
drilled and .{-in. holts put in and tight-
ened up, large holes being cut through
the w«hhI iocnahlc this to be done. The
armature funnel was then carefully

liled out and all taken apart again so
that the rough edges could be scraped
off and the laminations given a thin
coni of shellac varnish on one side. Af-
ter assembling a second time, the bolts

were coaled with shellac and put into

place for good. Holes 5-33 in. in di-
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iimoler were drilled its ‘lie comers. A,
mul filled xvilli rivets. also varnished
bo fore Ihoy were put in. When put to-

gether I hey should make a piece 2 in.

thick.

'J'his peculiar cons! ruction was
adopted heeanse proper stampings were
not available, and ns every hit of sheet
iron had to l>c out with a small pair of
tinners' snips, it was important to have a

very simple outline for the pieces. They
am not particularly accurate as it is, and
when some of ih«.:u got out of their

proper order while being varnished, an
awkward job occurred in the magnet
which was never entirely corrected. No
doubl some energy is lost through the

large number of joints, all representing

breaks in the magnetic circuit, hill as

the laminations are lightly held to-

gether and the circuit is about as com-
pact as it could possibly be, probably

the loss is not as groat as it would ap-

pear at first sight.

The rotor is made of laminations cut
from sheet iron, as shown in T'ig. 3,

which were varnished lightly on one side

and clamped on the shaft between two
nuts in the usual way. A very slight

cut was taken in the lathe afterwards
to true the circumference. The shaft

was turned from 4-in. wrought iron, no
steel being obtainable, and is shown
xvilli dimensions in Fig. 4. The hear-

ings wt-e cast of babbitt metal, as
shown in Fig. 5, in a wooden mold and

liorcd to size xvilli a twist drill in the

lathe. They are filled xvilli ordinary

wick lubricators. Figures (5 and 7 arc

sections showing the general arrange-

ment of the machine.

The slnlor is wound full xvilli No. 22

double cotlon-covcrcd copper wire,

about 2 J lb. being used, and the connec-
tions are such as to produce alternate

poles—that is, the end of the first coil

is joined to the end of Ihc secoujL the

beginning of II::: second to l ho begin-
ning of the thud, and the end of the

third lo the end of the fourth, while tho

beginnings of the first and fourth coils

connect lo the supply.

The rolor is wound with No. 2 \

double cotton-covered copper wire, eaeli

limb lining filled with about 200 turns,

and all wound in the same direction.

The four commencing ends are con-

nected together on one side of tho rolor,

and the four finishing ends arc soldered
together on the other. All winding
spaces arc carefully covered xvilli two
layers of cambric soaked in shellac, and
as each layer of wire xvas wound, it xvas

well saturated xvilli varnish before the

next xvas put on.

This type of motor has drawbacks, as

before slated, but if regular stampings
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arc used for (ho laminations, it would
be very simple to build, having no coin*

muliilor or brushes, nrnl would not eas-

ily get out of order. No starting resist-

ance it; needed, and as the motor runs
at cousin nt speed, depending ujkui the

number of alterations of the supply, u
regulating resistance is nut needed.
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Home-Made Arc Lamp

The frame of the lamp is made from
bar metal •{ in. wide and J in. thick,

bent and welded
to make a con-

tinuous loop in

the shape ns

silown at (! in

the sketch. 'This

frame should be

about I 0 J in.

long with the up-

per or wider part

•I in. long, and
the lower part OA
in. King. The
v id Mt should lie

about 5} iu. at

the top and I in. at the bottom. A
cross bar. U made of the same mate-
rial, is lilted into the olT-sel in the

frame and riveted. Holes are drilled

through the frame amt brass bushings,
II and .1, are lilted for hearings to re-

ceive the adjusting brass rod, B, which

should be \ ill. in diameter. A brass
curtain rod can 1«» used for the rod B,
and op its lower end » socket, 1*, i&

soldered.

A piece of brass 2 in. long, A in. wide
and J in. thick is used for the arma-
ture, A, to be operated by 'the magnet
coil, C. The coil, (', is made in the

usual manner by wrapping No. H eot-

ton-covcred magnet wire on a wooden
s|hm»I (bat lias a soft iron <«•»•«». The
s|khiI is about *2} in. long. The arma-
ture. A. is drilled, making a hole just a
little larger than the lod, B, and is ad-
justed in place by two set screws, D
and K. A soft piece of iron, F, is fast-

ened to the opposite end of the arma-
ture with a screw, which should be
placed directly under the end of the

coifs colt*. This end of the armature
may lie kept from swinging around by
placing it between a U-shaped piece of
brass fastened to the cross piece L. At
the bottom end of liic frame, and di-

rectly centering the holes 11 and J, a
hole is drilled to receive a hard rubber
hushing. It, for insulating the brass fer-

rule, S, that holds the lower carbon.

One connection is made from the

main to the upper binding-post, which
is in turn connected to one terminal

of the coil, (•, the other coil terminal

being attached to the frame. The other
main connection is made to the lower
binding-|«osl, which is also connected
to the brass ferrule, S, by soldering.
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The two biuding-pusls arc insulated

from the frame the same as the ferrule

S. When using on a 110-volt circuit

there must be some resistance in con-

nection, which may he had by using
gcrmaii silver wire, or a water rheostat

heretofore described.—Contributed by
Arthur I>. Bradley. Randolph, Mass.
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Another Electric Lamp Experiment

Break a portion of the end off from
a 10-ep. globe that has been thrown
away as useless. Shako the globe until

all the lilamcnt is broken away, leav-

ing only the ends of tin* platinum wire
exposed. Screw the globe into a socket

that sets upright and fill it with salt

water. Make one connection to the
socket from the positive wire of a 1 10-

volt circuit amt the other to a ground.
When the current is turned on small

slurs will be seen in I lie globe, which
show up lineal night.—Contributed by
Lindsay McMillan, Santa Maria, Cal.
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How to Give an Electric Shock
While Shaking Hands

There is nothing quite so startling
as to receive an electric shock unex-
pectedly and such a shock may be
given to a friend while shaking hands
upon meeting. The shock produced
is not harmful and the apparatus can
be carried in the pocket. It consists
of a small induction coil that can be
constructed at home.
The core of the coil, A. Fig. 1. is con-

structed in the usual manner, of
small soft-iron wire to make a bundle
about ft in. in diameter and 2 in. long.
The coil ends arc made from card-
board, about I in. in diameter, with
a j

:

V.
-in. hole in the center. The hole

should be cut as shown in Fig. 2, so
as to have four small pieces that can
be bent out, leaving the projections as
shown. After wrapping three or four
turns of paper around the bundle of

wires the cardboard ends arc put on
with the projections inside, so the coils
of wire will hold them in place. About
70 turns of No. 2J gauge double-
covered magnet wire is first placed on
the core, for the primary, and then
1 .”>00 turns o.' No. :)2 or Tl gauge
double-covered wire is wrapped on top
of the primary, for the secondary. Suf-
ficient length of wire must be left out-
side at each end of both windings to
make connections. The vibrator B,
Fig. 1. and the support C arc made
from thin spring steel, about % in.

wide, bent as shown and securely
fastened to the cardboard end of the
coil. The armature is made from a
soft piece of iron, about ft, in. in
diameter and ft >»i. thick, which is

soldered to the end of tho vibrator di-
rectly opposite the end of the core. A
small screw is filled in the end of the

support, C, for adjustment, which
should be lipped with platinum and
also a small piece of platinum placed
where the screw will touch the vibra-
tor, B.

One of the primary wires is con-
nected to the screw support. The vi-

brator is connected to a Hash lamp bat-
tery, D. The other primary wire is

connected to a switch, IS, which in turn
is connected to the other terminal «>I

the battery. The switch, 8, may be
made from a 2-in. cork with the wire?
put through about ft in. apart and
allow them to project about £ in. The
plate E is out bout i in. square from a
piece of cupper and is fastened to the
heel of one shoe and connected with a
wire from Ihe secondary coil which
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must lx* concealed inside of Hie trouser
kg* The other secondary wire is con-
nected 'through the coat sleeve to a
huger ring, F. The vibrator screw must
he properly adjusted. When the vi-
brator is not working the anno lure
should he about Vv in. from the core
and directly opposite.

The coil when complete will he ulxuil

2.J in. long and 1 in. in diameter. The
coil can be placed in an old box that
has been used for talcum powder or
shaving slick. The space around the
coil in the box can be Jilted with piper
to keep it tight.

The coil and battery arc carried in
the pocket 8 and the cork button put in
Iho outside coat pocket, where it can
he pressed without attracting attention.
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I low to Mako an Induction Coil

A small shocking coil, suitable for
medical purposes, may he constructed
of materials found in nearly every ama-
teur mechanics collection of odds and
ends. The core. A, Fig. 1, is a piece
of round soft iron rod
about \ in. in diameter
and nbuul 4 in. long.

A strip of still' paper
about :{ in. wide is cov-
ered with glue and
wrapped around one end
of the core, as shown
at ]5, until the diameter
is about 2 in. The por-

tion of the core remain-
ing uncovered is then wrapped with a
piece of paper about 4 in. wide. No
glue is used <ii this piece, as it is

removed later to form the space, C,
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after the paper shell, D, has been
wound upon it. This paper shell is

made of stiff paper and glue the same
as 15 and is made about 3/64 in. thick.

Two pieces of hardwood, EE, 1} in.

square and about -ft in. thick, are
drilled in the center and glued on the
ends of the paper shell ns shown.
The primary winding consists of 4

or 5 layers of No. 18 or 20 singlo
cotton-covered magnet wire, the cuds
of which may be passed through small
holes in the wooden ends. If a drill

small enough is not available, the holes
may he made with a hot knitting
needle or a piece of wire healed to

redness. After the primary coil is

wound it should be thoroughly in-

sulated before winding tho secondary.
This may he done by wrapping with
*1 or 5 thicknesses of paper.

'The secondary coil should bo wound
with single covered wire, preferably
silk-covered, although cotton will do.
The more turns there are on the sec-
ondary the higher the voltage will be,

so the wire used must be fine. Num-
ber 32 to 3G will give good results, the
latter giving more voltage but less am-
perage. Each layer of the secondary
winding should he insulated from the
others by a piece of thin paraffined
paper wropj>ed over each layer as
>t is finished. It is well not
to wind to the extreme ends of the
pa|>er insulations, but to leave a space
of about | in. at each end of the wiud-
ing to prevent the wires of one layer
slipping over the ends of the parallin

paj>er and coming in contact with the
layer beneath, thus causing a short cir-
cus. The secondary winding should
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have at least a dozen layers ami should

be carefully wound lo prevent short

circuiting.

In order lo reduce the strength of

the current a piece of brass tubing,

F, is pushed into the space, C, sur-

rounding the core, or if no brass tub-

ing of the required size is on hand, roll

a paper lube, cover with 4 or 5 thick-

nesses of tinfoil and then wrap with
more paper, using glue lo hold the tin-

foil in place and to keep the tube from
unwinding. When the lube is pushed
all the way in, the current produced

A A

will bo almost unnoticcable. but when
it is withdrawn the current will be so
strong that a person cannot let go the
handles until (lie coil is shut ofT. After
the secondary coil is wound it should
be covered with stilt paper, and the
whole coil, including the wood ends,
should then be enameled black.

II is then ready to bo mounted on a

wooden base as shown in Fig. il. The
secondary terminals are eonucclod to
the binding-posts, AA, which may be
fastened on the base if desired. One
wire from the primary is connected
with the binding-post, B, and the other
is connected with the armature, 1),
which may be taken from an old elec-

tric bell. The contact screw, K, also
from an electric bell, is connected lo

the binding-post, C. The contact
spring, F, should be bent against and
soldered to the armature in order lo
make the vibrations more rapid.

If a false bottom is used on the base,
all the wiring may be concealed, which
adds greatly lo the appearance, and if

desired a small switch may be added.
The bundles, which may be old bicycle
pumps or electric light carbons, are
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connected to the binding-posts, AA, by
means of wires about 3 or 4 ft. long.
This coil when operating with the tube
pulled all the way out and connected to

a single dry cell will give a current
stronger than most persons can stand.
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1 Ionic-,Made Shocking /Machine

An ordinary electric bell may he
connected up in such a way as to pro-
duce the same results as an expensive

shocking machine. The connections
are made from thy butteries to the bell

in the usual manner. Two other wires
are then connected, one lo the bind-
ing-post of the bell that is not insu-
lated from the frame and the other to
the adjusting screw on the make and
break contact of the bell as shown in
the sketch. The other ends of the

wires arc connected each to a common
table knife. This will give quite a
good shock and a much larger one can
he had by placing one knife in a basin
of water and while holding the other
knife in one hand, dipping the fingers
of the other hand in fl-c water.—Con-
tributed by D. Foster Hall.
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How to Make a Thermoelectric

Battery

By ARTHUR E. JOER1N

A novel way «»f producing an elec-

tric current hv means of hot and cold
*

water, heat from a match or alcohol

lump, is obtained from a device con-
structed as shown in the sketch. Take
two hardwood boards, marble, or slate
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Details o| ISattcry

plates. about 8 or 1(1 in. lung. place
Ill'll! together. a.*' in Ki?j. 1

,
and mark

and drill :il»« mi .'?un li« >les. These two
pieces should he separated about 8 in.

and fastened xvilli hoards across the
ends, as shown in Pit'.

lake soft copper wire, not smaller
Ilian No. IS gauge, and cut in lengths
to pass through the holes in the two
hoards, leaving stilVicient end to make
a lie. Jt will require about TO ft. of
wire to lill one-half the number of
holes. Also, cut the same number of
leugllis front the same gauge galyan-
i cd-iion wire to till the remaining
holes. The wires .are put through the
holes in the boards alternately, that is:

begin with copper, the next bole with
icon, the next copper, the next iron,
and so tin, twisting: the ends together
as shown in Fig. 8. The connections,
when complete, should be cupper for

l lie first and iron for the last wire.

W hen the whole apparatus is thus
strung, the connections, which must be
twisted, can be soldered. Connect one
copper wire to I lie bell and the other
terminal, which must be an iron wire.
l«» the other post of the bell. The appa-
ratus is then short-circuited, yet there
is no current in the instrument until
a lighted match, or. belter still, the
llame of an alcohol lamp is placed at
one end only.

Host results are obtained by putting
ice or cold water on one side and a
llamc on the other. Tiic experimenter

may also place the whole apparatus
under sink faucets with the hot water
turned on at one terminal and the cold
water at the other. The greater the
difference of temperature in the two
terminals, the more current will be ob-
tained.

Very interesting experiments may
thus be performed, and these may lead

to the solving of the great thermo-
electric problem.
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How to Alakc a Lead Pencil
Rheostat

Take an ordinary lead pencil and cut
seven notches at equal intervals on the

|wncil down to and around the lead,

leaving it bare. A seven-point switch
is constructed on a board of suitable

size making the points by using screws

that will go through the board. A
small piece of tin or brass will do for

a switch and is fastened as shown. The
connections are made on the back side

of the hoard as shown by the dotted

lilies. This will reduce 10 to 50 volts

down to 5 or 10 volts for short lengths

Simple Rheostat

of time.—Cost rj lulled by ltoy Newby,
Suu Jose. Cal.
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How to Alakc a Tangent
Galvanometer

.Secure a piece of wood \ in. thick
and cut out a ring with an outside
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diamcler of 10} in. and an inside
dianiclcr of 9 in. and glue lo each side
two oilier rings j in. thick with the
same inside diameter as the first ring
and 11 in. outside diameter, thus form-
ing a :j-in. channel in the circumfer-
ence of the ring. If a lathe is at hand,
this ring can be made from a solid

piece and the channel turned out. Cut
another circular piece 11 in. in diam-
eter for a base. Make a hole in the
center of this piece 1 in. wide and G
in. long, into which the ring iirst made
should lit so that its inner surface is

just oven with the upper surface of the

baseboard. The ring is held upright
in the hole by a small strip screwed lo

the base as shown. All screws and
brads that are used must be of brass.

The cutting of these circular pieces is

not so dillicult if a hand saw driven by
power is used. They can be cut by
means of a key-hole saw if a band saw
is not accessible.

Before mounting the ring on the
base, I lie groove should he wound with
y turns of No. 10 double c«»llon-eovercd

nuignol wire. The two ends may be
tied logo! her with a string to hold them
temporarily.

Fasten two strips of wood
l
in. thick,

h in. wide and 1

1

in. long across the

sides of the ring with their upper edges
passing exactly Ihroiigh the center of
I he ring. An ordinary pocket compass,
about 1.1 in. in diameter, is lilted in

these strips so that the center of the

needle or pointer will he exactly in the

center of the ring and its zero point

mark at the half-way point between
the I wo strips. Put the ring in place

on the base, as shown in I he sketch, and
conned the two ends of She wire lo two
binding-posls that are previously at-

tached lo Ihc base. Coat the entire

surface with brown shellac. Any
deviation from the dimensions will

cause errors in the results obtained by

its use.

Bcmovc all pieces of iron or steel

and especially magnets in the near
vicinity of the instrument when in use.
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Place the galvanometer on a level table

and turn it until the needle, pointing
north and south, and swinging freely,

lies exactly in the plane of the coil, as
shown in the cut. The needle then
will point lo zero if the directions have

been followed closely. Connect one

Tanoent Galvanometer

cell of battery lo the instrument and
allow the current lo llow through Iho

coils. The needle of the compass will

lie deflected to one side or the other,

and will finally come to rest at a cer-

tain angie— let us say 45 deg. The
dimensions of the instrument are such

lhat when the deflection is 45 deg. the

current flowing through the coils upon
I he ring is £ ampere. The ampere
is the unit chosen to designate the

strength of the electric current. For
oilier angles the value of the current

may be found from the following

table

:

Angle*.
10 «lcK
20 *•

Current.

182 "

,28ti
M

40 •'

45 *'

SMI “
r.oo

••

ooo ••

r.r.
••

fill
11 .MS 41••«••••••

70 "
• ••••••••

1.275

As the magnetic force that ncis

upon a magnet needle varies in differ-

•*:it places the values given for the

current will not be true in all parts of

the country. The table gives correct

values lor the immediate vicinity of

Chicago and that part of the United
States lying cast of Chicago, and north
of the Ohio river. The results given
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should lie mull iplictl by 1.3 for places

south of th» Ohio river and east of the

Mississippi.
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I low to A\ake a Non-Polarizing
Battery

Bichromate batteries are very ex-

pensive to maintain and drv colls do

not furnish enough amperage for some

kinds of experimental work. A cell

of battery that will run 10 hours with

an output of over 1 ampere can he

made as follows: Secure a jar about

4 in. in diameter and 8 in. hi .h and

place in the bollom of ihis jar Uic

lower half of a tin baking powder can,

to which a wire has been soldered for

connections. Place in the can u mix-

ture of 2 07,. black oxide of copper,

1 o/. . black oxide of manganese and
some iron tilings.

Purchase a small crowfoot zinc and
hang it about 1 in. above the half can.

Prepare a 1U per cent solution of caus-

tic soda and till the jar within 1

in. of llio lop. Place on top the so-

lid ion a thin layer of kerosene or par-

allin. The cell will only cost about 50

cents to make and 25 cents for each

renewal. When renewing, always re-

move the oil with a siphon.—Contrib-

uted by Hubert Canlicld, University

Park, Colo.
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A Floating Electromagnet

A piece of iron placed in a coil of

wire carrying a current of electricity

becomes an electromagnet. If such a

coil and iron
core l»c made
small c n o u g h

they can be at-

tached to a cork
ami i ii e cork,
dealing on a .solu-

tion. will allow the

magnet to point

north and south. The sketch shows
how to make such an instrument. A
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coil of insulated wire is wrapped
around a small iron core, leaving a few
inches of each end free for connec-
tions. The insulation is removed
from these ends and they arc run
through a piece of cork. Attach to
the wires, on the under side of the
cork, a piece of zinc to one end and
a piece of copper to the other. The
cork is then floated on a solution of
acid, with the zinc and copper hanging
in the solution. If zinc and copper arc
used, ike solution is made from water
and blue vitriol. If zinc and carbon
are used, the solution is made from
sal ammoniac and water.
The float will move about on the

solution until the magnet iron will
point north and south. If two of them
arc floating on the same solution, they
will move about ami finally arrange
themselves end to end with the coils

and magnet cores pointing north and
south.—Contributed by C. Lloyd Enos.
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Home-Made Battery Voltmeter

Secure n piece of brass tube 3 in. long
that has about j-in. hole. Put ends, A,
1J in. sijuare and cut from heavy card-
board on this tube. Make a hole in
the center of each cardboard just large
enough lo allow the brass tube to lit

ligld. Put on two or three layers of
stout pajK*r around the brass tube and
be I ween the cardboard ends. Wind
evenly about 2 oz. of No. 2G cotton-
covered magnet wire oil the paper be-
tween the ends and leave about 2 in. of
wire on each end extending from the
coil. Use a board i in. thick, 3 in. wide
and G in. long for the base and fusion
the coil to il, ns shown in Fig. 1. 13orc
holes for hinding-posls. B, one on each
side of the hoard, and connect the two
wires from the coil lo them. At (lie

oilier end of the board and in the cen-
ter drive a wire nail and attach a small
spring, C, lo it. The spring should be
about 1 in. long. Take a small piece
of sofl iron, I), J in. long and just large
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enough to slip freely through the brass

Battery Voltmeter Construction

tube ami solder a mere of copper wire

lo it; I he oilier end of the copper wire

being hooked to the spring, C. The
(•upper wire must lx: just long enough

lo allow I nr piece «>r iron, l >, lo hang

pari way in Ino end of the coil ami still

hold the spring in place. A circular

piece of cardboard, 1C, is slipped over
(lie spring lo where the spring joins
(lie wire. This cardboard is to serve as

the pointer. A piece of pa)»er l.j in.

wide and 2 A in. long is glued lo the
hoard so that it will be directly under
the eardboard pointer and lit snugly up
against the Ion of the eoil.

The paper can be calibrated by con-
necting one cell of battery lo the bind-

ing-posts. 'Pl.c iron plunger, D, is

drawn into the tube and consequently
the pointer, 10, is drawn nearer lo the
coil. Make a mark directly under the

place where the pointer comes lo rest.

At the place mark the number of volts

the cell reads when connected with a
voltmeter. Do the same with two or
three cells and mark down the result

on the scale. J»y dividing oil' the space

between these marks ) on may bo able

to obtain a surprisingly correct reading

when connected with the battery cells

to be tested.
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IIow lo Make a Dry Battery Cell

Dry battery cells arc composed of
the same materials for the poles, but
instead of the liquid commonly used a
paste is formed by
mixing sal ammoniac
and other salts with
water and packed in

the cli so : t cannot
spill.

A cell of this kind

can easily be made,
and to make it the

proper size a sheet of

zinc 8$ in. long and
(» in. wide will he re-

quired. This zinc is

rolled into a cylinder

2$ in. iu diameter.

This will allow for a
lap of § in., which is

tightly soldered only on the outside of

the scam. Close one end of the cylin-

der by soldoring a disk of zinc over

it, making a watertight receptacle. All
soldering should be done on the out-

side and none of the solder allowed
lo run on the inside of the scam. All

seams on the inside should be painted
with asphalt urn in order lo cover any
particles of solder. Do not paint any
surface, only the joints. Socuro three

oarl>on rods 1 in. in diameter and G in.

long which are copper plated. Carbons
used in arc lamps will do. File the

rods to remove the cop|>cr plate, leav-

ing aliout J in. of the plate at one end.
Tie I lie three rods in a close bundle
with the copper-plated ends together

and make a contact with each rod by
soldering a wire to the plated ends, al-

lowing one end of the wire to project
about 2 in. for a connection. The
plated ends of the carbons should be
covered with parallin for about 1 in.

This is done by immersing them -in a
dish of smoking hoi melted parallin
until the pores are thoroughly satu-
rated.
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The sails for filling are £ lb. zinc

oxide, .} lb. sal ammoniac, $ lb. plaster

of paris,
1

lb. chloride of zinc mixed
into a paste by adding .1 pt. of water.

Form a A-in. layer of paste in the bot-

tom of the cylinder and place the ends
of the carbon rods on this with their

plated ends up. Hold the rods in the

center of the cylinder and put the

paste in around the rods with a sliek.

Pack the paste in, closely filling the

cylinder to within
:{

in. of the top.

This splice at the ‘op is filled with a

mixture of A lb. v»f rosin and 2 oz.

beeswax incited together. This wax
seals the coll and prevents any cvnpora-

f ion. Connection is made lo the zinc

bv soldering a wire to the outside of the

cylinder.
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How to Paraffin Wire

The following description of how lo

make an apparatus with which to

paraffin wire as needed makes clear a
method of construction that is simple
" id easy to put together in a short

time.

Secure a pan to be used for this pur-

pose only; one that will hold about 1

(|t. The details of the construction arc

given in the diagram, in which P is the

pan; 1’* is a base of 1-in. pine; S is the

spool of wire supported near one end
of the base by nailing on standards II

and II; F is a spool, with narrow

flanges, supported near the bottom of

the pan by the standards T and T.
These may be made of two short pieces

of a roller fitted into the holes bored

in the base; A is a block of 1-in. pine

with a piece of leather tacked on one
side. Four nails should be driven in

the base just outside of the edge of the

pan to keep it from sliding olf the pan.

Bore a hole in the base between the

two spools and pass the wire through
this hole, under the spool in the

paraffin, then through a small hole in

the leather and a notch in the block A,

and a notch between the base and the

pan. Tie a firing around the wire be-

tween the leather and the paraffin,

making (he knots so they will not pull

through the hole in the leather. This

makes llu* wire smooth, and by making
the string tighter or looser you can
regulate the thickness of the paraffin,

says Electrician and Mechanic. Place

I lie pan on tho stove; when the paraffin

is melted, pull out tlic wire as needed.

To keep the pan from sliding place a
flatiron or some other weight on it.
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How to Make a

Miniature Electric Locomotive

A miniature electric railway is a thing
that attracts the allctilion of almost
any person. The cost of a toy electric

locomotive is beyond the reach of

many boys who could just as well

Home-Mado A\ uaratus for Paraffining Wire
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Tlie Different Part* for Making the Electric Locomotive

make such a toy without much expense
ami he proud l<> say they "built it

themselves.” The electric locomotive
described herewith uses for its power
a small battery motor costing about
$1. The first thing to do is to make
the wheels and axles. If one has no
lathe, the wheels can be turned at

some machine shop. Four wheels arc
made from a round bar of metal, as
shown in big. 1 . Kach wheel is l

/i in.

thick and I in. in diameter, with a
in. Ilangc and a t/i-in. hole drilled in

the center. Kach pair of wheels is

lilted on a Vi-in. axle, about 2% in.

long. One of the axles should be fitted

with a grooved belt wheel, as shown.
Make the frame from three pieces of
heavy brass, as shown in Fig. 2.

'J he first piece, or main part of the
frame, is made from brass, in. wide
and 1(1 in. long, bent into an oblong
shape and the ends Soldered or bolted
together. If the cuds arc to be
soldered, before doing so drill four 14 -

in. holes 1 in. from the cuds and in-

sert the ends of the axles. The other
two pieces are l<j in. wide and of the
dimensions shown in the sketch. These
pieces arc riveted in the middle of the

oblong frame, each in its proper place.

The motor is now bolted, bottom side

up, to the top oi the piece fastened to

the frame lengthwise. A trolley, Fig.

is made from a piece of clock spring,

bent as shown, and a small piece of tin

soldered to the top end for a brush
connection. A groove is made in the
tin to keep the trolley wire in place.

The trolley wire is fastened to sup-
ports made of wood and of the dimen-
sions given in Fig. 4. The trolley

should be well insulated from the

frame, 'flic parts, put together com-
plete, arc shown in Fig. 5. Run ;i belt

from the pulley on the motor to the

grooved wheel on the axle, as shown in

Fig. (1, and the locomotive is ready for

running.

In making the connections the

travel of the locomotive may be made
more complicated by placing a rheo-

stat and controlling switches in the

line, so that the engine can be started

and stopped at will from a distance

and the speed regulated. Automatic
switches can be attached at the ends
of the line to break the circuit when
the locomotive passes a certain point.

One connection from the batteries is

made to the trolley wire and the other
to a rail. 'Flic connection for the
motor runs from one binding post to

the trolley and this connection must
be well insulated to avoid a short-cir-

cuit. The other binding-post is con-
nected to the frame.
The cost of making (lie wheels and

purchasing the track will not he over
$1.50. The track can be made from
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si rips of tin pul in a saw cut made in
pieces of wood used for lies. This will
save buying a track.—Contributed by
Maurice J*J. Fuller, Son Antonio, Texas.

Demagnetizing: a Watch
THE BOY MECHANIC- 1913

A test can be inode to know if your
watch is magnetized by placing a small
compass on the side of the watch near-
est the escapement wheel. If the com-
pass pointer moves with the escapement
wheel (ho watch is magnetized. A
magnetized watch must be placed in a

(toil (hat has an nltcrnaling current of
electricity flowing through it to remove
Hie magnetism. A demagnet izer can
he made as shown in the illustration.
Two end pieces for the coil are made as
shown in Fig. 1 from |-iu. wood. These
ends are fastened together, Fig. 2, with
cardboard .'I in. long glued to the inside
edges of (he holes cut in them. Wind
upon the spool thus formed about 2 lb.

of No. Id eolton-covercd eopper wire.

As il will be necessary to place a 10-ep.

lamp in series with the coil, both the

foil and lamp can b<* mounted on a suil-

al'le base and connected as shown in

Fig. 3. The current, which must bo

110-volt alternating current, is turned
on the lamp and coii and the magnet-
ized wateh slowly drawn through the

opening in the center of the coil.
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Wire Terminals for Battery Con-
nections

Good connections on (he end of wires

for batteries can l>o made from cotter

pins, Fig. 1, about lj[ in. long. Each
end of the wire, is put through the eye

of a cotter pin, twisted around itself

Cotter Pin Wlro Terminals

and soldered. The connection and eyo
arc theu covered with tape as shown in
Fig. 2. When connecting to baltcrics,

Spread the pill and push the parts un-
der the nut with one part on each side
of the binding-post. When the nuts
are lightened tlio connection will bo
better than with the bare wire.—Con-
tributed by Howard S. Bolt.
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How to Make a Static Machine
Static electricity is produced by re-

volving glass plates upon which a num-
ber of sectors arc cemented; these sec-
tors passing through neutralizing
brushes, distribute electric charges
to collecting combs attached to dis-
charging rods. The glass selected for
the plates must be clear white glass,
free from wrinkles, and of a uniform
thickness. Two plates arc necessary to
make this machine, and the glass
should he of sufficient size to cut a cir-
cular plate 1 <> in. in diameter. A hole
must be made exactly in the center of
each plate, and this should be done
before cutting the circle. One of the
best ways to make the hole is to drill

the glass with a very hard-tempered
drill, the cutting edge of which should
be kept moistened with 2 partsTur-

221
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Dc'aiU of a Homemade Sialic Machine

pculinc ami l pari sweet oil while
drilling- ”1 he hole is to he made in.

in diameler. The circle is then marked
on each plate and cut with a glass

culler. T he plates aic trued up, after

they are mounted, by holding a piece

of emery wheel to the edges while they

are turning. Water should be applied

to llie edges while doing the work.
The sectors arc cut from tinfoil. \/>

in. wide at one end, in. at the other,

and I in. long. A thin coat of shellac

varnish is applied to l>..ih sides of the

plates, and ill sectors pul on 011c side

of each plate, as shown in Fig. 1. The
divisions can he marked on the oppo-
site side of the plate and a circle drawn
as a guide to place the sectors at proper
intervals.

T he sectors should lie Hat on the

glass with all parts smoothed out so
that they will not he torn from their

places as the plates revolve. The shel-

lac should he tacky when the pieces of

tinfoil are put in place.

The collectors arc made, as shown in

Fig. 2, from about VY-m- copper wire

with two brass balls soldered to the

ends. The fork part is 0 in. long and
the shank 4 in. Holes arc drilled on
the inside of the forks, and pins in-

serted and soldered. These pins, or

teeth, should be long enough to he very

close l»» the sectors and yet not scratch

them when the plates arc turning.

T he frame of the machine is made
from any kind of finished wood with
dimensions shown in Fig. 3, the side
pieces being 21 in. long and the stand-
ards 3 in. wide. The two pieces, C C,
Fig. T, arc made from solid, close-
grained wood turned in the shape
shown, with the face that rests against
the plate •! in. in diameter, and the
outer end 1 }/> in. in diameter, the
smaller end being turned with a groove
for a round belt. Before turning the
pieces a hole is bored through each
piece for the center, and this hole must
be of such a size as to take a brass lube

that lias an internal diameler of J in.

The turned pieces arc glued lo the glass

plates over the center holes and on llio

sinlie side on which the Fedors are fast-

ened. Several hours’ lime will be re-

quired for the glue to set. A fiber

washer is then put between the plates

nud a brass lube axle placed through
(lie hole. The -plates, tunicd wood
pieces, and brass axle turn on a
stationary axle, D.
The drive wheels. EE, are made from

g-iu. material ; in. in diameter, and
arc fastened on a round axle cut from
a broom handle. This wood axle is cen-

trally bored to admit a metal rod lights

ly, and extends through the standards

with a crank allacked lo one end.

Two solid glass rods, CICJ, Fig. 4,

1 in. in diameter and 15 in. long, are
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lilted in holes bored into I lie end pieces
of the Inline. Two pieces of 1-in. brass

lulling and the discharging rods, UH,
are soldered into two hollow brass balls

8 or 2.} in. in diameter. The shanks
of the collectors are filled in these brass

balls with the ends extending, to which
insulating handles are attached. Brass
halls are soldered lo the upper ends of

(ho discharging rods one having a 2-in.

ball and the other one
:J
in. in diameter.

Caps made from brass are lilted

tightly on I he ends of the stationary

abaft, T), and drilled through their

diameter to admit heavy copper rods,

Kl\, which arc bent as shown. Tinsel
or line wire such as contained in flex-
ible electric wire are soldered to the
ends of these rods, and the brushes
thus made must be adjusted so they
will just touch the plates. The caps
are lilted with screws for adjusting the
brushes. These rods and brushes aro
called the neutralizers. A little experi-
menting will enable one to proiicrly
locale the position of the neutralizers
for best results.—Contributed by C.
Jdoyd Jinos, Colorado City, Colo.
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Mercury Alakc-nnd-Brcak Connec-
tions for Induction Coils

Induction coils operating on low
voltage have a junkc-nnd-brcak connec-
tion called the “buzzer*’ to increase the

secondary discharge. Two types of

makc-and-break connection are used,

the common “buzzer*’ operated by the

magnetism of the core in the coil and
the mercury break operated by a small

motor. The sketch herewith shows how
to make the motor-operated break.

Two blocks of wood arc.nailed together

in the shape of nn L and a small motor
fastened to the lop of the vertical piece.

The shaft of the motor is bent about

J in. in the shape of a crank, so that in

turning it will describe a circle in.

in diameter. A small connecting bar is

cut from a piece of brass J in. thick, }
in. wide and 1 in. long and a hole

drilled in each cml; one hole to fit the
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motor shaft and the other to slip on a
No. 12 gauge wire. Two L-shaped
pieces of brass are fastened to the side
of the block and drilled with holes of
such a size that a No. 12 gauge wire
will slip through snugly. Place a No.

12 gauge wire in these holes and bend
the top end at right angles.

Put the connecting brass bar on the

motor shaft with wnsliei.- lilted tight

on each side and slip the other end
over the bent end of Hie wire. Have
the wire plenty long so it can be cut

to the propm* length when the parts aro

all in place. A small round bottle about

A in. in diameter is now filled in a hole

that has been previously bored into the

middle of the bottom block and close

up to the vertical piece. This should

only be bored about half way through
the block. The wire is now cut so at

the length of the stroke the end will

come to about one-half the depth, or

the middle of the bottle.

Fill the bottle with mercury* to a

point so Urnt when the motor is run-

ning, the end of the wire will be in the

mercury for about one-half of the
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stroke. Cover the mercury over with a
little alcohol. A No. 14 gauge iroii

wire is bent and put into the side of the
bottle with the end extending t«- the
bottom. The other end of this v .re is

attached to one binding-post plat .‘d at

the end of the bottom olock. The cMier

binding-post is connected to a sir all

brass brush attached to the side of tho

vertical piece, which is placed with

some pressure on the moving wire. The
motor can lie run with a current from

a separate course or connected as shown

on the same batteries with the coil. The
proper height of the mercury can he

regulated for best results. The motor

must run continuous if the coil is used

for writing code signals, wireless, etc.

—

Contributed by Jtaraden Trail, Sun

Trancisco, Cal.
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An Electric Post Card Projector

A post card projector is an instru-
ment for projecting on a screen in a
darkened room picture post cards or
any other pictures of a similar size.

The lantern differs from the ordinary
magic lantern in two features; first, it

requires inexpensive condensing lens,
ami second, the objects to he projected
have no need of being transparent.
Two electric globes arc made to cast

(lie strongest possible light oil the pic-
ture card set between them and in
front of which a lens is placed to pro-
ject the view on the screen, t lie whole
being enclosed in a liglil-liglit box.
The box can be made of selected oak
or mahogany, 't he lens to be used as
a projector will determine the size of
the box to some extent. The measure-
ments given ill these inst ructions are
for a lens of about j> in. focal length.
'I he box should be constructed of well-
seasoned wood and all joints made with
care so they will be light-light.

The portion shown carrying the lens
in Fig. 1 is made to slide in the main
body of the lantern for focusing. A
box should first be mad*: S l/2 in. wide,
5 l

/l- in. high and 11 in. long. A hole is
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cut in the back of the box 4 by G in.

represented by (lie dotted line in Fig.

2. This will be % in. from the top and
bottom and 2\'j in. from each end of the

outside of the box. Two strips of wood
% in. wide and G j/» in. long arc fastened

along the lop and bottom of the back.
The door covering this hole in the back,
and, which is also used ns a carrier for

1 lie post cards, is made from a board

4

V

2 in. wide and G/» in. long. The
door is hinged to the lower strip and
held ill position by a turn button on the

upper strip. T he slides for the picture

cards are made from strips of tin bent

as shown, and tacked to the inside sur-

face of the door.

The runners to hold the part carry-,
ing the lens arc two pieces 2% in. wide
by 5 in. long and should be placed ver-

Dctails of the Post Card Lantern

ticallv, A A, as shown in Fig. 1, 3y2 in.

from each end. An open space 4 in.

wide and 5 in. high in the center is for
the part carrying the lens to slide for
focusing. The part carrying the lens
is a shallow box 4 by 5 in. and 2 in.

deep in the center of which a hole is

cut to admit the lens. If a camera lens
is used, the flange should be fastened
with screws to the front part of this
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shallow box. The sides of this box
should be made quite smooth and a
Rood, but not tight, lit into the runners.
Plumbago can be rubbed on to prevent
sticking and to dull any rays of light.

Two keyless receptacles for electric
globes arc fastened to the under side of
the top in the position shown and con-
nected with wires from the outside.
Two or three holes about 1 in. in di-

ameter should be bored in the top be-
tween and in a line with the lights.

These will provide ventilation to keep
the pictures from being scorched or be-
coming buckled from the excessive
heat. The holes must be covered o\cr
on the lop with a piece of metal or
wood to prevent the light from show-
ing on tin! ceiling. 'I his piece should
not be more than i». high and must

Poal Can! lantern Complete

be colored dead black inside to cause
no rcllccl ion.

'Hie re I lectors are made of sheet tin

or nickel-plated mci;d !••••* to a curve
as shown, and c.\tcndiug the whole
height of the lantern. The length of
these reflectors can be determined by
the angle of the lens when covering the
picture. This is dearly shown by the
dolled lines in l'ig. 1. The reflectors
must not interfere with the light be-
tween the picture and the lens, but
they must be sufficiently large to pre-
vent any direct light reaching the lens
from the lamps. In operation place the
post card upside down in the slides and
close the door. Sliding the shallow
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box carrying the lens will focus the
picture on the screen.
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How to Make an Electrolytic Rectifier

Many devices which will change al-

ternating current to a direct current

have been pul oil the market, but prob-
ably there is not one of them which
suits the amateur’s needs and pockct-
l>ook belter than the electrolytic rec-

tifier.

For the construction of such a rec-

tifier four 2-<|t. fruit jars arc required.

In each place two electrodes, one of

lead and one of aluminum, 'flic im-
mersed surface of the aluminum should
be about 15 sq. in. and the lead 2*1 sq.

in. The immersed surface of the lead

being greater than that of t lie alumi-
num. the lead will have to be crimped
as shown in Fig. 1. in both Fig. 1 and
2, the lead is indicated by L and the

aluminum by A.
The solution with which each jar is

to be filled consists of the following:
Water '2

>|l.

Sodium Carbonate ‘2 tablespoonflits

Alum 3 labU’5|H)uuruls

Care should be taken to leave the
connections made as shown in Fig. 2 .

The alternating current comes in on the

wires as shown, and the direct current
is taken from the point indicated.

The capacity of this rectifier is from
3 to amperes, which is sufficient for
charging small storage batteries, lim-
ning small motors and lighting small
lamps.-—Contributed by J. II. Craw-
ford, Schenectady, N. Y.
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A Gas Cannon

If you have a small cannon with a
bore of 1 or 1 V i* in., bore out the fube

hole large enough to tap and fit in a

small sized spark plug such as used on
a gasoline engine. Fill the cannon with
gas from a gas jet and then push a

cork in the bore close up to the spark
plug. Connect one of the wires from a

battery to a spark coil and then to the

spark plug. Attach the other wire to

the cannon near the spark plug. Turn
the switch to make a spark and a loud

report will follow. • Contributed by
Cyril Teg tier, Cleveland, O.

How to Make an Ammeter

flic outside ease of this instrument is

made of wood taken from old cigar

boxes with the exception of the back.
If carefully and neatly made, the fin-

ished instrument will be very satis-

factory. The measurements here given
need not be sirIcily followed out. but

ca be governed by circumstances.

Tiic ease should first be made and var-

nished and while this is drying, the

mechanical parts can be put together.

The back is a board % in. thick. O'/j

in. wide and 0% in. long. The outer
edges of this board me chamfered.
The other parts of the ease are made
from the cigar box. wood which should
be well sundpapeicd to remove the

labels, 'flic sides arc :i l
/i in. wide and

f> in. long
:
the lop and bottom, 3*/i in.

wide and -I 1/, in. long. Glue a three-

cornered piece. A. Fig. I, at each end
on the surface that is to be the in-

side of the top and bottom pieces.

After the glue is set, fasten the sides to

the pieces with glue, and take care that
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the pieces arc all square. Wise:! the
glue is set. this square box is well
sandpapered, then centered, and fast-

ened to the back with small screws
turned into eacli three-cornered piece.

The front, which is a piece 5*4 in.

wide and G\'2 in. long, has a circular

opening cut near the top through
which the graduated scale may be
seen. 'I bis front is centered and fast-

ened the same as the back, and the four

outside edges, as well as the edges
around the opening, arc rounded. The
whole ease can now be cleaned and
stained with a light mahogany stain,

and varnished. Cut another piece of
l>oaid. It, Figs. 2 and .'1, to just fit in-

side the ease and rest on the ends of
the tlircc-corncrcd pieces, A, and glue
to this hoard two smaller pieces, C, 3

in. square, with the grain of the wood
in alternate directions to prevent warp-
ing. All of these pieces are made of

the cigar box wood. Another piece,

1), % in. thick and 3 in. square, is

placed on the oilier pieces and a U-
slu ped opening 1% in. wide and 2 1/*

in. high sawed out from all of the

piece ** as shown. The piece D is at-

tached to lb- pieces C with four %-iu.
pieces 2-V< in. long.

A magnet is made from a toft piece

of iron, F., about % in. thick, 1% in.

wide and 2% in. long. Solder across
each cud of the iron a piece of brass
wire, F\ and make a turn in each end
of the wires, forming an eye for a
screw. These wires arc about 2 ,

/i> in.

I«»ng. Wind three layers of about No.
I 1 double cotton-covered copper wire
on the soft iron and leave about 5 or
0 in. of each end unwound for connec-
tions.

'flic pointer is made as shown in

Fig. 5 from 1/lG-in. brass wire filed to

make a point at both ends for a spindle.
About Y> in. from each end of this wire
are soldered two smaller brass wires
which in turn arc soldered to a strip

of light tin \\ in. wide and 2% in. long.

The lower edge this tin should be
about y2 in. from the spindle. The

226
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Details of an Ammeter

pointer is soldered to the spindle Vi
in. from one end. All of these parts
should he brass with the exception of
the strip of tin. Another strip of tin,
the same si/e as the first, is soldered to
two brass wires as shown in Fig. 4.
These wires should be about 1 in. long.
The spindle of the pointer swings

freely between two bars ’of brass, G,
l/Hi in. thick, >/i in. wide and 2'/. in.

lt»ng. A small hole is countersunk in
one of the bars to receive one end of
the spindle and a hole l

/n in. in diameter
is drilled in the other and a thumb nut
taken from the binding-post of an old
battery soldered over the hole so the
screw will pass through when turned
into the nut. The end of the screw is

countersunk to receive the other end
of the spindle. A luck nut is necessary
to fasten the screw when proper ad-
justment is secured. A hole is drilled
in both ends of the bars for screws to
fasten them in place. The bar with
the adjusting screw is fastened on the
back so it can be readily adjusted
through the hole II, bored in the back.
The pointer is bent so it will pass
through the U-shaped cut-out and up
back of the board It. A brass pin is
driven in the board It to hold the
pointer from dropping down loo far
to the left. Place the tin, Fig. 4. so it

will just clear the tin. Fig. 5, and fast* n
in place. The magnet is next plat d
with the ends of the coil to the back

and the lop just clearing the tin strips.
wo binding screws arc fitted to the

bottom of the back and connected to
the extending wires from the coil.

I lie instrument is now ready for cal-
ibrating. 1 his is done by connecting
it in series with another standard am-
meter which has the scale marked in
known quantifies. I11 this scries is
also connected a variable resistance
and a battery or some oilier source of
current supply. The resistance is now
adjusted to show .5 ampere on the
standard ammeter and the position of
the pointer marked on the scale.
C hange your resistance to all points
ami make the numbers until the entire
scale is complete.
When the current flows through the

coil, the two tinned strips of metal arc
magnetized, and being magnetized by
the same lines of force they arc both
of the same polarity. Like poles repel
each other, and as the part Fig. 4 is
not movable, the part carrying the
pointer moves away. The stronger the
current, the greater the magnetism of
the metal strips, and the farther apnr*
they will be forced, showing a greater
defection of the pointer—Contributed
by George Ilciinroth, Richmond Hill,
1*. I.
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Electric Light Turned On and Off from
Different Places

How nice it would he lo have an
electric light at the turn in a stairway,
or at the lop that could he turned on
before starting up the stair and on
reaching the lop turned out, and vice

I
— —

1

Tlic Wiring Diagram

versa when coming down. The wiring
diagram as shown in the illustration

will make this a pleasant reality. This
wiring may he applied in numerous
like instances. The electric globe may
be located at any desired place and the
two point switches are connected in

series with the source of current as
shown in the sketch. The light may he
turned on or off at either one of the

switches.—Contributed by Robert VV.

Hall, New Haven, Conn.

Till: BOY MECHANIC - 1913

solution of 1(1 parts water and 5 parts
sulphuric acid. The connections are
made from the zinc and carbon.
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How to Make an Electrical Horn
Secure an empty syrup or fruit can,

any kind having a smooth Hat bottom
will do. If the bottom is not perfectly
Hal, it will interfere with the regular
lone vibrations, and not produce the
right sound. Remove the label by
soaking it in hot water. Take an ordi-
nary electrical hell and remove the
gong, clip off the striking ball and bend
the rod at right angles. Cut a block
of wood % in. thick, 5 in. wide and
8 m. long for the base. Fasten the
can on it with a piece of sheet brass or

How to Make a Bunsen Cell

'I bis kind of a cell produces a high
e. m. f. owing to the low internal resist-

ance. Procure a glass jar such as used
for a gravity battery, or. if one of these

cannot he had, get a glazed vessel of

similar construction. Take a piece of

sheet zinc large enough so that when
it is rolled up in the shape of a cylinder
it will clear the edge of the jar l»y about

in. Solder a wire or binding-|>ost

In the edge of the cylinder for a con-
nection. Secure a small unglazcd vessel

lo lit inside of the zinc, or such a recep-
tacle as used in a sal ammoniac ceil,

and lill it with a strong solution of
nitric acid. Fill the outer jar with a

tin as shown in the sketch. Mount the
hell vibrator on the base, using a small
block of wood to elevate it lo the level
of the center of the can. and solder the
end of the vibrator rod to the metal.
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Connect two dry cells to the bell vi-

brator, ami adjust the contact screw
until a clear tone is obtained. The rap-
idly moving armature of the bell vi-

brator causes the bottom of the can to

vibrate with it, thus producing sound
waves. The pilch of the lone depends
on the thickness of the bottom of the
can. This horn, if carefully adjusted
and using two cells of dry nailery, will

give a soft pleasant tone that can be
heard a block away. If the two pro-
jecting parts of l l»e vibrator arc sawed
off witli a hacksaw, it can be mounted
on the inside of I lie can. This will

make a very compact electric horn, as

only the can is visible.—Contributed by
John Sidelmicr, La Salle, 111.
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held in position by a small binding

Commutator Pa its

post nut. The shape of ibis nut made
a good pulley for a cord belt.—Con-
tributed by John Sliahan, Attalla, Ala.
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Finding the Horsepower of

Small Motors

A Small Home-Made Electric Motor
The accompanying photographs

show the construction of a very unique
electric motor, the parts consisting of
tlic frame from an old bicycle pedal
wrapped with insulated wire to make
the armature and three permanent
magnets taken from an old telephone
magneto. The pedal, being ball bear-
ing, rotated with very little friction
and at a surprisingly high rate of speed.

The Motor Complete

The dust cap on the end of the pedal
was removed and a battery connection,
having quite a length of threads, was
soldered to it ns shown in the photo-

graph. The flanges were removed
from an ordinary spool and two strips

of brass fastened on its circumference
for the commutator. The spool was

A small motor often excites curi-

osity as to it.; true horsepower, or frac-

tion of a horsepower. Guesses in this

direction vary remarkably for the same
motor or engine. It is comparatively
easy to determine the horsepower put
• ml by almost any machine by the fol-

lowing method which is intended for

small battery motors and small steam
engines.

before giving the description, it

may be well 1«» know what horsepower
means. Horsepower is the rate of

work and a unit is equal to 03,000 ft.

lb. per minute, or 550 ft. lb. per second.
Thai is lifting 30,000 lb. 1 ft. in one
minute or 550 lb. .1 ft. in one second.

This may be applied to the problem of

finding the horsepower of a motor by
fastening a piece «»f twine about 25

ft. long to the shaft of the engine or
motor to be tested in such a way that

when the shaft revolves it will wind
up the string similar to a windlass.

Place the motor in such a position

that the twine will bang freely without
touching anything; out of a high win-
dow will do. Fasten a weight to the
other end of the line as heavy as the
motor or engine can lift and still run.
It must weigh enough to slow the
power down a little, but not to --top it.
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Mask the position of the weight and
sUm the motor, at the same lime ac-
curately measuring time in minutes
and seconds it lakes to lift the weight
from the lowest point to the highest.
Next measure accurately the distance
in feet covered by the weight in its

ascent and obtain the correct weight
in pounds of the weight.

.Multiply the weight by the distance
covered and divide the result by the
number of minutes or fraction ' of a
minute obtained and divide this last

result by 33,01H» and the quotient will

be the horsepower of the motor or
engine.

Perhaps an illustration will make
tins solution much plainer. Suppose
the motor will lift a weight of 1 !h. and
si ill revolve, 30 ft. in 10 seconds or 1/G
of a minute. Multiplyim* * by 30 we get
30. which divided hy I/O gives 1:10.

This in turn divided by 33.000 equals
in round numbers 1/200 part of a
horsepower.—Contributed by Harold
II. Cutter.
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How to Build a Wind Vane

with an Electric Indicator

Quite often it is practically impos-
sible to ascertain the direction of the
wind by observing an ordinary wind
vane on account of the necessity of lo-
cating the vane at such a height that
it may give a true indication. By
means of the device shown in Fig. 2,
the position of the vane may be deter-
mined without actually looking at the
vane itself and the indicating device
may be located almost anywhere and
independently of the position of the
wind vane.

The principle upon which the device
operates is that of the Wheatstone
bridge. The position of the moving
contact A, Fig. 1, is controlled by the
wind vane. This contact is made to
move over a specially constructed re-
sistance R, Fig. 2. A second movable
contact, B, is controlled by the observer
and moves over a second resistance.
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identical with that over which the con-
tact A moves. These two resistances
are connected so as to form the two
main branches of a Wheatstone bridge

;

the points A and B arc connected to the
current-detecting device, which may
be a galvanometer or telephone re-

ceiver, and current is supplied by a
number of dry cells.

In order to obtain a balance—that
is, no current through th* receiver—the
points A and B must occupy cot re-

sponding positions on their respective
resistances. If the two resistances
over which the points A and B move
arc mounted in the same position with
respect to the cardinal points of the
compass, then the points themselves
will always be in the same position
with respect to the cardinal points
when a balance is obtained. The ar-
row head on the wind vane and the
point A arc made to occupy corre-
sponding positions, and hence the po-
sition of the point B, when no current
passes through the receiver, is an in-

dication of the direction in which the
wind vane is pointing.
The principal parts in the construc-

tion of the device arc shown in the il-

lustration, and the following descrip-
tion of their construction may be of in-

terest to those who contemplate build-
ing the indicator.

F*p. I—The Diagram of n Wheatstone Hfldee Which
Shevss the Points of Contort So Placed That a
Balance is Obtained

Procure two pieces of Aj-in. hard
rubber, l/> in. wide by 24 in. long.

Clamp these, side by side, between two
boards and smooth down their edges
and ends, and then file small slots in

the edges with the edge of a three-
cornered file. These slots should all

be equally spaced about 3
n
2 in. apart.
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Have the pieces clamped together
while filing the slots and mark one
edge top and one end right so that

the pieces may be mounted alike. Now
procure a small quantity of No. 20
gauge bare manganiii wire. Fasten

one end of this wire to one end of

the pieces of rubber by winding it in

and out through three or four small

holes and then wind :i around the

piece, placing the various turns in the

small slots that were filed in the edges.

After completing the winding, fasten

the end just as the starting end was
attached. Wind the second piece of

rubber in a similar manner and make
sure to have the length of the free ends
in each case the same. Obtain a cylin-

der of some kind, about 8 in. in diam-
eter, warm the pieces of rubber by dip-

ping them in hot water, bend them
around the cylinder and allow them
to cool.

A containing case, similar lo that

shown in cross section in the upper
portion of Fig. 2 should now be

constructed from a good quality of

tin or copper. The inside diameter of

this case should he about 1 in. more
than the outside diameter of the re-

sistance ring R, and it should be about
3 in. deep. The top C may be made

curved as shown in the illustration,

and should be fastened to the ease

proper by a number of small machine
screws. The base of this ease may he

made so that the whole device can he

mounted on the top of a pole.

Mount a piece of %-in. steel rod.

about y2 in. long, with a conical hole

in one end, in the center of the bottom
of the ease as shown by M. A number
of supports, similar to the one shown,

should be made from some *4-in. hard

rubber and fastened to the sides of

the ease, to support the resistance ring.

The dimensions of these supports

should be such that the ends of the

piece of rubber, forming the ring, are

against each other when it is in place.

The upper edge of the ring should be

about 2 in. above the bottom of the

ease.

Next, mount a piece of brass tube,
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D, in the exact center of the top and
perpendicular to it. A washer, E, may
also be soldered to litc top so as to

aid in holding the tube. Procure a

piece of steel rod, F, that will fit in

the tube D and turn freely. Sharpen

one end of this rod and mount a brass

wind vane on the other end. A small

metal cup, G, may be soldered to a

washer, 11, and the whole mounted on
the steel rod F in an inverted position

as shown, which will prevent water
from getting down inside the ease

along the rod. The cup G may be

soldered directly to the rod. Make a

small arm, J, of brass, and fasten a

piece of light spring, IC, to one side

of it, near the outer end, then mount
the arm on the steel rod so that it is

parallel to the vane and its outer end

points in the same direction as the ar-

row on the vane. The free end of the

light spring on the arm J should be

broad enough to bridge the gap be-
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tween adjacent turns of wire on the
resistance ring. Four bindings should
then be mounted on the inside of the
case and all insulated from it with the
exception of number 1. Numbers 2
and 3 are connected to the ends of the
winding and number 4 is connected to
number 3.

A second outfit should now be con-
structed, identical with the one just
described except that it should have
a flat top with a circular scale mounted
on it, and the arm L should be con-
trolled by a small handle in the center
of the scale. The position of the con-
tact B may be indicated on the scale
by a slender pointer, attached to the
handle controlling the arm L.
Four leads of equal resistance should

be used in connecting the two devices
and the connections made as shown.
An ordinary buzzer placed in the bat-
tciy circuit will produce an interrupted
current through the bridge circuit and
a balance will be obtained by adjust-
ing the contact point B until a min-
imum hum is heard in the telephone
receiver.
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To Make an Electric Piano

Make or buy a table, about 3 ft. long
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and 1 ft. or more wide, and about 2/j
ft. high. Nail a board, A, Fig. I, about
8 in. wide and of the same length as
llic table, to the table, as shown in the
illustration. Faint the labic any color
desired.

Purchase a dozen or so battery elec-
tric bells (they arc cheaper if bought
by the dozen) and screw them to the

board, as in Fig. 2. Arrange the bells

in the scale shown at B, big. 2. Bore
two holes near t lie posts of each bell

for the wires to pass through.
Buttons for the bells may be pur-

chased. but it is cheaper to make them
in the following way: Take a piece of
wood and cut it round, about 2!/j in. in
diameter and / in. thick, Fig. *3, and
bore two holes, C and 1), through it.

I ben get two posts, about 1 in. long,
(battery posts will do) and put them
through the holes as in Pig. ]. Cut
mil a piece of tin, % in. wide, punch a
bole through it and put in under post
h. so that when it is pressed down, it

will touch post F. It may be either
nailed or screwed down.
Make two holes in the table for each

button and its wires, as at II. Fig. 2.
Nail or screw the buttons to the table,

How the Electric Piano is Constructed
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as shown in Fig. r», with llic wires un-
derneath. The connections arc simple:
I, Fig. is a wire ru lining from one
end of the table to the oilier end, at-

tached to a post at each end; J is an-
other wire attached in the same way;
I. is the carbon wire running from the

batteries to l; M the zinc wire run-

ning from the batteries to wire J ;
O

indicates the batteries; 1* is a wire run-
ning from J to one post of a button; Q
is another wire running from the other
post of the button to one of the posts

of the bell; \< is a wire running from I

to one post of the bell. When the but-

ton S is pressed, the bell will ring.

Kaeh button should be connected with

its bell in the same way.—Contributed

by Vincent dc Ybarrondo.
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A Home-Made Daniell Cell

An effective Daniell galvanic cell

may be constructed from material cost-

ing very little money. A common tin

tomato can with a copper wire soldered

to the lop forms the jar and positive

electrode. A piece of discarded stove

zinc rolled into an open cylinder of

about l Vi-in. diameter. 5 in. long, with

a copper wire soldered at one end

forms the negative electrode.

To make the porous cell, roll a piece

«.f heavy brown wrapping paper, or

blotting paper, into a tube of several

thicknesses, about “* in. long with an

internal diameter of 2 in. 'l ie the paper

Urmly to prevent tinmllmg *"d close up

one end with plaster of paris \'i »»>•

thick. It is well to slightly choke the

tube to better retain the plaster. '1 he

paper used must be unsized so that the

solutions can

mingle through

the pores.

Two liquids

arc necessary for

the cell. Make a

strong solution

in a glass or

wooden vessel of

blue vitriol in
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water. Dilute

some oil of vit-

riol (sulphuric

acid) with about
12 times its
measure of water
and keep in a bottle when not in use.

In making up the solution, add the acid

to the water with constant stirring.

Do not add '.eater to the acid.

The cell is charged by placing the

zinc in the paper lube and both placed

into the tin can. Connect the two
wires and pour the dilute acid into

the porous cell around the zinc, and

then immediately turn the blue vitriol

solution into the can outside the paper

cup.

A current generates at once and
metallic copper begins to deposit on
tin* inside the can. It is best to let

the action continue for a half hour or

so before putting the cell into use.
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Home-Made Electric Clock

The clock illustrated herewith is

driven by means of electromagnets act-
ing directly on the pendulum bob. Un-
like most clocks, the pendulum swings
forward and backward instead of later-

ally. The construction is very simple,

and (lie result is not only novel but well

worth while, because one docs not have
to bother about winding a clock, such
as this one, says the Scientific Ameri-
can.

The clock is mounted on a wooden
base measuring «'{% by in., by 1

in. ihiek. Seemed centrally on Ibis

bare is a !* by
i
-in. bar, 0 in. long and

at each side of this. Ye in. away, is an
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Magnetic Clock

electromagnet, :
Y\ in. in diameter ami

lj
7

/i in. Ids'll. Two uprights, ? *».

high and j in. in diameter. arc secured
in 1 1 10 Ir'se liar, anti arc connected at

(lie lop liy a brass yoke piece on which
l he cluck frame is supported. Just be-
low the yoke piece a hole is drilled in

each upright to receive the pivot pins
of the crosspiece secured to the upper
end of the pendulum rod. The pendu-
lum bob at the lower end is adjusted
to swing just clear of the electromag-

nets. Mounted at I he right-hand side
of the base are three tali binding-posts,

the center one being 2:i
/\ in. high, and

the other two 2% in. high. Kadi is

filled with a piece of copper wire pro-

vided with a small brass spring tip.

These springs lie in the plane of the
pendulum, which serves to swing the

central tip first against one and then
against the other of the side tips, there-

by closing the circuit of first one mag-
net and then the other. Each magnet
attracts the pendulum until its circuit

is broken by release of the center tip,

and on the return swing of the pen-
dulum the circuit of the other magnet
is similarly closed. Thus the pendulum
is kept in motion by the alternate mag-
netic impulses. The clock train is

taken from a standard clock and the
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motion of the pendulum is imparted to
the escape wheel by means of a pawl,
bearing on the latter, which is lifted at
each forward stroke of the pendulum
by an arm projecting forward from the
pivotal end of the pendulum rod.
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How to Make Miniature Electric Lamp
Sockets

A socket for a miniature lamp can be
made as shown in the sketch. A brass
spring wire is wound around the base
of Hie threads on the lamp and an eye
turned on each end to receive a screw
and a binding-post, as shown in Fig.
I. A piece of metal, preferably copper,
is attached to a wood base as shown
in Fig. 2 and the coil-spring socket
fastened across it in the opposite direc-
tion. Mend the wire so that the spring
presses the lamp against the metal. If
the wire fits the lamp loosely, remove
the lamp and press the sides of the coil
closer together. The metal parts can

he attached to any smooth sunacc of
‘••**1 without making a regular base.
-Contrilnacd by Abner 13. Shaw, No.

Dartmouth, Mass.
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IIow to Make an Electric Stove

The parts necessary for making an
electric stove are: Two metal pie

plates of the same size: I lb. of lire

clay; two ordinary binding posts;
aliout 1 lb. of mineral wool, or, if ibis

cannot be obtained, thick sheet asbes-
tos; one oblong piece of wood, 1 in.

thick, 12 in. wide and 1 .
r
> in. lung; one

small switch; one fuse block; about 80
ft. of No. 22 gauge resistance wire,

—
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German-silver wire is better, as it

stands a higher temperature; two mid-
dle sized stove bolls with nuts; one
glass lube, about \\ is. in diameter
and 1 ) in. I mg, which can be bought
from a local druggist, and two large
3-in. screws.

If a neat appearance is desired, the
wood can be lb uglily sandpapered
on one side and the corners and edges
rounded off on the upper side. Punch
boles in one of the pie plates, as shown
in Pig. I. The two boles, I! and 1\ are
on the rim and should be exactly on a
line with the bole I) punched in the
center. The boles II and C are about
.‘l in. apart and should be at equal dis-

tances from tlie center hole I). The
rim of the second plate is drilled to

make two holes, A A, Pig. 2, that will

match the holes P ami p in the first

plate. Pig. I. A round collar «»f gal-
vanized iron, PP, Pig. I, A in. high, is

made with a diameter to receive the
lirst plate snugly. Tv o small flaps

are cut and turned out and holes

punched in their centers, AA, to re-
ceive screws for holding it to the base.

Two bolts arc soldered ••» »be boles P
and P, big. I, and used to bold the

rims of both plates together, when they
are placed in opp-»Gv -j*»*.i lions, as
shown in Pig. I. This will make an
open space between the plates. The
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collar is then screwed to one end of
the base, as shown in Fig. 2.

Two holes arc bored through the
base to correspond with the holes D
and A in tile bottom plate. The glass
tube is cut to make two pieces, each
'I Vi '»• k»:ig. This can be done easily
by fling a nick in the tube at the
proper point and breaking it. These
tubes arc forced into the holes bored
in the base, and, if the measurements
are correct, should extend about >/j in.

above the collar, 'flic mineral wool,

JJ» Fig. ‘I, is then packed down inside
the collar, until it i.s within 1 in. of the
lop. This will allow the plate, FifT 1,
to rest oil the wool and the cuds of
the glass tubes, GG, Pig. *1, to project
through the holes D ami A of the plate,
big. I. The rim of the plate should
be level with the top edge of the collar.

If asbestos is used, the sheets should
be cut into disks having the same
diameter as the inside of the collar, and
boles cut to coincide with the boles D
and A of the plate, 'flic small scraps
should be dampened and made into
pulp to fill the •'pace II, big. 4. The
plate, Fig. I, is held to the base by two
screws which arc run through the holes

IIC and lake the position shown by
DO, Pig. 4.

The two binding-posts are attached
ini the base at I >, b ig. 2, also the switch

15 and the fuse block C, bides being

bored in the base to make the wire

connections. T he reverse side of the

base, with slits cut for the wires, is

shown in Pig. .‘I. T he points marked
1515 are the glass tubes; AA. the holes

leading to the switch; and G, the fuse

block. The wires run through the

glass lubes GG. big. -I, arc allowed to

project about I iit. for connections.

The best way to find the correct

length of the resistance wire is to lake

a large c*ay or drain tile and wind the

wire tightly around it, allowing a

space between each turn. The tile is

liics set on its side with a block or

brick tinder each end. It should not

be set on cud, as the turns of the wires.
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when heated, will slip ami come in

contact with each other, causing a short
circuit. When the lilc is in place, a
short piece of fuse wire is fastened to
each of its two cuds. A 5-ampere fuse

wire is ahoiil strong enough. A con-
nection is made to these two wires
from an electric-light socket. The
wire will get hot hut probably remain
the same color, if this is the case, one
of the feed wires is disconnected from
l he fuse wire and gradually mbved
farther down the coil until a point is

found where the resistance wire glows
a dull red. This point marks the
proper length to cut it. as the wire
should not he allowed to become any
hotter. Tf the wire gets bright hot
when the cu' rent is turned on, more
w ;

:e should he added. The wire is
•hen made into a long coil by winding
H around a large wire nail. The coils
should he open and about % in. apart.

Next, the lire clay is moistened and
well mixed, using care not to get it too
wet. It should have the proper con-
sistency to mould well. The clay, II,

I’ig. -I, is then packed in the first ’plate
to a height of about

»/i in. above the
rim. W hile the clay is damp, one end
of the coil is connected with the wire
in the central glass tube, and the coil
laid in a spiral winding on the damp
clay, KK, and pressed into it. When
this is done, the other cud is connected
to the wire projecting from the outer
glass tube. As these connections can-
not lie soldered, the ends of the wires
should be twisted closely logctl t, so
that the circuit will not become broken.
Make sure that the coils of wir; do
J\°l bitich each other or the top plate.
The fuse wire (about 5 amperes) is
put into the fuse block, and wires with
a socket adapter connected to the two
binding-posts. The lop plate is put in
place and screwed down. This com-
pletes the stove.

It should he set aside in a warm
place for a few days to dry out the
packing. Jf it is not thoroughly dry,
steam will form when the current is
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applied. It should not be left heated
m this condition. 'Hie top plate is

used when cooking and removed when
making toast.—Contributed by R. II.

Cnonyn, St. Catherines, Can.

Tl IF BOY MECHANIC - 1913

Ail Electric Engine

lhc parts of this engine are sup-
ported on a base % in. thick, 4 in. wide
and ? in. long. The upright 15, Fig. ],

which is Vi in. thick and 3 in. high, is

secured across the base about one-third
of the distance from one end and fas-
tened with a wood screw pul through
from the under side. The magnet
core C is made of a carriage bolt, 2‘A
in. long, which is fastened in a hole in
the lop part of the upright 13 so that
the cud C will protrude slightly. Be-
fore placing the bolt in the hole of the
upright, slip on two cardboard wash-
ers, each 1 in. in diameter, one at the
head end and the other against the
upright 15. Wrap a thin piece of paper
around the hull between the washers
and wind the space full of No. 22-
gauge magnet wire, allowing each end
to project for connections.
The driving arm I), Figs. 1 and .3, is

made of a piece of soft sheet iron, *41 u.
wide and 3 in. long. A small block is

fastened to the lower end of the metal
•md pivoted between two uprights, J/4
in. high, which arc fastened to the
base. The uprights on each side of
the block arc belter shown in Fig. 3.
Two supports, each in. thick and

3 in. high, arc fastened with screws
about half way between the end of the
base and the upright 15. Fig. 1. The
cud view of these supports is shown in
Fig. 2. at GG. A J,fc-iu. hole is bored
through the top part of each support
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so lliey will be in a line for llic axle.
The axle is made of a piece of steel

‘y in. in diameter and about 1 ill. long.

An offset is bent in the center, as
shown, for the crank. A small fly-

wheel is attached to one end of the
shaft. The connecting rod E, Fig. 1,

is made of wood and fastened to the
upper end of the driving arm 1) with a
small screw or nail. The contact F is

made of a strip of copper, \\ in. wide.
This is to open and close the circuit

when the engine is running. The con-
nections are made as shown in Fig. 1.

Connect two dry cells to the bind-
ing-posts and turn the flywheel. The
current passing through the magnet
pulls the driving arm toward the bolt
head, which gives the shaft a half turn.

The turning of the shaft pulls the arm
away from the copper piece F, caus-
ing a break in the current. As the
shaft revolves, the arm is again
brought back against the copper strip

F, thus the current is broken and ap-
plied at each revolution of the shaft.

—

Contributed by S. W. Herron, Lc
Mars, Iowa.

II If- UOY MECHANIC - 1913

Homemade Telegraph Key

A piece of wood, >4 in. thick. 2 in.

wide and 5 in. long, is used for the

base of this instrument. Two wire

Key and Connections

nails, each 1 in. long, are used for

l he ores of the magnets. Each nail

is wound with three or four layers of

line insulated magnet wire, about No.

25 gauge, similar to that used in clcc-

trie bells, leaving about \\ in. of the

end bare so that they may be driven
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into the wood base. T he connections
for the coils are shown in the sketch,
at A.
About 1 in. behind the coils is fas-

tened a small block of wood, the top
of which is just even with the lop of
the nails in the coils. A piece of tin,

cut in I he shape of the letter T, is

fastened with two screws to the lop
of this block, and the end bent slightly

so as to clear the top of the nails about

A in.

The key lever is cut from a thin
piece of wood, in the shape shown in

the sketch, and pivoted in a slotted

block which is used as a base for the
key. A piece of bare copper wire is

fastened along the under side of the
key, as shown by the dotted lines. A
rubber band, passing over the end of

the key and attached to the base with
a tack, acts as a spring to keep the key
open. A small piece of tin is fastened
I" the base under the knob of the key.
T his is for making the contact between
the copper on the key and the wires
from the coils, when the key is pushed
down.—Contributed by VY. II. Lynas.

1IIE BOY MECHANIC -1913

Turning Lights On and Olf
• * *

from Any Number of Places

This can be done by the use of any
number of reversing switches such as

those shown at I', and C. These arc
inserted he I ween the two-way switches
A and I). Turning such a switch up or
down connects the four contact pieces
eiiiici diagonally as at C, or length-
wise as at 1!. The diagram shows con-
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ncclii'i) from A to D. wiicu l lie lamps
will be on. but by turning either of

these four switches into its alternative

position, shown by the dotted lines, the

circuit will be broken and the lights

extinguished. When this has been
done, the circuit may be restored and
the lamps lighted again by altering

either of lie four switches in exactly

the same way. and so on.

It will be observed that a reversing

switch used in this way practically un-

does whatever is done by the other

switches. In the accompanying dia-

gram only two reversing switches arc
shown and the lights can he independ-
ently controlled from four distinct

positions. Any number of reversing
switches can be placed between the

I wo- way switches A ami D to increase

the number of places from which the

lights could be turned op and off.

—

Contributed by J. S. Dow, Mayfield,

Loudon.

1 low to Make an Electric Pendant

Switch

It is often desired to use a pendant
switch for con' rolling clusters of in-

candescent lamps. When such a
switch is not at hand, a very good
substitute can he made l»y screwing a
common fuse plug into a key socket
and connecting the socket in series

with the lamps to he controlled. In
this way you get a safe, reliable, fused

switch.—Contributed by C C. Ilcydcr,

I Iansfoi d, W. Va.

lilt- BOY MECHANIC - 191?

Testing Small Electric Lamps

'I he accompanying sketch shows the

construction of a handy device for

testing miniature electric lights, 'flic

base is made to lake in an electric

Hash lamp battery. Two ships of
brass, C and 1). are connected to the

battery. The lamp is tested by pul-

ling the in rial end «>n the lower brass
strip and the side against the upper
one. A great number of iamps can be

-A

Lamp Tester

tested in a short time by means of this
device.—Contributed by Abner B.
Shaw, North Dartmouth, Mass.

THE 3QY MECHANIC - 1913

A 1‘ockct Voltammctcr

Remove the works and stem from

a discarded dollar walrli, drill two iV
in. holes in the edge. :

‘.'i
in. apart, and

insert two binding-posts, Pig. 1, in-

sulating thorn from the case with card-

board. Fo! I two strips of light card-

hoard. i> . wide, so as to form two
oblong boxes, */• in. long and -/‘j in.

thick, open on tile edges. ( hi one of

these forms wind evenly the wire taken

horn a bell magnet to the depth of

Vs in. and on the other wind some 20-

gauge wire to I lie same depth. Fasten

the wire with gummed label to keep

it from unwinding.
‘ due the coils to the hack of the

case and connect one wire from each

binding-post as shown in Fig. 2, while

the other two wires arc connected to

an induction coil lead which is inserted

in the hole from which the, stem was
removed. Fasten a brass-headed tack

to the case at the point F with scaling

wax or solder and bend a wire in the

shape shown in Fig. .1 to swing freely

on the tack. Attach .. piece of steel

rod, -"Vi iu. long, in the center coil, C,

Fig. 2.

A rubber band, D, connects the steel

rod C with the top of the watch ease.

The ends of the rubber arc fastened

with scaling wax. 'flic rubber keeps

the pointer at zero or in the middle

• if the scale. Do not use too strong

a rubber. A dial may be made by

cutting a piece of stiff white paper so
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il will lil under llic crystal of llie watch.
Ail arc is cut in the paper, as shown in

1‘ij-C- I, through which the indicator
works.

To calibrate the instrument, first

mark the binding-post A, which is con-
nected to the coil «.f heavy wire, fur

amperes and the other post, V. to the

coil of small wire for volts. Connect
the lead and I lie post marked A to one.

I wo and three cells and each time mark
the place of the pointer on the dial.

Take corresponding readings on a

standard ammeter and mark the fig-

ures on Ihc dial. The volt side of

I lie dial may he calibrated in the same
manner, using a voltmeter instead of

the ammeter. The place where the

r.o i t »* ? 3

YoltniitMiPtc? In n Watch Cano

indicator conics to rest after discon-

necting the current is marked zero.

—

Conti ibuted by Kdward M. Teasdale,
Warm i, Pa.

n IE BOY MECHANIC -1913

Combination Telegraph and Tele-

phone Line

The accompanying diagrams show
connections for a short line system

Wiring Dia*r*m

(metallic circuit) of telegraph where a
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telephone may he used in combination
on the line. The telephone receivers
can be used both as receivers and trans-
mitters, or ordinary telephone trans-
mitters, induction coils and battery may
be used in the circuit with a receiver.

If a transmitter is used, its batteries

may be connected in circuit with a
common push button which is held

d**Wii when using the telephone. On a
InOO-fl. line, four dry cells will be suffi-

cient for the telegraph instruments and
two cells for the telephone.—Contrib-
uted by D. W. Miller.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913
• %

How to Make a Telegraph

Instrument and Buzzer
The only expenditure necessary in

constructing this telegraph instrument
is the price of a dry cell, providing one
has a few old materials on hand.

Procure a block of wood about G in.

long and 3 in. wide and lake the coils

out of an old elect! ic hell. If you have
no bell, one may be had at the dealers
for a small sum. Fasten these coils on
the blocks at one end as in Fig. 1.

Cut a piece of tin 2 in. long and Vi in.

wide and bend it so the end of the tin

when fastened to the block will come
just above the cofo of the coil. Cut
another piece oi llo 3 in. long and bend
it as shown at A. Fig. 2. Tack these
two pieces of tin in front of the coils as

shown in the illustration. This com-
pletes the receiver or sounder.
To make the key, cut out another

piece of tin (X, Fig. 1)4 in. long and
bend it as shown. Before lacking it

to the board, cut off the head of a nail

and drive it in the board at a point
where the loose end of the tin will cover
it. Then lack the key to the board and
connect the wires of the battery as in

Fig. 1. Now, move the coils back and
forth until the click sounds just the way
you wish and you arc ready to begin on
the Morse code.

When n,*ed of this instrument, con-
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Home-Made Telegraph I nstruelent

ri6 2

•icct Hie wire from the coils to the key
lo point A and the one connected at

the point under the key to 15, leaving
the other wire as it is. By adjusting
the coils the receiver will begin to
vibrate rapidly, causing a buzzing
sound.—Contributed by John R. Mc-
Connell.

IMF ROY MECHANIC - 1013

How To Make a Small Searchlight

The materials required for a small
searchlight arc a l-volt lamp of the
loop variety, thin sheet brass for the
cylinder, copper piping and In ass tub-
ing for base. When completed the
searchlight inny be lilted to a small
boat and will alVord a great amount of

pleasure for a
little work, cr
it may be put to
other uses if de-
sired.

Make a cylin-

der of wood of
t h c required

size and bend a sheet of thin brass
around it. Shape small blocks of box-
woMti, I), Fig. 1

, to fit the sides and
pass stout pieces of brass wire through
the middle of the blocks for trunnions.
Exactly through the middle of the sides
of the cylinder drill holes just so large
that when the blocks containing tiic

trunnion arc cement'd to the cylinder
there is no chance of contact between
cylinder and trunnion, and so creating
a false Hicuit.

’’’Ii'* trunnion should project slightly

into the cylinder, and after the lamp

ha< been placed in position by means
of the small wood blocks shown in Fig.
1 , the wires from *!*e lamp should be
soldered to the trunnions. It is best to

solder the wire to the trunnions be-
fore cementing the side blocks inside
the cylinder.

Turn a small circle of wood, A, Fig.
2

. inside the cylinder to fit exactly and
fasten to it a piece of mirror, C, Fig. 2,
exactly the same size to serve as a re-
flector. Fainting the wood with white
enamel or a piece of brightly polished
metal will serve the purpose. On the
back ol the piece of wood fasten a small
brass handle, B, Fig. 2, so that it may
readily he removed for cleaning.

In front of cylinder place a piece of
magnifying glass for a lens. If a piece

r.c.i

Front View Sido View

to fit cannot he obtained, fit a glass
like a linen tester to a small disc of
wood or brass to fit the cylinder. If
magnifying glass cannot be had, use
plain glass and lit them as follows:
Make two rings of brass wire to fit

tightly into the cylinder, trace a circle
( inside diameter of cylinder) on a piece
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of cardboard

;
place cardboard on glass

and cul out glass with a glass cutter;
break olT odd corners with notches on
cutters and grind the edge of the glass
on an ordinary red brick using plenty
of water, l’lacc one brass ring in cyl-
inder, then the glass disc and then the
other ring.

For the stand fill a piece of copper
piping with melted rosin or lead. When
hard bend the pipe around a piece of
wood which has been sawed to the
shape of bend desired. Then melt out
the rosin or lead. Make an incision
with a half-round file in the under s» o
of the tube for the wires to conic
through. Make the base of wood as
shown in Fig. J. One-half inch from
the lop bore a hole large enough to

admit the copper pipe and a larger hole
up the center to meet it for the wires
to come down.

If it is desired to make the light very
complete, make the base of two pieces
of brass tube—one being a sliding lit

in the other and with projecting pieces
to prevent the cylinder from going loo

far. The light may then be elevated

or lowered as wished. On two ordi-

nary brass terminals twi t or solder

some flexible wire, but before doing so
lix a little bone washer on the screws
of the terminal so as to insulate it from
the lube. When the wires have been
secured to the terminals cover the joint

with a piece of very thin india rubber
tubing, such as is used for cycle valves.

The two wires mav now be threaded
&

down the copper lube into the base,

and pulled light, the terminals firmly

fixed into the tubes; if too small, some
glue will secure them. To get the cyl-

inder into its carriage, put one trun-

nion into the terminal as far as it will

go and this will allow room for the

other trunnion to go in its terminal.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

Electric Alarm that Rings a Bell and
Turns on a Bight

The illustration shows an alarm clock

connected up to ring an electric bell,
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and at the same time turn on an electric
bghl to show the time. The parts in-
dicated arc as follows : A. key of alarm
clock; 15, contact post, I in. long; C,
shelf, 5i/| by 10 in.; 1), bracket ; E, elec-

tric bulb n'/2 volts)
; S, brass strip, -l'/i

m. long, :

;s in. wide and 1/10 in. thick;
I, switch; F, wire from batteries to
switch

; Cm, wire from bell to switch;
II, wire from light to switch; I, dry
batteries: J, bell; X, point where a
splice is made from the light to wire
leading t<» batteries from brass strip
under clock. Push the switch lever to
the right before retiring.

To operate this, set alarm key as
shown in diagram, after two turns have
been made on the key. When alarm
goes olf. it turns till it forms a con-
nection bv striking the cor. tact post and
starts the electric bell ringing. Throw
lever off from the right to center, which
stops bell ringing. To throw on light
throw levers to the left. The bell is

then cut out but the light remains on
till lever is again thrown in the center.

In placing clock on shelf, after set-

ting alarm, be sure that the legs of
clock are on the brass strip and that

the alarm key is in position so it will

conic in contact with the contact post
in back id clock. The contact post may
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l)c of '/i-in. copper tubing, or 44-iu.

brass rod.

T he advantage of this is that one can
control i lie hell ami light, while lying

in bed, by having the switch on the
baseboard, near the bed, so it can be
reached without getting out of bed.

—

Contributed by Geo. C. BrinkerhofT,

Swissvalc. Ra.

IHE DOY MECHANIC -1913

Homemade Electric Bed Warmer

The heat developed by a carbon-fil-
ament lamp is sullicicntly high to allow
its use as a heating element of, for in-
stance, a bed warmer. There arc a
number of other small healers which
can be easily made and for which
lamps form very suitable beating ele-

ments, but the bed warmer is probably
the best example. All that is required
is a I in covering, which can be made of
an old can, about .’> l/-> in. in diameter.

The lop is cut out and the edge filed

smooth. The lamp-socket end of the
flexible eord is inserted in the can and
the shade holder gripped over the
opening. A small lamp of about 5 cp.

will do the healing.

A llamtei bag large enough to slip

over the tin can ami provided with a
neck that can he drawn together by
means of a eord, gives the .beater a

more finished appearance, as well as

making it more pleasant to the touch.

IMF. BOY MECHANIC - 19!

3

Automatic Electric Ilcat Regulator

It is composed of a closed glass tube,

A, big. 1, connected by means of a
very small lead pipe, B, to another

glass lube, C, open at the bottom and
having live pieces of platinum wire
(1. T, 4 and 5), which project inside
and outside of the tube, fused into one
side. This tube is plunged into an
ebonite vessel of somewhat larger
diameter, which is fastened to the base
by a copper screw, E. The tube C is

filled to a certain height with mercury
and then petroleum. The outer ends
of the live platinum wires arc soldered

rio.i

to ordinary copper wires and connec-

tions made to various points on a

rheostat as shown. The diagram, big.

2, shows how the connections to the

supply current arc made.
The apparatus operates as follows:

The lube is immersed in the matter to

be healed, a liquid, for instance. As

no.2

Wiring Diticram Showl.:;; How the Connections to a

Source of Current Supply ore Mude

the temperature of this rises, the air

expands and exerts pressure on the

petroleum in the •••.be C so that the

level of the mercury is lowered. The
current is thus compelled, as the plati-

num wires with the fall of the mercury
are brought out of circuit, to pass
through an increasing resistance, until,

if necessary, the flow is entirely
slopped when liic mercury falls below
the wire 5.

Willi this very simple apparatus the
temperature can be kept constant
within a 10-deg. limit, and it can be
made much more sensitive by increas-
ing the number of platinum wires and
placing them closer together, and by
filling the tube A with some very
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volatile substance, such as ether, for

instance. The petroleum above the
mercury prevents sparking between
the platinum wire and the mercury
when the latter falls below any one
of them.

THE BOY MECHANIC- 1913

How to Make

a Small Electric Motor

By V/. A. ROBERTSON •

The field frame of the motor, Fig. 1
is composed of wrought sheet iron!
which may be of :my ‘Krkness so
that when eve..: pieces arc placed
together tiny will make a name in.
thick It i; necessary to lay out a
template of the frame as shown, mak-
"!« 11 in - ,a,Tvr than the dimensions
given, to allow for filing to shape after
the parts arc fastened together. After
the template is marked out, drill the
lour rivet holes, clamp the template, or
pattern, to the sheet iron and mark
carefully with a scriber. The bore can
be marked with a pair of dividers, set
a! Vk m. I Ins will mark a line for the
center of the holes to he drilled with a
'/.Mu. drill for removing the uiincccs-
sary metal. The points formed l>y
dulling the holes can he filed to the pal-
icru size. He sure to mark and cut out
a suflioi *nt number of plates to make
a frame :i

/\ in. thick, or even in.
thicker, to allow for finishing.
After (lie plates cut out and the

rivet holes drilled, alembic and rivet
them solidly, then bore it out to a diam-
eter of 2-‘;i ill. oil a lathe, if the thick-
ness is sufficient, a slight finishing cut
can he taken on the face. Before
removing the Held from the lathe, mark
oil a space, 3% in. in diameter, for the
held core with a sharp-pointed tool,
ami for the outside of the frame, \\\
in. in diameter, by turning the iallic
with the hand. Then the field can he
finished to these marks, which will
make it uniform in size. When the
frame is finished so far, two holes, 3%
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in. between centers, are drilled and
tapped with a %-iu. tap. These holes
are for the hearing studs. Two holes
arc also drilled and tapped for %-in.
screws, which fasten the holding-down
lugs or feet to the frame. These lugs
are made of a piece of %-in. brass or
iron, bent at right angles as shown.

'flic hearing studs arc now made, as
shown in Fig. 2, and turned into the

threaded holes in the frame. The bear-
ing supports arc made of two pieces of

%-»!. brass, as shown in the left-hand
sketch, Fig. 3, which are fitted oil the
studs in the frame. A %-in. hole is

TI.C Field-Coil Core l» Built Up of Laminated Wrought
Iron Riveted Together

drilled in the center of each of these

supiKirts, into which a piece of %-in.
brass rod is inserted, soldered into

place, and drilled to receive the arma-
ture '.haft. These bearings should be

fitted and soldered in place after the

armature is constructed, flic manner
of doing this is to wrap a piece of paper
on the outside of the finished armature
ring and place it through the opening
in the field, then slip the bearings on
the cuds of the shaft. If the holes in

the bearing support should be out of
line, file them out to make the proper
adjustment. When the hearings arc
located, solder them to the supports,

and build up the solder well. Remove
the paper fropi the armature ring and
sec that the armature i evolves freely

in the hearings without touching the
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Fic.2

The Herman Stud* are Turned from Machine Steel
Two ol Kadi Length being Required

inside of llic field at any point. The
supports are then removed and the
solder turned up in a lathe, or other-
wise finished. The shaft of the arma-
ture, Fig. -1, is turned up from machine
steel, leaving the finish of the bearings
until the armature is completed and
fastened to the shaft.

''
lie armature core is made up as fol-

The A?M»cmblcd lietirlinr Frame on the Field Core and
tho Armature Shaft Made of Machine Steel

lows: Two pieces of wrought sheet

iron, \'n in. thick, arc cut out a little

larger than called for by the dimen-
sions given in Fig. 5, to allow for

finishing to size. These arc used for

the outside plates and enough pieces of

No. 21 gauge sheet iron to fill up the

part between until the whole is over

•Y\ in. thick are cut like the pattern.

After the pieces arc cut out. clamp
them together and drill six %-iii. holes

through them for rivets. Rivet them
together, and anneal the whole piece

by placing it in a fire and healing the

metal to a cherry red, then allowing it

to cool in the ashes. When annealed,

bore out the inside to 1 S A in. in diam-
eter and lit in a brass spider, which is

made as follows: Procure a piece of
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brass, % in. thick, and turn it up to the
size shown and file out the metal
between the arm:;. Slip the spider on
the armature shaft and secure it solidly
with the setscrew so that the shaft will
not turn in the spider when truing up
the armature core. File grooves or
slots in the armature ring so that it

will lit on the arms of the spider. 15c

sure to have the inside of the armature
core run true. When this is accom-
plished. solder l he arms of the spider
to the metal of the armature core. The
shaft with the core is then put in a
lathe and the outside turned off to the
proper size. The sides arc also faced
off and finished. Make the core % in.

thick. Remove the core from the lathe

and File out slots
. Yi >»• deep and

ill. wide.

The commutator is turned from a
piece of brass pipe, % in. inside diam-
eter, as shown in Fig. G. The piece is

placed on a mandrel and turned to :{

/i

in. in length and both ends chamfered
to an angle of GO deg. Divide the sur-

face into 12 equal parts, or segments.
Find the centers of each segment at one
end, then drill a Mi-in. hole and tap it

for a pin. The pins arc made of brass,

threaded, turned into place and the
ends turned in a lathe to an outride

diameter of 1% m - Make a slit with a
small saw Made in the end of each pin
for the ends of the wires coming from
the commutator coils. Saw the ring
into the i2 parts on the lines between
the pins.

Tlie two insulating ends for holding
these segments arc made of fiber

turned to lit the bore of the brass

tubing, as shown in Fig. 7. Procure 12
strips of mica, the same thickness as
the width of the saw cut made between
the segments, and use them as a filler

and insulation between the commuta-
tor bars, riacc them on the fiber hub
and slip the hub on the shaft, then
clamp the whole in place with the nut,
as shown in Fig. 3. True up tile com-
mutator in a lathe to the size given in
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nc.6 no.7

Armaturc-Riiit! Core. Iti Hub mid the Construction
ol the Coniinutotor anil Its Insulation

Fig. <».

Tlic brush holder is shaped from a

piece of fiber, :»s shown in Fig. ,s. The
studs for holding the brushes arc cut
from u-iu. brass rod, as shown in Fig.
!». The brushes consist of brass or cop-
per wire gau/.c, rolled up and flattened
out to '/s in. thick and \\ in. witlc, one
end being soldered to keep the wires in
place. t he holder is slipped oil the
projecting outside cm! of the bearing,
as shown in Fig. :t, and held with a set-
s'- rew.

I lie held core is insulated before
winding with I /til-in. sheet liber, wash-
ers, I

1

* in. by J \'- in., being formed for
the ends, with a hole cut in them to
lit over the insulation placed on the
cores. A slit is cut through from the
hole to the outside, and then they arc
soaked in warm water, until they
become flexible enough to be put in
place. After they have dried, they are
glued to the core insulation.

The field is wound with No. 18 gauge
double-coltoil-covered magnet wire,
about 100 ft. being required. Drill a
small bole through each of the lower-
end insulating washers. In stalling to
wind, insert the cud of the wire
IIIrough the hole from the inside, at A,
Fig. 1. and wind oil f* *«*5 lasers, which
will take f>0 ft. of the wire, and bring
the end of the wire out at 13*. After
one coil, or side, is wound start at C
in the same manner as at A. using the
same number of turns and- the same
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length of wire. The two ends arc
joined at 13.

The armature ring is insulated by
covering the inside and brass spider
with .V.-in, sheet fiber. Two rings of
i

1

,
.-in. sheet fiber arc cut and glued to

the sides of the ring. When the glue is

set. cut out the part within tlic slot
ends and make 12 channel pieces from
l/GI-in. sheet liber, which arc glued
m the slots and to the liber washers.
I»e sure to have the ring and spider
covered so the wire will not touch the
iron or brass.

I’.ach slot of the armature is wound
with about 12 ft. of No. 21 gauge
double-cotton-covered magnet wire,
'flic winding is started at A, Fig. 5, by
bending the end around one of the pro-
jections, then wind the coil in one of
the slots as shown, making -10 turns, or
four layers of 10 turns each, shellack-
ing each layer as it is wound. After
the coil is completed in one slot, allow
about 2 in. of the end to protrude, to

Tic.8 rio.9

The Iusulnlcd Brush Holder and Itn Stud* for Holding
tlio Brushes on the Commutator

fasten to the commutator segment.
Wind the next slot with the same num-
ber of turns in the same manner, and so
on, until the 18 slots arc filled. The
protruding ends of tlic coils are con-
nected to the pins in the commutator
segments after the starting end of one
coil is joined to the finishing end of the
next adjacent. All connections should
be securely soldered.

The whole motor is fastened with
screws to a wood base, 8 in. long, 0
in. wide and 1 in. thick. Two terminals
arc fastened at one side on the base,
and a switch at the other side.

To connect the wires, after the motor
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is oil the stand, the two ends of the

wire, shown at 13, Fig. 1, are soldered

together. Run one end of the held

wire, shown at A, through a small hole

in the base and make a groove on the

under side so that the wire end can he

connected to one of the terminals.

The other end of the field wire C is

connected to the brass screw in the

brass brush stud. Connect a wire from
the other brush stud, run it through
a small hole in the base and cut a

groove for it on the under side so that

it can be connected through the switch
and the other terminal. This winding
is for a series motor. The source of

current is connected to the terminals.

The motor can be run on a 110-volt

direct current, but a resistance must
be placed in scries with it.

lilt BOY MECHANIC -1913

Substitute for Insulating Cleats

In wiring up door bells, alarms and
telephones, as well as experimental

work the use of
common felt gun

l wads make a very
good cleat for the
wires. They arc

used in the maun, r illustrated in the
accompanying sketch. The insulated
wire is placed between two wads and
fastened with two nails or screws. If

one wad on l lie back is not thick
enough to keep the wire away from the
support, put on two wads behind and
one in front of the wire and fasten in

the same manner as described.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

Electrically Operated Indicator for a

Wind Vane

The accompanying photograph shows
a wind vane connected with electric

wires to an instrument at considerable

distance which indicates by means
of a magnetic needle the direction of

the wind. The hearings of the vane

consist of the head of a wornout
bicycle. A yi-in. iron pipe extends

from the vane and is held in place by
the clamp originally used to secure the
handle bar of the bicycle. In place of
the forks is attached an eight-cylinder
gas engine timer which is slightly
altered in such a manner that the brush
is at all limes in contact, and when
pointing between two contacts con-
nects them both. Nine wires run from
the timer, one from each of the eight
contacts, and one, which serves as the
ground wire, is fastened to the' metallic
body. Tb- timer is set at such a posi-
tion that when il»e vane points directly
north, the brush of the timer makes a
connection in the middle of a contact.
When the timer is held in this position
the brush will make connections with
each of the contacts as the vane re-
volves.

The indicating device which is placed
in a convenient place in the house con-
sists of eight 4-ohm magnets fastened
upon a 1 -in. board. These magnets arc
placed in a 10-in. circle, 45 deg. apart
and with their faces pointing toward
the center. Covering these is a thin,

wood board upon which is fastened a
neatly drawn dial resembling a mari-
ner’s compass card. This is placed over
the magnets in such a manner that
there will be a magnet under each of
the eight principal points marked on
the dial. Over this dial is a magnetic
needle or pointer, G in. long, perfectly
balanced on the end of a standard and
above all is placed a cover having a
glass lop. The eight wires from the
timer contacts connect with the out-
side wires of the eight magnets sepa-
rately and the inside wires from the
magnets connect with the metal brace
which holds the magnets in place. A
wire is then connected from the metal
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brace to a pusi> i. scion,

two or three cells of
dry ballciy and lo llic

ground witc in couuec-
I ion with the timer.

The wires arc con-

nected in such a man-
ner that when the vane
is pointing in a certain

direction the ballciy

will be connected in

series with the coil

under that pari of the

dial representing t li c
direction in which the

vane is |»ointing, thus

magnetizing the core

of the magnet which
attracts the opposite

(Hilo of the needle lo-

wmd the face of the

magnet and indicating

the way the wind is

Mowing. The pointer

end ol the needle is

painted black.

If the vane points in

such a* direction that

the timer brush con-
nects two contacts, two
magnets will be mag-
netized and the needle

will point midway be-

tween the two lines

represented on the dial,

thus giving 10 differ-

'•n t directions. Around
the pointer end of the

needle is wound a line

copper wire, one end of

which extends down to

abi ul uV in. of the dial.

This wire holds the

needle in place v.'ln-n

flic pointer end is di-

rectly over the m.’gnct
attracting it; the mag-
net causing the needle

to "dip” will bring the

wire in contact with

the paper dial. Wit li-

mit this attachment,

the needle would swing
a few seconds before
coining to a standstill. liit Wind V3n«. Indicator
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The vane itself is easily constructed
as can be seen in the illustration. It

should be about 0 ft. long to give the
best results. The magnets used can
be purchased from any electrical store
in pairs which arc called “instrument
magnets.” Any automobile garage can
supply the timer and an old valueless
bicycle frame is not hard to find. The
cover is easily made from a picture
frame with four small boards arranged
to lake the place of the picture' as
shown.
The outfit is valuable to a person

who is situated where a vane could
not be placed so as to be seen from a
window and especially at night when
it is hard to determine the direction of
the wind. By simply pressing the
push button on the side of the cover,
the needle will instantly point to the
part of the dial from which the wind
is blowing.—Contributed by James L.
Blackiucr, Buffalo, N. Y.

rut: BOY MECHANIC - 1913

Homemade Telephone Receiver

The receiver illustrated herewith is

to be used in connection with the

transmitter described elsewhere in this

volume. The body of the receiver, A,
is made of a
large wooden
ribbon spool.
One cud is re-

moved entirely,

the other sawed
in two on the

line C and a

flange, E, is cut

oil the wood. Vs
in. wide and -j'a

i ii. dee p. A
11 a n g c of l Ii c

s a m e size is

made on the end
D that was
sawed olT, and
the outside part

tapered toward
the hole a

s h o w n. T li c
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magnet is made of a 30-penny nail,
B, cut to the length of the spool, and
a coil of wire, E, wound on the head
end. The coil is 1 in. long, made up
of four layers of No. 22 gauge copper
magnet wire, allowing tin*, ends to ex-
tend out about G in. The nail with
the coil is then put into the hole of the
spool as shown. The diaphragm C.
which is the essential part of the in-

strument, should be made as carefully

as possible from ferrotype tin, com-
monly called tintype tin. The dia-

phragm is placed between the flanges
on the spool and the end 1J that was
sawed oil'. The end piece and dia-

phragm are both fastened to the spool
with two or three slender wood screws,
as shown.
A small wooden or fiber end, Cl, is

fitted with two binding posts which
arc connected to the ends of the wire

left projecting
_

from the magnet wind-
ing. The binding posts are attached to
the line and a trial given. The proper
distance must be found between the

diaphragm and the head of the nail.

This can be accomplished by moving
the nail and magnet in the hole of the
spool. When the distance to produce
the right sound is found, the nail and
magnet can be made fast by Idling the
open space with melted scaling wax.
The end ti is now fastened to the cud
of the spool, and the receiver is ready
for use.

(HE HOY MECHANIC - 1913

IIow to Make a Small Silver Plating

Outfit

Take an ordinary glass fruit jar or
any «»iliei uveptdcle in glass, not

metal, which will hold 1 qt. of liquid

and fill it with rain or distilled water
and then add % oz. of silver chloride

and 1 Yi oz. of c. p. potassium cyanide.

Let this dissolve and incorporate well

with the water before using. Take ail

ordinary wet battery and fasten two
copper wires to the terminals and
fasten the other ends of the wires to
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two pieces of heavy copper wire or \\-
in. brass pipe. T he wires must be well
soldered to the brass pipe to make a
good connection. When the solution
is made up and entirely dissolved the
outfit is ready for plating.

Procure a small piece of silver, a sil-

ver button, ring, chain or anything
made entirely of silver and fasten a
sim.ll copper wire to it and hang on the

Mass pipe with connections to the car-

bon of the battery. Clean the article

to be plated well with pumice and a
brush saturated in water. When clean-
ing any article there should be a cop-
per wire attached to it. Do not touch
the article after you once start to clean
il, or the places tom bed by your fin-

gers will cause the silver plate to peel

oil' when finished. When well scoured,

run clear, cold water over the article

and if it appears greasy, place in hot
water. When well cleaned place in the

plating bath and carefully watch the

results. If small bubbles come to the

surface you will know that you have
too much of the anode or the piece of

silver hanging in the solution and you

Plating Jar ami Uatteiy

must draw out enough of the piece un-
til you can see no more bubbles. Leave
the piece to be plated in the solution

for about onc-lialf hour, then lake the
article out and with a tooth brush and
some pumice, clean the yellowish scum
off, rinse in clear water and dry in saw-
dust. When thoroughly dry, lake a
cotton llaimel rag and some polishing

powder and polish the article. T he ar-

ticle must have a line polish before

plating if il is desired to have a finely

polished surface after the plate is pul

on.

In order to see if your battery is

working, take a small copper wire and
touch one end to the anode pipe and
the other end to the pipe holding the
article to be plated. When these two
parts touch there will be a small spark.
Always lake the zincs out of the solu-
tion when not in use and the batteries
will last longer. This description ap-
plies only to silver plating. Articles of
lead, pewter, tin or any soft metal can-
not be silver plated unless the article is

first copper plated.

1HG UOY MECHANIC - 19 13

Electric Rat Exterminator

Nmie time ago we were troubled by
numerous large rats around the shop,
particularly in a storehouse about 100
ft. distant, where they often did con-
siderable damage. One of the boys
thought lie would try a plan of electri-

cal extermination, and in order to carry
out his plan he picked up an old zinc
lloor plate that had been used under a
stove and mounted a wooden disk 0 in.

in diameter in the center. On this disk
lie placed a small tin pan about G in. in

diameter, being careful that none of the
fastening nails made an electrical con-
nection between the zinc plate and the
tin pan.

This apparatus was placed on the
lloor of the warehouse where it was
pi; inly visible from a window in the
shop where we worked and a wire was
run fioin the pan and another from the

zinc plate through the intervening yard
and into the shop. A good sized induc-
tion coil was through connected with
these wires and about six dry batteries

were used to run the induction coil

whenever a push button was manipu-
lated.

It is quite evident that when a rat

put its two fore feet on the edge of the

pan in order to cal the mush which it

conlaincd, that an electrical connection

would be made through the body of

the ral, and when we pushed the button
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up in the shop the rat would be thrown

2 or 3 fl. in the air and let out a terrific

squeak. T he arrangement proved quite

too effective, for after a week the rats

.,il departed and the hoys all regretted

that their fun was at an end.—Con-
tributed by John D. Adams, I'hocnix,

Aiiz.
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Renewing Dry Batteries

Dry batteries, if not too far gone,

can he renewed by simply boring a

small hole through the composition on
lop of each carbon and pouring some
strong salt water or sai ammoniac solu-

tion into the holes. This kink is sent

us by a reader who says that the pro-

cess will make the battery nearly as

good as new if it is not too far gone
beforehand.

I HE BOY MECI IANIC - 1913

Ilow to Make a Simple Burglar Alarm

Take a piece of any wood about ii by

J*
in. for the base. This may bo fin-

ished in any way desired. For the con-
tact points use brass or any sheet metal

which will he satisfactory. Take a
piece about 2/ or •'» in. in length ami
I -end the ends up about in. in a ver-

/v**>r

Simple nurr.lar Alarm

lioal position as shown. Fasten Ibis to
the top of (he hoard using screws or
nails. Under this strip of metal fasten
a copper wire which can he connected
to a binding-post on the board if de-
sired. 'fake another piece of metal
about A'/t in. in length and make a
lever of it in the shape shown in the

diagram. Fasten this so that one end
• •f it will swing freely, but not loosely
between I be ends of the other piece
marked C-C. Near the end fasten a

spiral spring. S, which can be obtained
almost anywhere, hasten the end of

this Jo the scicw marked X. Also
fasten l»» this screw a copper wire lead-

ing to the binding-post. In I lie lower
cud of the lever make a small hole to

fasten a string through.

This string may be fastened across a

door or window and any movement of
it will pull it to the contact point on
tlic right. If the string is cut or broken
the spring will pull the lever to the con-
tact point on the left and thus complete
the circuit. Jf the string is burned it

will also act as a fire alarm.
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An Interesting Electrical

Experiment •

Anyone possessing a baucry having
an electromotive force of from I to 20
volts can perform the following ex-
periment, which is particularly inter-

esting on account of
I he variation of

results with apparently the same
conditions.

Immerse two pieces of brass in a
strong solution « .1 common salt ami
water. Connect one piece to the |*»si-

tive wire and the other to the iiegali\c.

taking can* lint the brass pieces do
not loin h each oilier.

After tlic current has passed one

or two minutes, the '•n!nLt**u will be-
come colored, and if Iho process is con-
tinued a colored pigment will be pre-
cipitated. The precipitate varies con-

siderably in color and may be cither

yellow, blue orange green or brown,
depending on the strength of the cur-
rent, the strength of the solution, and
the composition of the brass.

!!!E BOY MECHANIC -1913

Another Way to Renew Dry
Batteries

There arc many methods of renew-

ing dry batteries, and I have used sev-

eral of them, but 1 found the follow-

ing the best: Remove the paper

cover and with a ‘4-in. drill make
about six holes around the side of the

zinc, about l/i in. from the bottom.

Then drill another row • : holer, about

half way up the side and put the bat-

tery to soak in a solution of sal am-
moniac for 48 hours. Then remove
and plug the holes up "with hard soap,

and replace in the paper box, when it

will give nearly us strong a current as

when new.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1913

How to Make an Electric

Furnace Regulator

We have a furnace in our house and
a par! of my work each evening last

winter was to go down in the basement
at !l o'clock. Id I the furnace with coal

for the night and stay there until it

was burning in good shape, then to

close the draft door. As this perform-
ance requires from twenty to thirty

minutes I concluded to make a self-

acting device which would close the

dialt and leave She furnace safe, with-

out any further attention on my part,

after pulling in the coal and opening

it up to burn. As some oilier hoys

may like to build the same regulator I

will tell just how to make one and how
it operates.

Referring to lug. 1
.
you will see a

straight cord is attached to the draft

door of the furnace. D, ami is run over

the pulley I’ and finally is attached

to a small piece of iron, II. This piece

of iron is hinged to I. To the Other side

of II another cord ti is fastened, which
passes over the pulley N and termin-
ates in any convenient place in the
rooms above. This piece of iron II is

held in place by the release A. Now
C is a coil of wire from a door bell. R
is an armature which works A on pivot

J. M is a U-lubc, filled with mercury,

one cud being connected to a half liter

glass flask F by the tube T, and the

other end terminates in an overflow

tube O. B is a battery of three bi-

chromate cells which arc connected up
with the C and the platinum points 1

—

2
,
which a'c fused into the U-tubc.
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On fixing; the furnace the iron piece
II lakes position X, this being the nor-
mal position when dial l door 1) is

closed. On arriving upstairs I pull

the cord G. which causes the piece II

to become fixed in the vertical position

by means of A. This opens the draft

door at the same time. Now when the

furnace heats up sufficiently it causes

the air to expand in l\ which causes
the mercury in M to rise a little above

the point 2 . T his immediately causes

a current to How through C which in

tin ir •’raws K towards it. raises A and
causes II to drop to |>osilioii X. This
shuts the furnace door. Now the fur-

nace. of course, cools down, thus caus-

ing the air in I*' to contract and conse-

quently opening the circuit through C.

If at any lime the furnace should over-

heat, the raising of A, on which is

grounded a wire from a signal bell up-
stairs, will make a circuit through the
bell by means of the point X and wire
lending therefrom. This bell also
serves to Nil me whether II has
dropped or not. This same device of
regulating the draft I) can he used to
regulate the damper, found on the coal
doors of most furnaces, by simply fus-
ing a platinum point on the other side
of M and changing the cord which is at-
tached to IT. A two-contact switch
could also be inserted to throw con-
nections from 2 to :i. It would work
in this manner: The damper door, of
course, which keeps a low lire, would
be up in a position similar to IT; on
the furnace cooling too much, connec-
tion, «luc to contracting of air in F,
would be made through :j and C, caus-
ing II t.. drop, thus closing door. T his
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simple device worked very well all last
wilder and gave me no trouble what-
ever.

If you cannot readily procure a U-
tnbe, you can make one, as I did, and
the work is interesting

The U-lubc is constructed in the fol-

lowing maimer. A glass lube is closed
at one end. This is done by holding
the tube in one corner of a gas llainc,

somewhat near the dark area (A, l;ig.

*). and constantly (timing the lube,
when it will be found that the glass has
melted together. Now, alter it is cool,
about 3 or 4 in. from the sealed end.
the lube is held steadily so that the

Maine will heat one small porlinn (IS,

Fig. 2). After this small portion is

heated blow into (lie tube, not very
hard, bill just enough to cause tube to

bulge out. Allow to cool. Then re-

heat the small bulged portion, blow
<|uile hard, so that the glass will be
blown out at this point, forming a small
hole. Now insert about V-j in. of plat-
inum wire and reheat, holding platinum

wire by means of a small pliers so that
it will he partly in the lube and partly

without. The platinum will stick to
the glass, and if glass is sufficiently

heated one will ho able to pull it, by
means of pliers, from one side of the
hole to the other, thus scaling the wire
into the lube. Another wire is sealed
in the same way about 1 in. from the
first. Now, to bend the tube, one must
hold it, with both hands, in the flame
and turn constantly until Soft. Quickly
withdraw from flame and bend, just as

you would a piece of copper wire.

Allow to tool slowly.
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The several lubes arc connected with

a short piece of rubber tubing.
'I he total cost of materials for con-

structing the apparatus complete will
not amount to more than one dollar.-'
Contributed by M. G. ICopf, Lewis In-
stitute, Chicago.

HIE BOY MECHANIC -19 13

Novel Electric Motor

T he materials necessary to make this
motor arc an old electric bell of the
‘'buzzer” type and a cogwheel from an
old clock.

Remove the hammer-head and gong
from the bell, then bend the end of
the hammer into a loop, as in log. 1.

Now make a little wire catch like Fig.
‘2

,
and fasten its loop into the loop of

the hammer. Mount the bell on a
small board as in Fig. 3 and fasten the
cogwheel almost on a line with it. Now
press down the hammer and place a
nail in the position shown in the dia-
gram so that the catch touches one of
the teeth.

Fasten the board in an upright posi-
tion and attach two dry batteries to the
binding-posts. If properly connected,
the flv-whccl will turn cpiitc rapidly
and with amazing force for so small a
machine. The machine, however, has
a fixed direction as shown by the arrow.

Novel Electric Motor
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but the belting can be arranged so as
to send the models in a reversed direc-

tion if required. The materials for

the motor should not cost more than
25c for the bell and if you have an old

bell it will cost next iu nothing.—Con-
tributed by bred C. Curry, Brockville,

Ontario.

II IF ROY MECHANIC - 1913

Home-Made Telephone Transmitter

The parts for transmitting the sound
arc encased in a covering. 11. made
from the gong of an old electric bell.

A round button, I), is turned or filed

from the carbon electrode of an old

dry cell and a
hole drilled
throng h the

center to lit in

a binding-post
taken from the

s a m c battery
cell. This but-

ton must be
carefully insu-

lated from the
shell, II. by running the bindiug-|M>sl

through a piece of small rubber tube
where it passes through the hole and
placing a rubber or paper washer, I*',

under the carbon button, and an in-

sulating washer under the nut on the
outside. This will provide one of the

terminals of the instrument. Con-
struct a paper tube having the same
diameter as the button and with a

length equal to the depth of the hell

ease, less % in. Glue or paste this

lube to the button so it will form a

paper cup with a carbon bottom.
The diaphragm, ]\, which is the es-

sential part of the instrument, should

be made as carefully as possible from
ferrotype tin, commonly called tintype

tin. Cut a circular piece from this

metal the exact size of the outside of

the shell. A hole is made in the center
of the disk a little larger than a bind-

ing-post that is taken from another old
battery cell. When making the hole

in the disk be careful not to bend or
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crease the tin. Scrape the black coaling
from the tin around the outside about
Vt ill. wide and a place about 1 in. iu

diameter at the center.

The second electrode, C, is made the

same as D, and fastened to the tin dia-
phragm with the binding-post without
using any insulation. A third binding-
post, G. is fastened to the shell through
a drilled hole to make the other ter-

minal. The mouthpiece, A, may be
turned from wood in any shape de-
sired, but have a flange on the back
side that will make a tight fit with the
outside of the shell.

Till the paper tube with powdered
carbon, 1C, which can be made by
pounding and breaking up pieces of
carbon to about the size of pin heads.
Powdered carbon can be purchased,
but if you make it be sure to sift out
all the very flue particles. Assemble
the parts as shown and the transmitter
is ready for use. If speech is not heard
distinctly, put iu a little more, or re-

move some of the carbon and try it

out until you gel the instrument work-
ing nicely.—Contributed by Ilarold 11.

Cutter, Springfield, Mass.

THE noY MECHANIC -1913'

Another Electric Motor

This form of electric motor is used
largely iu England in the form of an
indicator. It is very easily made and

Cicclric Motor

if you have an old electro-magnet will

cost practically nothing.

A large soft -iicn wheel is mounted on
an axle with a pullcy-whccl on one end
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and a circuit breaker «^u the other cud.
*1 lie teeth on the circuit-breaker must
be the same number as on the soft-iron

wheel.

The electro-magnet is mounted so
that its core is level with the axle ar.d

in a line with the wheel. One wire
from it is attached to one binding screw
and the other end is grounded to the
iron frame that supports it. This
frame is connected to the frame sup-
porting the wheel. A small brush
presses on the circuit-breaker and is

connected to the other binding screw.
In the diagram A represents the iron

wheel; l!, the brush; C. the circuit-
breaker; I), the magnet. The wire
o iinccting the two frames is shown
by a dotted line.

To start the motor, attach your bat-

tery to the screws and turn the wheel
a little. The magnet attracts one of
the teeth on the wheel, but as soon as
it is parallel with the core of the mag-
net the circuit is broken and the mo-
mentum of the wheel brings another
tooth to be attracted.

To reverse the motor reverse the con-
nections and star- the wheel the other
way. lie sure that the frames are
screwed down well or the motor will

run jerkily and destroy the connec-
tions.—< onj oil u, led by' l\ Crawford
Curry, IJrockvillc, Ontario.

lilt* BOY MECHANIC -1913

To Renew Old Dry Batteries

Remove the paper that covers the cell

and knock several good-si/.cd In ies in

the zinc shell. Place the battery in a

glass jar, lill it two-thiids full of strung

sal ammoniac (or salt) solution and

connect the terminals to whatever ap-

paratus the current is to be used for.

A few drops of sulphuric acid quickens

and imptoves the act ion. The output

of the cell will be nearly as great as

when the battery was first bought.—

Conti ibuted by C W. ArbiU, Austin.

Texas.
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Ringing a Bell by Touching a Gas Jet

The experiment of scuffling the feet
over a carpet and then producing a
spark which will light the gas by touch-
ing the chandelier is described on an-
other page. One of our correspondents
says that if a wire is connected to Lhe
chandelier and led to one terminal of
the coherer of a wireless telegraph out-
lit the bell will ring every time the

spark is produced by touching the
chandelier, and that, as the chandeliers
arc all connected by the gas-pipe, the
bell will ring, no matter in which room
the spark is produced.

HIE BOY MECHANIC -1013

Now to Rid Your Yard of Cals

The following is a description of a
device 1 built at my home in Brooklyn,
which not only gave us relief from the

nightly feline concerts, but also fur-

nished much amusement to my friends.

1 first ran iwo bare copper wires

along l lie top of the fence about 1 in.

apart, fastening them down with small
staples, care being taken that they did
not touch. To the ends of these wires
I fastened ordinary insulated bell wire.
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Induction
Coil

Batteries

Kl-cItU- A|i|Mn(us for Olivine Away Cats

wires

running Mu m lo the house and con-
necting them to the upper binding-
posts of an induction coil; I then ran
a wire from the lower binding-post of
my coil through the hall erics back to
the other lower binding-post of coil,

breaking the circuit by putting in an
ordinary switch. The more batteries

used, the stronger the current. The
switch should always be left open, as
it uses up the current very rapidly.

When "tabby” is well on the wires I

close the switch and she goes the length

of t he fence in bounds, often coming
back to see what the trouble is. thus
receiving another shock.—Contributed
by Charles L. l'ultz.

1 1 in (JOY MECHANIC - 1JH3

How lo Construct an Annunciator

Oftentimes a single electric bell mav
be connected in a circuit so that it

can be operated from more Ilian one
push button. These push buttons arc

usually located in entirely different

parts of the building and it is neces-

sary to have some means of determin-
ing I lie particular push button that was
pressed and caused the bell to operate.

T he electric annunciator is a device

that will indicate or record the various
calls or signals that may be scut over
the circuits to which the annunciator
is connected. A very simple and inex-

pensive annunciator may be made in

the following way:
lJcfurc taking up the construction of

the annunciator it would be best to

make a diagrammatic drawing of the
circuit in which the annunciator is to

operate. T he simplest circuit that will

require an annunciator is one where the

bell may be operated from either of

two push buttons. In this ease the an-
nunciator must he constructed to give
only two indications. J*ig. I shows how
the various elements of such a circuit

may be connected. It is an ordinary vi-

brating elect ric bell, Ml and M2 arc

the two electromagnets of the annun-
ciator. A is a battery of several dry
cells, and l’l and 1*8 are the push but-

tons from either of which the bell may
be operated.

When the push button l’l is pressed
the circuit is completed through the
winding of the magnet Ml ami its core

becomes magnetized. In a similar

manner the core of the magnet M2 be-

comes magnetized when the push bill-

ion 1*2 is pressed and the circuit com-
pleted through the winding of the mag-
net M2.

If an iron armature, that is supported

by a shaft through its center and
properly balanced, be placed near the

ends of the cores of Ml and M2, as

shown in Fig. 2, it may assume the

position indicated by either t lie full or

dotted lines, depending upon which of

the magnets, M I or M2, was last mag-
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netized. The position of this armature
will serve to indicate the push button
from which the bell was operated. The
magnets should be placed inside a ease
and the indication may be made by a
pointer attached to the shaft, support-
ing the armature.

If you are able to secure the electro-
magnets from a discarded electric bell
they will work fine for the magnets Ml
and M2. They should be disconnected
from their iron support and mounted
upon some noil-magnetic material, such
as brass or copper, making the dis-
tance between their centers as small as
possible. The piece of metal upon
which the magnets arc mounted should
now be fastened, by means of two wood
screws, to the hack of the board, shown
in Fig. G, that is to form the face of
the annunciator. It should be about
Ys in. thick, Yj in. wide and long
enough to extend a short distance be-
yond the cores of the magnets Ml and
M2. Drill a 1/lG-in. hole through its

center, as shown in Fig. 2 . Drive a
piece of steel rod into this hole, mak-
ing sure the rod will not turn easily in

the opening, and allow about Yi in. of
the rod to project on one side, and
1 Y* in. on the other side.

Drill a hole in the board upon which
the magnets arc mounted so that when
the long end of the rod carrying the
armature is passed through the hole,

the armature will be a little more than
1/1 G in. from each magnet core. The
short end of the rod should be sup-
ported by means of a piece of strip

brass bent into the form shown in

Fig. 3.

Drill a hole in the center of this

piece, so the rod will pass through it.

When the armature has been put in its

proper place, fasten this strip to the
board with two small wood screws.
You may experience some difficulty

iu locating the hole in the board for
the roil, and it no doubt would be best
to drill this hole first and fasten the
magnets in place afterwards.
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Two small collars should be fastened
to the rod to prevent its moving end-

wise. Fit the collars tightly on the rod
to hold them in place.

Cut the long end of the rod oil so it

projects through the lace of the an-
nunciator about % in. Take some very,

thin sheet brass and cut out a needle or
indicator as shown in Fig. 4. In a
small piece of brass drill a hole so it

will fit tight on the other end of the
rod. Solder the indicator to this piece
and force it in place on the end of the
rod.

When the armature is the same dis-
tance from each core, the indicator
should be parallel to the long dimen-
sion of the face of the ease. The ease
of the instrument may be made in
the following way:
Secure a piece of %-in. oak, or other

hard wood, 3 in. wide and 2«/2 ft. long.
Then cut from this board the follow-
ing pieces: two whose dimensions cor-
respoud to those of Fig. 5 and arc to
form the sides of the ease; two whose
dimensions correspond to those of Fig.
G and arc to form the back and the
face of the ease; three whose dimen-
sions correspond to those of Figs. 7,

8, and U and arc to form the lower and
upper end of the ease and the finish for
the lop.

Secure a piece of window glass, 4Ys
in. by 3 Ys that is to be used as the
front. Before assembling the ease cut
oil the inner surface of the pieces form-
ing the sides and the lower end, a
groove just wide enough to take the
glass and 1/1 G in. in depth. The outer
edge of this groove should be % in.

from the outer edge of the frame. After
the ease is fastened together there
should be a slot between the piece
forming the upper end and the piece
that serves as a finish at the lop, that
will allow the glass to be slipped into
place. A small strip of wood should be
lacked over this slot, after the glass is

put in place, to prevent the dust and
dirt from falling down inside of the
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Delail* oC the Annunciator

C.'ISC.

The piece upon which the works arc
to be mounted may be fastened in place

by means of four round-headed brass
screws that pass through the sides of
the case. It should be fastened about
Vis in. back of the glass front. The
back may be fastened inside of the ease
in a similar manner.
Cut two pieces, from some sheet

brass, whose dimensions correspond to
those of big. 10. 'These pieces arc to
be used in supporting the case by means
of some small screws, hasten three
binding-posts, that are to form the ter-
minals of the annunciator, on the top
of the upper end of the ease. Mark
one of these binding-posts C and the
other two LI and L2. Connect one ter-

minal of each of the magnet windings
to the post marked C and the other
terminal to the peels Ll and L2. You
can finish the case in any style you may

desire. Oftentimes it is desirable to

have it correspond to the finish of the

woodwork of the room in which it is

to he placed. The distance the point
of the indicator will move through de-
pends upon the distance between the
cores of the magnets and the distance
of the armature from these cores. These
distances arc oftentimes such that the
indications of liie cell arc not very defi-
nite. If the armature is moved too far
from the cores there is not sufficient

pull exerted by them when magnetized,
to cause the position of the armature
to change.
Mount on the shaft carrying the ar-

mature a small gear wheel. Arrange
another smaller gear to engage this on
and fasten the indicator to the shaft
of the smaller gear. Any movement
now of the armature shaft will re-
sult in a relative large movement of the
indicator shaft. Figure 1 1 shows the ar-
rangement of the gears just described.
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HIE BOY MECHANIC - 19‘3

Piercing Glass Plates with a Spark Coil

Anyone possessing a L-in. induction
coil and a l-<|t. Leyden jar can easily
perform the interesting experiment of
piercing glass plates. Connect the
Leyden jar to the induction coil as
shown in the diagram. A discharger is

now constructed of very dry wood and
hoilc J in paraffine for about la min-
utes. The main part of the discharger.
A II, is a piece of wood about i; in. long
ami to the middle of it is fastened a
wood handle by means of one or two
wood screws. A binding-post is fast-
ened to each end of the main piece or
at A and 11 as shown in the diagram.

I’biictuiint: Glass Plata*

Two stiff brass wires of No. 1
1
gauge

and t; in. long, with a small brass ball
attached to one end of each, arc bent
in an arc of a circle and attached one
to each binding-post.

A plate of glass, G, is now placed
between the two brass balls and the
coil set in action. Tile plate will soon
be pierced by the spark. Larger coils
will pierce heavier glass plates.—Con-
tributed by I. Wolff, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

How to Make a Small Motor

'i’lie accompanying sketch shows
how to make a small motor to run oil

a battery of three or four dry cells and
with sufficient power to run mechan-
ical toys. The armature is constructed,
as shown in Pigs. I and 2. by using a

common spool with 8 llat-hcaded
screws placed at c<|iial distances apart
and in the middle of the spool. Kadi
screw is wound with No. 2| gauge iron
wiie, as shown at A, Fig. 1. The com-
mutator is made from a thin piece of
copper. I in. in diameter and cut as
shown in Fig. 3, leaving 8 points, % in.

wide and Vs in. deep. The field is built
up by using 8 strips of tin, 12 in. long
ami 2 in. wide, riveted together and
shaped as shown at B. Fig. 4. Field
magnets are constructed by using two

holts,
I
i/j in. long. A circular

piece of cardboard is placed on each
end of the bolt, leaving space enough
for the bolt to pass through the field

B. and to receive a nut. Wind the re-

maining space between the cardboards
with .‘50 ft. of No. 22 double-wound
cutton-covered copper wire. A light

frame of wood is built around llie mag-
nets. as shown at C, Fig. 4. Holes arc
made in t his frame to receive the axle
of the armature. Two strips of cop-
per, Vi in. wide and o in. long, arc used
for the brushes. The armature is

placed in position in its hearings and
* lie brushes adjusted as shown in Fig.

4. one brush touching the shaft of flic

armature outside of 1 lie frame, and
the other just touching the points of

the commutator, which is placed on the
shaft inside of the frame. Connect
the outside wire of one magnet to the
inside wire of the other, and l lie re-
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111:1 inin«^ ends, one to the batteries and
back to the brush that touches the

shaft, while the other is attached to

the brush touching the commutator.
In making the frame for the armature
bearings, care should be taken to get

the holes for the shaft centered, and
to see that the screws in the armature
pass each bolt in the magnets at equal
distances, which should be about % in.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

A Home-Made Lilcctric Plug

A plug Kiiihihle b»r electric light

extension or I" he used in cNpcrimeiil-

i n g in a \ h e

made from an
old electric
glolie. The glass

is removed with

all the old com-
iHisilioii in the

luass rccophiele,

leaving only llio wires. Oil llio ciub

of the wires, iiltaeli two small binding-

posts. rill tin* brass with plaster of

paris, and in doing lids keep the wires

separate ami I lie binding-posts opposite

eaeli oilier. Allow the plaster to pro-

ject about fj in. above the brass, to

bold the binding-posts as shown.—
('onirihuted by Albert Ji. Welch, New
» * i

*" ''
• II IE BOY MECHANIC- 1913

I low to Make an lilcctric Tire

Alarm

On each end of block of wood. I

in. square and I }£ in. long, fusleii a

strip of bras.--
|
by 3 in., ln-ul in the

shape as slmwn in the skHrli at A,

l-’ig. I. These strips should have snf-

(ieieut bend lo allow the pninls to

priss lightly logother. A piece of l*oes-

vvax. W. is inserted between the points

of I Ik* brass strips to keep them apart

and to form the insulation. A binding-

post, 15, is attached to each brass strip

on I lie ends of the biockol wood. TJic

device is fastened lo the wall or ceil-

ing, and wire connections made to the

batteries amt bells as shown in the dia-
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gram. Fig. 2. When the room becomes

a little overheated Ihc wax will melt

and cause the brass strips lo spring

together, which will form the circuit

and make the bell ring. Knell room

in the house may be connected with one

of these devices, and ull on one circuit

with one bell.

1HE BOY MECHANIC -1913

IIow to Make a Wireles s Telephone

A noted French scientist, liour-

bmizc, was able to keep up communi-
cation with the outside during the

Details ol Wireless ’Phone Installation

siege of Paris by making practical ap-
plication of the earth currents. The
distance covered is said to have been’

about 30 miles. Another scientist was
aide to telephone through the earth

without the aid of wires. Nothing,
however, has been made public as to

how this was accomplished.

It is my object to unveil the mystery
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am! lu render this lick! accessible lo
ollicrs, at least to a certain degree, for
I have by no means completed my re-
searches in this particular work.
In order to establish a wireless com-

munication between two points we
need first of all a hole or well in the
ground at cacti point. In my experi-
ments I was unable to g t a deep well,
hut the instruments worked line for a
distance of 200 ft., using wells about

ft. deep. As in ordinary telephone
lines, we require a transmitter and re-
ceiver at each point. These must be
of the long-distance type, if a bole
is dug or a well is found suitable for

the purpose, a copper wire is hung in
the opening, allowing the end to touch
the bottom. To make the proper con-
tact an oval or round—but not pointed—copper plate is attached lo the cud
of the wiie. If a well is used, it is

necessary to have a waterproof cable
lor the part running through the wa-
ter. The lop end is attached lo the

telephone transmitter and receiver, as
in the ordinary telephone, lo the bat-
teries and to a zinc plate, which is to

be buried in the. earth a few feet away
from the well or hole, and not more
than 1 ft. under the surface. A battery
of four‘dry cells is used at each station.

Both stations arc connected in the
same way, as shown in the sketch.
This makes it possible for neighbors
to use their wells as a menus of com-
iiiiinicnl ion with each other.—Contrib-
uted by A. li. Joerin.

THE DOY MECHANIC - 1913

A Novel Electric Time Alarm

All time alarms run by clockwork

must Ijc wound and sc I each lime. The
accompanying diagram shows how to

make the connection I hat will ring a
bell hv electric current ::L ilic lime set

•»

without winding the alarm. The liell

is removed from an ordinary alarm
clock and a small :r.« biS strip attached,
as shown at JJ. An insulated eonuce-

Ulecific Time Alarm

(ion is fastened on the clapper of the
hell, as shown at A. The arm holding
Die clapper must be bent lo have the
point A remain as close to the strip B
as possible without touching it. The
connection to Ihe battery is made as
shown. When the time set for the
alarm comes Hie clapper will lie moved
far enough lo make the contact. In
(lie course of a minute (lie catch on the
dapper arm will be released and the
cbipjier will return lo its former place.

.THE BOY MECHANIC -1913

Miniature Electric Lamps

After several years’ research I here
lias been produced a miniature electric

bulb Unit is a great improvement and
a decided departure from (lie old kind
which used a carbon filament. A me-
tallic filament prepared by a secret
chemical process and suspended in the

hulb in nil S -shape is used instead of

the old straight span. The voltage is

gauged by the length of the span. The
brilliancy of the filament excels any-

thing of ils length in any voltage.

Of course, ‘be filament is nol made
of Hie precious metal, radium that
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simply being 1 lie Iraile name. How-
ever, Hie filament is composed of cer-

tain metals from which radium is ex-

tracted.

The advantages of the new bulb arc

manifold. It gives live times t lie light

on the same voltage and uses one-half

of Hie current consumed by lln* old

carbon filament. One *-l the disadvan-

tages of the old style bulb was I lie glass

tip. which made a shadow. This has

Ijecn obviated in the radium bulb by
blowing the tip on the side, as shown

in the sketch, so as to produce no
shadow.

1 1 IE BOY MECHANIC 1913

I tow to Alnke a 110-Volt Trans-
former

Secure two magnets from a telephone

bell, or a sol of magnets wound for

*2,000 ohms. Mount I hem on a har of

Inass or steel as shown in Pig. I. tiel

an empty cocoa can and clean it good

to remove all particles of cocoa and

punch live holes in Hi" cover, as shown

in Pig. *.\ The middle hole is to lx?

used to fastmi the ci-'er to the brass

liar with a holt. The oilier four holes

arc for Hie wire terminals. A picnic of

rubber tubing must b** placed over the

wire terminals before inserting them

in I be holes. Kill the can with crude

oil, or with any kind of oil except kero-

I’nrls of the T.-;,n*forn»«r
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bv fitting the cover on tight (Pig. 3).
The connections are made as shown in

the diagram, Pig. o. This device may
be used oil 110-volt current for electro-

plating and small battery lamps, pro-
vided Hie magnets are wound with wire
no larger than No. 40.—Contributed by
C. M. Jlubsan, Muskogee, Okla.

HIE BOY MECHANIC -1913

A Simple Mallory Rheostat

A spring from an old shade roller is

mounted on a hoard 4 in. wide, 9 in.

long and
;?<

in. thick. A binding-post

is fastened to this board at each end,
tu which is attached the ends of tho
spring, as shown in Mg. 1. Tho tempo

r

o! small portion of each end of tho

oaiiciy RhvoitAt

spring will need to Ik* drawn. This

can lie accomplished by healing over

an alcohol lamp or in a lire and allow-

ing it to cool slowly. Tho ends are

lhc:i shaped to lit the binding-mists.

A wire is connected to one of the bind-

ing-posts and a small square piece of

copper is al ladled to the other end of

the wire, as shown in Fig. 2. When
this device is placed in a circuit the

currant can lie regulated by sliding the

small square copper piece along the

spring.-—Contributed by II. D. Har-

kins, fcT Louis. Mo.

sene oil. and immerse the magnets in it
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IHE BOY MECHANIC - 1913

Ftecl.i Ic Anuest&csia

U i.; :i \v?il known fact liinl msg-
t* u.-vd io dema»!i* li/c n wah-li.

.• i: i Ilia! fro- 1 is tlm tv it out of a frozen

iir min* 1
’ •»!* Ihc: Iniiiy by I lift application

of snow. float i' ni‘-o drawn out of a
burned haiiil by holding it I’loso io I lie

lire, limn erndnally drawing it away.

Tlu* following 0 ‘.|« will ?bovv

liov; a osiijm rai i vcly feeble eUt-5 r** cur-

'Vil ran undo iIk* work of a si run one.

I mice I riei'i to el.y»itoc'ilf* a rat

oliii li was caught hi •• -.in* basket Imp
Mi l incidentally discc*. red a painless

in«‘l liml. i sr.y piu»fc**v bcuiuRc Ihe

w.'Jon|. duos not object Io n second or

Uiird **.x|*lt* jm-ni niter recovering, ami
«:* •t|»|>a.

,

*‘jitly rigid and wilhoiii feeling

while timJer i!s iullucncc.

To ihoao who would like to try i!io

e.v|i'*rjini")l. I will ;<;»,• 1‘ii.t my oullit
c Mi islcl of iv i induction toil with n
:5* :»».* iron core about it in. long. The
primary coil wy* \v.uml with four lay-
••'s of N'«i. v. i : *• mill ll.o secondary
ytuihiiiir I K>>. A! wire, ami used
on one cell of Imluoiiinto of potash
pluMj'i' halti'.-y. Tiic proper amount of
< linen! used er» he determined bv giv-
mg ti e . t'lii.nt as M"eh ns :t health

,

nieii would eurO lo take. Fallen one
secondary elee '.rode lo the trap coidaiu-
ing’ll'f mt «mi with .» wire nail fast-

nnvil lo Ibooihci lerniiiial. hold the vi-

bra'or l( f
I iu* toil will; your linger and

h i toe rat Into on '.lie nail and while*

doing so idea e (lie vibrator. In throe
seconds I lie rat will he as right as :f

dead and Hit who* eon he removed.
Nov. ,-oim.vt your wins to tiic j»r;-

"••ny idi:dii,g.|i..,(s of iho eoii and
wind :?•" end id <*u<* of (!io*u a. i;;!'d the

* •* i I and rlart l!;o vibrator. Touch
1 1:*.} olin*r ienuiiial to lire v. I'* <-nr and
nose. [*i a few im’im-'es hr: n il! be as’

lively :'l* i Cc^tr :butcd by Uiias.

Ilaei'.'^i* Allfimv. A'. V.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1915

-While winding an induction coil, .1

found it necessary to lest the sections

for continuity. Having no galvanom-
eter, I connected a battery and low-

icsislaucc telephone receiver in series

with the section and battery. The bat-

tery and telephone receiver may also

be used h«r testing out the secondary
uf .in induction coil, lo determine if it

is burnt nut.—-Contributed by John M.
Wells, Moosutuin, Can.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

Aii Electric Display for a Show
Window

A novel window display that is very
attractive, yet simple in construction
and operation, can he made in the fol-

lowing manner: First, make a small
watertight chamber, A, as long as the

focal length of the lens to be used, and
having a glass window, 11, at one end,
and a small round opening, C, at the

other. In this opening is placed a cork
through which a glass lube about 2 in.

long is inserted. The tube makes a
smooth passage for the stream of water
flowing out of t lie box. Water from
any source of supply enters the

chamber through the tube D, which
.•nay be i. pipe or hose, whichever is

most convenient. The interior is

painted a dull black.

A convenient and compact light is

placed at the window end of the box.

A very good light can be made by plac-

ing an electric light with a reflector in

a closed box ami fastening a biconvex
lens. F, in the side facing t he window

The Arrangement of llie Uoxrs Showing the Path
of *.hc Lijjht Kayo throuch the Water
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of the water box. When the electric

light ami the water arc turned on, the

light is focused at the point where the
water is issuing- from the box, and fol-

lows the course of the stream of water,

illuminating it in a pleasing manner.
A still better effect can be obtained

by passing colored plates between the

lens Ir and the window 15. A glass

disk with sectors of different colors

may be revolved by any source of

power, such as a small electric motor
or even a waterwheel turned by the
flowing water.
Two or three streams of water flow-

ing in different colors make a very
pretty display and may he produced
by using two or more boxes made
up in t same maimer. The appa-
ratus ••hmili! be concealed and nothing
but tin* box end or lube with the flow-

ing wat r shown.'—Contributed by
Grant Linton. Whitby, Out.

me OOY MECHANIC -1915

An Electric Water Mentor

Procure the barrel and cap from a

hand bicycle pump and prepare them
as follows: Make a tube of paper, nl> mt
double the thickness of a postal card,

to lit snugly in the pump barrel and oil

• it slightly before slipping it into place.

Procure some resistance wire of the

proper length and size to heat quickly.

The wire can be tested out by coiling it

on some nonconducting material, such

as an earthen jug or glazed tile, and
connecting one end to the current

supply and running the other wire of

the supply over the coil until it heals

properly. Cut the res' s' nr.ee at inis

point and temporarily coil it to hi into

the bottom of the pump barrel, allowing

one end to extend up through the space

in the center with sufficient length to

make a connection to supply wires.

Mix some dental plaster to the con-

sistency of thick cream and, while keep-

ing the wire ill the center of the pump
barrel, pour in the mixture until it is
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filled to within V/-> in. of the lop. Al-

low the plaster to set for about a day,

then remove it from the barrel and take

off the paper roll. The coil of wire at

the bottom i^ now straightened out and
wound in a coil over the outside of the

plaster core, allowing sufficient end for

connecting to the supply wires.

Cut two or three disks of mica to
lit snugly in the bottom of the pump
barrel, also cut a mica sheet to make a
covering tube over the coil on the plas-

ter core and insert the whole into the

barrel. The two terminals are con-
nected to the ends of a flexible cord
which has a plug attached to the oppo-
site end. lie sure to insulate the ends
of the wire where they connect to the
flexible coni inside of the pump barrel

under the cap. in winding the resist -

An Electric Ilrulinn Coil Mndc of Ktnlulaucc Wire
l’laci.l in a lliryrlc- l'limp IS.nrcl

lor lloilin,: Water

nnee wire on the core, ho sure that one
turn docs not touch the other. The
healer when connected to a current
supply and placed in I <|t. of water will

bring it to a hod quickly.—Contributed
by A. H. Waychol'f, Lyons, Colo.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1915-

How to Make an Electric Fishing

Signal

A unique electric fishing signal,

which may be rigged up on a wharf
or pier, and the electric circuit so ar-

ranged as to operate an electric bell

or buzzer, located in the fisherman's

cottage, or any other convenient place,

may he constructed as follows: Ob-
tain two pieces of A-m. spring brass,

one C. in. long am! % in. wide, and the

other 7 in. long and x
/% in. wide. Mount

a 2-in. brass wood screw. A, in one
end of tiie ll-iii. piece as shown.

I ’lace over the end of the 6-in. piece

a thin sheet of insulating liber, 15, al-
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Construction of ill* Pnrt* to Mali* Hi* Contact Points
mut the Kin trie Connections

lowing it to extend down on each side

about J in. Then bend a piece of ft-in.’

brass, C. over the insulating fiber, al-

lowing it to extend down oil each side

Ihc same distance as the insulating

fiber. Drill a small hole through the

lower ends of the U-shaped piece of

brass, C, the insulation, l*»
f
and the

('•-in. piece, while they are all in place.

Remove the insulation and the U-
shaped brass piece, and tap the holes

in the brass for a machine screw, D.

Knlargc the hole in the G-iii piece, and

provide an insulating bushing fur it

with an opening of the same diameter

as the brass machine screw. Mount
.1 small binding post, E, on one side of

the U-shaped piece of brass, ami the

pails may then be put together and

held in place by means of the brass

screw.

Drill two holes in the other end of

the G-in piece, also two holes in one

end of the 7-in piece, and rivet them

together with two small rivets. The
7-in. piece should project beyond the

end of tl - G-in. piece. A piece of thin

spring brass should he made into the

form of a spiral, i\ and fastened to

the upper end of the 7-in. piece. Pro-

vision should he made for attaching

the fish line to the inside end of the

brass spiral. A small binding post

should be soldered to either the G-in.
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or 7-in. piece, at the bottom.
if the device is set up with the head

of the brass adjusting screw in the top
of the G-in. piece, pointing in the di-

rection the line to the fishing hook is

to run, and if a fish pulls upon the

line, the 7-in. piece is pulled over tine!

touches the point of the adjusting

screw. If a battery and bell, or buzzer,

is connected as shown, the circuit will

be completed when the 7-in. piece

comes in contact with the adjusting

screw, and the bell will ring.

1HE BOY MECHANIC -1915

Homemade Telegraph Sounder

The material required to construct a
telegraph sounder, like the one shown
in the sketch, consists of two binding
posts, magnets, a piece of sheet metal,
and a rubber hand. These are arranged
as shown, on a wood base or, better still,

on a metal box. In using a metal-box
base, be sure to insulate the connections
at Ihc magnet coils and binding posts.

This instrument will he found by

Au Inexpensive and Homemade Sounder lor Use »u
Learning the Telegraph Coden

those studying ihc telegraph codes to

give good results, equal to any of the
expensive outfits sold for this purpose.
—Contributed by CTias. I. La Prille,

Flushing. N. Y.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1915
*

An Electric Stirring Machine

Desiring a stirring machine for mix-
ing photographic chemicals, I set about
to design the one shown in the illustra-

tion. The base and upright arc made
of pine, I in. thick, the former 8 in. wide
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A ScH-C’imlMncd Klcclric Stirring Machine for Use
in Mixing Photographic Chemicals

mill 10 in. long, the latter 8 in. wide
and Hi in. long. A %-in. slot, J2 in.

long, is eul in the center of the upright,
and two pieces of sheet metal or tin, 2
in. wide and 12 in. long, bent at right

angles along the center of their length,
are placed at equal distances, on each
side of the slot, and fastened with
screws. I lie ili. .anee between these
pieces depends on the motor used, as
its base should lit snugly between
them.

A small battery motor is purchased,
anil its shaft is removed and replaced
with one measuring JU in. in length. To
the end of the shaft is soldered a piece
of wire, bent as shown in tiie sketch.
A holt is attached to the center of the
motor base, so that its threaded end
will pass through the slot in the up-
right, where it is held with a wing
nut. The battery cells may be placed
on the back of the upright and a small
switch mounted at the lop and in front.
—Contributed by Kay J\ Yales, Niag-
ara Falls, N. Y.

I HE BOY MECHANIC - :pi5.

Electric Switch for Exposing Phono-

graphic Printing Papers

The proper time to expose a printing
paper under ;• negative Hioiild be dc-
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termiued and the negative marked for
future printing. When this time has
heen found some means should he pro-
vided for making the exposure exactly
the same, then the prints will be perfect
and of a good tone at all times. For this
purpose the instrument shown in the
illustration was designed and used with
entire satisfaction.

The device consists of an ordinary
cheap watch, a standard, or support, for
an adjusting screw, a small coil, a mov-
able armature, a knife switch, and a
trip arrangement. A neat box or case,
about r* in. square ami ;» in. high, is first

constructed. A round recess, j,s in.

deep, is cut ill the center of the top. to
admit the watch. 'The standard A is

made of brass. \'H in. thick mu! *•> in.

wide, hem as shown, and a ,Vin. hole is

drilled in tile end of the long arm where
it will exactly center over the pivot
holding the watch hands. A ft-in. rod,
15. is closely litted in the hole and sup-
plied with a knurled wheel. C. on the

Up|KT end. and an I.-shaped arm. D.
is fastened to the lower end. The end
of this arm should he filed to a point,

or a very thin piece of brass soldered

to it. so that the end will just touch the

minute hand of the watch. The tip

end of tiie point should he hent slightly

from the perpendicular toward the di-

rection in which the watch hands arc

moving, so that, when it is set, the

moving hand will easily break the con-

tact.

T he magnetic arrangement consists

of a 8-ohm coil, K, mounted, as shown,
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to one side of the ease, where it oper-
ates the 'rip levers. The armature parts
consist of an L-shnped piece of brass,

1\ pivoted at Cl, to which a sepia re piece

of soft iron, 11, is attached. Two small
parts, K. arc bent ami attached as
shown, to furnish a limit slop for the

piece 1'* ami a support for a spiral spring

which holds the armature II away from

the coil.

The knife switch L is fastened to the
bottom of the ease so that the handle
will project through a slot in one side

of the box. A trip piece, M. and a

small eye fur attaching a spiral spring,

N, are soldered to the knife switch.

These two attachments for the switch

arc insulated from the other parts.

Two binding posts are mounted oi:

tup, one being connected l«> one ter-

minal of the o*il K and the other to the

watch case. The other terminal of the

coil is connected to the standard A.
The two binding posts arc connected
in series with one or two dry cells, and
the switch I. is connected in series with

the lamp used for printing.

The operation is as follows: The am.
I). being set for a certain time, the lever

of the switch 1. is set and the light re-

mains lit until the minute hand strikes

the point on the arm D. when the bat-

tery circuit is closed causing the coil

to draw i he armature II and allowing

the spring N to open the switch L.

The lamp is then extinguished.—Con-
tributed by James T. Lewis, Golden,

Colorado.

IMG BOY MECHANIC- »9 IS

How to Make a Small Electric Furnace

The furnace consists of a large

(lower pot containing an ordinary clay
crucible about «'• in. in height, the space
between the two being packed with
fireclay. Two :J|-in. boles arc bored
through the sides of the crucible about
half way between the top and the bot-
tom. Holes corresponding to these
holes arc molded in the *• revlav. which
should i *:lcnd several inches above the
lop of the llowcr pot. A smaller cru-

cible is placed inside of the large one
for use in melting such metals as cop-
per. brass and aluminum. With metals
that will melt at a low degree of heat,

KUcUic Connections to Fumace

such ns tin, lead or zinc, the large
crucible can lie used alone. Each cru-
cible should be provided with a cover
to coniine the heat and keep out the
air. The electrodes arc ordinary arc-
light carbons.
The furnace is run on an ordinary

1

1

U- volt lighting circuit and it is neces-
sary in have a rheostat connected in

scries with it'. A water rheostat as
shown in the sketch will serve to reg-
ulate the current for Ibis furnace.
Small <|uantilics of brass or aluminum
can be melted in about 10 minutes in
the furnace.—Contributed by Leonard
Slcbbius, Dcnvci, Colo.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1910

An Electrically Operated Camera

Shutter

It is often quite desirable to operate
the shutter of a camera from a distance,

especially in photographing birds and
animals. The device shown in the

no* 'Min pa living sketch serves the above
purpose very nicely, and its construc-
tion ami operation are exceedingly
simple. In brief, the operation is as

bdlows: The switch A is mounted
on the limb of a tree, in swell a manner
that ii is not conspicuous, and con-

nected in series with a magnet. I>. and
a battery by means of a piece of flexible

conductor, such as lamp cord. The
magnet I) is energized when the switch
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is clo sed and attracts tin* irmi armature
t which is mounted on ail arm. pivoted
at I ). The lower end of this arm is

in the form of a latch. whi« h supports
I lie md K when i; •'aised m its upper
position. Tlic tod I! when St i< raised
comprises the coiled spring I*', which
is held hot ween the ^;ni;;r «i and ‘lie

washer II mounted on the rod. A
small coil spring holds the armature
( away from the core of I lie magnet
I!. The lower end of tin* roil K is in the
form of a piston operating in a wooden
evliuder I. The ruhher hull) at the

end of the lube leading to tin* camera
shutter is located in the lower end of

tile cylinder J. W hen the rod 1C is

released by the latch K. it moves d»*wn-
ward in the cylinder J. due to tin.* a« lion

of the spring F, and compresses the

hull* L. causing the shutter of the

camera to he operated. A small handle,

M. may he mounted on the rod to

he used in raising it to the upper
position. T he component parts of this

de\ ice may be mounted on a small
wooden base by means of brass straps,

and the terminals of the electric cir-

cuit connected to the binding posts N
and O. as shown. The switch A may
he. dispensed with and a push button
used in its place, as the operator may
station himself several hundred feet

away. It may he necessary to use a
battery of more than one cell in such
eases.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

Electroplating without a Tank
! Icctroplaling without a plating

tank is made possible with the follow-
ing easily homemade apparatus de-
scribed in a < icrinaii scientific maga-
zine. It consists of a rubber ball, A,
Idhd at one end with a glass tube,
I*, which carries at the opposite end
a small sponge. A rod. D, passes
through the rubber ball, which is

lightly corked at both ends, into the
glass lube 11 and carries at that cud
the anode K. A small glass tubc/F,
also connects the rubber ball with the
larger lube 15. The connections from
the battery to the cathode, C», the ob-
ject to lie plated, and to the projecting
end of the anode-carrying rod, D, arc
made as shown. The rubber ball is

I'dlcd with the electrolyte, and is

sgncc/.cd so as to force the fluid

A Hand Tool for Applying n Plnlc Electrically to
the Siii lace of Metal

through the small lube V, into the
huger tube, II. tilling it and soaking
i lie sponge C. The current is then
turned on, and by moving the wet
sponge over the cathode 0, the latter

will lie plated. Not only is this an
interesting accessory for the amateur's
laboratory, but iL can be used in the

industry where only parts of some ob-
ject are to be plated, and where it is

desired to remedy bad spots without
putting the articles hack into the bath.

1IIE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

Aii Electrically Ignited Flash Light

for Making Photographs

The results obtained in a great many
cases in trying to take pictures by Hash-
light arc exceedingly unsatisfactory, as
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l lie expression on ilic faces of the peo-
ple in the picture usually is strained
or unnatural, due to the suspense in

wailing for the Hash. The following
simple device avoids this difficulty be-

cause the Hash is set off by means of

electricity, so that the operator can
control the Hash from a distant point

and thus be able to take the picture
quite unawares to his subjects.

The construction of the device is as

follows: Obtain a piece of rather
heavy sheet iron, about 0 in. wide and
10 in. long, I'ctid Ibis piece of iron

into the form shown in the sketch, and
fasten a wooden handle to it with a
wood screw. Obtain a sheet of Vani-
shed asbestos, the same si/c as the

piece of sheet iron, and glue it to

the inside surface of the curved piece

of iron. It is best to fasten the

four corners down by means of some
small rivets with rather large washers
under the heads next to the asbestos.

Now mount two pieces of sheet cop-

per, V4 i". wide and H in. long, parallel

with each other on the surface of the

asbestos and l 1/** in. apart, so that their

ends arc even with the end of t lie piece

of asbestos. These pieces of copper
should be insulated from the piece of

sheet iron, and there should be a small

screw in one end of each and a small

binding post mounted on the other end.

Procure a piece of lamp cord, 15 or

VO ft. in length. Fasten an ordinary
plug to one end of this cord and the
other end to the two binding posts.

The Atbnlos LInrd
Troy nntl the Wiring

Connections for Attncliine
• the F.lectric-Llcht Wires

270

Open one of the conductors in the cord
at some point and introduce a single-
pole switch, as shown in the sketch.
Close the gap between the two pieces
of copper by means of a piece of No.
.!V gauge copper wire. Place the Hash-
light powder in position, but do not
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cover up the wire or have it in actual
contact with the powder, and close the
circuit. The operator may include
himself in the picture by having a suf-
ficiently long piece of lamp cord and
the switch properly arranged.

1 1 IK ROY MECHANIC -1915

How to Make an Electrolytic

Interrupter

Obtain a glass jar or widc-inoulli
bottle about one-quart si/.c. An or-
dinary round bottle, will serve very
nicely by having tnc top cut off, thus
forming a glass

'

jar. Make a top
for the jar from
a piece of 14-in.

pine similar to
the one shown in

the illustration.

The lower |mr-
liou extends
down inside the
jar and serves to
hold the top in

place, t ut a slot

in this top, % in.

wide and 2 in.

long. This slot

should be cut at right angles to a diam-
eter of the top and extend 1 in. on
either side of the diameter. It should
be about Yj in. from the center of the
'-•*p. Dircchy opposite the center of
the slot drill a %-in hole, Yi in. from
the center of the lop. Drill a J/j-in.
hole in the center of the top to give
ventilation to the jar. Boil the com-
pleted lop in paraffin for a few
minutes.

Obtain a piece of Vs-in. sheet lead, 2
in. wide and about Yj in. longer than
the depth of tlic jar. Mount a small
binding i>osi on one end of this piece
*»f lead and then support it in the slot
in the wooden top by means of two
metal pins. The lower end of the
piece of lend should be at least Yj in'.'

from the bottom of the jar. Next gel

a piece "t %-in. glass tube and fuse a

piece of platinum wire into one end.
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Make sure the inside end of the plati-

num wire is not covered with the glass,

and that the outside end protrudes a
short distance beyond the end of the
glass lube. Now bend about •"/, in. of
the end of the glass tube which has
the platinum in it over at right angles
to the remainder of the lube. The tube
should then be placed in the opening
oil the wooden lop provided for it and
a rubber band placed around it to pre-
vent it dropping through '.lie opening.
The lower end of the tube should be a

little higher than the lower cud «>f the
sheet of lead. A small quantity of
mercury should be placed in the tube
and a bare copper wire run down in-

side. The mercury affords a connec-
tion between the piece of platinum in

the end of the tube and the copper
wire. Connect the outside end of the
copper wire under a binding post ami
• he interrupter is complete with the
exception of the solution.

The solution for the interrupter is

dilute sulphuric acid made by mixing
about four parts of water and one part
of acid. In preparing this mixture,
be sure to pour the acid into the water,
not the water into the acid. The jar
should be about two-thirds filled. At
least '10 volts will he required for the
satisfactory operation of the inter-
rupter. The distance between the
p’at inuiti point and the lead sheet may
be adjusted by simply turning the glass
lube.

No condenser will be required in

operating an inductor coil with an
interrupter of this kind The inakc-
and-break interrupter, it there is one
in circuit, should of course be made
inoperative by screwing up the contact
point against the spring.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

An Electric VValci Healer

A simple electric water healer may-
be made as follows: Procure two
sheets of copper, each 4 by (I in., and
place pieces of wood or other insulat-
ing material at the corners to keep
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them about % in. apart. Bind them
with cords, or, if the wood pieces are
large enough, use screws so that there

will he no contact between the plates.

Attach wires to the plates with solder

as shown, and make connections to a

plug. lVur water in an earthenware

An Inexpensive Electric Water Heater Mode of Two
Copper Dates

%

jar, place the plates in it and turn the

plug in a lamp socket. Do not use a

metal vessel.—Contributed by G.

Henry Jones, Sylacauga, Ala.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

An Alarm for a Sleepwalker

A little girl in our family would
walk ill her sleep and it caused us no
little worry lest she might leave the

house without our knowing it. 1

therefore rigged up ail alarm device to

ring a hell should she leave the room,
flic device consisted of a bell and
battery in a circuit, and a switch
which was attached l<> one door cas-

ing. A siring was stretched across

the doorway and attached to the

switch lever in such a manner as to

pull it closed when the siring was
pushed through the doorway opening.
—Contributed by J. Woodburn, To-
ronto, Canada.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

How to Build a Wind Vane
with an Electric Indicator

Quite often it is practically impos-
sible to ascertain the direction of the
wind by observing an ordinary wind
vane on account of the necessity of lo-

cating the vane at such a height that
it may give a true indication. By
means of the device shown in lr ig. 2,

the position of the vane may be deter-
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mined without actually looking at the
vane itself and the indicating device
may be located almost anywhere and
independently of the position of the

wind vane.

The principle upon which the device

operates is that of the Wheatstone
bridge. The position uf the moving
contact A, big. 1, is controlled by the
wind vane. This contact is made to

move over a specially constructed re-

sistance K, Fig. 2. A second movable
contact, II, is controlled by the observer

and moves oxer a second resistance,

identical with that over which the con-

tact A moves. These two resistances

are connected so as to form the two
main brunches of a Wheatstone bridge

;

the points A and I. arc connected to the

current-delecting device, which may
he a galvanometer or telephone re-

ceiver, ami current is supplied by a

number of dry cells.

In order to obtain a balance—that
is, no current through the receiver—the

points A and \> must occupy corre-

sponding positions on their respective

resistances. If the two resistances

over which the points A and l» move
arc mounted in the same position with
respect to the cardinal points of the

compass, then the points themselves

will always be in tlic same position

with respect to t!u cardinal points

when a balance is obtained. 'Flic ar-

row bead oil the wind vane and the

point A arc made to occupy corre-

sponding positions, and hence the po-

sition of the point 13, when no current

passes through the receiver, is an in-

dication of the direction in which the

wind vane is pointing.

'i’he principal parts in the construc-

tion of the device arc shown in the il-

lustration, and the following descrip-
tion of their construction may be of in-

terest to those who contemplate build-

ing the indicator.
Procure two pieces of iV>n . hard

rubber, 1 in. wide by 21 in. long.

Clamp these, side by side, between two

n
/WV />/yv\A/WVWW6—' ^—|i|Hi—

Fie. I—Tlip Dinr.iam of a Whcnlstonc Hrhlcc Which
Slu>w« the f oinls of Contact So Pluccil That a
Knlance Is Obtained

boards and smooth down their edges
and ends, and then file small slots in
the edges with the edge of a three-
cornered file. These slots should all

be equally spaced about .ft in. apart,
ilave the pieces clamped together
while filing the slots and mark one
edge i..p and one end right so that
the pieces may be mounted alike. Now
procure a small quantity of No. 20
gauge bare innnganin wire. Fasten
one end of this wire to one end of
the pieces of rubber by winding it in

and out through three or four small
holes and then wind it around the
piece, placing the various turns in the
small slots that w.:e filed in the edges.
After completing the winding, fasten
the end just as the starting end was
attached. Wind the second piece of
rubber in a similar manner and make
sure to have the length of the free ends
in each ease the same. Obtain a cylin-
der of some kind, about 8 in. in diairf-

cter, warm the pieces of rubber by dip-
ping them in hot water, bend them
around the cylinder and allow them
to cool.

A containing case, similar to that

shown in cross section in the upper
portion of Fig. 2 should now be
constructed from a good quality of
tin or copper. The inside diameter of

this ease should be about 1 in. more
than the outside diameter of the re-

sistance ring R, and it should be about
3 in. deep. The lop C may be made
curved as shown in the illustration,

and should be fastened to l lie case
proper by a number of small machine
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mounted oil the top of a pole.

Mount a piece of l/i-in. steel rod.
about J/> in. long, with a conical hole
in one end, in the center of the bottom
of the ease as shown. by M. A number
of supports, similar to the one shown,
should be made from some ’/i-m. hard
rubber and fastened to the sides of

the ease, to support the resistance ring.

The dimensions of these supports
should be such t hat the ends of the

piece of rubber, forming the ring, are

against each other when it is in place.

The upper edge of tiic ring should be
about 2 in. above me bottom 01 me
ease.

Next, mount a piece of brass tube,

D, in the exact center of the top and

perpendicular to it. A washer, F, may
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also be soldered to the top so as to

aid in holding the lube. Procure a

piece of steel rod, F, that will lit in

the lube J) and turn freely. Sharpen
«>nc end of this rod and mount a brass

wind vane on the other end. A small

metal cup, G, may be soldered to a

washer, H, and the whole mounted on
the steel rod F in an inverted position

as shown, which will prevent water
from getting down inside the ease
along the rod. The cup G may be
soldered diiocily to the rod. Make a

small arm, J, of brass, and fasten a

piece of light spring, K, to one side

of it, near (lie outer end, then mount
the arm on the steel rod so that it is

parallel to the vane and its outer end
points in the same direction as the ar-

row on the vane. The free end of the

light spring on the arm J should be
broad enough to bridge the gap be-

tween adjacent turns of wire on the

resistance ring. Four bindings should
thui be mounted on the inside of the

ease and all insulated from it with the
exception of number 1. Numbers 2

and :J are connected to the ends of the

winding and number -i is connected to

number 3.

A second outfit should now be con-
structed. identical with the one just

described except that it should have
a fiat top with a circular scale mounted
on it, and the arm L should be con-
trolled by a small handle in the center

of the scale. The position of the con-

tact 15 may be indicated on the scale

by a slender pointer, attached to the

handle controlling the arm L.
Four leads of equal resistance should

be used in connecting the two devices

and the connections made as shown.
An ordinary buzzer placed in the bat-

tery circuit will produce an interrupted

current through the bridge circuit and
a balance will be obtained by adjust-

ing the contact point 15 until a min-
imum hum is heard in the telephone

receiver.
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Vibrator for a Spark Coil

J f you do not have the time to make
a vibrator or electrolytic interrupter for

a spark coil, a common electric door-

bell makes a good substitute. Connect
one of the primary wires to the bind-
ing-post of the bill that is not insulated
from the frame, and the other primary
wire to the adjusting screw on the
makc-and-break contact of the bell, as
shown in the sketch. 'The connections
are made from the batteries to the bell

in the usual manner,—Contributed by
Ralph Tarshis, Rrooklyn, N. V.

HIE BOY MECHANIC- 1910

A Small llydroclcclric-Powcr Plant

Wherever a water pressure of over
.'JO lb. is available a small hydroelec-
tric-power plant will produce sufficient

electric cnrenl for any lis^lit work,

such as charging storage batteries,

operating sewing and washing nia-

respond to the features of the model.
This enables one to note the varia-

tions between the wire and the mod-
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el's features. For instance, the fore-
chines. toys, etc. The design is for a
G-iu. hydraulic motor of the Pcllon
type, which will operate well on al-
most all city-water pressures, and at
80 lb. will drive a 100-walt generator
to its full output.

The castings may be procured from
any foundry cheaply, so that these
parts need not trouble the builder.
The patterns can be constructed easily
and arc not so complicated that they
will tear the molds when being re-

moved. They are made from well sea-
soned white pine, •/, in. thick. Pill in

all sharp corners with small fillets. All
• he patterns should taper slightly from
the parting line.

The motor casing is shown in Fig.
I. It is made with a wide Ilangc so
that the cover plate can be bolted to
it. The lug A is to give additional
strength and thickness to the side so
that it may be drilled and tapped for

the nozzle. The legs 15 and C arc for

bolting tlic ease to a base or support.
The outlet pipe is of lead, I in. out-
side diameter, and the hole for it in tlic

ease can be either drilled or cored.

Solder the pipe Hush with the inside

of the casing. Drill and lap the holes

around the flange for 8,:M bolts. The
shaft hole must he drilled very care-

fully. Drill 1/4-in. holes in the feet,

'flic oil holes arc !s in. in diameter.

File the surface of the flange smooth
and also tlic inside shoulder of the

bearing lug. Drill and lap the nozzle
hole for a %-in. pipe thread.

Layout for the Casing. Over and Wheel for the Contraction of a Hydraulic Motor That will Drive
51 °,na“ Dynamo, t^ P.oJucc Current (or Experimental Purposes, to ChareC

Storage Cells or to Run Electric Toys
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1 lie cover plate is shown in Fig. 2.

I ll is is bolter! to the casing: with 8, 32
brass bolts, l/> in. long. The holes for
them arc drilled y*,. in. in diameter. A
shallow hole, for the end of the shaft
to lit in, is drilled in the lug, as shown.

The [test Shape of the Ducket* to Take Up
the Force of the Water

It docs not |>nss all the way through
the plate, bile the inside face of the
lug smooth and also the edge of the
plate where it joins the casing.

The wheel, with brackets attached,
is shown in big. 3. This style of wheel
need trot be followed out closely.
Bore the huh centrally for a %-in.

The Motor a* It i* Coupled to Drive the Dynamo,
and the Water Connection.*

shaft and lit in two setscrews. Drill
and lap the rim for the buckets with
a i/|-in. standard tap. The buckets
must be evenly spaced and boiled on
to make the wheel balance.

The buckets s»i'C shown in Fig. 4.
They may be cast from iron or bab-
bitt. The sharp ridge in the center
provides for a deviation of the water
jet as it Hows on the bucket. The
ridge divides the bucket into two
equal lobes which turn each division
of the jet through almost 180 deg..

using all the kinetic energy in the jet.

This is shown at D. The dividing
ridge must lie in the plane of the rev-
olution, so that each bucket will enter
the center of the jet. The buckets
being evenly spaced on the periphery
of the wheel, only one at a time re-

ceives the force of the jet, the one in
front and the one behind clearing the

j<*-.

The nozzle is shown in Fig. 5. It
can be made of iron or brass. The
inside gradually tapers from % to -ft
in. It lias a %-:!• pipe thread and is

screwed into the hole in the ease from
the inside and is secured with a lock
nut. Fiiough additional threaded por-
tion is left protruding to allow the
supply pipe to be connected.

When assembling the motor, fasten
the wheel to the shaft with the two
setscrews, and place a metal washer,
H, on each side of the wheel. Place
the wheel in the casing and screw the
cover plate in place. A thin rubber
gasket should be placed between the
cover and the casing to provide a
water-tight joint. •

The general arrangement of the
plant is shown in Fig. (i. The motor
and dynamo arc mounted oil a heavy
wood base, which in turn is firmly
bolted to a concrete foundation. Level
up the two machines by the use of thin
washers on the bolls between the base
and machine. A heavy sleeve and set-
screws arc used to connect the two
shafts. The connection to the water
supply is made with %-in. pipe, with
globe valve in it to regulate the How

of water. Any dynamo of about 100-
wall output can be used.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

An Electric Chime Clock

By JOHN E. MAHLMEISTER

TN the construction of this clock 011cx perfectly good and accurate alarm
dock and the works of an old or dis-
carded one arc used. The clock for the
accurate time is set into a frame, or
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casing, made of thin boards which have
a circular opening cut in them to lit

Fi&.l

The Alarm Clock in Its Case and the Location
(he Contact Pins ami Contact Lever

smifily on Hie outside casing of the
clock. The back of the dock and cas-
ing are shown in Fig. I. A circular line
is drawn on the casing, about 1 in.
larger in diameter than the clock, and
brass machine screws with two mils
damping on I lie wood bad:, ns shown
at A. arc set at intervals so as to be op-
posite, or just back of. the hour marks
t', ;i, fi, 8, f), J

I , and 1*3. A contact
spring, 1’, is shaped as shown and sold-
ered t j the knurled knob the back

rio.2

Location of t lie? Clock Work*. Magnet*, Binding
J'omii, Cong* and Striker* on the Baseboard

of the dock used for setting the hands
in a position where it will travel or he
parallel with the minute hand. The
end of the contact spring should be
shaped so that it will slide over the
points of the screws easily, but in good
contact. The cuds of the screws should
be filed to a slightly rounding point.

T he wind,.: diagram for this part of

the apparatus is clearly shown, and the
terminals arc connected to binding
posts C and D. The binding post F is

connected to the metal part of the

clock.

The chime part is made entirely sep-
arate and can be located at any rea-
sonable distance from the clock. It is
propelled by the works from an old
clock, as shown at F, Fig. 2. The old
cl<*ck ;s prepared for use by removing
the hands, balance wheel and escape-
ment so that the wheels will turn
freely. To prevent the works from
running loo fast, a piece of sheet brass,
<i. is soldered to the shaft running at
the highest speed. The brass should
he as large as the space will admit. It
forms a fan to catch the air and re-
tard the speed, and also provides a
means of stopping the works by the
electric mechanism.

T he parts for the gongs and elec-
trical apparatus arc supported on a
baseboard, % in. thick, <» in. wide, and
18 in. long. The automatic switch is
located at one end of the base, and
consists of two sets of magnets, II and
J» will* an armature, K, to which is

attached a stiff contact wire, L. This
wire is to make contact with the spring
M when the rrmnlurc is drawn by the
magnets J, and with N when drawn by
the magnets I f. The springs M and N
are made of thin sheet brass, bent as
shown, and mounted on the base.
A piece of wood, O, on which to

mount the works of the old clock is

mortised into the base. Another
standard, P, of the same height as O,
is also mortised into Hie base to pro-
vide a bearing for the end of the shaft
which carries the wood disk Q, the op-
posite end of the shaft being connected
by means of a ferrule and soldered to
the end of the minute-hand shaft. The
shaft should he well lined up, so that it

will turn freely. The wood disk is Va
in. thick and about C in. in diameter.
Mark four circles on the face of the

disk, near the outside edge and Vi in.

apart. Step oil the outside circle into

150 parts and draw a radial line from
each mark across the four circular lines

with the straight edge on the center of

the disk. An arc of the disk is shown
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in Fig:. 3, where trip pins are driven in
fur making; the electric contacts. This
part of the arc shows the method of
locating the pins for the hour from .'{

to 4 o’clock, with the intermediate pins
for the quarter, half, and three-quarter-
hour contacts. The intermediate pins
are arranged in the same manner for all

hours, Imt the hour pins, on the second
circle, run from I pin lo I 2 pins con-
secutively. Ordinary pi;***, with the
heads cut off, are used and should l»c

driven in accurately on the division
lines to secure proper results.

The arrangement of the springs is

shown in Fig. I. 'These springs, when
pressed together, will close the circuit

for ringing the gongs. 'They arc made
of thin sheet brass, bent as shown at R,

and fastened to a piece, or block, of
hard wood with screws, as shown at

S. The springs numbered 3. 7. and
!t are the ones made as shown at R for

sliding over the pins in the di-.k tj. and
their ends should clear the face "f ihc

disk ahunt Vs m. 'The springs I. I.

(*, and S are about in. shorter and
have their ends bent up at right angles
so that they will almost touch the long
ones. The spring I should he a little

shorter than 2. When fastening the

The Phis arc Accurately Set in Four Circular Lines
and on l’adiil Lines

springs to the block ol wood, he sure

that no two springs touch and that

each one is separated from the other

to form no contact until the pins in the

wheel force them together. The block

is then fastened to the base under and

parallel with the shaft carrying the

disk Q, as shown.
The starling and stopping of the

clockwork F is accomplished by means
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of a set of bell magnets, arranged, as

The iVrU Com.Undine the Chime arc Placed
in the Clock i'Tomc below tlio Works

shown :*t T, Fig. 2, with the wire at-

tached to the armature bent lo touch
the brass wing of the fan (i. The arma-
ture must not vibrate, but stay against
the magnet cores while the current
is flowing through them, thus allow-
ing the clock wheels to turn, and as
stroll as the current is cut off, the arma-
ture will spring back and stop the
wheels.

Arrange four gongs, U, V, W, and
X. as shown in Fig. 2, and also three

bell magnets with clappers 1, 2 and 3.

These gongs should be selected for

tone as in a chime clock. The connec-

tions lo the bell magnets 1, 2, and 3

should be direct to the binding posts
so that the armature will not vibrate,
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but give one stroke. For instance, bell

magnet 1 should produce one stroke
on the gong U when the current is on,
and one stroke on the gong V when

ric.4

The Contact Springs arc Operated by the Pins
on tlie Di*f? Wheel

the current breaks. The magnets 2

should cause the clapper to strike once
on the gong V when the current is

on, and to make one stroke on the gong
\V when the current is broken. The
magnets 3 produce only one stroke

on the gong X at a lime, which is used
to sound the hours.

The parts are connected up electric-

ally as shown in Fig. 5. The lines be-

tween the clock, Fig. I, and the hell-

ringing part, Fig. 2 , arc connected
from C to C, I> to D, and F., big. J, to

the zinc of a ball cry and from the car-

bon to !•*, Fig. 2 . Two dry cells will

be sufficient for the current.

The working of the mechanism is as
follows: Suppose the time is t! min-
utes i*f 3 o’clock and the contact spring

011 the hack is near the 1
1

pin. As
soon as it touches '.he pin, the ai ma-
tin c Is. of the switch will be drawn
in contact with the spring N, then

when the contact spring touches the

12 pin, the current will flow into the

FiC.'J

Tin* Wiring: Diagram for the Location <•? Cue Wires
oti the Under Side of tlie Haw

magnets T and release the wheels of

the clockwork F. which turns the disk

O. ami the three pans in the second row

will pass over tlie spring 5 and press it

in contact with the spring 4 three
times, causing tlie gong X to loll out

3 o'clock. As the contact spring B will

be on the contact pin 12 for about 1

minute, the wheels of the clockwork
F would continue to turn and the bells

ring, if it were not for the slop pin lo-

cated on the outside, or first, circle of
tlie disk Q, which pin is set in line with
the last pin in the set of pins for the
hour, or, in this instance, in line with
the third pin. When the slop pin has
passed the spring, tlie connection
through the magnets T is broken and
the clockwork F stops instantly.
When tlie spring B strikes the 2 o’clock
pin, or 10 minutes after 3 o’clock, the
armature K is drawn over to N, and at

the 3 pin, or 15 minutes after 3 o’clock,

tlie bells U, V, and W will ring and
then the slop pin will break the cur-
rent, and so on, at every 15 minutes of

the J2 hours.

THE BOY MECHANIC - IMS

A Polarity Indicator

Lines in a cable or the ends of con-
nections at a distance from tlie battery
must be tested to determine the polar-
ity. Where a large amount of this

work is to be done, as in automobile
and motorboat repairing, it is necessary
to have an indicator to save time. A
cheap indicator for this purpose can
be made of a G-in. test lube having its

cuds sealed and inclosing a saturated
solution of ammonium chloride (sal

ammoniac) and water. The sealed
ends arc made by inserting a piece of
wire through a cork and, after forcing
this tightly into the end of the test

lube, covering it with scaling wax.
To use, connect the terminals to the

A Simple 1‘ockot Indicator for Finding the Negative
Wire in ltaltery Cable Lines

battery lines, ami the end of the wire in

the solution giving oil bubbles is the
negative wire.
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A Musical Doorbell

By 1 f. MARCELLE Tl IF. BOY MECHANIC - 1910

IN the construction of this doorbell
it is host to purchase a small in-

strument known as the “lubapliouc.”
Jl consists of a rack with several pieces

of brass Inking; cut to different lengths
to give the proper tunes as they arc
struck. Such an instrument with eight
tubes will play almost any tune, and
can be purchased from 50 cents up, de-
pending on the size. IJrass lubes can
be purchased, cut, and toned, but the

time taken in doing this is worth more
than the price of the instrument, and
no changes are necessary in it to make
the doorbell.

Several strips of pine, in. wide and

Vs in. thick, an* procured b>r the frame-
work. The lubes arc ——

^

placed on a table top, 1 in. _
apart and with their lower
ends on a line at right

angles to their length. Vi ii'lfii
|

additional material to fasten on the

ends of two uprights, which arc cut
long enough to admit the longest tube
and allow sufficient room for a large

roller and space at the lop to swing the

tubes.

A base is cut from a board, % in.

thick and of sufficient size to admit the

roller and tube rack, together with a
small battery motor. The tube rack

is fastened to the back of this base by
making a tenon on the lower end of

each upright, and a mortise in the base-

board to receive it.

A roller is turned from a piece of soft

pine, large enough to provide room on
its surface for a number of horizontal

lines equal to the

number of notes in

'--'^1 *' ,c composition to

,,c played. These
ii lines should not he

/T] j - '1 \ r
Detail of tho

A\ J bk Paris for the

s\^ .‘I V -d l'i'k'd Construction

H n I a Musical
s' Doorbell Tint

s' will Piny the

(( s-i/ /'yL
\

Music on Urns?. Tubes
. . :„ -4^ v nli Cne Touch of a

— Push Button

loo close together. Supposing the

music it is desired to play has 15 notes

in its composition, then 15 horizontal

Allow a space of 1 in. outside the first

ami last tube, and cut a piece «*f the

wood to this length, allowing sufficient
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lines must be spaced evenly on the sur-
face of the roller. The length of the
roller should he a free-working fit be-
tween the uprights. A >/rin. steel rod
is run through its center for a shaft.

'llie Appear mice of Uic Doorbell It Thai of a
Mission Clock on a Mantel

allowing sufficient cuds for the bear-
ings, and, in addition, at one end suf-
ficient length for a pulley.

The motor is lined up on the base, so
that ils pulley wheel will run a belt on
the large wheel of the roller. The cur-
rent is turned on after making belt and
wiring connections, a lead pencil is held
directly centering the place where each
tube hangs, and a line is drawn on the
circumference of the roller.

A 1
/s-in. In ile is drilled through each

tube, near one end, and a piece of cat-

gut string run into it to make a hanger.
A piece of hoard, long enough l«> fit

between the uprights when placed on
the slope formed i>y the upper ends of
the tubes after their lower cuds arc set

straight on a line at right angles to
their length, and wide enough to swing
the tubes clear of the frame, is fas-

tened in place, as shown. Small screw
eyes arc turned into the under side of
this board, at even spacing* of 1 in.,

and used to swing the tubes by the cat-

gut strings. Another piece of board,

the same width ns the former, is placed,

perfectly horizontal, between the up-
rights a short distance above the lower
ends of the banging tubes. Keenly
spaced boles are bored in this cross-
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piece to admit the ends of the tubes,

file holes should be of such size that

when they arc lined with a piece of felt,

the lubes will have a little play with-
out touching the sides at any point.
The hammers arc each made of a

strip of sheet brass, having a length
that will extend from the base to a
short distance above the lower ends of
the lubes. A hole is drilled in. each
end of the strip, the lower one being
of a size to fasten it to the base cross-
piece with a round-head wood screw.
The hole in the upper end is used to
fasten a small block of wood with a
screw, fur the hammer head. A small
strip of fell is glued to the striking side
of the block. Another piece of brass,
used for a trip, is fastened to the center
part of each long piece with rivets, so
that its upper end will l»c near the cen-
ter of the roller for height, and strike
the end of a small peg driven into the
roller. The length of these pieces, in
fact, of all pieces, will depend on the
length of the lubes in the tubaphonc
and the size roller required for the
music.

The setting of the pegs in the roller

requires some patience in order to get
the tunc correct, but one mistake will
be of more value than an hour's de-
scription. The pegs can he procured
from a shoemaker. If the roller is of
pine, they can he driven into the wood
of the roller with a hammer.
With ordinary connections to the

push button and motor, the mechanism
will only run while the push button is

being pressed. A device that will
cause the piece of music to he played
through to the finish after the push but-
ton is pushed for a short time, consists
of a turned piece of wood fastened to
the outside surface of the driving wheel
on the roller. T his piece of wood
should be carefully set, so that its out-
side surface will be true as it revolves.
Three brushes, made of copper strips,

arc fastened to the base. The length
of these brushes will depend on the
size of the roller and height of the block
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of wood. They should be evenly
spaced and fastened, so that they will
l»c insulated from each other. One
strip of brass, or copper, is fastened
around the turned piece of wood. This
strip must be as wide as two brushes,

except for a short distance to make a
break in the electrical circuit. The
notch in the strip, to make this break,
should be on the outside edge where it

will disconnect the center brush, and
its location on the turned piece of wood
should be on a line with the end and
the beginning of the pegs for the music.
Another short strip is fastened to the

turned piece of wood, where it will

make a contact with the lirst brush
when (lie second or middle brush is in

the notch, or disconnected, and is con-

nected to the other notched strip with
a piece of wire run beneath the wood.
The wiring shown will make it pos-

sible to start the motor with the push
Inti ton which will turn the roll far

enough to connect the center brush;
then the roller will turn until the music
is played, at which point it will slop

and remain in rest until the push but-

ton again makes the contact.

The entire mechanism can be made
fo set on the mantel or shelf, incased
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like a mission clock, and the wires run-
ning to it may be concealed.

HIE BOY MECHANIC -1915

A Disk-Armature Motor

One of the simplest motors to make
is the disk motor, its construction re-
quiring a wood base, a brass disk, a 8-in.
horseshoe magnet, and some mercury.

The base is made of hard wood, in the
proportions shown in the sketch. The
leading-in wires arc connected to the
binding posts A and and from these
connections arc made, on the bottom of
(he base, from A to the groove C cut in
the upper surface of the base for the
mercury, and from 15 to one screw, D, of
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one bearing. The end .»f the former
wire must be clean ami project into the
end of the groove, where it will be sur-
rounded with mercury.
The hearings consist of thin sheet

brass, cut to the dimensions shown, the
hearing part being made with a well-

pointed center punch, as at K. The
disk wheel is made uf sheet brass, 3 in.
m diameter, and a needle, with the eye
broken off and pointed, is used for the
shaft. The needle shaft can be placed
in position by springing the bearings
apart at the lop.

When the current is applied, the disk
will revolve in a direction relative to
l lie position of the poles on the magnet.
The reverse can he made by turning
I he magnet over.—Contributed by
Joseph 11. Redsilaw, Homestead, Pa.

II IE UOY MECHANIC 1010

A Homemade Wet Battery

Procure a large water bottle and
have a glass cutter cut the top olf so
that the lower portion will form a jar

alxnit 8*/-; in.

high. Next ob-
tain two pieces
of carbon, about
8 ill. long, '1 in.

wide ami \\ in.

thick. Melt up
some old scrap
zinc and mold a
piece having
the same di-

mensions as the
pieces of car-

bun. The mold
for casting the

zinc may he
made by nail-

ing some V'j -in. strips of wood on a
piece of dry board, forming a shallow
box, I in. wide and 8 in. long. Re-
move all the impunities from the sur-

face of the zinc when it is melted,
with a metal $po*';i or piece of tin.

I>c fore Idling the mold with the metal,
place a piece of No. I I gauge bare
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copper wire thrmigii a small hole in
one of the end pieces forming the
mold, and allow it to project several
inches inside, and make sure the mold
is perfectly level. The zinc will run
around the end of the wire, which is to
a llord a means of connecting the zinc
plate to one of the binding posts form-
ing the terminals of the cell.

Cut from some hard wood four
pieces a little longer than Hie outside
diameter of the glass jar. two of them
\'i by in., and two. by % in. Brill
a !s-in. hole in each end of all four
pieces, the holes being perpendicular
to the 11-in. dimension in each ease,
and about % in. from the end. Boil
all the pieces for several minutes in

paraffin and stand them up on end
i*» drain. Procure two %-in. brass
holts,' 3% in. long, which arc to be
used in clamping the elements of the
cell together. The two smaller pieces
of wood should he placed on each side
of one end of the zinc, then the carbon
pieces and the larger pieces of wood
outside the carbon pieces. The carbon
plates should be connected together
and then connected to a binding post
which forms the positive terminal of
t lie cell. If unable to obtain pieces of
carbon of the required dimensions, a
number o' ordinary electric-light car-
bons may be used. Get about ten

ll;-iii
:
carbons, without the copper coat-

ing, if possible; if not, file all the cop-
per off. Cut these carbons olT, forming
8-in. lengths. File the top ends of the
carbons Hat and so that they all be-
come equal in thickness, and clamp
them in place by means of the brass
bolls. If rods arc used, they should all

be connected together by means of a
piece of copper wire and then to a
binding post.

The plates may now be hung in the

jar, the wooden pieces resting on the
• p of Hie jar and acting as a support.
The solution for this cell is made by
dissolving lb. of potassium bichro-
mate in '/j gal. of water, and then
adding very slowly IU lb. of strong
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sulphuric acid. More or less solution
may be nude by using the proper pro-
portion of each ingredient.
This cell will have a voltage of two

volts, a rather low internal resistance,
and will be capable of delivering a
large current. If it should begin to
show signs of exhaustion, a little more
acid may be added.
A chemical action goes on in this

cell regardless of whether it supplies
current to an external circuit or not,
and for tins reason the elements should
be removed from the solution and
bung directly over the jar when the
cell is not in use. A simple device for
this purpose may be constructed as
shown. A cord may he passed through
I lie opening in the crossbar at the lop
and its lower end attached to the ele-

ments. When the elements arc drawn
out of the solution, the upper end of
I he cool may he fastened in some man-
ner. This frame can, of course, be
made longer, so it will accommodate
a number of cells.

1 1 IE BOY Ml-ci IANIC - 1915

The Construction of a Simple

Wireless Telephone Set
liy A. E. ANDREWS

In Two Parts— Part I

Among the various methods for the
transmission of speech electrically,

without wire, from one point to an-
other, the so-called "inductivity" sys-
tem, which utilizes the principles of
electromagnetic induction, is perhaps
the simplest, because it rc<|tiircs no spe-
cial apparatus. Since tl is system is

so simple in construction, and its opera-
tion can be easily understood by one
whose knowledge of electricity is lim-

ited, a description will be given of how
to construct ami connect the necessary
apparatus required at a station for both
transmitting and receiving a message.

Before taking up the actual construc-
tion and proper connection of the vari-

ous pieces of apparatus, it will be well
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to explain the electrical operation of the
system, if a conductor be moved in

a magnetic field in any direction other
than parallel to the field, there will be
an electrical pressure induced in the
conductor, and this induced electrical
pressure will produce a current in an
electrical circuit of which the conductor
is a part, provided the circuit be com-
plete, or closed, just as the electrical
pressure produced in lln: battery due
to the chemical action in the battery
will produce a current in a circuit con-
nected to the terminals of the battery.
A simple experiment to illustrate the
fact that there is an induced electrical

pressure set up iu a conductor when
it is moved in a magnetic field may be
performed as follows: Take a wire,
A 1J, as shown in lrig. 1, and connect its

terminals to a galvanometer, G, as
shown. If no galvanometer can be ob-
tained, a simple one can be made by
supporting a small compass needle in-

side a coil composed of about 100 turns
of small wire. 'The terminals of the

winding on the coil of the galvanometer
should he connected to the terminals
ol the conductor AB, as shown iu Fig.

1 . If now the conductor AB he moved
up and down past the cud of the mag-
net N, there will he an electrical pres-
sure induced in the conductor, and this

electrical pressure will produce a cur-
rent in the winding of the galvanometer

•*'B- 1— Wire Connected to Golvnnometcr
t

G. which will cause the magnetic needle
suspended iu the center of the coil to
be acted upon by a magnetic force tend-

ing to move it fmm its initial position.
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';
r position of rest, it will be found

ili.it tin's induced electrical pressure will
exiu only as Ions; as the conductor All
is moving with respect to the magnetic
held of the magnet N, as there will
be no dellcction of the galvanometer
needle when the motion of the con-
ductor ceases, indicating there is no
current in the g-.I.anoinctcr winding,
and hence no induced electrical pres-
sure. It will also be found that the
direction in which the magnetic needle
of the galvanometer is detleclcd
changes as the direction of motion of
the conductor changes with respect to
the magnet, indicating that there is a
change m the direction of the cur-
rent in the winding of the galva-
nometer, and since the direction of this
current is dependent upon the direction
in which the induced electrical pres-
sure acts, there must have been a
change in the direction of this pressure
due to a change in the direction of mo-
tion of the conductor. The same re-
sults can be obtained by moving the
magnet, allowing the conductor XV. to
remain stationary, the only require-
ment being a relative movement of the
conductor and the magnetic held
created by the magnet.

it is not necessary that the •magnetic
field be created by a permanent mag-
net. ll can be produced by a current

FIr. Z— MiHVilc Tc'l

in a conductor. The fact that there is

a magnetic held surrounding a con-
ductor in which : lure is a current can

be shown by a sim-
ple experiment, as

illustrated in lrig.

2. If a wire be
placed a b o v c a
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/ ^ . \

FIr. a —Reverted
Linn ol Force

\V vWi/ '// compass needle
and parallel to the

Jrl direction of l h c

\ compass needle and

/
({' \

,l curm,t l,c SCI,L

1 I

) \
through the wire in

^ \ / .
the direction indi-

\ y i rated by the arrow

\ / I, there will be a

^ force acting on the
FIR. A -Reverted COIllpaSS UCCdlc

ol roicc ••
,tending to turn the

needle at right angles to the wire. The
amount the needle is turned will de-
pend upon the value of the current in
the wire. There is a definite relation
between the direct ton of the current in

the wire and the direction of the mag-
netic field surrounding the wire, be-
cause a reversal of current in the con-
ductor will result in a reversal in the
direction in which the compass needle
is deflected. Remembering that the
direction of a magnetic field can be de-
termined by placing a magnetic needle
in the field and noting the direction in

which the N-polc of the needle points,

this being taken as the positive direc-

tion, if one looks along a conductor in

which there is a current and the cur-

rent be from the observer, the direction

of the magnetic lick! about the con-

ductor will be clockwise. Imagine a

conductor carrying a current and that
you arc looking at a cross-section of
this conductor (sec Fig. 3), and the di-
rection of the current in the conductor
i~. from you (this being indicated in
the figure by the cross inside the cir-

cle), then the lines of force of the mag-
netic field will be concentric circles
about the conductor, they being nearer
together near the conductor, indicat-

ing the strength of the field is great-
est near the conductor. A compass
needle placed above the conductor
would place itself in such a position
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llial the N-pole would point toward
tlic right and the S-polc toward the left.
If Jic nestle he placed below the con-
due lor, the N-pole would point to the
left and the S-polc to the right, indicat-
ing that the direction of the magnetic
held above the conductor is just the re-
verse of what it is below the conductor.
The strength of the magnetic field

produced by a current in a conductor
can be greatly increased by forming
the conductor into a coil. Figure 4
shows the cross-section of a coil com-
posed of a single turn of wire. The
current in the upper cross-section is

iust the reverse of what it is in the
lower cross-section, as indicated by the
cross and dash inside the two circles.

As a result of the direction of current

FIr. 3 — Lines of Force

in the two cross-sections being differ-

ent, the direction of the magnetic field

about these two cross-sections will be
different, one being clockwise, and the
other counter-clockwise. It will be ob-
served, however, that all the lines of
force pass through the center of the
coil in the same direction, or the mag-
netic livid inside the coil is due to the
combined action of the various parts
of the conductor forming the complete
turn. This magnetic iieid can be in-
creased in value, without increasing
the current in the conductor, by adding
more turns to the coil.

A cross-section through a coil coin-
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posed of eight turns placed side by
side is shown in Fig. f». The greater
part of the magnetic lines created by
each turn pass through the remaining
turns as shown in the figure, instead
of passing around the conductor in

which the current exists that creates
them. This results in the total nit hi-

fi*. 5—Magnolle Linos Fusslnc through Center

her of lines passing through the coil

per unit of cross-sectional area being
greater than it was for a single turn,

although the value of the current in

ti e conductor has remained constant,
the only change being an increase in

the number of turns forming the coil.

If a conductor be moved by the end
of a coil similar to that shown in Fig.

5, when there is a current in the wind-
ing of the coil, there will be ail elec-

trical pressure induced in the con-

ductor, just the same as though it were
moved by the cud of a permanent mag-
net. The polarity of the coil is marked
in Fig. 5. The magnetic lines pass

from the S-polc to the N-pole through
the coil and from the N-pole to the S-

po!e outside the coil, just as they do
in a permanent magnet.

In Two Parts—Part II

If two coils of wire be placed parallel

to each other as shown in Fig. 0, and a
current be passed through the winding
of one of them, say A, a part of the

magnetic lines of force created by this-

current will pass through the other coil

1*. These lines of magnetic force must
cut across the turns of wire of the
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coil in which there is no current as the
magnetic held is being created, and as
a result there will be an electrical pres-
sure produced in the winding of the
coil carrying no current. When the cur-
rent in coil A is discontinued, the mag-
netic held created by this current is

destroyed or it contracts to zero, and
the magnetic lines again cut the vari-

ous turns composing the winding of
coil 15. The direction in which the
magnetic lines of force and the wind-
ing of coil 15 move with respect to
each other is just the reverse, when the
current in the winding of coil A is in-

creasing. to what it is when the cur-
rent in the winding of the coil A is de-
creasing. Any change in il*e value of

the current in the winding of coil A
will result in a change in the number
of magnetic lines of force linked with
the winding of the coil 15, and as a re-

sult of lliis change in the number of
lines linked with the winding of coil

15 there will be an induced electrical

pressure set up in coil 15. The direction

of this induced electrical pressure will

depend upon whether the current in

the winding of coil A is increasing or
decreasing in value. When the current

in the winding of coil A is increasing

in value, the electrical pressure induced
in the winding of coil 15 will be in such
a direction that the current produced
by this induced electrical pressure will

pass around the winding of coil 15 in

the opposite direction to that is: which
the current passes around the winding
of coil A. Or the current produced l»y

the induced electrical pressure lends to

produce a magnetic field opposite in

direction to the one created by the cur-

rent in the winding of coil A. When
the current in the winding of A is de-

creasing in value, the induced pressure

in the winding of the coil 15 is just lli£

reverse of what it was in the previous

case and the current produced by this

i ii d u c e d

pressure
passes
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around the
winding o f

the coil 15 in

the same di-

rection a s

l h c current
passes
around 1 h e

winding o f

coil A. The
current pro-
duced by the

induced electrical pressure aids the cur-
rent in the winding of coil A in produc-
ing a magnetic field. In general the

current resulting from the induced
pressure always passes around the cir-

cuit in such a direction as to produce
a magnetic effect which will oppose a
change in the value of the magnetic
field causing the induced electrical

FiC. 6

pressure.

There will be an induced pressure
in the winding of coil 15, due to a
change in the value of the current in

the winding of coil A, as long as the

coil 15 remains in the magnetic field of

the coil A and its plane is not par-

allel to magnetic lines; or, in other
words, coil 15 must always be ill such
a position that some of the magnetic
lines created by the current in coil A
will pass through the winding of coil

If a telephone transmitter and a bat-

tery be connected in series with the

winding of coil A. a fluctuating or vary-
ing current can be made to pass
through the winding by causing the dia-

phragm of the transmitter to vibrate

l>y speaking into the mouthpiece of the

transmitter. This varying current will

set up a varying magnetic field and
there will be an induced electrical pres-

sure set up in coil 15, if it be properly
placed with respect t" coil A. A re-

ceiver connected in series with the

winding of coil L5 will be subjected to

the action of a varying current due to
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Fij. 7—Sending mul Receiving lCquipmenl

the induced electrical pressure in the
winding of coil I! ami as a result, the

diaphragm of the receiver will vibrate
in unison with that of Hie transmitter,

nml speech can thus be transmitted.

The connection just described should
be somewhat modified and a little more
equipment used in order to give the

best results.

Kijrure 7 shows the complete send-
ing and receiving equipment, a com-
plete outfit of this kind being re-

quired for each station. The trans-

mi' ter T and the tcccivcr R may be
an ordinary local battery transmitter

and receiver, although a high-resist-

ance receiver will give better results.

The induction coil with the windings,
marked 1’ and S, may be any commer-
cial type of induction coil as used in a
magneto telephone instrument, but a
coil with a high-wound secondary will

give belter results, 'flic push button
K is to be used in closing the trans-
mitter circuit when the set is being
used for transmitting, the key being de-
pressed, and for shorting out the high
resistance secondary winding when the

set is used in receiving, the key being
in the normal position. Ten dry cells

should be connected in scries and used
to supply current to the transmitter
circuit, as shown by 1) in the figure.

The receiver R, secondary winding of
the induction coil S, and the winding
of coil A used in transmitting and re-

ceiving the magnetic effects, arc all

connected in series. The winding of
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the coil A consists of two parts, D and
K, as shown in the figure, with two of
their ends connected together by means
«»f a condenser, C, having a capacity
of about 2 micro-farads. Kach of these
parts should consist of about 200 turns
of No. 22 gauge silk-covered copper
wire, wound o:i an ordinary bicycle rim.

T he inside end of one winding should
he connected to the outside of the other
by means of the condenser, the two
coils being wound ia the same direc-

tion. The condenser C can be pro-

cured at a small cost from almost any
telephone company.

To talk, two of the instruments arc

placed 23 or ."0 ft. apart, and they may
be placed in different rooms as walls

and oilier ordinary obstructions that

do nut interfere with the production of

the magnetic field about the trans-

mitting coil, have no effect upon the

operation. Pressing the button K at

the transmitting station, closes the

transmitter circuit and removes the

shunt from about the secondary wind-
ing of the induction. Any vibration of

i lie transmitter will cause a varying
current to pass through the primary
winding P, which in turn induces an

electrical pressure in the secondary
winding S, and this pressure causes a
varying current to pass through the

coil A. The varying current in the

winding of the coil A produces a vary-

ing magnetic field which acts upon the

receiving coil, inducing ail electrical

pressure in it and producing a current

through the receiver at the receiving

station.

A filing coherer, adapted io close a
local relay circuit and ring an ordinary

bell, may be used with the sets just de-

scribed for signaling between stations.
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Where electric current is available,
it can be use<l to beat an incubator
much better and cleanlier Ilian the
kerosene lamp. The materials arc in-

expensive and the cost should be no
more than for the ordinary kind of
heater.

First of all the box part must be
made of very dry wood, in. thick.

The material should be matched, as
I lie cost of the operation depends up-
on the construction of the box. The
proper size for an SO-egg incubator is

'i ft. 'Square and I ft. high. If a larger
one is desired, the dimensions may be
varied to suit, but it is not necessary
lo make it any higher for a larger one.
If it is desired to have a window in the
door, care must be taken to make it a
good III. The top, as shown in the
sketch, is made without hinges so that
it can be readily set on and removed.
'I bis makes it handy in ease of repair-

ing the heater and cleaning the box.

The inside of the box. with the excep-
tion of the bottom, should be covered
with asbestos paper.

Fill. I—Box Details

After the box is finished, fit it with

a tray, V/a ft. by I ft. 10*;/, in. A

tray having these dimensions will slide
easily in the box. This is an essential
feature of the hatching, 'flic frame of
the tray J), Fig. 1, consists of wood,
:
Y\ hy -y, in., with a bottom made of
wire mesh. The mesh should be firmly

Fin. 2— Heater Detail*

attached, so that it will not give away
when full of eggs. Runners for the
tray are placed in. from the bottom
of the box. When the tray is put in

place, it will not touch the back. This
small space is left for the chicks to
fall into the nursery below. About
4 ill. below the tray four holes are

bored, A A, V& in. in diameter, one on
each side of the box. These holes ad-
mit fresh air lo the eggs.
The electric heater is just large

enough to allow a space about in.

on all edges. This makes it in.

square. A piece of J/i-in. asbestos of

the above size should be secured, on
which to place the healing wire. The
amount of wire depends on the size

and kind. As it is not necessary to

heat the wire very hot, iron or steel

wire may be used. The length of wire
may be determined by the following
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method

:

Wind 1 lie wire on a long slick, mak-
ing sure that no one coil touches its

neighbor. Connect one wire of the cur-
rent supply at one cud of the coil and
run the other end of the current sup-

ply along the coils, starting at the ex-
treme opposite end and drawing toward
the center until the iron wire gels too

hot to hold with the bare hand. This
will be the right length of wire to use.

The length being known, a number of

tacks are placed in the asbestos board

to hold the wire, as shown in l'ig. 2.

Cover the wire with a sheet of asbestos

and attach binding-posts, E and K, at

each end.

The asbestos inclosing the heating

wires is covered with a thin piece of

sheet iron, which is made to fit tightly

over the bottom mid sides. This will

spread the heat evenly, lie careful to

have the binding-posts insulated from
the sheet metal. In the cross section

of the heater, big. 2. A represents the

•/pin. asbestos board; IS, the healer

wire; C, the asbestos paper, and D the

sheet-metal covering.

The most important part of the in-

cubator is the thermostat which regu-

lates the current to maintain a steady

beat. It is not advisable to make ibis

instrument, as a good one can be pur-

chased for less than $1. Place the

thermostat in the end of the box at

II, Fig. 1. A small door, E, is made in

the box for easy adjustment of the

thumbscrews.
Suspend the healer from the cover

of the box with bolls 2 ;
;'i

in. long, as

shown in Fig. I. A base receptacle, G,

and a snap switch, il, are fastened on

top of the cover and connected up to

l lie thermostat 11, the condenser C, the

healer F, and lamp f. as shown. An-
other snap switch, J, is used on the

light only, 'flic condenser C is to pre-

vent sparking, thus saving the plati-

num points on the screws. Do not use

more than a 2-cp. lamp for lighting

purposes, as a brighter light blinds the
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you ig chicks.

The incubator should be run for a
day or two so that the current may be
well regulated before placing the eggs
in the tray. The incubator is operated
the same as with lamp heat.—Contrib-
uted by M. Miller, Lansing, Mich.
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Temperature Alarm

The falling temperature of a room
during the night may result iii a very
bad cold for the occupant. This may
be prevented by the use of an alarm
to awaken the sleeper and warn him
to close the window. An alarm can
be made as follows: Take a glass
lube about -I in. long and lA in. in di-
ameter and close one end, used for the
bottom, with sealing wax, in which

the bare end <>f a No. 20 gauge magnet
wire is inserted. T he lube is almost
filled with mercury. On the mercury
a float of wax is placed in which
a bare piece of the same magnet
wire is inserted and bent as shown
in the sketch. The lube of mercury is

fastened to a base with two clips of
metal. At 1 lie upper end of this base
the adjustable lever A is attached.
The electric connections arc made as
shown in the sketch.

Should the temperature fall during
the night, the mercury will contract,
the float descend and the circuit close,
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so that the bell will ring. The adjust-
able lever allows setting the alarm
for varinu: ii:f?co:sccs of temperature.
—Contributed by K.'ycc Fuzzcllc,
Rogers. Ark.
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Construe lion of a Small

Bell-Ringing: Transformer

By A. E. ANDREWS

Part I—Fundamental Principles

The transformer in its simplest form
consists of two separate and electrically

independent coils of wire, usually

wound upon an iron core.

Figure l shows two coils, P and S,

placed upon an iron ring, R. One of
these coils is connected to some source
of energy, such as an alternating-cur-
rent generator, or an alternating-cur-

rent lighting circuit, receiving its

energy therefrom. The other coil is

connected to a load to which it delivers

alternating current. The coil of the

transformer that is connected to the
source «>f energy is called the primary
coil, and (he one that is connected to
the load, the secondary coil.

The electrical pressure (voltage) at

which current is supplied by the sec-

ondary bears a definite relation to the
electrical pressure at which current is

supplied to the pi unary. This relation,

as will be explained later, is practically

the same as the relation between the

number of turns in the secondary and
primary coils. If there arc a smaller
number of turns in the secondary coil

than there arc in the primary, the scc-
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oudary voltage is less than the primary,
and the transformer is called a step-

down transformer. If, on the other

hand, there are a larger number of sec-

ondary turns than of primary, the sec-

ondary voltage is greater Ilian the

primary voltage, and the transformer
is called a slcp-up transformer.

The transfer of electrical energy
from the primary coil to the secondary
coil of a transformer is based upon the

fundamental principles of electro-
magnetism and electromagnetic induc-
tion, and it will be necessary to
investigate these principles before we
can understand the operation of the
transformer.

A magnet is a body, which, when
freely suspended, assumes approxi-
mately a north and south position. The
cm! of the magnet that points north is

• ailed the north pole, while the end
•hat points south is called the south
pole. The region surrounding a mag-
net is called a magnetic field. In this
held the magnetism is supposed to flow
along a large number of imaginary
lines, called lines of force, and these
lines arc all supposed to emanate from
the north pole of the magnet, pass
through the medium surrounding the
magnet and enter the south pole. The
magnetic field surrounding a bar mag-
net is shown in Fig. 2. The strength
of any magnetic field depends upon
the number of these lines of force per
unit area (square centimeter), the area
In-mg taken perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the lines.

Fie. 2— Magnetic Field
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In 1312, Ocrslcd discovered that a

compass needle, which is nothing but
a panii.-icGfii magnet freely suspended
’•r supported, wiien placed near a con-
ductor in which there was a direct

current, was acted upon by a force that

tended to bring the needle into a posi-

tion at right angles to the conductor.

This simple experiment proved to

Oersted that there was a magnetic licit!

produced by the current in the conduc-
tor. lie also found that there was a

definite relation between the direction

of the current in the conductor, and
the direction in which the north pole

of the compass needle pointed. If the

compass needle is allowed to conic to

rest in the earth’s magnetic field, and
a conductor is placed above it, the

conductor being parallel to the needle,

and a current then sent through the

conductor, the needle will be deflected

from i
l

*; position of rest. Reversing
the current in the conductor, reverses
the din i linn in vvlii* li llie needle i:.

deflected. If the needle be allowed to

come to real while there is a current

iu the conductor, and this current is

then increased, it will he found that

the deflection of ihe needle will he in-

creased, but not in direct proportion to

the increase in the current, lienee

the strength of this magnetic lidd sur-

rounding the conductor depends upon
the value of the current in the conduc-

tor, and the direction of the field de-

pends upon the direction of the current.

If a conductor be passed through a

piece of cardboard, as shown in Fig.

3, and a current sent through it iu the

direction indicated by the arrow A, a
compass needle, moved about the con-

ductor in the path indicated by the

dotted line, will always assume such a

position that the north pole points

around the conductor in a clockwise

direction as you look down on the card-
board. If the current be reversed, the

direction assumed by the compass
needle will be reversed. Looking
along a conductor in the direction of
the current, the magnetic field will

consist of magnetic lines encircling the
conductor. These lines will be con-

1 •« MuKurlte Welti niouiitl Comluitoi

centric circles, as a general rule, ex-

cept when they arc distorted by the
presence of other magnets or magnetic
materials, and their direction will be

clockwise.

The strength of the magnetic field

at any point near this conductor will

depend upon the value of the current
in the conductor, and the distance the

point is from the conductor. The
magnetic field surrounding a conductor
is shown iu Fig. 4. The plus sign in-

FlR-'l—Magnetic Fi-M v-irrouiidiriE Fin. 5- Magnetic Field ol<out a Fin- 0—A Coil nbout i Magnetic Circuit
n CondUklM Coil through Iron and Air
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dicalcs that ihe direction of the cur-
rent is from you. The strength of a
magnetic Held due to a current in a
conductor can he greatly increased by
forming a coil of the conductor. Each
turn of the coil then produces a certain
number of lines, and the greater part
of these lines pass through the center
of the coil, as shown in Eig. 5. The
Held strength inside such a coil is de-
pendent upon the number of turns in
the coil, and the value of the current
iu these turns. Increasing the number
of turns iu the coil increases the num-
ber of magnetic lines passing through

the center of the coil, as shown in Ffc.
0. If the current he decreased in value,

the held strength is decreased, and if

the current he reversed iu direction,

the magnetic field is reversed in dircc-

Flr.. AColl nlHMit n Ciicuil UiiuorIi lion

lion. The number of magnetic lines

passing through the solenoid depends
also upon the kind of material compos-
ing the core of the solenoid, in addition

to the number of turns ami the value of

1 lie current in these turns. The num-
ber of lines per unit area inside a sole-

noid with an air core can be multiplied

several times by introducing a soft-iron

core, if this core be extended as

shown in Eig. 7, the magnetic circuit

(the path through which the magnetic
lines pass) may he completed through
it. The larger part of the total num-
ber of lines will pass through the iron,

as it is a much better conductor of

magnetism than air.

in 18.TI, Michael Earadar discovered

that there was an electrical pressure

induced in an electrical conductor
when it was moved in a magnetic field

so that it cut some of the lines forming
the field. If this conductor he made
to form part of a closed electrical cir-

cuit. there will he a current produced
in the circuit as a result of the in-

dued electrical pressure. The value of

this induced electrical pressure depends
upon the number of magnetic lines of

force that the conductor cuts in one
second. If 100,000,000 lines arc cut iu

one second, an electrical pressure of

one volt is produced. The direction of

the induced pressure depends upon the

direction of the movement of the con-

ductor and the direction of the lines

of force in the magnetic field; revers-

ing either the direction of the magnetic
field or the motion of the conductor,
reverses the direction of the induced
pressure, if both the direction of the
magnetic field, and the direction of the
motion of the conductor he reversed,
there is no change in the direction of
• he induced pressure, for there is then
no change in the relative directions of
the two. The same results can he ob-
tained by moving the magnetic field

with respect to the conductor in such
a way that the lines of force of the
field cut the conductor.

If a permanent magnet be thrust
into a coil of wire, there will he an
electrical pressure set up in the coil

so long as the turns of wire forming
the coil arc cutting the lines of force
that arc produced by the magnet.
When the magnet is withdrawn, the
induced electrical pressure will he re-
versed iu direction, since the direc-
tion of cutting is reversed. A mag-
netic field may he produced through a
coil of wire by winding it on the mag-
netic circuit shown in Eig. 8. Now
any change of current in the coil P will

cause a change in the number of mag-
netic lines passing through S and
lienee there will be mi induced electri-

cal pressure set up in S so long as the
number of lines passing through it is
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changing, The pressure induced in

l «r..R-Tv/o Ceils nliout a Macuctle Circuit throucli Iron

each of the turns comprising the coil

S depends upon the change in the num-
ber of magnetic lines through it.

Let us now consider a condition of

operation when there is no current in

the secondary coil and the primary coil

is connected to some source of electri-

cal energy. When this is the ease the

current in the primary coil is not de-

termined by Ohm’s law, which slates

that the current is equal to the elec-

trical pressure divided by the resist-

ance, but is considerably less in value,

for the following reason, 'l’hc mag-
netic lines of force produced by the

current in the primary induces nil elec-

trical pressure in the primary winding
itself, the direction of which is always
opposite to the impressed pressure, or

the one producing the current. As a

result of this induced pressure be-

ing set up in the primary, the effec-

tive pressure acting in the circuit

is decreased. At the same lime there

is an electrical pressure induced in the

secondary winding in the same direc-

tion as that induced in the primary.
If l lie secondary circuit he connected

to a load, there will be a current in the

secondary winding, which will pass

around the magnetic circuit in the op-
posite direction to the primary current,

and as a result will decrease the num-
ber of lines passing through the pri-

mary coil. 'I bis will in turn decrease
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the electrical pressure induced in the
primary coil, and a larger current will

exist in the primary winding than there

was before any current was taken from
the secondary coil. The decrease in

induced pressure is small, but it is al-

ways ample to allow the required in-

crease in primary current. There is,

at the same time, a small decrease in

the secondary pressure.

When the transformer is operating
on no load, with no current in the sec-
ondary coil, the induced pressure in the
primary coil is practically equal to the
impressed pressure and lienee a very
small rurrciil will he taken from the

source of energy. It is apparent now
that if the primary and secondary coils

have the same number of turns, the in-

duced electrical pressure in each of
these coils will he the same, assuming,
of course, that all the magnetic lines

that pass through the primary also
pass through the secondary coil, and
vice versa, or the secondary pressure is

practically the same as the pressure
impressed on the primary. If the
number of turns in the secondary coil

is greater or less than the number of

turns in the primary, the magnetic
lines will he cut a greater or less num-
ber of limes by the secondary coil, and
lienee the induced pressure will be
greater or less, depending upon the re-

lation of the number of turns in the
two coils.

PART II— Construction

Transformers may he divided into

two main groups, the classification be-

ing made according to the relation

between the magnetic circuit of the
transformer and the primary and sec-

ondary windings. When the two
windings surround the magnetic cir-

cuit of a transformer, as indicated in

1 - ig. !>, the transformer is said to be of

core type. If the magnetic circuit

surrounds* the windings, as indicated
in big. 10, the transformer is said to

be of the shell type. The following in-

293
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U:
Flu. 9 —Core-Type T'uusfoinicr

.slnieliuiis arc for a shell -type trans-

former.

Any mass of magnetic material,

such as a piece of soft iron, when
placed in a magnetic held that is pro-
duced by an alternating current, will

he. rapidly magnetized and demag-
netized, the rapidity of the change de-
pending upon the frequency of the

current producing the field. When a
piece of iron is magnetized and de-
magnetized, as just slated, there will

he a certain amount of heat generated
in it and this heat represents energy
that must come from the electrical cir-

cuit producing the magnetic field in

which tlic iron is placed.

The heat that is gem-rated in the
iron is due to two onuses: hirst, the

hysteresis loss which is due to a prop-
erty of the iron that causes I lie mag-
netism in the iron to lag behind the

magnetizing influence, or the changes
that, are constantly taking place in the

field strength due to the alternating

currcnl. This loss cannot be entirely

eliminated, but it may be reduced to a

very low value by using a soft grade of

iron, or one having what is called a
low hystcrclic constant. Second, the

eddy-current loss which is due to the
circulation of currents through the

mass of metal. These currents are

due to unequal electromotive forces set

up in the different parts of the piece

of metal when there is

a change in the
strength of the field in

winds the metal is

placed. T*h is loss can-

not be entirely elimi-

nated, but it can be

greatly reduced by
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Fig. 10—Shell-Type Transformer

breaking the mass of
metal up into parts and insulating these
fails from each other, which results
m the paths in which the eddy currents
originally circulated being destroyed to
a certain extent.
The breaking up of the metal is

usually made in such a way that the
joints between the various parts arc
paraucl lo the direction of I he mag-
netic field. When the joints arc made
in I his way, they offer less opposition
to the magnetizing force. This is one
of i he principal reasons why induction-
coil cores are made up of a bundle of
wires instead of a solid piece. These
wires arc annealed or softened lo re-
duce the hysteresis loss that would
occur. The combined hysteresis and
eddy-current losses, which arc spoken
of as the iV.;i losses, will of course be
very small in the transformer you are
going to construct, but the above dis-
cussion is given to show why the mag-
netic circuits of transformers arc built
up from sheets of soft iron, called lam-
inations. The core is said lo be
laminated.
The dimensions of the complete mag-

netic circuit, of the transformer you
arc going to construct, arc given in

big. 11. The primary and secondary
windings arc both to be placed about
the center portion C, and it is apparent
that the winding of these coils would
be very tedious if the wire had lo be
passed back and forth through the
openings A and 1). This procedure in
winding can be prevented by first

forming the part of the magnetic cir-

cuit upon which the windings arc
placed

;
then wind on the coils and,

after they arc completed, finish build-
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Circuit

Fit:. U — Outer Portion of the Mac*
nctic Citcuil

Fie- 13 — Inner Portion of the
Magnetic Circuit

mg up the magnetic circuit with pieces
cut to 1 lie proper size ami shape.

Procure a small quantity of soft,
thin sheet iron ami cut out a sufficient

number of rectangular pieces, 3 in. I»y

•l/i in., lii make a pile in. in height
when (irmly pressed together. Now
cut a rectangular notch in each of these
pieces, 2 in. wide and 3% in. lung. The
sides of this notch can he cut with a
pair of tinner’s shears, ami the end
can he cut with a sharp cold-chisel.
I*c careful not to bend either piece
any more than you can help. The out-
side piece, or the one in which the
notch is cut, should have dimensions
corresponding to those given in Fig.

13. When all of these pieces have been
cut, as indicated above, the rectangular
pieces, 2 in. by 3% in., that were cut
out to form the notch in the larger
pieces, should have two of their corners
cut away, so as To form pieces whose
dimensions correspond to those given
in Fig. 13. These last pieces arc to
form the core and part of the end of
the transformer. Now make sure that

all the edges of the pieces arc perfectly

smooth ami that they arc all of the

same size; then give each one a coat of

very thin shellac.

Now cut from a piece of insulating
fiber, that is about -fa in. thick, two
pieces whose dimensions correspond to

those given in Fig. II. When these
pieces arc completed, the core of the
transformer can be assembled as fol-

lows: Place the T-shaped pieces, whose
dimensions correspond to those given
in Fig. J.5, through the openings ill the

pieces of insulation, alternate pieces

being put through the openings from
opposite sides. The distance from out-
side to out side of the pieces of insula-
tion should he exactly the same as the
length of the vertical portion of the T-
shaped pieces forming the core, or 3 in.

Cut from some soft wood four pieces
having cross sections whose dimen-
sions correspond to those given in Fig.

and of such a length that they will
just slip down between the two pieces
of insulation. These pieces should now
he placed on the four sides of the iron
core and covered with several layers of
heavy insulating cloth. Each layer of
the cloth should he shellacked as it is

put on, which will increase the insula-
tion and at the same time help in hold-
ing the wooden pieces in place. You
are now ready to start winding the
transformer.

The secondary, which is the low-
voltage side in this ease, as you arc
using the transformer to reduce or step
down the voltage, will have the smaller
number of turns, and larger wire
should he used in winding it than in

the primary, as it will carry a larger
current. On account of the secondary
being of larger wire, it will be placed on
the core first. For this winding you
will need a small quantity of No. 2G B.

& S. gauge, single cotton-covered wire.

Drill a small hole through one of the

insulating washers, down close to the

cloth covering the core, being careful

at the same lime to keep the hole as far

from the metal part of the core as pos-
sible. Pass the end of a short piece of

No. 13 or 20 15. & S. gauge, double
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Fill. N — Insulmlnn Wuslicr Fig. IS—Wood Filler

colloii-covcrcd wire through this open-
ing' and solder it to the end of the No.
2G wire. Jnsulatc the joint with a piece
of para Hin paper or cloth, and hind the
piece of heavy wire to the core of the
transformer with a piece of linen
thread.

Now wind the No. 2G wire on the
core as evenly as possible, to within
about Vh in. of the end of the spool.
J'lace over the first layer two layers of
paraffin paper and wind on a second
layer of wire. Three layers should
Rive you the required number of turns
iu the secondary winding and a resist-

ance of approximately olmis. The
cud of the secondary winding should
be terminated in the same way as the
wiudiiiR was started. Outside of the
completed secondary winding place at

least sis layers of paraliin paper, or
several layers of insulating doth. The
paraffin paper used should be approxi-
mately live mills iu thickness. You
can make your own paraliin paper by
taking a good quality of writing paper
about two mills thick and dipping it

into some hot paraliin. I hen hanging it

up by one edge to drain.

The primary winding is to be made
from No. I II. & S. gauge, single silk-

covered copper 'Hie inside end
cf i his winding should be started iu

the same way as 1 iio secondary, but at

Lite end opposite to the one where the

secondary terminated. Wind about

•MO turns on each layer and place one

layer of paraffin paper between each

layer of wire. The primary winding

should have at least 12 layers, and the

outside end should be terminated as
the inside end. Outside of the com-
pleted windings, place several layers of
insulating cloth to serve as all insula-
tion. and at the same time provide a
mechanical protection for the windings.
The outside part of the magnetic

circuit can now be put in place. When
the U-shaped pieces arc all in place,
l lie magnetic circuit will have the form
and dimensions shown in Fig. H. A
clamp should now be made for each
end of the transformer, to bold the
pieces forming the magnetic circuit to-
gether, and at the same time give an
easy means of mounting the trans-
former. Cut from a piece of sheet
iron, about A in. in thickness, two
pieces whose dimensions correspond to
those given iu Fig. 1G, and two pieces
whose dimensions correspond to those
given in Fig. 17. Drill the holes in
these pieces as indicated, and bend the
larger ones into the form shown in Fig.
I-S. These pieces can now be clamped
across the ends of the transformer with
small bolls, as shown iu Fig. II).

A box should now he made from
sheet iron to hold the transformer.
The box should be of such dimensions
I hat it will he at least '/s in. from the
transformer at all points. This box
should he provided with a cover that
can he easily removed.
Now mount the transformer in the

box by means of small bolts, that pass
through the holes in the supports and
holes in the bottom of the box. Two
binding-posts can now be mounted on
«*uc end of the box, and insulated from
it, to serve as terminals for the sec-

ondary winding. Two pieces of
stranded No. 14 B. & S. gauge, rubber-
covered copper wire should now be
soldered to the terminals of the
primary circuit and passed out through
insu'athig bushings mounted in holes
• :t iu the end of the box opposite to

the one upon which the binding-posts

were mounted. These heavy wires

should he firmly fastened to the iron



Fig. 16.— Upper Clamping
Piece*

FiR. 17-Lower Clampine Piece* Fie- 18-Sliape Fie- 19—Method of Clnmplnnand Mounting Supports of Support Transformer Together

part of the transformer inside the box,
so that any outside strain placed upon
them will not, in time, break them loose

from the smaller wires. J’c sure to

insulate all joints and wires well inside

the box.

A circuit can now be run from a 110-

volt lighting or power circuit, observ-

ing the same rules as though you were
wiring for lights, and connected to the

heavy wires, or primary circuit. The
binding-posts, or secondary winding
should be connected to the bell circuit

and the transformer is complete and
ready to operate. You may have to
change the adjustment of the bells,

but after a little adjustment they will

operate quite satisfactorily.

Tl lf£ BOY MECHANIC - 1915

Simple Methods or

Connecting Call Bells

The following diagrams will indi-

cate a few of the various methods that
may be Ctupiuycd in connecting tip

electric bells for deferent purposes, A,
II and C representing the push buttons;
I), the hells; E. the batteries, and ti,

I lie ground. The simplest possible

connection is shown in big. I, the bell

l>, battery E, and push button A, arc
a'l connected in series. 'I be operation
of the bell i« independent of the order

•u which the bell, battery, and push
button are placed, so long as there is a
• oinplelc circuit when the push but-
ton is pressed. One of the wires in
this circuit may be done away with by
completing the circuit through the
ground, as shown in Eig. 2. Connect-
ing a bell as shown in this diagram
often results in quite a saving of wire.

The proper connections for operat-
ing one bell from either of two push
buttons, A or B, is shown in Fig. :j.

Iwo bells, D, operated from a single
push button, C, arc connected as shown
in Eig. 1. The two bells, 1), are shown
connected in parallel, which requires
more wire than if they were connected
in series, if they he connected in ser-
ies. one or the other should have its

make-and-break contact closed. The
bell whose circuit remains unchanged
will intercept the current for the other
bell in series with it. The operating
of the bells is more satisfactory, how-
ever, when they arc in parallel, and
each taking current from the battery
independent of the other.

The diagram, Eig. 5, shows the
proper connections for operating two
bells from two independent push but-
tons, each push button operating a par-
ticular bell. Any number of bells

operated from any number of push
buttons, all of the hells being rung
from any one of the push buttons, arc

WIfInn Diagrams for a Single Bel)
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Wirine Diagram for Two or More liclls

Wiring Dingmiim for Rrlurn>Coll IJclIa

connected as shown in Fig. (». Such
a circuit can be used as a lire alarm or
lime call in a factory, the operation of
the circuit being controlled from any
• me of a iiumlicr «»f dilTcrcnl points.

I he proper connections for what is

called a return-call circuit is shown in

Fig. 7. T he circuit is so arranged that

the hell at (me end is controlled hy
t lie push Inil ton at the other end. Such

a circuit can he used in transmitting
signals in either direction. A ground
return-call circuit is shown in Fig. 8.

In the circuits shown in Figs. 7 and 8,

only one battery is needed.

T he connections of a two-wire me-
tallic return-call circuit arc shown in
ll& 9

:
A special push button must be

used in this circuit, and in this ease
two batteries arc used instead of one
j»s in Figs. 7 and 8. This circuit may
be changed to a ground return-call
circuit by using the earth as a con-
ductor instead of either wire. There
arc, of course, numerous other meth-
ods that may he used in connecting
call hells, hut the connections shown
in the diagrams arc perhaps the most
common.

How to Build a Simple Electric Motor
By A. G. McCLURE THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

Aii exceedingly simple and inexpen-
sive motor that may he used iu operat-
ing small toys can he constructed as
lollows: First procure a good per-
manent magnet, about 5 in.' long and
about I $4’ in. between the inside edges

at the open end. This magnet should
he at least [<• in. thick, and if it can-
not be had in one piece, two or more
may he placed side by side, like poles
being placed together. The writer
was unable to procure ready-made
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magnets, so one was formed and mag-
netized. Obtain a piece of tungsten
nr some oilier good-grade steel, \'z in.

by /• in., and about II in. long. 1’cnd
t bis piece into the form of a U. with
Die inner edges 1% in. apart. Square
nit' both ends and drill two small holes
in the outside surface of each end, at
AA, about •).(. in. from the end. Tap
these holes for small machine screws.
Drill the hole I*, with a small drill,

about in., in the center of the lower
portion of the U and team it out. The
piece should now !•« damped with a
good pair of blacksmith’s tongs,—

a

block of iron being placed between the
ends to keep the pressure of the longs
from drawing them together —healed
to a cherry red and then plunged into

a bath of oil. It can then bo mag-
netized by placing it in contact with a
permanent magnet.
Next obtain a piece of ^-in. brass,

about y> in. wide and 5 \<» in. long.

Drill two holes in each end of the
piece to match those drilled in the
ends of the magnet, also one in the
center, and tap it for a %-in. machine
screw. Now bend this piece into the

form shown. Provide a machine
screw, S, for t he hole C and drill a small
tapered hole in the end of the screw.
Obtain a small quantity of soft sheet

iron and cut a sufficient number of
pieces similar to Dial shown at D to
make a pile */» in. high. Cut two

pieces of the same size from some
Di in sheet brass. Now place all of
these pieces in a pile. 1 lie brass pieces
being on the outside, and clamp them
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securely, then drill the two small holes,
ID and F. Place two small copper riv-
ets in these holes and rivet Die heads
down before removing the clamp.
Drill a %-in. hole, G, through this
piece, the armature, for the shaft to
pass through. Procure a piece of yH-
in. steel rod, about i'» in. long. Sharpen
one cud so that it will enter the hole
I*, then cut the other end off and
sharpen it so that it will enter Die
opening made in Die end of the screw S.
'Hie armature may now be soldered to
this shaft, its left-hand surface being
Hush with the ends of the magnet.
A small commutator, II, should now

he made as follows: Obtain a piece of
thin brass tubing about % in. in diam-
eter. Turn down a piece of hard rub-
ber so that the tube will lit lightly on
it. Drill a hole in this piece of rub-
ber of such a size that it will have to
he forced on the steel shaft. Saw two
longitudinal slots in the brass tube
diametrically opposite each other and
then bind these two pieces in place on
the piece of rubber with some heavy
linen thread wrapped around each end.
I he armature is now ready to wind.
Gel a small quantity of No. 22 gauge
cotton-covered wire, solder one end to
one of the segments of Die commuta-
tor, then wind one end of the armature
full and cross over and wind the other
end full, soldering the end of the wire
to the second commutator segment.
Make sure to wind both ends of the
armature in the same direction so the
current in both parts of the winding
produces magnetizing effects in the
same direction. Insulate the winding
from the core and the different layers
from each other with a good quality
of thin writing paper.
T wo small brushes should now be

made from some thin spring brass and
mounted on the brass piece as shown.
These brushes should be insulated
from the piece of brass and two small
binding posts should he provided for
making connections to them. The po-
sition of the commutator and brushes
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should he such that the brushes move
from one segment to the other when
the ends of the armature are directly

in line with the cuds of the permanent
magnet.
A small pulley should be mounted

upon the shaft to he used in transmit-

ting the power. The whole device

may he mounted in a horizontal posi-

tion on a wooden base as shown, and

the motor is complete.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1915

Flying Model Aeroplane for a Display

A novelty for a window display is

made of a model aeroplane flying by
its own power. To control the direc-

tion and make the model lly in a circle

Detail of Parts Showing Wire Connection-; nnd Model
in I'liglil nrouml the Central Axi*

it is fastened to a long slick or beam
which is pivoted in the center. 'The

one shown was pivoted to a roller-

skate wheel which in turn was fast-

ened to a metal standard. The beam
was attached to the skate wheel with
two small holts which were insulated

and carried two brushes as com-
mutator contacts.

The commutate • rings were made
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of heavy brass strips, fastened to a
round piece of wood which was at-

tached to the metal standard. The
wires from the current supply were
connected to the commutator rings.

From the brushes connecting wires
were carried along the beam to the

aeroplane motor which was a small
battery motor with propeller.

The opposite end of the beam was
weighted to balance it. The first

sketch shows the parts' and the man-
ner of making the connections. The
aeroplane is driven iu a circular path
by its own power in a realistic

maimer.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915,

An Electric Time Light

Although the modern alarm clock is

a wonderfully effective piece of mech-
anism, it is, to say the least, very ab-
rupt in its manlier. It seldom con-

iines ils efforts to

the chamber of

its o w n c r, but
spreads its dis-

turbance all over
the building. It

is very easy for a

) ‘i*rs. m to arise

early in the sum-
ill c r a ii d n o
greater difficulty

should be experi-

enced in winter, if

the bedroom is

brightly lighted
at the proper
hour. To do this

simply and automatically became the
problem.
The first thought was to obtain one

of those clock-actuated electric-light
switches, such as the stores use, but
• his would not do, because it meant
some unsightly wiring around the
room. It was then remembered how,
in the course of some experiments, an
ordinary incandescent light was op-
erated through a piece of No. 3 (5 gauge
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wire without any sign of heating. IT.

then, a wire only 1/200 in. in diajiicter

were of ample carrying capacity, surely
a dollar watch would he sufficient to

make the connection. Such being the

ease, the whole mechanism could
readily he attached to the drop cord of

a lamp directly above the socket, thus
obviating any additional wiring. This
all proveil to he true, ami the whole
was made and attached in the course

of a couple of hours.

While one might feel enthusiastic

about this small and easily contrived
affair, it is scarcely to he presumed
that it would operate so effectively on
one who had speg; the larger part of

the night tripping the “light fantastic,”

or in undue conviviality. An ordinary

JU-ip. globe has thus far operated per-

fectly, and a 40-wall tungsten lamp

would, if not too far away, surely

awaken the hardest sleeper of sober
habits.

The base of the mechanism is a small
piece of. Vi-iu. hard wood, ii|>on which
is fastened a small brass bracket. A,
bent so as to hold the watch from
slipping down. A small clip, l», was
then arranged so as to grip the neck
of the watch after its lower edge had
been placed against A, and a small

Inail at either side prevented lateral

movement. In this way the watch was
held firmly, yet in a manner that would
permit its being taken out instantly

when necessary. The glass and min-
ute hand were amoved. The brass
bolt from an cr.b ".listed dry cell was
placed at C, so as to clamp a small cop-
per washer to which was soldered a

narrow strip of copper, I). about in.

wide and cut from a leaf of an old
dynamo brush. This strip is arranged
so as to wipe the hour hand as it

travels past, but being so thin, it has
no appreciable effect on the time keep-
ing. As illustrated, the device is set

for six o'clock, but by loosening the
nut C an hour's adjustment either way
may be bad. It is a very simple mai-
ler. however, 1o arrange the device so it
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will operate at any hour. In connect-
ing up, one end of the drop cord is

removed .Vom the socket and attached
10 A, which throws the current through
the watch, thence along the hand and
down D to C. from where it is car-
ried by a short piece of wire to the
socket again. As there arc so many
circuits through the watch, the small
current required for one light docs not
affect it in any way. Tims far, no
trouble has been experienced in mak-
ing this delicate connection with 110
volts, hut if any should develop, the
contacts may be tipped with the small
pieces of platinum taken from a
burned-out globe.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

A Small Shocking Machine
AN amusing as well as instructive

shocking machine, usually called

r>Q.2

The Pane upon Which the I .ixncr and
Rheostat are Fastened, and the

Electrical Connect!..::?

a medical coil, can be easily
constructed from a discarded
buzzer or electric bell, four
binding posts, some pieces of
insulated wire, two carbon
rods, and a rheostat.

A base for attaching the
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parts is made of a piece of
poplar, 10 in. Ions'. 5 in. wide,
and in. thick, which
can be finished as de-
sired, but a good
method is lo shape llic

edge like molding and
give it a mahogany
slain, and when dry
apply a coat of white
shellac, which should
he allowed to dry a
day, whereupon llic

The Shocking Coil an It i* U*ed
l«>r Aimu.cinciit, or in the

Manner n Current ii Given a
Patient

I .eft: Ti»e Khcostat That i*

c>cil to Kej-ulatc the Plow of
Current hi the Carbon

Hand Piece#

surface is rubbed with prepared wax.
When llic base is ready, mount the
buzzer at one end. This can be easily

dune by making an L-shaped piece of
metal, A, which is fastened lo the base
with a screw, and to the yoke of the
magnet coil with a small holt. If the
armature and its connections arc also

used from the buzzer, the height of the

coils must be taken in consideration.
'These parts arc fastened in position as

slimvn, using an I .-shaped piece of
metal. 1*, for the spring end. T he screw
holding the armature spring to the

base, as well as the vibrator screw,
should be of such a length that it will

enter the base far enough to permit a
connection for a wire in a countersunk
hole bored in the base from the under
side. Binding posts arc placed in the
corners of the base in holes counter-
sunk from the under side for the screw
heads.

The rheostat is of the miniature-bat-
tery type, which has a round base and
a coil of resistance wire with a lever
passing over the coil. Such a rheostat
can be purchased from an electrical
store, but if the person constructing
the shocking machine desires lo make
one, it is not difficult if a lathe is at
hand.
To make the rheostat, turn up a disk,

about 3 in. in diameter, from a piece
of hard wood, such as oak, maple, or
walnut, ami form a circular groove
in the upper surface, about % in. inside
of the circumference. The groove is

to admit a circular coil of resistance
wire, and in making it, be sure to have
it the proper size to lake the coil

snugly. The coil can be of any size,
and to make it, resistance wire is

wound around a piece of wire used as
a mandrel. If llic coil is \\ in., or a
trifle smaller, in diameter, it will make
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a good size. Be sure that the depth
of the groove is such that it will allow
a part of the coils of the resistance wire
to project above the surface of the
wood disk. The coil of wire should
be just long enough lo fit in the groove
and allow a l-in. space between the
ends, one of which is anchored to the
base, at C, the other being attached
lo the binding post D. Drill a hole
through the center of the disk and fas-
ten a lever, taken from a switch, or one
made of a piece of sheet brass, that
will extend from the center to the out-
side of the disk, or over the resistance-
wire coil. A small handle is attached
to the outer end. A connection is made
from the center support of the lever to
the binding post 1C.

The connections for the buzzer and
rheostat arc made on the under side
of the base, where grooves are cut to
run the wires in, so that they will he
below the surface of the wood. In
the diagram, the binding post F is con-
nected to the binding post D of the
rheostat, which in turn is connected to
the screw of the inakc-aud-brcak point
G. The other binding post II is con-
nected to the bracket B supporting the
armature spring. The binding post li

of the rheostat is connected to the base
binding post J. The magnet coils arc
connected, as shown, from K to L, and
from M lo B.

• he two pieces of carbon, which arc
used for the hand pieces, arc connected
with silk-insu'.ited wire. These con-
nections arc made to the binding posts
I
7 «md II. The other two binding posts,

J and L, arc connected to a battery.
The carbons used may he purchased,
or taken from an old battery. Two
or more dry cells arc used fur the
current. The rheostat controls the
amount of current passing through the
hand pieces.—Contributed by Gilbert
Crussley, Kric, Pa.
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An Electric Anemometer
By V/m. H. DETTMAN

The construction of this instrument
is so simple that any amateur can
make one, and if accurate calibrations
are desired, these can he marked by
comparison with a standard anemom-
eter, while both are placed in the
wind.

The Indicator

The case of the indicator is built of
thin wood—-the material of an old
cigar box will do—9 in. long, (i in. wide
and J in. deep. If cigar-box ma-
terial is used, it must first he soaked
in warm water to remove the paper.
If a cover is lo he used on the box, a
slot, on an arc of a circle, must be cut
through it to show the scale beneath.
The arc is determined by the length of
the needle from a center over the axis
on which the needle swings. When
tb** b'*x is completed, smooth up the
outside surface with line sandpaper
and give it a coal of slain.

The core of the magnet is made by
winding several layers of bond paper
around a pencil of sufficient size to
make an inside diameter of slightly
over '/, in., and a tube 2 in. long. Kacli
layer of the paper is glued to the pre-
ceding layer.

Two Manges or disks are attached to
the tube to form a spool for the wire.
The disks arc cut from thin wood, l*/t

in. square, and a hole bored through
their centers so that each will lit on
the lube lightly. One of them is glued
to one end of the tube and the other
fastened at a point in. from the op-
posite end. The space between the
disks is tilled with seven layers of No.
22 gauge insulated magnet wire, allow-
ing sufficient ends of the wire to pro-
ject for connections, 'flic finished coil
is located in the box, as shown at A,
lr«R 1.

The core for the coil '-s cut from a
piece of Vr*n. iron rod, 1% in. long,
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ami a slot is cut in each ciul, •/, in.
deep, into which brass strips arc in-
scrled and soldered, or otherwise fas-
tened. The strips of brass arc {\ :

in.

wide, one l'/j in. long and the other %
in. Two lo-in. holes arc drilled in the
end of tilt long piece, and one ^-in.

copper or brass wire, about G in. long,

and is mounted on an axis at C. The
detail of the bearing for the axis is

shown in Fig. .'1. The axis D is a piece
of wood fitted in the U-shaped piece of
brass and made to turn on brads as
bearings, the center being pierced to

receive the end of the needle. After
locating the bearing ior the axis C,
Fig. I. ii is fastened in place so that
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the upper end or pointer of the needle
will travel over the scale. The needle
is then attached to the bearing after
having been passed through the inner
hole of the longer brass strip of the
core, and the coii is filled with the core
in the manner shown at D. A light
brass coil spring is attached to each
end of the core, as shown at K and F,
the latter being held with a string, G,

r'6 2 T.o.3’

riic Metnl Cote for llic C«>ll mid llic Hcnrlnc lilovk
lor llic Axis of llie Npc.lle

whose end is tied to a brad on llic out-
side of llic box. for adjustment. A bet-
ter device could be substituted by at-
taching llic end of llic spring F to a nut
and using a kiiurlcd-hcad bolt passed
through the box side. One of the
wires from the coil is attached to a
push button. 11, to be used when a
reading of the instrument is made.
The connections for the instrument
consist of one binding post and a push
button.

The Ancinomcict

flic anemometer resembles a minia-
ture windmill and is mounted on top
of a building or support where it is

fully exposed to llic air currents. Jt

differs from the windmill in that the
revolving wheel is replaced by a cupped
disk. A. Fig. ], fitted with a sliding
metal shaft. It, which is supported oil

'rosspicccs, CC, between the main
frame pieces DD. The latter pieces
carry a vane at the opposite cud. The
frame pieces arc ’A in. thick. 2/ in.

wide and 30 in. long, and the cross-
pieces have the same width and thick-
ness and are I in. long.

A variable-resistance coil, F, is

made as follows and fastened in the

main frame, 'flic core of this coil is a
piece of wood, 2 in. square and 4 in.

long, and wound with No. 18 gauge
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ris.4

riio Aiii'mumrler ns I* I*! Moiiiilr*! on r. Ftindrud
Similar lo n Small Windmill Wcaliicr Vane

single-wound colton-covcrcd gcrnian-
silver wire. The winding should be-
gin */i hi. from one end of the core and
finish i/i in. from the other, making the
length of the coil ‘.l*/* in. The ends of
tlic wire arc scoured by winding them
around the heads of brads driven into
the core. A -mall portion of the in-
sulation is removed from the wire on
one side of the coil. This may be done
with a piece of emery cloth or sand-
paper. A sliding spring contact, F, is

attached to the sliding shaft B, the
end of which is pressed firmly on the
hared portion of the wire coil. One
end of a coil spring, which is slipped
oh t lie shaft between the pieces CC, is

attached to the end crosspiece, and the
other end is fastened to the sliding
shaft so as to keep
the shaft and disk

out. and the llangc
1 1 agai nst t iic

second crosspiece,

when there is no
air current ap-
plied tothc disk A

.

The insulation
of the standard
upon which the

anemometer turns
is shown in Fig. 5. 'flic standard J is

made of a piece of IL-in. pipe, suitably

and rigidly attached lo the building

or support, and the upper end, around

which the anemometer revolves to keep
in the direction of the air currents, is

lilted wilii a plug of wood lo insulate

the J/i“iu. brass rod K. A bearing and
electric-wire connection plate, L, is

made of brass. J/s in. thick, 2 in. wide
and l in. long. The bearing and con-
nection plate M arc made in a similar
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manner. The surface of the holes in

these plates, bearing against the pipe

J and liie brass rod K, make the two
connections for the wires from the
variable-resistance coil E, Fig. 4, lo-

cated on the main frame, to the wire
connections between the two in-

struments. These wires should be
weather-proof, insulated, attached as
shown, and running lo and connecting

the indicator with the anemometer at

NN, Fig. 1.

Two or more dry cells must be con-
nected in the line, and when a reading
is desired. I lie button 11, Fig. 1, is

pushed, which causes the current to

Mow through the lines and draw the

magnet core D in the coil, in propor-

tion to the magnetic force induced bv
the amount of current passing through

the resistance in the coils on E, Fig. 4,

from the contact into which the spring

F is brought by the wind pressure on

the disk A.

THE HOY MECHANIC - 191 &

How to Make an

Electric Lamp Flasher

Procure two pieces of metal, one of
brass and the oilier of sheet iron, 5 in.

long, i/j in. wide, and .,'2 in., or just a
little more, in thickness. Bend the
brass strip into the form shown in Fig.
I. then place the brass piece on top of
the iron and drill the boles A and 11

indicated in Fig. :l. After the brass
piece lias been bent, as shown in Fig.
I. it will of course be shorter than the
iron strip and the iron strip must be
cut off, or a brass strip a little longer
than 5 in. can be secured and cut the
same length as the iron strip after it is

bent. 1 lie holes A and B should lie

j/L in. in diameter. The next thing to
do will be to wind a healing coil about
the brass strip. Wrap a very thin layer
of sheet asbestos about the brass strip,

and wind on the strip 18 ft. of No. 31
gauge bare superior resistance wire.
Use a thread about .HOG in. in diameter

305
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Dimensions o [ the Brass Strip and Mounting Bur. Showing the Location of the Holes and the Shape of the
Brass Strip to Receive the Coil of Wire

to separate llic various turns. This
In read can be removed after llic wind-
ing' is completed ami llic ends have
l)c:n fastened. Rivet the iron and
brass pieces luge' her with a small
brass rivet in the hole A. Fig. 2. After
the two pieces aic riveted together
hcnd them into the form shown in Fig.

A and then drill the two \frin. holes C
and I >. as shown in P ig. 2. Tap the
hole J.5. l*ig. 2. to take a small machine
screw.

The base is constructed as follows:
Procure a piece of slate, 5% in. long,

1 */> in. with.*, and in. in thickness.

Drill l l»e holes indicated in Pig. :t.

The four corner holes are for mount-
ing the flasher in its containing case,

and should he about '.s in. in

diameter. The boles F. F, (1, and 11

should he v* in. in diameter and
countersunk with a •J.s-in. square-ended
drill, on the under side, to a depth
of A or Yi >n- Cut from some A-in.
sheet brass a piece 1% in. long, and

in- wide. Drill two %-in. boles
in this piece, % in. apart and equally
spaced from the ends. I'rociire four

AS-in. brass holts, two in. in length,
and two I in. in length. Secure lour
small washers and two additional
mils. Mount the combined iron and
brass strip on the slate base, using a
long and short bolt as shown in Fig.

I. One terminal of the winding should
he placed under the head of the holt J.
I 'lace a washer, K, between the head of
the bolt ami the wire. 'The brass strip
I. can now he mounted in a similar
manner, as shown in Fig. I. Place
the other end of the winding under the

head of the bolt M.
Obtain a small screw, N, Fig. 4, of

such a length that its point will reach
the brass strip L when the screw is

placed in the hole 15, Pig. 2. A lock
nut, O, should he provided for this
screw so that it will remain in adjust-
ment. The point of the screw and the
point on the brass plate where the
st rew touches should he of platinum,
as the brass will not withstand the
high temperature of the arc formed
when the circuit is broken.
A metal box .should now he provided

to serve as a containing ease and the
Hasher is complete. This box should
he of such design and construction that
it will comply with the requirements
of the electrical inspection department
having jurisdiction over the locality

where the flasher is to he used.

The flasher should he connected in

fries with the lamp, the wires being
fastened under the nuts on the bolts P
and R, Fig. *1, and the screw N ad-
justed so that it lacks a small fraction

of an inch of making contact with the

brass plate when there is no current in

the winding. When the switch is

turned on there will be a current
through the lamp and winding in

series. The brass strip will he healed

more than the iron and it will expand
more, thus forcing the point of the

screw N down upon the brass plate,

which will result in the winding about
the brass strip being shorted and the
full voltage will be impressed upon
the lamp, and it will burn at normal
candlcpower. When the coil is shorted
there will of course be no current in

its winding and llic brass strip will

cool down, the screw N will finally

be drawn away from contact with

the brass plate, and the winding again

connected in series with the lamp. The
lamp will apparently go out when the

winding is in series with it, as the total
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The rolary tuner shown in the sketch

was designed by a correspondent uf
Modern Flcclrics. The circle is cut
from 11 -in. stock, t in. wide and well
covered with insulating material. Jt
is then wound with No. 21 single cot-
ton-covered copper wire so that the
colls will lie llal. All the arms are of

square brass. The supports are
smaller in section. Sliders are mounted
on the ends of the long arms and are
kept in place by setscrews.
The insulation on the wire is re-

moved with a small piece of sand-
paper pasted on a block of wood. This
should be temporarily fastened to the
revolving lever at the point where the
contact is wanted, then the lever is
turned until the insulation is removed.
Th< wiring diagram shows the location
*»f the tuning coil in the line.

nc.4
The Assembled Parts Showing the Complete Flasher

ami Electric Connections with Adjusting Screw

resistance of the lamp and winding
combined will not permit sufficient
current to pass through the lamp to
make its filament glow. The time
the lamp is on and oil" may he varied
to a certain extent by adjusting the
screw N.

T! IE BOY MF.C4 IANIC - 1915

A Rotary Tuning Coil

131053

B«tll t

Tuning Coll and Wlt.:.g Oh.g.niu
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How i... Make an Electric Furnace

A small electric furnace that will be
very serviceable in a laboratory may
be made as follows:

First procure a small clay flowerpot,
about 4 in. in diameter at the bottom,
and also a small clay crucible, about 2
in. in diameter at the hoi tom and at
least 1 in. less in height than the
flowerpot, and having as nearly as pos-
sible (lie same slope to its sides as the

pot. Now obtain a small quantity of
asbestos compound and pack it around
Ibe small crucible inside the flower-
pot. Make sure the crucible is in the
exact center of the flowerpot and that
their tops arc even with each other.
Assuming that ordinary electric-light
.-.-"koHS arc- t" I.e used, which are
about

!4> in. in diameter, drill two
m. holes, exactly opposite each other,
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Details of ll»e Hose, Rod nnd Handle hr Each Carton Fred. Which Is Attached to the
Large Base on One Side ol the Furnace

I"

To

(T

1

through 1 lie walls of the flowerpot and
asbestos coiupi mud so that they enter
tlic crucible about in. above its bot-
tom oil the inside. A suitable lid for
I lie furnace may be made from */i-iu.

sheet asbestos and should be large
enouj'li to cover the tup of the flower
pot.

The feeds and supports for the car-
bon electrodes arc constructed as fol-

lows: Procure two pieces of ^-in.
brass, t in. wide and !» in. long. Cut a
Cs-in. groove lengthwise in (!>«: center
of llicse pieces to within \\i, in. of
each end, as shown in Fig. f. l),ill

lour ’/h-iii. holes, AA, in each piece, a
%-in. hole, II, in one cml and a

hole, C, in the other end. Now bend
the ends tip at right angles to the re-
mainder of the piece along the dotted
lines shown at D and It. Next obtain
Uvu %-in. rods, 1 0

,*

T in. long. Turn
one end id each down to a -ft-in. diame-
ter for a distance of % in. From that
point thread the same end of the rods
for a distance of (i in. Drill a Win.
hole in each end of t lie rods a little less
than / in. from the cuds. The dimen-
sions of l lie roils arc given in Fig. 2.

Two small rubber or wooden handles,
similar to the one shown in Fig. 3,

should now be made and fastened to
the large ends of the rods by means of
Win. steel pins. Obtain two pieces of
brass of approximately the following
dimensions: t in. by 1 in. by 3 in. Drill
four holes in each of these pieces as
shown in Fig. 4. The hole II should be
just large enough to allow the carboil
to enter, or about in. in diameter.

The hole G should be tapped to lake
a Vi-in. machine screw, the bole F
should be threaded so that the threaded
r«>ds will enter, and a small binding
post should be mounted on a lug fas-
tened in the bole J. Cut away one end
of lliis piece as shown in Fig. 4 until it

is a little less than in. in thickness,
or so it will enter the grooves cut in
the brass strips.

The parts of the furnace arc now
ready to assemble, which may be done
as follows: Procure a piece of well
seasoned board, hard wood if possible,
about l in. thick, 8 in. wide and per-
haps 20 in. long. Cover one side of
this board and the edges with some %-
in. fdiccl asbestos. Now place the
flowcr|»ot ill the exact center and then
mount the grooved brass strips one on
either side of it with the longest di-
mension parallel to the longest 'dimen-
sion of the board and the inside end
.about 1 in. from the side of the pot.
The end with the Win. holes should
be next to the put. Assemble the
parts of the carbon feeds and then cut
out some circular disks of asbestos to
place under the flowerpot so as to

raise it to such a position
that the holes in its sides
will be on a line with the
carbon rods. Three lung
screws should now be
placed in the board, form-
ing the base, in such a
position as to hold the
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This completes the fur-

nace proper, which is
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shown
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in Fig. 5. The

furnace cad now be put
into operation provided there is a suit-
able current rheostat to connect in se-
ries with the carbon arc to prevent an
excessive current being taken from the
line. If such a iheostat is not avail-
able, a serviceable one may be made as
follows:

Obtain two pieces of -j^-in. sheet
iron, (I by t; in., that arc to form the
en<l plates. ( lit «*IT the corners of one
piece so as to form an octagon ami
(b ill a number of Jfc-iu. and */rin. holes
hi it, as shown in Fig. <i. I ’.end the
corners of the other piece down along
the dotted lines marked I.. Fig. 7, anil
then make a second bend in each cor-
ner along the doited lines K. so that
the outermost portion of the corner is

parallel to the main portion of the
piece. Drill a number of
/s-iu. holes in this piece as
indicated. A .‘bin. opening
should be cut in the center
"f this piece to
give access to the interior of the com-
pleted rheostat. Now obtain eight
in. iron rods, JO in. long. Drill and
tap each end of these rods to accom-
modate a '/s-iu. machine screw. Wrap
several layers of thin sheet asbestos
around each rod and tic it in place
with some thread. 'These rods should
now be fastened between the end
plates bv means of a number of
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Detail of the Upper and Lower End Plnlca That
.

arc Used in Making n khcoslat

iron machine screws. Mount four
back-connected binding posts on the
plate shown in Fig. 0, making sure
they arc insulated from the plate by
means of suitable bushings and
washers.

Procure a small quantity of No.
1

1
gauge iron wire. Fasten one end

of the wire under the head of the screw
holding one of the binding posts in

place and then wind it around the rods
about 20 times, making the distance

between the turns equal to the diam-
eter of the wire. After winding oil the
20 turns, attach a short piece of wire
to the main wire and fasten the free

end of the short piece to one of
the other binding posts.

Wind on 20 more turns, and
make another connection to

the third binding post,

then complete the
winding and attach the end to the
remaining binding ,,ust . Different
amounts of this resistance can now be

I I,c Furnace Consists of a Fk,«r«rot in Which * Crucible Is Set. oud on Either Sidet.,c Carbon Holders ate hastened to the Dasc
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connected in series with the arc by
changing1 the connections from one
binding post to another. The rheostat

may be located on a bracket fastened
to the wall, but care must be taken not
to place it in such a position that it will
come into contact with inflammable
material. As an extra precaution, the
circuit should be properly fused.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1910

An Electric Gas Lighter

A very simple and inexpensive elec-
tric gas-lighting device is shown in the
accompanying illustration. The gas is

ignited by means of an electric spark
which is produced between the two
parts A and J3 of an electric circuit.

This circuit is composed of a source of
electrical energy, such as a number of
dry cells, a kick coil, the connecting
leads, and a special operating switch
for opening and closing the circuit to
produce the spark. The circuit is nor-
mally open, but as the lever control-
ling the gas valve is moved from one
position to the other, by pulling the
chains, lli^ lever C is caused to move
through a certain arc. Now, as this
lever C moves, its upper end passes
the projecting point 15, which is at-

tached to the upper portion of the
burner, and the electric circuit will be
completed and broken. Just as the
point A leaves contact with the point
15 au arc will he produced. This arc is

greatly intensified by the kick coil,

which acts as a sort of reservoir in

which energy is stored while the cir-

cuit is closed, and upon opening the
circuit this stored energy is given out
by the kick coil and increases the size
of the arc.

The points A and 13 should both be
made of platinum, as other metals will

not withstand the extremely high tem-
perature of the arc. Pieces of platinum
that will serve very nicely for the pur-
pose may be obtained from an old in-

candescent lamp. The piece 13 is

mounted on a brass collar, D, by

means of a small screw, E. The brass
collar D is held in place by the screw

which draws the two ends together.
I his collar must be insulated from the
stein or fixture by some thin sheets of
mica. The upper end of the piece of
platinum 13 should be just high
enough to conic within the lower edge
of the gas flame.
Now mount an arm, C, on the valve

stem so that it stands in a vertical po-
sition when the lever to which the
chains are attached is in a horizontal
position. 13end this arm into the form
shown in the figure and cut its tipper
end off so that it is about */> in. below
the outwardly projecting end of the
piece of platinum 13. Drill a small hole
m the upper end or C, and insert a
piece of platinum and run some solder
around it.

Then the complete burner and valve
are mounted on the gas fixture, and
from the collar D an insulated wire is

run to the point where the battery and
kick coil arc to be located. The gas
fixture itself is to form one side of the
electric circuit, and one terminal of the
battery should be connected to the gas
pipe as shown in the figure.

A kick coil may be made as follows:
Procure a small quantity of rather
small soft-iron wire and cut a sufficient
number of 8-in. lengths to make a
bundle about *s in. in diameter. From
some good writing paper make a lube,
S in. long and % in. in outside diame-
ter. Use at least six layers of paper
and glue I lie various layers together in
forming this paper tube. After the
lube has dried thoroughly, fill it with
the pieces of iron wire until it is per-
fectly hard. Cut from some J/j-in.
hard wood, two pieces, y in. square,
and drill a %-iu. hole in :iie center of
each of these to a depth of ;’/s in. Now
glue these pieces to the completed core
and the winding can begin as soon as
the glue is dry. Wind on this spool
six layers of double cotton-covered
No. 18 gauge wire, insulating the va-
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lions layers from each oilier with sev-
eral thicknesses of good writing paper.
Tins coil is then mounted on a wooden
base and suitable terminals provided.
At least four dry cells will be re-

quired to give satisfactory results.

Bear in mind that the gas must bo es-

caping from the burner when I he arc

is formed. The adjustment of the arm
A, as given above, may result in the
gas valve being closed when the arc is

formed, and the device will then fail to

operate. If ibis is the ease, the arm C
should be loosened and moved back so

that the circuit is broken at a later

time while the valve is being moved
from the “off' to “on” position. The
circuit should be closed for some little

time before it is opened so that some
energy may be stored in the kick coil.

If the wire A is made long enough to

project a short distance above 13, it

will result in the circuit being closed
for a longer time than it would if they
just touched.
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Reversing Switch for Small Motors

A reversing switch made as fol-

lows will he found very serviceable in

reversing the direction of the rotation

of small motors, changing the polarity

of electromagnets, etc.

A diagram of the connections to the

switch and on the switch base is given
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in the sketch, and in this particular
case the switch is shown connected to
a small toy motor. The held of the
motor is represented by A, the arma-
ture by IS; and C, D, I!, and F arc four
binding posts mounted on the base of
the switch; G, II, and I arc three con-
tacts; J and K are terminals of the
switch blades, and L a single-pole
switch. The two blades of the revers-
ing switch have their lower ends fast-
ened to the terminals J am! K, and
their upper ends, which arc indicated
hv arrow heads, may he moved over
the contacts G, H, and I. For the
position of the reversing switch shown
by the full lines, J is connected to G
and K to II. When the switch is

thrown to the right-hand position, as
shown by the dotted lines, J is con-
nected to II and K to I. It is obvious
that the direction of the current
through the armature B will be re-
versed when the reversing switch is

thrown from one position to the oilier.

The direction in which the armature
rotates will change, due to the reversal
in direction of the current through it.

The same results could he obtained by
reversing the current in the field wind-
ing A. But it must always be borne in

mind that in order to reverse the direc-

tion of rotation, the current must be
reversed in the armature only or in the
field only, not in both.

The above switch may be con-
structed as follows: First, procure a

piece of well-seasoned hard wood, say
maple, Yj in. thick, 2\'> in. wide and 4
in. long. Round off the corners and
the edges of this piece on one side and
drill the holes indicated in the sketch.

The four corner holes should be of

such a size as to accommodate the

screws used in mounting four small
back-conncctcd binding posts. The
remaining holes should he Ys hi. All

these holes should be countersunk
with a :;s-in. bit to a depth of Yi hi. on
the under side.

Cut from some iVin. sheet brass
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two pieces, 2 :

Yi ill. long, /> in. wide al

one end and *4 in. at the oilier, and
round llicir cuds. Drill a * C^-in. hole
through the larger end of each of

these pieces,
'/t

in. from the end, and
also a hole through each, I*/i in. from
the narrow end. The last two holes

should be threaded for J/&-in. machine
screws. Obtain live 'x-in. brass holts,

l-i in. long. Tile the heads of three of

these bolls down to a thickness of ap-

proximately
i'.j

in. and mount them in

the holes G, II and I. Before mount-
ing anything on the base the grooves
indicated by the heavy dotted lines

should he cut in the under side so that

the various points may he properly

connected by conductors placed in the

grooves. Now mount the two pieces

of sheet brass upon the base by means
of the remaining two holts, which
should pass through the holes J and IC

A
j

1

,, -in. washer should he placed be-

tween the pice s of brass ami the

wooden base.

Procure a piece of Ifc-in. liber, 1 \\

in. long and % in. broad. Diill two
J/s-in. holes in this piece, one in each

end. so that they arc 1 in. apart. Drill

a third J/s-m. bole in the center and
fasten a small handle to the piece of

fiber. Now mount ibis piece upon the

two pieces of brass that form the

blades of the switch by means of two
email vfc-in. brass machine screws.

Diagram of the Wiring to .1 Small 7-iotor ami the
Details of titc Switch
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Two small brads should be driven
into the wooden base so as to prevent
the possibility of the switch blades
moving beyond their proper position.
1 wo pieces of iV-in. liber should be
placed between the heads of the screws
(I and II. and II and 1, to prevent the
ends of the switch blades from drop-
ping down on the wooden base.
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I low to Make a Continuously Kinging

Bell

The hell shown in the accompanying
diagram is known as the continuously
ringing type, and has quite a field oT

usefulness in connection with burglar

alarms, door-bell signals, telephone sig-

nals, etc. The operation of the hell

proper is identical with that of the

ordinary vibrating hell and. in addi-

tion. there is a circuit controlled by the

armature of the hell, which is normally
open, but becomes closed as soon as

the armature is drawn over. The clos-

ing of this circuit by the operation of

the armature amounts to keeping the

push button in the hell circuit de-

pressed. and the hell will continue to

ring until the latch A is restored by
pulling the cord B.
Any ordinary vibrating bell may be

converted into a continuously ringing

bell ns follows: In the armature, C,

mount a short metal pin, D, ami round
off its under side slightly. A latch, A,
should now he constructed similar to

the one shown in the sketch and
mounted in stub a position that its left

cud will rest on the outer end of t he pin

J) when the armature. C, of the bell is

i.t i!s extreme outer position. The
h'ligth of the latch should he such that
iu left end will drop off the end of the

pin D. duo l.» i he action of llu* spring
K. when the armature C is drawn over
by the electromagnets T, thus allow-
ing it to come into contact with a spring
G, which is electrically connected to

the terminal of the hell marked IT.

The latch A is connected to one side oi

312
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An OrtUnnry Vib.iti.ii- BH1 U<e<l as a Continuously
KiiiXi;ig Writ. nivl the Wiling Diagiam

the I in*-. ;is shown in llic sketch, so
as lo include the bell winding ami
battery in a local circuit that is formed
by the latch coining in contact with the
spring ( The end of the latch should
not interfere with the free operation
of the armature when it is resting on
the spring ( i. A cord, IS, attached to
(lie outer end of the latch, is used
in restoring it, and at the same time
stopping the bell from ringing. The
tension in the spring 1C should he so
adjusted that the operation of the latch
is sure and linn, yet not too still’.
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Renewing Dry Batteries

It is a well-known fact that dry cells
commence lo deteriorate from the lime
they are manufactured, and it is a mat-
ter of considerable uncertainty in pur-
chasing cells lo know whether they
will continue to be efficient for their
supposed natural life under the exist-
ing conditions of service, or for only
a small part of this period. When the
voltage of a dry ceil falls below a cer-
tain value it is usually discarded and
replaced by a new one, which often
means quite an expense. The follow-
ing simple suggestion will enable one
to renew (lie prematurely exhausted
cell with very little trouble and slight
expense, so that its period of useful-
ness will be extended for a length of
I i ui e, al least
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equal to that for

which it could be
used if put into

service immedi-
ately after its

manufacture.
The procedure

in renewing the
cell is as follows

:

A c a sing is
placed outside of
the zinc-contain-
ing ease, having
inside dimen-
sions a little greater than the zinc cup.
The space between the zinc cup and
case is filled with a dry electrolyte,
which, upon ‘he addition of moisture,
ScU up a chemical action with the
exterior surface of the zinc, and the
latter having been perforated, causes
electrical action lo be again produced.

T he casing, or cup, to be used out-
side the zinc cup should be made of a
waterproof material. The electrolyte
instead of being placed between this
cup and the zinc in a powdered form, as
might he expected, should be held by
several layers of blotting paper, formed
into a cylinder of the proper diameter
lo lit snugly on the outside of the zinc
cup. Tins porous cup should be im-
pregnated with a solution containing
the following materials in the approxi-

mate amounts given: Muriate of am-
monia, 10 parts; bichromate of potash,
1 parts, and chloride of sodium, 4
parts. After the porous cup has thor-
oughly soaked in the above solution
it should be dried by passing a roller
over it*, external surface when it is

mounted on a wooden cylinder of
proper diameter. The moisture-proof
cup may be formed outside the porous
cup by covering the latter with several
coats of waterproofing paste and wind-
ing on several thicknesses of common
inanila paper, each layer of paper be-
ing treated with the paste. A disk of
cardboard, properly treated, should he
placed in the end of the cylinder to
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form llic bottom, ami llic edge of the
manila paper folded in over it and
pasted in place.

The pasteboard covering surround-
ing the z : iic cup of llic eel. should be
removed and llic surface e*f the zinc
thoroughly cleaned. The coal tar in

llic top of the zinc clip should he re-

moved by tapping around the edge with
a hammer, and a large number of small
holes should be made in the walls of
the cup with a sharp instrument. Then
put the cell within the porous cup and
till the top with clear water, preferably
rain water. A chemical reaction will

immediately lake place between the
outer surface of llic zinc and the chem-
icals contained in the material forming
the porous cup, and the terminal volt-

age of the cell will be practically the
same as it was when the cell was new.
The water, of course, must be replen-
ished from time to lime on account of
evaporation, and the useful life of the
cell can be prolonged for a consider-
able lime. A part cross s .ciiou of a
cell treated as described al*ovc is shown
in the accompanying sketch.
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Sounder for Wireless-Telegraph

Messages

The owner of an amateur wireless
“til lit often has reason to regret that lie

cannot let some of his friends listen to
a message at the same time as he him-
self. The magnifier described in the
following permits all those present in

llic room to hear the message, provided,
of course, they arc able to interpret the
Morse alphabet by sound.
A very simple means, making the

message audible at a distance of about
10 It., is to attach a phonograph horn,
or a horn of cardboard or metal, to the
telephone receiver, but a much better
arrangement can be made as shown in
the diagram, in which A represents the
antenna or aerial; B, the detector, and
C. the receiver, l'rocurc a small micro-
phone, D, placing its mouthpiece
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The Phonogiaph Horn an It is Connected to a
Detector for Transmitting the Messages

closely against the receiver— for the

sake of clearness llic two arc separated

in the diagram—and connect the former
with a battery, F, of two or three dry

ceils, in series with the microphone of

an ordinary telephone transmitter pro-

vided with a large horn, 'l lic effect ob-

tained by this simple means will be sur-

prising.
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An Electric Shaving Mug

The general use of electricity in the
home has opened up a new field in the
way of heating and cooking utensils.

While these utensils arc sold by clcc-

tric-supply houses, some of them can
be easily made at home and answer
the purpose just as nicely. One of
these is the electric shaving mug.
A mug that will stand heat is the

first thing required, and an aluminum
cup of standard shape and design,
which can he bought in almost every
town, will do perfectly well. These
cups aic spun from a Hat sheet and
have no seams lo open and leak, and
it is necessary that no holes be drilled

in the cup as it is impossible to make
such a hole watertight. The heating
element must be fastened to the mug
with a clamp. The clamp will also
allow the heating coil to be removed
for repairs without injury lo the mug.
The bottoms of these mugs have a
flange which makes a recessed part

and in this the healing element is

placed.

The legs of the mug are made of
sheet brass as shown in Fig. 1

,
one of
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the lluce having; an enlargement near
its center with a hole for an insulating
button (Fig. 2), of “transite” or some
oilier material, to hold 1 he. supply cord
in place.

The damp for holding the heating
coil in place is shown in Fig. ;5 . This
clamp has a screw in t’.c center to

tighten it in place. The legs and
clamp may he nickclplalcd if desired.

The heating coil is shown in Fig. -I

which is a coil of Hat “Nichromc”
wire, or ribbon as it is called, 12 ft.

Jong, -,'fi
wide and 3/1000 in. thick.

This is equal in cross section to a No.
2(5 gauge wire. To wind this coil, pro-
cure a block of wood, % in. thick and
about I in. square, with a Mi-m. hole in

the center for an axis or pivot. Clamp
a '/(pin. rod in a vise so that the Mock
can be rotated about it. Degin at the
center and fasten one end of the rib-
bon to t lie block, leaving about 2 in.

projecting for a connection, then pro-
ceed to wind the ribbon in a spiral coil,

separating each turn from the preced-
ing one with a -•hand of asbestos cord.
A small section of the coil is shown in

Fig. ft, in which A, or the light part,

represents the asbestos insulation, and
D, or the hi. ck liner., the healing ele-

ment. The insulation may be obtained
by untwisting some Vfc-in. round as-
bestos packing and using one of the
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strands. This cord insulates each
turn of the ribbon from the other and
the current must travel through the
whole coil without jumping across
from one turn to the other. The
whole coil must he closely wound to

get it in to the limited space at the bot-

tom of the mug.
Dcforc taking the coil from the

block, rub into its surface a little asbes-
tos retort cement, or a cement com-
posed of a mixture of silicate of soda
and silica, or glass sand. This mix-
ture, when dry, will lend to hold the
coil together and the current may be
passed through the coil to test it as
well as to hake it in its coiled shape.
The support lor the heating coil is

made of a piece of iVin. asbestos
wood or transite. Cut it to lit into the
recessed bottom of the mug, then with
a chisel remove the material in the top
to form a depression

,',i
in. deep to re-

ceive the coil with its top flush. The
leads of the coil are run through the
disk, 'flic surface of the coil is then
plastered evenly with retort cement.
The legs arc fastened to a second piece

of insulating material with round-
head brass machine screws, */> in. long,

with nuts. The heads of these screws
<Vc shown in Fig. G, the nuts being
above the brass and between the two
insulating pieces.

Fic.4 rig.7
Uclnil of Ci- Parts for the Comtraction of an F.lcct.Sc Shaving Mac- The Heating of Sufficient Water fora Shave can be Accomplished at a Nominal Cost
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The ends of Hie heating ribbon are
brought through the lower insulating
disk and attached to binding posts as
shown. The leads may be covered
with tape to prevent any short circuit.

I he mug uses A 1/* amperes at 110
volts, either direct or alternating cur-
rent, and it will cost about A cents an
hour to operate it. Care should be
taken to use a separable attachment
for connecting, as an ordinary lamp
socket may be burned out by turning
o/f the current, it being adapted only
to a small capacity.

In assembling the parts, several
pieces of mica should be placed be-
tween the coil and the metal of the
mug to insulate the coil from the mug.

IMG BOY MECHANIC - 1915

How lo Construct a

Simple Galvanometer

A galvanometer is an instrument
used to detect the presence of an elec-
trical current in a circuit or to meas-
ure the value of the current in am-
peres. The operation of practically all

galvanometers is based upon the same
principle, and they differ cliielly in
mechanical construction and the rela-
tive arrangement of their different
parts.

A very simple galvanometer, that
will give quite satisfactory results, mi-
ller favorable conditions, may be con-
structed as follows: Turn from a piece
of hard wood a ring having dimen-
sions corresponding to those given in
the cross section, Fig. 1. Fill the
groove in this ring 1 -, within «/s in. of
l he lop with No. 18 gauge doublc-cot-
1on -covcred copper wire, insulating the
different layers from each other by
means of a layer of good bond paper.
The winding may he started by drill-
ing a small bole through the side of
the groove, as close to the bottom as
possible, and allowing about <* in. of
the wire to protrude through it. The
outside end may be terminated in a
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similar maimer, and the two ends
should be on the same side of the ring,
or ns near each other as possible. A
protecting covering of bookbinder’s
paper is placed over the winding and
llic completed ring given a coat of •

shellac. The electric current lo be de-
tected or measured is to pass around
the winding of this coil and produce an
effect upon a compass needle mounted
in its center. In order that the cur-
icnt may produce a maximum effect
upon the needle, the coil should be
mounted in a vertical position.

The base upon which the ring is

tn be mounted may he cut from some
Mr in. hard wood. It should be cir-

cular in form and about 5 in. in diam-
eter. and have its upper edge rounded
off and shellacked to improve its ap-
pearance. The ring is mounted in a
vertical position on tliis base, which
may be done as follows: Cut a flat

surface on each of the flanges of the
ring so that it will stand in a vertical
position and the terminals of the wind-
ing will be as near as possible to the

The Wood Rlrnr for the Coll
oud lit lloldiiti:

Stirrup

surface upon which
the ring rests.

in a slir-'L Ijl |
Then for

I U li L ri,
l>
from some thin

n«.i sheet brass, similar
to that shown in

Fig. 2, so that it will lit lightly over
the ring and its outwardly projecting
ends will rest upon the base of the
instrument. Suk.I 1 wood screws arc
used in fastening the stirrup lo llic

base. The fastening may be made
more secure by cutting a groove across
the inside of the ring for the stirrup
lo fit in. Fig. A, thus preventing llic
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possibility of llic ring movin',' through
the stirrup. Two holes should be
drilled in the base for the terminals of
the winding to pass through, and it

would be best to cut two grooves' in
the side of the ring for these wires so
as to prevent their coining into con-
tael with the metal stirrup. Two back-
connected binding posts, A and li. Fig.
T arc mounted on the base and the
ends of the winding attached to them.
The wires should be placed in grooves
cut in the under side of the base, and
the screws used in fastening the bind-
ing posts should be countersunk.
A short compass needle is then

mounted on a suitable supporting pivot
in the center of the coil. This com-
pass needle will always come to rest
in an approximate north and south
posit if >u when it is acted upon by the
earth’s magnetic field alone. If now
the plane of the coil be placed in such
a position that it is parallel to the di-

rection of the compass needle (no cur-
rent in the coil), the magnetic held that
will he produced when a current is sent
through the winding will be perpendic-

ular to the magnetic field of the earth
and there will be a force, due to this

particular current, tending to turn the
compass needle around perpendicularly
to its original position. There will he
a dcllcctiou of the needle for all values
of current in the coil, and this dcllcc-
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lion will vary in value as the current
in the coil varies. The mere fact that
the compass needle is deflected due to
a current in the coil gives a means of
delecting a current in any circuit of
which the coil is a part, and the de-
gree of this dcllcctiou affords a means
of measuring the current, the value of
the different deflections in terms of
the current in the coil having been ex-
perimentally determined by sending a
known current through the coil and
noting the positions of the compass
needle for each value of current used.

In order to determine the deflection
of the needle, a scale, C, Fig. 3, must
he mounted directly under the coin-
pass needle and a pointer, D, attached
to the compass needle so that any
movement of the needle results in an
equal angular displacement of the
pointer. 'flic compass needle, E,
should be short and quite heavy, say,

Os j”. in length, in. in thickness and
Vi in. in width at ils center, and taper-
ing to a point at ils ends. It should
he made of a good grade of steel, tem-

pered and then magnetized by means
of a powerful electromagnet. The
reason for making the compass needle
short is that it will then operate in

practically a uniform magnetic field,

which exists only at the center of the
coil. On account of the needle being
so short and in view of the fact that
it comes to rest parallel to the coil for

its zero position, it is best to use a
pointer attached to the needle to deter-
mine its deflection, as this pointer can
he made much longer than the needle,
and any movement of the needle may
he more easily delected, as the end of
the pointer moves through a much
larger distance than the end of the
needle, and since it may he attached to
the needle, at right angles to the
needle’s axis, the end of the pointer
will he oil to one side of the coil and
its movement may he easily observed.
The pointer should he made of some
nonmagnetic material, such as alumi-
num or brass, and it should be as long
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as it may be conveniently made. A
suitable box with a glass cover may be
provided in which the needle, pointer
a,:d scale may be housed. The con-
struction of this box will be left en-
tirely to the ingenuity of the one mak-
ing the instrument.

In order to use this instrument as
an ammeter, it will be necessary to
calibrate it, which consists in deter-
mining the position of the |M>inlcr for

various values of current through the

. no.4

The Electric* Circuit, Showing Connection* for Plotline
the Vnluc u( n Current In Callbrnting

coil, it will be necessary to obtain
I lie use of a direct-current ammeter for

this purpose. The winding of the gal-
vanometer, ammeter, battery and a
variable resistance of some kind should

all be connected in series as shown in

the diagram, big. 4. Allow the com-
pass needle to come to rest under the
influence of the earth’s magnetic field

and then turn the coil into such a posi-
tion that it is as nearly parallel with
the needle as possible. This corre-
sponds to the zero jvjr.il inn, and the
instrument must idways be in this posi-
tion when it is used. The |>ositiou of
the ends of the pointer is now marked
on the scale for dilTcrent values of cur-
rent, first with the current in one di-

rection and then in the opposite direc-
tion. The deflection of the needle will,

of course, reverse when t lie current is

re versed.

1 lie effect produced by any current
upon the compass needle can be
changed by changing the number of
turns in the coil. In measuring a large
current, a few turns of large wire

would be required, and in measuring
a small current, a large number of
turns of small wire could be used. In
other words, the size of the wire will
depend upon the current it is to carry
and the number of turns in the coil will
depend upon the magnetic clfcct the
current is to produce, which is propor-
tional to the product of the number of
turns and the current, called the am-
pere-turns.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1010

How to Make a Small Rheostat

In operating small motors there is as
a rule iio means provided for regulat-
ing their speed, and this often is quite
a disadvantage, especially in (lie case
of toy motors such as used on minia-
ture electric locomotives. The speed,
of course, can he regulated by chang-
ing the number of cells of battery by
means of a special switch, but then all

the cells are not used the same amount
and some of them may he completely
exhausted before the others show any
appreciable depreciation. If a small
transformer is used with a number of
laps taken off the secondary winding,
the voltage impressed upon the motor,
and consequently the speed, can he
changed by varying the amount of the
secondary winding across which the
motor is connected.

I hit in both these cases there is no
means of varying the speed gradually.
This can, however, be accomplished by
means of a small rheostat placed in

series with the motor. The rheostat
acts in an electrical circuit in just the
same way a valve docs in a hydraulic
circuit. It consists of a resistance,

which can he easily varied in value,

placed in the circuit connecting the

motor with the source of electrical

energy. A diagram of the rheostat is

shown in Fig. I, in which A represents
the armature of the motor; LI, the held ;

C, the rheostat, and I), the source of

electrical energy. When the handle
K is in such a position that the max-
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Tig. I

Diagram Showing tlie Connection* for a Small
Motor Wlicre a Rheostat Is in the Line

iinmn amount of resistance is in cir-
cuit there will he ;i minimum circuit
through the field anti armature of the
motor, ami its speed will he a mini-
mum. As the resistance of the rheo-
stat is dcueased, the current increases
ami the motor speeds up, reaching a
maximum value when the resistance of
the rheostat has been reduced to zero
value. Such a rheostat may he used
in combination with a. special switch

r.s.2

Diagram o! A Small Motor Wlwrr ' "'•'•ostat and
Switch Arc in the Lu.

F., as shown in Fig. 2. The switch
gives a means of varying the voltage
and the rheostat takes care of the de-
sired changes in speed occurring be-
tween those produced by the varia-
tions in voltage.

A very simple and inexpensive rheo-
stat may he constructed as follows:
Procure a piece of thin fiber, about
in. thick, */j in. wide and approximately
10 in. long. Wind oil this piece of
liber, after the edges have all been
smoothed down, a piece of No. 22
gauge cot ton-covered resistance wire,
starting about J

/j in. from one end and
winding the various turns fairly close
together to within >/, in. of the other
end. The cuds of the wire may be
secured by passing them through sev-
eral small holes drilled in the piece of
fiber, and should protrude 3 or 4 in. for

connecting to binding posts that will
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be mounted upon the base of the rheo-
stat.

Now form tins piece of fiber into a
complete ring by bending it around
some round object, the flat side being
toward the object. Determine as ac-
curately as possible the diameter of
the ring thus formed and also its thick-
ness. Obtain a piece of well seasoned
hard wood. i/

2 in. thick and 4*/j in.

square. Round o(T the corners and
upper edges of this block and mark
out on it two circles whose diameters
correspond to the inside and outside
diameters of the fiber ring. The cen-
ters of these circles should be in the
center of the block. Carefully saw out
the two circles so that the space be-
tween the inside and outside portions
will just accommodate the fiber ring.
Obtain a second piece of hard wood,

A Croat Section of the Rlieonlni. Showing the
Connections through the Itemstnncc

m. thick and in. square, round
off its corners and upper edges and
mount the other pieces upon it by
means of several small wood screws,
which should pass up from the under
side and he well countersunk. Place
the fiber ring in the groove, Imt. before
doing so. drill a hole in the base proper
for one end of the wire to pass through.
T wo small back-connected binding
posts should he mounted in the cor-
ners. One of these should he con-
nected to the end t I the winding and
the oilier to a small boll in the center
oi the base that serves to hold the han-
dle or movable arm of the rheostat in
place. These connecting leads should
all he placed in grooves cut in the
under side of the base.

'i'he movable arm of the rheostat
may be made from a piece of iV,-m-
sheet brass, and should have the
following approximate dimensions:
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Icilirfil. 2 ill.; bread III [C, in. at one end,
and Vi in. al the other. Obtain a %-in.
brasi boll, aboul 1 in. Ioiijj, also several
washers. Drill a hole in the larger end
of the piece of brass to accommodate
the bolt and also in the center of the
wooden base. Countersink the hole in

I he base on t lie under side with a *4-in.
bit lo a depth of •/, in. On the under
side of the piece of brass, and near its

narrow end, solder a piece of thin
spring brass so that its free end will
rest upon the upper edge of the fiber

ring. A small handle may be mounted
upon the upper side of 'the movable
arm. Now mount the arm on the base
by means of the boll, placing several
washers between it and the upper
surface of the base, so that its outer
end will be raised above the edge
of the fiber ring. Solder a short piece
of thin brass to the nut that is to
be placed on the lower end of the
boll, and cui a recess in t lie counter*
sunk portion of the bole in the base lo
accommodate it. When the boll lias
been screwed down siiflicicntly tight
a locknut may be put oil, or the first

nut soldered to the end of the bolt.
If possible, it would be best to use a
spring washer, or two, between the
arm and base.

The insulation should now he re-
moved from the wire on the upper
edge of the liber ring with a piece of
line sandpaper, so that the spring on
the under side of the movable arm
may make contact with the winding.
The rheostat is now complete with the
exception of a coat of shellac. A cross-
sectional view of the completed rheo-
stat is shown in big. :i.

r ! :t£ HOY MECHANIC 1 9 1 f»

A Pocket Direct -Current Voltmeter

The assembled drawings of a very
simple voltmeter arc shown in Fig. 1.

and its operation is as follows: The
moving portion consists of a pointer,

or needle, A
;
a small permanent mag-

net, or armature, JJ, and a couiilcr-
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weight, C, mounted upon a small steel
shaft, D. 'flic ends of this steel shaft
arc jK)in ted and rest in bearings pro-
vided in the U-shaped piece of brass
F. which is rigidly fastened to tiic fiber
base F, by means of two screws. The
permanent magnet 15, carried oil the
shaft I). is al all limes under the mag-
netic influence of the permanent horse-
shoe magnet, (i, which is fastened, by
means of thin brass straps, It II, and
small screws, to the base F\ so that
the ends of the armature 1J are di-
rectly above the poles of the horseshoe
magnet. The armature 15 will assume
the position shown in the sketch when
it is acted upon by the permanent
magnet G alone and the moving sys-
tem is perfectly balanced. A solenoid,

J. is mounted in the position shown..
When there is a current in its winding
ils soft-iron core will become magne-
tized and the magnetic pole produced
at the lower end will produce a mag-
netic force upon the armature li, with
the result that the armature will bo
rotated either in a clockwise or
counter-clockwise direction, depending
upon its polarity and the polarity of
the end of the core adjacent to it. Thus,
if the left end of the armature has north
|H»larity, the right end south polarity,
and the lower end of the core is mag-
netized to a south polarity the arma-
ture will be rotated clockwise, for the
left end, or north pole, will be attracted
by the lower end of the iron core, which
is a south pole, and the right end will

be repelled. This is in accordance with
one of the fundamental laws of magne-
tism which slates that magnetic poles
of unlike polarity attract each other
and those of like polarity repel each
other. T he amount the armature 15 is

rotated will depend upon the relative

effects of the pole of the solenoid and
the permanent magnet (.*. The strength

of the |>olc of the solenoid will depend
ii|K)ii the current in ils winding and
the number of times the current passes
around the core, or the number of turns
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in Hie winding. I„ oilier words, the
strength of the pole of the solenoid

ric.i

Tile Parts m They nr« At*rinbl«.| to Make a Pocket
Voltmeter lor Direct Current*

varies as the product of the current and
tlie number of turns, which is called
tlie ampere-turns. The same magnetic
ell eel can he produced by a large cur-
rent passing through a few turns or a
small current passing through a rcla-
uvcly large, number of turns. This
simple relation of current and turns
gives a means of adjusting the current
capacity of the instrument so that a
full-scale dallcctit n of the needle will
correspond to any desired maximum
current. The instrument may he used
as either a voltmeter or as an ammeter,
and its operation will he identical in
each ease. The resistance of the volt-
mclcr, however, will he many times the
resistance of the ammeter, as it will
he connected directly across the line,
while the ammeter will always he in
series in the circuit in which it is de-
sired to measure the current. The
following description and suggestion as
In how to proceed in the construction
of this instrument may he useful to
those who undertake to build one. All
tlie minor details and some of tlie di-
mensions will he omitted in the descrip-
tion, hut these can he easily supplied.

Procure a piece of hard rubber or
I' her, about Vj in. hi thickness and of
sufficient si.ze lo cut from it a disk. 2 J/2
in. ill diameter. Make a small horse-
shoe magnet from a piece of the very
best steel obtainable, and magnetize it
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to as high a strength as possible. This
magnet is made of a piece of steel, 3

/s
in. thick, about % in. in breadth, and
of such length that the overall length-
wise dimension of the completed mag-
net will he about 1% iii. and the dis-

tance between tlie inside edges of the
ends a little greater than in. Fasten
the completed magnet to the base F
by means of two or three straps, made
from some thin brass, and small ma-
chine or wood screws.
Then cut from some ft-in. sheet

brass a piece having the general ap-
pearance and dimensions shown at A,
Fig. 2. Mend the ends of this piece
over at right angles to the center por-
tion along the (lotted lines. Drill the
hole at the upper end and thread it

for a ft-in. machine screw. 15y means
of a pointed drill, make a small recess
at the lower end directly opposite the
lirst hole. This small recess is to form
the lower bearing for the shaft sup-
porting the moving system, while a
small recess cut centrally in the end of

a screw, mounted in the upper hole,

will form the upper bearing. The screw
placed in tlie upper hole need he only
about ft in. long. Tlie holes in the
two wings arc for mounting this piece

upon the liber base, as shown in Fig. 1.

The shaft for supporting the moving
system is made of a piece of a hatpin.
It is about

\ 2 in. long and its ends are

pointed so that they will turn freely

in the hearings provided for them.
The armature is cut from a piece

of ft-in. sheet steel. It is made about
:
Yx in. long, ft in. wide at the center,

tapering to \U in. at the ends. A hole
is drilled in its center so that it may
be forced onto the shaft. It is mounted
so that its lower surface conics about
\'

t in. from the lower cud of the shaft.

T hen cut from some very thin brass
a piece, that is to form the needle, %
in. wide at one cud and tapered to a

point at the other, the total length

being about 3 in. Drill a hole in the

largo end of this piece, the same size

as the shaft and V> in. from the end.
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This piece is not fastened to the shaft
until sonic of the other parts are com-
pleted.

The spool upon which the winding
is to he placed is made as follows:
Procure a piece of very soft wrought
iron, 1*4 in. long and \[v in. in diam-
eter, to form the core. The ends of
the spool are made of thin brass and
arc dimensioned as shown in Fig. 2.

at B and C. The piece shown at B
is to form the lower end of the spool,
and is bent at right angles along the
(lotted line. The two holes at the lower
edge are for attaching the end of the
spool to the liber base. The piece shown
at C forms the upper end of l he spool
and at the same time a back upon
which the scale of the instrument is

mounted. The holes in the lower edge
are threaded for small machine screws,
as it will be necessary to fasten this

piece to the base by means of screws
that pass through the base from the

under side, as shown in Fig. 1. Bend
the upper and lower portion of the
piece over at right angles to the center
porlion along the dotted lines. Make
sure that the large hole in the center
of each end piece is of such size that

it will lit very light on the end of the

wrought-iron core. Force the end
pieces onto the ends of the core a short

distance, say. in., and hammer down
the edges of the core so that the end
pieces cannot be easily removed. In
fastening the ends to the cure be sure
that the parts that are to rest upon the

base arc parallel with each other and
extend in opposite directions; also that

the ends arc at right angles to the

core. Then insulate the inner portions

of the completed spool with several
thicknesses of onion-skin paper, or any
good-quality, thin writing paper, and
shellac. The winding will he described
later.

Mount the spool and support for the

bearings upon the base so that they
occupy the positions, relative to each
other, indicated in Fig. 1. A paper
scale is then mounted upon the brass
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base provided for it by means of some
thin shellac. The upper and lower lines
for the scale can now be drawn upon
the paper, using the center of the screw
at the lower end of the needle as a
center. These lines arc best placed
about Vs in. apart and not nearer the
edge of the base than % inches.
The needle is bent over at right

angles
-fi, in. from the center of the

shaft. Another right-angle bend in the
needle is then made so that the pointed
end will be about 1 ',

T in. above the sur-
face of the scale when the large end
of the needle is fastened to the shaft

in- from the upper end of the latter.

Turn the needle on the shaft so that
the pointer is at the left end of the
scale when the moving system is at
rest. The shaft must be exactly verti-
cal when this adjustment is made. Cut
the end of the needle down until its

end is midway between the two scale
lines. Solder the needle to the shaft,

and then place a sufficient quantity of
solder on the broad end to balance the
system perfectly ami allow it to conic
to rest in any position when the arma-
ture B is not influenced by any mag-
netic field.

A containing ease for the instrument
may be made as follows: Make a cyl-
inder from some thin sheet brass, hav-
ing exactly the same inside diameter
as the base, and a height a little greater
Ilian the vertical distance from the
lower surface of the base to the upper
surface of the needle. Also a disk
from some thin sheet brass, having a
diameter Vs in. greater than the outside
diameter of the cylinder, Round off
the edges of this disk and cut a curved
slot in it directly over the scale, about
% in. wide and of the same length and
form as the scale. Solder the disk to
one end of the cylinder, placing the
solder all on the inside. To prevent
moisture from entering the ease, fasten
a piece of thin glass on the under side
«»f the slot in the disk by means of some
shellac and several pieces of brass sol-

dered to the disk and bent down onto
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i lie glass. The case can now be fas-

tened to the base by means of several
screws, passing through its lower end
into the edge of the base. Two small
binding posts arc mounted on t lie out-
side of the case, about HU deg. apart
and well insulated from each other and
from the ease, to serve as terminals for
the instrument.

The instrument is now complete
with the exception of the winding.
Since this is to be a voltmeter and it

Fi® 2

Detail* ol the Support! for the Coil and for the
Needle, or Pointer. Shalt

is always desirable that a voltmeter
lake as small a current as possible, the
winding must consist of a relatively
large number of turns of small wire,

each turn carrying a small current.
The difference in the construction of
different instruments necessitates that
their winding contain a different num-
ber of turns in order that a given volt-
age may produce a full-scale deflection.

A little experimenting with different
windings is the easiest means of de-
termining the proper size of wire and
number of turns to meet individual

requirements. After adjusting the
winding so that the maximum voltage
it is desired 1o measure produces a
full-scale deflection. the scale is cali-

brated by marking the positions of the
needle in accordance with those of the
needle of a standard instrument con-
nected in parallel with it. In marking
t lie scale of an ammeter, connect. the
instruments in scries. Remember that
if the instrument is to be used as an
ammeter, it must have as low a re-

sistance as possible and that to prevent

undue healing, the wire must have
ample cross section.

If difficulty is experienced due to the

continuous vibration of the needle,

although the current he practically

constant, this trouble can be greatly

reduced by mounting a paper wind
vane on the moving .system, which
will tend to dampen its movement.

A

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

Wire Expansion Meter

When there is a current of electric-
ity in an electrical conductor a certain
amount of heat is generated due to the
opposition or resistance of the con-
ductor to the free passage of the
electricity through it. The heat thus
generated causes a change in the
temperature of the conductor and as a
result there will be a change in its

length, it contracting with a decrease
in temperature and expanding with an
increase in temperature. 'The tempera-

Meicr for Mca'urins llic Expansion of Mei.il Wires
Which are llcatc'i tiy Electricity

Hire of the conductor will change when
the current in it changes, and hence
its length will change, and it will reach
a constant temperature or a constant
length when the current in it is con-
stant in value and the rate at which it

is giving off heat is exactly equal to
the rale at which heat is being gener-
ated in it.

The fact that there is an actual
change in the length of the conductor
due to a change in current in it consti-
tutes the fundamental principle of the
following simple instrument.
The parts needed in its construction

arc as follows: An old safety-razor
blade; one 8-in. hatpin; two medium-
size nails; a short piece of German-
silver wire; a small piece of sealing
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wax

; a ^4-in. board for llic base,
approximately W/> in. by 10 in., and a
small piece of thin sheet brass.
Remove the head from the hatpin and
fasten the blunt end in the center of
the safety-razor blade A with a piece of
scaling wax so that the pin li is per-
pendicular to the blade as shown.
Now drive the two nails into the board
C, so that they are about */i in. from
the edges and \\(> in. from the end.
hasten the piece of German-silver wire
I) b» these nails as shown. The size
of this wire will depend upon the value
of the current to be measured. Make a
small hook, K, from a short piece of
rather stiff wire and fasten it to the
hatpin about 1 in. fiom the razor blade.
The length of this hook should be such
that the pointed end of the hatpin will

be at the lop of the scale F when there
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is no current in the wire, D. The
scale F is made by bending the piece

of sheet brass so as to form a right

angle and fastening it to the base. A
piece of thin cardboard can be mounted
uj>on the surface of the vertical portion
of the piece of brass and a suitable

scale inked upon it. The instrument
is now complete with the exception of

two binding posts, not shown in the
sketch, that may be mounted at con-
venient points on the base and con-
nected to the ends of the German-silver
wire, thus serving as terminals for the

instrument.

The completed instrument can be
calibrated by connecting it in series

with another instrument whose calibra-

tion is known and marking the position

of the pointer on the scale for different

values of current.

The Electric Globes, .is They Lipin beneath the Spray. Illuminate the Top. and the Light Follows
the.Streams of Water So That They Appear Like Streams of Light

An Electric Fountain the boy mechanic - 1915

Br WALTER P. BUTLER
To make the grounds as attractive pletcd the desired effect was prodi

as possible for a lawn parly given one without any expense whatever, a
night. I constructed an electric foun- had the tilings used in its construe
tain which at first appeared to be an on hand.
expensive proposition, but when com- A light frame, *J in. suuare

Km
1rwA'lLsSB

*1 V'T:V'V:.
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made, of %-in. i Material, as shown in
I'ig. 3, and a grooved pulley was at-

tached exactly in the center on the
under side of the crosspiece. A turned
slick, A, 2 in. in diameter and 2',4 in.

long, was fastened to the face of the
l*uliey so that it turned true as the
pulley and frame revolved. A hole
was then bored centrally through the
three parts, the frame crosspiece, the

pulley, and I lie turned stick, of a size

to lit a spindle about % in. in diameter.

A box was procured, large enough
for the frame to turn in freely, ami a

block of wood was fastened centrally

in its bottom, which had a %-iu. pin

set in a hole bored in the center, 't he
pin may be of hard wood, but it is

belter to use metal. A boll, or piece

of rod. will answer (lie purpose of a

pin very well.

A small battery motor— I bad one
•*n band and did not need to purchase
one— was fastened to side of the
box so that its pulley was in line with
the pnlh y on the lower surface of the
frame. The batteries to run the motor
were placed in the corner of the box,
where the involving frame would not
touch them. The motor may be of
larger current capacity, however, and
run direct on the current used for the
lamps.
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About % in. from the lower end of

the turned piece A, a brass strip was
fastened around it. This work should
be neatly done, and the joint soldered
and smoothed, so that the outer sur-
face will not catch on the brush used
to make the contact. Tin’s ring can be
better made by cutting the width from
a piece of brass tubing of a size to lit
on the turned slick A. About 1*4 in.
from the lower end four segments of a
circle were fastened so as to make a
space of about J

/j in. between their
ends. 'Ibis construction is clearly
shown in Fig. 2. A cross section,
showing the wire connections from
Mie brass ring and segments to the
lamps and where ilicy lead out on top,
is shown at B. The contact brushes

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

How to Make a Small Series Motor
The motor here described has been

constructed and found to give very
good results. It is simple to build and
the materials required can he easily ob-
tained. The armature core and field,

or frame, arc made of laminated iron,
instead of being cast as is often done
by the manufacturers, which is a de-
cided advantage, as certain losses arc
thereby reduced, and its operation will
be improved by this type of conslruc-

Fis.O

GROUND
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tiou especially if used on an alternat-
ing-current circuit.

The liiucliinc will be divided into
three main parts, the construction bf
each of which will he taken up in turn
and the method of procedure discussed
in detail. These parts arc the com-
pleted armature, the held and bearings,
and the brushes together with suit-
able terminals and connections.
The armature core is constructed

from a number of pieces, having dimen-
sions that correspond to those given in

A, Pig. 1. These pieces arc cut from
thin annealed sheet iron, in sufficient

number to make a pile, in. high,
when placed on lop of each other and
firmly damped. It would, no doubt,
be best to first lay out one of these
pieces very carefully and then cut it

out and mark out the other pieces with
the first one as a pattern, being careful
to tile oil' all the rough edges on each
piece.

Now obtain a piece of ,/r*". iron or
brass rod,' 3 in* long, that is to serve
as n shaft upon which to mount t lie

armature and commutator. This rod
is llii' aded for a distance of % in. on
one end and 1% in. on the other.
Procure live brass nuts, ys in. in thick-
ness. to lit the threads on the rod. If

possible have the ends of the rod cen-
tered before the threads arc cut. for

reasons to be given later. Place one
of the nuts on that end of the shaft

that is threaded for vs in., and in such
a position that its inner surface is

in. from the end of the rod. Solder
this nut to the rod when it is in the

proper place and remove all extra sol-

der. Drill a f/j-in. hole in each of the

armature stampings and place them on
the shaft, damping them together with
three smell clamps, one on each ex-
tension or pole. Then place a second
nut on the shaft and draw it up tight
against the last stamping placed in

position, and solder it to the shaft.
Next wind two or three layers of good
strong tape around each of the rec-
tangular portions of the armature and
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then remove the clamps. Make sure
that all the edges of the different lami-
nations arc perfectly even before ap-
plying the tape.

J be shaft is then placed between
two centers to determine whether the
core is approximately balanced and
runs true. If the armature core is im-
balanced or not true, the trouble should
he corrected before proceeding with
the remainder of the armature con-
struction. The armature winding is

not to be put on the core until the
commutator has been constructed and
mounted ou the shaft.

The commutator consists of three
pieces of thin sheet brass similar to
that shown at B, Fig 1, mounted on
the sin face of a cylinder of insulating
material, % in long and % in. in

diameter. A %-in. hole is drilled

lengthwise through the cylinder of in-

sulating material. Bend the pieces of
brass around the outside of the cylin-
der. and turn all the lugs, except the
center one, marked C. over at right

angles and put a small nail or screw
through the holes in the cuds of the

lugs into the cylinder. These pieces
of brass arc equally spaced around the
cylinder so that all the lugs, not
turned down, project in the same direc-

tion. Now place a nut oil the end of the
shaft that extends the greatest distance
through the armature, so that its out-
side surface is l/> in. from the surface
of the end of the armature core next
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Diagiam of the Winding on »l«e Armature an<|

Detail of the Field Laminations

lo it. ami solder llic nut to the shaft.
Place the commutator on the shaft so
that the projections on the pieces of
brass are toward the armature core
and the spaces between the ends of the
pieces occupy the position iJalivc to
the cores, shown at A, Fig. 2. Another
nut is then placed on the shaft and
drawn up tight against the cylinder.
I he proper spacing of the various parts
on the shaft of the machine is shown
at D. Fig. J. Another small nut is

placed oil the end of the shaft, away
from the commutator, so that its out-
side surface is in. from the surface
ol the end of the anna I urc core.

The threads on that part of the shaft
extending beyond the last nut on each
cud are now tiled off. which can be
easily done by placing the shaft be-
tween the centers of a lathe and re-
volving it quite rapidly, the file being
applied lo the parts tiiat arc lo he cut
down.
Obtain a small quantity of No. 22

gauge siuglc-cotlon-covcrcd copper
wire and wind four layers oil each of
the three legs, or poles, of the arma-
ture core, insulating the layers from
each other and the entire winding from
the coie by means of paper and shellac.

The three coils arc wound in the same
direction about their respective cores

and each winding is started at the

center of the armature with 2 or 3 in.

of wire extending out toward the com-
mutator. The outside end of each
winding will terminate at the’ end of

#
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the coil toward the center of the arma-
ture, if an even number of layers is
wound on. and is securely fastened by
means of two or three turns of heavy
thread. 'The inside end of one coil is
then connected to the outside end of
the next one, and so on. These con-
nections can he easily made, and at
the same lime the proper connections
made to the commutator, by cutting
ibe inside cud of one coil and the out-
side end of the next so that they will
reach the lug on the nearest segment
of the commutator, with about % in.

to spare, then removing the insulation
from each for about % in. and solder-
ing them both to the same lug. The
arrangement of the winding is shown
at A, Fig. 2. Connect all of the coils
ami segments in this manner, and the
armature of the motor is complete.
The field or frame of the machine is

made from a number of laminations
whose dimensions correspond to those
given in 15, Fig. 2. As many lamina-
tions arc used in the construction of
the frame as the number of pieces in
the armature, if iron of the same thick-
ness is used. Four of the laminations
have extensions at their lower corners
to correspond to the parts shown by
the dolled lines in B, Fig. 2. Place
all of these laminations in a pile and
clamp them rigidly together, then drill
ihe four holes, indicated by the letters
C. D. F and F, with a -,Vin. drill. Two
of me pieces with the extensions on
them arc placed in the bottom of the
l»»*c and the other two on top.

Place a Win. holt through each of
the lower holes and draw up the nuts
on them tight. Procure two pieces of
,Vin- rod, V/~ in. long, and thread each
end for a distance of '/> in. Get 8 nuts
for these rods, about Vs in. thick and
‘Is in. across the face, if possible. Both
sides of these nuts arc filed down flat.

Put the threaded rods through the two
upper hole? in the field frame and
place a nut on each end and draw them
tight, leaving an equal length of rod
protruding from each side.
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Obtain two pieces of ifc-in. brass, %
in. wide, one 4% in. long and the other

in. long. Bend these pieces into
tlie forms shown at A, Fig. 3. Drill a

nr111 - bole in each end of both pieces
so that they may be mounted upon the
ends of the rods protruding from the
held frame. The exact cci.lcr of the
space the armature is to occupy is then
marked on each of these pieces, and a
bole is drilled in each, having the same
diameter as the ends of the armature
shaft.

The extensions on the outside lami-
nations are bent over at right angles to
the main portion of the frame, thus
forming a base upon which the motor
may rest. Holes may be drilled in the
extensions after they arc bent over to
be used in mounting the frame upon a
wooden base.

Procure about /• lb. of No. 18 gauge
single-cot ton-covered copper wire and
wind it on the lower center portion of
| he frame until the depth of the wind-
ing is about /> in. Be careful to insu-
late the winding well and, to insure
mechanical protection, place a layer of
adhesive tape outside. About 4 or 5
in. of wire is allowed at each end for
making connections. It is host to have
these ends terminate on the commuta-
tor side of the frame.

The brushes for the machine arc
made from some thin sheet copper or
brass, and arc shaped and dimensioned
approximately as shown at B, Fig. 3.
'I'wo pieces of hard rubber, or fiber, J

/j
in. square and Ts in. long, serve as
mountings for the brushes. These
pieces of insulation arc mounted in the

corners of the armature support, at the
commutator end, by means of two
small screws in each. Mount the
brushes on these pieces so that their
ftcc cuds bear on the commutator ex-
actly opposite each other. One brush
is mounted on the upper end of its

support and the oilier brush on the

lower end of its support. This is shown
at C. Fig. :j. Two small binding posts
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are mounted at the same time as the
brushes, and arc electrically connected
to the brushes, thus affording an easy
means of making a connection to the

Detail cf the Armature Support* and the Brushes,
and the Manner ol Mounting the Brushes

armature. The brushes arc so mounted
as to bear firmly upon the commuta-
tor.

To operate the motor, connect the
armature and field windings in series,
and the combination to a source of
electromotive force of several volts. If

it is desired to reverse the direction of
rotation, reverse the connections of
either the armature or field windings,
but nut both. The motor may be
mounted oil a neat wooden base and the
connections all brought down to a re-

versing switch, which may also be
mounted on the same base as the
motor. The speed can he varied by
changing the impressed voltage, or by
connecting a variable resistance in the
armature circuit, such as a wire rheo-
stat.

A small pulley may he made and at-

tached to the armature shaft so that

the motor may be used in driving va-

rious kinds of toys.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

How to Make an Electric Healer

The electric heater described in this

article is very simple to construct, its

operation exceedingly satisfactory, and
the ;*•-ecssary material easily procured
at a small cost at most electrical-sup-
ply stoics. The few tools needed arc
usually found about every home, and
the healer may be constructed by any
ingenious person.
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Procure 0 porcelain tubes. 2(> in. long
and approximately

};1 in. in diameter.
On each of these lubes wind 2.1 ft. of
bare No. 20 gauge “China resistance
wire. The various turns should be uni-
formly distributed along the lubes and
not allowed to come into contact with
each other, which can be prevented by
placing a thin, narrow coat of plaster
of Paris along the side of each of the
tubes immediately after the winding
has been pul on. Several inches of
free wile should be allowed at each
end, fur making connections, and the
lirst and last turns on each tube should
be securely fastened to (he tube by
several turns of binding wire. It would
be best not to extend the winding
nearer (be ends of the lubes than % iii.

Cut from some heavy tin, or other
thin sheet metal, two disks, (> in. in
diameter, ami punch six ,yin. holes
in each of the disks at c<jual distances
and within in. of the outer edge.
Ihmeh two %-m* holes in one of these
disks, to be used in mounting a porce-
lain socket, and also one %-iu. hole
through which the wires may he led
(o the socket, ns shown in Pig. 1. In
the other disk punch four Vfc-iii. holes,
for mounting (wo porcelain single-pole
snap switches, and two ,

/f»-in. holes, for

leading the wires through to the
switches, as shown in Pig. 2.

Cut off six lengths of ^-in. iron rod.
22 in. long, and thread both ends of
each piece for a length of 1/ in.

Fasten the porcelain tubes between the
metal disks, by placing one of the rods
through each of the tubes and allowing
tin* ends to extend through the iV"i.
holes in the outer edge of the disks.

A nut should be placed on each end of

all the roils and drawn up so that the
length of rod protruding at each end
is the same. Obtain two single-pole
snap switches and a porcelain socket,
and mount them on the ends by means
of some small stove bolts.

The windings on the porcelain tubes
should be connected as follows: Let

Detail of the Two Ends on the Heater Giving
Dimensions ami the Location of Parts

tile windings be designated by the let-
ters A. II, C, D, K, and P, and their
posiiion be that indicated in Figs. 1 and
2. The primes indicate the ends of the
windings at the socket end, and the
letters without the primes indicate the
ends of the windings at the switch end
of the heater. The ends A and D
should he connected directly together.
The ends 13 and C to the clips of the
right-hand snap switch, and E and P,
(O the clips of the left-hand snap switch.
The ends F', A', and IP should be con-
nected to one terminal of the socket,
and C', D', and F' to the other ter-
minal of the socket. Electrical con-
nection is made to the winding by
means of a plug and piece of lamp cord.
It is obvious that the windings A and
D will be connected as soon as the
plug is screwed into the socket, if the
circuit is closed at all other points,
and the windings 13 and C, and E and
!•* arc controlled by the right and left-

hand snap switches, respectively.
Make sure all the connections arc prop-
erly insulated, and that there is little

chance of a short circuit occurring.
Af'er the socket and snap switches

have been connected to the windings,
two more thin disks, the same diameter
as the first, may be lilted over the ends
and held in place by two units on the
end of each rod, a nut being placed on
each side of the disks. A better way
of mounting these disks would be by
small machine screws that enter
threaded holes in the ends of the rods.
These last disks arc not absolutely nec-
essary, but they will add some to the
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. appearance o f

«/ l li c completed
healer. F our
.-•mall cars, about

% in. square,
should he cut on
liie outer edge
of the outside or
inside disks and

bent over at right angles to the main
portion, to be used in mounting the
outside ease of the healer.

Cut from a sheet of *k-in. asbestos
a piece just long enough to lit between
the inside disks and wide enough to

cover the three lower windings C. D,
and 1C. The object of this piece of
asbestos is to protect the surface upon
which the heater will stand from ex-
cessive heat, since it is to rest in a
horizontal position.

Obtain a piece of perforated, thin

sheet metal, 19% in. wide and long
enough to reach from one outside disk
to the other. Bend this into a cylinder
and fasten it to the lugs on the disks
by means of small screws or bolts.
The legs may be made of %-in. strap

"•<>n, % in. wide, bent into the form
shown in Fig. 3. These pieces may be
attached to the perforated cylinder,
before it is mounted on the heater
proper, by means of several small
bolts. The piece of asbestos should be
wired to the cylinder after the heater
is all assembled, so that it will always
remain in the lower part of the cylinder
and serve Hie purpose for which it is

intended.

The healer, as described above, is

constructed for a 110-volt circuit,
which is the voltage commonly used
in electric lighting. The total consump-
tion of the beater will be approxi-
mately (iOO walls, each part consuming
about % of the total, or 200 watts. If
it is desired to wind the beater for a
2’0-volt circuit, 25 ft. of No. 29 gauge
“Climax” resistance wire should be
used on each tube.

I HE BOY MECHANIC - 1915

An Electric Horn

A simple electric horn for use on a
bicycle, automobile, or for other pur-
poses, can be constructed as shown in
Fig. 1. The size will of course depend
somewhat on the use for which it is

intended, but one with the diaphragm
1'Yi in. in diameter and the horn 5 in.
long and 4 in. in diameter, at the large
end, will he sufficient for most pur-
poses. This will make the instrument
‘% or 8 in. in over-all length.

The horn proper. A, Fig. 1, is con-
structed first. This can be formed
from sheet brass. To lay out the metal
to the desired size draw a cross section,
as ABCD, b ig. 2, then project the
lilies AC and IlD until they meet at
F. Strike two arcs of circles on the
brass sheet, using ICC as radius for the
inner one and 1CA for the outer.
Measure off FG and 11 J equal to .*

J
>/i

times DC and All, respectively, and
nit out FGJIl. Roll and lap >/t in.

at the edges and solder the joint
neatly.

After smoothing the edges on the
ends, solder a very thin disk of ferro-

type metal, B, Fig. 1
,
to the small end

of the horn. This is used for the
diaphragm. Cut out a ring. C, from
J/i-in. hard fiber and bevel it on the
inside edge to fit the born. Also make
a disk of fiber, D, having the same out-
side diameter as the ring C. These
parts form the ends for a brass cylin-
der E, which is made in two pails or
halves joined on the lines shown in

Fjg. 3. Fasten one of the halves, F,
Fig. 3, to tlie fiber ring C and disk
D, Fig. 1, with small screws, the other
half to be put in place after (lie instru-
ment is completed and adjusted.
A small support, G. is cut from fiber

and fastened in as shown. A pair of
magnets of about 50 ohms arc mounted
on this support. The parts from an
old bell or buzzer may be used, which
consist of a soft-iron armature, II, Fig.

1, having a strap of spring brass. J,
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attached l>y soldering and pivoted at
K, with an adjusting screw, L, to
set the tension. Another U-shaped
spring-brass strip, M, constitutes the

current breaker, which lias an adjust-
ing screw, N. The points of contact
on the current breaker should be tipped

with platinum. A piece of brass wire,

0, is soldered to the diaphragm disk 15

and the soft-iron armature li, to con-
nect them solidly. The lone of the

horn can he adjusted with the screws
1. and N. The faster the armature
vibrates, the higher the tone, and vice

versa. The connections arc the same
as for an electric bell.—Contributed by
James 1\ Lewis, Golden, Colo.
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How lo Make a Fire

and Burglar Alarm

A very serviceable lire and burglar
alarm may be installed by anyone who
can work with carpenters* tools and
who has an elementary knowledge of

electricity, hire and burglar alarms
are divided into two general types,

called "open circuit" and “closed cir-

cuit," respectively.

Ju the open-circuit type of alarm all
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the windows, doors, and places to be
protected are equipped with electrical

alarm springs which are in circuit

with an ordinary vibrating bell and
battery, and these alarm springs are
all normally open. When a win-
dow or door is disturbed or moved
more than a predetermined amount,
the bell circuit is closed and the alarm
sounded. The arrangement of such an
alarm is shown in Fig. I. A switch,
A, is placed in circuit so tli.it the alarm
may be disconnected timing the day
and the opening and dosing of doors
and windows will not operate the hell.

It is best not to place a switch in the
fire-alarm circuit as this circuit should
he in an operating condition at all

times.

The alarm switch controlled by the

window consists of a narrow metal
plate, It, and a spring, C, mounted in

a recess cut in the side of the window
frame. The spring C is bent into

such a form that its upper cud is forced
into contact with the plate 1.5, when llic

window is raised past the outwardly
projecting part of the spring C, and
the bell circuit is thus closed. The
position of the alarm switch can be
adjusted so that the window may be
opcnc-J a sufficient distance lo permit
the necessary ventilation but not allow
a burglar lo enter.

The alarm switch controlled by the
door is arranged in a different manner.
In this case the free end of the spring
D is held away from contact with the

spring U by the edge of the door,
which forces the spring D hack into

the recess cut in the tlooi jamb. When
the door is opened the spring E is

permitted to move otil and come into

contact with the spring or plate E,
and the alarm circuit is thus closed.
The form of the spring D can be so
adjusted that the door may be opened
some distance, but not enough lo al-

low a person lo enter, before the alarm
is sounded.
An alarm switch, identical with that
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just described fur the door, should l>c

iniHiulcd in the upper part of the win-
dow frame to lake care of the upper
sash. This alarm switch may be lo-

cated low enough to permit the window
to be lowered for the purpose of venti-
lation without sounding the alarm.
The wires for these various alarm

switches should be mu as near com-
pletely concealed as possible to prevent
them being tampered with by curious
parties, who may unintentionally break
one of the conductors ami thus make
some part of the system inoperative.
)l might be best to test the system
occasionally, to make sure all switches
arc in operating condition.

The lire -alarm switch consists of
two springs that arc held from contact
villi each other by means of a tliiu

cord. This switch is placed in the lo-

cal ion to be protected, or wherever a
lire is most likely to break out, such
as over Jbe furnace, in the coal bin,

etc. When the cord is destroyed the
springs make contact and the alarm is

sounded. A metal having a very low
melting temperature may be used in-

stead of the cord, and the alarm will

be sounded when the temperature ex-
ceeds a certain amount and the actual
occurrence of a lire thus prevented. In
some eases, the ft re-alar;;, switch may
be completely destroyed and the alarm

Circuit Equipped with Drop to Ring the Dell
in Case ilic Switch is Destroyed

circuit will then be opened and the bell
will cease ringing. To prevent this
trouble a small electric drop may be
placed in the circuit, the arrangement
being similar to that shown in Fig. 2.

When the shutter of the drop falls, due
to the closing of the alarm circuit, there
is a second circuit closed, and this

second circuit remains closed until the
shutter is restored to its vertical or
normal position, or the switch, A, is

thrown to the open point. The addi-
tion of the drop in the burglar-alarm
circuit may prove to be an advantage,
ns a burglar cannot stop the alarm,
after lie has once closed any of the
alarm switches and operated the drop,
by simply rcstorhig the window or
d«»nr to its original position.

In the closed-circuit type, the alarm

FVgTS

Wiring Diagram Showing Connections (or a Closed-
Circuit Burglar and Fire Alarm

switches arc all normally closed and
the alarm is sounded by opening the
circuit at some point. The arrange-
ment of such an alarm is shown in Fig.
3. The alarm switches arc all con-
nected in series ir. ibis case and in cir-

cuit w:tl: * closed-circuit battery and
iday or drop. Tnc drop or relay con-
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trols a local circuit composed of an
open-circuit battery and an ordinary
vibrating bell.

The operation of a drop on a closed
circuit is a little different from its op-
eration on a normally open circuit.

The drop for the closed circuit must
be so constructed that its latch holds
the shutter in a vertical position when
there is a current in the drop winding,
but allows if to fall as soon as the drop
circuit is opened.

Ail .ordinary telegraph relay may be
used in connection with the closed-cir-
cuit alarm. The connections to the
relay arc such that the hell circuit
is normally open and remains so un-
til the armature of the relay is re-

leased, which does not occur until the
circuit of which its winding is a part
is opened at one of the alarm springs.
A special switch. A. and resistance,
I*, arc shown connected in circuit in

Tig- •**. the object of which is as follows:
When it is desired to disconnect the
alarm springs or make them inop-
erative they must he replaced by an-
other circuit which will permit a suffi-

cient current to pass through the relay

winding at all limes, to prevent its

armature from being released and
sounding the alarm. The switch A
'•*. so constructed that either the alarm
switches or the resistance L> is in series

with I he battery and relay winding at
all times, there being no open-circuit
position for the switch.

The fire-alarm switch for this type
of signal may be made from a narrow
piece of till foil, or some metal having
a low melting temperature, mounted
between two insulated clips that arc

connected in the alarm circuit.

Strips of gold or silver foil may be
placed on windows and connected in

the alarm circuit, which will give a
protection from theft by breaking the
glass.

Two or three gravity cells will serve
very nicely for the closed-circuit bat-

tery, while several dry cciis will do for

the open-circuit or hell battery.
A!! types of alarm switches can be

pt;:chased at any up-to-date electrical
supply house, but their construction
and operation is so simple that they
may be easily made by almost anyone.
A detailed description of the construc-
tion of the various parts of the above
circuits will not he given here, but such
details can be safely left to the in-
genuity of the person installing the
system.

it is easily seen from the above de-
scription that a burglar who might dis-
cover that a house was wired for alarm
would be greatly perplexed to know
what to do, for the very thing that
would prevent one kind of alarm from
ringing would cause the other to ling.

A D’Arsonval Galvanometer
A galvanometer in which the mov-

ing part of the instrument is a perma-
nent magnet controlled by the action
of the earth’s magnetic hold and the
magnetic effect of a current in a coil of
wire, that usually surrounds the mag-
net, has the great disadvantage of hav-
ing its indications changed, although
the current itself may remain constant,
clue to a change in the strength of
the magnetic field in which the instru-

ment operates. The operation of in-

struments of the above type is satis-
factory only in localities where there
is a practically constant magnetic field

for them to operate in, which it is

almost impossible to have, due to the
presence of permanent and electric
magnets and magnetic materials such
as iron and steel.

An instrument constructed as fol-

lows will not have the above disadvan-
tage and its operation will be a great
ileal more satisfactory, as its indica-
tions will be practically independent
of outside disturbances. Jn this in-

strument, the moving part is the coil

carrying the current, and it moves in

a permanent magnetic field so strong
that other MSlurbing magnetic effects

can be neglected. The coil is bung by
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means of a line wire ami the twist in
this wire is the only force acting to
bring 1 lie coil back to its zero position,
after it Isas been deflected, and main-
tain it there.

l lie const ruel ion of the magnet and
containing case for the instrument will

be taken tip first, t )l»tain a piece of
Norway iron, ]

/-z in. square and about
!» in. long. I.cnd this piece into the
form shown in big. I, and file olT the
inner edges until they arc parallel and
about % in. apart. Drill four
holes in the ends of « hi- piece, two in

each end, as indicated. This piece of
iron is first tempered and then mag-
netized by placing it in contact with
a powerful electromagnet. Cut a sec-

ond piece from some soft iron with
dimensions < 01 responding to those
given in big. SJ. Drill two J,s-hi. holes,

A and It, in this piece as shown in the
sketch. This second piece is mounted
between the pules of the magnet, as

He. I r.s.3

The Permanent Magnet and Its Dra?s Support, and
Then Position on the base

follows: Cut from some
;
,Vin. sheet

brass a piece similar to the one shown
in big. Drill the holes indicated

and thread those designated by A, 13,

C, D, K, and b to lake a %-in. ma-

chine screw. Bend the upper end of
l lie piece over at the point indicated
by the doited line until it is perpen-
dicular to the lower part. The center
ol the hole in the projecting part K,
when it is bent over, should be about
Vi in. from the outer surface of the
main part of the piece. The small
piece of iron is then fastened to the
piece of brass with two round-headed
screws that pass through the two holes
in it and into the holes A and 13 in the
brass piece. The magnet is mounted,
also with small brass screws, so that
the main part of the magnet and the
piece oi brass extend in opposite direc-
tions, as shown in Fig. 1. The assem-
bled parts arc then mounted on a
woollen hoard, whose dimensions arc
given in big. 1

, with three brass screws
• hat pass through the holes G, II, and
J, as shown.

The moving coil of the galvanom-
eter is constructed as follows: Cut
from some Vfc-in. pine a piece D/s in.

long and % in. wide. Cut two other

r*.4 ria.7

Upper ami I.ower Connection!: to the Coil and
Supports, and the Supports lor Suspension

pieces w I lose dimensions, except their
thickness, arc »/, in. larger than the
first piece. Then fasten these two
pieces to the sides of the first, with
three or four small screws through
each of them, thus forming a small
sjK’ol. Saw about '

;I slots with a very
fine saw in the edges of the projecting
pieces and a short way into the edge of

the center piece. Wind on this spool
about «»00 turns of No. .'IS gauge silk-

covered copper wire. Start with the
terminal of the wire in the center of
one end of the spool, with a few inches
of free wire for making connections. I

.
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and cud up with llie terminal in tin*

center of the opposite end of the spool.

A small thread is then passed through
the slots under the coil and tied, thus
serving to hold the various turns of
wire together when the coil is removed
from the form. The coil should be
given a coat, of shellac as soon as it is

removed from the form.

Two pieces must now be attached to

the top and bottom of the coil to bo
used in making electrical cornice lions

and suspending lh»* coil. Cut from
some very thin sheet brass two pieces
whose dimensions correspond to those

given in Figs. •! and r>. Drill a small
hole in 1 he center of each of these
pieces. Bend the lower part of each

piece over at the dotted lines L until

it is perpendicular to the main por-

tion of the piece. The bent-over por-

tions of these two pieces are then fas-

tened to the ends of the coil with some
line thread, making sure that they arc
in the center of the ends before they
are fastened. The terminals of the
coil are now soldered to these pieces.
It would he best to place a sheet or
two of thin paper between the brass
pieces and the coil, to prevent any part
of the coil, except the ends, from coin-
ing into contact with the brass pieces.
Obtain a small piece of thin mirror
and mount it with some glue, as shown
by the rlollcd lines in Fig. 4.

The upper support for the suspen-
sion is shown in Pig. G and consists of
a */<<-in. threaded screw. A, that passes
through the hole in the part K, Fig 3,

and is provided with two lock nuts,

B. The lower end of this screw
should be slotted a short distance, and
a small screw put through it, perpen-
dicular to the slot, so that a wire can
he easily clamped in the slot by turn-

ing up the screw. Next, take a piece

of jjV-in. brass, as shown in Fig. 7, and
bond it at the doited line A until it

forms a right angle. • The hole B
should be threaded to take a %~m.
screw. The holes C and D arc for

mounting the piece on the back of the
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instrument. Slot the end of a %-in.
screw, about in. long, and put a
screw through the end as for the upper
support for the suspension. This
piece is mounted below the position

the coil is to occupy, as shown by
-1. Fig. I-

A ease should be made for the gal-

v a ii o m c t c r

whose inside di-

mensions corre-

spond to those

of the piece N.
Fig. 1, and
whose depth is

about % in.

more than the

thickness of that

p i c c c. F our
pieces of wood
can be fastened r,c0

in the corners that will allow the ease
to slip just far enough on the piece N
to make the edge of the ease and the
hack surface of the piece N flush. Cut
an opening in the front of this case,
nhuut 2 in. long and 1 in. wide, in such
a place that the center of the opening
is about level with the ends of the
magnet. Fasten, back of this open-
ing. a piece oi thin glass with four
small screws whose heads rest upon
the edge of the glass. The interior
of this case and all the parts should
be given a coat of lampblack mixed
with a little vinegar. Two small bind-
ing post s. O mill P. arc mounted on
the upper cud ol the piece N and con-
nected to the upper and lower sup-
ports for the suspension of the coil.

This galvanometer will work best,
of course, when it is in an exactly ver-
tical |>ositioii and the following simple
device, when attached to it, will allow
it to assume this position independent
of the level of the surface its base may
rest upon. Cut from some ^-in. brass
two pieces, /, in. wide and 2 l

/j in.

long. Drill a ,/$-in. hole in the center
of each end of ti.cm, l/4 in. from the
end, and a '/j-in. hole through the cen-
ter of each. Bend these pieces to a %-
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in. radius. Cut from some Vs-in. hard
wood a block, I f\ in. square. Fasten
the two pieces of brass lo tlic wooden
block with %-in. screws, as shown in

Fig. 8. One of these pieces is fastened
to the upper cud of the piece N, Fig. 1,

so that the galvanometer will hang ver-

tically. 'I lie other piece is fastened to
a bracket from which the galvanome-
ter is suspended. A suitable bracket
for this purpose can be easily made.
When the galvanometer is hung in this

way, two binding posts arc mounted on
the bracket, and connected to the two
on the galvanometer. In this way the
galvanometer will not be disturbed
when making connections.
The suspension is made as follows:

Take a piece of small copper wire and
roll it out flat. Solder one cud of a
piece of tin’s wire in the hole in the
piece ni hi ass, with the minor mount-
ed on it. Fasten a piece of the same
wire to the lower brass piece, attached
to the coil. The upper piece of wire is

then clamped in the end of the screw
A, Fig. (», so that the coil hangs per-

fectly free about the iron core, 'flic

lower piece of wire is bent around a

small rod several times and its end
fastened in the slot in the lower screw.
The deflection of the instrument is

read by causing a beam of light from a

lamp or caudle to be rcllcctcd from the

mirror to a scale located in front of the

instrument.* If the light from the lamp
is allowed to shine through a small slit

in a piece of dark paper, there will be

a streak of light rcllcctcd upon the

scale, instead of a spot.

To use Ibis instrument in measuring
larger currents than it will safely

carry, connect it in parallel with an-

other resistance which will carry the

larger part of the total current The
galvanometer can be calibrated with

Ibis resistance, which is known as a

shunt.
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ITow to Make an Electrotype Stamp

The method described in the follow-
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iug produces a very good metal stamp
for any name, initial, drawing, etc.

1'rocure a smooth and perfectly level
sheet of brass about in. thick and
about by l in. in size. Nickclplalc
the brass so that the copper deposit
will not slick to it. If a small plating
outfit is not at band the piece may be
plated at a local plating works for a
nominal price. Dip the plate in melted
paiallin until the coaling is about
in. thick and see that no metal is ex-
posed. Drill a hole in one corner and
attach a wire.

Draw the letters or sketch desired,
using a metal stylus having a sharp
point, taking care to make the lines
scratched in the wax clean and open
to the surface of the metal (Fig. 1).

A large opcu-moulhed bottle or glass
tank will be required for the plating
solution, which is made by dissolving
copper sulphate in water until the so-
lution is saturated with the sulphate
and then adding a few drops of sul-
phuric acid. Immerse the plate in the
solution as shown in Fig. V and con-
nect with the zinc pole of the battery.
Ful a piece of pure copper in on the
opposite side of the jar and connect
with the carbon pole of the battery,
using care in each case to keep the
connection of the wire and the upper
pail of the plate above the surface.
One or two dry cells will be sufficient.

If the current is right, the deposit on
the waxed plate will be a flesh pink;
if too strong, it will be a dirty brick

color and the plate will have to be
washed and the current reduced.
When the desired thickness of metal
is deposited, remove the plate and pour
boiling water on the back. This will

remove the thin copper shell and the

nickeled plate may be laid away for

future use.

Procure a Hal pan and after placing
the shell in it, face down, sprinkle a

little resin or soldering flux on the
back. Lay three or four sheets of the
lead from lea packages on the back of
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the shell and heat it over a spirit

lamp or on the stove until the lend
melts and run.* into the crevices oil the
hack of the copper, thus making it

solid and suitable for mounting.
Mount as shown in Fig. 3 with small
brass screws and after polishing the
surface t*» remove dirt, etc., the stamp
is ready for use.

An ordinary stamp pad will do for

inking, but the best ink to use is

printer’s slightly thinned, as the or-

dinary rubber stamp ink is not suit-

able for a metal stamp.—Contributed
by S. V. Cooke, Hamilton, Out.
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IIovv to Make a Dry Cell

'Iltc containing vessel for the cell

should be made from sheet zinc. It

should be cylindrical in form, approxi-
mately 2 1/- in. in diameter and G in.

long. This vessel is to form the nega-
tive terminal of the cell ami a suitable
connecting device, similar to the one
shown in the sketch, should be pro-
vided and securely fastened to the
upper edge of the vessel. The vessel

should he lined with some heavy blot-

ting paper, both sides and bottom.
Place into a glass jar a small quan-

tity of chloridc-of-zinc crystals, and
pour over them pt. of distilled water.
Allow the crystals to dissolve at least

otic-half hour. If the crystals all dis-
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solve, add more until some remain in

the bottom of the jar, or until the liquid

is saturated. Pour off the solution and
dilute it by adding an equal part of
distilled water. Add to this solution
sal ammoniac, in the proportion of 1 lb.

of sal ammoniac to every 2 qt. of
liquid. Fill the dry-cell vessel with
this solution and allow it to remain un-
til the blotting paper is completely
saturated.

Obtain a good size electric-light car-

bon, about % in. in diameter, and file

one end down as shown. Drill a hole
through the carbon and mount a ter-

minal.

Make a mixture of equal parts of
finely |xuvdcrod carbon and manganese
dioxide of siiflicicut amount to almost
Jill the vessel. Add to this mixture
some of the solution and thoroughly
mix them. Continue adding solution
until a thick paste is formed.
Pour the solution out of the vessel

and allow the latter to drain for a few
minutes in an inverted position. Place
the carbon rod in the center of the ves-

sel and pack the paste down around
it, being careful not to move the car-

bon rod from its central position. The
vessel should be filled with the paste
to within about % in. of the top. The
lower end « »f the carbon rod should not
he nearer the bottom of t lie vessel than

. ',•» in. Over the top of the paste place

C:o«s Section through the Cell. Showing the
Construction and Location of the Pnrts
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a mixture of equal parts sand and fine
sawdust and then, over this, a layer
of pitch, which acts as a seal for the
cell. A layer of blotting paper should
be placed between the sand-sawdust
mixture and the carbon-manganese
mixture. The side lining of the vessel
should be turned in before the sand-
sawdust mixture is placed in the top of
the cell. T.ic outside of the cell

should be covered with some heavy
pasteboard, which will serve to insu-

late the negative terminal from the
surface upon which the cell rests.
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Motor-Driven Entertainer

for the Daby

A contrivance that keeps the baby
eutnlamed. by the hour, at intervals,

and is a big help to a busy mother,
was made in a
short t i m e. I

mounted four
wooden arms on
a small motor, as
shown. On the

c n d s of two of

the arms, 1 fixed

small pin wheels,
one blue and the
other yell o w.
The other arms

hold curious-shaped pieces of bright
cardboard, one red and the other green.
The driving motor is run by one two-
volt cell. The revolving colored pin

wheels amuse baby in bis liigli chair,

and the device lias well repaid the lit-

he trouble of making it.—A. II. Lange,
St. Paul, Minn.

1 1 IF. HOY MEC! !AN!C - 1919

’

A Toy Tractor Built with Dry

Cell and Motor

An ordinary two-voli dry cell, a

small motor, and the necessary wooden
parts, as shown in the illustration, are

all that is needed for the making of a

toy tractor that will give its builder a
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great deal of fun. A good feature is
that the parts can be taken down
quickly and used for other purposes
when desired. A base, */2 by 3 by 9 in.

long, is made of wood, and two axles

A
o.
oy Makt Thi * Simple Electric Tractor in a

.Sliou lime, and will Oct Much Fun Out of It

of the same thickness arc set under it,

as shown. The wheels arc disks cut
from sjKiols, or cut out of thin wood
for the rear wheels, and heavier wood
for the front ones. They arc fastened
with screws and washers, or with nails.
The dry cell is mounted on small strips
and held by wires The motor is fas-
tened with screws and wired to the dry
cell in the usual manner. One of the
front wheels serves as the driver, and
is grooved to receive the cord belt.

—

J. E. Dalton, Cleveland, O.
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Renewing Dry Batteries with Sal

Ammoniac

binding that dry batteries bad in-

a num-creased in price, and requiring
her for experimental purposes, I de-
vised the following method by which 1

w.v able to use the old batteries for a
con*; actable period: When the dry
< • !!s were nearly exhausted, 1 punched
boles through the zinc covering with a

nail, as shown in the sketch. The holes
were placed about V/z in. apart, and

care was taken
not to punch
them near the
upper edge of the
container, or the
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black insula lion
might thus he in-

jured. 'Hie cells

were then placed in a saturated solu-
l ion of sal ammoniac. The vessel con-
taining the liquid must he Idled only to

within in. from the top of the cell,

otherwise the binding posts will he cor-
roded, and the cell probably short-cir-
cuited. 'flic cells were left in the
solution six hours, and then became re-
markably live. They must not he con-
nected or permitted to come into con-
tact with cadi other while in the
solution.— II. Sterling Parker, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Electrical Device Transmits Striking of

Clock

Converting an ordinary parlor, or
mantel, clock into a master clock, from
which the striking of the gong is trans-

mitted to various parts of the home,
may he accomplished by fitting it with
a simple electrical device, as shown in

the sketch. The general arrangement
of the batteries, single-stroke hells, and
the contact device within the clock
case is shown in Fig. 1 ; a detail of the
silk cord and other connections of the
contact key and the gong hammer, is

shown in Fig. 2. This arrangement
has been in operation for several years,
and lias been found practical.

'flic various rooms to which tiic

striking of the gong is to he trans-
mitted are wired with No. 18 annuncia-
tor wire, run carefully behind picture
moldings and in corners. Where the
wires inns l he carried through a par-
tition, a i i

-in. hole is suflic: uliy huge
for the purpose. The *single-stroke
bells are wired up as shown in the
sketch. The number of dry batteries

necessary varies with the number of
—

hells in the circuit, and also depends
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1 he General Arrangement of the Apparatui for Tram-
“JUt"* th5 Striking of a Clock Gong is Shown in
*'C- 1. and a Detail of the Contact Device in Pig. %

Oil the length of wire through which
the current is carried. A trial should
he made with several batteries and
more added until the bells arc rung
properly.

flic connecting device may be lilted

into the clock ease without defacing it

by boring holes in its side, and the
binding posts arc fixed into place
neatly, 'flic two sections of the con-
tact key, shown in detail in Fig. 2, arc
fastened to the back of the clock ease
with holts. The upper member is filled

with an adjustable thumbscrew and is

stationary on the holt fastening. The
lower arm is made of coveted wire and
is pivoted on the supporting holt. At-
tached to its lower edge, at the pivot, is

a small lever arm. This is connected
to the hammer rod of the gong with a

silk cord, 'flic length of the cord must
he determined by careful adjustment
so that it will not hinder the action
of the hammer H, hut will bring the
swinging arm into proper contact with
the thumbscrew. The contact should
he made at the instant the hammer
strikes the hell. The contact of the

platinum point of the thumbscrew and
the swinging arm must be close, but
not too strong. Metal posts or tubes
fitted over the bolts, at the points
where the arms arc attached to the
hack of the clock case, may he used to
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bring the arms the proper distance for-

ward in the case, co that they will be
in aliiiciiient with the hammer rod.
The silk cord must not interfere with
the action of the pendulum 1*. To hold

the silk cord in place on the hammer
rod, drop a small piece of melted scal-

ing wax or solder on the rod.—W. E.

Day, Pittsfield, Mass.
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A Compact Galvanometer

A small portable galvanometer is one
of the most useful instruments to the
electrical experimenter. There are con-
tinually arising instances where it is

necessary to lest through and identify

certain wires, for which purpose a smail
galvanometer and a dry cell arc <|uilc

sufficient. For comparing the resist-

ances by the well-known Whcalstonc-
hridge method, a galvanometer is. of

course, indispensable. If the winding
is made suitable, or by placing a shunt
across the terminals to reduce the de-
flect ion, a small galvanometer will

roughly indicate the current passing
and thus enable one to compare bis dry
cells and eliminate the weak ones.

Rough voltage comparisons may also
be made by placing a resistance in se-

ries with the galvanometer.
For constructing this instrument, a

go«'d pocket compass, of about 2-in.
diameter, must be procured. Prepare a
neat little box with the four edges accu-
rately beveled off. On the under side
of this, carefully cut a channel, about
!L» ill. wide and in. lung, to a depth
that v ill bring the bottom of the slot
within Vs in. of the tup of the base
block. Place two binding posts on the
base, as indicated, and secure the com-
pass in place with cement, or by two
very small nails put through the bot-
tom^ II the glass cannot be removed,
it will be necessary to solder the nail
heads to the bottom of the compass
box, after having carefully removed the
lacquer.
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The correct wiring will depend on

the strength of the current handled. It
is however, very easy to get an idea of
what the deilcction will be under cer-
tain conditions by merely making a
preliminary trial, after winding a few

turns of any magnet or bell wire at
hand around a small piece uf wood, and
slipping the coil so formed into the slot
*»n the under side of the base block,
flic winding may be from two or three
turns of heavy wire up to several hun-
dred turns of fine magnet wire, but
after one or two trials, the maker will

have no trouble in determining his par-
ticular requirements.
The filial coil should be wound

lengthwise on a wood core, and the
whole packed neatly into the slot.

Conned up the ends to the binding
posts, and then glue in a thin piece to
hold the coil in place.

P»y drilling a small horizontal hole
through the base, as indicated by the
two dotted lines in the lop view of the
working drawings, and inserting a
small bar magnet. Vs in. in diameter, or
less, the instrument may be rendered
independent of ibo earth’s magnetism
and ured without reference to the north

point. Such a controlling magnet re-
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duces the time required to bring the
needle to i cst after il lias been violently

deflected.

ri IE DOY MECI IAN1C - 1919

Ail Electric Lure for Fish

Every good’fisherman knows that a
light will attract full. A simple light

can be made by taking a pint fruit jar,

cutting a *4-in. bole in the top of the
cover, inserting a piece of gas pipe in

the hole and soldering it to the cover.
Insulated wires arc run through the
pipe, and a small electric globe is at-

tached i** flic “nds in the jar. The
other ends of the wires arc attached to
a pocket battery. The jar is placed
under water and the light turned on,
which attracts the lish.

THE BOY MECHANIC- 1919

Inexpensive Table Lamp Made

of Electrical-Fixture Parts

A small table lamp that is light and
easily portable, can be made at a cost
of less than $1 from clcclrical-fixturc

pails, either old

or purchased at

a supply store
for llic job. The
base is a bracket,
with its brass
canopy inverted,

as shown. T h c

upright is a %-
in. brass pipe,

and it is fitted to

a s t a n d a r d
socket. The
shade holder can
be m a d e com-
plete from a strip

of tin and two
wires ; or adapted
from a commer-
cial shade bolder used for candlesticks.

Various types of shades, homemade if

desired, can be used.
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IIow to Wind Wire on Electrical

Apparatus

When a beginner, il was the despair
of the writer to try to produce in bis
homemade apparatus the mathematical
regularity and perfection of the wind-
ing on the coils of electrical instru-
ments in the supply stores, but when
lie found that this professional and
workmanlike finish could be obtained
by means of a simple contrivance, and
a little care and attention to details be-
fore beginning, experimental work
look on a new interest.

At the outset let it be stated that
wire should never he wound directly
on the iron core, not only because it

cam.ol be done satisfactorily in that
manner, but for the reason that it is
“f*en desired to remove a coil from a
piece of apparatus after it lias served its
purpose, it is therefore advisable to
make a bobbin, which consists of a
thin, hard lube with two ends. The
tube may be easily formed by wrapping
a suitable length of medium-weight pa-
per on the core, having first coated it

with ordinary fish glue, excepting, of
course, the first 2 or 3 in. in direct con-
tact with the core. Wind lightly until
the thickness is from % 2 in. to J

/in in.,

depending upon the diameter of the
core, and then wrap with string until
the glue hardens, after which the lube
may he sandpapered and trimmed up as
desired.

Where the wire is not of too small
a gauge and is not to he wound to too
great a depth, no ends will he neces-
sary if each layer of wire is stopped
one-half turn before the preceding one,
as indicated in the accompanying
sketch, and is also thoroughly shel-
lacked. Willi ordinary care magnet
wire may be wound in this manner to
a depth of over one-half inch.
The tube having been made ready,

wilii or without ends as may be neces-
sary, the small winding jig illustrated
is to be made. All that is essential is
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to provide a suitable means for rotat-
ing l>v band a slightly tapering wood
spindle, upon which the lube is to be
pushed. The bearings can be just
notches made in the upper ends of two
standards, through each of which a
hole is drilled at right angles to the
length of the spindle, so that some
string or wire may be I. ccd through
in order I" hold the spindle down. A
crank mav he formed by winding a
piece of heavy wire around the larger
end of the spindle. A loop «.f wire, or
string, is to he attached at some con-
venient point, so that the crank may he
held fi « mi unwinding while adjusting
matters at the end of each layer, or
while making a connection. There
should also he provided a suitable sup-
port for the spool of wire, which is gen-
erally placed below the table to good
advantage. Much depends, in this sort
of work, upon attention to these small
details, after which it will be found that
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in making the vibrator D will insure
good vibration: The springs, holding
the contacts, are of phosphor bronze.
The contacts may be made of silver,
platinum, or other metals, which will

not burn and break contact. The coils

ORCOATION

When (lie Vibrator Touches One Contact, the Coil
on the Opposite Side Attracts the Vibrator.

'I his Process being Repeated Alternately

B arc of the common bell-ringing type.

The springs on the vibrator should not

be too long, nor too weak
;
experiment-

ing will determine the length at which
i hey will work

t

best. I he adjustment

is made at the thumbscrews A. The
coils are supported on metal brackets,

bolted to a wooden base. The method
of hooking lip the vibrator in the key

circuit is shown in I lie diagram.—J. L.

'J ay lor, Barker, N. Y.

I HE BOY MECHANIC -19 1

9

Battery Buzzer Converted into

a Telegraph Sounder

An ordinary battery buzzer imy
rcadilv be converted into a (eleioaoi

Winding a Coil ol Wire so That (he Layers will be
Even and Smooth

the actual winding will require very
little lime.—Conti United by John I J.

Adams, riiocnix, Ariz.

Tl IE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

A Double-Contact Vibrator

A double-contact vibrator, which
eliminates slicking contacts, spring
troubles, and other sources of annoy-
ance, in addition to producing a line,

high tone, is shown in the sketch. It

is an instrument easy to construct, by
reason of its simplicity. Special care

n*lcur can Practice »l»c Morse Ode Handily
ot. TYrr Sounder. Made from a Itu/zcr
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resents the vibrator contact; D, the
wire connecting the contact and the

uninsulated binding post, and F, the

uninsulated binding post ; 1C is the tel-

egraph key, and 1’. the dry cells.—Clar-

ence F. Kramer, Lebanon, lml.
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Automatic Flash Light Snaps

Chicken-Coop Marauder

After the wire fence around the

chicken house had been torn up. and

flASII PAII

''-NAIL

WEIGHT

r-rninc
io loose
DOAUO IN
FtNCt >

iiinge

MAIL-*

Thin Photographic Evidence
Wnn Proof Positive ns to the
Identity of the Thief in the

Night siriiic n
the place entered
13 nights in two
weeks, I decided

on more prepar-
edness. Various
ways and means
failed, so l used
a comparatively slight knowledge of

photography in the process.

[ mounted my P.a-h lamp oil a piece

of board, 1 by *1 by S in. long, and
fastened this to a base, as shown. 1

attached a weight to the lamp, which
was supported by a hinged drop, half-

way down the upright hoard, which in

turn was supported by a nail, to which
was attached a string. The flash was
set off by a slight pull of the string,

which dropped the weight. This con-

trivance I concealed in the chicken

yard, and the camera in the chicken

house. That night 1 opened the lens
of the camera in the dark, and at-

tached the string to a loose board in
the fence. The next morning, before
•laybreak. I closed the lens again. 'The
flash had been set off during the night.
Also there were drops of blood on the
ground. I could hardly wait until the
plate was developed. The result, as

reproduced, was hardly what 1 ex-

pected.—H. U. Schulz, Medford, Ore.
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Simple Experiment in Electro-

magnetism

The following simple experiment,
which may he easily performed, will

serve to prove the theory that there

A Sm'll Coil of Wire Mounted oil a Cork
Floating in Dilute Sulphuric Acid

is a magnetic Held produced about a
conductor carrying a current, and that

there is a definite relation between the

direction of the current in the con-
ductor and the direction, or polarity, of
the magnetic field produced by the cur-
rent. The current in the experiment
is to i>e produced by a battery consist-

ing of a small copper and zinc plate

fastened to the under side of a large

flat cork, as shown in the sketch, the
whole being placed in a glass or rubber
vessel partly filled with diluted sul-

phuric acid. A small coil of wire is

formed and mounted on top of the cork,

and its terminals arc connected to the
copper and zinc plates. The electro-

motive force generated will cause a
current to circulate through the coil
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from liic copper plate to the zinc plate.
If ilic poles of a permanent magnet be
presented in turn to the same side of
the coil it will be found that there is a
force of attraction between one pole of
the permanent magnet and the coil,

and a force of repulsion between the

other pole and the cod. If the same
operation be performed on the oppo-
site side of the coil, it will be found
that the force between the poles of the

magnet and the coil arc just the reverse

of what they were in the first case;

that is, the pole that attracted the coil

in the first case will now repel it. and
the one that repelled it, will now at-

tract it. Applying one of the funda-

mental laws of magnetism— like poles

attract and unlike repel each other— it

can he readily seen I hat the two sides

of the coil arc of opposite magnetic
pola ri!y.

If the direction of the current around

the coil be changed, the action between
the coil and the magnet will he oppo-
site to what it was originally, and if

the plates be placed in clean water.

'June will be no current ami no at-

traction or repulsion between the coil

and the poles of the magnet.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 19111

Automatic Electric Light on Talking-

Machine Cabinet

In many homes tin* phonograph is

placed where little light is available in

changing l h c
records, setting
the needle, etc.

An electric light

which is lighted

only while the
cover of the
phonograph i s

raised, is well
worth installing.

A metal arm. A,
supports the
open cover of l he

cabinet. When lb- cover is closed, this
arm passes through a slot and takes the
position shown by the dotted line. A
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strip of spring brass. 13, is fastened to
the inside wall of the cabinet, in the
path of the arm, so that it will be
pushed down to the off position, as in-
dicated. W hen the arm releases the
strip 13, the latter presses against the
contact C. A small electric lamp, D,
is set in the corner, and electrical con-
nection made to it through 13 and C, the

P
! ug connections passing through the

hack of the cabinet. When the cover
is down, the electric circuit is open, and
the moment it is raised, connection is
made at C, and the lamp lights. The
backs of most phonograph cabinets
may be removed easily to make these
changes.—M. C. Ball. Kansas City, Mo.

HIE BOY MECHANIC -1919

Rain Alarm with Dion-of-Watcr

Contact
i

An annunciating device, which
awakens a person sleeping in a room
with the window open and warns him
that it is raining, so that he may close
the window, is an interesting bit of
electrical construction. On the outside
of the house, as detailed, is a funnel
fixed to the wall. At its small end, two
separate wires have their terminals. The
wires cuter the room at the frame of the
window, and connect to an electric bell,
and a dry cell. A drop of water enter-
ing the funnel. Hows down to the small
end, falling on the terminals of the
wires, and acting as a conductor, com-
pletes the circuit, ringing the hell. A
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switch inside cuts out the circuit, stop-
pint; the bell's ringing.'—John M.
Chabol, Lauzon, Quebec, Can"

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Telegraph Recorder with Spool-aild-

Pencil Indicator

A simple substitute for the some-
what complicated telegraph recorders
of the inking type may be constructed
of materials readily available to a boy.
The instrument shown in the sketch
was made in a short time and with no
special outlay. The base and the up-
right support arc of wood. The arma-
ture A was made of a strip cut from a
tin box, and folded to a length of 1 in.

The recording device consists of a
slioH piece of pencil, !\ set in a spool,
S. 'I’iie electromagnet M is fixed to

the base, and the armature A is actu-
ated when current is permitted to pass
through I he magnet, causing the re-
cording pencil to move vertically. A
strip of paper is moved slowly under
the pencil, and in older to make the

’t he T>lcf,i.iph Recorder was Made of M iteriah That
may l»c Gathered I'ast!y by l!oys

record regular a small channel-shaped
guide of metal may be arranged under
the pencil.— William Warnecke, Jr.,

New York City.
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and may be used
for practical pur-
poses. The keys
A and B arc
wired into the
circuit with a
battery C and a

red and a green incandescent lamp. A
simple set of signals may be devised
easily so that messages may be sent in
the code.—James R. Townsend, Itasca,
Texas.
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Aii Illuminated Indicating Target Box

The joys of target practice arc often
hampered by the delays in the settle-
ment of hits. It takes time and is

annoying to be constantly advancing to
the target to examine it. To do away
with this, an illuminated target was
constructed that enables the shooter to
locate every hit without leaving his
post. To make the device, a square
wooden box of convenient size is ob-
tained. In one side of this, cut a round
hole as large as the largest ring on the
targets used. 'The side opposite this is

HIE BOY MECHANIC -1919

Signal Telegraph with Green and Red
Lights

By arranging a circuit with batteries,
lights, and keys, as shown in the dia-

gram, a signal

telegraph may be
made that will

afford much
pleasure to boys

The I.oration of Hits is Recorded by a Beam of Light
Streaming through the Hole Shot in the Paper Target

fitted with a piece of sheet iron to stop
tin* bullets. Paint this iron and the
interior white. Inside the box, arrange
four electric lights so their rays will

be thrown on the hole, as shown.
Candles may be used, if necessary. The
lamps must be out of range of the

bullets, that hit the target, and pro-

tected by an iron plate. The targets,
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painted on thin paper, are fastened over
the front uf the hole, and the
lights are on, while shooting. Each
sln>l punctures the paper, and the light

streaming through the hole will show
the location of the hit.

IMF BOY MECHANIC -1919

Onlaying Script on a Trophy Cup

A novel method of inscribing names
or other indications on trophy cups or

Copper or Ollier Mel.il miy be )>rpo»itcd on the
Surface o( llie Cup, Makin,- an

KHective Inscription

medallions is to onlay copper, or other
contrasting metal, upon the surface by
the process illustrated. Beeswax, or
pnralfin, is fixed to the side of the cup
and formed into a dish shape, the sur-
face on which the unlaying is to be done
being covered with only a thin layer
of the wax. With a needle or other
suitable instrument, scratch the mark-
ings desired through the thin layer of

wax to the surface of the cup. Pour
copper sulphate into the wax cavity,

if the onlay is to be of copper, and sus-

pend a small piece of pure copper in

the liquid, connected with the positive

pole of a storage battery, or other sim-
ilar electrical source. Attach a wire
from the negative pole of the battery
to the cup. The copper will be depos-
ited on the surface of the cup where the

thin layer of wax lias been scratched
off, exposing the metal. The thickness
of the deposit will depend on the length

of time that the current is permitted
to flow. Ten hours of action will per-

mit the depositing of a satisfactory

onlay.—M. 11. Edwards.
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THE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Water Rheostat for Small Electrical

Devices

The rheostat shown in the illustra-
tion can be made quickly and at small

expense. T h c
base consists of
a piece of wood,
l
/i by 2 by fg in.

A glass tube, 1

in. in diameter
and (i in, long, is

fastened to tins

with strips of
sheet metal. A
large brass tack
is driven into a
cork, and the
cork is inserted

in the lower end
of the tube. A
wire runs from

llie brass lack to the binding post A.
The lower part of the tube should be
paraffined to make it water-tight. A
brass or copper rod is placed through
the binding posts 15 and C. The resist-

ance can be changed by sliding the rod
up or down. The tube is nearly filled

with water having a small quantity of

salt dissolved in it. The amount will

depend upon the current to be reduced.
The rheostat should be fastened to a
wall, or other support, and may be used
to regulate the speed of small motors
and other electrical devices.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

A Small Rheostat for Experiments

and Testing

A rheostat made as shown in the
sketch has been used successfully for
calibrating a large number of ammeters
and wattmeters. One of the general
designs suggested will be useful for
many other purposes. The dimensions
given were used for obtaining a varia-
tion of from y2 to 5 amperes with a
0-volt source of electromotive force.

For other capacities the proportions
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may be increased or decreased propor-
tionately. A piece of pine, 7 by V l/>

in., forms the base. For resistance
wire No. 1G gauge '‘Climax” was used,
but wire of any material which will
carry the maximum current without
excessive oxidation may be employed
instead. Nails support the resistance
wire, which should be soldered to the
nails to inst re good electrical contact.
Leads of flexible cord are arranged as
shown. These are soldered to the first

and last nails in the series. To provide
connection between the free ends of
the cord and the resistance wire or the
nails, 5-ampcrc test clips arc soldered
to the cord ends. The teeth of the clip

jaws arc filed off, and in their stead
•a short piece of brass wire is soldered
to each jaw, as indicated in the detailed
view. A nick is filed in each of the
brass wires so that they will hold firm-

ly onto the resistance wire or nail.

Suspender or display-case clips, suit-

ably modified, may be substituted for

the commercial test clips.
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In using the device, one clip is moved
along the front span. The other is

gripped to a nail in the rear row. Slid-

ing the front clip along the span wire
insures a line adjustment of resistance.

Gripping the rear clip on the dillercnt

Till* Homemade Rheo*tM Has a Capacity of One-
ll.ilf to Five Ami'crcf. on a Six-Volt Circuit

nails provides the coarse adjustment.

—R. F. Binney, La Vina, Calif.

'
B
A UK electric locomotive described

A may he constructed by boys hav-
ing average mechanical ability and the

necessary tools. However, in any
piece of mechanical construction care
must be taken to billow the inslruc-

II IF. BOY MECHANIC- 19 1
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Br A. E. ANDREW

PART I—The Motor

lions. The material required is in-

expensive, and the pleasure derived
from such a toy is well worth the time
used in its construction.

f!ie making of ihc outfit may be
divided into three parts, the first of
which is the motor; second, the truck,
which is to carry the motor ami the
body of the car, and third, she track
system upon which the engine is to
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cylinder, V/lG in. in diameter. Draw a
circle on the side of one of the brass
disks, % 2 in. from the edge, while the
*hafl is held in the chuck. Divide this

operate. A side view of the locomotive
is shown in Fig. I.

l l»c motor is of the series type, hav-
ing its field and armature terminals
connected to the source of* electrical

energy through a special re-

versing switch. fly this means
the rotation of the armature
may be reversed to make the
locomotive travel forward or
backward. The armature and
Held are constructed of sheet-
iron stampings, riveted to-

gether.

The detailed construction of
the armature and its dimen-
sions aic shown in big. 2. The
shaft upon which the arma-
ture core and commutator arc to be
rigidly mounted is made of a piece

of steel rod, Vn in. in diameter. A por-

tion of this rod, 2/ ill. long, is threaded
with a One thread, and two small brass,
or iron, mils arc provided to lit it. The
ends of the rod arc turned down to a
diameter of J

/s in. for a distance of
1 s in. These arc to lit in the hearings

I bat arc to be made later.

Cut from thin sheet iron a sufficient
number of disks, !

'/s in. in diameter,
to make a pile exactly % in. thick
when they are securely clamped to-
gether. Drill a hole in the center of
each of these disks, of such a size
that they will slip on the shaft snugly.
Remove the rough edges from the disks
and see that they arc Hat. Cut two
disks of the same size, from a piece of
Zu\-\h. spring brass, and drill a hole in

the center of each, so that they will
slip on the shaft. Place all these disks
on the shaft, will; the brass ones on the
outside, and draw them up tightly with
the nuts provided. l‘o sure to get the
laminated core in the proper position
on the shaft by observing the dimen-
sions given in the illustration. Fig. 2.

After the disks have been fastened,
clamp the shaft in the chuck of a
lathe and turn down the edges of all

the disks so that they lorin a smooth

circle into eight equal pails ami make
a center-punch mark at each division.
Drill eight holes through the core
lengthwise with a *){„-iu. drill. If the
centers of the holes have been properly
located, all the metal oil the outside
will he cut away, as shown in the end
view, at the right in Fig. 2. The width
of the gaps, F, (I, II, etc., thus formed,
should be about / c, in. Smooth oil' all

the edges with a line file after the holes
arc drilled.

A cross-sectional view cf the com-
mutator is shown at the extreme left,

big. 2. It is constructed as follows:
Take a rod of copper or brass, % in. in
diameter, and l'A in. long; clamp one
end in the chuck of a lathe. Turn the
other end down to a diameter of % in.,

and diiil a ^-j-iii. hole through it at the
center. Cut away the metal from the
end to form a disklike recess.

Cut oil a. disk, v’n; in. thick, measur-
ing from the finished end, from the
piece of slock. Place this disk in a
chuck, with the tin finished end ex-
posed, and cut away the metal in a dish
form, as shown at 11. Cut small slots,

into which the ends of the wires used
in winding are to he soldered, as shown
at 1, 2, 3, etc., in the right-hand view of
I'ig. 2. Obtain two brass nuts, about
' \ in. i" thickness, and turn their edges
down so that they correspond in form
to those shown at C and D. Divide the
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Mow llie Aiin»Uire Cora Is Made of Sofi-Xron Oi'lti (or il.e Lam.n-tion. at (he Left. Diagram for (heWincJinj- of the Arma(uie Coils and Ihelr Connection to Hie Commutator, at the Kiglil

disk riiij*-, just made, into eight equal
parts, by lines drawn across il through
the center. Cut eight slots at these
points, in the rim of the disk. These
cuts should be through the rim. Fill

each ol the slots with a jmccc of mica
insulation.

I 'lace one of the nuts on the shaft,
ami then a washer of mica insulation,
shown by the heavy lines, near A and
II; then the ring, a second piece of
mica, and last the nut, C. The latter
should be drawn up tightly, so that the
insulation in the slots in the disk are
opposite the drilled slots in the arma-
ture core, as shown iu the right-hand
view of Fig. 2 . After the disk lias been
fastened securely, test it to learn
whether il is insulated from the shaft,
'•'his is done.by means of a battery and
bell, connected in scries, one terminal
of the circuit being connected to the
disk, and the other to the shaft. If the
bell rings when these connections arc
made, the ring and r.halt are not insu-
lated. The disk iiiyst then be re-
mounted, using new washers of mica
insulation. Mica is used because of its

ability to withstand a higher degree of
beat than most other forms of insula-
tion.

Fach of the eight segments of the
dished disk should be insulated from
the others. Make a lest to see if the
adjacent commutator segments arc in-
sulated from each other, and also from
llie shaft. If the test indicates that any
segment is electrically connected to
another, or to the shaft, the commu-
tator must he dismantled, and the

trouble corrected.
The armature is now ready to he

wound. Procure Ms lb. of No. 2G gauge
insulated copper wire. Insulate the
shaft, at E, with several turns of thin
cloth insulation, and also insulate simi-
larly the nuts holding the armature
core and the inside nut holding the
commutator. Cut several pieces from
the cloth insulation, wide enough to
cover the walls of the slots in the core,
and long enough to extend at least M 0
m. beyond the core at the ends. Insu-
late slots F and G thus, and wind 15
turns of the wire around the core
lengthwise, passing the wire hack
through the slut F, across the hack end
of the core, then toward the front end
through slot G, and hack through F,
ami so on. About 2 in. of free wire
should he provided at each end of the
coils.

In passing across the ends of the ar-
mature, all the turns arc placed on one
side of the shaft, and so as to pass on
the left side, the armature being viewed
from the commutator end. The second
coil, which is wound in the same
grooves, is then passed on the right
side, the third on the left, and so on.
After this coil is completed lest it. to
sec if it is connected to the armature
core. If such a condition is found, the
coil must he rewound. If the insula-
lion is good, wind the second coil,

which is wound iu the same slots, F
and G, and composed of the same num-
ber of turns. Insulate the slots 1 1 and
J. and wind two coils of 15 turns each
hi them, observing the same preen u-
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liuns as with llic first lwo coils. The
fifth ami sixth coils arc placed in slots
K and L. and t he seventh and eighth,
in slots M and N.
The arrangement of the half coils,

slots, and Cninnuitalor segments is

given in detail in Fig. •*. Kacli coil is
reduced to one turn in the illustration,
in order simplify it. From an in-
spection of this diagram it may he seen
that the outside end of the second c._>i|

in the upper row of figuie;, at the left

end, is Connerted to the iusMc end of
the fourth coil at segment I, in the
lower row of figures, representing the
segments of the commutator. The out-
side end of the fourth coil is connected
with the inside end of the Nsixth coil,

at segment the outside end of the
sixth coil is connected with the inside

end of the eighth coil at segment 3;
the outside end of the eighth coil is

connected to the inside end of the coil 1

at segment 1 ;
the outside end of the

coil I is connected to the inside end of
the coil 3 at segment 5; the outside

end of the third coil is connected to the
inside end of the fifth coil at segment
0; l lie outside end of the fifth coil is

connected to the inside cm! of the
seventh coil at segment 7 ; the outside
end of L lie seventh cui: is connected to
the inside end of the second coil at

segment 8, and the outside end of the
second coil is connected to segment 1.

completing the circuit.
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In winding the coils on the core,

their ends should he terminated close
to the commutator segments to which
they are to he connected, in order to
simplify the end connections. After
all the coils are wound and properly
tested, their ends may he connected as
indicated. They arc then soldered into
the slots in the ends of the commutator
segments. The completed winding is
given a coating of shellac.

The dimensions and form of the field
stampings arc given in Fig. 4. A num-
ber of these cut from thin sheet iron to
make a pile r

*s in. luiek when clamped
together is needed. The dimensions of
the opening to carry the armature
should he a little less than that indi-

cated in the sketch, as it will he neces-
sary to true it up after the stampings
arc fastened together. Use one of the
stampings as a pattern, and drill seven
small holes in each, as indicated hy the
letters O, P, Q, R, S, T, and U. Fasten
them together with small rivets, and
true up the opening for the armature
to a diameter of l'/s in. Drill five Vh-
in. holes, as indicated hy the letters

\ . \V, X, ^
,
and Z, to he used in

mounting the pieces, which arc to form
the armature hearings, brush supports,
and base of the motor.
Cut two rectangular washers from a

piece «>f thin liber insulation, with out-
side dimensions of I '/s in. and 1 /, in.,

and an inside opening, y, in. hy % in.

Cut open these washers and slip them
in position on the portion of the field

marked ZZ. Wrap two turns of the
cloth insulation about this part, which
is to form the field core, and wind the
space full of No. J3 gauge cnaincl-

*io.7

I)ruil of the Brush Holders. One Inch Long, with
Holes as Shown

insulated copper wire. Give the com-
pleted winding a coat of shellac. The
terminals of this winding should he
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of (he FiehJ SUucture Support*. One Heine for the Left Side and (he Other for the Kiel t.
The Supports are Shown in Place at the Right

In ought, out through two holes ch illed

in one of the fiber washers, otic near
tin: core and the other near the outer
edge, it is belter to have t lie field ter-

minal:'. at the lower end of the part ZZ
than at the upper end.

Now cut two pieces from Mo-in.
sheet brass, similar to those shown in
b ig. 5. Place them on opposite sides of
I lie laminated held structure, shown in
big. 4, and carefully mark the position

of the holes, V, W, X, Y, and Z, as in-
dicated in big. I, and drill holes,
where the marks were made. Lay out
and drill '/s-iu. holes, A, B, C, and D,
Pig. 0. Bend the upper j*m of the
pieces at right angles to the lower por-
tion. along the dotted i::.cs b, and then
bend the end of the horizontal portions
down along the dotted lines b, until
they arc parallel with the main ver-
tical parts of the pieces. The latter
should be bent so that one forms the
left support and the other the right, as
shown in big. G.

l»eud the projections G and II at
right angles to the vertical main parts.
The parts at the bottom arc bent, one
back along the dotted line J and for-

ward on the line K; the oilier forward
«mi the line L and back on the line M.
The pieces arc then mounted, on the
side of the field structure, as shown

m big. G. The supports arc fastened
m place with five small bolts. The
grooves N and O, in big. ti, arc used
m mounting the motor on the axles of
the truck. T hey will not he cut until
flftcr the truck is constructed.
The brush holders arc made of two

pieces of hexagonal brass, each 1 in. in

length, having a M»-iu. hole drilled in
one end to a depth of % in., and a
threaded hole in the other end, for a
small machine screw, as shown in big.
7 . Two holes arc drilled and threaded
in one side of each of these pieces.
These holders are to be mounted, by
means of screws, through the holes A,

L» anu D, big. 5. bach holder must
he insulated from its support. The
distance of the holder from its support
should be such that the opening in its

end is in the center of the commutator.
The brushes are made of very line cop-
per gauze, rolled to form a rod. They
arc made long enough to extend about
Ms V s - into the holder, when they are
resting on the commutator. A small
spiral spring is placed in the holder,
back of the end of the brush, and which
will serve to keep the latter in contact
with the commutator.
Tcni|»orary connections arc made and

the motor is tested with a six-volt bat-
tery. The construction of l lie motor
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may l>c modified as to the length of
shaft, and oilier minor details, and may
he used for other purposes by fitting

it with pulleys, a countershaft, or
other transmission devices.

PART II—Construction of the

Locomotive Truck and Cab

QUCCKSSFUL operation and cm»-

O struct ion that is feasible, vet of a

reasonable standard of workmanship,

arc the essentials of the locomotive

truck ami cab described as the second
feature of the locomotive and track

system under consideration. The ma-
terials suggested arc those found to

be satisfactory, but substitutes may be

used if caution is observed. The com-
pleted locomotive is shown in Pigs. 1

and 2. The outward aspect only is

presented, and, for the sake of clear-

ness, the portions of the motor and
driving rigging attached to it. that

project below the cab, arc omitted.

These parts arc shown assembled in

Pig. I\\ and ill detail in the succeeding

sketches.

The locomotive, apart from the

motor, consists of two mai.*. portions,

the truck and the cab. Consideration

will be given first to the building of

the truck and the lilting of the motor
into il. The mechanical and operative

features arc to be completed before

beginning work on the cab, which is

merely a hood fixed into place with

screws, set into I lie wooden cab base.

Begin the construction with the

wheels, shown in l?ig. 3. Make the

axles of Vs -in. round sled rod, cut V/U \

in. long.

Turn four wheels of %-in. brass,

drill a Vx-iu. hole ill two <»f them so

that they may be forced on the slightly

tapered ends* of the axle. Drill a %-in.

hole in each of the other wheels, and

solder a collar, A, Pig. 3. on the inside

surfaces of them. Two fiber bushings,
I’, should lie provided to fit in the
'/i-in. opening:; ::i the wheels and to
fit lightly on the ends of the axles.
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This insulates the wheels on one side

of the truck from those on the other.

If tiic rails forming the track are insu-

lated from each other, the current

supplied to the motor may pass in oil

one rail to the two insulated wheels,
then to a brush, which bears on the

brass collar A, through the windings
of the motor, through the reversing

switch to the oilier set of wheels, and
hack to the source of energy over the

other rail, as shown in Fig. 15.

The wheels of the truck should fit

on the axles lightly, since no means
other than the friction will he em-
ployed in holding them in position. If

the ends of the axles are tapered

slightly, the wheels may be forced into

place and will stay firmly. Do not

force them on until the truck is finally

assembled.
The truck frame should he con-

structed next, and its details arc shown
in bigs. Tand 5. Make two sidcpicccs

of '/nj-in. brass, 9% in. long and 1% in.

wide, cutting out portions, as shown,

in order to reduce the weight. This

also gives the appearance of leaf

springs.

The two rectangular openings arc to

accommodate the axle bearings. They
should he cut to precise dimensions,

ami their edges should be squared oil.

Extensions, */,e in. wide, arc provided

at the middle of the upper edges of

each of these openings. They are to

hold the Upper end of the coil springs,

which are to rest in the holes cut into

the hearings, as shown at G, Pig. 7,

and also in assembled form. Pig. 0.

Next drill four V&-m. holes in each
of the sidcpicccs, as indicated at the

letters II, to 11„ Pig. 5. For the cross

supports use four pieces of brass rod,

/\ in. square, and square off the ends
to a length of 2% in. Drill holes in

the center of the ends and lap them
for %-in. machine screws. Join the

side and crosspieces as shown in Pig. T.

Two liber washers about Vie. hi. thick

should be placed oil each axle at E
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ami 1', to hold die wheels from contact
wilh the sidepicces.

Details of a bearing for the axles
are shown in Fig. 7. The hole G car-
ries the lower end of the coil spring,
and the hole J is the hearing socket
for the axle. Four spiral springs, hav-
ing an outside diameter of If, in. and
a length of '/> in. when extended,
should be provided. The extensions
0,1 Me sides of the hearings lit against
the inner faces of the sides of the
truck. '1 hey hold die hearings in posi-
tion ami prevent them from falling out.

I he base of the cab is made of wood',
dimensioned as in Fig. In. The center
of the piece is enL away so as to pro-
vide a space for (lie motor, which ex-
tends above die upper edge of the
jniek, as shown in Fig. I 2. This block
is fastened in place by four screws
through the upper crosspieces at the
ends of the truck. The base should he
made ami lilted into place temporarily
so as to he available in observing how
die motor and its fittings arc placed
in relation to it. For convenience in
assembling die parts of the truck and
selling die motor, it may he removed
readily.

Assembling the truck, including the
motor, probably requires the most
painstaking cll'oit of any part of the
construction of the locomotive. Too
great care cannot be taken with it. as
the dimensions arc carefully worked
out and failure to observe them may
cause errors sufficient to make the loco-
motive unserviceable. 1’cforc under-
taking 111 is work it would he well to

examine carefully die arrangement of
the parts as shown in Fig. 12. The
upper view shows the relation of the
driving gears in mesh and the lower
view shows the machinery of the truck
as seen from above.
The power from the motor is trans-

mitted to one set of wheels by means
of a small gear on the armature shaft
engaging an intermediate gear, which
in turn engages a large gear attached
to the inside of one of the truck wheels.
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The center of the armature shaft is
J ,n - from the center of the power
axle, when both axles arc in the slots
provided in the motor frame, Fig. 12.

I lie gears for the transmission may
now be selected. The gear on the
armature shaft should be as small, and
that on die axle as large, as practicable.
I he intermediate gear should be of
suel i a size that it will close the space
between die small gear on the anna- *

line shaft and the large one on the
axle. Gears suitable for the transmis-
sion may he purchased at a clock store
h»r a small sum. If gears of exactly
the proper size cannot he obtained
readily, the position of the interme-
diate gear may be adjusted to produce
a proper meshing of the gears.
Mount the small gear on t lie end of

die armature shaft away from the com-
mutator. so that there will he about
'ii; in. clearance between the outside
surface and the shoulder at the end of
die shaft. Fit it on tightly so that no
other means of fastening will be neces-
sary. Mount the large gear on the
iiasule surface of one of the truck
wheels, as shown in Figs. 3 and 12.
1'lace the axle of the truck into the
piopcr grooves in the motor frame, and
mark the position of the center of the
intermediate gear, when it engages the
other gear. Drill a hole in the exten-
sion on the motor frame, provided as
a support, to fit a small bolt with
"'hull the intermediate gear is fas-
tened.

Place a washer between the gear and
the piece upon which it is mounted,
and a locknut on the threaded end of
the holt, drawing it up so that the
gear has only sufficient play.
The slots in the motor frame to fit

the free axle may now be cut, as
shown in big. 12. Place l lie motor in

position on the axle so that the gears
all mesh properly. Fit tubes of insulat-
ing material wilh an outside diameter
of % in. at C and D, Fig. 3, and as
also shown in Fig. 12. Insulation
tubes should be provided for the see-
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SIDE OF TRUCK

CONSTRUCTION OF WHEELS

Top and r.uiE view

METAL ANGLE

COUPLING

Successful Operation. Based on Feasible
: -r-.M union and a Reasonable Standard
ol Workmanship. Is the Fits! Consideration
in the Locomotive. The Dimensions should
be Observed Closely in Order That the Farts
may be Assembled Satisfactorily. The Con-
struction ol the Cab Is Suggestive Only,
and the Inventive Builder may Design One
in Conformity with the Materials Available

or the Individual Taste
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on<l axle so as l« » hold the motor in

position, and to keep the wheels in
line. In mounting: the various pails
sufficient play should he allowed to
prevent excessive friction.

The reversing: switch, which is to he
mounted on the under side of the
motor frame, is shown in Eigs. 13 and
• I. It is provided with a control lever
which projects out from under the

truck frame. A small movement of
I lie lever will produce the necessary
changes in the connections. The oper-
ation of the switch may he understood
readily from the diagram shown in

Fig. 15. The moving element of the
switch carries two pieces of copper,
E and F, which connect the four sta-
tionary pieces of copper. A, 13, C, and
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D, when the lever attached to E and
E is moved to either side of its central
position. The pieces of copper which
arc moved—1C and E—arc shown out-
side of the stationary pieces in Eig. 15
for purposes of a diagram only, and
arc actually directly over the ring
formed by the stationary pieces.
The operation of the switch is as

follows: Assuming that the current
cutvrs at the terminal marked 1 and
leaves at the terminal marked 2, then
the direction of the current in the arm-
ature and series field will he as indi-
cated in the diagrams. The direction
of the current in the series-field wind-
ing is different in the two eases, which
will result in opposite rotation of the
armature.
The base of the switch is made of

Mr.-ill. liber insulation; its dimensions
are shown in Fig. 13. It is to be
mounted on the two pieces projecting
outward on the under side of the
motor frame, as shown in Fig. 14.
Drill a small hole in each of these pro-
jections, as indicated by the letters II,

and IL, and tap them to take a small
machine screw. Next drill two holes,
II. and jl

2 ,
Fig. 13, in the piece of

insulation, with centers the same dis-

tance apart as those drilled in the pro-
jections. One end of this piece of insu-
lation is extended to form a mounting
for a thin brass spring, the ends of
which hear on l he brass collars insu-
lated from the axles, as shown in Figs.
12 and 13. The form of this spring
and the method of mounting it arc also
shown in Fig. 13.

The sections which conic into con-
tact in the switch arc made as follows:

Mount four pieces of thin copper or
brass on the fiber base with rivets hav-
ing their heads countersunk. Cut a

disk, 1 in. in diameter, from a piece of

sheet insulation and drill a hole H, in

the center of it. Also drill a similar

hole II, in the center of the switch

base. Mount two pieces of copper or

brass. E and E, on the under side of

this disk. The edges and ends of all
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six pieces of metal should be rounded
oil so that the pieces \i and F will
move freely over those on the base.
The disk, or upper part of the switch,
may be attached to the base by means
of a small boll placed through the holes
at the center. A small spiral spring
should be placed between the disk and
the lower end of this bolt so as to
keep the pieces of metal on the disk in
contact with those on the base. Attach
a small handle to the disk so that it

will extend out on one side of the
truck. Fix the switch into place by
bolls through the holes II, ami lL,
big. I I, on the bottom of the motor
frame. The electrical connections
should be made as shown in big. 15.
The detail **f the couplers is shown

in big. II. They are made of brass,
lilted l" I lie upper crosspieces and
fixed I" them by machine screws.
"Cowcatchers'* may bo made for the
ends of the locomotive. Sheet metal,
corrugated appropriately and bent to
the proper shape, will afford the easiest
method of making litem. Those shown
in bigs. I and 2 arc made of strips
soldered together, and also to the
upper crosspieces; they are strength-
ened by a cross strip at the bottom,
opposite the point.

The cab is to be made apart from
the truck and is to lit upon the base,

Fig. 11. View r\[ the Under Side of the Motor,
Showing How Switch is Fixed into Place

as shown in bigs. J and 2. It is fixed

into place by four screws and can be
removed easily for examination «»f the
locomotive mechanism. The dimen-

sions for the cab arc shown in bigs. 8
and 9, and may be varied by the
builder.

I>hcct metal or wood may be used

in the construction, and the joints sol-
dered on the inside or riveted, as shown
in the illustration. The window and
door openings may be cut out or
painted on. Small bells may be
mounted on the ends of the cab, adding
to Its appearance. The headlights
shown m bigs. 1 and 2 may be cut
from wood or made of sheet metal,
bight bulbs may be installed, and their
voltage should correspond to that of
(he motive energy. The terminals for
the sockets of the headlight .lamps
should he connected to the frame of
the truck and to the spring, which
bears upon the brass collars on the
wheels, which arc insulated from the
axles, as shown at A, Fig. 3.

l ids completes the locomotive in all
essential details and it is ready to be
placed upon the track to be tested.

PART III

—

Construction of the Track
System

O PKKATION of the electric-loco-
motive model described in the

previous articles is feasible only with
a properly constructed track system.
Ikjs equipment, including curves and
switches, is to be described in this, the
final, article. Two functions are to be
performed by the track system : It must
serve as a support and guide for the
locomotive ami provide a path over
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which the current from the source of
energy is supplied to the motor within
»hc locomotive ami returned to the
source. < >11 this basis, then, the con-
struction may be divided into two
pails: the mechanical and the electrical
features. If the mechanical construc-
tion is not practical and accurate, the
locomotive will not operate satisfac-
torily. The electrical connections must
be given due care also.
The track should he of uniform

gauge
; the joints should be solid and

Ircc from irregularities, which cause
humping in passing over them. The

material used should he stiff, so that it

will retain its form, ami preferably non-
rusting. The rails must he insulated
from each other, and proper means
must be provided for making suitable
electrical connections between the vari-
ous sections. The construction of a
straight and a curved section of track,
together with a switch and signal,
adaptable to various places on the sys-
tem. will he considered in detail.

'
*

'I lie straight sections may he made
any suitable length

; sections 16 in. long
will he found convenient, as the metal
pieces forming the rails may be bent
into shape easily \% lien they arc short
rather than long. The possibility of
various combinations of straight and
curved sections in a given area is in-
creased by having the sections shorter.
'I he rails may he made front tinned
sheet-metal strips, by taking pieces, 10
in. long and 1 '/j in. wide, and bending
ihom into the form shown in Fig. I.
I he rails should be mounted on small
wooden sleepers, % by Vj by 4 in., by
means of small nails, or preferably
small screws. The distance between
Hie centers of the rails should be 2 in.
'I lie sections of track may be fastened
together at the ends by means of a spe-
cial connector, shown in Fig. 2, made
from thin metal, preferably spring
brass. The type of connector shown in
Fig. 2 will not prevent the sections
from pulling apart, and to prevent this.
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a second connector, similar to that

RAIL CONNECTION
r*.z

S,X

/

rtr Shect-Meial Strips. 1>* InchesWide and 1C Incite* Lon- lo (he Korin Shown
,n 7 lie Kail Connections arc

Formed as Shown in Flj. 2

shown in Fig. 3, should he made. The
sleepers at the ends of each section
should have one side beveled, as shown,
ami these edges should be exactly one
inch from the cud of the rails. A
spring clip should he made, similar to
that shown, which will slip down on

RAM. CWN&CTION or RAILS

A
f,C - 5

A
Shu»«^«

C
ft

n,p
<
r0r
A

!l,
.

e ",c Sections i.Shown in Pi*. 3. An Improved l'orm of Kail isSh
°r" m' f

,n
y

**'*; 5
i?

1 ndic.Hcd
the Method o( Joining Its Sections

the inside of the end sleepers and hold
the sections together.
A belter form of rail is shown in

bigs. 3 and 4, hut it is somewhat more
dillicult to construct. In this ease, in-
stead of bending the piece of metal
forming the rail over on itself and dos-
ing the space entirely, the metal is bent
over a round form, such as a piece of
wire, which may he removed, leaving
an opening through the upper part of
the rail from end to end. This gives a
better form to the tread of the rail and
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LS1FT SWITCH O'OMT SWITCH
r*.e

l*ay Om ,l,e Swilclic* «ml Curve*. Full Si/c. and
Fit the Kail* to tnc Curves Accurately

at the same lime provides an easy
means of connecting: t lie ends of tin*

rails, as shown in Fig. 5. Small metal
pins, about 1 in. long-, and of such a
diameter that they will just fit the cir-
cular opening in the top of the rail, arc
irovidcd. One of these pins should he
astened in one rail at each end of a
section, making sure that no rail has
more than one pin in it, and that the
arrangement of pins and rails cor-
responds in all sections. With proper
care the various sections should lit to-
gether equally well, and they may be
held together as shown in Fig. 3.

The curved sections may be made
from rails similar to those described
above, but some difficulty will be ex-
perienced in bending them into a curve
because of llic necessity of bending the
lower flange on edge. The difficulty

may he overcome by crimping in the
inner edge of the lower flange and ex-
panding the outer edge by hammering
it on a smooth surface. The radius of
I he curve to which the inner rail should
he bent in order to give a section of
convenient length, and not too abrupt
a curve, is 21 in. The circumference
of such a circle is approximately 132
in., which, divided into eight sections,

gives lO'/l* m. as the length of the inner

rail of each section. Since the tread of
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the track is 2 in., the radius of the
curve of the outer rail will be 23 in.

I lie circumference of the circle formed
by the outer rail is 145 in., which di-
vided into eight sections gives 18i/

s in.
as the length of the outer rail of each
section. These curved rails may be
mounted on sleepers, their ends being
held in place, and the various sections
fastened together, just as in the ease of
the straight sections.
Some trouble may be experienced in

getting the curved rails properly
shaped, and it would be a good plan to
lay them out full size by drawing two
circles on a smooth surface having di-
ameters of 42 and 4G in., respectively,
ami divide each of the latter into eight
equal parts. The form of the curve
between ll vse division lines and the
lengths of the curves will correspond
to the shape and lengths of the rails
forming the curved sections of the
track. The pieces should be cut
slightly longer than required, and after
they are bent into shape their length
can be determined precisely and extra
portions cut ofl. Fach curved section
will correspond to i/s of the complete
circle, or -15°, as shown in Fig 0.

The switches for the track may be of
lu'o kinds: left and right. They arc
named according to whether the car is
carried to the left or right of the main
track with reference to the direction in
which the car moves in entering the
switch. A left switch is shown in Fig.
7, and a right switch in Fig. 8, the di-
rection of movement being indicated
by the arrows.

.
A detailed drawing of a right switch

is shown m Fig. t». Kail A corresponds
in for hi

and length

to the
outer rail

of one of

the curved
seel ions
previously
described

;

rail 1*. cor-
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I-t*

res pon «ls

to t lie in-

ner rail of

one of llic

c u r v c d
sec lions,

e x c e p t

tlial in.

of straight
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i

Cr.TAILS or SWITCH
f*.9

The C«o«l ngi of III* K«iN imiM be Fill'd Carefully, and the Movable
Section* C «ml II Arranged to Hftkc the Troper Contacts

rail is added at I lie left end. Kail

C is a straight portion <»f rail. 18
in. in length, with a part of ilie l»asc

cut away at llic switch, and rail I) is a

section of straight rail. 15 IS in. in

length, wiili tlie base cut away where
it crosses rail A. The ends of rails l>

and A arc hinged at the points 1C and
J\ '\'Yi in. from the left end, with pins

driven into the ties. The outside edges’

of the pieces (1 and I! arc filed off s«»

they will lit up against the rails C and
l» respectively. Until the pieces (’• and
II arc attached lo a strip of liher insu-

lating material, I, at their left-hand

ends, in such a way that when the piece

II is against the rail 13, the piece (I is

away from the rail C about :
/\c. in.;

when the end of the piece G is drawn
over against the rail C, the end of the
piece II is drawn away front the rail 13

about 'Ym in. With these two combina-
tions the car may he made lo move
along the main track or to the right on
the curved track. The two long sleep-
ers J and K are to provide a mounting
for the switch-control lever and signal.

The rail A is not continuous where
the rail D crosses it, but is broken as

shown in the figure. A small notch
should be cut in the surface of the rail

I.) where it crosses the rail A, for the

flange of the car wheels to roll through

when the car is moving onto or oil the

switch. The sections of the rails A and
D must he connected electrically. Rail

..A must be
connected
to rail C,

and rail 13

lo rail D.
It is ob-

vious from
an inspec-

ts o n of
F i g. », at

L, that
rail D will

be c o li-

ncclcd lo

rail A
when the
car is on
the switch,

t li c car
wheels passing over llic point L, and a
short circuit will rcsidt. This may be
prevented by insulating llic short sec-
tion of the rail D at this point from the
remainder of the rail, but the length

of the insulated section must not be
greater Ilian llic distance between llic

wheels on one side of l be car; other-
wise the circuit through the motor
would be broken. If this is the ease,

and the car stops on the main track

with both wheels on llic insulated see-
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lion, it wouM l>o impossible to start the
locomotive until one wheel was moved
to a live part of the rail.

The switch control is shown in Fig.
10, mid the letters C, G, and I corre-
spond l«) those given in Fig. 9. A
%-in. rod, about 4 in. in length, is bent

into the form shown at M. It is

mounted in a frame, the details of
which arc shown in big. 11. A small
arm, N, with a hinged handle, O, is

OWITCH CONTIIOL
fia.io

The Signal* Indicate ilte Open or Closed Condition
of the Switch by the Small l>i*lc, Which i*

Kegi'Inietl by the Lever Switch Control

soldered to the rod. after it is placed in

position in the switch frame. The arm
N and the lever l* should be parallel

with each other. If properly con-

structed, the handle O will drop into

the notches in the top of the switch

frame, and prevent the rod M from
turning. A connection should be made
from the lever 1* to the end of the piece

I, which will result in the switch being
operated when the rod M is rotated

one-fourth of a turn. After this con-

nection is made, the frame of the

switch should he fastened to the ends
of the long sleepers, which were pro-

vided when the track part of the switch

was constructed. Two small disks,

mounted at right angles to each other,

will serve as signals when properly

painted, or as ail indication of the open

or closed position of liic switch.

The speed of

the car on the

l r a c k may be
controlled by in-

serting resist-
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ancc in series

with the battery
or source of elec-

trical energy, or

by altering the
value of the voltage between the rails,

by changing the connections of the
cells forming the battery. The direc-

tion of movement of the locomotive
cannot be changed unless the car is

turned end for end, or the connections
of the armature or field winding—not
both—are reversed. T he switch on the
hot tom of the locomotive reverses these
connections.
A small rheostat, which will give the

desired resistance, may be constructed
as follows:* Obtain a piece of hard
wood, 1 by C in., and % in. in thickness.
Lav out a curve on this piece, as shown
in Fig. 12 by the row of small circles.

Procure eight round-headed brass ma-
chine screws, about % in. in diameter
and Ti in. in length, and 1 G nuts to fit

them. Drill eight %-in. holes along
the curve, spacing them % in. apart.

File the heads of the screws off fiat and
mount the screws in these holes.

Make a metal arm, S, and mount it on
a small bolt passing through a hole
drilled at the center from which the

curve was drawn, along which the

screws were mounted. This arm
should he of such a length that its outer
end will move over the heads of the

screws. Mount two binding posts, Q
and K, in the upper corners of the

board and connect K to screw No. 8,

and Q to the bolt holding the arm S in

place. Connect small resistance coils

between the screws, * starting • with
screw No. 2; screw No. 1 corresponds

to an open circuit and is shown in con-

tact with the arm S. Two stops, indi-

cated by the black spots, should be
provided, to prevent the arm from
moving back of screw No. 1 or beyond
screw No. S. The board may now be

r*c.i2
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mounted on a suitable hollow base, and
the rheostat :.*> complete.
Two binding posts should be

mounted on the tics of one section of
the track, and one of them electrically

connected to each of the two rails,

which will give an easy means of mak-
ing the necessary electrical connections
to the source of energy. After careful
examination, to make certain that the
locomotive is in running order, a test

nm may he made. If the locomotive
operates properly and difficulty is expe-
rienced when it is placed upon the
(lack, check up thoroughly on all rail

connections, insulations, and other
’elements in the electrical equipment.
Cars of a proper gauge may be coupled
to (lie locomotive, and "runs” made as
extensively as the track system will
permit.
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Measuring Resistance

with a Lead Pencil

rnimRK arc very few electrical cx-
pcrimcnteis who can afford a

Wheatstone bridge for measuring
resistances, and yet, if one is to gain

any knowledge from his experiments,

it is very necessary to know what re-

sistance is being used, particularly in

handling 110 volts. The amateur will

find the following method very useful.

There arc several brands of lead pen-

cils, the leads of which have a resis-

tance of 2

1

ip to 300 ohms, while others

have comparatively little resistance.

Soak several pencils—preferably the

large kind carpenters use—in water
over night so that the leads may be
removed without breaking. Connect

up two 4 u wait lamps in series and

note how th*\v hum. Then replace one
lamp with a lead and note the relative

intensity with which the remaining

lamp burns. If the lead is of a suffi-

ciently high resistance it will cut down
the illumination about as much as the

additional lamp.
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Having selected a lead, mount it on

a suitable board, holding it in place
by clamping each end under a strip
of brass heid down with wood screws.
Next screw in place two porcelain re-
ceptacles ami place three binding posts
m position, all as shown in the sketch.
Connect up as indicated, and attach a
short length of flexible cord, with a
metal tip on the free end, to one ter-
minal of the central receptacle. Pro-
cure a cheap 75-uluu receiver and con-
nect it to the two ends of the pencil
lead. Finally glue on a paper scale.

To operate, place a high-resistance
lamp in the center receptacle—say, a
lb-wall lamp— to prevent heating, and
almost any lamp of known wattage in
the oilier receptacle. From the rating
of this lamp the resistance may at once
he determined by Ohm’s law. Thus,
at 110 volts, a 20-watt lamp will have
a resistance of 484 ohms; a 40-watt

The Lead Taken liorn n Lead Pencil and Used as a
Means ol Measuring Resistance

lamp 300 ohms, and a GO-watt lamp,
200 oluns. Connect the unknown re-

sistance, as shown in the drawing, and
moveThe metal tip on the end of the

flexible cord back and forth along the
pencil lead until a point is reached
where no sound is emitted by the re-

ceiver. This point will be very well

defined, and as. the connection is

moved away from it in either direc-

tion the sound will increase rap-
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idly. Note the reading on the
scale, and then if a -10-watt lamp
is used in the end receptacle, the

unknown resistance will be = —p—

.

The resistance nf the center lamp docs
not enter into the computation, but by
changing the lamp in the end recepta-
cle, another set of figures may be ob-
tained, and a means had to secure
increased accuracy.
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A Simple Motor Controller

The controller described is very sim-
ilar in operation to the types of con-
trollers used on electric automobiles,
and its operation may be easily fol-

lowed by reference to the diagram-
matic representation of its circuits, and

Controller to a Two-Pole Series Motor

those of a two-pole scries motor to

which it is connected, as shown in Fig.
I. The controller consists of six Hat
springs, represented as small circles

ami lettered A, 15, C. D, E, and F,
which make contact with pieces of nar-
row sheet brass mounted on a small
wood cylinder, so arranged that it may
bo turned by means of a small handle
located on lop of the controller case
in either direction from a point called
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neutral, which is marked N. When the
cylinder of the controller is in the neu-
tral position, all six contact springs are
free from contact with any metal on
the cylinder. The contacts around the
cylinder in the six different horizontal
positions arc lettered G, 1 1, J, K, L, and
M. T here arc three different positions
of the controller in either direction
from the neutral point. Moving the
cylinder in one direction will cause •

the armature of the motor to rotate in

a certain direction at three different
speeds, while moving the cylinder in a
reverse direction will cause the arma-
ture to rotate in the opposite direction

Upper-End View of the Controller. Showing the
Manner ol Attaching the Springs

at three different speeds, depending
upon 'the exact position of the cylin-
der. These positions are designated by
the letters O, P, and Q, for one way,
and K, S, and T, for the other.
Supposing the cylinder to be rotated

in tlic portion marked O, the circuit
may be traced from the positive termi-
nal of the battery U, as follows: To
contact spring H, to strip of brass L, to
strip of brass M, to contact spring F,
through the field windings VV, to con-
tact spring D, to strip of brass K, to
strip of brass J, to contact spring C,
through resistance W and Y, to arma-
ture Z, through armature to the nega-
tive terminal of the battery. Moving
the cylinder to the position P merely
cuts out the resistance W, and to the
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position Q, cuts out the remaining re-
sistance Y. The direction of the cur-
rent through the armature and scries
Held, for all positions of the cylinder
lu the left, is indicated by the full-line
arrows. Moving the controller to the
positions marked R, S, and T, will re-
sult in the same changes in circuit con-
nections, as in the previous case, except
t he direction of the current in the series
held windings will be reversed.
The construction of the controller

may be carried out as follows: Obtain
a cylindrical piece of wood, \

?
;\ in. in

diameter and 3'/& in. long, preferably
bard wood. Turn one end of this cylin-
der down to a diameter of in., and
drill a Vi-in. bole through its center
from end to end. Divide the circum-
ference of the small-diameter portion
into eight equal parts and drive a small
nail into the cylinder at each division
point, the nail being placed in the cen-
ter of the surface lengthwise and per-
pendicular to the axis of the cylinder.
Cut oil' all the nail heads so that the
outer ends of the nails extend even
with the surface of the miter, or large-
sse, cylinder. Divide the large part
into eight equal parts so that tiic divi-
sion points will he midway between the
ends of the nails, and draw lines the
full length of the cylinder on these
points. Divide the cylinder length-
wise into seven equal parts and draw a
line around it at each division point.
Cut some is-in. strips from thin sheet
brass and mount them on the cylinder
to correspond to those shown in Fig.
I. Any one of the vertical division
lines drawn on the cylinder may he
taken as the neutral point. The pieces
may be mounted by bending the ends
over and sharpening them so that they
can he driven into the wood. The vari-
ous strips of brass should he connected
electrically, as shown by the heavy
lines in Fig. 1, but these connections
must all be made so that they will not
extend beyond the outer surface of the
strips of brass.

A small rectangular frame is made.
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ami the cylinder is mounted in a ver-
tical position in it by means of a rod
passing down through a hole in the top
of the rectangle, through the hole in
the cylinder and partly through the
bottom of the rectangle. 'Flic upper
part of the rod may he bent so as to
form a handle. The rod must be fast-
ened to the cylinder in seme conven-
ient way.
Make six flat springs similar to the

one shown at A, Fig. 2
, and mount

them on the inside of the rectangle so
that they will correspond in their ver-
tical posit ions to the strips of brass on
the cylinder. Six small binding posts
mounted on the outside of the box and
connected to these springs serve to
make the external connections, and
they should he marked so that they
may be easily identified.

A flat spring, \\ in. wide, is made

IHE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Miniature Push Buttons

A very neat and workmanlike push
button may he made in the following
maimer: Procure ail unused tan-shoe

eyelet with an
opening about
7u i in. iu diam-
eter, and at the

proper point drill a bole into the board
in which the button is to be set. Force
the eyelet in flush, using a little shellac
to bold it in lightly. For the button
proper, polish off and round one end
of a piece of brass rod of a diameter
that will move freely up and down in
the eyelet. Solder a small piece of
sheet brass across the lower end to
keep it from coining out, then adjust
and fasten on the two contact pieces,
all as indicated in the sketch. The
larger piece should be quite springy
so as to bring the button back each
time. The connections may be made
by slipping the wires under the heads
of the two wood screws that hold the
contact pieces in place.

As every experimenter knows, it is
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almost impossible drill a hole in the
varnished base of an instrument with-
out leaving a raw edge. Under such
circumstances, when it is desired to
make an opening for conducting cords,
and the like, simply drill a hole with
an ordinary drill and then set in a
small shoe eyelet, which immediately
presents a very finished appearance.

THE BOV MECHANIC - 1919

A Quickly Made Toy Electric Motor

The illustration shows a small elec-
tric motor of such simple construction
that it can be easily made from odds
and ends to be found in any amateur

The Motor !r. Countrueted of Piece* «>f Tin. a Nail,
nnd Sqiuc lilocfes

workshop. Cut six strips, *4 in. wide
and :it/j in. long, from an old tin can,
ami bend them together into a U-shape.
This forms the magnet A. The out-
side piece should be a trifle longer than
the others so that its ends can be
turned over the other ends to keep
them all in place. Screw this down on
a small wood base. At one side of the
wood base, fix an upright, B, and on
l"p, a light wood bracket, C, to take
the upper bearing of the motor. The
shaft I.) is simply a wire nail with the
head filed off and filed to a ]>oint.

Drive it through a Hl-in. length of the
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same kind of material ns used for the
magnet. This forms the rotating ar-
mature E.
Make a slight indentation with a

center punch, or strong nail, exactly in
the center of the base portion of the
magnet to lake the lower end of the
shaft. For the upper hearing iilo the
end of a brass screw off flat and make
n similar indentation with a center
punch, or by a few turns of a small
drill. This screw should be adjusted
in the bracket until the shaft rotates
freely with the armature just clearing
the tips of the magnet. Wind about 40
turns of fairly thin cotton-covered cop-
per wire—No. 24 or 2ii gauge is suit-
able—around each limb of the magnet,
first covering the latter with paper, to
prevent the possibility of short-circuit-
ing. The windings should be in oppo-
site directions 60 that the connecting
piece of the wire from one coil to the
other passes across diagonally as shown
in the illustration.

The brush F is formed by doubling
up one of the free ends of the windings
after removing the cotton covering and
fixing it firmly with two screws to the
side of the upright. After attaching, it

should he bent until the outer end bears
lightly on the shaft. Remove the shaft
and at the point where the brush
touched, file two Hat surfaces on oppo-
site sides of the nail in a direction at
right angles to the longitudinal center
line of the armature. On replacing the
shaft the brush should be adjusted so
that it makes contact twice in a revolu-
tion and remains clear at the fiat por-
tions. Connect up to a battery, one
wire to the screw at the top of the mo-
lor and the other end to the open end
of l lie windings. Give the armature a
start and it will run at a terrific speed.
—Contributed by Morris G. Miller,
New Rochelle, N. Y.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1919

A Homemade Ammeter

WHERE a high degree of accuracy
is neither desired nor necessary,
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a very satisfactory ammeter may be
made at the cost of a few cents, and
without using hairsprings, permanent
magnets, or other articles usually not
at hand.
The actuating device consists of a

small coil of coarse, insulated wire,
with a bundle of soft-iron wires for
a core, which attracts a curved, soft-
iron. wedge-shaped armature. The
moving system is so balanced that the
armature will hang as illustrated when
no current is passing. On account of
Us shape, the higher the armature rises,
the more iron it presents to the in-
fluence of the magnet, and, on the other
hand, the greater will he the effect of
gravity. The advantage of this type
of control is the elimination of the ir-

regular readings of the scale, due to the
law of inverse squares, that usually
follow when any method depending
upon a variable distance is used.
Further, the readings can be bad as de-
sired by altering the taper of the arma-
ture, its thickness, or its distance from
the magnet, and also by adding a small
weight of nonmagnetic material at the
bottom. As most commercial circuits

supply allmial iug current, the friction

of the bearings does not alfect the read-
ings, since the alternations set up a de-
cided vibration in the entire moving
system, thus eliminating static friction.

In view of the variations above re-

ferred to, it will be evident that it is

not very essential of what dimensions
the apparatus is made. The instru-

ment that I use lias a base measuring
2i/n in. by r, in. The coil is built on a
tube of glued paper, m l contains about
15 ft. of No. 1G gauge wire. The
terminals consist of the brass bolts
taken from discarded dry cells. A steel
sewing needle serves as a shaft, and a
piece of wire for the pointer. The
various joints are made with soft
solder, and suitable slops arc provided
to keep the armature from shifting
laterally. In calibrating, a blank scale
should be glued in position and as
many 55-watt lamps as possible ar-
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A Very S.uUf.ioiory Ammeter for Use Where Accuracy
is Not Desired or Necessary

ranged so that they can be placed in
the circuit, one at a time. On a 110-
volt line, each lamp added will mark a
half-ampere point. If a sufficient num-
ber of lamps to carry the scale high
enough cannot be secured temporarily,
a resistance of some 20 or 00 olmis
should be placed in the circuit with-
out any lamps. Note the reading in
amperes on the scale thus far con-
structed, and then begin adding the
lamps again, making a mark on the
scale as each lamp is added. In this
manner a scale may he built up suffi-

ciently accurate fr>«* all practical pur-
poses.

If two identical coils arc made in
place of one, the additional coil can be
placed in parallel with the instru-
ment as a shunt, thus doubling its

capacity and making it necessary, of

course, to multiply all readings by two.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

A Fifty-Cent Electric Stove

Few persons realize what an intense
heat may be developed when the globe
of an ordinary incandescent lamp is

tightly inclosed, largely eliminating the
loss of heat. When the lamp is in-

i fixed, the temperature will increase
until the rate of radiation is equal to

that at which the heat is generated. A
g«»od reflector is a poor radiator, hence,

when the metal wall surrounding the

lamp is bright and shiny, both inside
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ami oul, the heat is reflected inward.
To make a small stove that will keep

liquids warm, melt paraffin, dissolve
ft'luc, etc., procure an ordinary IC.-cp.

carbon lamp, a porcelain receptacle,
ami a bright, clean tin can, about 4 in.
in diameter and 7 in. long. Thoroughly
blacken the bottom on the inside, and
then solder oil four small brackets, cut
from sheet brass or copper, so that the
can may be held down lirinly. when in-
verted on the base. The latter should
preferably be made of hard wood, with
the upper edges beveled, as shown.
Next bore the hole for the wire or llexi-

A llanily Electric Stove c»n l*e Made at an
Outlay ol 50 Cent*

blc cord. Fasten down the porcelain
receptacle, connect the wiring, screw in

I lie globe, and screw down the tin can;
the stove is then ready for operation.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Homemade Arc Light

Those who wish t*» produce an arc
light f.-r experimental purposes, or for
vie brief periods required by photogra-
phy. will bud the method of construc-
tion shown in the sketch very simple
and inexpensive. Using the short
lengths of carbons discarded by mov-
ing-picture operators, there is no diffi-

culty in maintaining a go* id arc for 15

minutes, or more, without once manip-
ulating the adjusting screw at the lop.

Only three pieces of wood arc neces-

sary besides the base, and in the prep-
aration of these no particular care is
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necessary except to have the top arm
swing freely up and down without any
appreciable side movement. The car-
*K»n holders are merely strips of heavy
tin. which need only he screwed up
sufficiently tight to bold She carbons
in place and yet permit their being
pushed up when the top adjusting

screw will no longer operate. This ad-
justment may be readily taken care of
by means of a long, slender wood screw
with the point iiled oil and a metal

An Efficient Arc Light for Pur|»o»c* Where a Light
i* Kcquii c<I lor a Short Time

disk soldered to the top. Connections
arc made to the carbon holders either
under a screw head or by soldering the
wires to the metal.

In operating any arc light on the
commercial 110-volt current some re-
sistance must be placed in the circuit.

An cart lieu jar of water with two strips

of tin or lead for electrodes, will an-
swer every purpose.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

An Automatic Window Closer

Ti.. window closer consists of a
weight. A, attached to one end of a
cord, Li, which runs through several
pulleys and has its other end attached
to a hook in the center of the window
sash, as shown in Fig. 1. The weight
A is held in an elevated position by a
small trigger which is operated with
an electromagnet.



TIk- Window in AiitMMljeallr CJom. 1I by * Weigh* .t .he Time Set on the Alarm Clock When the Key
Closes the hlcclric Circuit, Causing the Magnet to Release the Latch

7

The arrangement of the weight and
its control L shown in Fig. 2. The
latch C is held in a horizontal position

by an extension on the arm D, which
in turn is held by a latch, K. The
latch C is mounted on the same sup-

porting shall as the arm 1). and they
are connected with a coil spring hav-
ing the tension in such a direction that
it holds the lalcli C down on the exten-
sion of i lie arm I >. When the weight
moves' ii|> through the box the latch C
will rise and allow it to pass down be-
side it. The latch holding the lower
end of the arm D may he released by
means "f an ordinary vibrating bell

arranged so that its dapper will strike

the extension F on the latch and thus
cause its upper cud to move from the
engagement, with the arm D. A small
coil spring is attached to the arm D

so that it will he returned to its ver-
tical position when the weight has
passed C and thus make it ready for
the next operation without any adjust-
ment except raising the weight and
setting the dock.
A diagram of the electrical circuit

is shown in Fig. 3, in which G repre-
sents the electromagnet to trip the
trigger that supports the weight, and
II the contact which remains open
until the weight is raised to the upper
|K>sition, when the spring J is forced
against the spring K and closes the cir-
cuit. I he circuit still remains broken
until the contact L is closed by the
key on the alarm clock, which is set
in a vertical position between two
springs representing the terminals of
the wire. The contact 11 should be so
located on the housing for the weight
lhat it will he closed only when the
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weight is resting on the latch C. The
circuit is then opened ns soon as the
latch C is released, and the clapper will
slop \ ibrating.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1919

Testing Dry Cells with Light 13ulb

Tests of batteries for telephones,
doorbells, and similar appliances, may
be made by l h c
use of a 1 a m p
from a po c k e l

flash light. Kc-
ui o v c l li c re-

llector and lamp
and c o u n c c I

them w i l h the
poles of each cell

to be tested, as
s h o w n in l h c
sketch. The glow
of the I a m p is

proportional to
the amount of life in the cell. Very
often but one dead cell will be found to

cause trouble. J5y testing carefully,

the good cells may be retained and new
ones substituted for those worn out.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1919

A Cylinder Reversing Switch

A cylinder reversing switch for small
battery motors may be constructed

cheaply, from a
• {-ii;. length of
l> r n o m Ii a ii -

die a n d ^»-iu.

b o a r d s , a s
s Ii o w ii . T h c
four brushes arc
strips of copper.

The contacts on
the moving cyl-

inder are eight

brass tacks, con-
nected as indi-

cated in the diagram. The wires arc
insulated with paper where they cross.

I he handle is of heavy wire, and two
lacks limit its motion, as shown. The
method of connecting the switch is as
follows, for either a series or shunt
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motor: Remove the two wires from
the motor brushes, and connect the
two middle brushes of the switch to
the motor brushes. Connect the wires
removed from the motor brushes to the
outer brushes of the switch.—Claude
Schudcr, Sunnier, ill.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

A Recording Annunciator Target

In rifle practice it is often desirable
to provide a target which will indicate
to the marksman when the bull’s-eye
is struck. The device shown in the
sketch, arranged behind an ordinary
card target, has given satisfactory re-
sults on a private range, and can easily
he adapted for other uses.

Referring to Fig. 1, A indicates a
wooden base, -1 by 8 by /, in., on which
is mounted a strap hinge, 15, G/> in.

l*»ug. by means of a block, 1% in. high.
An opening, C, V/-> in. in diameter, is

piuvidcd in the base, and a plate, D,
V)\ in. square, is riveted to the strap
lunge opposite to the opening. Ail
electromagnet, H, obtained from an
electric bell, is mounted upon the base
under the small cud of llic hinge. A
standard, 1\ provided with a cross arm,
b. is secured upon the base between
the opening ami the magnet. A thumb-
screw with a locknut extends through
the cross arm, engaging the rear side
of the strap hinge, and permits an ad-
justment of distance between the core
of the magnet and the surface of the
hinge. A hell or buzzer, II, is con-
nected as indicated, through the bat-
tery circuit. The electromagnet is con-
nected through the battery and push
button J.

I lie strap hinge normally rests
against the electromagnet. The force
of any projectile passing through the
"pciiing against the plate doses the
bell circuit and indicates l » i he marks-
man that the bull's-eye lias been hit.

I\V the closing of the magnet circuit,

the strap hinge is drawn again into
normal position and the bell circuit is
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broken. Figure 2 shows a front view
of the circuit-closing device. 'I'lic de-
vice may be mounted in any suitable

box, as suggested in Fig. .‘I. The front

Tltc Hiillcl l
forres the Hint;* ariintl the Thumb-

f'ficvt, Causing the Hell to Kins

of the box is covered with sheet metal,

'/tu in. thick, and the standard target

card is mounted thereon.—John II.

Brady, Washington, I). C.
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Signal for Lighted Liglits in Basement

To avoid the loss of electric current
by forgetting to turn out the light in
the basement, I placed a 3-cp. lamp in

the circuit near the switch at the head
of the stairs. The small light is a sig-

SWITCH ©3.C.RLAMP
(ia y

TO CELLAR _
*1 he Small Lamp near live Switch in Circuit Glows

When Lights Arc On in the Basement

nal that the light is still turned on in

the basement.—Contributed by A.
MacCunn, Toronto, Can.
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Homemade Relay of Inexpensive

Materials

A practical relay was made of odds
and ends gathered in the workshop.
The base is of wood. :i

j by 3 by t'» ill.

The magnets A ;*. re made of two wire
nails driven into the base, the heads
projecting 1

1 •» in They arc wound
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with six layers of fine insulated No.
25 gaugc wire, as shown in the smali
sketch. The ends of these magnet wires
arc carried to the two binding posts B
and C, taken from dry-cell carbons.
The armature D is a piece of soft

iron, y2 by W/> in., screwed to the
armature lever 1£, which is a *4 by 4/>-
iu. piece of wood. A piece of tin is

tacked to the opposite end F, and a
's- in. hole is bored through the lever,
- ‘,4 in. from ihc front end. Nail a
wooden block, G, to the base, slotted

to accommodate the lever, so that
when the latter is pivoted in the slot,

the armature will lie directly over the
magnet heads. Fit a wooden stop, 11,

under the end of the lever, so that the
armature is held /H in. above the mag-
nets. by a brass spring, J, connected
to the tin. F, and the binding post, K,
with copper wire. Arrange the brass
hook, L, so it comes in contact with
F when the armature hears down upon
the magnets. Connect this hook to the
binding post, M. When current flows
through the magnets, the armature is

pulled down and the contact of the

Nails, a Screw Hook, and Similiar Common Materials,
were Used in Making This kclay

hook. L, with the tin. F, completes a

secondary circuit.— L. R. llardins,

Harwich, I\iass.
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A Small Variable Condenser

The condenser shown in the diagram
combines the large capacity of a lixed

condenser with the gradual ca|»acily

\va< papcii t.x e."

Oi.ip.ram for a Small
Variable Cornltruer

varialion of a variable one. It is suit-

able for a wireless receiving circuit, or
to shunt : round the vibrator of an in-

die lion cnil. bv making t lie units con-
siderably larger, It is made up of sev-

eral lixed condensers, connected in

parallel, a lever being the means
whereby the capacity is varied, hive
or more units may lie n a d. each being

a small condenser, ! • • •• i

1

1 up of 10 sheets

of waxed paper and nine sheets of tin

foil. A convenient .-i/e for the tin foil

is 0 by I in., and for the paper, by
•I

l/U in. The killer should be a good
grade, of very thin linen paper and
should be carefully prepared by dipping

it hi hot paraffin. The sheds nf tin foil

rad paper in each unit arc piled up al-

ternately. allowing about *,{. in. on each

I in-loi| strip b» project beyond the pa-

pc i lur making connections. The pile is

covered with heavy paper, and a healed

flat iron is passed on the top of each

unit until the parafliii begins to melt.

Upon cooling, the units are compact.

The connections necessary arc shown

in the diagram. The condenser units

(\ IT K. F, (I. each have one side con-

nected to a common terminal A. The

other sales of the condensers arc con-
nected to the copper strips II, J, K, L,

M. The)' arc /> in. wide and / r.
in.
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thick. A copper lever. J/s by J

/L* by 8
in., is pivoted on one end so that it will
e« Milled two or more of the ‘condensers
in parallel. The pivoted end is con-
nected to the terminal 15. The dotted
hue shows different positions of the
lever. The apparatus is mounted in a
wooden box.
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A Carbon Electric Water ITcater

The water heater illustrated is for
use on a 1 lU-volt circuit without added
resistance. It consists of two clcc-

„
trodcs which arc

i-r
1'1

ii

5
-

immersed direct-
ly in the water;
and while it is

not as artistic as

the usual nickel-

plated heater, it

i . is usually more
A economical and has the dis-

tinct advantage that it can-
not he burnt out. It may be

«— .I
|

made as rapid in action as

ttJ.L desired, is inexpensive and
very convenient where wa-

ter is required for experimental or in-
dustrial purposes.

For the electrodes, procure two />
in. uucoppercd carbons, and drill a bole
in the top of each of these so that feed
wires can be attached. The handle is

shaped from a piece of hard wood. The
lower end is hollowed out half round
at either side, so that the carbons will
lit in snugly. Four small boles arc
•hen drilled through from side to side,
for binding wires, and a large bole is

made in the center for the feed wires.
Two sma'lcr branch holes arc then
drilled to nin the center hole, so that
‘lie douhl- feed cord may be branched
out to icach both electrodes. The
outer edge of the handle is neatly

rounded off and boiled in paraffin so

as to render it impervious to moisture.

Remove sufficient insulation from
tl:-: feed cord to make a good connec-

tion with the carbons. Fish the wire
through the handle from the upper end.
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I ’till each of the two ends pretty well
through, so that they can he securely
jcadcd into the holes previously made
in the carbons. Have the latter quite
hot and run in as much solder as pos-
sible. forcing it in with the end of a
match as it becomes plastic. Remove
all traces of the llux, and paint the
connection with some incited pitch,
taken from the top of a discarded dry
cell. The feed cord may then be pulled
up tightly, which will" draw the car-
bons in place. They are then bound by
threading through several strands of
copper wire. If the holes in the wood
arc slightly countersunk, and two
small grooves tiled around each carbon
at the right places to iet the holding
wires in. I lie binding feature may be
disposed of very neatly.

In some localities the water is so free
from all mineral salts that it will not
carry t lie current freely, which means
that the electrodes must be placed
closer together, or else a small pinch
of common salt may be added to the
water. Although, in sterilizing instru-
ments, boiling eggs, or something of
that soil, this would he of no advan-
tage, the salt greatly hastens the
boiling.

IIIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Aii Electrical Dancer

The modification of the well-known
mechanical dancer shown in the illus-

tration is based on the principle of the

electric bell. While Lkc amusing antics
of the mechanical dancer arc controlled
by the band, the manikin shown is

actuated by the electromagnet.
The mechanism is contained in a

box. II. consists of an electromagnet
with a soft-iron armature carried by a
spring. A wire Tom the battery goes
to the magnet. The other terminal of
the magnet connects with the arma-
ture spring at LI. The spring is bent
at a right angle at its other end, L 2,

and carries a platform, LU, strength-
ened by a smaller disk underneath.
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When the
Contact is

Made the
Figure
Dances

The dancer performs upon this plat-
form.

A contact spring, S, is carried by the
armature spring. A contact screw, C,
is adjustable in its contact with the
spring S. A wire runs from the con-
tact screw to the binding post 1J, to
which the other battery wire is con-
nected.

The current keeps the platform in
constant vibration, causing the dancer
to 'Maiicc.” P.y means of the screw C,
the action of the current may he varied,
and the "dancing” will vary corre-
spondingly.

J he figure is made of wood with
very loose joints and is suspended so
that the feet barely touch the plat-
form.—Contributed by Edward C.
Connelly, Willccsbarre, Pa.
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A Homemade Trouble Lamp

Ry attaching a handle for carrying,
md making suitable connections, a

portable trouble
light was made
of a dry battery.

A strip of iron

was bent to the
shape shown, for
the handle, and
fixed to the bind-

ing post on the
“ carbon. A bell

iock was drilled and

LCAmrn WASMCftS
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tapped to lit a small light bull), and
fastened at I lie zinc post. The upper
edge of the bell was bolted to the ex-
tension of the handle, as shown, leather
washers insulating it. A small switch,
riveted loosely to the iron strip, con-
trols the light.—Carl A. I I.iberlein,

McPherson, Kan.
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A Set of Electric Chimes

A set of electric dinner chimes is a
welcome and useful addition to many
households, and may be made at a

r».3

When the Buttons are Presscil. Tones are Given
Foith by the Electrically Operated Gongs

trilling cost by the average person
handy with tools. The completed
article is shown in Fig. 1, the details

in Fig. 2, and the wiring diagram ill

Fig. 3. The woodwork is of in.

slock. The back A. Fig. 2, is l'/j in.,

by if'Yi in. long. The ends may be
shaped to suit tile builder's fancy.
'The shelf B is 4 in. square, and is

fastened to the back piece 2 \\ in. from
the upper end. It supports the mag-
nets C, which arc made on cores, % in.
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in diameter and % in. long, with ends
Mr. in- by 1 in. in diameter. The spools
arc wound full of No. 28 silk-covered
copper magnet wire. These coils arc
mounted on the shelf by means of
brass straps D. Four magnets arc
used, the forward one being omitted
in Fig. 2.

The supports F, for the tubes, con-
sist of Mi-iii. lengths of %-in. square
brass rod. One end of the rod is

drilled and tapped for an 8-32 screw
which holds the support in place.

Orill a small hole, Vi in. from the end,
for the pin G, made of steel wire. The
tapper 11 is made from a 416-in. length
of stiff iron wire; l'/t in. from one end
a 'Ik-in. cube of iron, J, is soldered, the
wire passing through it. The ends of
the wire arc fitted with balls ns shown.
A nickeled gong, K, covers the four
magnets. The end »of the tapper is

passed through the hole in the gong,
ami the hall riveted into place.

Four :‘i-in. diameter tubes arc used,
respectively 3, •!, 5, and G in. long.
When the apparatus is assembled as
shown, and one of the magnets is

energized, the latter will draw the iron

cube J toward it, and the tapper will
strike one of the tubes.
To control the current supplying

the magnets, four small push buttons
mounted on a wooden base arc used.
They are wired up with the battery
and coils, as shown in Fig. 3. A wire
from each of the coils runs directly to
one terminal of the battery, the other
wire from each coil being connected
to a separate push button. The other
sides of the push buttons arc con-

nected to the battery. By Ibis means
any of the magnets may be energized

at will, the coils and corresponding
push buttons being marked L and M,
etc., alphabetically.

THE BOY. - HANIC-1919

Testing Direct Current Polarity with

Litmus Paper

Litmus paper laid on glass, and
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moistened with a weak solution of
sodium sulphate can be used to test

the polarity of a direct current. If the
two conductors arc touched on the
moistened paper, the latter will turn
• ed ft the positive, and blue at the
negative conductor.

HIE BOY MECHANIC - 1919
•

To Determine the Efficiency of Elec-

trically Heated Devices

The efficiency of any machine is de-
fined as being the ratio of the output
to the input expressed as a percentage,
and both quantities must be measured

Coii'ifcliom to the Voltmeter arid Ammeter for
Measuring the Input to an Electric Heater

in the same units. For example, the
output of a motor is it) hp. when the
power taken by the motor from the
elect l ie circuit to which it is connected
is 9,325 walls. What is the efficiency?

Since the output must he expressed in

the same units it is necessary to change
the 10 horsepower to watts or the
watts to horsepower. There arc ?dG

walls in each horsepower. The 9,325

watts arc equivalent to 0,325 -4- TIC or
1 2ft hp. The efficiency is then equal
to 10 -T- 12.5 or .8 ;

that is. the output is

.8 of the input or, when multiplied by
M>0 to change it to percentage. So per
cent.

By way of an example, consider the
efficiency of an electric healer, like the

one shown in the illustration, which is

immersed ill water placed in a suitable

vessel. The energy input to this heater

in a given lime may be easily de-

termined by measuring the current

passing through the heater circuit and
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the difference in pressure between the
terminals of the heater. These meas-
urements may be made, in ease the
heater is operated on a direct circuit,
by means of any ammeter and volt-
meter of suitable capacity, connected
as shown. If the heater is operated on
an altcrnaling-cuircnt circuit, only
alternating-current instruments can be
used, as certain types of instruments
will not operate when connected to
such a circuit. In either ease, the
product of the ammeter reading in am-
peres and the voltmeter reading in
volts will give Hie power taken by the
heater in watts, assuming the heater
winding to bo lioninduetivc. If the
healer winding is not noninductivc,
then the current and the electrical pres-
sure will no longer be in phase when
the device is operating on an alternat-
ing-current circuit, and a wattmeter
must be used. Practically all heating
elements arc wound noninductivcly so
that llic power may be measured by
means of an ammeter and voltmeter.
The energy taken by a heater in a

given time will be equal to the product
• *f the average power and the lime.
For example, if the heater lakes 300
watts for 30 minutes—% hour—then
the energy consumed is equal to 300
li nes % or 150 watt-hours, which is
equal to .15 kilowatt-hour.
To determine the output of the heater

is a little more difficult, but it may be
approximated as follows: Since the
object of the device is to convert elec-
trical energy into heat energy the out-
put must be measured in heat units.

The unit of heat most commonly em-
ployed is « he caloric, which is the heat
required to raise the temperature of
one gram of water one degree centi-
grade. lienee, if a certain weight of

water has its temperature increased a
definite number of degrees centigrade
by the electric healer, then the total

heat imparted to the water in calorics
will equal the weight of the water in

grains multiplied by the change in tem-
perature in degrees centigrade. Of
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course, llic heat generated by the heater

exceeds that obtained by the above
calculation, due to liic fact that some
heat is imparted to the vessel contain-

ing the water and to the supports for

the vessel, but it is only the heat im-

parted to the water that must be con-

sidered, as the other heat is not useful.

When the temperature of the water

is raised to the boiling point and a part

of the water is evaporated, the fore-

going method of calculating the heat

imparted to the water no longer holds

good, and the following method must
lie used. Weigh the water before and

immediately after the test to determine
the amount of evaporation, h'or each
gram of water evaporated there will he

required approximately 53G calorics,

and the heat in calorics imparled to

the water to raise its temperature to

the boiling point will be equal to the
difference between 100 and the initial

temperature of the water multiplied by
the weight of l be water at the start,

'fo determine the efficiency, the input

to the heating element in electrical

units must he changed to heat units

which may he done by multiplying the

power in watts by the time in seconds

and this product in turn by .21, giving

the result in calorics. The following

example may serve as a help in per-

forming such an experiment or lest.

Wrinlit of water n« the Matt.... WjO.rt grams.
Wc.Elil "I water nt thceu-l of tc«t 1. 1.0 Ijramv
Tpini'finduc of water at the Mail.. iletr. « .

AveiaRcrnrrciit taken by the heater i».G ampere*.
Aveiawe income at the heater
terminal' Il'> ••Ik.

Time heater i-» corniccf.l rwuntie'.

Change in lem|»erntniecif the wn'e. *»*>: C.

calories,

calorie*,

calorier.

ToIni iieat niisorheil by wat«r..Gl,IOS calorics.

Eflicmncy of heater

:

«$»*•*=
•

This value of efficiency may be in-

creased by insulating the vessel with a

nonconductor of beat and providing a

covering for it, thus decreasing the

losses to the air ami surrounding

objects.

IIC.it ucvnupvu in wain i

lt.fr x IKlx r.'4 X CO x «!.<%»
Ilc.it absorbed l»y water in connnr

to lioilinir point :
f»tiOx7r»r:,.iUl000

llc.it incil in rvnpor.ilinK Z5.5-
t r r — ft rrc

The efficiency of an electric stove or
electric iron, or, in fact, any electrically

heated device, may be determined in a
manner similar to the water heater.
In the case of a stove, place a vessel
filled with water on it and measure the
heat imparted to the water in a given
time, also the input to the heating ele-

ment in the same time from which
data the efficiency may be calculated.

In the ease of an electric iron, damp-
ened cloths may be ironed and the

actual water evaporated by the iron, de-

termined by weighing the cloths be-
fore and after the ironing, together

with the increase ill weight of the cloth

on the ironing board, the time the iron

is in use and the temperature of the

cloths, 'flic actual water evaporated is

the difference in the weight of the

cloths before and after ironing, minus
the increase in weight of the cloth on
the ironing board, which takes up some
of the moisture from the cloths being
ironed.
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Seeing an Alternating Current in a

Mirror

it will almost a:>pcar impossible to

those unfamiliar with laboratory meth-
ods that one may watch the vibrations

The Alternations of the Current may be Seen
by Looking in the Mirror

—:;,i;yo per minute—of an alternating

cm rent in a liulc pocket, mirror willi-

• • _ the use of any apparatus other
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tluii a telephone receiver. The experi-
incuL is very interesting and inslruct-
iyc. i me dial may be performed at prac-
tically no expense.

'l ake an ordinary inexpensive walcli-
casc receiver, drill a hole in the cover
for a short |>iecc of brass tubing, to
make a gas connection, and then ping
m> l he center opening with a cork, into
winch is tightly lilted a piece of *s-in.
labing. The upper end of this should
be closed with a plug having a central
opening about the size of a pin. I’ro-
rmc a small icclangular pocket mir-
mr and remove tin celluloid covering,
ami then, across die hack, solder a
piece of straight v. iie to form a verti-
cal spindle, about which the mirror
may be rotated. Conned any resist-

ance, such as a nirpcl coil of 10 or 20
ohms, in series with an incandescent
lamp, and then conned l lie receiver
terminal.*! to the ends of this resistance.
In this manner an ideal alternating-
current supply of a few volts to operate
I he receiver safely is secured. Turn on
l lie gas only sullicient to produce a
uatrow pencil of flame, nut over I in.

long. Mount the mirror as shown, or
hold the spindle between the thumb
and forefinger of the left hand while
rocking it back and forth with the
|h;h.. Ordinarily only a streak of
iight will appear, but immediately
upon turning on die current this streak
will be broken tip into a series of regu-
lar waves, Hatter or sharper according
to the speed with which the mirror is

rocked. After carefully noting the
wave form, connect the receiver with
die primary of an ordinary medical
coil, across the inakc-and-brcak, and
note the marked difference in the
waves.

I’*y replacing the receiver with a
block of wood having a circular depres-
sion, about 2 in. in diameter and \'s in.

deep, over which is pasted a disk of
smooth paper, the waves set up by the
human voice may be observed if the
talking is done loudly and dose to the
disk. The gas connection in this ease
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is made from the back of the block, as
shown. As the several vowels arc
sounded, the characteristic wave from
each will be seen in the mirror. Jt is
also interesting to increase the pitch
of the voice and note how much finer
the waves become.
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Photographing Electric Sparks

Electric sparks may be photographed
with simple equipment, and the process
offers a diversion fro. i the common
subjects for photography. The mate-
rials necessary arc a spark coil and cur-
rent source, a photographic plate, fa-

cilities fur^developing it, and a sheet of
tin foil. The illustration shows a typi-
cal photograph of an electric spark,
and the variety possible is unlimited.
The process, which must be per-

formed in a dark room with a ruby
light, is as follows: Over the mouth
of a small glass bottle, partly filled

with talcum powder, tie a piece of
cheesecloth, to act as a sieve. Arrange
the material on a table, the sheet of tin

foil lying Hat, and a photographic plate
on lop of it. coaled side upward.

Spread a thin layer of the powder on
the plate, through the sieve. Attach
a needle to an electric wire and fix the

other end of the
v ire to one of

the secondary
posts of the
spark coil. At-
tach a second
wire to the oilier

post of the spark
coil and to the

sheet of tin foil.

Care must be
taken in handling

the needle that only the insulated por-
tion. where it is joined to the wire,
comes in contact with the lingers, or a
shock may result. Place the point of

the needle near the middle of the plate

and turn on the current, permitting it

to produce a spark of not more than
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one second's duration. If the exposure
is longer than that t lie result will not

be satisfactory. Wipe off the powder
and develop the plat-. ll care has

been taken in the process, a photo-

graph similar to the one shown in the

illustration will result.
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Lightning Switch for Wireless Aerials

Amateur wireless operators often
cannot afford to buy a lightning: switch
such as is required to ground the aerial

Diflvnrilc'l Copper llalf-Tonc Plains and a Pie:e of
M.irMe weir Uned in MakiiiK Thi« l.iplittiini;

Swilch for Wireless Aerials

when not in use. The sketch shows
such a device, which was made of a
marble slab lilted with copper strips

cut from discarded half-tone plates.

The ba?e was smooth' d and polished

to the si/.c indicated, 4 in. wide and D

in. long. The upper edges were bev-
eled off, and hole- were drilled near the

ends through which bolts were passed
to fasten the small brackets supporting
the crossbar.

The copper pieces were made as fol-

lows: 'I he plates of ’/ir.-in. copper were
cut into strips, 1 \\ in. wide. Two were
made H in. long: four, ."5 in. long, and
four. % in. long. The 3-in. strips were

fastened together with small holts and
a hole was drilled through one end of

the joined pieces to lit the holt which
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forms the pivot for the switch. The
«*-in. strips were bent to form a %-in.
angle, through which holes were bored
for fastening to the base. The %-in.
strips were clamped between the
brackets zl their lower ends to pro-
vide i slot for the crossbar. The holts,

by which the brackets were clamped
together, were provided with binding
nuts l«» which the wires were con-
nected. A handle might be fixed to the
crossbar, but this is not essential.
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A Bell-Ringing Mail Box

The annoyance of watching for the
arrival of the mailman was overcome

by the lilting of an electrical

alarm to the mail box, as
shown in the sketch.
A strip of metal,
A. was pivoted in

the box and
weighted oil one
end. A bell, B,

was wired to dry
cells in the box
below the con-
tainer for the

mail. When the
mail is dropped

in the box the end A is

forced down, forming an
electrical contact and com-
pleting the circuit from the

cells C through the wire D and
back through the wire Is. When the
mail is removed the weight raises the

metal strip.—James E. Noble, Ports-

mouth, Canada.
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A Simple Polarity Indicator

An ordinary compass, fitted flush in

a wooden frame as shown in the sketch,

forms the basis for the polarity indi-

cator described. The N, or north, and
S. or south, points of the compass
should run lengthwise with the frame,

with the former on the end farthest

from the binding posts, C and D. Five

376
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turns of No. IS gauge, or any similar,
wire are wound lengthwise around the
frame and over the compass. The ends
of the wires terminate at the two bind-

ing posts. Begin at Cand wind toward
the compass, binding the wire at I).

if the two ends of a wire arc free,

and it is desired to know whether there
is any current present, and if so, its

polarity, fasten one wire to the |>ost C
and the other to I). Before connect-
ing the wires, hold the compass and
frame in such a way that the needle is

over the N point on the compass dial.

If, after the wires arc connected, the

needle moves, there is a current flow-

ing. If the needle is deflected toward
the east, the neg-

ative wire is on
C; if it is deflect-

ed toward the

west, the posi-

tive wire is on C.

When it is de-

sired to ascer-

tain the oolarily

of a wire, which is covered by a

floor, ceiling, or molding, hold the

compass as explained, and either di-

rectly above or below the wire. Then
turn on the current. If the instrument

is above the wire, the wire extending
parallel with it north and south, and
the needle is deflected toward the west,

I lie current is (lowing from the north

to the south end of the wire. If the

wire runs east and west and the needle

is deflected to the west, the current is

running from west to cast.

If the wire runs on a diagonal be-

tween the directions mentioned, and
the needle is deflected toward the west,

the current is flowing from the quad-
rant between N and W on the compass
dial toward the quadrant between S
and B. If the instrument is held over
the wire and the needle is deflected to-

ward K. the polarity is the opposite
to that last indicated. Should the in-

strument be held below the wire, if

the needle goes toward \V, it is equiva-

lent to going toward K when above the

wire.— II. Sterling Parker, Brooklyn,
New- York.
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To Tell When Aerial is Grounded
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cated, this inconvenience is eliminated.
A bole is drilled (li rough the switch base
on each side of the knife, midway bc-
• ween I be ground clip and the knife base.

A small bolt is provided for each hole,

and tin: overlapping spring-brass contact
clips are elevated from the base by hard-
i ubber washers, two being used under
the lower clip and three under the upper
•me. The wires to the hell are soldered
to these clips, and brought inside the
house, and the bell and button arc
mounted in some place convenient to

the instrument table. When the aerial

is grounded, the contact clips are pressed
together by the switch knife. This closes

the break in the bell circuit, and to prove
I lie establishment of a ground it is only

necessary to press the bell button, lf

the bell does not ring it indicates the

aerial lias not been grounded.—l‘\ L. Brit-

t in, Chicago, III.
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A Simple Wireless Detector

A cheap and serviceable wireless de-
tector was made from odds and ends
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such as any amateur can obtain. The
l-asc \vas made of wood, saturated in

paraffin. The mineral cup is a brass cap
from a cartridge fuse. The upright was

Till* Wc.it Wiielf;* Delator \v*5 Mf»te of Materials
Kflftify Gatlicrcil in the boy's Wotkslinp

made '»f a piece of copper, W, by I in.

long, am! is fastened to the base by
:m old- battery binding post. Hie spring
which supports llie cat whisker is made
of a strip of copper, Ht «n. by Yio in-

wide. I he cat whisker is soldered to

the spring, and the spring is bolted to

the upright. The setscrew, which regu-

lates the pressure of the cat whisker
upon the mineral, works ill a nut, sol-

dered over a hole in the lop of the

upright. -The eat whisker is made of

No. 22 gauge bare copper wire. The
connection between the cup and the
battery binding post, at the front edge,

is made on the under side of the base.

—Charles I’rmkmann, Chicago, ill.
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Renewing a Radio Crystal

When the galena crystal of a small
radio set has become dull and dirty, so
that it is almost impossible to liml a sen-
sitive spot, a simple hut very effective

method can be used to renew it.

The mounted crystal should be held
over a flame, in an old spoon, until the

metal begins to run. The crystal can
then be turned over with a piece of wire,
tints exposing an entirely new sensitive
area. A mold can be used to keep the

Tio.2

melted metal in the original shape anu
size, so that it will fit in the detector cup.
Care should be taken not to heat the
metal too much beyond the melting
point, as ibis will impair the sensitiveness
of the crystal.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1925

Neat Tips on Wires

In order to have the wiring look neat
on a radio set. or other instrument being
made, all wires with visible connection to
binding posts

should be
wound with
s m all bare
wire to pre-

vent the insu-
lation from
raveling out.

Fig. 1 shows
the insulation

removed from
the wire, the

winding of the
tip started
with a piece of bare wire of small diam-
eter, and I lie neat finished effect. Fig. 2

illustrates the method of making a tip for

connecting to another style of binding

post. Tim latte*- is a connection that is

especially usclul when .'lie wire is to be

frequently connected to or disconnected
from a binding post.
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An Electric Insect Killer

By C. FI SKE

A LTIIOUGII the 110-volt housc-light-
* * iug current is ordinarily not fatal to
the human body, it is very effective for
electrocuting small animals and insects,

because the resistance of these bodies is

milch less than that of the human body.
This explains the effectiveness with which
the electric insect killer, shown in the illus-

tration. disposes of roaches, llics, spiders,
and other insects. Once the apparatus is

set up. it requires little or no attention, as
it is automatic in its action, and there is

no danger in having it connected con-
tinually.

The killer consists of a 10 by 12-in. slab
of slate or marble with copper wire wound
on it. The edges are nicked with a file to
hold the wire in place securely. Care must
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10X12“
MARBLE OR „SLATE SLAB ^

EDGES NOTCHED
WITH FILENO. 16 BARE WIRE

S.C.C.W1RE

PLATE

CIRCUIT
BREAKER

An Ulcctrie Insect Killer. Which U»c* Iluuie-Liiclilinc Curient. ami lias Been Found Very Effective. A Small
Circuit Breaker 1‘rotcctn the Fuses In Case Too Much Current Flows

l»c taken to get the nicks about '/* in.

apart so that the wires will run close to
each other hut will not actually touch.
TIk* wire usctl for this purpose is prefer-
ahly No. 18, and it must, of course, he
hare. Two separate lengths arc wound
side hy side so that the alternate wires will
he of opposite polarity when connected to
the circuit. The ends of the wires arc se-
curely fastened to a pair of :.Viu. brass
screws at opposite corners of the slab to
prevent the wires from no** hiding. ’The
heads of these screws project far enough
below the slab to prevent the wires from
touching the surface of the table upon
w hich it is laid, and single screws arc pro-
vided on the other two corners so that
the slab will rest solidly.

As soon as an insect crawls or alights on
the wired surface of this slab, on which
sugar or other attractive bait is spread as

a lure, it touches two wires of opposite
polarity,and this allows a sufficient amount
of current to llow through its body to kill it

instantly.

Jl is not advisable to connect the wires
of the slab directly to the lighting circuit
as a small piece of metal, accidentally
dropped on the wires, will blow a fuse. A
small circuit breaker should be provided
to prevent this. 'The construction of a
simple one is

shown in the
I o w e r left-

h a n d detail.

It consists of
a solenoid
made by wind-
ing an ordi-

wirc. and using a small wire nail, with the
head clipped off, as a plunger. The solc-
i; ml is mounted on a brass bracket, which
is bent to the shape shown, ami screwed to
a wooden base. ’Through this bracket,
directly under the hole in the spool, a hole
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Dead-End Switch for Inductances

The cfliciency of a radio-receiving set
can often I;*-: improved to a considerable
< xtent by the use of a dead-end switch
to short-circuit the unused turns of the
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inductance. The switch illustrated can
lie added to the set without disturbing
the existing arrangement, and at a neg-
ligible cost. It consists simply of a piece
of spring brass, bent as indicated, and
soldered to the knob shaft, at the back of
1 It c panel.
Small pieces
of brass, bent
to a right
angle, a r c
drilled and
fastened un-
der the head
of each con-
t a c t - p o i 11

1

screw, to pro-
vide positive

contacts for
the spring-
brass wiper.
A little care
is necessary to insure that each contact
piece is placed correctly, and that the
wiper is in the proper position, relative
to the regular switch contactor, to short-
circuit the unused turns and to touch all

the contact pieces.

This switch can be used with any mul-
tipoint switch in which the points arc
arranged in an arc, and where contact is

made by a rotating switch arm.
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Wheatstone Hridge for Coil Winding

To wind electrical coils that must pos-
sess a certain resistance, or to wind a
coil that will have the same resistance as
another, arc real problems to the experi-
menter unless lie knows how to go about
it. Almost every amateur is familiar with
the Wheatstone bridge, by name at
least; this is usually represented by four
resistances in a diamond-shaped figure,

with a battery connected at two of the
points of the diamond and a galvanome-
ter across the other two. When there
is no current passing through the meter,
it shows that the four resistances arc
balanced, and in proportion; that is, A
is to 15 as C is to IJ. 'flic voltage of
I he battery and the markings on the in-

strument need not be known or correct,
as the accuracy of the result dues not de-
pend on them. Fig. 1 shows a method of
applying the bridge principle to a coil as
it is being wound, so that one may know
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Windini: a Coil ot Wiie lo a Certain Resistance Is an
Easy Task When the Wheatstone Iiriclpc

Illustrated is Used

just where to cut off the wire to get

the light resistance. The galvanometer
should, of course, be as sensitive as pos-
sible; it is not difficult to make one from
a compass and a coil or two, or an ex-
cellent galvanometer can be obtained by
removing the resistance coil from any
good moving-coil voltmeter, or by con-

necting direct to the meter so as to by-
pass the resistance, 'flic resistances A.
It, and C must lie of known value, if the
• oil is to he made a definite number of
ohms, but if any one of them is of

known resistance, two more can be made
equal to it, by using ordinary bridge

methods, so that only one known resist-

ance is necessary at the start.

In the figure, the coil being wound
forms side L> of the bridge; the inner
end, or that next the meter, is grounded
on the dead center of the lathe or wind-
ing fixture, and a temporary contact is

made with the last turn wound by pierc-
ing the insulation. The pedal switch
shown serves two purposes: It connects
the battery in the circuit after the contact
is made at I), and, as the pedal is further
depressed, shorts out a resistance. This
resistance is in series with the battery,
and should be high enough to protect the
meter from the high current which will

result if the four sides of the bridge are
much out of balance. When the first
contact of the pedal switch closes and it

is seen that only a small deflection ap-
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pears oil the meter, then the pedal can
he pressed farther down, shortening out
the resistance and giving greater accu-
racy in balancing the coil resistance
against resistances A, 1?. ami C. Fig. 2
shows a simple and handy tool for mak-
ing the contact at I). Two pieces of
li her or hardwood arc pivoted together
at the middle; one is notched, and
through the other a sharp steel needle is

driven which is connected to the wire
leading to the bridge. By laying the
magnet wire in the notch and gently
closing the needle point against it. the
point will pierce the insulation sufficiently

to make contact, hut without damage of
any importance to the cotton or enamel
insulation.

THE BOY MECHANIC - I92G

Block for Multiple Radiophones

When more than one set of phones arc
used with a radio set. they should he con-
meted in series; it is also best to shunt

lU-'k fur Connecting One tit Two Sun cf Ear
1‘Iiuihs to the Radio S't: ’the Ifficiouy of the
Phone? i* Increased l»y a Small Fixed Con-

dviiscr uciov. tho Phone Circuit, as Shown

a small fixed condenser across the circuit,

as in the diagram.
T he Mock illustrated for connecting the

two sets of phones is fitted with three

binding posts, which are mounted in a
shaigbt line. The central post is of the

tv. *i hole type and is left "blind,” not be-

ing connected in the circuit. The two
end binding posts are of the ordinary
type ami are connected in the circuit in

the usual manner. The posts arc spaced
about :

;i in. apart, and the fixed con-
denser is connected across the two out-
side ones. When only a single pair of
phones is used, the tips are fastened in

the end posts, as shown at the left, hut
when two sets ;.i” used, the connections
aie made as at the right.— \V. C. Michel,

Jersey City, N. J.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1919

Cage-Type Aerial Highly Recommended
to Amateurs

The cage type of aerial is gaining con-
siderable favor with commercial and ama-
teur operators, as it is easy to construct,
economical in the number of insulators
required, eliminates much trouble due to
poorly soldered joints, occupies less space,
and offers less resistance to the wind than
the old Hal-top type. Height is essential
i" this type, as the lead-in is also of the
cage type, which adds to the capacity of
the aerial. Willi this kind of antenna
and Icad-iu it is possible to get greatly

I lie Car.c Type Aerial ii llip.hly Recommended to
Amateiii*. ax h Is i lie M.wt Efficient Type fur
Stations Opcratini: on a 200-Meter Wove Length

increased range of radiation on 200 meters.
A good ground system is required, and
good results cannot he obtained without
g -ing as much attention to the ground-
ing as to any other detail of the trans-
mitting equipment. Either a suspended
counterpoise or buried ground should he
used, the latter being formed by burying
00-ft. lengths of No. M bare copper wire
in the ground, the wires being laid to
radiate fanwise under the aerial. This size
hare copper wire is also used in the con-
struction of the cage aerial, and a long
insulator is used at each end of the cage;
the spreaders or hoops are made of heavy
wire, or discarded bicycle rims, which arc
light ami strong, can he used, the separate
wires forming the cage being secured to
the hoops by several turns of wire, and
then soldered. The ends of the wires arc
brought together, carefully soldered, and
fastened securely to the insulators. The
lea T-::i wires arc soldered to the cage
wires, ami too much emphasis can hardly
he placed oil the necessity of careful sol-
dering, as loose joints greatly reduce effi-

ciency. All guv wires should he "broken
up" with small insulators. The masts
that support ihc aerial should both he of
the same length so that each end of the
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aerial will be the same distance from the
ground.

I HE BOY MECHANIC - 1925
,
i

A-Iligh-Tonc Radio Buzzer

A buzzer with a clear, high-pitched
time is very desirable fur radio-testing
purposes, but, while il can be bought.

OiHrntc«1 I»y n Flai-Typc Haitctv. This
Miniature Rtix/.rr I'rotlutr* llw llij;li-riul«ol

Tune So Dcniiable fur K.i«lio*Truling Putpowj

such inslrumenls are usually large, ami
cannot be used with a flashlight battery
without exhausting il quickly. The home-
made buzzer illustrated, however, is very
small, and is particularly designed for

Hashlight-ballery service.

The magnets an wound around cores
made from 6-32 iron machine screws. :

;'i

in. long, the hexagon heads of which
arc tiled round. 'Flic spool ends are made
from liber disks, V\i; in. in diameter, and
boles are drilled through them to make
a light lit on the screws. A space, V-
in. long, is left between the disks for the

winding, which is of No. 32 insulated

wire; No. 30 wire, which is a t ri lie* larger,

can also he used, if necessary. Wind the
.'pace between the disks full. and. when
finished, bring the ends out through small
bole;; drilled in the disks, as shown. 'I hen
solder together the ends of the wires

that begin the winding. One of the out-

side wires is grounded to the metal
frame, and the other is connected to a
binding post.

A piece of fairly stiff spring steel is
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used for t li c vibrator, which is mounted
on the frame with a screw and two small
washers. The tension screw merely
presses against the vibrator. Contact
points from spark coils, cither new ones
or old, which can he obtained for the
asking at almost any garage, arc soldered
to the vibrator and the contact screw.

A piece of thick sheet brass or iron is

cut to the pattern shown; then the neces-
sary holes arc drilled and tapped as in-
dicated, a %3-in. tap being used for the
threads. The screw holes at the center
of the frame can he made to any con-
venient size; these holes arc for the
>ciews that fasten the instrument to its

base. The bracket for holding the con-
tact screw is made from a separate piece
and mounted independently. After the
hole for the contact screw has been
diilled and tapped, a slot is cut through
l lie bracket, and the ends squeezed to-
gether a little, to make a tight fit on the
screw and prevent it from working loose.
After all holes have been drilled and
lapped, the frame is bent up as indicated
by the doi.’cd lines. Two binding posts
are used for connecting the wires to the
coils and contact -screw bracket.— llarry
I.. Gray, Independence, la.

I HE BOY MECHANIC - 1925

A Simple Radio-

Transmitting Set

By F. L. BRITON

A SIMPLE spark-coil radio-transmit-
ting set can be used where messages

arc to he sent over a short distance. The
complete outfit can he put into a small

suitcase, and is well adapted to the needs
of outers in motor cars or boats, and for

hoy-scout field work.
The necessary instruments composing

the set are the following: a high-tension
jump-spark coil, of which different si/.cs

can he purchased, good results having
been obtained for distances up to 16

miles with the ignition coil from a stand-
ard light automobile; a key, an ordinary
telegraph key answciing the purpose, and
a spark gap, which may he made from
two zinc-baticry electrodes mounted in

two upright fiber posts. A condenser and
helix will also he needed; (he condenser
stores up the energy, which is then dis-

charged across the spark gap, and pro-
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SPARK-COIL HELIX -IS TURNSTRANSMUTING KO.I4 DARE-COPPER
CONDENSER WIRE

2INC SPARK (gf.gap \
OAKELITE
IUW..4-DIA
7'LONG

DAITLRy/

T^PLAtC

(..COPPER OR
,

|

TIN KXLJ/Mj

CRNOiNStn

A Vii y Simple Tr.iiumluinr Sn foi ilie R.vlio Am.-itcui : Ii cun l»e Hailed inio .1 Suilcaw. Mnkini; It Suit-
.-.Me lor Hoy Seoul 4 or bimilar 0(f!anl»Uon«. All ilic InMnimriit* may l>e Made at Home, if Dciired,

Making Him a V»iy Cheap Set. and One Well AJaplcd to the Needs of the llcciimcr

•luces I lir oscillations that arc thrown
Into space from the antenna in the form
of waves.

I he condenser can he mad? from a

number of glass plates with sheets of tin-

foil liftween them. Old -I by 5-in. or 5

by 7-in photographic negatives, from
which 1 he emulsion has been removed,
will answer the purpose; the tinfoil

sheets arc cut */• in. smaller than the

plates, anti a tab, or car, is left projecting
for connecting the lead wires to each
sheet. In assembling the condenser, the

tinfoil sheets arc placed between the glass
plates so that the tabs of alternate pieces
will project from opposite sides. The
condenser unit may consist of live sheets
of foil and six glass plates. After as-

sembling, bind the unit together and
place in a cigar box. tilling the surround-
ing space with melted insulating com-
pound, or p-raflin, to make a compact
article for a portable set. If the trans-
milter is to he stationary, the condenser
may he supported on wooden blocks in a
pan, into which enough insulating or
transformer oil to cover the unit is

poured. Any desired capacity can be ob-
tained by adding the proper number of
condensers.

’The helix consists of 45 turns of No.

M bare-copper wire, which is wound
around a grooved bakclitc tube, 4 in. in
diameter and 7 in. long. Spring clips are
soldered to the wires from the aerial,
ground, and spark gap, as shown in the
diagram. Four dry cells give good re-
sults for short-distance work. When
these arc used, they may be connected
in series, as shown in the upper part of
the drawing; another method of connect-
ing them is in series-multiple, as shown in
the insert. This distributes the load, and
makes the battery last longer.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1925

Resistance Units from Film Spools

Fine resistance units for the use of
electrical experimenters can he made
from old film

spools. The
spools can he
had from any
photographer
for the ask-
ing. and it is

on these that
the resistance
wire is wound,
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the cmls bc-

soldered to the inct.il flanges of the
spool. A holder, such as the one shown
in the drawing, is used, and consequently
all the resistance spools must be the same
length, liy winding a number of spools
with a varying number of turns of resist-
ance wire, and marking the known resist-
ance on them, it is a very simple matter
to substitute one sp'oi for another by
inserting it between the clips, in the same
manner as a cartridge fuse. The ends of
the spools bearing against the clips are
polished bright, to provide a good con-
tact. and the clips should press tightly
against them.

Novel Radio-Rheostat Mounting

When making a radio set that was in-

tended to be as compact as possible, it

was discovered that it was out of the
question to
m o uni t h e

pa n e 1 -

1

y p e

rheostat in the

usual manner.
The difficulty

was overcome

knor nn*c»TAT

CONTACT

EXPOSED PA’.IT or KNOB

instead o‘ ver-

licallv. A slot /\ RAISE i|

was cut in the nameplate
panel, through
which the rheostat knob projected about
'/ns in. Thus the knob could easily be re-

volved with the thumb or forefinger to

anv desired adjustment.

tilt? BOY MECHANIC - 1925

Simple Mounting for Small Motor

When using a small electric-battery
motor for different experiments in the
amateur's lab-

oratory, it is

g c ii c rail y
f o u u d that
the units,
w h e n c o n -

i looted in the
usual manner,
arc awkward
to move
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about. T o
combine liic

two, the mo-
tor is mount-
ed oil the top

of the dry cell

by means of two steel, brass, or copper

strips, attached to the underside of the

motor base, bent as shown, and clamped

to the binding posts of the battery. A
switch of the type illustrated, or of any

other type desired, is connected to the

binding posts on the base of the motor,

so that the latter can be started and
stopped as desired.—'W. A. Saul, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

HIE UOY MECHANIC -1925

A Small Electrically

I-Iealed Steam Boiler

IlY A. N. CAI’KON

A UKHAT litany amateur mechanics
* have frequent need of some appara-
tus that will supply steam under light

pressure for the operation of model en-

gines, turbines, and such im idcnlal work
as opening storage batteries

;
and it is

for just such purposes that the electrically

heated boiler shown in the drawing was
designed.

First, an earthenware bottle, or jug, of

the size required is obtained; this is cut

off about 3'j in. from the base, the opera-
tion being easiest performed on an emery
grinder. Two pieces of hard carbon arc

•cqtiircd, which are drilled and formed to

the dimensions shown in the drawing, the

bottom of the larger piece being cutaway,
is indicated. Jo permit free circulation of
\.airr around and through the healing
element. IJo'.h carlxm pice.'*; arc drilled

to take brass studs which may be made by
(Invading short lengths of vfe-iu. brass
r« •«! : these are screwed into the holes
drilled !*»r them, or they may be held by
means of small metal pins.

The carbon beating elements arc to be
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An Electrically Heated Steam Generator tor flic Amateur Mechanic** Laboratory Which will Simply Sufficient
..learn for llie Oiwaiiou of UspeiimcnUl Kucincs, without Fire Dancer

assembled In •.•.oilier in the bottom of llie

earthenware «:np so that there is \U in.

between them, and holes to accommodate
the studs must he drilled through the bot-
tom. This is accomplished by first chip-
ping oil the glaze and drilling the boles
with a twist drill kept moistened with
turpentine. The holes Having been drilled,

a boiler is made from sheet brass, copper,
or iron to correspond with the dimensions
of the earl henware jar, as shown in the
drawing, with a horizontal support for the
jar to rest upon.
This latter piece, which forms the top

of the lire box, is drilled to give ample
clearance for the studs and should be free

from contact with them, as indicated. To
prevent any possibility of the water or
steam working its way between the
earthenware jar and llie boiler shell and
out at the bottom, the seam should be
silver soldered, after the shell has been
riveted in place, all lict&gh brazing would
be better. The heating element is then
placed in position and insulated from the

metal boiler with liber disks, as indicated.

a similar disk of soft rubber being used
to prevent escape of steam or water. 'The

top of the boiler is equipped with a steam
valve, and the other necessary fittings, in-

cluding a vent for filling the boiler, arc
brazed or riveted to the boiler shell. It

will be impossible to rivet this piece in
place unless it is concaved or “dished,”
with a flange around the edge for the
rivets. To simulate the appearance of lire

underneath the boiler a colored miniature
lamp may be mounted in the fire box as
indicated, or by placing the light behind
a fire door that has openings covered with
red and orange glass.

The efficiency of such a boiler is quite

high ; the water enters through the four
open spaces in the bottom of the outer
carbon and is heated as it ascends through
the annular opening of the heating ele-

ment. The water is healed to the boiling
point by its own resistance to the passage
of current through it. The fire danger
that attends the usual alcohol lamp is

eliminated, and if the boiler goes dry,
the current is automatically shut off.
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without uiuhic heating at llic gap, as ex-
perienced with the old-style helix. The
pancake transformer has made possible
some remarkable records in amateur sta-

te- 1920 lions and nearly all of the
^ • record holders use it.

The woodwork may he
?;.x7o-cito^- any variety of wood,

stained and finished to

the satisfaction of the
maker; poplar or birch
will he found easy to
work, and will take a
mahogany finish well.

The base and uprights
arc cut to the dimensions
given, and assembled
with Hi-in. wood screws,
driven through the bot-
tom of the base. The
brass rod is threaded and
provided with a washer
and nut at each end.
Two wooden disks are
screwed to the hack of
both primary and sec-

ondary crosspieces with
I -in. screws, and the

crosspieces are slotted to

take the required num-
ber of turns of ribbon.
This ribbon may be of

either copper or brass, about Via in. thick
by Vi in. wide; it may be made up from
a number of short pieces soldered to-
gether. or bought in one length, from
any dealer in radio supplies. Clamps, in

the form of light wooden strips, for hold-
ing the turns in place arc fastened over
the slots, so that there is no possibility

• »f the ril.b-.s. working out of position. A
''hiding post may be used at each outside
ribbon terminal'if desired, the lead wires
to the condenser and aerial being soldered
to standard helix clips, or clips can he
used at all points. The clips from ail old

knife switch make ideal contacts.—i'\ L.
J Srit tin, Chicago, 111.

Ail Oscillation Transformer

Ar.niAi

n iuom
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TOGAP

bpat.s noi>. 17
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I4TV*»«3
of PiceoN

SLOVft.2l*XI».l APART
I f- JWr.

.ICIMOO ri! r A*.T»t«ll IO
CllOSflPItCCU

garage. Two sets of wires are run from the
radio set to the garage, each set ter-
minating. at the garage end, in a plug
n...i will lit in the dash-lamp socket on
the car and truck. The house ends of
the wires arc connected to the set in
place of the IS-batlery. When the two
motors are brought in in the evening, the
dash bulbs arc removed and the wires
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plugged in. This arrangement gives a
21 -volt Il-baltcry of great power. A
i licoslal is used to step down the voltage
Id flint found to he the most efficient
r
-'i‘ l he particular type of vacuum tube
used. The amount of current drawn
from the storage batteries is, of course,
restored t lie next day, when the motors
are running.—Philip A. Wall, Bedford,
Massachusetts.

How to Make an
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•me end to accommodate the six brass

blades. The blades are soldered into the

slots, and, although supported for only

half their width, as shown, are sufficiently
rigid to stand without additional support.
The combination blower and heater is

held to the electric motor by strips
screwed to the blower and to the motor
shell.

To make the heating unit, obtain a

Electric Hair Drier

By A. 1 1. SCOTT

pohcelain tuol

DETAIL OF HEAT UNITCLAMP
3MECT onASS

FAN PLAUC

DETAIL OF FAN DCARII40

WWCII4
MANDLt.

An Electric Hair Drier Made from a Small Elcc-
Hk-Kaii Motor: A Blower inside the Sheet-Brass
Housin': Forces the Air over an ElccU Scil-KcsiM-
ancc llcatim: Coil. Kaisini: It tp n Temperature

Sufficient for Quick Drying

push pur ion
SWIICH \

TIIR only parts of the electric hair
drier illustrated that require to be

made, arc tile blower and healing unit

over which the air is driven to raise it

to a temperature high enough for speedy
<1 iving.

Two pieces of sheet brass, as illustrated,

will be require:! for the sides of the fan
housing, as well as a strip of the same
material to form the top and bottom. The
fan bull, or bearing, is made from a pie.ee

of round brass or iron, slotted across

porcelain insulating tube such as used
in ordinary bouse wiring, with an out-
side diameter of 1 in. This tube is cut
off 31/2 in. from the shoulder end, and
used as :• core for 32 turns of .025-in.

German-silver resistance wire. Wind the
v.bv ' igiitly so that there will be a space
of V.rz to lie. in. between turns, to prevent
short-circuiting. The ends of the first

and last turns should be passed through
'x-in. holes drilled through the tube.
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When drilling llie lube, it should he
plugged with wood and held in a vise,

the jaws of which arc protected with
wood; an ordinary twist drill is used.
The leads connecting the healing unit to
the circuit must be asbestos-covered.
The heating unit should be centered out

of contact with the blower housing. This
is done with two brass rings, one at each
end of the tube, cut from I -in. brass pipe.

These rings should fit snugly over the
ends of the porcelain tube and be insu-
lated from the winding by asbestos wash-
ers. The rings arc tapped at opposite
sides to receive four machine screws.

When assembling the blower, care
should be taken to avoid projecting
screws that would catch the blades. The
finished drier can be provided with a
wooden handle, and this can be clamped
lo an iron base in the manner illustrated,

so that it can be used either in the hand
or upon a table.

H IE HOY MECHANIC - 1925

Switch to Brighten Auto Headlights

On a light automobile where the head-
lights arc supplied with current generated

by the magneto, the lamps usually burn

brightly '• lieu the car is running in high
gear at slow speeds. For country driv-
ing, or wherever a bright light is desired
with the car traveling at moderately slow
speed, a simple arrangement for lighting
one headlight brilliantly may be made by
placing a push button, such as used for
the horn, on the left side of the clutch
pedal, running one wire from the button
to a ground on the car frame, and another
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to the light, as shown in the diagram.
When this button is pressed, the current
flows only through the right lamp, causing
it to burn brightly. The position of the
button requires the use of the left foot
to depress it, and consequently the car
cannot he placed in low gear and the
motor raced without releasing the pres-
sure on the button, as otherwise the heavy
current would burn out the bulbs.—G. A.
Luers, Washington, 1). C.

THE BOY MECHANIC - 1925

A Simple Electrical-Resistance Coil

A cheap resistance coil for arc lamps
can easih he made l*y any amateur clec-
tiiciau from a length of stovepipe, suit-

ably insulated
and w o u u <1

with resist-
ance wire.

An 1
8 - i n

.

length of 5*/a-

iu. stovepipe
is the founda-
tion for the
coil, and this

is covered
with a piece

of sheet asbestos, cement-
ed lo the pipe with water
glass (sodium silicate).

The resistance is composed
of about 125 turns of '/m-iii.

iron wire, the turns being spaced about
V32 in. apart. A brass rod. held at its

ends in porcelain insulators, is spaced
about in. away from I lie winding. The
insulators arc seemed to the opposite
ends of the stovepipe by wire loops The
upper end of the rod is connected Jo one
side of the arc-lamp circuit, and the upper
end of the resistance winding connected
to a binding post. A strip of stilt sheet
brass, about 1 by 1 by 3 in., is bent to
the foi m indicated, provided with an in-

sulated kuoh. and pushed under the brass
rod and against the coils. The resistance
of the circuit is controlled by moving the
brass slide up oi down. About 250 ft. of
wire will !••• required for the winding, and,
when iv mpleted. the resistance can he
mounted “ii a piece of asbestos, liber, or
plaster board.—Frank 1’.. II owe, Los
Angeles, Calif.
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“Forming” Electrolytic Rectifier Plates

The operation of an electrolytic recti-

fier depends upon the formation of an
insulating film on the aluminum plates
when the current Hows from the electro-
lyte to the plate, thus opening the circuit.

^4«. Cpumw
from ‘the" plate

WV'T .—iron to the solu-

HO-VOLT AC UNt ‘»?n will dis-

y

/ :

^ ^ Slpalc this
(~T ^ H film ami per-

RCCTiricR ctLL-\ji/ mit the cur-

ALUMINUM < - ^ l° PaSS -

It is necessary
that the plates he “formed” before the rcc-

I ili'-T is pcrinancully connected in the cir-

cuit. The electrolytic rectifier, described

on page '159 of the March, 1929. number,
has the plates connected to the line, hence
excessive current will flow until the plates

are formed. The formation may be
brought about by the heavy current in due
course, but the preferred method is to

connect the device as shown in the dia-

RCCTiriCR CELL--

ALUMINUM

gram.
The cell is left connected, as shown,

until the lamps go out, indicating that

the film is formed and the circuit is open.

The length of lime required for this

formation varies greatly, depending upon
the grade of aluminum used. Some plates
will form at practically the first surge of
current, others take an hour or more; the
formation can be hastened by scratching
the surface of the plates with a wire brush.
When in use, the device will pull a little

over four amperes, and the more perfect
the plate formation, the closer tlu* current
will he to this figure. After the plates
have heeu formed, the rectifier is con-
nected in the circuit according to the dia-
gram shown in the previous article.

Owing to the fact that alloys of alumi-
num are sometimes sold as pure alumi-
num, a s*‘t of plates may not function
properly. Should this happen, and the
plates not form within hour, it is ad-
visable to try another electrolyte. A com-
mon one consists • »

• a saturate! I solution
of ammonium phosphate, to which is

added a few drops of acid to reduce the
resistance. The plates should also be
formed in this solution. There is no ques-
tion of the rectifier working properly once
the plates are formed.
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A Simple Dimming Switch

The drawing shows a very sensitive and
simple dimming switch for use with an
electric incandescent lamp, in locations
where a dim light must be kept burning
constantly. A liard-fibcr, or bakclilc, rod
is turned down, as shown, to form a

plunger, leaving
cnoti g li o f t h c
original diameter
to form a head,
w It i c It is then
knurled. A por-
tion of the length
of this rod, at the
u p per c u d

,
is

threaded to lit the
tapped hole in the
mercury container.
The latter consists

of another piece of
rod which is bored
and tapped, the di-

ameter of the hole
below the thread

being slightly larger than the plunger.
The plunger is drilled, along the vertical

axis, with a Vw-in. drill, a copper wiic be-
ing run through the hole, and projecting
through the bottom of the plunger.

Resistance wire is then wound around
the outside of the plunger, being firmly
fastened at the bottom and led in at the
top through another Vio-in. bole parallel-
ing the center one. At the bottom of the
container, a small quantity of mercury is

placed
;

as the container is screwed up-
ward, the mercury rises in the annular
space between plunger and container, so
that the current flows through less of the
resistance wire, thus increasing the cur-
rent strength until full light is obtained.
Screwing the container downward, of
course, icvcrscs ibis process. This type
of switch lias been successfully used on
small motors and baking ovens, in addition
lo lamps.—W. Durr Bennett', ilonesdale,
Pennsylvania.
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How to Build an Adjustable Bridging

Condenser

An adjustable bridging condenser for
wireless work, that will serve as well as
the high-priced manufactured articles on
the market, can be built easily and cco-
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liomic.'tlly. It will work in the ground
lead in C. \Y. transmission sets, but when
used for this pin pose, l lie mica slioidd

he of the best ((iialily, and all mails, when
clamped together, should be tested out
with 51)0 volts of direct current before
installation. This condenser works nicely
in receiving sets, and can be made in

various capacities, which are cut into and
out of the circuit bv the fan switch.
The eight condenser units arc made

up of 2-in. squares of tinfoil, clamped
between 2',y-in. square mica sheets. Make
one unit with five sheets of foil and the
remaining seven with three sheets of foil

each. The foil sheets arc cut out with a

tab at one edge which projects beyond
the mica plates.

In assembling the first unit, a mica
sheet is laid on the table, a tinfoil sheet
placed on it with the lab projecting to
the light, another mica sheet placed on
top, and the next tinfoil sheet placed
with the tab pointing to the left, and so
on until the five sheets of foil and six
sheets of mica arc assembled. The re-

maining units arc assembled in the same
manner, tin? tabs of the alternate sheets
being brought out at opposite sides.

After assembling each unit, bind it with
electrician's tape, or bolt the \vh*»le num-
ber of units together uctwccn metal
plates and impregnate with parnlVm. The
foil tabs arc all brought together at the

An Efficient Dtiflr.ii'C Condenser That can Easily he
Built at Low Cost anil That will Work Well in the
Ground Lead of Continuous-Wave Sen: It Works
Nicely in Receiving Sets and can be Made in Various

Capacities
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ends and a lead wire soldered to each,
the whole being bridged at the back, as
shown, and the leads brought out to con-
tacts in the bakelite top of the cabinet;
16 points arc used, eight of these are idle
or dead taps, and merely serve to carry
the swiick blade smoothly. The switch
blade is formed from sheet aluminum and
screwed to the underside of the switch
knob. If sheet aluminum is not to be
bad, use one of the fixed plates of an ordi-
nary variable condenser, and saw out the
radial tceih, as shown. The five-sheet

unit :s connected to the first point, shown
at the left in the wiring diagram.
The cabinet is made from %-in. stock

to the dimensions given, and the lead

wires arc brought to binding posts in the
top. The cabinet should he finished to
correspond to the finish of the other in-
struments. This condenser can also he
back-mounted on the panel, instead of
making it into a separate unit, if so de-
sired.— I\ L. Urittin, Chicago, III.
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liurglar-Alarm Circuit

The burglar-alarm circuit shown in the
drawing cannot he pul out of order with-
out giving an alarm. The only special

APPARATUS

CLOSED CIRCUIT

ALARM LOOP

CONTACTS RINa ALARM

1CICORAPH
n*I.AY (AlfV
RESISTANCE )

CONTACTS RING
ALARM IP OPENED

RESISTANCES OF
IOO OHMS EACH

HELL DAY ITU/

A ISuri;kr-Alaim Circuit Thai cannot be Tampered
With without GivinK an Alarm; Sliort-Cucuitcd

or j>:ol:cn Wires Cause the Bell to Ring

apparatus required arc a relay, which may
he of most any type, four coils of equal
resistance, and the closed-circuit battery.

With the alarm circuit completely con-
nected as shown, the relay will remain in-
operative because both sides of the bat-
tery, positive and negative, are connected
tt> each end of the relay winding through
equal amounts of resistance. The relay

is in a neutral position with respect to the
battery ami receives no current. Now,
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should I hr side of the bridge forming the
aUirm loop become unbalanced. short-cir-
cuited, or broken, the current would flow
through I he relay winding, causing it to
operate and ring the hell, or other alarm
device.—C. M. Crouch, Minneapolis, Minn.
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IIow to Make a High-Speed Key

The “hug” or vibrating key has become
quite popular with radio amateurs, and
can no longer he considered the exclusive

to n»AusronMtn
SILVCK CONTACTS

AUJUftima SCncw
c“r.rAiuv A
OLAOC

Oahu <U
MANOLt

QAKCUIC HAM.
noutiCM Tin

^ TO A.c. IIO-VOU Line

A Vibrnlor-Type Transn.iulnr Key (or ilic A.iutcur
U-ilio Operator, Wlilili j* Iinill Up (rum Iviaily OI».
l.iiuablr I’aits, Moke* It Possibla to Develop Gicat

Seiuliug Speed

properly of the commercial or profes-
sional operator. This type of key was
first used by wire-telegraph operators to
atlain great speed, ami, as it is easy to
build and easy to operate, it is really a
great improvement over the old-fashioned
type of key. The movement of the key is

from side to side instead of up and down,
and with a little practice ama/.ing speed
in sending can he acquired. However, the
operator should exercise some judgment,
and not use so great a speed that he can-
not transmit correctly.
The base, which is made of

j
j-iu. bake-

lile, is supported on rubber feet to permit
the wires to he run on the underside, as
shown by the dotted lines on the draw-
ing- The vibrator, or blade, can he made
from any of various materials, such as a
I bin. flexible nail tile, hacksaw blades, and
the like, although an artist's spatula, as
shown in the drawing, makes nil ideal
Made. The original handle of the spatula
is removed, and two strips of bakclitc are
cut to form an insulating handle, which
is held together hv small machine screws.

so placed as not to come into contact with
the blade. A Vs-iu. hole is drilled near
the other end of the blade, which is sup-
potted between brackets of the type
shown; these are formed from Vn-\u.
sheet brass, and the blade is securely fas-

tened between them by a screw. Machine
screws arc used for attaching the brack-
ets to the base. Tile front brackets, near
the handle, arc made of the same material
ami to the same dimensions as those hold-
ing the blade at the rear. These brackets
me mounted on a brass strip, and each is

provided with a knurlcd-hcad screw, as
indicated. Coin-silver contacts are sol-
dered to the tips of these screws and to
the Made, at the points where it makes
contact with the screws.
Adjustments arc easily made when the

blade is in position, by merely turning the
thumbscrews. When the key assembly is

completed, one wire is led from the base
of the contact-point brackets to one of
the binding posts, and another is led from
the supporting brackets at the end of the
blade to the second binding post. Owing
to the fact that the steel blade always
tends to straighten itself no switch is

needed, because, if the contact points are
adjusted to a uniform distance from the
blade, it will not come into contact with
them when not in use. After the wiring
is completed, and the terminals soldered,

RLPAIKLO
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•ogclhcr. To facilitate soldering, the ends
arc pried up slightly and a piece of wood,
or a piece of an old separator, is slid under
the cut, which is then cleaned, lliixcd,

bent hack into place, and soldered.
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Variometer-Winding Form

oniviNo nn,
6CKrw

Amateurs who wish to lmi{d their own
radio instruments will find the stator-coil

winding form illustrated a great conven-
ience. The larger piece is the form
proper; it is made of hardwood, the

radius of the section on which the

wire is wound being the same as the

radius of the winding seat in the stator

half, less twice the over-all thickness of

the wire used. A cylindrical section, a

few inches long, is turned on the smaller

side of the form, and the face on the

larger side is .recessed to take the plug
shown. This plug may he of hardwood
or metal, as preferred

; it »s drilled to lit a

driving pin driven into ih form, and is

centered, as is
COM r*AClino lllc opposite

end of the
form, to per-

mit winding
between lathe

or other cen-
ters. The form
is slotted, as

shown, for a
portion of its

length, and lilted with a screw and nut.

When the form has been wound, and

the stator half coaled with adhesive,
the form is dropped into place and
weighted or clamped until the cement is

dry. Then the contracting screw is

tightened, and the form can he removed
very easily.--! I. F. Lowe, Washington,
District of Columbia.
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Four-Way Switch Made from Old

Automobile Timer

Pl.OO*

WIHDIMO SPACC

f.I.OT

For low-voltage circuits, where there

arc not more than four diifcrcnt lines

over which the current is to lie distrib-

uted. an old timer from a light automo-
bile can easily he converted into a four-

way switch.

Make a base of insulating mate-
rial. about 8 in. square and I in. thick,

and drill a hob* ihiough the center as

large as the end of the shaft over which
the timer roller fits. Counlcrbore this

hole large enough to take a holt head,
and cut .1 similar depression in the top of
l he base; both should be concentric with
the hole. Get a boll over which the
timer roller will just slip, and */> in. longer
than the distance between the bottom of
the base and the top of the timer shell
when the latter is set oil the base. Cut
the threads the entire length of the holt,

file the head down to a thickness of about
'

i in., and drill a small hole V/2 in. from
the head. Push this boll through the

Four Klecliica' C.;oni* Controlled from One Switch:
Hie v wit eli is Made Iruir .1 Timer Taken

(torn a Lieht Automobile

In.ic from the bottom of the base, and run
on a locknut to hold it securely in posi-
tion. Then put on the roller, and pin il

to the bolt through the small hole, lie

sure the roller points exactly toward one
side of the base, and t lien lock the bolt
in that position. Connect the bolt head to
a large binding post in the base, just for-
ward of the roller; ibis is the ground-
wire post. Paint an arrow pointing from
this post toward the center. Drill a hole,
to fit the bolt, through the shell, place it

in position, and ittu a pencil around il to
mark its outline on the base. .Scribe a
second circle inside the first, % in. away
from it. A circular groove, % in. deep,
is cut out to serve as a track for (he edge
of the shell. Cut a wooden handle to fit

over the timer-rod arm, and boll it in
position. Paint numerals oil the shell in
the order shown, opposite the terminals.
Finally, slip the bl.cil over the holt, pul
on a spring washer, and ,*un oil the nut,
turning the latter down just enough to
hold the shell in the track and allow il to
he turned around easily with the handle.
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Fasten llic base to the table, or bench,
and drill a hole in it, one on each side of

the base.

Connect flexible cords to the timer
terminals, allowing plenty of slack, and
run them through the holes, where they

are looped over the weighted policy

shown. Knell cord is then hastened to
the underside of the bench. Set a knife

switch in the ground line beyond the

base.

To operate, open the ground switch,

swing the nninher of the circuit desired

around toward the arrow, throw in the

switch again, and only that circuit will be
in operation.—L. II. Bobbins, Harwich.
Massachusetts.
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IIovv to Make a Simple Ammeter

Sometimes, for experimental purposes
or in order to get a rough idea of compar-
ative amounts of current Mowing through
a circuit, a simple ammeter is necessary;
where a regular ammeter is not available,
the one shown in the drawing will answer
all requirements.

It is based on the well-known physical

A lfomeniftile Ammrtcc hy Mcmi-. of Which flic Eke-
Uicrtl Hxihm iincittcf I* Able to Make Reasonably Ac-
curate Rc:«<1iiif*s of ihc Amount of Current Flowing

through a Circuit

principle that an electromagnet will at-
tract either the north or south pole of a
permanent magnet, according to the direc-
tion in which the current is Mowing
through the electromagnet.
Make a suitable wo<»b u base and attach

to one edge ail upright hoard, about 6 by
10 in. In the center of the base, and close

to the vertical piece at the back, place ail
electromagnet, either bought for the pur-
pose or made by winding a number of
turns of wire around nil iron holt; this
need not he elaborate so long as it creates
magnetism.
Next, cut out an arm about 0 in. long,

of stiff brass: point one cud and cut an
opening in the arm. wide enough, and of
such a shape as to permit the arm. to
swing without sliding. -I in. from the lower
cud. I be bottom, or blunt end, of (be
pointer is fastened to the center of a piece
of magnetized steel, formed in the shape
of an arc with a 4-in. radius. Then hang
the arm in position by placing the shit
over a screw driven into ‘he hack hoard,
in such a position that the steel magnet
will swing about •/* in. above the coil. The
screw should have its top surface filed

down to a knife-edge so that the pointer
can swing with the least possible amount
of friction.

'Connect the electromagnet to the two
binding posts and then make a scale which
can be lacked to the back under the end of
the pointer. The instrument should lie

tested with a regular ammeter and the
readings marked accordingly oil the scale.
W hen using, set the instrument in a

steady position so that the pointer will be
at the center of zero point of the scale,
and connect the magnet to the source of
current; the action of the electromagnet
will then pull one end or the other of the
magnet down to it, which will swing the
pointer either to the right or left ami
indicate the amount of current.— L. U,
Bobbins, Harwich, Mass.
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liell Gives Two Distinct Signals

In the installation of doorbells it is

customary to use both a bell and a buzzer,
in order to distinguish between signals
from the front and rear floors. Hy the
arrangement described. Ihc buzzer i.i

eliminated, and the hell circuit so mod-
ified that one
hell will give
two flist in cl
signals, a l ing
when the Iml-
t o li at the
front door is

pushed, and a
buzz when the
button at the
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point where t lie

Is are connected
wire.

hack dour is

operated.
A tap is

taken from the
hell winding

ends from I lie

together. This
is brought out

at the

two CO
tap. « * f insulated

through a hole in the base, or a slit under
the cover of the he!!, and the circuit is

wired as in the drawing. The clapper is

adjusted so that the hammer is
:

'/xz in.

from the hell when the armature is at rest.

Current Hows through only one coil of
the hell when the button at the back door
is pressed. While the magnetic energy
of this single core will be sufiicicnt to
operate the armature, the clapper is not
brought up forcibly enough to have the

overthrow necessary to strike the

bell. Consequently, instead of ringing, the
bell simply buzzes. If, however, the but-
ton at the front door is pushed, both of
the bell coils receive current in the usual

manner and the magnetic effect of the

cores is, in this case, sufliciont to cause

the armature to operate with such force

that the clapper strikes the bell.

If batteries are used in place of a trans-

former. the circuit is the same as shown,
with the exception that the interrupter

contacts are not short-circuited.

—

II. II.

Sclinocklulh, Omaha, Neb.
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Tested Radio Grounds
By F. L. BKITTIN

A GOOD ground system makes great
things possible for 'he radio enthu-

siast. The grounds of the government
and commercial stations are very complex
and cover large areas. The average ama-
teur does not give enough attention l«» his

ground system; this is a mistake, as no
matter how good tile apparatus may he,

its elliciency is no greater than that of its

weakest point.

Soldered joints and a fairly heavy
ground lead, preferably of the seven-
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strand, rubber-insulated type, should he
used, and in choosing the best method for
grounding the station, the fact that the
wave length is governed by the length of
the ground lead as well as by the length
of the aerial must be taken into consid-
eration. The total length of the aerial is

always measured from the far end of the
aerial to the ground: after reaching the
ground, the main thing is to get a good
“hold" on it.

Many methods are in use, hut those
shown in the drawing give the best re-
sults. Figure 1 shows tl e most common
method, consisting of a 7 or 8-fl. iron rod
driven into the earth with the lead to the
aerial switch securely soldered to it. A
hole should he drilled through the upper
c'-d at the point of connection so .that the
wiie may he threaded through it before
soldering, thus insuring
a light joint. The meth-
od shown in Fig. 2 is an-
other much used system,
and consists in ground-
ing to a water pipe by
means of a clamp. The
pipe should he scraped
free of all paint before
the clamp is applied.

The water ground illus-

trated by Fig. 3 is very
cflicicut, although not a

common one, as the
water is not usually at

hand : a near-by well or
cistern can he used by
soldering a metal plate,

preferably copper, to the

end of the lead, and
dropping the plate into

the water.
I Ik Ii u r i c d - p I a l c

ground is shown in Fig.
•I. and consists of a number of copper
plates buried in the ground, the leads be-
ing connected at a common point. One
of the best systems in use is the buried

-

counterpoise type, shown in Fig. 5. A
number of trenches, about 10 or 15 in.

deep, arc dug, radiating in all directions
under the aerial, and No. 12 bare copper
wire is buried in them and brought to-
gether to a common point, whence the
lead is taken to the aerial or so-called
lightning switch. 'Twice as much wire is

buried as there is in the aerial; this makes
the best ground known, especially when
used in connection with the water ground
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A Number of l>ilfereni McIIhxU of Grounding Amateur Wireless Stations,
by Means of Whirl: the Efficiency of the Average A)>|>aialu»

may b« Materially Increased

in Pig. 3. A type of ground that lias been
used with excellent results is shown in
Pig. 6 and consists of a coil of 2-in. pipe,
lilletl with water, and buried 5 ft. under
ground. A suspended counterpoise is il-

lusl rated in l-'ij:. 7: this consists of a sec-
ond aerial suspended directly underneath
the aerial proper and connected to the
instruments in the manner indicated. The
results from this method are good when
the counterpoise is suspended about 15
ft. above the ground.
Whenever the ground or aerial is

changed or altered, the operator should
use 1

1

is wave meter to he sure that lie is

keeping within the 200-mclcr limit, and
should rciunc hi s transmitter.
Apropos of the 200-meter wave limit,

all amateur stations should make an effort

to gel down to this wave length. Nothing
will hurt the amateur radio enthusiasts
all over the country so much as disobey-
ing government regulations. 'The ama-
teur generally seems to be under the
impression that his infraction of this rule

passes unnoticed: this is not so. and. if

present regulations arc not adhered to.

I lie result will he that stricter laws will

he passed and enforced.
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Motorboat Illumination

P.ecnusc elect ••iciiy lacks the dangerous
and disagreeable characteristics of oil, it

is only natural t hat its use on motor craft

t« i may be U*e«l to Finnish All the Ctnrent Required,
While a Slot age Ratio y Takes Care ot Emergency

Demands

of various styles is becoming more and
more common.
The electrical system shown can be

c...ily installed, and advantage is taken of
the efficiency of tungsten lamps operated
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from a six-volt current. -Also, on account
of I lie low voltage. No. 14 gauge rubber-
Insulated wire can lie used without the
(rouble ami expense of putting it in metal-
lic conduit.
A generator having an output of from

6 to 8 volts, and an amperage of from

6 to 10, is needed to furnish the charg-
ing current. This is about the capacity
of the average automobile generator, and
as these can he picked up cheaply from
wreckers and secondhand dealers, the cost
will not he great. Such generators arc
usually designed to he driven by a silent
chain, and this arrangement should pref-
erably he adhered to, as the drive is more
positive than a bell drive. The storage
battery for emergency purposes can be
concealed in some accessible locker from
which the corrosive acid fumes can be
carried away by ventilation.
The drawing shows the appearance of

the small switchboard and its wiring ar-
rangement for use with such a system;
it is divided into four circuits, with a
volt and ammeter, a main switch, and a
small circuit breaker. It might be men-
tioned that the knife switches shown can
be replaced by the smaller and neater
snap switches. Circuit No. 1 takes care
of the three running lights, port, star-
board, and mast : circuit No. 2 is con-
nected to the toilet, galley, binnacle, or
an enginc-l rouble lamp as desirable,
while circuit No. 3 controls the cabin
lights, and circuit No. 4 lakes care of
the search light. Naturally, the circuits

and their arrangement arc merely sug-
gestive. but represent typical practice.

All the running lights should be con-
trolled directly from the switchboard, but
the others may be placed in key sockets.

During charging, it will he seen that

both volt and ammeters can he used, pro-
vided all the lighting circuits are open.
The circuit breaker should he set for the
correct charging current, and will take
care of this automatically. However, the
circuit breaker can he dispensed with by
frequently observing the lluctuatious of
the voltmeter, ruses in each circuit arc
inserted to prevent the battery from in-

jury through a short circuit.
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Removing Enamel Insulation

Amateur electricians have their troubles
winding coils with enamel-coaled wire.
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particularly with the finer sizes, as it is

very difficult to scrape olT the insulation
without breaking the wire. By passing
• he wire through the (lame of a gas burner
several times, the enamel will he melted,
and will drop off.— 1'aul 1. Schmidt, Menu,
Oklahoma.
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Handy Spools for Coil Winding

A good substantial spool is the first

step in winding any coil for an electro-

magnet, if it is to he prevented from col-

lapsing or "loosening up.”

Gel a piece of brass lulling a little

longer than the finished coil is to he;
thin brass tubing is best, but if it cannot
be had it is entirely possible to make one

from a piece
of sheet brass.

Tile joint need
n o l he so I-

d e r c d, a 1
-

though this is

advisable.

The ends of
the tube arc

slotted for a
short distance
with a hack-
saw, as shown
in the draw-
ing, to form
lips which are

bent over the coil cuds and serve to hold
them securely in place. The coil ends
are preferably made of fiber in the form
• •f washers, with the hole at (be center
just large enough to slip over the ends
of the tube. The lips arc bent over at

right angles, and care should he taken to

see that the ends arc perpendicular, as

failure in this respect i* sure to- make it

difficult to wind the coil evenly.

Several layers of paper arc glued or

pasted aiound the core, shellacked, and
allowed to become thoroughly dry before
starling the winding, and the coil, when
wound, should also be wrapped with one
or two la vers of shellacked paper to pro-

tect the wires from injury.—Curtis Rals-

ton. Springfield, Ohio.
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Milking High Frequency Oudin and Tesla Coils

By f. l. button

M.ecflo
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I.IICIl-FKKgi KNCY coils arc easy
lo make, ami llie uiatciials arc, for

(lie most pari, lo lie fouiul arouuil (lie

average radio laboratory. Most experi-
menters waul either an Oitdiu or a Tola
coil, anil as the* usually have all oilier

necessary cquipim'iit on liaml. such as
• raiisforincrs. high U nsimi cmlcnser. and
rolarv gap, ii is rouipurulivcly easy lo
gratify llieir ainliiiion.

The Amateur Radio Orerat>r of
I.lndle«l He»i need N«l Deny
llinmrlf N«rr«<.>iv IliitliKte-

<|iictivy Colin

To make an Oudin
coil, a caulh-nn! tube. 6
hy 1 1 in., is needed for

Hit* sccoudat. ’ this is

given I wo or I hive coals

of shellac, and when llie

Iasi coal lias dried, a
single layer of No. Jo
double silk-covered inng-

ml wire is wound on.
Sniil llie winding *-j in.

from llie upper end of
llie lulie, first fastening

I lie end and allowing a

loose end. of about X in.,

for connecting to the
brass rod. Wind lo within P j in. of the
lower end. Small holes arc made in llie

lube al llie slarl and finish of the wind-
ing. ami llie loose ends of wire are pulled

through and fastened. When the wind-
ing lias been i.ni'hcd. it is given a cal
of shellac, which is allowed lo dry thor-

oughly before proceeding further.

The wooden disks, as shown in llie

drawing, arc made lo lit into llie ends
of the secondary; the bottom disk is

screwed lo llie base, and llie lop one is

drilled through the center lo accommo-
date (he I rass rod leading lo llie ball,

and is then attached lo llie tube. A neat

cap for llie coil is made from a 7-in.

phonograph record; llie bole at llie

center being enlarged lo lake the brass
rod, and small boles be-

ing drilled at opposite
points for llie small
rouml-hcad wood screws
which arc used to fasten

it to the wooden disk.

Almost any junk yard
will yield the brass ball,

wliicii is of the type
commonly used on metal
bedsteads.

The base is preferably

made of bard wood,
which may be finished

as desired; it is sup-
ported and, al (be same
lime, insulated by rub-

ber crutch lips, which
are filled over wooden
pegs, one al each corner.

Oi-lin and Trt-« C"ih miv lie Made «»f Surli Simple Materials as Cardboard
Tubes. Diw.nJpl ITioiiopiaph Record*. Scran* ol bias*. Wood, and Fiber

"flic secondary having been completed
and connections made, the maker must
direct bis attention to the primary wiild-

ng. This winding consists of eight turns
-in. copper ribbon, which is held loof I

the base hv four wooden cleats, as indi-

cated; these deals arc slotted, to sepa-
rate the individual turns from each
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Ollier. Flexible leads, wiili helix clips at-
tached lo one end, are coiinccled to the
binding posts, as indicated, lo complete
the instrument. Using a '/i-kiv. trans-
former and a regular single-unit, oil-im-
mersed, high-tension type condenser,
sparks from 10 to 16 in. long can he
drawn from the coil, which is connected
in circuit as shown in the diagram.
The Tesla-type coil is simple to make

and operate, and consists of a secondary
winding of a single layer of No. 28 single
cotton-covered magnet wire over a well
shellacked 5 by 18-in. cardboard tube.
After I lie winding has been applied, it is

given two coals of shellac, each of which
is allowed to become thoroughly dry.

The wire is wound around the tube to
within I in. of each end. and two small
holes are punched through the cardboard
at the terminals, for drawing the wire
through and fastening it. After the wires
have been looped and made fast to the
tube, the ends are brought to the bind-
ing posts and soldered. The secondary
end disks are turned I «» lit the ends of
ih« tube Snugly, and are drilled through
th» ir centers lo receive the •"'i-m. glass

rod, or tube, which is supported in blind

holes in the cndpieces: this glass sun-
port is 21 in. long: if glass cannot he ob-
tained, a wooden rod of the same dimen-
sions will answer as well. The end

Mocks supporting the coil arc drilled at
the center of their upper edges to take
'••-in. rods of fiber, to the upper ends of
which the secondary binding posts are
screwed, as shown.
Seven turns of Via by %-in. brass ribbon

form the primary, the separate turns of
which arc held apart by means of wooden
strips, or cleats, to* which the ribbon is

fastened with small lacks or screws. The
terminals of the primary are brought out
and fastened to the bases of binding
posts, which are elevated from the

wooden base on short posts of hard rub-
ber or fiber. Sh.id.ir fiber posts, fastened
lo one of the cleats, arc used to support
the primary, ami keep it properly spaced
with relation to the secondary. The
wooden parts of the instrument arc made
from yellow pine to the dimensions
shown in the drawing, and finished with
lilac "c r. -i »hs* ’.•.uni paint, 'flic wire elec-

i.odes slide hack and forth through the

secondary binding posts, and regulate
the length of spark as desired. A Tesla
coil of this type is very powerful, and
with it many interesting experiments
with currents of high frequency can he

performed without difficulty.
a

The cir-

cuit in which a coil of this kind is used
requires the same type of condenser as

that shown in the wiring diagram of the

Oudiu coil.
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How to Make a Good
Mineral Detector

by f. l. BRrrriN

A MINKUAL detector should he a part
of every radio amateur's equipment,

as one never knows when the amlioii lube
may hum out, and Ibis sometimes hap-
pens light in the middle id an important
message; it is then very handy lo he able
to switch the mineral detector into the
circuit and continue receiving. A good
mineral detector is a part of almost all

commercial sets, where traffic must go oil

regardless of accidents. The detector dc-
sciibed here is simple to build, and can be
constructed from odds and ends about the
station.

The base is of bakc'ite. or may be of
any insulating material. by 2 by 5 in.;
the upright post is of %-in. brass rod. the

lower part. 2 in. long, drilled and threaded
at each end to take a %-in. brass machine
screw, the upper part being in. long,
drilled through to clear the upper binding
screw. This screw is 1% in. long and
(TO RECEIVERV ’HIM DRA£S fTl /\j STRIPS.

.
)) THREADED"!

THREADED ORA9S ROD

BRASS OLOCK *
\

^SPRING- GRASS WIRE

f f BRASS STRIP

TO RECEIVER

BAKE LITE

* MINERAL

SETSCREW

BRASS D*
OF SMOTGUn* SHELL *

A Simple but S*:b$umtSal “Cat Whisker’* Detector:
This should Be a Part of Every Kadio Outfit,

No Matter How Well Equipped
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serves lo hold the two Urass strips ill

place in addition lo acting as a binding
post, as shown in the drawing.

The small brass block is drilled to take

a small bolt, which clamps the brass strips

loosely, allowing a side swing to the

block. The block is also drilled and
threaded to tal e i he knur'.ed-hcad screw

lo whi.lt the spring wire is soldered; the
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Eliminating Spark on Bell Contacts

After installing a small step-down trans-
former lo operate the hells in my house,
I found that the contacts on the hells were
sparking badly, and would soon bum out.
Shunting a condenser across the contacts
to absorb the spark is a common practice,

and I decided to do this for each bell. To
avoid the necessity of buying another
condenser, I devised the method of wiring
shown in the drawing; this allows one
condenser to serve both hell and buzzer.
When the front-door hell is rung, the con-
denser is connected across its contacts
through the contacts on the buzzer, and
vice versa. This arrangement docs not

The Comlruser Coivicclcl across Rotli Hell »n>l Bur-
ner. n< Shown. Slot's Sparkini; at lh« Contact

»'• Us. Thus I’icvcmiliK Undue Wear

interfere with the simultaneous use of

both bell and buzzer.—C. M. Crouch, Min-
neapolis. Minn.
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Making Permanent Magnets by Use

of Altci Mating Current

In the amateur's laboratory it often
happi'iis that he desires permanently lo
magnetize steel parts, hill is not able to do

so without means
of rectifying the
commonly used al-

ternating current.
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This dillicultv can
he easily overcome
if the coil used to
magnetize the
pails is placed in

circuit with a fairly

heavy fuse, of 5 or
10 amperes, or
with a piece of
light copper wire,
as sho w n in the

sketch. When the
switch is closed, the fuse, of course, is

blown, but tin* instantaneous surge of
current in the coil is very great, and the

break so sudden that the steel is left

magm lized. The result is secured only if

the current happens to break near the
peal, of a wave, or alternation

; if not suc-
cessful the first time. I lie process must he
repeated.—A. Swenson. Okmulgee. Okla.
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A Wire-Splicing Tool

In splicing fence, telephone, and other
wires, the simple little tool shown in the
thawing will prove its value. It is made

from a piece
of flat iron
of a conven-
ient size, and
formed as in-

dicate d. A
hacksaw, or
file, is used
for cutting
out sections

V\ in. wide by
l'/i in. long,
on each side,

leaving a pro-
jecting tongue
which is bent

over into the form of a hook.
use, cross the wires to he joined,

hook the tool over one piece, and let the

I'

1 her wire lit into one of the notches.
The tool is then turned until the wire is

seen i civ wrapped, the operation being re-
peated with the remaining end of the
wire.- G. A. Tibbans, Galena, Kan.
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Electric Spotlight for Night Hunting
By AVERY E. GRANVILLE

l^OK limit in”, such as I railing
* laccnmis. opossums. skimksaiid llic like
witli dogs. mu* needs a light that will leave
tin* hands tier as well as throw a powerful
heam. A rap light of some kind is the
most logical one to use. for a light over
the hunter's eyes that throws a beam
straight ahead enables him to sec an ani-
mal's eyes much better than otic held
anywhere else, the relied ion coining di-

rect from the animal's eves to the hunter's.
Such a light will often enable him to see

his game lip a tree or amid dense foliage

when it could not he detected otherwise.
The right kind of a cap light is also excel-
lent to shoot by. and one can hit almost
as well as by daylight —sometimes hotter.
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Many hunters use carbide lights of the
miner's type, hut these, while much bet-
ter than oil lamps of any kind, diffuse the
light too much for host results. Some car-
hide lamps arc equipped with bull's-cve
lenses, hut even then they do not approach
the cllicicucy of a first-class electric spot-
light. To have a lamp that would throw
a spotlight beam a long distance, and at

the same time be convenient to carry and
handle. I made the outfit shown in the
illusl rat ions. I used parts from two spot-
lights, one new and the other a broken
one. The cap was a common miner's
cap with fiber and metal plates in front
to hold the light in place. The part at-

tached to the cap was the lamp end of
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v i.»./r, to prevent it from lilting upward
" lieu in use. To get I lie light in the
proper position, 1 shift the cap.
A double wire runs from the binding

posts on the lamp to the battery, which is

suspended by a strap around the neck.
The strap is just long enough to bring the

GRANDDAD’S ELCTRICITY BOOK 4

l he new spotlight. the screw cap from the
old one being titled I «> it at the back.
Brass binding posts were soldered in

place for the connecting wires. 'and the
lamp terminals connected to
them. The bulb was focused in s- \

the rellcctor so as t« * throw a K3
beam as far as possible, and if f'jrts&r
was then fixed in that position, so

,

battery well down oil the chest, where the
switch can lie operated easily. The bat-

tery is the regular three-eel I type,
; i the case being that of the new
i*.m spotlight with the lamp end rc-

: ‘-iSvIll
Placed by a plain screw cap, into

fel wliicli a binding post has been

,Xa|!
S'd'lercd. The lower binding post

.Vv**||i
ll ' c s "' iu'

1 ' is connected to the

v .jr| screw cap by a short piece

v/ ;i1‘l insulated wire, securely sol-

.7
’*!

j

‘'*'‘>''1 «» place. T hus, when the

f iJ; switch is closed, the cm rent has
ji v'jH a f»'cc passage, and lights the

.v.ij lamp on the cap. The switch used
is a cheap knife switch which
c: :i he bought at any electrical-

is stoic, and is fastened to the battery
ca>c by drilling holes and running the
binding-post screws through both the ease
and l lie switch ends. This type of switch
will lie found much more satisfactory than
the switch originally on the ease, as 1 have
found that the sliding switch is loo apt to
go wrong at a critical time.
With this light I can spot a 'possum or a

unouiil of jarring would change 'coon 200 ft. away, or up a tree amidst the
ig. A screw at the hack fastened densest foliage or tangle of limbs and
to the support on the cap. ami hru.di. and every hunter knows that when

:oid was used to anchor it to the once the animal is located the rest is easy.

I.cfi. Clvtcupt of Ilic Railr»y and Lif.lit on C»|.; Hi,.to

J-iillit .nut Jlattci y in Plate. Heady lot U*?

A Switch for Producing Dissolving Views

iy persons who operate postcard

tors lit id the alternate lighting and

ting of the screen tiring to the eyes.

Irawing shows a simple switch by

f which a dissolving effect is oh-

The switch, a* illustrated, is

Id tuning coil of

GLIDCrt ROD

ncoiarANCc wirc.means o
laincd.

made from parts of an
l lie double-slider «y,*c. Wn each side ot

the slider rod a h-gi!; of resistance wire

arranged so that it will be in contact

with the slider at all limes. The switch

is connected to the two machines which

will Ik* required, as shown in the draw-

ing. As the location «*f the slider is

changed the light in one projector grad-

ually fades, and is finally extinguished,

while the light in the other becomes

brighter.— -Philip A. Wall. Bedford, Mass.

SIDC VICW

A Simple Sliu.nf: Suitcli Wliicli Produces a Dis
solving Elicit lor Uac wilh Postcard Projectors
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NhAKLY all designs of loop aerials

now in use demand a considerable
:i moil nl of space, ami Ihis is usually al a
premium in ( lie average amateur's radio
laboratory.

The loop illuslialcd in the drawing, al-

t hough slightly directional in its perform-
ance. will ho appreciated liy those who
need the extra room ami are not "finicky"
ahmit directional values. It is of par-

ticular value to the jeweler who receives
his time l>y wireless and does not wish to
mar the interior of his store with un-
sightly equipment, or to the amateur liv-

ing in a small apartment.
Select a 6-ft. wall space, and wind the

loop as in the drawing, using five or more
I in ns of wire, which may he common
hell wire, fastening it at tin' cnneis with
insulated staples, and spacing the loops

T;. in. apart.

The brass plate I* of the switchboard
plug ami-socket type, obtainable from
electrical-supply lu.i'scs, a socket being
provided for each loop of the aerial.

Push button of the llusli plate, wall-type

o r s ii a p
switches

.

" "
;

'

may be 4 wAiuArc*
. ,|

*Yj ivy. _

must be mounted on the front of the
panel; the wires may, if desired, be
mounted on the back, thus making the
loop readily portable; this method is, in-

deed. preferable.

The following table is given as a guide
to those who wish to know the number of
turns necessary to receive a definite wave
length, using a 6-ft. loop:

Wave I .cm: ill. Mein* Tunis

PHONftl

VALVr >

RHEOSTAT

'
• I ’

J
\t*

I
I

greater than

I
those for

J|
w It i c It a

|
loop is In-

Vf/r® °
' never less

;

- n-i
1 ft** •'»»-

ikA'-'fe'V* < 1>— tn..« to

t
f-.jVv . „• iX'. N remember
A .Y\\ When tun-

Vv Y« A V Y ing i n o n

-- i X V-X -
. \ ' short wave

EJ |r - _ ' X lengths, and

> Kv'L-- - - —- ’ care should

'i k
l,c l:»kcn to

-
;
J--I - - i|fjg cut out

o ‘‘

j;j 'Ul'Mi
dead-end

III clTcct. Loopm l»ocs Away with UnsIcMIy »n<l aerials work
Co~‘*W a W*UlK*Md on a great

variety of circuits, but the best results arc

obtained with the high-amplification cir-

cuit given in the smaller drawing.

plate for
t It c p n r -

pose of cul-

l i n g o u l

dead ends.
The wires
may liccoii-

coaled by
mounting a
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A .Desk Cabinet for Radio Apparatus
BY f. L.

I\TO longer does the radio enthusiast,
• from the beginner to the most ad-

vanced operator, consider it necessary to
make of his laboratory a bewildering maze
of wires, casually arranged switches, and
ponderous and cnuspicunti.lv disposed ap-
paratus. The modern tendency is to
inclose the entire set and mai:c it as com-
pact as possible, so that little or nothing
is visible Imt the necessary adjusting
knobs and binding posts.
The drawing shows a radio-instrument

cabinet that is very neat and convenient,
as all the instruments are completely pro-
tected from injury and dust: there is a
commodious drawer and writing leaf, and
all binding posts, with the exception of
those for the phm vs. are on the outside,
so that the apparatus need not be discou-

. i !«<• the BOY MECHANIC - 1925

taken from a cabinet that has actually
l.ccn constructed, although it may he nec-
essary to alter them more or less, to suit
the builder's radio set.

The kind of wood is, of course, entirely
optional; almost any hardwood can he
used, and finished as desired, although for
this particular style, which is desigiicd
somewhat along mission lines, the use of
oak. stained green or fumed, is suggested.
However, if the other furniture in the
room is mahogany, birch may be used,
finished to correspond.
Care should be taken to fit all parts

accurately; the end panels should begrooved to lake the horizontal pieces,
n,

.

,‘l ,hc » »ould be coaled with good
gmc, .o supplement screws, wherever
necessary.

RAOno
J

riwrn a:«»j back Lf.'iS. I'AiJ'aroCK

MU40C0 WRIT II40 LCAF

top or c/tiiuii HOLES ron
IIII40II4G
POOTf.

|

•O UAITCR/

OI sit C4U.IT BAM. J stock end panels.
J' stock

A Neat amt Convenient Rn.
«iio C»blwl Thai will Not
Detract Iloin the Apuear-
ance oT Auy Room. The
R'Daltiiic*. are I ‘laced in
the Drawci anil the A-
Uattery May I.C Mounted
on a Shelf under die Uc*.k.
or Merely In? Set on the

Floor
i STOCK'

nATir.RY DRAWER

necled when the cabinet is closed
construction cost is slight, and the
lei mis are readily obtainable and cr
worked, to the dimensions given in
amateurs workshop. The dimensions

The following materials will be neces-
sary :

2 Ice*. I by \'/, hv t|*S i„.
2 l-ns. I by I t:. |.y 15 i„.
2 top mils, y, by V/s by II 54 in.
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2 cud i»:incK J’i l»y N!5 l»y *i in.

I willing l«*:i I . I l.y l_’>, l.j _M *

\

in.
I Cciliincl l”|». I liy l»v I in.

I cnlnncl Ii.im*. 'i l.y li;> by 21 in.

I pair ..I back. M by 5 l.y 23>} in.

1 piece wallboard. 13 bv £(• in.

2 pieces b.r back and front of drawer, by 4
l.y f. I in.

2 diawer mils, by I l.v l.» in.

1 diawer b.ilt.un. 'J by I Hi by 24 in.

1 hard rubber panel, ' i by Y'i by 34 in.

2 brass binges.
2 leaf biuckcis.

Tlu* instrument panel is matlc of hard
rubber, with llie various instruments
grouped l« meet I lie individual taste of

the builder. Tliis particular set is

mounted for the short-wave regenerative

hook-up, with audion bulb and controls.
If desired, the upper shelf may be divided
into pigeonholes, but using it as a book-
shelf adds considerably to the cabinet's
appearance. The back panel is made of
wallboard. and is removable for easy ac-
cess to the instruments and circuits, to
make changes and adjust incuts. The
drawer should slide easily without bind-
ing, and may be partitioned off as desired,
although, as shown, it is used for holding
a hank of 15 batteries, with flexible leads
of sufficient length to permit the drawer
to be pulled out.
The hinged writing leaf is covered on

the writing surface with green felt, ex-
tending hack to the panel; this is applied
in two pieces and is glued to the wood,
providing a measure of protection if the
plumes should lie dropped on the hard
surface. The hinges are countersunk, and
I liev, as well as the brass brackets which
hold l lie writing leaf, arc obtainable from
any hardware store.
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or to the automatic regulator with which
many furnaces arc equipped, so that at
i he hour set. the circuit will he closed,
releasing the latch, and permitting the
window to be drawn up. Three or more

coil. SPRING

MAGNCl

S

WOOD
SIRIP-

STRAI» IRON

rwvor

An Hlrctionucnctic Airanr.finrnt for Clonioc flic »c<I-
Wiiwow c*n he Connected to an OiUinnry Alarm

’-lock or UhiI hi Coii)iimii'.ii with nn Automatic Fur-
iiikc Kcr.ulator

stops may he used so that the window may
he only partly or fully opened, if the
presence of the spring should be unde-
sirable, extra-heavy sash weights can he
used.
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Number of Feet in Pound
of Insulated Wire

Amateur electricians will welcome the
handy table shown below.

An Automatic Window Closer

In the early hours of the morning when
llie temperature is around zero, it rc-
«|tiiies Courage In disub out of a warm bed
and close flic bedroom window. However,
by installing llie electrically operated de-
vice shown in the drawing, the window
will close itself.

The window is closed by a spring of the
sci or. do-.-* type, and is held open by a
imple latch which engages with stops
fastened to the upper sash. A groove
must he cut in the lower sash to permit
I he stops to clear it. The latch is released
hv an electromagnet, connected as shown
and. operated by one or two dry cells. The
device is wired to an ordinary alarm clock.

nos
OAuor.

flIMOtC
COT tOtl*
COvtnr.o

ootmte
COT lOll-
• oven CD

8II4CIX
SILK-

covtnro

OOUftLl
SILK-

covcnco
it 311 233 313 312
« 333 370 403 303
n «rt 461 303 473
23 ill 334 C34 631
tl Tft 7«3 cco 7 73

3*37 703 1003 340
r* 1132 1110 1243 1232
27 im iirt 1570 1393
19 14f2 17&3 1772 1317
*3 2373 2207 2370 2435» tno 2331 3145 2703
M 3000 ZTCB 3943 3643
3t 4375 3737 4750 4654
33 3370 4f77 0*0 5639
:t *100 7740 7in
33 ev3? 3400 CI34

7*30 7P77 12OOP 16033
97 11MO 3307 13000 10646
5* HXO 10434 1*460 14222
37 17130 11707 23130 165167 21590 14222 23700 21.333

Thin Table Gives the Number *>f Feet per Pound of
Insulated Magnet Wire Used in the Construction

ol Radio ami Other Electrical Appaiatus
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Making Molded High-Tension Condensers
By F. L BRITT1N

jV/l <> L IJ h L) condense! s have always
been held iu h i” h f.,vor by radio

amateurs. Owing to ils portability and
absence of brush discharge, a well-made
molded condenser will sland a consider-
able overload with-
out break -down,
and is not messv or v»l

to accommodate the terminals. The cab-
inet is joined together and laid flat, leav-
ing the top cover off and with an extra
piece of glass in the bottom, cut to fit

exactly inside the cabinet. Then, make
tip the condenser
unit, as shown in

^ . - big. 4. The nine
sheets of foil or
copper, cut as in

r i
alternating with the

,;W 't «'-‘ ss l
,

.

l:i,os
.

every

/>/%* A °,,,cr sl > Cl of foil
^

,

rcv
®J'

s,

j

d so

s 'u
’.
s ' dc8> TheMic-

'***
!

a,,i

i

sh,

j

c‘lss,,ou
!

d

' '

-

\

glass plates, SO that

!

' ^ niaripu of .lass^oii

owing to the high /7
. I \\

price of the molded r) Jll /

article. I^v carefully pf 1\.» flljlfollowing I It e / kjf'lr )

diiedions given iu l VPr a
this ai tit le, Ilf am-

.
-vj/ /

aieiir can make for •'

i

himself, at a har-
lion Of I he cost ..f f \
the manufactured jff /

—
one, a molded con-

fj
I V!

’

tlcnsci I lint will
equal l he icsiilis of

»j
>

{

-- /
the fadoi v product.

i d .I'l’l
'

/
7 ’qffc

Ten 8 by 10-in.
fi,

! i .cyv
photograph plates

| [JW |
‘C-'T

from any photogra- *v V>i

pile), at liulc OI no 1

expense, flout his Molded Caililrnr.er* aic !

pile .if ilisci.nlcil
U5C ”""ld ,,c u,,iv

negatives; these plates are glass of good
quality and make a good dielectric. The
gelatin emulsion on the negatives can ho
soaked off with hot water, and the glass
thoroughly cleaned and dried.

Cut nine sheets of thin sheet copper,
or if ! his is unobtainable. Ilorisls' foil,

into pieces 6 by 10 in., allowing 2 in. at
I lie upper end for the formation of the
terminals, as •li.iw:: i., Fig. I: or these
terminals may i.c small strips of sheet
copper, or brass, milled with a small hole
for connecting to the heavy copper strips.

The cabinet can he made of any wood
at hand, and is 3 by 10 by II in., inside
measurement, coated hisM and out with
Idack nsphaltum insulating paint; the top
end should he made from fiber or bakclilc.

with small slots iu cadi end, as in Fig. T

foil
* l
>ul sm:,,, card-

N -— hoard strips bc-
-

.
- tween the plates, at

top and hoi tom, to

At?Si5 Th'lr tor « tree cir-

culation of the insu-
lating wax. Tape the unit together, as
shown in Fig. 4, and place it inside the
cabinet. Conned the leads to the terminals,
using either the heavy copper strips shown
iu Fig. *1. or large binding posts. After all

connections have been well soldered, the
instrument is ready for the insulating
compound, which is a wax obtainable
from any electrical-supply house; its melt-
ing point is around 212° 1\, and it is the
kind generally used iu transformers. The
wax is melted and made ready to pour
on. Sec that the cabinet is free from all

moisture, and that the unit is iu its proper
position iu the cabinet, with a 1-in. space
around the edge on the sides, and a
'. 2-in. s;. ice at the bottom. Four in the in-

sulating wax ami completely cover the
condenser unit to within Vs in. of the
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lop; when cold ami hard, place an extra for use with a %-k\v. transformer and, if
piece ot glass over the wax to completely more condenser capacity is needed for

mi* vjf.v/ or
Ofr.ll CAOIH&T

r.0.2

sioro for
rtnwiNALO

oakcliie on
n iitn, «4' thick

FROOT AND HACK

WHIT TAPE

PAsr.

GLAS*»
PtAIE.3

TOP

r.0.3
WOOD

CABINET Fio.4

l>?«* 'riled l'linlo^rnphic
M.tirrinl*. #r«*

NcTtatlyev Thin Sheet Copper, or Tin Foil. Together with
lianilnimcd into the Condemns Necessity lor the Radio

Other Easily
Experimenter

Obtained

‘•over it, and screw on the front of the
cabinet.

Such a condenser is a very good size

higher potentials, two or more such con-
denser units can he made and connected
in parallel-series.
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Slccl-I3all Motor Operated with Dry Cells

An in'eresting electromechanical toy
may he made from a Vs-in. steel hall, the

VIEW*

By IlnrncisiriK F.« »r.ii -tie A timetion. n Sled Hall is

Made J*« volvr at IliV.ii Speed in a
Groove i:i the Top ol a Tin Can

grooved liot loin .d a tin can, and a bat-
tery-operated magnet. The magnet con-
suls of two layers of hell wire wound
around a \-j by 6 -in. iron core. It is

mounted ns shown in llie illustration. A
tin can having a circular groove. .3 in. in
diameter, is inverted and fastened to the
base. The battery is connected to the
can. and to the far end of the magnet.
I be other wire of the magnet, next the
can. is left bare and tied securely to the
iiiagnif liar with a string. The wire is

bent to hum a brush over the center uf
the groove, varying from 1

i lo \'> in. Irom
the iron core, which is placed as near to
l lie steel hall as possible while still per-
mitting it to roll |»y. To operate the mo-
tor, the hall is priced in the groove and
K*vrii a push. A:. touches tiic wire the
current Hows through llie can. the steel
l> dl. and the contact wire lo llie magnet.
The magnetism vigorously attracts it but
then the circuit is broken and the ball
rolls around the can by the momentum
it has gained. A continuation of the
same operation keeps the hall spinning.
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The Construction of a Polarized Relay
By TI IOMAS

''TA 1IF. (rend of amateur const ruclion is

*- to utilize slaudnrd parts of easily ob-
tained apparatus in making other devices

ill* a minimum of work. A good example
oi this is the very sensitive polarized relay
described in this article.

The permanent magnet, used in this
relay, is from an old telephone magneto.
The pivot for the armature is from a po-
larized ringer. The long ends of the
ringer-pivot bar arc cut off, and holes arc
drilled ill it at such a distance from the
center that two holts inserted in them
will straddle one leg of the magnet. A
short piece of Inass, or iron, is similarly

drilled, for mounting the armature pivot

to the magnet, as shown.
The armature is made of soft iron, just

wide enough to lit between the pivot

screws, and its length should he about
two-thirds of the distance between the
ends of the magnet. A center punch is

W. BENSON
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per wire. The free end of this brass strip

is provided with a silver contact point,
made by drilling a small hole in the brass,
into which a piece of silver wire is riveted.
The electromagnets, wound for a resist-

ance of about 75 ohms each, are from sin-

gle-pole telephone receivers. These coils

arc mounted at the ends of a U-shaped iron
yoke, so as lo leave a space of about */i

in. between the cores. The legs of the

yoke should be long enough to bring the
coils midway between l lie legs of the
magnet. The coils are mounted with ma-
chine screws, through holes in the ends
of (he yoke, and should he lined up accu-
rately.

The stationary contacts arc made from
brass strips, hcul as shown. Holes for
attaching to the base and to the adjust-
ing screws arc drilled. The holes fur the
adjusting screws should he tapped lo
accommodate the screws, which should be

CXHIIACI

DCTAU. O'" AOMATont
IV.' •

*.t'<
•MViJT

a
Parts Taken from an Old

I (T
* “™ii _ Telephone Maijneio arc

[
h Used to Make Thin Very

I hi ... b* I' Sensitive Polarized Itc-

IrH Ml'*’
I

lay. 'he Resistance of
!» • HJ 1-. iv hie h can he Varied to

f, . /I. I
St.it Of** ratini; Coruli-

V lions. By Usinc the
'T\ Proper Posts the Cords

I can he Used Alone, ill

Scries, or in Parallel

Clio View

provided with locknuts. Silver contacts
arc soldered to the ends of these screws.
A groove is made in the wooden base

lo ftl the yoke supporting the coils, as

shown in the drawing. The yoke is held

in place by the magnet, which is attached
to tiie base by the brass clamping strip.

•PMAiunt

‘O' r. in

_ CL AMfHf K>

|

Stem*
I

SIOC view

ti soi I (o in.'ikc recesses oil I lit* nitres «»f I lie

armature, for the pointed pivot screws.

The rest of the armature may he cut

down to the same width as the cores of
the electromagnets. At the lower end of
the armature a short piece of brass i>

riveted with sicaii rivets made from cop-
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ns shown. A short length of fmc copper
wire is soldered to the brass strip on the
armature, to carry the current. Kach coil

should he connected to a separate set of
binding posts; the two stationary con-
tacts and the armature contact being con-
nected to the other three posts.

My using the proper posts, the resist-

ance of the relay may lie altered as round
necessary. With both coils in series, the
resistance is about 150 ohms; using one
coil alone, 75 ohms, and with both coils

in parallel, about .12 or 3.1 ohms. In

making connections, care should he taken
to have the magnets form opposite poles

on the different sides of the armature.
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A Printing Telegraph Instrument

As every amateur telegrapher knows, it

is much easier to send messages than it is

to receive them from another station. To
provide a means for printing the messages
on paper tape, aim any type of sounder
can he converted into an improvised pi hit

-

in jr telegraph instrument without altera-

tion.

The armature setscrew is removed and,
in the original instrument, a strip from a

“model builder" set i« inserted underneath
it. The mcla’ si rip is bent into the shape
shown. with a clip at the outer end,

through which a fountain pen is inserted

and tightly fastened with a small wooden
wedge. The paper tape, which is the kind

men* without Alterin’ the Sounder

used on most types of adding machines,
passes under the strips to the winding
apparatus, made of a bandage roller.

The pen is adjusted so tli.it, when the
armature is drawn down by the magnets.
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the pen will come into contact with the
moving paper, making a short line for a

dot and a proportionately longer one for

a dash, the winder being turned so that

the tape passes under the pen at a con-
stant speed.—\V. G. Dewar, Ottawa, Out.
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Water Rheostats in Scries

A simple water rheostat can he made
from two dry-cell carbons, held about 3
in. apart by a clamp made from two strips

of wood, stove holts being used at ends
and center. The carbons arc immersed
in a glass jar filled with salt water. The
binding posts on the carbons provide a
tpiick and convenient means of connect-
ing the resistance to the circuit. A bat-

tery of such rheostats can lie made, and
the required amount of resistance ob-
tained by connecting them in series to a
switch having a point for each rheostat.
- Chas. Waller, Montreal, Quo.
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Producing Intermittent Lightning

With the assistance of a small jump-
spark. or induction coil, the effect of
lightning Hashes can he obtained in the

following manlier: A shallow tin lid,

containing about
half a tcaspoonful
of kerosene, is

connected to one
wire from I lie

coil, in the man-
ner shown; the

other wire from
the coil is ar-

ranged over the

oil, with a small
gap for the spark
to jump across to

the oil. When the

switch is closed,

the spark passes

between the oil

ami the wire above it, volatilizing the oil

which ignites villi a Hash, and as sud-

denly dies away; as long as the switch is

closed this intermittent Hashing continues.

A good, hot spark is n-nubed. and the

spark gap diotihl he very short.—Jv. Mc-
Lean, Caledon, S. Africa.
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Revolution Counter Useful

in Coil Windinro

A small revolution counter, or speed
indicator, attached to tin- winding jig, as
suggested in the drawings, makes ac-
curacy certain in counting the number of
turns when winding electric coils.

As the lathe is usually used for medium
and heavy coil winding. Rig. 1 shows how not available, hand turning must he re-

bushing driven into the hollow lathe
spindle. If the spindle hole is not large
enough, or not hollow, a wooden coupling
can he fitted over the spindle instead of
into it, as in the detail. If the counter is

in good working order, there should be no
tendency for it to rotate with the lathe
spindle; if it does, a small clamp will act
as ballast, ns indicated. When a lathe is

the counter may lie attached to a wooden sorted to.

fio.l ;nrvoi.uti<iMC''Uoitr’ riuooto
III litAX LUO Of LAUlt r.PlMOLt

riO.?:'>MALL OOBDIO fMWVtll
Dtfx.r.nv cn t OtfUtA w-uftHX,
lUUNfl) tw IIANO

Fio. 3:%vituwir> o** iiaiid Wmm,
UO'H tMll. A»iu CWMCI' ClAMf lO»OlUiiLM

FlO . A AT fACMLD 10 WCOOCM Wir<n>ir#0 JIO

Vn*loii* Arrangement* arc Illuttratcd by Wliicti .in Ordinary Speed
Indicator^ or "Revolution Countci." may be Us^d to Kc*m» Accu-

role Count ol the Turn* ol Wire When Winding Coil*

h’igurc 2 shows an extremely
simple rig for line-wire

coils; the spool is driven
directly on the counter
spindle. The counter may
he clumped in a vise or to
a bench, and a handle is

fastened to the spool, for

t u r n i ii g by hand. To
speed up t lie winding, a
hand drill with the spool
held in the chuck is fre-

quently used, the drill be-
ing clamped down or held
a vise. Such an arrange-

ment is shown in Fig. 3. While
the counter is usually clamped
to the bench, the same as the
drill, it may he allowed to
swing free, as suggested in

big. 1. In Fig. 4 is shown a
simple type of winding jig,

rotated by a crank handle,
while the counter is attached
through a hardwood coupling
to the oilier end of the wind-
ing shaft; a wood post keeps
it from turning.
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Casting Terminal .Nuts for Storage

Batteries

A mold for casting siornge-battcrv ter-
minal nuts is a convenient accessory about
the garage or private lighting plant.
Such a mold can he made of hardwood,

or hard liber, if hut a few nuts are to he
easi. hut a more substantial article is made
of ii i.ii or steel plates; if brass is used.
l!ie su i face must he oxidized to prevent
the lead fiom sticking.

A top plate is first made; ibis to have a
countersunk pouring hole, about vie in.
in diameter. Next comes the thicker plate
••\iili a square hole, the si/e of the nut
JmhIv; this is easily chiseled out of wood
or liber, lull if metal is used, a square or
triangular Mo must he used to form the

corners after the hole has been drilled to
• he diameter of the tints. The square lode
must he tapered slightly toward the bot-
tom so the casting can be easily removed.
Then comes the bottom plate, in the cen-
ter of which is driven a pin the length of
the brass hushing to he used and small
enough to enter the bushing after it has
been lapped. An iron washer, rusted or
coaled v* i i Ii graphite to prevent the lead
from sticking to it. is placed over the pin
and ii- t ied to the holtom plate. The pur-
pose of this washer is to form a shallow
cavity in the bottom of the mil. This
cavity is filled with vaseline or grease be-
fore the nut is screwed into place on the
battery, to looted the brass stud and ex-
posed end of the hushing from corrosion.

Alter all tin- parts have been completed,
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1 1 icy are assembled in their propri rcla-
l iuMv|ii|i, clamped together. ami a lu.h is

drilled in each cml Id lake I lit* dowel pins
which are filled info the bottom plate.

A hushing is made of round, or sipiare.

Inass har. drill'd and lapped tor the stm!
il is lo lit. Ihe outside is tinned with
folder li* make flic lead stick id it. and to
jm event it from working loose and turn-
ing inside the lead casting. When ready
to use. the hushing is placed over the cen-
tal pin of the bottom plate, and the mold
is nsscmhhd. sheets of paper being placed

between adjacent plates, and care being
taken to 'Ci that the papet docs not extend
into the mold cavity. One or two small
clamps arc used to hold the parts of the
mold together, and everything is ready for
pouring the melted lend. If the mold is

made of metal, it should he healed before

f.nn* or tt.ittrrcfl ILittcrv Nuts may be Rct.laco! by
Uf ini; Suai» Lead in Connection with This Simple Mold

ihe metal is poured. The casting is easily
removed from the metal mold by removing
the two dowel pins ami driving olf the top
plate edgewise, thus shearing olf the
‘‘gal«-." Iml if wood i.-r liber is used, the
lop plale should he made in two parts,
the dividing line being through the coun-
tersunk pouring hole.
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A Low-Voltage Arc Lamp

An arc lamp that can he used for ex-
perimental and practical purposes can he
made by the anial'ii; ei* I'iciau at slight
cost in money and time.

I 'mild a stand of wood after the style

illustrated, so lh.il the hack will he about
15 in. high and the base 6 in. long, the
width of both to he about 6 in. Obtain a
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pair of good-sized magnets from an old
bell, and remove the small-gauge wire
with which they arc wound, substituting

A Si ii' |>!i Air I..imp That can he Until in Ihe Experi-
menter'* Woikah'p iu Operate on a 30-VoU

Cut icm i'tioiUltril by Dry Cells

for it the regular No. IS gauge hell wire,

and making sure that this is wound onto
the cores in the same direction as the

toigiii.il winding. After rewinding the

i-iagju-ls, they are attached lo the top of

the rack by the iron yoke that holds the

cores together. Just below the magnets,

fasten one of the carbon holders to the
hack, carefully insulating it from the
wood. This holder is made from a strip

of brass, bent to hold the carbon and pro-
vided with a thumbscrew. Directly below
this holder a socket is provided for the
lower carbon. Make this pan from a sec-

tion of brass tubing set into a fiber

washer. A setscrew should also he pro-
vided in this for holding the carbon rigid.

The wooden hack is insulated with a

piece of sheet asbestos, and this is in turn
covered with a sheet of tin, which serves

as an additional protection for the hack
and also as a rellcclor.

Wire one pole of t lie magnets to tiic

upper carbon holder and the second lo a
binding post on the base. flic bottom
carbon holder is connected to a second
binding post. Connect this arc lamp to

a battery of about 15 dry cells, or other
source from which approximately 50 volts

can he obtained. Adjust the distance be-

tween the carbons until a position is ob-

tained at which the arc will he strongest.
As the carbons burn awy they must he
readjusted manually.—L. 1). Robbins,
Claremont, Calif.
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Push Button Opens Furnace Draft

By merely pushing a liuttoii, I lie drafts
of a furnace can he operated, without
descending to t lie basement.

A lever, I I

/WEHjnr in. I o n R, i s

ff 'i
p|voi v pivoted at its

Cfe/L N H in a

CATCH

oruiMo#1
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"
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/WEHjnr
(BgtSfflf in. I OUR, is

ff 'i
p|voi v pivoted at itsN H center, in a

L~ V •'
*M position near

,FVF " A”M
catc.-I.3P "•«* furnace,

ruan ourrou
|

where it will
orniMo '

,
|

l,Ml ''dcrfcrc

I. .batierv pivot I witli the hend-

/{}
wiiTEji > iron* riiom. Alight

’
' chain is run

l I* o ill I ll e

^ PULLEYS -—r n check - d raft
. chain r W|,I door to one

Urji'.
. pj end of theMU i

!

!
:M A e r, while

|| • /‘.If C»„ \ "•«

Jt :
•! i 1 «*f I he lever to

^A N^SSST « '• c Iy» « » <> »»

CHECK • rvr-NAGC '‘O.IOH
* r

onatt i*PAir weight is
placed on the

lever arm, al I lie end that i< connected to

the bottom -draft door, to art as a counter-
weight.

TliC device is operated by a simple
spring-act ual**d catch, which engages with
the end of the lever when it is pulled
down to check the draft. A light cord,
with a fiaiidh an ached, can lie provided
to set I l»e device, if it is located above
reach. When it is dcsy-cd to open the
draft and start the fire, pressure on the

I'tirli Imt I on causes the elect roinagiiel to
pull hack the latch, thereby releasing the
li ver, which doses the cltrck draft and
opens the bottom draft. The same ap-
paratus may easily he adapted to he oper-
ated aiil omal ieally by nica.u.- of an alarm
clod;.
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A Self-Closing Telegraph Key
JCvery telegraph key in an American cir-

cuit must he kept dosed when nul in
act mil use. The switch commonly pro-
vided iu series with the key must bo
opened or closed by hand, and it is de-

cidedly human
to forget to do

draft ami start the fire, pressure on the

I'tirli but I on causes the electromagnet to
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WEIGHT

this.

The drawing
shows a tele-
graph key that
automat ieally

closes the cir-

cuit as soon as
the operator’s
h a ml is re-
moved from
t he knob. The
key I c v e r i s

j o i

n

I c d

,

or
hinged, about
the center of
the front half.

F i r m 1 y a l
-

Inched to the
part in front

of the joint, is a light wire lever, which is

threaded so that weight may he screwed
up or d*»wii upon it. io adjust the pressure
on i he contacts. A light spring may he
used instead of the weight and lever, if

desired. Attached to. hut insulated from,

(his forward portion of the key lever, is a
short metal linger, the free end of which
is fitted with a contact point; this linger
is connected to the circuit by a wire,
which is also connected lo the lower mailt
contact of the key.

When at rest, there is no hand pressure
upon the key knob, and the weight causes
the front portion of the key lever to rise

a short distance, until the metal finger
makes contact with the main part of the
key lever. Thus, there is an unbroken
pathway for the current from one side ol
the line lo the other, through the contao*
points on the metal piece and key lever
yet, at the slightest touch of the finger

the key conics to the normal sending
position, automatically opening the line.—

Samuel \V. Beach, Washington, D. C.
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Signal Key for Flashlights

A flashlight offers a convenient means
• *f night communication, by Hashing the
dots and dashes of the International or
Morse codes. Certain types of flashlight,
particularly those operated by a push
button, can be filled with a key which
converts them into portable blinker sets.
The key may he made of any Hat metal,

and is secured to the flashlight by means
of a clamp, as shown in the drawing, the
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PLUG

key liar is lit- U
i »

ted at one cml VJ
. (

willi a suitable Vw /
knob, ami tl.e <h>
opposite cml Ct-AM> ^
lias a small
pin soldered to it, the ends of which fit

into holes in the U-shaped part of the

clamp. A short distance from the clamp,
a small metal plug is soldered to the
under side of the key bar, for depressing
the flashlight button. No auxiliary spring
is needed, as the spring of the button is

sufficiently strong to raise the key.

—

George K. Perkins!, South Hound Brook,
New Jersey.
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Cellar Door Operates Light Switch

l o prevent the cellar lights from burn-
all night through the oversight of

“T3R1 IS rg&r

U0MI9

A Simple Switch lor Cellar Lights. Which Prevents
Any Possibility ol Lights llurnini; When

the Cellar la Not in Use

some one who forgets lo turn off the
switch, the cellar door can he made to
switch the lights on and off. since one
rarely, if ever, forgets to shut it. A
single-pole, porcelain-base switch is used

for the purpose by removing the switch
lever, and attaching an extra clip, as
shown. This altered switcli is mounted
on the wall of the stairway, at the rear
of the door, where it will be out of the
way. and is connected to the circuit as
indicated. A stationary switch bar is

formed from a strip of stiff sheet copper
or brass, and mounted to the back of
the door directly in line with the switch
clips, with which it engages and com-
pletes the circuit when the door is opened.
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Ringing the Dooibell Switches Oil

the Porch Light

A doorbell button that switches on the
porch light and rings the hell simulta-
neously. makes it possible to identify
nighttime callers before the door is

opened.
A hole is drilled through tile wall, and

if all obi fashioned bell-pull is unobtain-
able. a door knob may be attached lo Hie
end of a piece of square rod. which
should extend through the wall and
about an inch on Hie inside when the
knob is against the outside of the wall.

A small hole is drilled and tapped in the
inside end of the rod. A Hush pusli-

IN5UH? View SECTIONAL VIEW
MALL C*"CUiT

DETAIL OP WIRING

Pulling the Knob Rings the Doorbell and Turns On
the Porch Light. Making It Possible to Iden- ’•

tifv Hij;!it C alleis before Opening the Door

button -witch is set into the wall about
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1 in. above ami in line with the hole; the
bell button about the same distance be-
low. The switch should be arranged so
the lower button turns on the light.
Measure from the threaded hole in the

end of the square rod to the switch and
bell buttons. Make two iron fingers to
conform to these measurements ami drill

a hole at one end of each for attachment
to the rod with a wing-headed screw. A
smaller hole is drilled in the lower end
of the lull but ton finger, to take an ad-
justing screw and locknut. A washer, or
plate, having a square hole in the cen-
ter, should he attached inside the wall to
prevent the shaft from being turned and
making the device inoperative. Before
attaching the lingers, a light spiral spring
is slipped over the rod between them and
the wall for returning the knob to its

original position for the next caller.

When the knob. is pulled outward, the
push but l oi is depressed, ringing the
bell; the switch button is pressed in. and
the porch light is turned on. both at the
same time. When the knob is released,
the hell ceases to ring, but the light con-
tinues to Imrir. When liic call is an-
swered. the top button of the switch is

pushed and the light turned olf. During
the day, the switch linger is turned to one
side, permitting the hell to lie rung with-
out operating the switch.-
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Motor Made from Electric Bell

An entertaining and instructive electric
motor can he made from an ordinary elec-
tric doorbell, and while it is not 'at all

An Ofi'iiniiv Klccltic Horn bell is Convcrlc<l inlo an
hntcri iinini: ami 1 n-Urm iiv- Klcctric Motor

l»y Means of a Few Simple Alterations

powerful, it will run at high speed when
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properly adjusted. If possible, procure a
bell with a wooden hack, as such a back is

easier to attach to the base. Set the bell
on i lie base, edgewise, with the hammer,
or tapper, up, and secure with screws
iln oiigii the base. If a wooden-backed
I* II is unobtainable, a bell with an iron
frame may he attached to the base by
using angle irons, as shown in the draw-
ing. Remove the hell and hell post, and
substitute a small piece of metal tubing
where the post pierces the hoard; in the
case of an iron-frame hell, a hole will first

have to be drilled through the casting.
Then rut on! a wooden llywhccl of about
the same diameter as the bell, and run a
piece of stiff steel wire through the cen-
ter for a shaft; this wire should be of a
si/.e to lit easily in the lube. The other
end of the shall is supported by a sheet-
metal hearing, fastened at the rear of the
base ami drilled with a hole, near the top,
I" accommodate the shaft. Rivet the end
of the shaft slightly to prevent it from
pulling out. or drill a ho'-: through it and
insert a pin. or piece of wire. Before sel-

ling the shaft in place, a brake drum made
iiyin a small spool, or disk of wood, is

Torccd on in the position shown. Then
arrange a strip of spring brass to the base,

so'that it will not quite press against the

brake drum; a thumbscrew may lie added
for holding the spring against the drum,
if desired. The hammer is next flattened

on both sides, ami a small hole is drilled

through its center; this is then connected
to a screw which is placed near the center
of the flywheel by men's of a sheet-metal
connecting rod. ns shown. Determine
how far the hammer will move when at-
tracted by the magnets, and then place the
screw just half this distance from the cen-
ter of the wheel; it may he possible, by
adjusting the tension of the spring, to ob-
tain greater freedom of armature move-
ment. Such a motor will operate on one
or two dry cells, and will provide stilli-

cient power to operate small mechanical
toys— L. B. Robbins. Harwich, Mass.
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Improved Telegraph Blinker •

The least expensive method of commu-
nicating at night, between points within
sight of each other, is by blinker tele-

graph: a system whereby a miniature
electric lamp, mounted on a housetop, tree.
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Hy Means of the Apparatus Illusuatril. an Almost In-
stantaneous l.igliiini; Efleet is Obtained. En-

abling Signals to be Rapidly Sent

• >r oilier elevated location, is “blinked,"
in dots ami tlaslics. hy an ordinary tcle-

Ki'apli key in the house, or from any posi-
tion where the (}pcrator may keep the
light of the distant Station in view. Lamps
may he bought for a few cents that will
not require more than four or five cells

to light them. Light in an electric lamp
is caused hy the cm rent passing through
l he lamp filament with a little more foice
behind it than the filament is capable of
handling with ease. Naturally, it takes a
little time for the current to heat up the
filament, as well as for the light to com-
pletely disappear after the current ceases
to How. Should the lamp he connected
directly in series with the key and bat-
tery the signals must he slow, to allow
time for the filament to heal sufficiently to
make a light. If. however, a single cell is

always kept in series when the key is open,
the lamp filament will he kept partly

heated, all hough not enough to make a
light. This arrangement allows almost in-

stantaneous lighting when the full power
of the battery is turned oil hy depressing
the key. and greatly increases the speed
of sig mling.

As shown in III* drawing, an ordinary
telegraph key is n od, hut a hack contact,
which consists of a strip of copper, bent
to the shape shown, is necessary; this

contact is insulated from the key and
screwed to the instrument base, ns indi-

cated. A wire from the back contact is

connected to the copper electrode of a

single cell, as shown. When at rest, the
key is resting upon the back contact,
which allows a relatively weak current
from the one cell to Mow through the key
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lever to the lamp and thence back to the
cell. When the key is depressed, to make
a signal, the back contact is broken and
i he united strength of the whole battery
Hows through the lamp, causing it to
hght.

Closed-circuit, or gravity, cells should
l*o used in this hook-up, and the end cell
interchanged with one of the others, at
intervals, so that it will not he over-
worked. Perhaps the best battery for the
purpose, and the easiest obtainable, is the
familiar “crowfoot,” with zinc and copper
elect, odes immersed in a solution of blue
\i;riol and water. A switcli may be iu-
scrled in the circuit, between the lamp
and the first cell, so that the latter may
rest when the apparatus is not in use.

—

Samuel W. Peach, Washington, 1). C.
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Prolonging Life of Dry Cells

Wise:: dry cells arc used for doorbells
:c.d other intertill*? cut service* they usu-
ally dry out before their full energy has
been Utilized; this is prevented by furnish-
mg moisture, as hovvn in the drawing.
Large glass bottles arc cut at the point
indicated, cither by pouring oil into the

bottle to the cor-
rect height and
plunging a hot
poker into it, or
by wrapping a
string. soaked with
alcohol, around
the bottle, and ig-

niting it; when
the alcohol has
burned out, the
bottle is plunged
into cold water.
The lead wires arc
inserted through
the n c c k of the
bottle and sepa-
rated by a cork,
as shown, enough
wire being left be-

low for connecting to the cell. The card-
hoard carton is removed from I lie cell and
several holes are punched through the
bottom of the zinc container. The lower
half of the bottle is partly filled with water,
the battery is connected to the wires and
placed inside the bottle which is secured
together, at the cut. with a strip of tape or
gummed paper.—Thos. W. Benson, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

—C. »«
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How to Build Small Electromagnets
By JOHN A. PRIOR THE BOY MECHANIC - 1925.

sm rounded by a winding of insulated
rPHK first piece of electrical work to be
*• attempted by most amateurs is the
construction of some kind of electro-
magnet, for sucli magnets, besides being

•NNWAO »VH
DOUPCt-COU. 0» i>#

l

n« . 3 iv.iiiDfton ron mwikis
Pie*. I. 2. »I»'I 3 lllmtfjle Diaeiamntatically ih« Way
III Which Magnet Windings ate Iiirecte-I and Shaped

fundamental to almost every kind of elec-
trical apparatus, are interesting in them-
selves.

While almost any winding on any iron

core constitutes a sort of magnet, far bet-

ter results are to be Jiad by correct pro-

portioning. It is the purpose of this

article to give an idea til what these pro-
portions are. in the smaller sizes of mag-
nets, for low voltages. These magnets
can also In* used on regular lighting cir-

cuits: the making of small magnets
wound especially for such high voltages
is a tedious proposition.

For use .ii a direct-current lighting cir-

cuit. connect the magnet in series with a

lamp of slightly greater normal amper-
age. For example, the *'i-ainpcrc sizes

will operate well in scries with a -in-

wall lamp, on a 110-volt direct-current
circuit, as diagrammed in the upper half

of Fig. I. or on a 2in-volt circuit, with a
pair of -10-watt lamps connected a* shown
below. Likewise for the %-ampcrc sizes,

use two -Ml-watt or three 25-watt lamps
on a 1 10-volt circuit. All lamps should
be of regular circuit voltage.

The general construction of electro-

magnets is familiar to almost everyone.

The essential parts arc a soft-iron core.

copper wire. 1 he bar magnet is the sim-
plest type and is diagrammed in Fig. 2.

Here also is shown a turbogenerator
rotor, which is also of the bar-magnet
type. For increased power, a magnet
core is more often bent into a “U," or
horseshoe shape, so that both poles are
brought to the load. A few forms are
shown, with method of winding indicated,
in Fie. 3. The annular form is simply a
modification of the’ horseshoe, often used
in lifting magnets. Figs. -I, 5, and 0 show
three forms of core suitable for small
magnets; the one in Fig. 6, although more
dinictill to make than the others, gives

complete protection to the winding, and is

very suitable for a magnet to be used
for practical purposes.
A small current in a properly designed

magnet will support a heavy weight. It

will not, however, exert this force for any
considerable distance from the pole faces.

A great lifting magnet, capable of hand-
ling a Ill-ton casting, will not disturb a
knife in a pocket 10 ft. away—though it

may disturb a wait It very seriously. r.vcn

the scale on a rough casting may inter-

fere with the ability of a magnet to hold
it. and has to be considered in design.

Neither can a magnet exert as great a
force on comparatively small objects as
oil larger ones. For instance, a magnet
capable of lifting a 20,000-lb. "skull-

cracker" bail (such as is drooped some
20 ft. on a scrap pile, to break it up) can-

not hold 1.000 lb. of scrap iron.

It will be seen, then, that although a

rrt.5:uunAico doiaw.c Fio.6 >uiw<nuiiMOu>a(i
CWU UIMIR AC-OR DC. D<MLN5K>H GftCATLJ*

Fig*. 4. 5. and G Show Practical Methods of
Construction for Small Electromagnets

Operated from lotteries
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magnet can be designed accurately for a
specific purpose, it is impossible to give
exact data for one to be used for gen-
eral duty. Therefore, the data given in
Tables 1 and II must be considered as
suggestive, rather t!i?:i hard and fast. It

applies to magnets working under favor-
able conditions, that is. lifting Hat.
smooth iron objects, of cross section at
least equal to that of the core. Under
these conditions, the rated holding power
can be obtained. It will be noted that
the smaller sizes are less economical of
current than the larger, chiclly because of
the resistance of the air gap between the
poles and the load, which is about the
same for all sizes.

Theoretically, a holding magnet does no
work, and therefore should consume no
power at all. The power used in the
actual direct-current electromagnet is all

lost in overcoming the resistance of the
winding. Therefore, by using suflicicnt

wire of proper size, the current may be
nade very small indeed. In practice, a
balance is struck, determined by prac-
tical considerations. In the tables below,
to avoid cxlrcmclv heavy windings, a
fairly high value of the current has been
taken in the calculations; but it is not
higher than can be drawn economically
from a battery.

If it is desired to use a different wind-
ing and current on any size, it is only
necessary that the product of the turns
of wire times the current should he the
same as that given as ampere turns in

TABLE I.

General Data tor Small F.ltctromagnets
of Any Vvllaue

Pull. or Holding
Force* in I.U 2 5 10 20 00 100

Ampere Turn* 170 225 .TWO l"V **•0 I.5W

Arrn of Core
(Minimum) ill S<|.

In.
.01 .1 .2 .4 1.0 2.0

Diameter of
Round Core in In. Vi

to

s;
«•»

* *V4 lli

Vi

N"lc: Pull i‘ calrul-ii* J i«r a r.i«t iion armature **f

.in-1 !<• tb.it of the core: tbe air jap i$ a«umri|,

.(*>.'• in. for Mn.illcM *ire.

Ollier core niinen.ivio «h«ui<| be determined to *wit

•hr form ami si:,- of the windings making the core
as short as convenient.

Table I. b'or example, the 10-11*. magnet
can he wound by either of the two

methods in Table II. Both give 300
ampere turns; in one ease, % ampere by
1.2110 turns; in the other, Yt ampere bv
%U turns. It would develop the same pull

TABLE II.

For Finding Dimension of a Winding

with 1 ampere and 300 turns, or .1 ampere
and 3,000 turns. So one can suit himself
in the matter of windings, given suflicicnt
wire, and patience in winding it on. The
core is the same in any given size, what-
ever the winding.
The windings arc best made up of cot-

ton-covcrcd magnet wire: in fact, this is

about the only form in which such small
sizes of wire can he had in most places.
Bather than wind directly on the core, it

is better to make up the winding on a
false core of wood or paper, wrapping it

with tape before placing it on the iron
core. The winding may be made up in

two coils, if desired.
The core may be of any shape of sec-

tion. but where the coils rest upon it. it

should be round or nearly so, or a waste
of wire will result. In any ease, its area
should be at all points equal to. or greater
than, that of i!.e round core listed in the
Ir.bic. Other dimensions are made to suit

the winding.
These magnets will operate, after a

fashion, on alternating current, if the

voltage is high enough, but will beat up
from core losses. This beating can be
much reduced by making the core of iron
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wire, or of a bundle of sheet-iron strips,
insulated with paper or varnish, as shown
in Fig. 5. To get sufficient voltage it will
be necessary to connect through lamps
t«» l ' -'ling circuit, exactly as outlined
above. It will be impossible to get as
much holding power as can he had with
direct current, without overheating.

Closely allied with the subject of elec-
tromagnets is 'that of solenoids, for use
with a core which is to be pulled into the
coil, thus operating some mechanism.
Such cores necessarily have a large air

gap; that is, there is no nearly complete
magnetic circuit of iron, as in a horseshoe
magnet. For this reason, it is hardly pos-

sible to give very definite data for the
pull to be expected from a certain wind-
ing. The table will give suggestions for
the windings of such solenoids, though
the pull will of course be much less than
that gi*'cn for magnets. In general, the
pull depends or. the cross section of the
core and the ampere turns of the coil,

so that a greater pull can be obtained by
increasing either factor. For best opera-
tion, however, a reasonable proportion
should be maintained between the two.
With a solenoid and plunger, a motion of
an inch or more is readily obtained,
though this involves, of course, a corre-
sponding reduction of the pulling force.

1ME BOY MECHANIC - 1925

Automobile Direction Indicator

A direction indicator for automobiles,
for use at night to show a following
driver the intentions of the driver of the

TOOATirHV

mom view oack view
An Kkciri.nl Direction In.lic.-itor Which Show* the

Oliver of n Car Following the lutcnlivn of the
Driver to Turn to the Ki|*ht vr Left

car, is easily made and attached to any
car with an electric-lighting system. The
indicator shown is an electrically illumi-
nated combination of the letters "K" and
“I*." with a switch on the dash or on the
steering wheel.
The letters arc formed by troughs about

1 in. wide and \U in. deep, and painted
while, to rolled the light from the small
electric lamps which are mounted in
I hem. as shown. The entire monogram
should l*e about 3 liv -1 1 in. When lamps
I. and 7 arc lighted, the "I,” will lie

illuminated, and when lamps 1. 2. 3, -I. 5,
and 0 are on. the “K" will appear; these
results are obtained bv 1 hr.•wing the
switch lever to ihc light or left. The
switch lever is ho-Vned at .\. and when
thrown to the left, makes contact with Li

and C. By tracing out the circuit, it will
he seen that this will light the "I.." In
the same manner, when the switch lever

's thrown into contact with I) and F, the
• K ’ will he lighted.—Alton D. Spencer,
t olumbiis, Ohio.
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Alarm Prevents Overflowing of lee Box
An effective alarm that can be attached

lo or detached from the drip pan of an ice
box without danger of affecting its opera-

tion is made as
shown in the
drawing. An
ordinary tin

can is obtained
and one cud is

c"t away, close
lo the edge,
nstd the bottom
and lower part
of the can are
perforated to
permit water
lo e n t e r. A
large, flat cork,
of smaller
diameter than
1 lie can. is ob-
l a i n c d a u d
given a coat

of shellac, or melted para Hi u. and four
wire brads arc inserted at diametrically
opposite points, as guides. A brass or
copper disk is made as shown, with four
«»r more points around the edge, which
are driven into l he cork. The top of the
can is closed by a disk of wood that has
been waterproofed by dipping in melted
paraffin; this disk contains the binding
posts, the lower ends of which establish a
circuit, when the water level in the pan
floats the metal-surfaced cork to the

r>cnro«*rioT#s in sipf a>*> ootiom
or CAti
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proper height. A metal cii,-. to hold the
device lo the side of the pan. may he
soldered lo (lie side, as indicated, or it

may lie merely set in I lie pan. This alarm
is intended to he used in connection with
the simple hell circuit shown.—Geo. li.

Perkins, S. Bound Brook, N. J.
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Winding Ilollow Wireless Coils

The radio fan's enthusiasm for making
his own apparatus does not begin to
snl

A

m- until he starts winding coils on
hollow cores. Willi the assistance of the
winder shown in the drawing, coils of al-

most any length and diameter can he
quickly and neat'y wound.
A piece of old hrooni handle makes a

suitable shaft, and grooves arc cut about
3 in. from each end lo lit into the end-
I'ieces of the summit. Two tin funnels
are obtained. aiuMlic tips are cut off so
!hcy will slide onto the shaft; one of
these funnels is nailed in place on the cud

A <.'oi|.VSiu,|ini’ Mncliinc That Siiimlifen t’.i<* Wire-
l<-ir. Pan'n Jol* ol Winding Hollow Coilt: The Ap.
pfti'tiu la Inexpensive ami «lic Results Salixtying

where (he crank, or pulley (if power is to
he used), is to he attached. The other
funnel moves freely on (lie shaft, and can
be removed entirely. A wooden disk with
holes at the center is attached inside the
large end of each funnel, for rigidity. A
simple support is made, such as the one
shown in '.he drawing, with the endpicces
a miiahh* distance apart. In use, the mov-
able funnel is slipped off and the spool
is put on; the funnel is then replaced, and
pushed up until the spool is held firmly in
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place between the two funnels, as shown.
The movable funnel is held in place by
wedges, or l.y a wrapping of tape around
the shaft, and the winding is proceeded
with in the usual manner.—James B.
Keller, Alexandria, La.
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To Make a Watchcasc Galvanometer

A convenient galvanometer and polo
tester may he made from an old watch-
case. A strip of brass, about J

/i in. wide,
is heut to form a narrow rectangular
frame, the ends of which arc soldered

after two
punch marks
li a v c been
made as bear-
ings for the
needle. A short
crosspiece is

soldered
across the
bottom, as

shown, for

soldering to
(lie walehcasc.
W i n d the
f r a m c with
from four to

eight turns of No. 18 gauge bell wire.
The needle is made from a strip of Vfc-hi.

steel, which is drilled at the center and
soldered to a short piece of an ordinary
sewing needle for a pivot. When finished,

the needle is sprung into place with the
ends uf (he pivot resting in the hearings
made l»v the punch marks. One end of
I lie needle is painted red and the other

white. The winding si cm is removed
from the watch, and its place is taken by
a tight-filling brass plug, insulated from
i he watch case by a paper tube. Tile brass
frame and one terminal of the coil are
soldered lo ilic bottom of the watchcasc,
l he other terminal to the brass plug.
Test the instrument with a dry cell ami,
underneath the glass, paste, at diametri-
cally opposite points, two small pieces of
paper marked with the couvenlioual posi-
tive and negative signs, as indicated by
the side to which the red half of l lie nee-
dle l urns.

The first passage of current through the
coil will magnetize the needle. Sudden
application ol current, or heavy currents,
without suitable resistance between the

source and the instrument, arc likely to

• ie vmt*
v^w.io r*A&sruK«

MUL
.

* loira.
ict o* u.** *

Mfr.tnc
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reverse l lie polarity of the needle and
make readjust mail necessary.

THE BOY MECHANIC -1925

Magnetized Checker Men

Anyone who has played checkers knows
how easy il is to have the pieces become
disarranged, usually at the most interest-
ing point of the g: :::o. Two methods of
preventing this arc illustrated in the ac-
companying drawing. One of these ideas

M .nine I ion is CiHle.l Upon to Prev'iit Chess and
Uiftkcr Men from liccomlnn Disar-

ran Reel oil the Hoard

ic«|nires small magnets made from clock
spring, which arc attached to the bot-
!
01,1 of {}'c ilic'-ke/ men. A metal hoard

is required. I hrec or four of the
checkers arc clamped in a vise, and
grooves «•••: filed on opposite edge* and
•me side, as shown. Some pieces of clock
spring of good thickness, hut not more
,,l!m ’» m - wide, arc cut into pieces of
the proper length and bent to fit neatly
and snugly into the filed grooves, and
Hush with the face of the checker. These
pieces are magnetized bv bringing them
into contact with an ordinary horseshoe
magnet. 'I he checkerboard used with
t licsc checkers may he an ordinary hoard
with a covering of galvanized iron, or tin
plate, on which the s<|iia>cs arc painted.
< hessmen arc lilted with magnets in the
sanm manner as check rs.

The second idea is (o imbed the mag-
nels in the cin e jerboa rd. and is to be
preferred, for the reason that heavier
magnets may he used, which makes them
stronger and longer-lived. As shown in
the drawing, mortises are cut into the
board so (lint the ends come at the cen-
ters of two black squares. flic magnets
are formed and magnetized in the manner
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described., and put in place, alter which
the opening is plugged up with wood to
match the rest of the hoard. After all the
magnets have been pul in place, the sur-
face of the hoard is finished smooth, so
that the ends of the magnets will just
come Hush with the top. The checkers
me held to the magnets by means of soft-
iron washers which are r.Hachcd to one
side with small screws, as indicated.
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Simple Homemade Buzzer

A small, though satisfactory buzzer
can. be easily made by the young elec-
trician from a few odds and ends of metal
and several yards of wire. A hardwood
•'lock is provided for the base, and a hole
is drilled at one end for the post which
supports the coil. The wire is wound
a round an ordinary bolt, as shown, the
Hanges at the ends being made from
heavy cardboard or thin wood. A hole
is drilled through the wooden post, and
the coil is attached to it by screwing a
nut on the threaded end of the boll core.
The vibrator is a strip of tin, fastened
to the base with a binding screw from an

* "Id dry cell. The circuit breaker, or inter-

rupter, is bent from a piece of heavy
copper wire, attached to the base by one
of the binding posts, which have been

Simple Electric Purser for tlte Younc Electrician.
Made Irorn Easily Obtainable Parts

taken from dry cells. The manner of
connecting the wires is clearly shown in

the drawing. The tone of the buzzer is

regulated by moving the circuit breaker
closer to or farther from the vibrator,
and with a lit tie experimenting a satisfy-
ing buzz will be obtained.—Chas. Martin,
Warner, Alla.
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A Cheap Wet-Battery Cell

The hit'll cost of dry cells has encour-
aged many to make and use homemade
cells of various kinds, ami the one de-

scribed has the
merit of cheap-
ness and efii-

ciency. as well as
long life. For the
battery jar, an old
can, about 6 in.

hit'll and 4 in. in
diameter, is used.
A porous cup is

required, and this

is made by rolling
a strip of blotting
paper around a
stick. V/> in. in

diameter, and securing the ends with
incited parallin. The bottom of the cup
is made l.v standing it on a smooth sur-
face which has been greased with vaseline,
and pouring in plaster of Baris, or melted
parallm. to a depth of about >/2 i». When
completed, l lie porous cup is stood in the
conlcr of the can, the outside space is
Idled with chips, borings, and turnings
ol iron, and a strip of zinc is placed in-
side the cup, as shown in the drawing.
*1 he battery solution is made by dissolv-
ing caustic soda in water until it will take
up no more; a saturated solution, in other
words. The cell is rilled with this solu-
tion to within an inch of the top, and con-
nection is made with the zinc strip and
the can by means of binding posts, as
shown. Owing to the caustic character
of the battery solution it should not he
allowed to come into contact with the
skin or clothing. Such n cell has a volt-
age id about 1.2. ami will deliver approx-
imately two amperes on slum circuit, de-
pending on the purity of the chemicals
and the fineness of the borings and turn-
ings. The internal resistance of these
cells is high, and best results a c obtained
by connecting a battery of them in par-
allel, if a large amount of current is re-
quired. However, one or «»vo such cells
will give good results for light service,
such as a doorbell circui:
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Spacer for Coil Winding

When winding coils for electric heat-
ers, where the turns of wire arc required

SlNDINO
POSIS

TIN CAN-'

POPOU9
CUP

CAUSTIC
SOU/flOt#

OtHHNOO Arili
Tuftr:i % iQ3

to be evenly separated from each other,
considerable care
is necessary to
make the separa-
tion uniform. A
piece of cord,
the same thick-
ness as the space
required between
the turns, and a
small weight arc
used to make the
simple device

. . „ , ,

shown in t h c
drawing. Both cuds of the cord are at-
tached -lo the weight and the device is
placed on the cod-winding mandrel, as
shown, automatically spacing the turns.
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Carbon-Lamp “Kick-Back” Preventer

To protect fixtures and house wiring
from high-voltage "kick-hacks” and lo
prevent the lights from blinking when
using a wircless-transmitl'm;; set con-
nected to the house current, a kick-back
preventer is a necessity. Such a device
may be made up of a number of carbon

J
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Cj'I'OT-Fil.'iment Incandescent Lamps, Connected
atitn* the Supply Line and Grounded at the Center,
Protect aramst lli|;li- Voltage Surges from Wireless

Transmitters

lamps connected across the power line
ami grounded at the center, as shown in
the drawing.

I "« carbon lamps arc connected across
the line, the connecting wire between the
lamps being grounded through the third
lamp, as shown in Fig. 1. This arrange-
ment will give sufficient protection for
low powers. In Figs. 2 and 3 arc shown
diagrams of preventers that have ample
capacity for taking care of surge-back? up
to the maximum voltage used by ama-
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terns. Carbon lamps arc used because
they will carry heavy overloads.
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Switch for Battery Charging

on Motorboat

To prevent the storage battery from
exhausting itself through the generator

Simple Syit.li Ir> Pi event the Stoia.c Dattciy from
JvxIiAiiMim: Itself, for Motoiboat Circuits Where
Loth Oeucrator and Storage iiattciy are Used

windings when tile engine is stopped, the
simple switch shown in the drawing will
l>e found in work successfully on motor-
boat circuits where the combination of
generator and storage battery is used.

I lie switch base is made of wood,
liber,

. or other nonconducting material.
A switch lever is pivoted to the bottom
with a small bolt, and wired to a bind-
ing post at some convenient point. Two
segments of copper, or brass, shaped to
follow the sweep of the lever, are fas-
tened to the base with countersunk
screws. Each segment is connected to a
binding post. The storage battery is

connected to the upper segment; the gen-
erator, or dynamo, to the lower one, and
tjie switch lever to one side of the igni-
tion circuit. The wiring is completed
as shown. Eight spring-brass fingers are
riveted the underside of the switch
lever, to hear against the segments and
insure good contact.

When the switch is placed at A, all

circuits are open. At I!, the battery is

thrown into the ignition circuit so the
engine may he started; at C. after the
engine is running, both battery and gen-
erator are in the circuit, and the genera-
tor will charge the battery. When the

battery is sufficiently charged, place the
lever at I). which cuts out the hatterv

•

and runs the engine f*om the generator
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alone. To stop the engine, push the lever
back to A; this not only cuts out the
ignition circuit but disconnects the gen-
erator from the battery as well, and pre-
vents the passage of current.
A pin stop at each side of the switch

base prevents the lever from dropping
over loo far.
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Electric Candle Sconce

The electric caudle sconce shown ill the
drawing maided a storekeeper who had
become partly deaf to enjoy the comforts
of his ‘private rooms while at the same
time attending to the store, which was
connected with his home.
The sconce will require a glass candle

tube, which can be obtained from electric

shops, and a miniature bulb, the two be-
ing combined as shown in the drawing.
The metal parts are removed from the
porcelain base, and the terminals are
Straightened parallel with the socket.

The wires are attached and the socket is

fastened inside the caudle lithe with plas-

ter of Paris or melted sealing wax. The
caudle tube is held to its semicircular
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The New Wireless Telegraphy.

Some IntcrcsU'iK L.\pei..»iciU< for
Amateurs.

By l.KSUK Miller, A.I.E.E.WUKN amateur electricians read in the daily iui»cr«
that a *|>ecial giant of money was asked Aw in
I'atliamcnl for carrying out the experiments

with Marconi's apparatus for signalling without line
wiios, and that a skilled Mail had all the resources of Ihc
British Post Oliicc at command, they probably thought
trials on I heir own account were out of reach. The ob-
ject of this paper is to wove this is not the fact ; that the
apparatus employed i<« of a character easy to con-
struct, and experiment with, though it may be difficult
to understand exactly the causes that produce visible re-
sults. To any one with a projwily constituted scientific
mind, (be mode of action ol a pistol that carries ten yaids
is just as interesting as that of a field gun with a ranee of
ten miles. ’l ire two arc essentially the same, though the

latter is best for booming pur|toses. The render of this
can tignal without line wires all over the house, or down
*0 the jKilloiii of Iris suburban garden, without a grant
fiottt Iris own |*»ckcl of more than a few pounds, even if

ire docs not already puvsev. suitable electrical appliances.
If a man is in a free balloon the only medium of com-

munication between hint and the ground must be either

the air or lire ether. We wit' suppose > In out of earshot,
and trust to waves in the ether. ‘ There are some icudy
marie to hand, light waves, also a suitable receiver,

our eye ; but we exclude the use of the heliograph from

this patter, r.lso X rays, which could be used over thirty
yards for signalling purpose*. We will make our own
waves by electrical means. As the waves set up by
making ami breaking a current flowing in a wire, and so
creating a current in a ncighimurinj! wire, arc long wave*
which have not been found suitable lor practical telegraphy
in many circumstances that actually arise, we will pioceed
to describe how to generate Hertzian vibrations of short
wave length, and their action on the best detector of them—a simple thing called a coherer.

In the limiis of this paper it it impossible to explnin

W////////W//////////////Z////y///////y
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with silty completeness what Hertz waves arc, and i: must
suffice to say that Clerk Maxwell foretold and Hertz
demonstrated that whenever there is an oscillatory dis-
charge of electricity between two conductors, waves are
set up in the ether at right angles to the line of the dis-

charge. These waves ail travel at the same rate, which is

that of light waves, 1 86,400 miles per second. Hut the
shortest of them are tu he Counted in millions per second,
instead of in hundreds of billions, as in the case of light
waves. Professor Lodge is just publishing a new edition
of his book, “The Work of Hertz and Some of His
Successors,” price .Js. 9«l., ami readers interested in the
subject arc recommended to buy it and study it.

The essential |>oint alioiit a generator of Hertzian waves
is that it must set up an oscillating discharge. No steady
leak like that of a charged Leyden jir through a piece of
wet string w ill create Hertz waves. An abrupt discharge
must lake place, so that the charge w ill oscillate from one
to the other of the discharging laxlies. There must l*c no
preliminary brush, therefore all iminis must l»c avoided,
and the discharge take 1 ict ween |w»|jshc<l or
in order to do away with the sie-ssity of freipicnl
polishing between balls immersed in oil or vaseline.

As a sending instrument, therefore, anything which set-*

up an oscillating dischuge can l*e utilised, such, for in-
stance, ns a highly charged cloud giving use to lightning
Hashes or a cheap electric Ml. The o dilations from the
former can be detected when 'nlcing place ten mil. * olf,

and the latter about two fret. Any clcclio-mxgnct, Wims-
hurst machine, electric gas lighter, induction coil, 01

Tesla coil, will generate the waves. To detect them is a
question of distance and sensitivenesi of the receiver, an<l
in the case of long waves of tuning. It ix obvious that
if the generator keeps the oscillations going steadily for

some lime, the receiver should be arranged so that it is

capable of oscillating in tune. It is difficult to do this,

and, therefore, the transmitter should l»e capable ol giving
a few violent oscillations which die away at once. Then
there will be no need for accurate, or even any, tuning at

the receiving end. An induction coil sparking between
balls is the best known way ol producing the most suit-
abb- waves. The diagram shows the airangeineat devised
by Professors l.'wlgc -'“"1 l*»ghi respectively. In Mli
cases the wires from the secondary of .in induction coil
an- bo night to the »va small kills outside. In the Lodge
transmitter then: i. one central ball, and in llut of Kiglii
(used by Marconi) two kills- The two latter have the
sjsice Ik-1 ween them filled with oil or vaseline.

oQo
I.oim;r Tkansmiiikk.

0OO0
M AROOM Tu ANNMITTKR -

I hose leaders who have induction coils with spark
pillars and rods can screw round balls cm io the ends of
the rods and spark to a large central boll, or to the two
balls, in case they are not frightened by Mr. Marconi's
patent claims, valid or otherwise. A tubular hole, 2.J ins.
diameter, may bo left in a square block of |<uaffin wax
cast in a cardkurd mould, and one IkiII forced three parts
iu from one end and paraffm paired round it from the
outside. Then from the other end, a paper tube of tbs
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right length to keep the l»lls % in. apart should be
inserted, then a quantity of vaseline, and finally the other
ball. \\ hen some jwraflin is poured round the latter
everything is secure and clean.
Any amateur car. make this, and it is just as effective as.

if it were made of ck.nitc. The distance between the two
large kills (4 ms. diameter) mentioned by Marconi as
suitable for an 8-in. coil, is 1 251I1 in. to 1.30th of an
inch, and that between the large and small kills 1 inch.
The writer is easily able to signal all over the three lloors
of the kidding at bis disposal, but he has made no tests
to fmd if this could be improved.
To l»c able to I1.1nsl.1tc the signals scut into space

into words at the other end, they must have a definite
lime inteival, rc|*c>cnting dot or dash, between them.
This i* done with a key in the primary circuit of the coil.

Now f,,r the receiving instrument, named by Professor
l-odgc, a coherer, but often called a Uranly lube, after
the discoverer of the property possessed by metallic filings

«.r |».w -|cr »f changing from a non-conductor to a conductor
when hit by an ether wave, and returning to the non-
conducting state whin agitated mechanically. These co-
herer* may l>e made in endless forms, like their near rela-

tion, the microphone, and afford e fine field for amateur
C.\|*rimcnt. The one shown in the diagram (Fig. 1 )

is the
same shape as that patented by Marconi, but instead of the
metal plugs in the glass tube being silver, and the poivder
nickel with 4 pet cent, silver nnd a trace of mercury, I

would iccummcnd the plugs and powder to be wholly
nickel, or iu default of this, of iron. The tube may be
exhausted, but the only gain ap|*cnrs to be lion liability to
oxidise nnd freedom from damp. One of the writer’s
exhausted lul.es cracked in use, but 110 deterioration
could lie delected, though the fine powder clung to the
glass more than More. A 2 to 1 mixture of speller nnd
iron filings makes a good mixture, but Marconi claims
mixtures in his intent !

Another coherer, used on the Continent to detect light-

ning ten miles off, consists <-f a brass tul>c about 1# in.

long by ill. diameter, filled loosely with aluminium
filings, through the centre of which a platinum wire
passes. A single contact coherer, such ns the point of n
sewing needle resting on a piece of aluminium foil, was
found by Professor Lodge to lie more sensitive than filings,

kit not so readily de-cohered, and therefore not so practi-

cal. The writer is |iatcnting another form that he has
found to work well, together with a new automatic
dc-colicrcr.

Returning for a time to our friend in the balloon, we
will give him the privilege of using a single line wire be-
tween himself and earth. Ask an ordinary telegraphist

what good this will lie, and he will protably reply that

it will I* useful as a Mi-pull, but will be of no use in

telegraphy witliout a return wire. Hut he would be mis-

taken. Hy means of the simple apparatus shown in the
diagram (l-'ig. 2), the sensitiveness of any coherer may be
roughly tested, and by attaching a similar set at the

other end of a single line, one-wire telegraphy can be
accomplished. Proceed as follows:—

First sec that the coherer is in good working order.
Shake it up and see that only a tiacc current Hows
through the galvanometer. If current Hows, in spite of
shaking, try the effect of taking one Cell away; if it still

conducts, remove one cleckolo a little- further away from
the other, so that there .s less pressure on the filings.

Then short circuit the galvn hy touching the two sides

with a piece of wire. Tin. needle will, of course, be
violently deflected, and, strange to say, lennxiii <ifjh(tal
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when the short circuit is removed. At the moment when
the shot l circuit is removed, the large current in the galvo
coil rapidly dies away ami an extra current is produced
which lias the power of bicaking down the resistance of
the coherer. It may l»e restored to its non-conducting
condition by a tap so as to agitate the |>owdcr ami the
needle goes back to zero. This is a simple but most im-
jMirtnnl experiment, and one that requires more time for

investigation than the writer has l>ecn able to give it.

When I found that the resistance of the coherer was Broken
ilowti iusl l lie same when coimtrcletl not directly to (Ik:

galvo but through ten miles of wire (the secondary of an
induction coil), I licgan to !>e astonished, ami the feeling

increased when I found it still noted when I sululitutcd a
P.0, resistance box for the coil with the infinity findent.

It should lie noted that there was little capacity in the
circuit, but, bearing in mind the feebleness of the gene-
lalm, it proves the marvellous sensibility of lire cobetcr.

A telephone would have been quite silent.

It is a icturn to the sialic telegraph id Ronalds, ami
any leader who has an acquaintance ulio can put up an
electric bell, and thinks lie knows all alwml electricity,

will be able to confound him with this experiment.
Lately, Mr. A. C. Uiov-:: lui that signal-* can l-c

sent many hundreds «»f miles along a naked cable lying a*

the bottom of the sea and •eceivcrl on a coherer. If the

••ml of the line wire shown in the dhgiani l*c attached to

any part of the gas or water pipes of a house, and some
other part of the pipes Iks sparked at with a coil, the co-
herer will be broken down.
Someone having the opportunity can try a railway line

instead of a gas pipe and signal to a moving train. Mr.
Biown has suggested, and I Irelieve patented, a numlicr
of applications of the coherer and manyothcr investiga-

tors arc at work. It will soon lie lime for the company
promoter to commence operations, and it will not l«c Pro-
fessor Urnnly who w ill Ircnefit financially by his discovery
of the coherer.

Returning more directly to wireless telegraphy, readers
should try the effect of any apparatus they may happen to

haVe in •h*dr |tossession as generators of the waves. An
induction coil or a Tesla transformer is lies'., but a Winis-
burst machine, an electric gas lighter, a magneto genera-
tor for ringing IkjIIs, any electro-magnet or coil of wire
with many turns, will act on a pro|»erly made coherer a-

cross an air space. It is only a question of distance.

With my own 6-in. induction coil as transmitter, it is

|tossil>lo to ring an ordinary cheap electric liell when it is

placed directly in the circuit shown in the diagram up to
about three yards olT. but with the help of a relay any-
where about the building, and much further. A
coherer should respond '.«• -tire spark of an >rdinaty elec-

tric bell up to 2 ft. or more Fur working over long
distances a very high vertical wire is fixed to one |*olc of
the induction coil, and the other pole earthed. A vertical

wire of the same height is also fixed to the coherer at one
end, and the other earthed. Marconi was the first to

clearly demonstrate the great gain of this. Professor

Slabv, in Germany, has found that Hertz waves get a lift

on the road by any telegraph wire that may Ire in the

direction of the line of progress of the wave, and al»o that

a HcrUwave telegram may travel along the outside of

wire al the same time that an ordinary telegraphic current

is Mowing in the inside.

In order to decohere a lul»c automatically the current

through ii must work a relay that controls an electric bell,

the hammer of which hits the tube.

Ail an amateur electrician need trouble about is to ob-

tain;* swing of the needle on an ordinary detector
galvanometer, and a sure return to zero, lie then knows
that by substituting only a moderately sensitive relay for

the galvo, he will be able to ring a bell, fire a fuse, or
work the usual telegraphic apparatus in the local circuit
if lie cares to do so.

Finally, a few words as to patents covering the ground.
The I-odge transmitter is quite clear, and vaiious arrange-
ments of l»alls have been used liefore Marconi ; also

oil between them. Gdicrcrs of numerous shapes
arc also quite clear

;
of course not the actual one

l>atcutcd by Marconi. The automatic tapper is claimed
by Marconi, but was used by Professor I^odgc some time
previously to bis ]latent, and also by K. l’opoff in St.

Petersburg. Since the nineteen claims of Mr. Marconi’s
patent were worded, evidence has conic to light which
proves that every one of bis liras have been more or less

anticipated in various pails of the world without hb
knowledge, 1ml lie has. in sporting language, forced the

pace, and done good work for which he deserves to

licncfil. There arc also oilier recent patents covering ap-
plications of the cohcrir, &c., most of which arc not yet

published.

How to flake a Useful

Bichromate Battery.

By Ckcil M. HKl’WOWVit.

ONE of the simplest, ami at the same lime one of

the licst electric batteries for experimental work, is

that known as the single-fluid bichromate of potash
cell. It is very energetic, for it yields a higher voltage
than any other practicable form of primary battery, ami

Fig. i. ’ Fir;. 2.

made on the plan which I am alioiii to recommend, is

quite inexpensive, and will, with ordinary care, last fur

years.

It consists essentially of a zinc pl.re A {see Fig. 1), on
either side of which, but insulated from it by pieces of non
conducting materia! B 1$, are two plates of carlxm, C C.
A wire in connection with the zinc form? the negative

terminal, while two others from the two carbons unite lo

form the positive. If we imine'«; the lower half of .1:1

“element” thus constructed in an -.Atiung fluid— or
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Fig. 3.

“ electrolyte ” as ii is more properly called—consisting «»(

eight parts of a saturated solution of bichromate of potaxh

to one part of sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol), we shall find

that nothing will hanpen while the conducting wires re-

main separate, hut that when these are connected together

a current of electricity will he generated. When I say

nothing will happen while the wires do not touch, that is

theoretically correct, and would !>c so practically also, if

the *inc were chemically pure, hut as it never is, minute
particles of carlion and iron, present on its surface, set up

an incessant local action, which w ill gradually destroy

it, while calamities of hvdingcii gas will I* given oil.

To obviate this waste of tine and c&riling lluid— which
are always sjmilvd together— ib>- mm.

5
late uuul be atrial

ga mated with ouirk-.dver r.r mercury, the puijose of
which is to smother these energetic |urtides as it were
and P’event them selling up Midi ii'depciidciu electrical

action, while at the same time it allows, the legitimate

nclion of the cell to go on undisUitlacd. Apply the met-
cm y to the tine— which must l«e prcvi.msly cleaned with
dilute acid — hy means of a piece of tag, ruhhing it in well

until its surface presents a bright silvery appearance. This
will, to a great extent, prevent this tiresome local action

hy covering tip the electro |iosiiive |<11 tides, and thus
rendering them |rowcrlcss. Of course, all the time the

I siltcry is in use, the zinc plate will lie steadily eaten away
in diicci projMntion to the strength and duration of the

cm rent.

Hut the protection of the mercury would lie soon under-
mined if the pl.il>-. w, r.- r.|»xil to the action ol the acids

Fig. -i-

f..r any length of time, therefore it is necessary *•_» lift them
out nf the lluid when the electric current is not required,

nod herein li.-s a draw-lack to this for 111 of latlciy, lie-

cause as is easy to see, the T^schar.iaoi necessary t.» lilt

each zinc out ol a large battery of several cells would lie

clalroralc and costly, while to take them out separately

would involve considerable trouble. For this reason it is

usual to fasten the tojrs of all the elements together, and
lift Imth zincs and car I tons out of the cells leaving nothing
hut the liquid. It is not easy, however, to hind the ele-

ments firmly together in such a manner that the cat lx his

are thoroughly insulated from the zincs and from one
another—which is a sint ijun-iion—and it genet ally necessi-

tates costly brass fittings

It was to overcome this difficulty that I designed the
liattcry which is illustrated in the diagrams shown on this

page, and the const ruction of which I will now describe.
From a cigar l*ox cut out sixteen nieces of wood, each

2 ins. long, by */-in. broad, and soak them for a while in

hot paraffin wax. These arc to form the insulators to keep
the /inc plate separate from the carirons, as shown in

Fig. 1, in which II II arc the insulators, C C the carbon
pjaics, and /. the zincs, while the conducting wires arc
distinguished hy the negative and positive signs. Procure
eight plates of zinc (uIm.ui ^-in. thick), and sixteen
pieces of carbon of the usual thickness supplied for battery
work, all measuring 3# ins. long, by 2 ins. broad.

Fit;. 5.

It must 1* understood tl»«t eight cells will give eight
times the strength or intensity electricity if they be con*
ncctcd in series, that is to say, the zinc of one cell joined
electrically to the carlion of the next, and so on right
through, as shown in Fig. 3, where a wire from the car-
bon of the first element forms the positive terminal, while
another front the zinc of the last constitutes the negative.
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Microphones and How to flake

Them.
February, 1S9X.

By F. E. T.

J
UST as a micioscoj'c is an instrument used to observe
very liny visible objects so a microphone is an instru-
ment used in the observation of minute sounds. But

there the resemblance ceases. The microphone, although
an exceedingly delicate arrangement, is amongst the
simplest pieces of electrical apparatus the amateur can
have to make. It is at the same time interesting from a
jmtcly scientific j>oint of view, and of very great use in the
commercial world.

If all carbons were connected together at one terminal,
and all the zincs joined in the same manner to form the
other, the lottery would yield eight times the quantity of
electricity, but its intensity of strength would lie «*dy that
of one cell. For this reason tiro iaticr method of group-
ing the elements—known as “connecting in |Kirallcl ”

—

is only used in those rate cases in which a huge How of
electricity at very low potential is requited.

In order to make satisfactory connection—which is

extremely important—cut out of thin sheet copjier eight
strips each }{ in. wide by 7 ins. long. Bend each in the

shape of a nation l', as shown in Fig. 4, ami solder al

the liend a short piece of copper bell wire, 'he other end
of which is to I>c affixed in the same way to Uterine plate of
the next combination. This arrangement is shown in
!• ig. 2. Now cut out of

;

,

1

in. wood— pine by |«cfcrcncc
—a piece measuring 15 ins. by 3 ins. (AA, Fig. 3), and
from in. wood cut two slips, Bll Itll, al>*. 15 ins. long
and v in. broad. Ten iron screws 2', ins. long will also

lie required for the purpose of binding the whole together
as shown. Each element may now I*e 1round up tem-
porarily with siring, taking great care that the various

parts occupy their pro|>er position— lirst the line plate

m the middle with its insulators on either side, then the
copper connecting strip, and lastly the carlxms.

Having drilled holes for the screws, lay the wooden
piece. A A. face* downwards on the table, pul the strip

BB Bl! in |K»*iti«»n, and insert the screw-, giving each a

few turns, so that the whole hangs lightly together. The
fight elements with their string bindings can then l»c

easily inserted, and the screws driven home so that the
various elements are held a< in a- vice. Next remove tire

string bandages, and comlcct the two disengaged wires

—

one from a /inc plate, and the other from a |«ir of carl-m*.

to the two brass terminal*CC, as shown in the diagram.
Fig 3. and .!ris portion of the apparatus is then complete.
It will l>c noticed or. reference to the diagram that there
i. a space (1)1)) in. square at either end of the centre
Iron rtf, AA. These gajm me designed to receive the up-
rights glued to the base board, ns shown in Fig. 5, an
arrangement which insures that the sine and carbon ele-

ments may be easily lifted our of or replaced in their cells

without inconvenience, and the uprights also form a sup-
•ort lo the system, which is held in place when not in use
>> means of a wire spring similar lo that employed to

;cop an umbrella open or dosed. When the battery is

required for live these springs 'arc simply depressed by the
lliunibs, and the elements lowered into their respective
cells without any trouble. The cell* proper, consisting
of ordinary one pound jam jar*, or gallipot*, arc, of course,

arranged in two rows of four each on the lasc-hoard, and
they should l*e alioui half filled with the bichromate solu-
tion, mixed ax already describ'd.

My own battery constructed exactly on these lines is,

when first charged, quite |iowcrlul enough to light a little

incandescent lamp of three or four caudle power, or it

will work a small motor, excite a powerful clectro-rnag-

ucl, or do any other experimental electrical work on a
small scale very satisfactorily. It polarises after a time,
if used continuously, but witii short periods of rest, such,

for instance, as it would get l»ct ween several experiments, it

works admirably. It has advantages of extreme porta-

bility. coupled with high efficiency, while it is cleanly to
use, free from disagreeable smells or noxious fumes, and,
most important of all, is very incx|*en.-ivc, both lo make
and to use.

All microphones ate constructed oil one principle
; the

difference between the simplest and the most complex
being a matter of structural detail for purposes of strength,
convenience, or ap|<carnnce. The principle is always
that a current of electricity is allowed to flow through two
conductors w hich merely touch one another (and therefore
offer great resistance lo the flow), one or both the con-
ductors being so arranged that the slightest vibration will
cause it to press more or less heavily upon the other con-

Carton J^crtcH

doctor. This variation in the pressure produces a cor-

responding variation in the Strength of the electric flow,

which being conveyed through a telephone receiver is

made manifest to anyone listening. A sketch of the
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simplest possible arrangement is given in Fig. I. The
telephone receiver is shown at T, the lottery at B,
and the microphone at M. This latter consists merely

of three wire nails {often known as “French” nails)

placed as shown, and was one of the forms of microphone
experimented upon hy Professor Hughes, in 187X. ft

will be seen that the electrical current from the battery
Hows through the microphone by means of the top nail,

which bridges the two others. Anything which upsets
the very delicate balancing trf this nail, ami causes a
variation in pressure on the lioltom nails, produces a
sound in the telephone (T) in the manner already indi-

cated. A slight scratching on the table, for example, is

reproduced and exaggerated, and the listener can of
course he far away from the source of the sounds.

Certain disadvantages arc quite obvious in the arrange-

ment already quoted. There is a want of |>crmancncy
about three French nails, which arc liable to lie snapped
up at any moment for common domestic use. Then, also,

it is a well-known fact that all sounds are magnified if a
large hollow vessel can l»e made to vibrate by their aid.

This suggests the use of a sounding-box, and Fig. 2 shows
a microphone constructed to include these improvements.
In this II is a hollow deal l*ox, open at l»otli end*. I'pon

this are fixed hy screws two pieces of arc-lamp carbon
(C C). about in. diameter and '/2 in. long, a short
copper wire being twisted round underneath as a means
of connection to telephone and battery (not shown in this
sketch). A conical hole is made in each block of carbon,
and a short length (i>£ in. will do) of smaller carbon,
about 3-i6ths in. diameter, pointed at each end, rests

lightly between the two. The similarity between this and
the previous arrangement is apparent to anyone, and every
amateur electrician will appreciate the advantages of the
carl* hi contacts over the metal.

Vet another microphone is shown in Fig. 3, known as
Locht-I.abye's I'antclephone. I made one of these some
time ago with a hollow lack to act as a sounding lward,
and the instrument was marvellously delicate. The con-
struction is simplicity itself. At the top of the backboard
is a hat of wood # in. square, and about 5 in. long. At
each end i> hung a piece of very thin springy brass (such

as an old stencil plate), 2 in. long hy % in. wide. These
two pieces carry a piece of dry pine A'i *>»• wide hy

S'A h>ng and i in. thick, which has glued to it at the
middle of the lower end a piece of arc-lamp car lion % in.

diameter and i in thick. A small groove is cut in the

lack of the carbon before glueing it to tbc board,
and when dry, two wires, one going to each brass
carrier at the lop, arc pushed into the groove to make
contact. The remaining jiortion of (heapparalu. is shown
in Fig. 4. It is a !>cnt piece of brass (t-l6th in. thick),

having a small brass spring soldered to it at A. This

Kinp carries a small platinum contact-piece (similar to

t in an electric bell) at I', which is kept in contact
with the carbon of the microphone by means of a screw
(S). A wire is carried to the battery from the l»cnt brass

Ke. This forms a most delicate piece of apparatus.
instrument is hung in an upright position against a

wall, and conversations can lie heard when the talkers

arc many yards away from it. It is, indeed, too delicate

to lie spoken to at close quarters
;
the vibrations arc loo

severe, and the sounds become broken and disjointed,
although loud.

The “ transmitters ” of ordinary telephonic apparatus
arc, of course, micro, .hones strongly constructed. Their
name is legion, but, for the sake of illustration, a simple
form is given in Fig. 5. It will be seen that the only
important difference is in the number of contacts, which
arc multiplied both for the sake of ensuring action and in

order that all classes of sounds may l>c equally conveyed.
Git Iron is used in exactly the same manner as licforc de*
scril>ed

t
and the contacts arc mounted on a thin pine

board having a mouthpiece aliove to direct the sound-
vibrations on to the said board.

Every form of microphone described should he made
by the amateur worker. They arc so simple as to take
little time, and the comparison of results is always useful.
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Your friends cannot help being interested when they hear
your watch licking away loudly, although two or three
rooms away. The slightest touch on the microphone
itself is magnified, and 1 once listened for a long time to

an imprisoned bee burring al->ul the room, its sound
varying as it approached to or receded from the instru-

ment. The test is supposed to l>e the noise of a fly

walking upon the sounding-board of the apparatus
;

l>ut

1 have, personally, never been able to induce that in-
dustrious little creature to exercise himself for my
benefit.

How to Hake an Electric Cycle
Lamp.

March, 1S98.

By "ZODIAC.”

BY following the instructions given in this article any
amateur may construct a lirst-class electric cycle

lamp at a cost of only a few shillings. Should the
amateur wish to make an accumulator for any oilier pur-
]>ose, such as lighting, coil working, &c., he will find

the instructions given to be very useful.

The accumulator will be first dealt with. A two-
celled ebonite ease will l>c required, and two |olis of
gilds (plates) to fit into the cells. The following table
will give some idea ai to the sire required :

Four Volt.

No. Capacity. Weight. Si/c.

1

A ... 4 hours ... t ll>. 80s. |
x 1 x

2 A ..5 t .. 9 m ... 4 x t'/i x 3;$

3

A ... 6 2 ,. 8 „ ... 4 x \'/t x s
Weight is of accumulator only. No. 1 a is rather

small for night riding. Kach cell will have one positive

( + ) and one negative ( - ) plate.

The two positive grids will require posting with a stiff

paste made of red lead and dilute sulphuric acid (one

part acid to two parts water). The best way of doing
this is to lay the grid flat on a sheet of glass, and press
the paste into the perforations (these are wedge shaped,
as in Fig. 1, in order to ho’..; the oxide securely in place)

with a horn or wooden spatula. The grid should now l»e

turned over and the other side treated in the same way,
afler which it must l»c stood up in a warm room to allow
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it to dry, for about fifteen hours. Having pasted and dried
loth plates, the next thing is to place them in a very
strong solution of chloride of lime. This will form lead
|icroxide, and save the trouble of “ forming.”
When the action is complete the plates must be washed

in clean water
;
they arc then ready to he placed in the

cell. The negative grids must be filled in with precipi-
tated lead. To make this, place a few strips of zinc in
a saturated solution of lead-acetate, and collect the
crystals that arc formed. These will adhere together
when pressed into the grid.

Before putting the plates together, each negative should
have a pair of clx>nitc sc|*arnling pins (/>) fixed along the
Ixrttoin so as to keep it about % in. apart from the posi-
tive plate (see Fig. 3). These pins will then fit into the
|-»sitive plate, when a rubber band {/>) will make the
whole fast.

If a loose ebonite lop is not supplied with the cell, 0110
must lie cut out (with a fretsaw) to lit it. Holes must lie

cut in to allow the four lugs logo through, and two tf-in.
el-mite lubes (/) must Ik: cemented in with two parts
giilta-|>ciclM and one pail melted pitch, applied hot, or
marine glue.

The pairs of plates are now ready to be placed in the
cells, the lid Iicing carefully filled in. Tile Positive of
»nc cell must be connected to the negative 0/ the other,
the two remaining plates Ireing connected to the respective
terminals. The terminals ate fastened with a nut at the
back, a pin (</) being put through the shank to prevent it

turning. The split ting (/) will prevent the top of the
terminal being lost.

The cell is now ready for scaling with marine glue, and
Fig- 3 shows it :it this stage. Two india-rubber plugs or
el-mile stoppers for the lulics (/) will complete the cell.
Before going on to the lamp, however, it will be well to
give a lew notes useful to those who wish to make ac-
cumulators for lighting, &c. If the amateur wishes to

make his own grids lie can east them in plasler-of-Pnris
moulds, using pure lead. Fig. 1 shows two types of grids,
ami Fig. 2 shows a side section. The grids are % in. to

Ys in. square. For such cells it is usual to have oncmoic
negative plate Ulan the number of |x>sitivc in each cell.
Thus, a cell having two positives would have three nega-
tives. 1 his prevents buckling of the positive plates. The
whole of the |K»itivcs in each cell arc coupled together, ns
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arc also the negatives. The electrolyte consists of puie

sulphuric acid, diluted with alxmt four times its hulk of
"'•‘ter, its s|»ccific gravity being about 1-165. We careful

l«* mix by adding the acid to the water, and never viu
verso.

The acid having been put into the cells, so as to rover
l lie plates, the accumulators are ready-for charging, l'or

thispurpose a stcadysourcc ofsupplywill lie required, from
a battery or shunt-wound dynamo, allowing 2*5 volts for

each cell to lx: charged : tire maximum charging current
Uing about four anq ires per square loot of positive sut-

facc, and the discharge rate should not exceed this rate.
The iKisitivc pole o( the accumulator must lie connected
lo the positive source of uipply. When the source of
supply is from the lighting mains, be sure to test the |«ulcs

with pole- finding paper, and mark them. I'ole-fmding
paper is a pa|>cr coaler I with—

Potassium iodide ... 2 parts

Starch (stilt j«wc) ... 40 „
Water ... ... 80 „

and must be kept dry. fake a piece and damp it
;
place

the wires in contact with it, about yx in. apart, and a

blue spot will iip|H-ar al the (xisitivc wne.
To charge lire cycle cell, however, three bichromate

cells will k found useful.

When fully charged the cell* will gas freely, and lire

mid turn very milky, the K.M.K. of each cell Uing 2-5
volts. Never discharge a cell Ulow 1-9 volts, and never
leave them discharged or empty. I )on't short circuit or
" spark ” tell*.

The lamp and its ease next claim attention. Hy putting

a lamp inside ?n ordinary eye'e tamp, it is |«ssihlc louse
it as a combined elect lie or oil lamp. However, the lamp
shown in fig. .j will he found lar neater. The lamp
should he a high efficiency, 4 volts trj amperes, and will

cost is. Oil. Tlic sire of the ease will depend on the tire of
lamp used, the tube (-i) being of brass or aluminium

<H ins. to 2 ins. in diameter. Figs. .| and 5 w ill dearly
show the construction of the ease and switch. The
Hptin^y brass loops (j), make contact with the lamp, and
hold it up against the ling (//), the spring (r) at tire huttom
hohling it steady. The rellccl'u (./) and the lens (/)

sci ve to throw the light f«-i\v.nd as a strong U-am
on to the road. The dotted arrows show how tin* posi

lionof lensand rellcetoris found. Thchnid wood l ack (:<•) is

f-t'leucd 10 the t nl >0 |-f • by in* anr. of screws, the swatch

Uing inside as shown in big. 5. The switch consists of

thice pieces of sj ling;, brass (e), (. ), and (/); it i> shown

in the "oil” position, the dottel line in big. 5 showing
clearly the "on" position. The spring (r) serves t«-

attach the lamp to the cycle. The inside of the lube (.r,

should U bright, and the concave surface of the liack (u»)

around the rellector (>/) should be painted with uhit-

enamel, the wooden back (re) Uing well polished or

varnished.

The whole is now finished and ready to U connected
up

;
one wire (///) from the accumulator goes to one

spring (*) direct, the oilier (//) going to the brass switch
contact

(
/). The accumulator should U slrap[>cd under

the saddle, being pul into a leather ease.

The connection to the lamp being made with twisted
flexible wire, the same as used for |>cndanl lamps, the

wire can lie kept close to the frame of cycle by means of

little r»!»bcr lands or clips, and will then look neat.
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How to Fit up a Small Inter-

mittent Electric Light.
April, 1S9S.

Hy "Stator/

The fitting up and running of an electric light plant
on ever so small a scale is always a great pleasure

to the amateur electrician, though the general idea
among rhe public is that a small electric light produced
by primary liattcrics is only a toy, and of no practical use
whatever. I hope the following article will prove that a
small electric light, when projK-rly installed, can he made
an exceedingly useful adjunct to a Udrooin, especially in

a country house, where the electric light is not laid on.
The chief point to remember, when reckoning up the

cost of running a small electric light from batteries, is not
so much the first outlay, but rather, what will l»e the
total expense necessary to keep all in working order. The
working expenditure can l>e reduced ton minimum, pro.
vided the right class of batteries and lamps are employed.
Of cour.v;, the reader must bear in mind that the plant

respecting w hich I am writing is for intermittent lighting

only, as it is a well-known fact that continuous lighting
from primary batteries is a far loo costly, expensive, and
messy an undertaking. Nevertheless, intermittent light-

ing can l« made a great success, as the wiiler lias ascer-

tained from the experience of his own plant which has
been tunning fifteen months, the cost lor maintenance
being only tod. for fresh sal-ammoniac.
The various (Kills required for this plant may be classed

under five heads—vir., batteries, lnni|M, lamp-holders mid
brackets, switches, wire and casing. The type of battery
used is the I-cclanchc, which is made in the following
forms: Agglomerate block, Victoria la.vlanchv, Carporous
LcclanchC, and most forms ol dry batteries. The ag-
glomerate block Lcclanchc, sire No. 1, may be chosen,
provided the mouth of the glass jar is scaled up (to lessen
evaporation) with a cardboard lid secured with pitch, a

small I*>!e being left for lire insertion of the r. inc roil. The
Victoria Icelandic is renowned for its strength of
current, but as it docs not lend itself to any method of
scaling up, and is also rather expensive, I cannot recom-
mend it for this puqiosc. The carporous Lcclanchc, size

No. 1 is undoubtedly the Irest form of cell to use, for the
following reasons: the internal resistance is fairly low,
Uing *5 ohm, whilst the evaporation is practically nil.

There is absolutely no creeping whatsoever, and it has
very good recuperative powers.

i'erhaos the reader may prefer to use dry batteries for

this sou of work. They are very efficient, with the
advantage that they require no attention. There is this

drawback, however, that eventually, when run down, ns
of course they will do in lime (say in from eighteen
months to two or three years, according to the amount of
work they do) they have to be replaced by new cells, which
will cost half the price of new ones, providing tlic old ones
arc returned to the manu facitiicrs carriage. paid. The
Carporous tyjrc, however, can l«c replenished in five

minutes with sal-amnoniac or a new zinc rod, costing 3jd.
at any moment. I am not aware, however, how many
years the peroxide of manganese "ill last, but the writer
has heard of instances of ordinary Lcclanches working on
a house bell circuit for thirteen years and still running
satisfactorily.

An illustration of the Carporous Lcclanchc is given in

section in Fig. 1. This cell consists of a carbon
cylinder 3 in. diameter inside, % in. thick, and 6 in.

high, pierced with small holes with a wooden top (M)
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and a china bottom (C) seemed in their places with pitch.

A portion of the top of the carbon cylinder is carried

through the wooden top and surmounted by a small circular

lead cap, into which is fastened a brass terminal. Through
the centre of this !•** and lioltom is fixed a porous tultc

Y& in. diametci inside, 8 in. long, the intervening spice
l-etween the cat lion cylinder and the |*ic«us lube, Iicing

filled with five parts crushed carbon and four puts |<r-

oxidc of manganese, this having liccn filled in lieforc the

bottom is secured in its place. The curium cylinder is

placed in a square glass jar with a contracted circular neck,

the projecting edges of the wooden top testing upon the

rim of the glas> jar, thereby preventing creeping and
evaporation.

C. China Bottom.
M. Wooiikn Tor.

- Zinc Koh.
0 .

- 1’ohoun Tutu..
I\. -CaRIION c. t.INliKK.

(1. - Gi ans Jar.
I'. -Ckiisiikh Car in >.N ani- I’i.komhk or

Manhanrsk.

It is a good plan to place an indiaiuliber ring lictwecn

the wooden capamllhc rim of the glass jar, not only as a
liettcr means of preventing creeping, but also t.. raise the
carbon cylinder off the bottom of the jar, thus allowing
the liquid to circulate more freely. The zinc rod is |<asscd
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down the centre porous tube, and the I tiltcries placed in a
suitable place—connected in series ; they arc then filled

with sal-ammoniac solution up to the neck of the jar by
means of a special filling bottle—dcscrilied further on.
The price of a single Caqxirous Imtlcry is 3s. «>d., complete
with sal-ammoniac, four being required to run a 4-volt

lamp, ptoviding it is not too far away from the Imltcrics.

Many persons pul their lialtcrics in a box in some out-of-

the-way daik corner, almost impossible to lie got at,

instead of on a shelf in a <>w/, well-lighted place. The
writer’s liaUciies rest u|Kin a corner wardrobe in a l>ed-

roont.

The next important item to obtain is the lamps. The
kind listed as 4, 6, 8, or to-volt II. C. (bayonet cap),
II. 1C. (high efficiency) lamps are the kind to adopt. l')o

not, on any account, buy other than the high efficiency

lamps, as it is on this |ioint that the economical working
of the plant depends. A 4-volt 11 . 12 . lamp takes 3
ampere, and gives a very good light for a night-light, pas-

sage, cupboard, or w.c., for a period of ten to fifteen

minutes. The writer lias one lamp in the w.c. and two
others, one in each liclroom, with the switch at the head
of the bed. The four batteries will only run 011c lamp at

a lime, but it is seldom or never that more limn one lamp
is switched 011 at the same time. The lamps cost is. Gd.

each, and supposing their life is from 500 to Goo hours
duration (a vciy low figure), they would last from four to

five yea is if used a quailcr of an-hour every night.

Fig. 2 shews how the writer has fitted up a lamp in

one of the bedrooms, the holder being of the bayonet
ly|»c, sold for the lamps at 2s. each, with shade can icr,

or is. fid. without. The lamp and shade may be sus-

I
ended by means of flexible wnc from a ceiling rose, or
the holder, in which is screwed a j£-in. gas thread, may
lie fixed on to the wall, as shewn, by means of a

bracket made from a length brass piping, screwed j£-in.
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«as thread each cud and bent into a desirable sliaj>c. Lc-
l"ie bending the pi|>c, Till it with incited rosin quite full

from end to end ; then bend it into slia|»c, holding it in a
vice, using lead clamps. When the desired curves are
attained, heat the lube slowly, beginning at one end, in a
Umtsen llamc, so as to melt out the rosin. The bracket,
after filing off all the burrs, must be screwed and soldered
nlo a circular stout brass plate ornamented to taste, aud
then screwed by means of three brio's screws on to a
square block of wood, which, in turn, is fastened on to the
casing after the wire lias been threaded through the bracket

.

Most of the types of switches sold for electric bell

work will answer for this plant, but for neatness, cheapness,
and good finish there is nothing to surpass the tumbler
switch (price 2s.). When fixing this switch in position it

is desirable to nail a small, neat notice under the switch,

thus, “ INTKRMITTKNT LIGHTING ONLY,” lo remind
the pci son using the light to put the switch over as

soon as possible.

Culinary electric Urll wire may fa used lo convey the
current, Inn be sure and have it of no smaller gauge than
No. 20S.W.1L. even if the lamp is close to the Lutcrics;
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to fr «».; to !!•«• glass tubing. After bending and cutting
• be glass tubing into l:»c requisite lengths, as shown in
the figure, they must be passed through two holes in the
cork and l>c a tight fit. The long piece of glass tubing
must reach nearly to the bottom of the Hask, and tile
short piece project into the neck an inch or so. Cut 6 ins.
off the rubber tubing, and fix one end on to the short
length of Irent glass tubing, and the other end to a short
piece of glass tube, to use as a mouthpiece. One end of
the remaining length of rubber tubing is connected on to
lire long bent glass lube, and the other end on to a
straight piece, alioul 6 in. long for insertion into the
|iorous pot.

If the lotteries require replenishing with fresh sal-am-
moniac, the Ixiltlc must be emptied of any liquid it may
contain, and 3 »rs. of sal-ammoniac crystals, crushed line,
pul into the IkiiiIc; then the long glass lube inserted into
the porous tube, and the short tube into the operator’s
mouth. Hold the bottle at a lower level limn the
Littery, and exhaust some of the air out of it. This will
came the liquid to flow out of the battery into the bottle;
directly it starts flowing withdraw the short tub:- fi m the
mouth, so as to allow the liquid lo l*e syphoned out of the
Littery until it is empty. As. soon as the battery is

empty hold the bottle at a higher level than the battery,
insert the short pure of tubing into the mouth, and by
blowing cause the liquid to lie discharged Lick into the
cell. Upon repeating these two operations ultoui twice,
the! sal-ammoniac will all, nr practically nil, be dissolved
and transferred into the battery jar. A fresh quantity of
sal-ammoniac crystals must Ire placed in (lie bottle, ami
the operations repeated for each of the other cells.

This piece of npmratus can lie made for about
2s. It is aUo advisable to lake all the xinc rods
• nit of the Ian erics alroui once every six months, and
scrape them with an old file.

How to Make a Simple

Telephone.
if m i greater •'iMancc than 15 ft. (single run) use No. iS

S.W.O., tlliil wire the holder and bracket with No. 20
S.W.G. The " finish

' of the installation is greatly in-

cicascil by using wooden casing and capping, which can
he bought at the rate of 12 ft. fur fcd. from any
electrical dealer.

.SupiHXsing the amateur decides to purchase the

necessary requirements for a volt lamp installation,

the cost will approximate as follow

5. il.

4 No. 1 Carjroroux cells at 3*. 9* 1 . each... 15 o
14-volt 11.C.-I 1 .K. lamp l 6
1 holder with shade-carrier 2 o
Class shade 1 O
Tumbler switch 2 o
Wire and casing, say 1 6

Total ... 23 o
Of coui.se, ibis cost may lie lessened by omitting the

shade and shadc-cairici, or by using a cheaper switch
and no casing; but on no account use a cheaper lamp,
or smaller battery or wiic.

The apjaiatus for filling and replenishing the batteries

is shown in Fig. 3, which practically explains its con-

struction and use.

The materials required arc : A bottle or flask, to take
a rubber coik of about 2-in. diameter, 3 ft. of glass

tubing, *£-ii>. diameter, and 2 ft. 0 ins. of rubber tubing
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CARDBOAR0 CCA'f
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piece of sheet brass, an A in. thick; tile a disc «»f (lie

same diameter as one cm! of the cylinder. In the centre

of this drill and tap an in hole, so as to fit the Ik.t*s rod

Two other holes arc made in this disc ami countersunk at

opposite p.laccs on each side of the centre hole, at espial

distances apart. A small ji in. sheet brass nut is pul on
tire rod.

The brass plate can now lie screwed on the end of the

cylinder. II the magnet has l*ecn liought with an J in.

tapped hole at one end, the brass rod may lie screwed in;

if not, it may lie soldered thereto. After this make a
cardboard la.hbin, i in. long, with ends of the same
diameter. Soak the liohhin for a minute 01 two in melted
I'aialTm wax, and Ihm wind Carefully with alnml one
drachm silk>covcrcd wire. Leave 3 hi. of wire out at

each end for connections with the terminals. Measure
the exact inside diameter of the toolli|iowdcr*iiox, and
cut a ciiclc instill caidlioaid of the same size. I-uythis

on the fcrrotyjic plate, and scratch lightly round willi a
sharp point. Miiul not to make arty dents on the plate,

as this would lie fatal to the woiking of the anmmtus.
Cut the disc oat with a |>air of scissors. A I *>- h«-le

must lie cut in '.he centre of the box lid, and a cone of
cardlmuid glued in. All (ttrlsnow living made, they can
he put together. The magnet i.\ - d in the hole i:i
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the cylinder of wood, and the brass di*c screwed to tiic

lop with a pair of small wood screws—if this has not
already l>cct> done. The wound Imbbin is put on the
magnet end, and the free ends of wire arc soldered to two
terminals—as shown in the sketch. I* IAce the fcrroty|>e

plate in the month of the liox lid, and put it on the liox;

then screw down the rod until on tapping the ferrotype
plate the dull heavy sound indicates that tire magnet is

touching. Cecily turn the rod in the opimsite way, when
lire plate will give a dear sound. The telephone will

now lx* ready for use.

In conclusion, I may say that this instrument has the
advantage of being worked, for .short distances, without
i alter

)
or microphone, if a paii are connected with line

wires. | used a couple of these telephones between my
own house and another, and they gave very satisfactory
results. The sketch should give a general idea of the
jaris when put together, and with a little care and
judgment no amateur need fail in making the apparatus.

An Apparatus for Transmitting
Pictures by Electricity.

May. 1S9S.

I
N the accomjauying illustration we show an apparatus
devised for the electrical transmission of pictures by
Mr. C. A. Lee. In writing us on the subject, Mr.

Lee says '• •
1

*•
i have ir*t yet constructed my apparatus, hut my

••(Torts have hitlicrlobrcn directed to find a suits!anee sensi-

tive to light which has nut got the drawbacks of selenium,
hut without much success. The possibilities of this sy*

icm of telegraphy are tremendous, not only for trans-

mitting pictures, hut also for news, and from calculations

Irased on my Ck|xrimeuts I find that it will be |>ossil>lc lo

transmit mevvages with much greater dc*|>nlch than under
the established system. Hut whether it will ever lx*

jHiwiblc to solve the greater piobltm which Ilcrr

S/ctcpnnik sets himself to do, namely transmitting scenes

with all their movements is very doubtful. The self-

induction in the wire alone tenders it well nigh itn-

|tossiblc."

1 rescription : In ’.lie figure, (r) is the picture at the

transmitting end of the circuit which it is required lo

rcpioducc at the receiving end. Every point on the

the picture (r) is successively traversed by the two
vibrating mirrors (AA|) in a continuous path. These two

I mac.kam Sinm iMi Ark \.m;i.mk.vi *»i* Aitakatus.

mirrors vibrate on axes at right angles lo one another (a,

in the figure, being leprcscnled with a horizontal axis,

and a, with a vertical axis), s represents a cell sensitive

to light
; a selenium cell is probably the most suitable.

This latter, ns is well known, has the properties of

diminishing orlncrcasing its electrical resistance in propor-
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as the liiilil tailing upon it is of greater or less intensity,

l .acli such successive point in the picture is caused by the
vibrating minor, (a,\,) to fall upon the selenium (one or
both of the mirrors may be concave so as to focus each
|»o!iU on the selenium cell). This cell is in circuit with a
lottery or other source of electric current, and, at the
receiving end, with a lamp (i.) preferably a vacuum lamp.
I his lamp is more or less illuminated in proportion as the
electrical resistance of the circuit is diminished or
increased by the action of the selenium cell (at the trans-
mitting end), or in proportion as the light falling upon the
lar.ci is of more in less intensity. A pencil of rays from the
lamp (i .) (passed through a slit or otherwise), falls on two
vibrating minors (tin,) similar to those at the transmitting
etui (lt| having a vertical axes and n a horizontal axis), and
thence on to a ground-glass screen or sensitive photo-
graphic ,*h..e (m). Consequently the |>encil of rays from
the lamp (t.) is caused to traverse in rapid succession every
point on the screen. Now, the minors (tin,) at Ihc re-
ceiving end are each caused to vibialc exactly in unison
with each of the mirrors (aa) respectively. Tim L
accomplished by the aid of two small electro-magnets
(r.K,), each in circuit with two similar ones (mm), icspcc
lively, at the transmitting end. These may boon separate
circuits, as shown, or may, under certain conditions, l»e

coupled to the circuit containing the lamp and selenium
cell. An intermittent current is made to flow through
these, causing them to attract (each pair in synchronism)
armatures (NN|, MM

( ) attached to each of the vibrating
mirrors (inti, AA|), respectively, which are returned to

their original positions by springs, as shown. The current
is also caused to diminish to M//and increase alternately,

so as to diminish and increase the amplitude of the vibra-
tions of the mirrors, and the |>at!is dcscrilicd by them on
the screens may be circles of varying diameter. (To
achieve this it is necessary that not only the mirrors vibrate
on axes at right angles to one another, but also that their
motions are complementary, so to sj*cak ; that is, when
one is at one of its extreme positions, the other is at its

central position). Moreover, every successive grade of
illumination on the picture (r) at the transmitting end is

faithfully reproduced on the screen (q) in its correct posi-

tion, since exactly similar paths are traversed at each cm!,
and for each point on the path the illumination is pro-
portionate at either end. It is evident that this system
may be extended for reproductions, not only of stationary
pictures, but that, if in place of the picture (r) we project
a real image of an object by means of a lens, this will also
be reproduced at the receiving end; also, that if we could
make the mirror vibrations of sufficient frequency, it

might be possible to produce an image on a distant screen
in all its correct motions by reason of persistence of
vision.

A Wimshurst flachine—Mow to

Make and Use It.

July, 189& I'y Knobi.l Drown.

[The following is the article which gained the piire of
£z 2s. in our recent competition.]

T HE dimensions of the machine I am about to
describe arc for a rather large one, Lut as the cost
of making a large one will be little more than a

small one, and the efTect is so much better, I think no one
will regret making the large machine.
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The stand nuy l>c of good deal, but mahogany is letter

i: one docs not mind the extra expense. It should be
dovetailed together, and the uprights halved in and fixed
with six screws, as shown in drawing. The uprights
(higs. 7 and 8) have a piece of brass tube driven lightly
m the lower hole for bearings for the large pulleys, and a
wood screw let in edgeways to secure the spindle for the
plates.

The large pulleys (Figs. 17 and 18) must lie of maho-
gany. Deal will warp anil become oval in a very short
time. A piece of mahogany ins. long—an old curtain
pole will do—should have a Idle l»rcd right through, and
apiece of *4 -in. round iron, ins. long, diivcn
through, and princeling aland in. on side. This hole
is liest bored in the lathe with a twist bit, as it must be
fairly Hue. There will be no difficulty in doing this if

1be bit is chucked and the back centre kept up to the
wood whilst Inning. The large pulleys should have a
1 .'/•in. hole 1Hired in each, and this is best done on the
face plate of a lathe ; then the wood on spindle may be
turned to fit, and a little glue will securely fasten them.
Turn them to the dimensions shown, also the ends of iron
spindle ami cut a fine thread on long end for crank
handle. Figs. 5 and 6 show the sides of stand with all
dimensions, and Figs. 9 and 10 the cuds.

The conductors (Figs. 15 and 16) may be made of brass

tube, and supported on a glass rod ; rod is better than
tulic, or the Leyden jars usually used with this machine,
may lie used to support them. I prefer supporting them
on glass rod, and the I-cydcn jars may lie made with a
hook and suspended from them. The insulation of the
jars is letter when supported in (his wav. The balls at
ends of conductors ami discharging rods arc known as
caddy balls, and can be got from any ironmonger.
Turn a piece of hard wood to fit tightly the tube the

conductor is made of, and Inirc a hole 3 ins. deep in end
of Ibis; then drive a piece of brass pipe,

|
in. bore, in

this to take the discharging roils. Solder n 1 -in. caddy
liall on each end, and drill a small hole in one ball to

meet the Mnall pipe we have driven in. Ease it out with
a round file to get it central, &c. Now fit a piece of the
pipe to Stand at right angles, and solder to centre of con-
ductor, and a brass ring at end where glass rod enters,
’ibis will do away with the sharp edges, as all sharp edges

*»c avoided in the conductors. Cement the glass rod
in with plastcr-of- Paris, having previously ground end. of
gla^s to give a hold to cement. Drill two holes to receive
collecting points or combs, and drive two pieces J brass
win- into these and file to sharp ooint. Demi the points
round towards the plates. Let the wires go well into the
"*">d, "i they will not remain firm. The wires may lie

screwed in, which is, perhaps, a lictlcr plan than driving
them in. Note the conductors must lie made right and
left handed. A row of points arc usually put to draw
the electricity off the plates, hut I find one iioinl each
side is sufficient. To prove this close the discharging
1 o«ls and no sj»aik can lie obtained from plates.
The discharging rods (Fig. 23) are made of | brass

“be, with a piece brazed at right angles to fit in hole at

end o! conductors, and a saw-slit to make them fit tight
enough to retain their position. If made thus, they can
1 **-‘ removed and other connections substituted Tor charging
lay den jars, Ac. The handles arc best made of ebonite,
tail any wood soaked in melted paraflirt-wax will do. One
rod is lilted with a 1 ^4-in. disc tail; the other has a in.

one. The conductors may lie secured :o stand with wood
screws, or thumb-nut from underneath is better. They
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can then Ik: easily removed tor cleaning.
The plates may he made of clronile or glass. KUoiiic

plates are more expensive, and also lie wlien the ma-
chine is woi king and rub one another. I think glass is

I'cllei, esjiccially for a large machine, and it is also very

«mich cheaper. HI ionite answers very well lor smaller
machines up to 20 ins. diametei, hut licyond that sire

glass shouhl he used. Most of the large gla/ieis will cut
the plates round same price as a square ot glass. Select
a piece of glass of even thickness, and as Mat as |«o>-

sihle. Ordinary thin wind.*,, glass will do, and is elec-

trically heller than a thick glass, though, perhn|»s, not

so strong. If cut round, cement a washer with hole
same si/.c as pijie used to hush the small pulleys uilh, t«.

the centre ul plate. This may l*c dime with Trout's
elastic glue. Warm the washer and touch it with the
ghi'\ ami apply to centre of plat.-, using a wire trammel
to insure its being in the centre. If the |>i|*c$ are not

round, fix a piece of brass pipe in a strip of wood,
and a diamond or glass-cutter, fastened correct distance
from pipe in wood. Now use this as a trammel, using
the washer as. centre. Roughly cut the corners off, and
make a cut from circle to edge, and I think you will then

>21-

riG t

Tn:. 4.—Si mim e J'okm or Stand.
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A Wimsiiiirst Machine—How 10 Mark anh Usk It.

[Detail I Hawing* uf Pails.
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l>c able lo gel the circle oul by these means. Reject any
glass that is not of even thickness throughout, as the
plates will not balance when running. Fix a piece of
brass pipe same size as used to bash pulleys in lathe,
ami reverse the headstock; sprinkle a little lairly coarse
emery in hole in washer and a droo of turpentine and
oil, ami let the pipe run in hole in washer. This acts

as a guide for hole. If rather thin glass, a small disc will

soon lie ground out by frequent applications of turpentine,
oil, and emery. Do not employ a lot of pressure, but

just keep the glass touching the brass tube. I have drilled

a plate in nine minutes by this method, and it makes a
beautiful hole.

After drilling the plates they must be thoroughly
cleaned out and the small pulleys cemented to them. I

find Trout's elastic glue to l>c the best medium for this.

Spread a little of the glue on the wood nulley with a hot

iron, then cut out a cloth washer size of pulley boss, glue

this, and warm plate and pulley before the fire and stick

the pulley on, slightly twisting the pulley to cause the
glue to spread evenly Irclwccn pulley, cloth, and plate.

If the pulleys arestuck to the plates with Coaguhne or
similar cement without a cloth washer they will certainly

crack as (he cement dries. I broke six glavscs in this

wn; hen making my fust machine, so do not omit the

cloth, and use the Trout’s elastic glue for glass (dales ami
there will be no fear of their breaking. Glass plates

must l>c varnished with shellac varnish, also the glass rods
which support the conductors, and the outside glass

parts of Leyden jars to prevent moisture condensing on
them.
To make the varnish dissebe # lb. of g*K>d shellac in

S u/s. methylated spirit. This will take two or three

days to dissolve. Keep the bottle in a warm place, but

do not put it in hot water to hasten it. After it has all

dissolved, put a little fine ashes from the fire in it, and
shake well and allow it lo stand until top liccomes clear.

The dear portion is what is used lo varnish the plates,

ami must Ire decanted or filtered, ami the thick portion

thrown away.
Warm the plates evenly before the fire or over a gas-

stove, keep turning them round all the time, and when
they feel comfortably hot to Irack of hand, apply the
varnish to the side with wood pulley, fust with a broad

camel hair brush about .( ins. wide, and do not go over the

same part more than once. When the varnish is evenly

spread, warm them well l»cfore the fire until the spirit

has cva|H>ratcd. They may then have a second coat if

necessary. Varnish both sides in this way. All glav-

must lie well warmed when applying varnish, or it will

become cloudy and spoil the appearance. The plates

should he of a nice golden colour when furnished.

The sectors (Fig. 26) are thirty-two in numlicr for each

plate, ami may he of tinfoil. The large end should be
x

/i in. from circumference of plate. The plates revolve in

opposite directions. This is accomplished by twisting one
l>cll. The bell nearest dischargers is usually twisted.

For those making other size machines the sectors should l*:

I -5th to I -6th diameter of pl.d**s length, the small

end .}
in. vide, and the suits should form radii of circle.

To slid: the sectors on draw a circle the diameter of the

plates, and from same centre draw another circle 1 in.

less in diameter. Divide this in thirty-two |*arts; draw

lines from the centre and lay plates on the paper. This
will form a guide lo stick the sectors on, which may he
done with good gum, or the shellac vnrnidt. Then put

a narrow line of varnish all round the edges of sectors.
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This will prevent their rubbing off with the brushes, and
partially prevents ’lie charge escaping off the sectors.
N"w try the plates <>n the spindle, and if they do not
run Hue. wauu them to loosen the pulleys, and lightly
press which ever way may lie rcipiiietl. 'The closer the
plates will work without touching the U-ttcr. They should
not Ik- more than i in. a|iail.

The plate
|
ml leys (Figs. 13 and l.|) arc made of hard

"'"“I :, ihI •*» piece of '<-in. hi ass gas-pipe driven in and
turned up to dimensions on a true mandrel. Drill an
oil-hole in each of these.

The neutralising rods (Figs. 24 ami *5! ate made of
'.{•in. brass wire, with holes drilled in end lo take the
small metallic I nushes. which may lie secured with a
small worn] |reg pushed in with them. The blushes
sltould lightly sweep the plates, ami are made of the gold
braid or cold obtained from any military tailor. Dutch
metal rut in fine shreds is also very good for the pur-
|->se. Anything xlilfci will mb the sectors oil the plates.

In the centre of rods turn up a thick disc of brass and
'older

i in. of in. brass pipe to this. I hill two holes
in disc and tap to receive the w ire lliai carry the brushes.
Make a saw slit in the lube, and lit light enough »o re-

tain its |iosilion when the plates ate revolving. The
plale spindle projects in. Iieynml each upright to receive
these. Figs. it and 12 arc of wood fastened |0 stand to

receive the glass conductor supjHuls. For the position
« f neutralising rods imagine the plate to lie a clock dial.

The rod nearest handle should point at 11 and 5, and
the one nearest discharging rods at I and 7.

I, -..it In 1 sewing machine In-lts answer well fot driving
lells, and cm lie got with the steel hoops for joining
them hum any sewing machine slnijrs.

Two l.rydrn jais will be re* pi ircd which may Ik- made
>4 salad oil Ironies. Fill them with shot to a height of

j ms., and cat with linfr.il to the same height outside,
covering the tioUoni also. Cement a small piece of brass
01 tin with a wire eye to the outer coaling of each and
well shellac iImt jar. Fit a gmrtl coik to and a piece of
bia.s wire with hook formed at end, and small washer
soldered to wire to prevent its pulling through ihc cork,
cover cork with sealing-wax or TrouTs glue ami pul a
'•nail lull 011 end of hook. These hollies answer the
pui|Mrvc as well as the jars to be lionglit at the instrument
'ho|»s and are cheaply replaced as they arc sometimes
broken by the enormous tension they are subjected lo

by this machine.

The caddy balls for discharging rods should have a
pbee "l sheet brass hollowed up and soldered to open
••ml. Drill attd lap a hole in the piece of brass and crews
a pico of wire to lit: turn up in lathe lo lit the opening
in kail; solder loll on and linisli olf in lathe. -The,
disci tugc balls must Ire liighb jsilished.

Tig.
-i
shows elevation ot a simple stand for those less

skilled in carpentry.

Any experiment which can be performed with an induc-
tion coil or static machine, can Ire done with this machine.
To excite the machine separate ill! discharging balls and

; tin lire handle in direction of arrow. If the plates and
brushes are clean and free from dust, the machine will at
once excite itself; but if from either cause it does not
excite, ruli a piece of sealing-wax or glass tube and hold
near the sectors: this will at once excite it.

To obtain long sparks hang the "Leyden jars one on
well conductor ami connect the outer coatings with a
pi 1 co of insulated wire; notice the collecting points and
if the brushes of light are on the side having the large
bill and lire small ball side show's tiny points of light
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I In- conductor (lie niarliinc is .voikiug

right . ami we sic mid obtain easily 10-in. sparks
ft • mi a ina> bine of this size in a dry atuursphcrc. To
light vacuum tubes remove (lie wire connecting the two
I .eyden jars, and hang the tul>es in its place, and separate
lire discharging bulls akml a in. All sorlsof Crookes'
nml X-ray lulrcs may lie lit in this way. Tbc conductor
with the large l«ll and brushes of light is negative; that
with small ball and points of light is positive, and as
a Leyden jar is charged with f ,

or positive, inside, tire
outer coaling becomes or negative, so that in con-
necting an X-ray tube the platinum Hal must l>e connected
with the outer coaling of jar on negative side, ami the
aluminium concave disc with the outer coating of jar on
positive side. The cx|v»ur« will k a Irout three minutes
lora hand if all is working well. Sometimes the machine
excites tin- reverse way, which I notice usually occurs in
damp weather. To reverse it, charge a 1 .eyden jar from
right hand conductor, close the balls, and turn the plates
in Opposite direction. Now open the kails, apply the
knob of jar to left band conductor, and turn the machine
the right way. This will at once reverse it. The tube
should glow with a yellow light— l»ct ween yellow and
green; but the more yellow there is the more |»cnclratioii

the X-rays will have, nml the exposure will lie shorter.
Separate the balls until the tulie appears almost con-
tinuously lit.

The following is a pretty cx|«riiueiit. Put a large piece
"ftdum or rock sail on a glass jar or tumbler, ami a wire
from ..liter --..Sing of each jar to the alum, so that the
spaik goes light through the alum or cryHnl used. Sc|«-
• ale the balls until the sitark passes through the alum.
The Crystal will I lieu be beautifully lit up. and produces
a line cITccI when the room U darkened.

Mow to Make a Dry Battery for

a Portable Electric Lamp.
July, 1898. Hyll.J. Hunt.

F
IRS T procure a sheet of No. n fine, 6 in. by 9 in.,

and bend ibis into a cylinder by landing it round
short length of 2 in. cornice pole 1 the ah cnee

of a pto|*er tinman's bar). Solder the seam down ami fit

a Imltoni; also solder n short length of No. 16 co|H«er

wire inside the cylinder, over the seam, to form the zinc

terminal. Then give the whole a coat of llrunswiek Mack,
and allow to dry.

Next make a paste of crushed or powdered sal-

ammoniac (chloride of ammonium), 25 |<irts; plaster -of-

Paris, 50 parts; water, 25 |mrts; and glycerine, 2 parts.

Mix these well together, and when the mixture is setting
coal the inside of the rinc |»»t to a depth of in. and
1 in. at the bottom, leaving 1 in. from the top uncoated.
Next place a pad of ruldier, |Kiraflincd wood, or some
good insulating substance, on the krUnni, anil stand a
carbon plate, 7 in. by 1 in., thereon; then closely |«ch
the intervening space with a mixture made up as follows:

Powdered catkin, 50 parts; crushed sal-ammoniac, 25
parts; peroxide of manganese, 25 parts; glycerine, 2
part;; and chloride of zinc, 5 parts. This mixture must
lie well rammed down to the lever of the plaster casing.

On this ramming-down process the efficiency of the cell

depends. Kill up the inch s|iacc with melted sulphur,
(pitch, as advised by some writers, is of no use as the Salts

creep up the case and destroy the connections); drill a
hole in the carbon, place a terminal therein, and the cell

is completed.
Having made four of these cells, we next require a

mahogany or walnut ease, 6}4 in. „y 8in inside. This
should be polished outside ami coated with paiafiin wax
inside for insulating purposes. Place two brass terminals
at one side ij in. from the top and 2 in. apait. The four
cells should l>c coated with thick |taper, waxed, and
placed in the ease. Care is required in connecting up the
kittery, which should be donc.in the following manner.
I he nnc terminal of the cell nearest one terminal should
be connected therewith. The zinc of the next cell is to
lie joined to the carbon plate of the one attached to the
terminal and this rule should be followed throughout the
cells viz. ; car lion to zinc. When all the ccllsareconneclcd
" car

,

n ^'dl lic ,eft - This should I* attached by a
short length of ii.dia-ruhlrcr covered wire to the remain-mg tcrinma 1 and forms the He of the circuit. Melt
, lb. of paraffin *ax in an old tin and coal the whole of

the wives, &c, inside the case, and pour the remainder
round the cells. This will not only form a splendid insulator.
Inn keep the cells rigid as well.

Scplcmlrcr, 189S. Inexpensive Motor.

To ini'. KinroK ok The AM</ Tnxiinrr.

Silt,- -Those of you 1 rcai leis who have few tools mov
l>e interested in the following inexpensive motor, of which
I enclose sketches. I have found this machine very use-

ful for driving fans, vacuum Ink- rotators, etc.

The field magnet is made of |£-ln. wrought- iron lod

knl to a lioisesli jc. The tunnel was easily cut out with

1 half round file, and was made just big enough to take a
1

1
- in- armature. This which is of tiipolar type, is built

up of laminiiia'.ioiis cu'. out of cocoa and meal tins with a
pair of st- -ul scissors. As the aunalmc is only J^-in.
deep, Ibis is not such a big job as might lie expected.

P-catings were made of stout sheet In ass and could have
kass k«-s,->; v •blend on to make a longer treating surface.

The magnet is clamjrcd to a wood Irasc by
means of a transverse piece of wood, to which is screwed
the I tearing f«»r pulley end. I find this hearing
quite firm cru ngli and it lias an advantage in that

armature can 1-c adjoslcd to a nicety. The shaft is a
piece of mild Meel rod with collar shrunk on. The com-
mutator. w hich was the most troublesome item, was made
by turning down a piece of hard wood on the shaft while
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in l lie bearings; a I*rass lul>c being sli|i|tc«l over when

Fl«;. 2.— I.M» Kl.hXA'I li»N.

wvmlen Inws was uf required si/e. This tul»c was Ihm
snowed oil, ami the segments cut. The hiushcs consist

<>f brass springs sc'cwcd (o lasc, l*it a rocker could 1*
used il I tosses are added lo licarings.

I wound the field u.ngncl with four layers of No. 2o
B.C.O. wire, and the luiiiaturc with N«>. 24 D.C.C., the-

connection living series. The only cxncmc in this

machine was for wire and terminals, the rest l*cino

ohlaiiied fiom scrap heap. A quart liichiomate will

drive this little motor at a great sliced.—Yours truly,

Clifton. F. M.

A Small Voltmeter and Mow
to Make It.

Octolrcr, 1898. „y .. Zo?;IAC...

' I 'I 1 IS voltmeter has been specially designed for those

1 readers of Tiik Modki. Fncinkkk who require a
good reliable instrument.

Its readings are constant and little affected by external

magnets.
The same movement may l»c so wound, that it can be

used as

:

(1.) Voltmeter with two scales.

(2.) Ammeter ,, ,,

(3.) Combined voltmeter and ammeter.
The complete instrument is shown at Fig. 1 and con-

sists of

:

Pointer (/). with the iron bundle (/) pivoted 011 the

axle (w); coil frame ('/«•')
; scale (j) ; and outer case.

If wc pass a current round a solenoid, a magnetic field

is set up which is stronger at the edges than near the
centre or axis. A piece of soft iron placed in a non-
uniform magnetic field will always tend lo move into the
strongest part of the field.

This is the principle on which this voltmeter works.
The coil and frame (o') form a solenoid.. Neither the
axle (///) nor the iron bundle (0 arc in the centre of the
solenoid core. I loncc, when the magnetic field is set up,
the iron (f. Fig. 2) lends to move lo the stronger part of
the field, thus moving the |*ointcr (/*) to the right.

’Ihe toil /mine will lie first dealt with. It consists of
two discs (.<', Fig. 2) joi..L:l ...vans of the tulrc /.
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This r»3y l>c made of brass throughout, though an
aluminium front [e) would look well

;
il would, however,

have lo l*e :>**c>ved to lire lul»c/, as it cannot be easily

'oldcrcd. The setting out of these two discs will require

great care, as the accurate position of the nctdlc centre is

of great im|>oitancc. The holes for the crosspieces {a,

big. 4) should l»c carefully marked out. The two cross-

jmcccs n and a 1 are alike (Fig. 4) except that the one for

the lock («*) will not require the nieces d tl (Fig. 4) on,

as it Ills (lush on to the lack disc (r\ Fig. 2). The back
pivot hole is mounted on the screw// (Fig. 2) so as lo

allow of adjustment.
The mos’cnteiit and fainter will require very careful

work. The aluminium pointer (/*) should be cut out of

sheet aluminium with a sharp knife It is rh’ctlcd on to

the brass piece h. Through the hole in the top of h arc

pushed several fine ir<»n wires to form the bundle < ;
the

softest charcoal iron being used. The outer end of the
bundle should l>e bound, the whole Ircing cemented fast

with shellac. Two little brass cheeks fasten the whole
on lo the spindle in. The pivot centres in a and a 1 may
l>c plain, but would Ire Ix-ttcr if jewelled. I should advise

the reader to put the pivotting and jewelling into the

hands o. a good working watch-maker, who would, for a
few shillings, produce a first-class movement.

The eontrolling force may be gravity, or spring control.
At Fig. 1 1he gravity etnifi ol is shown, the little weight w,
IS acting on the needle. In this case, the instrument nvist
Ire kept level, ot the pointer will not come to zero when
the current is taken off.

Spring eontrot is far Iretter, as the instrument* can then
Ire used in any position. In that ease the moving part
should Ire nicely balanced by filing h to suit. The
met bird of attaching the spring is shown at Fig. 3 and
Fig. 5. If put at the hack near <r', it will be out of the
way, and have plenty of room to work freely. The
hair-sjxing of an .rid watch will he found to he first-class
for this work.
From Fig. 5 it will he seen that the inner end of the

vpiing ; s hitciH.il lo the brass piece (/), the outer end
Ircing fastened lrctwecn two (^-) pins [on a 1

. By pulling
the end of the spring through g the pointer can be ad-
juster! to its rcro position.

Should the reader have any difficulty with this part of
the work, he should let the watch-maker do it. Old
hair-springs can l»c had Iry the dozen gratis from any
watch shop.

We arc now ready to wind the instrument. But the

movement should be carefully removed before winding,
• •r il may Ire damaged during that <i|>eralion. The wire
is wound on between the checks (. r'J, being careful to get

it even anti level, and putting a layer of p:qrer between each
layer of wire. Before winding, however, the bobbin
should Ire carefully insulated with silk tape.

Tor a voltmeter, wind with about 900 turns of No. 36
silk-covered wire, in series with which put a compensat-

ing bobbin wound with N«>. 38 platinoid wire. The re-

quired length of this must be found by trial, ami will de-

pend on the scale chosen (about l/z oz.). I'uton the

maximum voltage (say 10 in this case), and then reduce
the length of platinoid wire in circuit till the pointer

reaches the end of the scale. The correct length being

found, it should Ire cut off and carefully coiled on the

aun | >c inciting bobbin, which can lie stored away under
|

the instrument, behind the m.iIc. By putting more or)

less wire on the compensating '.obLiri, the instrument

may !i?v«- its scale altered from 4 up to 20 or 30 volts.
1
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The platinoid wire should Ik; doubled at Ihe middle, and
wound on together 'O as to have no inductive action on
the iron bundle (i). This winding is shown at ,, Mg. 6.

// <t v,'Umtler with /:<« u.iles is required, then the
roni|teiisaliiig wiic must |>e wound on two «-oik and
arranged, as shown at A, I ig. (>. Thus hy using terini-

“«•* Ts, we onl) has.- :!»• ri d.tame of Ciin sctics

with the movement coil, and your scale may lie, say, oto
<1 volts. Hy using T| ami ; ,

we introduce the resistance
of C? into circuit, and thus our Seale uia> l>c say o to 10
volts. There scales can l»e arranged one over the other.
If lire leimiuals were mar Led 2 and 10, say, then it would
avoid any mistake being made in connecting up.
A .owfoiiai vt>U'meter trumeler will l>c produced, if

we wind, over the coil . .f No. say 9 or to turns of
No. 1 6 or No. tN copper w ire, as in Mg. 6 It, win re ter-

minals IV IV are the voltmeter connections, TV TV
being the ammeter terminals

; tile low resistance amine*
tur c«*il heing kept in series with the voltureter coil when

1! is used fir voltages. As an ammeter the No.
is. of course, not in circuit.

/*;•/• Ike i/n/'./efer the Ik, I,bin should U- won
No. 14 or to cornier w ire. No compensating coi
the resistance of an ammeter lieing kept as low
siliie.
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A /'.tut im/r annnetfr will icstili if wc divide the wind-
into two scclicns.

/ s< nit might lie made of papvi. hut will lie fa* Iletter

if hrass 01 aliiiiiinmm. I prefer the latter. It the scale

i' of metal il will require cngr.ning.

/ It enter <ii<t may I altered l • • mi; the ia»1e of the
reader. In Fig. I the iii'tiumcut i'slmnn mounted in a

neat square hard wood Case, with levelled glass front.

If thought I letter a round In ass case might I« user I

.

75ft? £i. it//it? of the instrument will ic«|iiireihc ure of a
powerful battci y or sets of accumulator.' giving to volts
or to amperes, as required; also a .standard voltmeter or

ammeter. (The inethod of grading a voltmeter by the

use of Danicll cell, is not very reliable.)

I'lie.H* latter slamlaid iii-ltuuici»|s will have to l>c hired
from some electrician.

To £i\tdi l!it vollmtlxi nuance the circuit as shown in

Kitf. 7- I'h'g in the standard instruiueut. and adjust

the mtmlicr n| Imllerics and the resistance till it reads I

volt. Now lake oil the standard instillment and |>liig in

your instiiiineiit, note the position of |iointer. and mark
the scale. Kejical the readings to lie sure of them. Do
this for every voltage up to io, say.

To grade ii>umtItr it irniil lie pul in series with the

standard instrument, as shown in I ig. In this case

I lie standard instrument is always kept in the circuit.

The current is altered hy means of the resistance, the
grading being repented as in the ca«e of the \olinreter.

Two stale insitnmeills and tomhined instruments will,

of cntti.;*:, hr.» r rnch scale marked separately.

The instinment lrc;"g now graded anJ the scale pro-

perly marked, the glass front may lie replaced, when the

whole will he finished. If these direction* have been
carried out, the result w;ll lie a lirsl class instrument.

The Daniel 1 Cell, and How
to Make it.

November, iKoS.

liy F. C. K.

r'I‘'IIK Danicll cell, Ircing the only primary cell in

X which there is complete dcpolaiisation combined
with practically no local action, it is rather sur-

prising that il is not more widely used, especially as it is

constant, reliable, has a large capacity, and is cheap to

maintain. The writer had in use during last winter a
small installation of these cells, and found them perfectly

satisfactory niul reliable for all kinds of electrical work.
The following is a de scription of a simple cell.

The outer vessel (A) consists of a glass jar (an ordinary

glass jam jar w ill do) containing a solution of sulphuric

acid—
I

|*art of acid in I2U» 20 |*arls of water—and a zinc

rod (II). Inside this vessel goes a |->rous |>o( (C) con-
taining a strip of thin sheet copper (D) and a saturated
solution of sulphate of copper (hluestone). The zinc i*

preferably of the I-cclanche form, and it will l>c found
to be cleaner, to last longer, and cheaper than a zinc

sheet. I»esides which it is thoroughly amalgamated. The
porous Pols should he dipped in melted |>araflin wax, both
top and bottom, to prevent 'i:c solutions mingling loo
freely and “creeping.” It is as well to leave a few
crystals of copper sulphate the porous pot, taking up
about quarter of the pot.

The purest chemicals only must Ire used; the acid pre-

ferably that known as “ Brimstone” sulphuric acid. In

mixing, the acid must he added to the water. Zinc sul-

phate is frequently used instead, as it reduces the waste-

ful consumption of the anc, but it must be ns pure ns

possible.

With care the battery will last for weeks. When, how-
ever, il “ runs down," an addition of sulphuric acid to
the outer jar and a few more crystals pul in the porous
pot will set it up again. It is advisable to empty and
thoroughly clean the cells and refill with fresh solutions
every lew months.
The writer has found the Danicll battery very useful

for charging accumulators. The E.M.K. per cell is

i ‘079 volts, and it must he remembered that the total

K.M.F. of the battery should he 25 per cent, higher than
that of the accumulator to he charged.

Electrotyping for Amateurs.

December, lSy8.
B>. A p Dl;AKK .

A particular and siirrialucd branch of electroplating is

the preparation of plates from printers' type, artists’ engrav-
ing. dc. Tlii' art is known as clectrolyping, and is an im-
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IH.M.iMl phase of elect.. i»i.,U llSr. To make a 1-ook

,4ato. for we shall need a ,»inl or two.
example, im-ltr.l wax w run over ilio printers’ type a* it b
locked up in its frame, «o tint an impression of lire type
is made in wax. The surface of tliis wax impression is tlu-n
made riuidn.-tiiiR by mat in? it with graphite. This is tlim
pul in an eleetioplitiiitf loth of copper sulfate, ami a thin
flwll of copper liuilt up over the wax mold. 'Hie shell can
then lie separated from the mold and larked up with tv|«e
tuelnl to Rive it IkmIv. Finally it is mounted on a wooden
Murk for rigidity.

AT this season of the year, /.*;t as the autumn
days are over, it is easy to call to mind
hums of life in plants, flowers. seed capsules

and insects that we should like to picsoive in some
permanent shape. In the rivers and on the seashore

there are many things of 1 -canty which would look
well, anti would make nice ornaments if copied in metal,
l«ul it would not do to send these thing* to the foundry
in the ordinary way. The pattern would l»e jmiindcd all

in hits, and even if they cov.U! he moulded, the castings

would he lacking in the fine lines of the original, and so
he of lilllc use. It is the intention of the writer to show
how to obtain pcileet copies of even the most delicate

subjects, in metal, and now to mount the same in the

/orm of lic'pins, brooches, hat-pins, etc. For example,
a hectic may he reproduced in copper, and either

enamelled in nalutul colours, or silvered to form a scarf-

pin. The materials are f»-v, and their cost is very small.

I'ltc skill can he acquired by practice, aider* l»y the .imple

directions given in these pipe.*. Neither is a great

amount of space required, as any cupl*Mrd, or even
drawer, can be brought in to hold all the necessary

appliances, and it will he found .« very pleasurable, and,
if the worker so wishes, profitable pastime during the

winter months, especially il he has already acquired the

knack of soldering.

The materials needed tocnmniow,* w ith arc of a rather

vat ied character, and comprise the following:— For a
cat wc shall have to make a raid on the kitchen, and
capline a glass jar, such as is u»cd by confecthums to

hold sweets, or a wide-mouthed jam or pickle l« ttle,

aln-nt 6 ins. high and \
ins. diameter. Also annex some

litre blacklead, such as is used for |K>li>hiug tor stove.

We shall further icquirc a jKirous |H»t Gins. by 2 ins.,

piece of shed /sue J-i6ths in. thick, t in*, wide, ami
6 or 7 in*, long, one pint of sulphuric acid, half-a pint

of boiled linseed oil, one pound of copper sulphate (blue
stone), one oc. of mercury, and about a ft. each of lOS.
ami if gauge copper wire.

In addition to the above wc shall require some good
plaster of Paris. This must he fresh, and the finest pro-
curable. It will he best to sift it through a fine hair or
muslin sieve, and keep tin* sifted plaster inn well-stoppered
jar. as contact with the outside air deteriorates its quality,

i

and soon makes it worthless for our pur|K>se. The plaster
is used to make moulds of the various objects we wish
to copy. Wc shall also want some moulding boxes.
These arc empty lioxes such as jewellery is sold in, or
the inner liay of a uTatch 1h»\*. These should be }i in.

larger all round than the objects to l>c copied.
As the moulds have to lie blacklcadcd we shall need

Id ackle.nl brushes. Unfortunately, the kitchen brushes
are too large, so wc shall have to visit sister's jaint-box,

and "borrow” a largo sable (about in.) and a few
smaller camel-hair pencils. Some fine sand will also be
required to form a U-d for the subject whilst the plaster is

poured on. The silver sand used by florists is the Ix-st,

and should be sifted free from lumps and grit. Of this

Having now all the necessary materials for our purpose,
"c can proceed to Set up the apparatus. Take the l6S.
gauge wire and make a triangle, as shown in Fig. », of
such a size as to clear the porous pot, about )-t6ths in. all

round. The ends of the triangle may be bound with some
of the smaller wiic, but arc belter if soldered, in addition
to the binding. At one corner (A) solder a suitable
binding screw or terminal. This is not absolutely neces-
sary, I mt :

t i. inucV. more convenient than twisting a wire
round the corner.

rite zinc plate, if not already amalgamated, must now
In: taken in hand. To amalgamate il take three parts of

water and add very slowly one part (by measure) of
sulphuric acid. This acid must be handled carefully, as,

if *pill mi the clothing it will destroy the part by eating
the fabric into hole?. When making a dilute solution of
this acid, always add the acid slowly to the water, and
nvver add water to the acid. If the water he added to

the acid the mixture will boil up and fly in all directions.

Should the reader be so unfortunate as to do this, well

wet the places the acid has splashed with a strong solution
of ammonia or washing soda. This, if done at once, will

prevent any harmful results. Soak the zinc in the mixture
a few minutes, and, with a small pad of flannel tied to a
stick, rub the mercury all over the zinc until no black
patches show. When in use in the coll the zinc must he
re-amalgamated as soon as it becomes bl.rk and fizzes

greatly.

Now make a clamp of two pieces of wood to fit the
zinc so that the clamp will rest on the porous pot and
allow the length of zinc in the pot to be altered by
pushing the plate through into the acid (Fig. 2). A
binding screw or clamp should be fitted to the lop of the

zinc. The solution for the porous pot is 12 or 15 parts

of water to one of acid. The acid used for the amalga-
mating added to the proper amount of water may he used
for this.
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For the outer jar a saturated solution of copper

sulphate (blucslonc is the trade name) must be prepared.
The water used should be lmilcd and strained through
calico to get rid of all bits and suspended earthy matter.
Then dissolve as much sulphate as the water wiU'takcup.
Also keep a few crystals of the sulphate in the cell to

replace the copper taken out during the time the cell is

at work. It is advisable to keep a small piece of strip

copper bung over the side of the cell, hut not touching
the triangle or moulds, and in the solution say 3 or 4 ins.,

so that if the crystals should get used up the free acid
formed may attack the copper strip ami not that dc|>ositcd

in the mould.

Having now prepared all the solutions, we arc ready to

make a mould. Suppose, for a start, we lake something
of which we only want to copy one side, for a brooch
or a tie-pin, <\p, the head of a fancy button, or one side

of a coin. Take one of the sm.%11 l«o*c» ami knock .nit

the bottom, so as to leave the four sides intact. The box
should lie large enough to leave a I out J in. of space
round the object to be copied. Now cut out of some
thin paper a piece to lit inside the Ih>x, and in the centre
of this mark and cut out a piece the exact size of the coin
or button. Well oil the inside of the tray, the piper and
the side of the subject to he copied. Suppose we take the
coin. Place the coin on a level surface, >ay a niece of win-
dow glasr, oiled-side up, with theoiled picceol paper round
it, ami fti the tray in position on the paper. We arc
now ready for the actual moulding. Take half n teacup-
ful of lukewarm water and sprinkle the finely- sifted

plaster in this, stirring all the time with a stick, until
the mixture is as thick as cream ; then pour into the

mould.
When the mould is set hard enough to move place the

lot—glass, coin and mould—without disturbing their rela-

tive positions, in a slow oven until the mould is Iraked
" hard as a brick." Then we can remove the tray,

paocr and coin. The coin must lie removed very care-

fully so us not to damage the mould. Now warm the

mould and give it a coat of linseed oil. When this is dry,
warm again ami give it another coat of oil. This process
must lie repeated until the mould becomes yellow and
smooth like a piece of marble, when it w ill be non-absor-
bent, ami will not crumble away in the solution. Some
workers prefer to soak the mould in melt-* p nadir wa<
until it will absorb no more. This is a quicker method
than the former, but if care is not taken the wax sets in

the fine lines of the mould, and an imperfect elrctrot)-|>c

is the result. The mould not being in itself a conductor
of electricity, it must he made into a conductor or the
copper will not deposit on it. This is done in the
following manner With a knife, or old file, make a
shallow groove round the edge of the mould to take the
slinging wire as in Fig. 3. From this slinging wire take

two pieces of 26 S. wire and stick them into the edges ofthe mould, one at each side. If the coin is a large one.

Zn wouW ^ »« equal distances
- p. r. If the subject were, say, a leaf will, a |„„g stemami a broken up edge like a fern, several wires would !**
necessary, one to each remote or outside corner. When
lie mould has been wtu;! and all the rough edgestrimmed off the design must be blackleaded. Use finelypowdered dry blackIra,?, ,r.J work it well into every

c.evicc w ,,h the camel-hair brush, and also well round
‘

“j
COn,,"?,n« Wir* as ,lie deposit will star,from these and spread over the design. Care must lietaken not to black lead any plaster except the design, as

I lie copper will form on the blackleaded portions, and so
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save energy used in depositing copper where it is not
wanted, and the time spent in after trimming. When
the whole of the design appears to he smoothly and well

Idacklcadcd, the mould is ready for the typing process,

excej>t that the slinging wire and conducting wires must
l»e varnished or covered with wax to prevent the copper
being deposited on them.

The mould and solutions being now ready we can
make the real start and commence to deposit the copper.
Put the jrorous pot in the outer jar, and fill them with
their respective solutions to 1 ins. from the lop in the
outer jar, and al>out 3 inches from the top of the porous
pot, so as to allow for the zinc. Now clean the triangle
w ith emery cloth and pul it in position, and makcadouble
hook of wire (Fig, 4) to hold the mould about an inch
below the surface of the solution in '.he outer jar. Clean
the slinging wire ami the hook where they touch, and the
hook where it hangs on the triangle. I)o not let the
hook or mould touch the porous pot, ami suspend so (hat

the design faces the po'. (Fig. 5). Now adjust the zinc

so that about jj
in. is in the acid, and sec that it docs not

touch the sides of the pot. Connect the zinc to the

triangle with a piece of the thick wire. In a few minutes
a junk spot will he observed round the end of each con-
ducting wire, where it joins the design. These spots will

Kv larger, and in time Cover the whole of the design,

n the zinc can be lowered n little for say hnlf-nn-hour,
and then lowered to the proper level. The rule is that
the surface of zinc exposed to the acid Ik; equal to the
coated surface of the mould. Let the action go on for

from twenty-four to twenty-eight hours, when the copper
should I >c thick enough to bear removal from the mould.
If the /inc l»e dip|«ed loo deep in the acid at first the
comxrr will go on in the form of brown powder which
will all wash off. Should any bubbles be observed on the

surface of the mould they must be removed with u feather

or camel-hair pencil. If they are not removed the copper
will not dc|K>sit under them, and thus cause holes in the

finished electrotype. When removed from the mould the

clcdroty|>c must l>c well washed to gel rid of the copper
vdis, and then the rough outside edges removed with a

small file or a pair of stout scisrots.

The next article will dcscriltt how to prepare a mould
for a subject of which it is desired to copy both sides, and
als how to mount and finish off the electrotypes to form
the various ornaments mentioned above. It will also

deal with moulds of paraffin and beeswax, and gutta-
percha, with their different methods of preparation ami
use.

H AVING now mastered an easy subject, the worker
may try his skill on something more advanced

—

say a fern or other leaf in its natural form and
convolutions. Lay the leaf on the hand and brush melted
liccswax over the side it is intended to copy. When the first

layer is cold, add another, and repeat the process until a

block of sufficient thickness is obtained. When the block
is quite cold carefully peel off the leaf, and a fine impres-
sion will l>c found 011 the wax. The block may now Ire

Idacklcadcd and wired as before, and an clcctiotypc made,
from it.

If it is desired to copy both sides of the leaf, proceed
as above, only use some freshly mixed plaster instead of

beeswax until a sufficient thickness of plaster is formed on
one side of the leaf. When the plaster is hard, paint the.

other side of the leaf with several coals of bisulphide of
carbon solution of indiai uhber. This is a liquid having a
smell like a ease ol l*ad rggs all broken at once, so that

the best place to perform the altovc opciation is out of
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doors willi Ilie Lack lo the wind. The substance is also
very inflammable, so that care must lie ol>scrvcd in not
approaching loo near a lire or light. Next soak a piece
oi gutta-percha as large as the leaf in scalding hot water
until it is soft, and press it on to the newly-painted side of
the leaf. When this has set hard, gently pull it off, and
we shall have one mould in pkistcr ami one in gutta-

percha. If these are Macklcadcd and wired in the usual
way, we shall get two electrotypes, one of each side.
These arc trimmed at the edges, and washed, as in the
case of the coin. The almve is a method recommended
by Mr. M. Koseleur. Another method is to ixoauc a

caul hoard tray rather larger than the leaf, and half till it

with line damp sand. In order not to destroy the natural

pose of the leaf, we must lay it on the sand, and |<ack up
the hollows under it with sand. When this has been done
satisfactorily, till up the tray with the plaster paste, and
allow to set; then shake off all the sand, but leave the
leaf in the mould; well oil the top side of the leafand the
face of the plaster, and again till up the tiaywith the
plaster. When this is set we shall have two sides of the
leaf again in the mould, w hich may be treated and typed
as lieforo.

The above method is used in preparing moulds of seed
capsules and small lish such as minnows, only where pos-
sible it is best to cut a piece of oiled paper to lit the inside
of the tiny and round the subject, and place this in |«*si-

lion iouikI the acorn, or whatever it may he, Ibefore

(•miring on the plaster. This prevents the sand slicking
to the plaster, and also, when operating on the oilier

side, keeps the two blocks of plaster from adhering to

each other.

II the subject is not wanted again, the 1**1 way to re-

move it. fiom the moulds is lo strongly heat them with
the subject inside, and so cause it to shrivel up. If any
little bits aic left sticking in the mould, they may l* re-

moved with a pair of forceps. Should the subject I*
rco(tired again, the two halve* of the mould must I* care-

fully separated when dry and the subject taken out.

This must lie done with great care, or l»oih subject and
mould will be spoilt if any little projecting pieces arc
broken off.

Having now our electrotypes ready lor mounting, we
must decide on the use we are going to put them to. If

the shell is thin, it is Ixsl to till it with solder so as to
pi event it being buckled whilst soldering on the back
plate. The best way lo do this is to use resin as a flux

and fill the electrotype with the solder level with the
edges. On no account use killed spirits as n flux, as it

will in all probability cat through the thincop|ier in lime
and destroy it. It is advisable in making copies of seed
capsules for hat pins, or other articles that will be subject

lo somew hat rough usage, to deposit the copper for two,
oi even three, days. If this is done, the copies will not
requite backing up with solder, *•* the copper will I*.-

thick enough losland fair usage without. When the thin
shell has teen strengthened with a kicking of solder,

and the edges trimmed, a hack plate—in the case of
bioochcs, tie pins, etc., the same shape and size as the

outside edge of ?ii?i|— is soldered lo it. The back plates
may be of thin sheet copper, brass or German silver.

For small ferns or similar open subjects, an oblong, oval,

or other design back plate may be used with the shell

soldered in the centre, but for solid leaves a plate to the
shape of the leaf should be soldered to the lack of the
electrotype. Seed capsules for hat-pin heads must be
soldered k» the pin. To do this, cut off the ordinary
glass head and file or emery papier half an-inch of the end

bright rurl cirat
;
then dip it for a second or two in the

outside jar c H e cell. When removed, it will be found
lo be coated with copper. Dry the end and tin it. The
pin can now be soldered inside the stem of the clcctro-

lyj-c and the surplus solder removed to make a neat job
of it. Care must be taken, when soldering up clcctrO-
types, to use no more solder than is required to make a
good joint, as the surplus solder has a knack of spreading
all over the work and filling up the delicate lines.

The pins and catches for brooches arc to be purchased
at the local watchmaker’s and jeweller’s.

As electrotypes in cop|>cr look common and soon
tarnish, it is usual to either silver or gold plate them.
Seed capsules look best gilded, but fish and large leaves
are better silvered. If the amateur is near an electro-

plater’s, be can get them done for him as cheaply as if he
did them himself; but, as some readers live away from
towns, and others prefer lo do their own plating, I will

in my next article «t«vc an outline of the processes used.

T ill*! solutions used arc the double cyanides of

|H*t;issiuni of cither gold or silver. The most
Minple way of pie|*aring the baths is as follows:—

I’rocnre two Daniel! cells, and an enamelled iron

saucepan which will hold n pint of liquid. In

a quart of filtered rain-water dissolve 2 ors. of best

l*>iassiuin cyanide. We shall also require two silver

|>lalc$, 2
.J

in. by i

X

in., and nliout i in. thick, and
<)iii! a mi all hole in ihc middle of one, short side, large

enough to hook in a slinging wire. The silver pilales

must be perfectly pure.

Cut a |>int of the cyanide solution into the pun, mid
suspcml the pdate* on opipiositc sides from two piicccS of
wood. The |)latcs must not touch each other or the pan.

Then connect the wire slinging hooks to the two Danicll

cells connected in series, and allow the current l o pass

from one plate lo the other lor about two hours. 'I lien

take off the plate connected lo the /inc end and replace

it with a clean brass one. If this p>latc takes a coat of

silver the solution is ready for use. When the silver

solution is ready for use it should be |>uured into a clean

glass labile and laln-llcd “ Silver solution— l’oison.” The
gold solution is p>rep>aicd in a similar way from the

remaining pint of solution, only use small snips of p>ure

gold instead of pane silver. Before |ueparing thin solu-

tion the pan must be well washed rail. The gold
solut ion must l»ckcj»t at alcmpciature between 160" !'\ and
1 So’ K-, or scalding hot during this and the plating

process.

As the rule for plating is that the " anode ” should
present a suifacc slightly over that of the object to l#c

{dated, the two gold plates will have lo be connected
togiihci on the same side of the lath whilst the plating

pwoecss is proceeding. When l he solutions and apparatus
arc not in use they should be kept in a locked cupdioaul,
owing to the |K>isonous nature of the materials used.

i*hc elect roty|»e must now be polished where it is

intended to l»c plated, and cleaned by blushing with

whitening moistened with ptcarlash water. The parts not

lo l>e pdaicd must I* varnished with thin shellac or

copal varnish.

The electrotype having liecn well linsed in warm water
to get rid of any whitening, and the varnish dried, suspend
it in the solution with a slinging wire. A single Danicll

cell will deposit silver or gold from these solutions, and
may l*r made by inserting a copper pdate, bent to lit the

jar, iu the place of the electrotype in the copiper sulphate

solution. The copper pdate may have a binding screw
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soldered to ii, or may be connected with a piece of the
thick wire to the triangle. In plating, the /inc must
it/mvij'J be connected to the article to lie plated, and the
copper plate to the anode. With .1 tug* electrofr|>e, two
cells may Ik required, hut always do as in electretyping,
put on the first coating slowly, and afterwards proceed
more rapidly by adding the extra cell. If :.>o much
current is used the metal is deposited roughly and in
small lump-, which have to l»e smoothed down with a
blush made of line brass wires called a scratch brush.

If die electrotype is only intended for .*how, a thin
deposit only is necessary; but if wearing qualities have
to be considered, the action must l>c continued two i*r

three hours. It will then be covered with a creamy*
white deposit, if silver, which is slightly rough. Remove
die article fioin the batli and well wash it in warm water,
and brush down all the rough places. This will give it a
polished appearance if done whilst wet. After drying in

brnnor boxwood sawdust, the surface will appear dull,

but will feel smooth to the touch. A little further treat-
ment with the brush will add a slight |x>lish, which is all

that can be done with b ins and other open leave*.

If gold is debited on rop|»cr, the coaling will have a
dull I5*caiat tint, so that it is usual to first give die object
a thin coat of liver, well wash it, and then transfer to the
gold solution. A durable coat can be obtained in fifteen
or twenty minutes with a hot gold solution. For tho*«
renders who intend to take up this subject as a meant of
increasing their income, and thus needing a larger plant
than die one described, 1 hero give the proper plating
solutions

:

Gobi.— Dissolve l ox. of jiotassium cyanide in ft pints

of water, ami add gold chloride in proportion to theamount
to be used. This will, of course, depend on the sire of

the object or objects to be plated. If the bath is add,
it must be made alkaline with ammonia. It may beused
cold, bill used hot the colour is improved and the coat is

more durable.

Silver,—This bath is prepared front 2 lb. of potassium
cyanide. I.f2t pints of water, and 2-4 ors. ->f carlion

disulphide. The object of adding the carbon disulphide
is to make the objects come from the bath with a bright
surface, tendering |M>lishing unnecessary, and thus pro-
ducing cheaper articles.

Since writing the above, I have received, in my capa*
city of model engineer expert, an inquiry as tothc method
of making the letters so often seen on brooches in jewellers'

shops. The letters me made in dies specially made for
cadi work, and a large niimlwr are struck off every time
the dies arc placed in the ••press,” as the machine is

called. These words, or it may be sentences, or even
the whole brooch with a motto or text in raised letters

on .ts race, <*..? made at one blow and sens off to the
platers, and arc then returned wrap|>cd in tissue pa|»er,
in which wrapping they are stored until required. This
is the method by which

.
these things are made in a

wholesale way, and is not suitable lor an amateur worker
at all.

lie will have to proceed in a lather more round-aliout
way, and also take more time .over the job. Procure an
alphabet that is, A to Z- of type from a printer, the
letters of I he size required for the work in hand. If so
disposed, the worker could invest in, say, three complete
sets of type, ami then could set up a word at once in his
trays. Then pack them up with the fine sand, so that the
letters arc just above the surface. A plaster mould can
now lie taken in the usual way, and afterwards electro-
lyped as before described. The tyjic can Ik bought for
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about is. 6d. or 2s. i>cr lb., and docs noi weigh very
heavy.

Pretty effects can l»c obtained by neatly soldering a
name to a small fern, and then mounting the whole on a
back plate to form a brooch.

Should any reader I* confronted with any difficulties
in connection with this subject, I shall he pleased do my
best to set him on the right track.

F-itting Up Carbons for Bi-
chromate Batteries.

May, 1899.
By K. Ii. V

THOUSANDS of amateurs Who use bichromate bat-

teries—and where is the amateur who docs not ?

—

would l»c glad to know of a thoroughly criicicnt

and -aiisfactory means of connecting up the carl.ons.

The usual method, namely, by clamping the zinc l«etwcen

a jwiir of carlrons which arc connected by a copper s:rip,

has the disadvantage that even when there is no creeping,

the surface of the cnpjrer connecting strip becomes cor*

ro«lcd in time and causes a had contact. If the following
ouggestions arc followed there need l>c no fear of the
connections deteriorating when the battery is out of use,
the hitler lieing always ready at a moment's notice.

The writer has always found it l»cst in making up
bichromate batteries to damn the elements together by
trolls, one luring enough when the plates are about

1 \ ins. wide, and two when they arc about 3 ins. wide.

The holes in zinc should lie at least l in. bigger than
diameter of Ih»Ii, a little tube of many turns of waxed
pa|»er separating the l»»ll and the tine plate. Bolts $ in.

diameter are suitable, and with two carlton plates
jj

in.

thick, tine
J.

in. thick, and wooden strips 3- l6ihs in.

thick, the bolls should lie 1# ins. long. Black bolts

and r.ut- of lhi-c dimensions can Ik bought for about
la. jc. |Kr dozen.

Having drilled the necessary holes in the carbon plates
abou: l in. from the too. proceed as follows Melt
laralim wax in agalii|K>t by placing the latter in a sauce-
pan of water kept just simmering. Let the wax stand
about 1} ins. deep in the |H>t. Now stand two carbons
111 the wax, tops downward* kerning them clear of one
another and away from odes, or capillary action w ill
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lake place, ami »l»c wax run I* **» far along lire caiU-us.

They should stand for a quarter of an hour or no, being

then drained and jail aside, and the next |>air immersed.

Fresh wax will, of course, be requited to make up for

that absuil<d by lire plates.

When all are done, make up a simple Danicll battery

of two cells, using jam pots, thill copper plates, atul

l-ectanchr zincs. A depositing cell will Ik- further

needed, and this may consist of a gallipot, which must tie

nearly full of saturated solution of sulphate of copper.

The waxed top ends of carbon plates arc to be coppcr-
platcd, and this will Ik* ellcctcd by placing the carbon
top end downwards in the solution of sulphate of
Copper, allowing about li ins. to l»c immersed. A
copper plate nl-out i-iblli in. thick must now lie licnt

to the foim shown in the sketch at A, the

width being aliout two inches. This cop|«r plate

must then be arranged in the depositing cell, as sliown
diagiaminntically at ]l, cate iK'ing taken that the copper
plate docs not touch the immersed carbon at any point.

A piece of No. tS or 20 c-jp|>er w ire may l»e sohicred to the

copper plate for connection, and a similar w ire connected
to carbon by wrapping tightly round it half-a-dozen turns.

Connect the carbon with the zinc terminal of the Danicll

battery, the cells of which are connected in series. The
copper plate must be connected to (he copper terminal,

and the action will then at once commence. The whole
niiaiigcmciit is clearly shown in tin- accompanying
sketch.

The length of lime taken to dopo.-il a fairly thick coat-

ing of copper on the carbon may be anything Irctwccn

three and eight hum? When sufficient copper hr.. I«ccn

deposited to make a lirm and substantial joint, a second

carlion may be substituted for the fust, which may be
wnslied and dried, and it will then be lound an easy

matter to solder a piece of No. tS copper wire to the top

and so make a connection which w ill be at once durable

and efficient. The trouble pf this nut hod will Ik* well

repaid in the reliability and pci 11 1.1ticnee of the battery

wild' made Up.

How to Make a Cheap Reliable
Galvanometer with Bridge

and Seale.

By A. S. Whins.
/*f'MII£ galvanometer shown herewith (Fig. 2) is a

X cb**. instrument, for use with a Wheatstone bridge,

for measuring resistances of wires for field and arma-
ture coils. It is classed as a low-resistance, reflecting,

astatic galvanometer, and is easily constructed by amateur
electricians, the advantages gained by its use repaying the

linker for the (rouble taken in its construction. The
scale card is cut from |>n|>cr, l>eing a circle 3 his. in

diameter, divided into spaces of 3“ cadi. The two zero

xzints arc opposite, and run up to 90 ,
each live spaces

wing marked 15'—30 —45*— 60 — 75’— 90'. The two

points marked 90' being 0|>|*»site.

1. A base is made of wood—cherry w ill do very well.

This is best turned on a lathe, and a slot turned into it

for the reception of the glass shade. It can 1« polished

by running the lathe at a high speed, holding a rag
saturated with shellac varnish ."it. The necessary holes

(two for wires, two for binding- posts, and one for standard)
should be drilled prcparaloiy to polishing.

2. The coil ( Fig. 3) is wound same as shown—best done

on a wooden form one part at a time— both parts together
having a resistance of # ohm. After winding, a tic win,*
rhould be fastened at each end of each part, to hold wires
together. The two outside wires are joined, pul through
hole m cherry base made for their reception, and turned
over, partially keening coil in place; the two inside wires
arc run through other holes, ami one run to each binding
post, as shown.

3. The standard (Fig. 1 ) is made of brass, bent as shown
ami melted to cherry base. A hole is drilled through its

heart for tlic reception of a brass swivel to hold system.
4. The system is marie by taking two sewing needles

and inserting them in (lie twists of two copper wires, as
shown, and fastened by adropof solder, using sal ammoniac
as a flux. 1 he twisted wire ends in a loop through
winch a single silk fibre passes and runs up to swivel
where it is a fastened with a drop of sealing-wax. A
small square of mirror glass is fastened to copper twist
over top needle by sealing-wax, as shown. i.< ;r',uiei-er.!.5
can be taken direct from blucpoint.

5. The coil is mounted and a small brass plate is
placed inside of it, so as to engage each pan of coil, and
screwed to base with a brass screw. The cord is drawn
and cut, and fastened to top of coil by sealing- wax. T'.e
needles of the system arc magnetised to a polarity, as
shown, by holding a magnet leg on one end ol top needle
for twenty minuies; then hold other leg of magnet on
same end of lower needle for twenty minutes. The sys-
tem is now hung and glass shade placed in position,
completing galvanometer.
The bridge is used in connection with galvanometer; it

is known as the Wheatstone slide metre bridge. As
shown in (Fig. 4), it consists of a J in. board 4 ins. longer
than a metre and 4 ins. wide. A German silver win is
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I his is used in delicate tests, and is made of a snip of

v.ood
| ,n. thick, 24 ins. Ion”, mounted as shown, and a

rm. scale marked on each side of a hole made in middle
of board j s «n. x } in. This hole is also cut in a piece'
of tin, and fastened over aperture in wood to give sharp-
ness to the beam of light transmitted by lamp to galva-
nomclcr mirror back to l -in. scale on faceboard. ' The

** &cc<]
(

,n ‘"Ck of scale, so that lamp
name, bole in scale, and mirror in galvanometer arc

£ ,
.
™cn galvanometer is a zero l>eam of

lignt, invisible as it falls on the aperture in scale. The

5/c£ tACi

placed between (wo binding |M>st. Alt, 1 metre apart and
a scale marked under it of too ccntimcixs. Then
binding posts Cl >K are inserted and connected on Imllom
side by a bare copper wire. This completes the brid-c.
11 is used ns follows:—

The terminals from a battery are inserted at landing
posts, Alt. A known reliance, say 50 ohms, i> con-
nccted to hit, the unknown res!<tan*-e to AC, one gal-
vanometer terminal to L>, the other one slid alo:.;- Gcr-
man silver wire until needles cease to move and come to
zero Say the scale indicates at F on Ixxml 40. then we
get the proportion :

50 - known resistance,

a = unknown resistance.
40 = one side of bridge.
ICO 40 = 60 = other side of bridge.

: 50 :: 40 : 60 - 2
95?° = 33* ohms = unknown

resistance.

SCALK.

least amount of current which unbalances the current
causes l*eam of light to move up or down on the I -in.
• calc, although no perceptible move is apparent in system.
In a lest

,
connect as shown, and move galvanometer ter-

minal slowly up and down German silver wire on bridge
until a perfect balance is brought about, which is made-
apparent by beam of light falling on hole in scale. Then
readings arc taken, and the result ascertained by the
aforenamed |xo|iortioii.

This is an invaluable instrument to tire amateur, and
well worth his best care and intelligence in construction.
To these I extend mvlx:-.; wishes.

[< omplctc sets of parts for making this instrument arc
supplied by the Stirling Electric Co., Stirling, New
Jersey, U.S.A.J
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A Medical Coil and Mow to
Make It.
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l he collar, 1 1 1 ic |>a|>cr tulie, and ./ the brass lube.
Cut out of mahogany «.r leak, \ inch thick, a ?-

in.'h square; bore a hole in the centre of this to exactly
take the paper tube just unde and lilted. The end of
this tube, with the protruding core, must be then
securely glued into the aperture, taking care to fix the
tulie squarely and at right a.-g'-rs. (See Fig. ?.) When
5™*“ •O', put in a couple of terminals as shown, A ami
“ trig. 3), and having -a*rd one end of the cotton-

June, t«99

A MEDICAL or shocking coil is a useful bit of ap|>n-

ratus to possess, easy to make, and you can make
a better coil at a cost of ten shillings than can !«

l>oughl for three times that sum ; not so handsome,
perhaps, but very effective ami powerful. 'Hie model
which I have, with one or two little modifications, adop-
ted, is that suggested by Mr. Iiot tone, and is figured
below, not quite complete though, for I purpose fitting it

with a rack and pinion movement for the lietter ami
easier regulation of the sccondaiy coil.

Kir.. 3.

covered wire turn it round and ur.de* lli.i terminal at A,
and proceed to wind on the (primary) wire in tight, even
coils nearly to the end of tulie: ,;c down here; baste the
layer with hot melted paraffin wax: put on a layer of wax
|u|»cr; then tccotninencc winding; put on four layers,
waxing each in turn as dcscrilicd, finishing up by baring
the finishing end and inciting under terminal at H; give
the last layer a l*asting with hot wax, and roll it up
smooth and sliaight as possible in the fingers. Our
primary is now complete, ami may lie mounted on a
polished luselioard, 12 ins. by 4 ins. or so, by means of

a couple of screws put in front underneath.
Wc must now make the secondary bobbins. Provide

two w * *od ends, mahogany or teak, J in. thick, but
sba|K‘d a- shown in I ig. 4. Roughly, they maybe 3 ins.

square, plus the stud at the bottom which is to secure it

to i i*c rebated guide strips, afterwards to be fixed to the
lusclioaid.

1 lie nrsr uiing 10 no is to make me core, this is

formed of a bundle of straight iron wires. No. tS gauge.
Procure a hnnk of the softest iron wire ; then cut into
lengths ol about .|'£ ins

,
ami make as straight as jmt-

tiblc ; now get a piece of thin brass tubing aUmt 4# ins.

in length by J£ in. diameter. (This tube, a small break
and hammer head, and the wires, say # H». No. 20 or
22 single cotton-covered wire, and the same weight of
No. 36 single silk wire, had lietter lie bought direct of
some dealer in electrical stores.) Kill this brass tul»c

with the iron wires, pack tightly, then having drawn an
inch or so at a time, bind the wires with wire securely
twisted round ; tile the ends up straight, as ' having
dipped them in " killed ” spirit' of salts, dip them in

molten solder, clean tip, wash in hot water, dry, and
finally Soak to saturation in hot paiallin wax

;
the remit

should be a core of w ires, over which the brass “ regulat-

ing
M

tulie will just easily slide.

Make a paper tube, 4 ins. in length, as follows K**ll

a piece of white demy round the brass tub- ; cut a piece
ol tough brown psipei, 12 ins. by 4 ins.; give this a oat
of thin hot glue, and r-.ll it lightly round the |cq>crr<l
tul-e ; when quite dry an.l hard draw ..tit the bra^s uiU-,
and having squared or lined up the |Kqicr tulie, give the
latter a soak in hot paraffin wax.
Now take the core and f.um a piper collar lialf an-

incli from one end and about half .in inch in width, by
rolling and glueing a strip of brown |Ktpcr round a; this
point. This collar must be just thick enough to take the
paper tube just made (it can, of course, if too thick \«
easily tiled down). When dry, give it a out of glue and
slide on or fit it into the paper tul-e. The brass mU. may
l>e left in |>ositioii dining this little operation, ar.d while
the joint is drying. See Fig. 2. where .r is die one, b

Make <*r procure a thin paper tulie, 4 ins. in length,

and of diameter large enough to ju>t smoothly slide over
the primary, and having given it a soaking in hot wax,
mount this centrally I u;tween the two wooden ends just

refericd to. This must be carefully done, and, in fact,

all the necessary fitting of the liobbin should be completed
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before commencing to wind on the wire. Two lillets of
wood rebated as shown at K < Kij*. 4) arc, therefore,
ghied or 'ci eweil to the In'cUnnl, ami tiie linislicl

lull thins adjusted to slide easily l-c'.wcen them.

before starting to wind the bobbin, v.c must make a
winder (see Fit;. 5) ; this is loaned out of a square of pine
or other wood, S ins. I»y 6 inr.. with two uprights ; the
reel of wire and empty hohhin being an aliped as shown.
The wile .should receive a preliminary coating of wax,
which is best done by soaking for some minutes in hot
paraffin wax, and draining ; it should also l< tested for

continuity by means «»l a b.tieiv and galvano-
meter. I laving Iwied 0.1c end of the wire (No. 36 silk

Covered), pass it round the screw of a terminal as shown,
and commence to wind, the turns of wire must l*c drawn
tight and close together ;

in this way the first and succeed-
ing Inycis must be put on : each layer b also to be Listed
w ilh hot melted paraliin wax, and receive one layer of
thin waxed papci

;
the wire i' thus jnit on in one con-

tinuous length, going fioiucini to end and backwards and
forward* in close, even turns, finishing u( the opposite
termiun! to vliMi wc .started, ami here the end is hard
".ml connected.

It is most important to avoid all break* ami flaws, and
kinks or knots in the wire

; therefore, at the least sus-
picious part the wire should he cut, the ends laicd and
twisted together, and a fresh joint made with resin and

solder, the joint then being trade good with a little twist
silk and wax, and, of Course, at such limes the wire should
be tested, for continuity. The boMiins may be •• finished"
by covering with velvet, or thin sheet elronite; the wooden
parts, ends and base, will also Ih: (dished or varnished
to suit the worker’s fancy or pleasure.
The contact breaker for this little instrument can be

Irough! ready made, with platinum contacts complete
;

Uie height required will be ins.; the requisite holes
lor these arc lured in the base and the parts secured by
uut>: ;n;:l«*rncn*!». If thought proper, the primary wires
may also oe wrought down through the base. Supposing
cig. 6 to lie a ground plan of the coil, one of the buttery
(two'bichromate cells) wires is connected to U 1

, the other
to It-, the current w ill pass through the primary (the other
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end of which is connected with the break hammer); the
core being thus magnetised, draws the hammer head
towards it, the effect of which is to break contact with
the platinum |K>int at I; I*. The electric circuit being
thus interrupted, the do-magnetised core no longer attracts
the hammer, which, Ixring released, makes contact once
more with the point at 15 1’, the make and break being
re|>eatcd as long as a current is available.

We now require two handles, and these, in their
simplest form, may consist of two pieces of brass tube,
two lengths of flexible wire cord being also provided.
One end of each w ire is soldered to a lube or attached
by means of a screw, the other (terminating in a short
piece of stout copjrcr wire) for inscition at S and S
respectively. With a coil made as above a battery of two
bichromate cells will be found «|uitc sufficient for the
|Htf|M/SC.

Simple Klcctric Motor.
To the Editor ok 'J'hc Model Engineer.

Df.ai: Sir,— Perhaps the following d^'.-'wiption of a
simple electric motor may interest some of yom leaders.'
It can be constructed very cheaply, and, if pro|>crly made,
will run at a great speed.
The magnet supimrt (MS) and I use arc made from a

a piece of wood of a suitable thickness, and varnished.
The magnet (M) is made from a piece of soft iron rod.t

X in. in diameter and nlnnit 4.! ins. long. It is wound
with No. 26 s.c. wire, about 4 or., but to/., I think,
would l« belter. The magnet is held down on the snp-
port hya piece of wood (W) laid across llic magnet, and a
screw passing through the wood (W)into the sup|>ort.
The next thing to make is the two l»enrmgs(lJ and 13')

of stout brass. One is straight, nliout 2)£ ins. long; the
other shaped 'about 1 in. long. In the end of
each, two conical holes arc drilled for the spindle (SI*) to
run in. At the end two holes arc drilled right through
for the screws which fasten them to the base and magnet
support.

The spindle is made fiom a \ery line knitting-needle,
the ends tiled to run in tin conical holes in the bearings
(IJ and If). The armature is made of two square pieces

of iron (II*), in. square, soldered to a piece of tin (T)
about \% ins. long. The armature must then be sol-
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dcrcd on the spindle, so it run-, quite tine, as near the

magnet as possible without touching. The Contact

breaker is a piece «»f copper (CH», shaped / / al-uit

3-tOths in. lung, soldered on in a position as shown, lml

•'.lie l>cst position is (omul by c\|>erim<:ii(. The s|»t ing

(CS) is a piece of watch-spring, which is made to

approach or recede hy the screw (CS 1

) worked by the

handle (It) which regulate* the S[vi:!. A switch is liltetl

as shown at S. Two terminals are fillt ‘1
.>i the back.

The current goes from T i. • magnet ,
from magnet to

Itearing, through contact breaker and spring to switch,
and from there to terminal (T 1

) not shown.

The motor runs a I tout 2000 revolutions per minute,
with a quart bichromate. It is well worth making. 1

have shown it to several friends who think it very good,
and one has made one the same with the same success.

—

Yours truly, J. NY. T.
Richmond.

I low to Make a Very Simple l:lcctro-Alotor.

September, 1899. B). K Vt NV

Tint motor here described i* .unable for the younger
readers of this paper, as it gives a good insight into motor
principles in general, is .ety easy to construct, and run*
well when carefully made. ’I lie livid magnet F first de-
mands out attention. It consists of a immanent steel
magnet with parallel limits—4 ins. long. <f in. I>ctween
limbs, metal 4 in. wide and

j
in. thick. This can l*o

obtained front any electrician’s for about .« shilling.

The nrmn'urc A is made from a piece of *>fi iron
ahmit

.» J ins. by 4 in. by * in. It is bent into horseshoe
sli:qie (the metal being heated to redness), with its liiub.i

\ '/i in. long iiinl ;i in. apart; it should he left to cool by
itself. A central hole is drilled in this magnet, ami a

li in. spindle cut from a true ami straight No. 19 steel

knitting needle. This is soldered (irmly and truly in the

Cic*An<jN

armature, which rho 11Id he well balanced. The spindle
should proir. de aloul * ){ ins. on the commutator endC.
Now a small collar of brass or copper is soldered on to

•he front end of the spindle, leaving about j-^ands in. to
enter the hearing. This hearing is the fr« nt bearing (it),

ami is made from a niece of brass in. by in. by
1 16th in.. ^ in. of this being licrit sharply at right
angles. (To bend brass and copper, the metal should
lx* heated to a red hc.it and then quickly cooled in water,
after which it will bend well and without breaking.) In
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the longer end two small holes are drilled for the holding
«!.»« n screws. The hack bearing L is made from a piece
of brass 2 in. by # in. by l-i6th in. This is solicited,
am! about % in. is bent at right angles to the rest. The
longest pan may lie tapered away towards the top, and
neatly rounded. Two holes for holding down screw sure
drilled in the short end.
The stand S is made of a piece of well -seasoned wood,

al.iut 6 in. by 2% in. hy in. This is well planed and
sandpapered up. and then varnished or polished. The
field magnet saddle is then constructed, and may he either
round or square; a good size is 1% in. square (or diameter)
and in. high. The centre line of the stand is now
carefully oUained, and the saddle is screwed down near
one end of the stand. A piece of brass about ij in. by K in.
by '/t in. is cut out, and a hole drilled in its centre. The
field•magnet should now be screwed down on its saddle
by means of this brass plate and a screw, which is driven
into the centre of the saddle. A hole has now to be
drilled in the front bearing It, at such a height that when
this is screwed on to the saddle the field magnet and
spindle will be in the sunc plane. The front bearing is
then screwed down, ami the back 1rearing L pul face to
face will! it. *> that i s hole may be marked olf and
drilled ill the right place.
Now conics the most difficult pari, namely the commu-

tator C. It consists of a brass tube, in. diameter and
*' and about 1161I1 in. thick. This is forced
on to a circular piece of ebonite or boxwood, in which a
hole is drilled to fit the spindle. Four short brass screws
arc screwed into the lul»c and ebonite, two at each oppo-
site end of a diameter, one of each ol these being counter*
milk level w ith the .surface of the tube, and fixed smooth.
Two saw cuts must be made at each end of a diameter,
the diameter being at tight angles to that of the screws.
*1 hese saw cuts must lie clean through the brass lube
ami a short way into the ebonite as well. The screws
u-.-d to hold the two brass checks (just cut) on to the
ebonite or boxwood must be short enough to quite clear
the steel spindle. Such a commutator can be obtained
for about is. Oil. from electrical dealers. It is trouble-
>mc to make, especially for those who do not possess a

lathe, anil it should run quite true when on tire tpindlc.
Now force the commutator on to the spindle so as to

clear the armature by about JJj in. Twist it so that its cuts

arc at the top and the bottom when the armature limbs
arc at the top and liottom (see sketches).

The armature may now be mounted in its bearings.
Place a small metal washer on the swindle between the
commutator and the back bearing. Slide the Lack bearing
rn the lose until only a small amount of end play U
allowed to the armature, and screw the back bearing
down to the stand with two brass screws. Adjust the
field-magnet to clear the armature by about l -J2n.1 in.

to 1 - 1 6th in. Take the armature ami spindle out for

winding.
The armature limbs must lie covered with silk cloth or

thin pnj>cf, so that not a bit of bare iron is left exposed.
Commence winding by tying about 2 ins. of the wire
(No. 26 ir.C.c. or S.C.C. copjxer wire) to the commutator,
and start winding along the limb, winding each wire
close to its neighbour, an.l wind tight like a reel of
cotton. When the end is getting near (say alum l half
way) put a piece of silk, the same colour as the insulation 1

of the wire, under the wire, and leave almut an inch.
Now wind on till you reach the end. Pull the silk up
tight over the last wire, and wind back. Do this with
every layer at each end. It prevents the under layers
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slij>|»ini* when the l"|) ones are wound over iliem. Six

layers must l*e got on each limb, making the total wire
about 3b yards or 2 u/s. When crossing over to the
second limb, wind the reverse way (see K) like an S.
When both limbs are wound with the 'amc nuinlter of
layers (and turns as near as possible), the end of the
winding must lie firmly tier I to the limb. Now cm mi all

the stray insulation which sticks to the unwound iron,

ami clean up. Test for leakage by cleaning one end of
the winding and connecting any good cell to cue end.
Leave the other end of the winding free. Touch a wire
from the other pole of the cell on to a niece of the iron

which has l»ecn scra|tcd clean. If in a dark room no
spark is seen when contact is made with the iron, there
will I

m

no leak. Connect the o- II through the Minding
ami the armature should lien fairly powerful magnet. If

it docs not magnetise there is a short circuit or a wire
broken, and the armature must be rewound. Clean
both ends of winding and twist them under the two com-
mutator screws; then drive the screw home.

All that remains to lie done is to put some terminals
and brushes on the machine. Cut two copper or brass
blocks (sec I) nlxntl H '»• hy yi in. by |.|6th in. or
I- 32IH1 in. Drill a hole in each well towards one end
to lit the tang of a binding screw. Cut two brushes of
thin cooper gauze about I# in. by j-t^ihs ir... ml
solder them to these copper bits and bend them at right
onglcs

(
K). Now place these blocks so chat the Imu !tc»

spring (irmly on to the middle of the commutator; l»orc a
hole for each binding screw, ami screw them home.
These brushes should only l.c one (hickness of gauze, and
should press firmly on to l lie commutator. The machine
looks well with all the iron-work (sainted up one colour
and the coils shellaced, varnished red or black (mix red
ead or lampblack with S varnish), and the saddle and
base varnished or polished. The motor will run very

fast with one l.cclanchc or any cell on, and at a furious

speed with two cells on in .-erics—even a piece of ca.I-m

and zinc in salt and water will make it work well. 'Hie

best cell for long runs i. porous pot with cuImmi and s

Solution ol water, (N.rrv.; ,
.
,.:ti bichromate and -ulphuric

acid ; outer cell sheet /im. in salt and water. The
writer has run !>- lir : machine for fifty four hours with

out a slop with one charge from the above cell, and at a
speed somewheie near 2000 revolutions i>cr minute. A
small metal or wooden pulley may '*c keyed on to the

shaft at I.. The principle on which this motor acts is—
** Similar magnetic poles repel, dissimilar |*>lcs attract.''

The current is changed hy the commutator always at such

a time that the actions lietwecn the electro-magnet

(armature) and permanent magnet (field) lend always

to keep the former in motion. This little machine is not

self starting, and, of course, very little work can l«c got

out of it.

« tetober, 1899.

I. Mow to Make an Electric Bell.

I
T is intended in this series of pajicrs to deal with

the construction and management uf electric bells,

indicators, «\c., with their various accessories and
applications, l or the benefit of the younger readers of
TllR MotiF.i. Kncinkrk there will, wherever possible,
lie given a description of the cheapest ami most easily-
made form of the piece of apparatus under consideration,
together with the ordinary or commercial form— illus-

trated, of course, by the necessary diagrams.
It is not necessary to describe in this (taper the or-

dinary Icelandic cell, as it Ins, in the Carpoious type,
Uen already fully explained in the April and September,
1898, i-sucsof this journal. This cell is made in three
» ires— the No. 2, or quart size, being the one in general
use for bell and telephone work. The No. 2 size costs

alxmt i'., and is, all thing* considered, cheaper to buy
titan to make at home.
Wf will, therefore, take ’-n hand the construction of an

electric hell—say, with a r '< :
r.. gong. Wc shall require

a piece of 5161b* in. round iron, bent into a horseshoe
or, rather letter I' shape, and l

- * im. long in the
straight and 916ms in. a put inside. This is for the
magnet core. Soften the core by placing it in the kitchen
fnc overnight, and taking it out of the ashes in the
morning. Hy ihismc'hod the iron is made red hot and
very gradually cooled, lints making the metal as soft as
possible. Now clean off the scale, arid file up the ends
true and square with each other.

Wc now |HOcccd to make the magnet coils. There
arc two methods of winding these coils. One is to

make a bobbin. «f stout brown pa|»ct. 1 in. long, to fit each
magnet link. The bobbin ends may be either brown
p-iptr, cardboard, thin fret wood, vulcanite, or fibre, hut
they must lie firmly fastened to the brown paper lube.

Tlw ends should l»c l in. diameter.

The other way is to make a (taper tube, and then wind
the first layer of wire the length required— 1 in. Tile

next layer is left one turn short, and the layer above an-
other turn short at each end, as in l-'ijj. 2. This method
•aves llte trouble of bobbin end*, but i* much more diffi-

cult to cany out, as, if due care is not taken, the wire
tails away at the ends of the coil. Having decided oil

our method of winding, wc rig up a little windlass with a

spindle to fit in our Irohhins. Wc shall requite a 407..

reel of No. 22 green, either -,i!k 01 cotton covered wire.

If while coveted wire is used, the coils will require a coat
• two «.! shellac varnish whe*: wound. This is made by
dissolving orange shellac in methylated spirit. Two coats

of rather thin varnish will give a much belter finish than
.•ne coat of thick. The 4-0/.. reel will be ample for our

I
mupose. l.cavealK»ut 6 in*. of wire be'ore commencing
10 wind, an. I wind each coil full, that is, to about l in.

outside diameter, with al*mit 6 ins. to spare at the finish-

ing end. Wind each coil in exactly the sarre way and
direction. Now slip the coils on the magnet limbs so
that the iron projects a good 1 i6'.h of an inch bc)ond the
coil ends, and wi-h l*otli starting ends toward the bend.

Make a short coil of each starling end by winding the

wire round a piece of i-in. wire, clean the ends for about

1 in. up. twist, and solder them together.

Tire base!ward next claims our attention. It is made
from a piece of mahogany, walnut, or even deal will do,

il anything else cannot be bad. A piece of wood x/2 in.

thick, and ('A ins. long by 3}/ ins. wide, will be fc-
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'llic lower corners should l>e cut away as in Fig. t.

The base may l>c either jjolished or varnished. We also
require a saddle of hard wood about 5*i6ths in. thick on
which l«* screw the magnet. A piece of wrought iron

Oh ins. long, x/i in. wide, md '
/s in. thick is now an-

nealed in the same manner as the magnet core, and men
liled up true and square for the armature D. A piece of
old clock spring, % in. wide is now l>ent to form shown
in Fig. 2. The end I* has two i in. holes punched in,
and the end t >, a small piece of platinum, soldered on.
The hammer II is made from a piece of i-i6th in. iron
wire, on one end of which is driven a piece of brass either
in the form ofa ball about 716th in. in diameter, or shaped

’’he die fiV'C. The other end of the wire is firm*)* driven

into the end of the armature. The clock spring i> now
soldered on to the armature in the |>osition shown. If

the worker has the tools, a l»cttcr job is to rivet the spring
to the armature, as in Fie. 1 at IC.

Now take a brass wood screw (F) atx>ul l in. long, and
lilc off the |H>int. Drill l-32nd in. holcal>oul in. deep
in the end, and solder in a small piece of platinum wire.

The end of the wire is :’•»>*' get;;!j hamitiered over the end
of the screw until it is .tb«>ut I l6lh in. diameter. A
small piece of thin spring brass, 1 in. long and % ia.

wide, i» bent like X in the figures and drilled to just

clear the 'crew just made.
We can now proceed to put the bell together. Com-

mence by setting out the parts as shown in Figs. 1, 3,

and .j. The magnet is lixed in position by means of the
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large wood-screw, as shown in Fig. 3. The lower block
of wood, and also the two smaller blocks which carry the
armature and contact screw, arc fixed in position by
screws from the back of the baseboard. The armature is
j.’ .red so that its centre line is the same height as the
centres of the magnet ends and in. dear of the ends.Now place the contact screw block in position, and
mark on the armature spring a point just opposite theplatinum point of the screw. A small piece of platinum
is soldered on the spring at this point. These pieces of
platinum can be got at an electrical stores for about 2d.
or out of an old incandescent lamp. (let a broken o,

burnt out lamp and dig out the plaster in the cap.
\

“

u H ' 11 'hen find two scraps of a silver like wire going
through the glass. These are the platinum pieces
fcf]uucd. *

The g.mg C is better Ixiughl, and will cost about 3d.
It is mourned on a short piece of brn»s tube (It) so that
the hammer will strike il alx.ut in. al>ovc the rim, as
in rig. 4 - I wo Small hangers arc let into the lack of
1 he Uaselwnrd, as shown in Fig. 1, and a couple of
tcrmmals (1 ) screwed into the baseboard will complete
.hebeU, except that u requires " connecting up.”
Th.s ,s done by taking the finishing end of the upper

cod and coiling 11 round a piece of in. wire, baremid clean about I in. of the end, and lasten it under the
left-hand terminal. The Imislimg end of t| :? k»wcr coil
is coded and larcd the same way, but the end is wrapped
round the bend of the small brats U, and soldered in
place. A short piece of wire is now coiled round the
* w

,

lrc ' »nd la.th ends bared and cleaned. One end
i* fixed under the right hand terminal, and the other end
is placed under the screw head which holds the armature
spring to the wood block.
Our l»cll is now complete, except for a small wood box

made from an old cigar I,ox, to cover in the works. The
t°'cr ,m>'* have a slot cut in the under side to allow thehammer shaft to woik.

I Iavim; made the Iscll, the l>cglnnor in electricity will
enquire “ I low is il that the bell will ring?” When a
current of electricity flows in a coil of wire placed round
a piece of soft iron, the iron is converted into a magnet.
\Nhen the current is cut ofi’.hesoft iron immediately loses
•ts magnetism. If, therefore, a c.rrtnt is parsed through
the bell by connecting a buttery to the terminals, we get’n
circuit through the coils A and »(Fig. i ), through the screwKic two pieces of platinum, spring K, and tollic terminal.

cuirent passing through the coils makes C C into a
magnet, and attracts the armature D. When I) is

attracted toward C C the two platinum pieces no longer
touch each other, and so the circuit is broken. The ironC C loses its magnetism, and spring 1* F brings the
armature into its original position. This completes the
circuit, and the cycle of operations is repeated. All this
lakes place very rapidly, and we get the well known
sharp ring of the electric l»ell. The object of the plat i

•

num points is to prevent corrosion. When an electric
current is switched on and off very rapidly a great deal of
sparking and burning takes place at the points of make
an* break, anil platinum is a»K»ut the only metal which
will stand this treatment.

I
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What strikes one as something of quite a revolutionary
character, is that mechanical breaks and condensers arc

displaced entirely by the electrolytic device—the coil thus
iiecouiing simply a plain bobbin on a plainer stand.

A Novel Use for an Electric
Bell.

December I, 1900 .

By Jas. Straciian.

I
T is not generally known that no ordinary electric bell

can be very easily transformed into a pretty effective

shocking coil. The change is only temporary, not
in the least alTccting the material construction of the

bell, and may be executed in a few minutes only. When
a current is passing through the coils of the bell magnet,
every time that the circuit is broken by the trembling
action of the contact-breaker, an extra current—caused
by self-induction—is produced, flowing in an opposite
direction to that of the primary current from the battery.

This extra, or secondary, current makes itself visible at

the platinum contacts of the break as a short electric

spark, since the E.M. 1
1’. is very high, usually amount-

ing to v-vet;: 1 hundreds of volts. If two copper wires

be attached to the circuit, one on each side of the contact-

breaker, this current can be led off, and made more ap-

parent to t lie nervous system, by grasping a couple of
metallic handles connected to the wires. The copper
wires may be very thin—say No. 40 silk-covered, and
should be made into flexible spirals by winding them
round a wooden rod, such as a pencil. One wire is fast-

ened to the brass screws which hold the armaturc-arul-

hammer spring in position, and the other to the brass

pillar which carries the regulating screw for adjusting the

speed of the break.

Before making the above connections, the ends
of the wires must be scra|>cd clean. The free ends
of the wires may now he connected (preferably by solder-

ing) to the handles, which may consist of two 3-in.

lengths of }.{ in. brass tubing or rod, but a couple of zinc

or tinplate cylinders will serve the purpose equally well.

The battery should be a r-pt. bichromate cell with lifting

zinc, although a couple of qu?rt Leclanchcs will do fairly

well. The strength of the shock is regulated by raising

or lowering the zinc into the battery solution, or a water

resistance may be employed.
Of course, you cannot expect loo much from such a

makeshift, and, consequently, only one person at a time

should try it, and, usually, it is almost unbearable. To
obtain the maximum effect the hands may be moistened

with salt water.

\s di* r of the bell may prove undesirable, the

gong may lx- screwed olT for the time being, or, more
simply, niulllcd with a piece of cloth. With a little in-

genuity and a couple of metal finger rings, the novelty

may be applied to an electric alarm, which is bound to

waken the sleeper, who too often turns a deaf car to the

hell alone.

One's momentary impressions on using, for the first

time, this remarkable piece of apparatus—when the
'.null blue-violet spark is seen to flash its way between the
submerged electrodes, and the thick, hot spark traverses

the spice separating the discharging points of the coil,

while the latter, though devoid of the deafening clatter
usual with a hammer break, is, nevertheless, full of
weird murmurs as of a partly successful suppression ol

«ome mysterious power—one'" Impression, then, is

assuredly not far removed be:- that of utter amazement.
Jl must l>e seen to be believed. The moment passed,
however, curiosity Incomes the |.:edominnut spirit, and
from this to investigation or experiment, a field in which
the inlcrruptor doubtless will afford the subject of much
valuable and enjoyable study, is, of course, but a natural
sequence.

In its original form, so far as the writer can learn, the

break was as shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a wooden
sole or Iw-eboard (A), carrying a cylindrical glass vessel

<B) of al*>ut <kx» cubic centimetres (approximately = 21

fluid ounce.*) capacity, containing a circular plate (C) of

sheet lead, with a connecting strip leading outward
therefrom to a binding-screw on ihesuk*. The mouth of
the ve» I was bridged across with a piece of wood or
cbjni'c. and in this, at about its centre, a hole had
l*ecn bued to take a paraflin-naturated cork, or a small
caoutchouc bung, perforated in torn to take a glass lube
of about 6 millimetres (= J,‘ in., say) in diameter, by
rather longer than the vessel's height. The lower end of

the tub? was scaled, and hr.J fused into it, and projecting

outward, .1 short piece of line platinum wire, the tube
then being thrust through the ceik until it reached to

within al>oul i ’4 centimetres of the lead plate—a dis-

tance varying, however, according to circumstances.

From another binding-screw on the baseboard was led a
convenient length of insulated copper wire, its upper end
bared, reaching to, and being inserted in, the glass tube,
this having been partly filled with clean dry mercury to
complete electrical connection with the platinum point.
I-astly the vessel was filled with water acidulated with
about 20 per cent, its bulk of sulphuric acid, and the
whole arrangement connected in series with the primary
wire of the coil and the source of energy, the positive

How to Make a Welinelt Elec-
trolytic Interrupter.

January, 1900
By D. W. Gawn.

THICKE can be little doubt that this device constitutes
a most notable advance in that department of elec-
tricity which may be said to have been created by

tile a*-rays, iu:d if its promise cau uc taken as any reason-
able indication of its future, it should certainly have
considerable sway upon the making of large induction
coils—even to the length of obviating the necessity of very
large coils altogether for the more ordinary class of work.
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Therein it is seen that the lead plalc assumes a vertical

position, and that the glass tube is curved to allow the
anode to point squarely towards it. By so arranging the
electrodes, the gases and heat generated have a clear
passage upward to the surface of the hath, and not, as in
the original type, with the glass tube directly above the

C
lint whence the bubbles ascend. It was through this
Iter that fracture of tubes became an occurrence much

too frequent to be tolerated, hence the reason and pre-
ference for Ihe later form.
To construct the break as shown in Fig. 2, procure a

square gkiss (or earthenware) accumulator cell, measuring
about 5 ins. by 3 ins. by 3 ins., and from mahogany,
g in. in thickness, cut a piece to form for it a lid or cover
4 ins. square, to allow in. overhang all round. On
a centre line drawn across its grain, cut an aperture

•M >ns. long by '£ in. wide, and at one end, and right
angles thereto, cut another \\( ins. by in.. Ihus
making the complete aperture T*shapcd.
On that side of the cover which ultimately will l>e

innermost, screw on two narrow fillets, one at each
side of the larger part of the 0|>ening, in such a manner
that their ends and one side will just butt against the
upper edges of the vessel, so as to serve the twofold
service of forming a step for the covor and a prevention
of warping. Fig. 3 shows this, the dotted lines indicating
the lop of the vessel. The under side of the cover should
l>e rendered impervious to steam and water bv enamelling

Ihe action of the apparatus is peculiar; the interrup-ts of the current be ing caused apparently by an in-
credibly rapid formation and disruption around the anode
of a gaseous sheath. The circuit into which it is inserted
should possess a certain degree of self-induction, as oilier-
wise it will fail to 0]>cralc. It is also, u|*on this induction,
Ihe electro-motive lorce of the current, and the surface
area of the anode that tire frequency of the interruptions
or oscillations depend, it being possible, by lire relative
allot.iticr. of : i'c.'c three factors, Co elFecl wide variations.

Examination with a rotating miitor, such as usually
employed for determinations of this kind, has shown that
the interruptions may reach, if not actually exceed, the
extraordinary number of 1,500 per second. This admir-
ably fits the break for radiographic work, the fluorescent
screen particularly, since at such a rapidity there can be
no flickering of the light sensible to the eve.

It lias been found, in experimenting with the Wchnclt
contact-breaker, that the potential difference of the cir-

cuit must l»e greater than that which customarily suffices,

though the voltage may need but slight augmentation if

the electrode hath he heated to about !
50* F a quality

self acquiicd, to some extent, after a sh«»‘t period of uve;

that the secondary spark or, as il more resembles, flame,

discharge of the coil is of extreme licit, whilst, also, its

thickness f;n surpor.scs that which could he obtained by
using a hammer, **» indeed, any mechanical break.

Owing to the heal of the discharge the cun cut must be
regulated with the greatest nicety, ani for tlii-- purpose it

is advisable to insert in the circuit tidier a choking coil

hr a rheostat and suitable measuring instruments.

From two to three or, at most, four auqicres of current

will, in the majority of cases, he found sufficient for

radiography, a heavy current being most dcstiuctivc to

the vacuum lul»es.

Those who need the break in its simplest form may
proceed to make it according to the brief description in

the foregoing, but another improved form has lately been
devised, of which Fig. 2 is 8 fair representation as modified

in some few details by the writer.

spirit-lamp or gas Bunsen flame, heat it near one end
until soft. Ere it has time to cool, stop the end with the
finger-tip, and, blowing gently with the lips at the other,
l«end it to as near a right angle as |*ossible. The oh-
jet of blowing, it may be mentioned, is to prevent the
walls of the tube in their plastic condition from col-
lapsing

;
on the other hand, if blown too violently, an

unsightly bulb probably will appear.
The lube, at this stage, should be as at A, Fig. 5. At

a distance of about in. from the bend, re heat the
tube and carefully draw in it a narrow contraction by
pulling, insuring, in so doing, to keep the part perfectlyahi (see B, Fig 5.) When cool, take the tube in both

i and with thumb nails together at the point marked
by a dotted line in the figure, break it cleanly in two.
Insert in the small orifice, which the lube will then have.
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a piece of No. 20 S.W.G. platinum wire about in.

projecting X in. or )'% in., and secure it by playing
on the tip of tile glass with a very fine blowpipe flame.
I.el the glass accumulate only sufficiently to hold the wire
in place, as should it become much thickened it will be
liable to fracture when in use. The instant the final
operation is completed, thickly cover the tube from point

to bend with the deposit of a smoky gas flame, beneath
this carbonaceous envelope cooling will progress com-
paratively slowly, so that, for all practical purposes the
glass will he thoroughly annealed—a inott desirable
quality it is to lie noted.

bore a hole in the piece of cork previously fitted to

the vessel’s lid and thrust the upper end or straight part

through it from its under side, adjusting the tul»c in the
hole, which, l*y the way, it should fit tightly, so that the
platinum point may reach aliout midway down the depth
of the hath. A piece of sheet lead must now lie cut to the
form and dimensions given in Fig. 6, a suitable gauge
for this being No. 16 B.W.G., though it is scarcely
necessary to be particular within one or two numbers of
that gauge.

Cut a small wedge-'haped piece of any wood I# ins.

wide, by 1 in. long, and tapering from % in - /i »"•

Place the lug of the lead olatc through the smaller slot of
the lid from underneath, fasten it firmly into position
from above with the wedge, and finish that electrode by
clamping to its upstanding portion an appropriate brass
binding-screw.

A terminal for the anode may he screwed into the
cover on the side opposite to the cathode. Twist a piece
of fairly heavy-gauge silk-covcrcd copper wire into spiral
form, hare both ends, bending one to the shape of a ring

that it may be clamped securely under the base of the
binding-screw, and straightening the other to dip an inch
or so into the top of the glass tube. To complete the

break for use, fill the vessel to within X *n - °* *he top
with water and sulphuric acid of the proportions pre-
viously stated, and pour sufficient pure mercury into the
tube to enable connection to be made between the plati-

num point and the dipping wire.

Generally, it will be found convenient to make several

platinum electrodes, each with its distinctive feature, such
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a* length and thickness of the point, its degree of sharp-
ness, and the reverse. If one only is made it is well to
decide upon the E.M.F. of the current usually to be
applied, and then to shorten or, it may be, lengthen the
piece of platinum until the best effect on that particular
circuit is attained. Needless to r-y. the farmer course is

the I*etter of the two.
When first trying the break, the bath being cold,

switch on a current of from 2 to j amjKres at a |K»tcnlial
difference of .about 45 volts. It may be of interest to
those uninitiated mi the methods of glass-working to know
lluil they may suIntitule the glass tube of the siinphi
kind of break in the following maimer Obtain a shoit
hollow piece of young IkiiiiUh* cunc or, indeed, any tube
of non-conducting waterproof material of about % in. in
diameter ; plug one end with wood, cork, or indinrubber,
and in the centre thereof bore a fine hole. Ill this insert
a piece of platinum wire and allow it to proliildc inside
slightly as well as outside to the extent stated before.
To lender t.ie seams at the end watertight, apply a cm
of any paint or varnish at hand.

How to Make Incandescent
Electric Lamps for ^d. each.

February, 1900. „ ~
,By *' Sl'AK KS.’

I
NCANDESCENT electric lamps were first constructed
by Thomas Alva Edison, in 1878. These lamps were
constructed of platinum wiic—a fine piece some

inches long being used and mounted in a glass bulb or
shade for protection. This wire offers great resistance to
the |>asvage of an electric current, and becomes very hot
when a current is forced through it. If the current is

sufficiently strong the wire will be made bright red hot,
or even white hot. If, however, loo great u current be
used the wire will melt and the lamp will be useless.
Edison designed an ingenious automatic device by means
of which, if the current grew too strong, some of it was
shunted past the lamp, which was thus saved from
damage. /•

In 1S79 the carbon filament was first made, and until
recently has held its own against all comers. Carbon
may 1* heated aliovc the melting point of platinum with-
out lxring volatilized, and will give a whiter and more
efficient light. Carbon filaments have to be ^isolated from
the air, a? hot carlxjn readily burns or oxidizes. The
Nerns: lamp, recently invented, has a filament constructed
of rare oxides, which will carry an electric current if first

made hot. These filaments may be raised to a higher
temperature even than those made of carbon, so that they
give an even brighter light, and they cannot oxidize.

llalinum lamps are very easily made, and the materials
required arc not expensive. The writer has made lamps
from 5 }2nds of an inch to more than an inch in diameter
over an ordinary bal’s-wing gas burner, the only tools used
•eing a pair of scissors, a small file, and a small hammer.
Lamps, the size of a marble, and which will give as much
light as a Christmas-tree candle, cost for material about
one-third of a penny a piece ; and first-class lamps, with
sealed pla'hmm lenvoals, may be made for 3d. each.

I shall first describe how u» make the cheaper lamps,
and ihcn show how, with a few more tools, the better
ones may be made.
The following materials will be required :

(I) Some fine platinum wire, the finer the better; for
not only is the finer wire cheaper, but it can be made
incandescent with a smaller current. This wire should
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have a diameter of from two lo four thousandths of an
inch. The following sizes may be used :

No. 42 Standard Wire Gauge ... 0*0040 dianu
No. 44 ,, „ „ ... 0 0032 „
No. 46 „ „ ,, ... 0 0024 „

(2) Some glass tubing, ai>oul )£ in. outside diameter.

The sizes known as Nos. 3 and 4 in the trade are just the
tiling. Soft glass (usually called soda glass) should l>e

asked lor, and sec that you get it clear and free Iroin

streaks. Those who have a fool blowpipe and know how
louse it, will not need to be told that lead glass is belter

suited to their requirements, or that they may use coloured
glasses if they please.

(3) Some copper wire, about 1-641)1 in. diam. or

rather less. Nos. 28, 30, and 32 S.W.C. are suitable.

For the letter class of lamps some thicker platinum
wire will he required, alroul No. 32 S.W.C. As this

wire is not used for our cheaper lamps, it will l>c neecs
sary to fuse the copper wire straight on lo the fine

platinum. For this purpose a blowpipe will l>e required.

This may he obtained for 4.!. or 6d., but we may make
011c which will answer our purpose out of a piece of our
glass tubing, and the experience gained in working ««ii

glass will be worth having. A glass blowpipe, however.

neZ I
~

:

has this disadvantage as compared with a metal one,

viz.—that sooner or later the noz/le is sure to melt during
use. To make the blowpipe, choose a piece of tubing
rather thick walled and cut oil one end square. This is

done by making a sharp nick across the tube with the

file, and then pulling the ends apart. The end we have
prepared is to l»c the mouthpiece, and must be rounded
m the llnmc lo remove the sharp edges. Heat about
half an inch of the end of the tul>e over the burner, hold-
ing it about an inch aliovc the Dame. The gas should l»c

turned full on, but not so that it flares and dickers.

Turn the lube round and round so as to heat it evenly,

and bring it to the llame so that the end to l»c rounded
just enters the lop edge which is the hottest part.

Almost immediately the orange glow of burning sodium
will make its appearance about the hot jxut of the tube,

which will then he found to have been melted more or
less and ti c edges rounded. As the glass is uniformly
thick it may he waved nl>out in the air to cool it. If this

were dorc, however, with a piece of glass of irregular

thickness it would almost certainly produc- fu^crc, as

the thin parts would harden first, and then when the
thick parts cooler! and contracted a stress would be put

on the thin parts. You will soon meet with this

phenomenon. The moral is
—“cool irregular pieces as

slowly as possible.” Hints this wiil lie found in the
proper place.

Wc now make the nozzle, cutting off the tube to length
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at the same time. Hold the tube across the flame so as
to heat a point about 8 ins. from the rounded end, taking
the same precautions as to warming and heating uniformly.
Support the part of the tube on both sides of the flame.
It will be found most convenient to work with the flame
pointing towards the left shoulder, and to hold the left

hand beyond the flame. The thumbs of both hands
should be towards the body, and the right hand should
he over the tube. When the lulie has softened, draw the
ends apart, first removing the tube from the flames. Pull
quic/ly and as straight as possible. Each piece will he
found to have a symmetrical conical end, as shown in
Hg. I.. If, however, the cone is long and tapering, ns
shown in Fig. 2, you have heated too much of the tube.
1 his may lie rectified by heating the conical part again

ami pulling it out sharply. P.rcak of)' or melt oil' the thin

end, leaving an inch or so to hold on to while the tube is

being licnt. To get a nice uniform bend, beat about 2

ins. of the tube, by holding it along the top of the llame,

and l»c very careful about heating it uniformly. When
the tul>c is quite soft, bend it as shown in Fig. 3, living

to let it l»cnd by its own weight as it were, i’.e . ,
not lore

ing it. Now break off the point with the file, and round
the nozzle in the flame. If you arc not careful you will

close the nozzle right up, in which case it must be drawn
out again. To do this, inelt the end, and then touch the

point while soft with a thin hit of glass, which will

slick, and enable you to draw out the end again. If you
did not succeed in breaking the tube off straight, the

jagged points should lie removed with the file. Hold the

file at an angle of 45 degs. with the tube, not at right

angles lo it, and hold the tulic in mid-air, not against a

support. Use the tile rather roughly, hitting the glass as

it were, to make it bite. I believe the use of turpentine,
in which camphor lias been dissolved, as a lubricant,
assists the operation; Inn iiu.c never had occasion lo try

it.

In all these matters - liulc practice with one method is
j

worth a lot of book lore. Have you ever seen a lens

grinder cutting a piece of glass into a rough lens shape,
witii a too! like a worn-out curling-tongs?

Let us now use our blowpipe to make a small lamp.
The filament (the part which glows) is lo be made of
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platinum, ami \vc have lo join pieces of ihick wire on to
each end, to lead the current in and out. For our cheap
lamp we use copper wire. The end of the copper wire is
to l*c fused and the end of the platinum wire thurst into
the molten globule on the copper wire. If the platinum
wire is cut with scissors the ends will l>c burred, and a
stronger joint will result. On cooling, the copper
contracts mure than the platinum, which it grips very
tightly.

Just a few hints as lo the method lobe followed : Turn
down your gas ll.unc to the height of a halfpenny (i in.);
put the nozzle of your blowpipe into the llamc and hold
the end of the copper wire near the tip of the Mowpipc
flame ; hold the platinum wire almost in the llamc and in
line with the copper wire, and immediately the latter
melts, thrust the platinum wire into it, and remove both
from the llamc (Fig. 4 shows the joint). Ilonm keep
the blowpipe in the llamc longer than is necessary.
Support your fmgcis on the ring round the gas Uirnct
which usually holds the globe, and support the uozzlc of
the blowpipe on the rim of the burner.

Seal a piece of copper in the manner described on both
ends of the platinum, and cut off to two or three inches at
each end. The filament may now be bent to any form
you choose, according to the glolic you arc going lo put
it in. Short filaments look best in single loojw or once
doubled (see bigs. 5, 0, and 7), while long ones from an
inch upwards may be zig sagged or made into spirals
(see Figs. S and »»). All the forms may be made with two
needles, two bands, and a little skill. To make a spiral,
twist the wire round a line needle, continuing the twist
close up to cat’ll end and keeping the turns close together.
Carefully pull out the needle and spread the spiral by
pulling the ends. To loop the spiial, beml it round a
laige knitting needle or wire nail.

There are several ways of making globes and of scaling
in the filament. I shall describe Hie simplest first : Take
a piece of clear tube, from three to ten inches long, and
clean it thoroughly inside ami outside with water, ami, if

necessary, with vinegar, nitric acid, spirit or ammonia.
Close up one end of the tulrc by heating it, as described
above for rounding the end, but continuing until tire end
just closes. Immediately the end is sealed, blow into the
open end ami expand the sealed end a little. This is to
"event a thick lump from forming on the end. Now
mat alHMit if in. of the end, and when the whole is soft,

•low your bulb alroul the size of n marble. Your first

attempt will l»c a failure. The secret of success lies in

healing the glass evenly, and not attempting to Wow it

out all at once. (live the first pull as soon after you take
the glass from the llarne as |*»siblc, letting the lube hang
vertically while blowing. The thin parts will cool and
set a little between the pulFs and the thick jiarts being
softer will expand most during the succeeding pulls. If

he bulb is not satisfactory, heat it evenly all over until it

melts down again, then blow it afresh. If it is very un-
even it should I-: blown out only a little, and melted down
again several times, until it is sufficiently uniform in

thickness.

The glass, when molten, tends to assume a spherical

form. Advantage may be taken of this tendency, if we
want lo blow a large or a thick bulb on a small tube.
I leal, Say, half an inch of the end of the tu!>c. and exjand
this to, sny, twice its size ; then heat the next half inch,
mid expand this in the same way. Continue until you
have enough glass blown out to make your bulb ; then
melt the whole and blow it out. Owing to the compara-
tively large diameter of the expanded part, it will not

double up so readily as the narrow tube would have done.
It is obvious that pear-sha|>cd bulbs may l»e made by
ex|iandiug a good deal of the tube a iii'.le, and a little of
the tube a good deal.

Having made a satisfactory globe, oU it olT the tube—
not loo close—ami round the edges. If you do burn
your fingers, pul on a little ammonia at once ; if you
don’t burn your lingers, you might try expanding the open-
ing a link- w ith the point of a French nail. Ileal the nail
before you touch the glass with it, and melt the glass all

round the mouth ; then run the nail round and round just
inside the viin. You will thus make the short tube lead-
ing into the bulb conical at both ends (Fig. 10), and the
wood plug, next to l*c made, will fit the tighter. Cut a
little wood plug, slightly taper, and just large enough to
ht tight in the mouth of the bulb. Push it in with a
screwing motion, and nick it all round just above the neck
of the tube, 'lake it out and cut the length lo size. Now
split it down the middle, lengthwise

; lay your cop|icr
wires attached to the filament along the split surface of
one-half, put the other half on top, push the whole into
the neck of the bulb, and the lamp is done (see Mg.

The cooper wires may be sealed in by melting the glass
instead of using a wood plug. This is much more easily
done if the bulb is blown with a stem attached to hold on
by. Draw out some tube as you did to make the blow-
pi|KT nozzle, and use the thin extension as a stem. Cut o(T
and >cal up the thin part about 2 ins. from the wide part,
and blow the bulb just where the taper begins. Melt olT
the stem when the lamp is quite finished. To seal up the
top, melt the end of the tube all round, and flatten it by
pressing it against the side of the burner, so that the
mouth of the lube appears as shown in Fig. u. Insert

the filament, spreading out the copper wires, and then
melt up the mouth at the top of the flame. As soon as
the glass melts and the wires l»cgin to sag, turn the bulb
over. It is best not lo seal the mouth right up, but just

enough lo grip the copj*r wires. It is a good plan to
push the filament rather far into the bulb in (lie first place,
ami lo |nill it back last tiling, by pulling the copper wires

and stretching the soft glass. This reduces the likelihood
of the glass cracking.

Cop|>cr expands when heated at least twice as much as

glass does
;

it is therefore impossible to make a thoroughly
satisfactory joint between these two sulzstanccs. Plati-
num, however, exp uids at about the same rate as glass
doc.* so these two sul«tanc<« may be fused together. For
this reason platinum (or a special alloy of nickel having
similar properties) is prclcrrcd for making the scaled con-
nections in carbon lamps which have lo be air tight.

Platinum la»i|»s with sealed platinum connections have
a better appearance than those previously described, and
arc much stronger ; indeed, if carefully annealed, they
will last until lost. Instead of fusing copper ends on to

out filament, we now’ weld on thick plalinum ends. This
sounds difficult, but in practice it is delightfully easy,

Irccause when you heat the platinum to the welding

lcni|«eralcre, all dirt burns ofT, leaving the surfaces beau-

tifully clean. It is almost impossible lo melt the wire in

the gas flame, so you may lake your own time about the
work. We simply twist the end of the fine wire round
the thick, heat both lo a white heat, and while it is in the

flame give the joint a gentle tap.

You will want something to use as an anvil, and the

round head of a poker will be found just the thing. The
smooth (hammered) end of a nail punch makes an ex-
cellent hammer. One tap is sufficient, and do not flatten
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'lie filament. Do not cut either of your wires to length
until you have made the first joint.

I ll'' platinum wires are to lie scaled into the bulhs as
described for the copper. A neater joint may be made
with the platinum by first coating the wire with glass.
Fine Julies of glass are made by softening an ordinary
small tube :n the ilu...c and drawing it out. Slip short
pieces over the platinum and melt them on. The glass
must be incited very thoroughly all round the platinum
wires and allowed to cool slowly by gradually lowering
the gas to an inch flame and tinning the bulb about in it

until thoroughly blackened.
Copper wires may be fused on to the thick platinum and

will make a heller connection than can be made with
lamps as usually constructed. The finished lamp is

shown in the last Fig. (No. ij). The illustrations show
the actual size in each ease.

Mow to Make An Electric

War Map.
Mrch, 1900

»y k. w. hill.

E VERY intelligent person is greatly interested in the
war just now raging in South Africa; and many
will readily buy a coloured map and stick coloured

pins, or glue small coloured ihgs to these pins and slick
them into certain places of the map where our trooj»s and
those of the enemy me situate.!. ‘ The result of this old-
fashioned plan of sticking of the pins according to
strategical movements of the combatants is complete per-
forating or tearing of the map, and it occurred to me to
tty the following improved and up to-date war map.
The map i' fust glued to a sheet of iron of the same size,
ami small bits or pieces of fiat steel or wire, X in. by
H in., are then magnetised and coloured to represent the
op|M)sing forces, lly merely placing these tiny but power-
ful magnets on the surface of the map made a-, mentioned.
‘hey will tenaciously stick to any part of same, rcgardlov
of vertical or horizontal position of the map. In order
to magnetise these bits of steel I had marie amt fined to
the same board a small coil or solenoid, connected insert?-,
with one 5o-c.-p. 1 00*volt lamp, which throws light on
the map referred to, and will, if necessary, indirectly con-
vert bits of steel into small but strong magnets. Care
should lie taken that the pa|»er is evenly glued to the
sheet of iron, thus preventing the formation of .ctinl layers
between the map and the iron. I think the dcscri|>tion
of the arrangement is so simple ami luci-l that no sketch
is required.
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S.M. AMMONIAC

will of the gunner, slowly or rapidly. It is by the speed
at which tins switch is revolved and the number of mag-
::cl* that the mu/zle velocity of the gun can be controlled.
As it turns, each in succession of the hollow coils running
fiom

.

breech to muulc becomes magnetised with in-
d:scribable rapidity, and the projectile is dragged to the
muzzle and shot out with tremendous force. There is an
opening opposite the line of buttons on the switch disc,
which allows projectiles to pass from the feed box to the
barrel at every revolution.”

Mr. Gardner’s invention is based on a familiar expeti-
ment in physics showing the magnetic effect of an
electric current. The nuclei which he has made consists
of a small glass tube with a calibre of one-fourth of an
inch. This tube is wound with three coils of wire, each
constituting an electro-magnet. With this model a wire
nail from which the head was cut off was projected a
distance of 20 ft., and made to pierce a pine board in.
thick !

How to Construct nu Agglomerate Leclaiichc

c *
Cell.

Ots, Any reader who requires a cell of the above de-
scription need not go to the expense of, say, 7s. or Ss., if
re has any old scrap carbon of any kind. First procure
the carbon rod out of an old I<cclanclii porous pot, and
get a few short lengths of carbon rod—such as any arc

August 1, 1901
Camion I’latr.

Camion Rons.

/.INC I'i.aiu.

An Electric Gun.
June, 1500.

L S. GARDNER, of New Orleans, according to

. the II 'esl/rn Ehilri^an, !ia> invented an electric
gun. which, it is said, will be of much value in

works o defence, and in the navy, where electric current
is available. 1 lie inventor’s description of the weapon is
as follows :—** The gun is simply a line of short coils or
hollow magnets which form a continuous tube. Each
magnet is provided with a mechanical device for switch-
ing on and off the electric current in it. This device
consists of a thin disc with a row of metal buttons running
from the centre to the outer edge. The switch is
attached to the breech of the gun, and is operated at 'lie

lamp trimmer will give you for the asking—about 6 ins.

in length. Get eleven of these, and place them round
the rod l>clorc mentioned ; then slip an indiatuliber band
round them rather tightly at the bottom and top, so as to

hold them firmly together. The carbon .dement of the
1 lattery is then com loosed of one dozen pieces, at a cost of
about 4d. or sd. The zinc element can be made out of a
piece of zinc sh cl from a tinsmith’s scrap heap at the
price of about id. The sheet is bent round in the shape
of a C round the carbon element, but about % in. open'
trorn top to bottom to allow the solution free movement.
The zinc must not touch the carbons on any account, as
ibis will short-circuit the cell. The outer jar can be an
old jMCserve jar, or the outer jar of a disused ordinary
Ledanche, which, if the reader has not one about him,
can be obtained for about 7d. or Sd. each. The charge
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for this battery is 4 ozs. sal ammoniac, and two-thirds full

of water. Cost of charge about 2d. The E.M.F. is

about l -55 volts, and the resistance 20ohins. The above
bell is very handy for alarms, bells, model telephones and
telegraphs, small motors, and general experimenting, and
need not cost more than 2S. at the very most.— Yours
t*uty,

J. H.

My Wimshurst Machine, and
Mow I Made It.

November 1, igco.

Uy A. Booker.

TUI- photo which accompanies this article is one
which I have taken of a Wimshurst machine,
made entirely by myself. Below I give details

md measurements required to construct a similar ma-
rine.
Pasehard.—This is of send mahogany, 30 ins. by

I 7J* ins. by I in., planed and bevelled. It would be

cheaper and iust as good if made of deal or pine, but it
must 1* |*eifcctly dry and well finished. It may have
stout battens, screwed crosswise underneath, to prevent
any possibility of warping. Into this are mortised the
standards.

Standards .— These aic two in number, made of simi-
lar wood as baseboard. They must be perfectly smooth
and rounded, and to the dimensions shown on Fig. 2.
Two 7-i<khs-in. holes must be bored in the places shown
for the driving *:.d plate spindles respectively.

Driving Spindle, Pulleys, and Handle.—The driv-
ing spindle is 7-ifiihs in. brass rod; each end is
screwed Whitworth for the distance shown, sec Fig. 1.

On this the pulleys, which arc made of any hard wood,
S ins. diam., with a V groove, arc screwed as shown at
I\ 1\ in Fig. 1. The spindle is then put into the
IKittom holes of the standards, and on each end a round
brass nut, iyi ins. diam., is screwed to keep it Grm.
lbc driving handle II, Fig. 1, made of brass to dimen-
Mons shown, is then screwed outside one of the nuts, N.

sr*no<*

iVOODCH 70

f

,ciAss rt»re

Mass one C r.

$<*£»**
CCU/KTim

*OcC trd 6c*SJ

Details ok Wimshurst Machine.
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Plate Spindle, Neutralising Rods, and Bosses.’—These
arc shown complete with plates and neutralising rods
(I ig. j). The spindle was the cause of a great deal of
trouble and experiment. I first tried 7-i6th»-in. brass,

then 7-i6ths in. steel, both of which bent. The one

which 1 now use, and which gives every satisfaction, is

j£-in. tool steel, turned down to 7 tfitlis in. at each end,
and screwed Whitworth thread. The washers

(J, K, L,
M, N, O, Fig. 3), were marie from castings, as also were
the nuts X and Y. The neutralising rods K, K, are |-in.

brass tube, pinned into two washers, K and N, slipped on
the spindle. The brushes are tinsel wire. The bosses

carrying the plates are made of sycamore to dimensions
given in Fig. 3.

Plates.—These are 26-0*. glass, with hole 3 ins. diam.
in centre, and arealiout 22 ins. diam. They were a source

of very great difficulty to me. I tried all the usual ways
recommended to fasten them to the bosses, Iwt none of
these were satisfactory. First, the great difficulty was to
get them true ; then some part of them would not adhere
to the 1h>ss at all, and when at last they were considered
to be properly fastened they cracked. This happened to
three pairs of plates, and then I fastened them on in my
own way. It consists of putting the plate between two
thin rubber insertion sheets, and then screwing it on
with a brass plate. This method has given every satis-
faction under all conditions. Fig. 4, which shows a ver-

tical section through the plate, spindle, and washers, will
make it plain.

Se, tors.— As this machine was designed more especi-
ally for 1 ray work, it was necessary t«» put on a greater

number of sectors than would otherwise l»e required if

made only lor long sparks. The sectors number thirty-

six on each plate, and are made of tinfoil to the dimen-
sions shown in Fig. 7.
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Collectors. —These are #-in. brass rod, made as per
Kig- 5 -

Points.—These arc No. 22-in. gauge bare copper wire,

with ends filed to a point, and fixed to collectors by drill-
ing holes in the latter and soldering the points in.

Condensers.— These are two in number, and arc con-
structed from 10 in. gas iars as used in chemical experi-
menting, coated 2 ins. high with tinfoil.

Dischargers.—These arc ,tf-in. brass tubes, fitted with
ball and tube, screwed intocombs (Fig. 6(. Positive ball,
1H negative, 2\ ins. diam.

Insulators.—Four in number, J-in. glass tube. (Sec
G, Fig. 6).

DrivingHand.—Ordinary round sewing-machine bands.
Should any readers of Tim Moi.ei. ENGINEER require

birther particulars. I shall be pleased to forward them.
1 he proportions given arc suitable for anysmaller machine.

i
Mr. 1looker also sends us an excellent “radiograph,”

o. photograph taken by means of the x-rays, showing very
plain I) indeed the skeleton and structure of a human
ham.. This was taken by means of the Win.shurst machine
here ..escribed, and a 6 in. locus tube, and shows the
g.*ou results obtainable from a carefully built, home-made
machine at a very ...odc.atc outlay. This radiograph is

Tire Crookes lube works best in the Leyden jar circuit,
and gives good results with a home-made lluorcsccnt
screen, costing 2s. Following arc a few hints to intend-
ing makers

Use small Leyden jars.

Warm all |mtt before varnishing.
Use l>est shellac only.
I-ca.c no |Hiinis anywhere, except on combs.
In my experience, ebonite is very unsatisfactory.
I>o "ot take a shock, as it may have serious results.

Improved Methods of Making
Induction Coils.

Octol*cr 15, 1900.

Ry James Asiibr.

I
IJ'OK a long time electricians have earnestly striven to

invent means wlierebysparking might l>c suppressed
at the current interrupter ol the induction coil.

These efforts have hitherto been attended with but com-
paratively little success. A condenser, consisting of
many sheets of tinfoil, insulated from one another by pa|.cr

and paraffin, in a big box beneath the larger instruments,
is employed in order to diminish sparking at the inter-

rupter, and thereby to increase the length of the spark
from the secondary coil of fine wire.

The writer will herein describe several simple, original

methods of suppressing sparking. In none of these is a

condenser employed.
Several methods of winding straight electro-magnets

will fust be considered. The first and fourth methods arc
lielieved to be original, and the rest arc not generally
known. The primary wire and the core of an induction
coil should l»e regarded as constituting a straight electro-

magnet. It is well-known that when the ordinary wind-
ing is used on an elcctro-niagnct, furious sparking occurs
at the interrupter or contact-breaker, at each breaking
of the circuit. Sparks are generated also at each closing

destroy the cast. The cast-gate is at the lower flange.Mr. Hooker’s Wiaishurst Machine.
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Sparking at the interrupter is due to the currents of
self-induction, or extra currents, in the wire which is

wound around the core of the electro-magnet. At closing
the circuit these currents oppose the current from the
battery, lmt at breaking the circuit they flow in the same
direction as tire current from the lxattcry. These extra
currents are of considerable tension. The powerful spark-
ing injures the contacts of the current interrupter.

Pint A/elhod.—Two insulated wires of the same length
and kind are wound as one strand on the bobbin through-
out their entire length. The two ends of one of these
wires arc firmly fastened together. The two ends of the
other wire arc connected with the interrupter ami the
battery in the ordinary manner. The extra currents in
the winding, which is connected with the lrallcry, arc
completely annihilated by the induced currents, which
me generated at their expense in the closed winding,
which is similar and similarly situated to the winding,
which is connected with the battery. Hence we have no
shirking ut the current interrupter.

Second' Method.—This was invented by Cailicr. It

consists in simply winding the bobbin with bare cop|«cr

wire, ami separating each layer from the next by |>a|<r.

When electric currents of low voltage arc employer I, the

lateral contacts of the coils of wire arc sufficiently

imperfect to prevent much pav-age of current from the

battery by direct llow from coil to coil, while they easily

allow the lateral passage of the extra currents which are
always of comparatively high tension. These become
self-cancelled in passing through the coils of Uuc copper
wire. Du Moncel states that this method i\ very effective,

and he express* bis surprise that it has not been more
frequently employed, Perhaps if the wire were dipped
into very thin varnish before winding, we might use the
magnet in connection with a battery capable ofgenerating
a current of high voltage.

'/'hint Method.—The magnet has two ••eparate windings
of the same length and of the same kind of wire. These
two wires should be wound together as one Strand on the

bobbin tluouglioul their whole length. The two cuds of
one wire are fastened to the terminals of the battery, con-
sequently there is a closed circuit ill this winding duiing
the whole time of operating the electro magnet. The
two ends of the other wire arc connected with a circuit

interrupter and the battery. The interrupter in this case

must either be operated by hand or by some other

suitable external method. The connections of the two
wire' ate made in such a manner that the current in the

winding connected with the interrupter flows round the

cote in the opposite direction to 'bat *•: .lie current in the
other winding, which is connected with the battery. The
two equal currents, passing round the core in opjiositc

directions, fail to develop magnetism in the iron. On
opening the circuit of one of the w ires the core l*econrcs

magnetised. The eflect on the core is directly opposite
to that in the common method. We get alrsolutcly no '

spark whatever, either at closing or at breaking, accord-
ing to Professor Silvanus I’. Thompson.

Fourth Methotl .—Two insulated wires of the same kind
and of the same length are wound as one strand on the
bobbin. The first two ends of the wires arc fastened to a

wire which extends to one binding screw of the battery.

The last two ends of the wires arc fastened to a wire
which extends, by way of the interrupter, to the other

binding screw of the same battery. The extra currents

in the two windings at breaking circuit are neutralised by

their mutual reactions.

Fifth Method.—This is a simplification of billet’s

winding. Du Monccl described billet’s winding in Iris

liook, which is entitled— “ Elcctricityas a Motive bower.”
Instead of a two-legged electro-magnet like Billet’s, we
need for our present purpose a straight electro-magnet.
We begin at the middle of the bobbin and wind, say, from
us enough wire on the left half of the bobbin. We next
wind an equal length from us on the right half of the
bobbin. The unbroken wire at the middle of the bobbin
is fastened to a wire which extends, to one binding
screw of lire battery. The two ends of wire at the cndsol
the bobbin arc fastened to a wire which extends by way of
the interrupter, to the other binding screw of the same
battery. The extra currents at breaking circuit are sup-
pressed by mutual inductive reactions in the two wind-
ings. The weak extra currents at closing circuit, how-
ever, arc not destroyed by this method. Consequently,
a small spaik ajqtcars on closing circuit.

Sixth Methet.—This was invented in England by
l.angdou Davies. Each wire is wound as only one layer,
and the ends arc allowed to slightly project. Alter all

the layers have been wound, the separate ends, at one
end of the bobbin, arc joined to a wire which forms one
terminal of the battery, while the separate ends of wire at

the other end of the Inibbin arc joined to a wire which con-
stitutes the other terminal. On interrupting either terminal
lhes|taiking is found to be weaker than is usually the ease.

The extra cum nts in the different layers arc not quite

simultaneous, because the length of wire is not the same
in any two layer*.

St truth Method.—This was invented by an American
named Paine. After winding each layer of wire around
the twhbin, a thin sheet of metal, usually so thin that it

may be regarded as foil, is wrapped around the layer.
At breaking circuit the extra currents in the wire develop
currents in the sheets of foil and in the opposite direction.
In consequence, sparking at the interrupter at each
closure of the circuit is greatly diminished.

Eighth A/ethed.—A sheet of cop|>cr is wrapped around
the bobbin before winding wire thereon. At breaking
C Kuit induced currents arc generated in the copper
sheath. The sparking U considerably weakened. This
method wav either invented or adopted by Mr. Brush.
The core of an electro-magnet, especially when used

as the heart of an induction coil, should consist of a great
number of the |«ircst and softest iron wires. I think
that these should not be round and in metallic contact
with one another, as is usually the ease, hut that they
should be square and laid in neat rows in the hollow
Irobbin, after having been dipj>cd into thin varnish. If
we use square wire we can introduce about one-fifth
more iron into the hollow lrobbin than we could by using
round wire. Having insulated the wires of our core by
means of varnish, we shall find almost no loss of energy
due to eddy currents in the iryn core. A further im-
provement for use in induction coils consists in making
the core aliout 40 per cent, longer than the secondary
c«*il. Gooding stated that the spark from the secondary
coil could t»c increased in length from to 3 ins. by
Ibis improvement alone.
We may now sup|K»sc electromagnets constructed

according to the methods herein described to be sur-
rounded with a bobbin of fine, insulated wire, to con-
stitute improved induction coils. The cores should con-
sist of square, varnished, soft iron wires, laid in neat
rows, and the core should be 40 per cent, longer than
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the secondary coil.

The methods herein proposed enable us to entirely
dispense with the clumsy condenser.— Western Elec-

trieinn.

How to Make a Simple Sensitive
Galvanometer.

December I, 1900.

Hy R. K. M. W.
'IIIC instrument al>out to l*e descril>ed is very easily

made, and can be used as a delicate current de-

tector and measurer, or for testing for leaks, broken

wires, &c., in dynamos, l>ell', installations. A galvano-

meter is based on the discovery made by Oersted in 1819

—he discovered that a magnet lends to set itself at right

angles to a wire carrying a current.

To construct the instrument (shown complete in Fig. 1)

we first require about 1 ox. of No. 24 silk or CJtton

covered copper wire ; this is wou.-d into a ring of alioc*

one bundled turns, and either of (In* • •ays n»?n: onctl

below mny bs adopted. («r) Suitable for anyone who can

Fig. 1.

get access to n lathe.—A wood ring of i,'f ins. Iiorc,

2.1 ins. dinm., and in. thick is turner!, and a groove is

put in it aland j( in. deep an«l jj in. wide; this ring is now
painted or polished, and when dry the wire i* carefully

and evenly wound into the groove. Two small tn.lesha

better be made through one side of the l:-v.»«-
:n .0 le’ • the

two ends of the winding out ; these ends had lictter be
left S ins. long

;
the wires may now be covered with a

layer of black tape, coloured silk, or simply shellac var-

nished. The ring or bobbin is shown in Fig. 2. (A) The
other way is to cut a circle of wood in- thick and 1 K ins.

diain., and then to fix on to it two thin sides and to wind
the wire carefully into the groove thus formed (it is well

liefore winding to lay four bits of thin twine in the groove
crossways to the winding, and at about equal distances

apart). These pieces of twine are tied when the winding
is completed, and serve to hold the layers together while

one side of the wooden core is removed and the coil

slipped off. The ends of the coil should be near together,

but should not he twisted together. Some twine is now
procured (not too thick), and one end is firmly tied round
the coil near its ends; a short length of twine is left over.

Now the coil is tightly and evenly overwound with one
layer of twine (crossways), (Fig. ! :,{a=;*. the end is tied to the

other end which we left over for that purpose ; this will look
well when varnished, and a good varnish is made by
mixing lampblack or line powdered carbon with shellac
varnish; this layer of twine holds the wires well together
and protects them. It will be found that the section of
the coil will now become practically circular.
A wood base is next cut about 34 ins. square and 4 in.

thick, and is finished as desired. If our coil is of type A,
a small bit of wood is cut about 1 in. by \ in. by K in.,

and the ring is glued to it and to the base (see Fig. 2),

the laMtom of the ring Iicing slightly flattened by filing or
cutting where it is to be glued to -.he base. When the
glue lias set this will be louud quite firm. It is well to
pul the block at the l«ck of the ring, and to let the
wires project in front. Fach wire is now coiled neatly
into a spiral (say, uj«>n a pencil), and is then pul under
the bottom face of a terminal and the latter screwed down
tight. Finds of wire and bottom of terminal must be
well cleaned. If it is preferred, the ends of wire can be
taken down underneath the base through u small hole led
in grooves to where the terminals arc, and then again
brought to the surface

;
the grooves may then lie filled

in with cement, such as I’rout's glue. If our coil is of
type II, die easiest way of fixing is to cut a piece of brass

about 1 \ ins. by )i in. hy i in., and drill two small holes
near the ends of it, and then to screw the coil down as
shown in Fig. 1. The strip should be bent into I lie arc
of a circle. Hither way of connecting to terminals may
l»c adopted. All that now remains to be done is to place
a well-magnetised magnetic needle in the centre of the
coil, and there arc three suitable ways of doing this.

1. For rough work (testing, \c.) mount an ordinary
com |«ass- needle, about 1 in. long, on a fine needle point.
This may l>c stuck, head downwards, into a small piece
of wood or cork, which is then cemented to the inside
(axiom of the coil

; or, if the instrument is to have more
than one kind of magnetic needle, the block should lie

cut to fit over the 1 axiom of the coil, and so be easily
slipped out.

2. Another way is to well magnetise a fine sewing
needle (by rubbing it from end to end with one pole of a
strong magnet a few times)

;
the pointed end is broken

off, so as to leave the needle about t in. long; a tiny hook
of fine wire is twisted and cemented to the centre of the
needle, and a similar one is cemented to the inside top of

the coil, or else only a small lump of cement is melted on to
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hi Ici place; a very line thread of t coon silk (it can
lie pulled from common silk) is tied or cemented to ilie

needle hook, and then tied or cemented to the tup of the
coil, or passed over the hook and cemented (it will I*
found a very wearisome task to handle this very fine silk,
and it takes a lot of patience to tie it—in fact, it is often
hard to see it at all !)

3 < The last method is lay far the most sensitive one,
and it was devised by Lord Kelvin. A tiny mirror, about
yx ill. or less in diameter and very thin, is hung l»y means
of the silk dvscrilied, and on its hack are cemented two
or three tiny pieces of magnetised sewing needles. These
pieces should all have their N. poles and S. poles point*
i"R die same way. TLL may l« easily arranged by see-

ing that the pole of a magnet attracts all the ends to lie

placed pointing the same way, and icpels all the other
ends. The mirror is illustrated in Figs 3.and 4.

To use the galvanometer it should Ik turned until its

needle lies parallel to the coil, or else the needle may be
brought parallel with the coil by placing a small magnet
on the table (not loo near ), and turning it till it inllucnccs

the needle into the correct |Muition (parallel to

the coil). It is well to put a .small glass shade
over the instrument, c*i*cciallv if it i* arranged with
silk sus|)cnsion. A neat shade may I* formed by
breaking off the stem of a thin wineglass, and grinding

the fracture smooth
;
this

j
,.'i covers rite coil well. No

>owctlul generator, such as an ordinary battery, should
«e applied straight across lire terminals, as the effect is

ar lou violent. The lirst method is suitable for testing

for leaks in electro magnets. ,\c. (n weak cell made by a
strip of rritre and one ol copper, put into a solution of salt

and water, may be used, and should lie small—say, the
si/e of a wineglass). It may also lie used for experimental
work, and to show the laws of electro-magnetism. It will

show a deflection if a few inches of cornier and iron wire
ate cleaned and twisted together for

.J
in. at one end, and

the other ends are put into the terminals ; the junctiun is

now heated with a candle »r a match: this is thermo-
electricity. The second method is far more sensitive, ami
cannot well be used fur rough pui|mscs

;
it will show a

large deflection with the above copper-iron pair, and will

show a small effect if a battery, made of one drop of sul-
phuric acid and water, a copper wire and tiny zinc strip
is applied : this is voltaic electricity. Klcctro-m.rgnetic
induction may be well illustrated—an electro-magnet
(such as a bell-magnet or iron horseshoe, wound
with one hundred turns of wir-J i« applied to the
terminals, nrd a permanent sCoel magnet is now moved
in front of the electro-magnet

; at every movement the
needle will give a kick. The magnets here must be

some way from the instrument, or a direct effect from
them will aflccl the needle. An assistant can manipulate
the magnets at the other end of the room, while the
operator himself watches the needle. This electro-mag-
netic induction is the vital principle of a dynamo’s ac-
tion ; in fact, the magnets here constitute a dynamo and
the galvanometer a motor.
The last method requires a lamp (or candle), scale, and

lens for its use. and is far too delicate fur anything ex-
cept 'cry feeble currents and careful bauds. Fig. 4
bows the way to net the apparatus up. A box of wood

«.r cardboard is set up in a darkened room
;
this has a

slot cut in it alrout l4 in. wide, and a lamp is placed lie-

hind, the rays of which pass through the slot, and then
through a convex lens on to the mirror. From the latter

they arc now reflected back on to a white scale put to

catch them; the lens is moved until it brings the rays

to a focus on the scale, and, if a very definite line is re-

quired, a thin wire put vertically in the slot will come out
clear and sharp on the scale. When hunting for the snot,

when setting up apparatus, it will be found convenient
to explore with a sheet of while paper or card. To stop
the needle vibrating quickly after it has once been set in

motion, a weak bar-magnet held in the hand and moved
so as to act on it (the needle) will bring it to rest very
quickly after a little practice

;
it can be slowly taken

away as needle comes to rest. The lens may be
abolished if a very sharp spot is not required.

Almost anything which a galvanometer will show can
l*e shown here. The scale readings arc directly propor-
tional to the currents producing them, and arc propor-*
tional to the volts applied if a coil of high resistance is

put in series with the instrument. A few turns of wire
slid up or down the |x»lc of a magnet will produce a kick
at each move (electro-magnetic induction). A coppcr-
iron pair heated with the hot hand or breath, one cell

applied through the operator’s hands— one pole of cell

is applied to galvanometer, the other is applied to his

left hand and a wire is put connecting his right hand to

the other terminal of instrument. A good contact should
be made to each hand by holding two pieces of metal,
such as » rand-vice in one hand, and a pair of pliers in

the other, the wires being held tight to the metal : this

will produce an effect. Even a carlxm or copper plate

held in one hand and a zinc in the other will produce a
displacement of the spot (the hands should be damp).
The operator, in this latter ease, forms a part of a battery.
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A Simple Morse Key.
To TIIK Editor OK The Model Engineer.

Sir,— I have pleasure in sending you particulars of a
very simple Morse key. which I made for a small tele-
graph a little time ago. The baseboard (A) is of mahogany,
4 ms. by 3 ins. by ft in. In the centre of this, screw a
block of wood ( B) t in. square. At one end of the base-
board nail with small brads a strip of brass (D). On the
top of the block B, fix another strip (C), just long enough
to touch the first one when depressed; a small knob of
wood (K) should be affixed to the end of the upper strip;

,
W ) should connect the strips to two icrmin-ls

(1\ I') at the other end of the base.—Yours truly,
F,on,e

- C. G. R.
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